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F O R E W O R D

T his book beautifully covers Kenya’s history in 
an era whereby the country saw unprecedented 
economic and social change.

President Mwai Kibaki was bold enough to re-imagine 
Kenya’s society. That is why he will forever be recognised 
as one of  Kenya’s giants. Isaac Newton wrote in a 1675 
letter to fellow scientist Robert Hooke, “If I have seen 
further, it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.” As 
the fourth president of Kenya, I can truly say I stand 
on the shoulders of great men – giants, Mzee Jomo 
Kenyatta, Moi and Kibaki, who set great legacies that 
we as a country continue to reap their benefits. Kenya’s 
Vision 2030, one of Kibaki’s legacies, continues to define 
our course as a nation.

 The Kenya Yearbook Editorial Board’s Cabinet series 
is therefore unapologetically a compendium of history 
makers. A story of Kenya’s giants! This book captures 
the unique leadership that each of these men and 
women brought, now sketched in the chronicles of his-
tory. These great men and women were charged with 
interpreting and actualizing Kibaki’s vision for Kenya. 
This memoir capturing this epoch .Every generation 
owes posterity the memoirs of its time. It is the duty 
of each generation, therefore, to capture and carefully 
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chronicle key turning points that define a society’s 
sojourn. Failing to do so would deny future generations 
crucial reference points that could, in turn, relegate 
future leaderships to dins of cyclic limps or false starts.  

I commend the Kenya Yearbook Editorial Board for 
creating the Cabinet series and for upholding the tra-
dition of chronicling profiles of persons who have had 
the privilege of serving Kenyans. Today we enjoy the 
dividends that accrued from the sacrifices, sweat and 
determination of these great men and women whose 
profiles are now indelibly etched in our national history. 

May our history continue to be our national pride 
and may the work of these great men always challenge 
us to be better servants of the great people of Kenya.

Uhuru Kenyatta, CGH 
The Fourth President of Kenya
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NOTE FROM THE CABINET SECRETARY 

R eading Kenyatta Cabinets, Moi Cabinets 
and now Kibaki Cabinets, one is able to 
appreciate the intricacies of running 

Government. The events that have shaped the 
country’s destiny thus far are largely entwined 
in the stories of the men and women who served 
in the three Presidents’ cabinets. The historical 
value of the Cabinet series is in capturing the 
roles assigned to and accomplished by indi-
viduals whose pulse is evident in their profiles. 
The Cabinet Series chronicles and gives a voice 
to these great men and women; informative 
historical anecdotes, each scripted by a unique 
servant of Kenya.

The book gives an insight on how Kibaki’s 
government was managed, with lessons and 
inspiration for those of us who serve and aspire 
to serve. Kenya has come a long way and we as 
a nation continue to strive for great economic 
and social development. This series, now an 
established record of our history, shows us that 
servanthood requires great sacrifice, innovation 
and determination. Seen in great men like Mr 
John Michuki who stood tall even in the face of 
great adversity. We now celebrate him as the hero 
who tamed the transport industry and gave us 

the Michuki park. This is just one of the profiles 
you will find in this book.  

I laud the efforts of the Kenya Yearbook Editorial 
Board in producing this series. It is my hope that 
all readers will enjoy the publication and find 
inspiration from it.

Joe Mucheru, M.B.S., E.G.H.
Cabinet Secretary
Ministry of ICT, Innovation and Youth Affairs 
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A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S

The Kibaki Cabinets work-
load involved several people 
and processes. Thankfully 
the team involved exhib-
ited an exemplary sense 
of teamwork and commit-

ment towards completing their respective 
tasks within set timeframes. It helped that 
this was the third book in a series because 
lessons learnt while preparing the previous 
two publications — Kenyatta Cabinets and 
Moi Cabinets — came in handy. 

The Cabinet Secretary for Information 
in the Ministry of Information, 
Communications Technology, Innovation 
and Youth Affairs, Joe Mucheru and his 
Principal Secretary at the State Department 

of Broadcasting and Telecommunications, 
Esther Koimett, have extended invaluable 
advice in the Cabinets Series initiative and 
supported it unreservedly. Thank you so 
very much for your support. 

Of course, this task could not have pros-
pered without the blessings of the KYEB 
Board. Special thanks to the Chairman of the 
KYEB Board,   Eng. Sammy Tangus, and all 
Board members. The entire Board has fully 
grasped the importance of this series. Due to 
their enduring support the Cabinets Series 
has become key among KYEB publications. 

Ngari Gituku, the Private Secretary to His 
Excellency Mwai Kibaki CGH, was tasked by 
the Kenya Yearbook Editorial Board (KYEB) 
to put together the concept that would guide 

the profiling of the Kibaki Cabinets. Having 
worked closely with Kibaki, Gituku was able 
to succinctly delineate the parameters that 
the profiling process would observe and the 
contexts it would confine itself to. That, in 
our opinion, was accomplished. 

Looking back, the team that Gituku assem-
bled was a blend of talent best able to handle 
the profiles of each individual featured. 

We, therefore, celebrate Gituku’s team for 
a task well executed. The team comprised 
of Muiru Ngugi, Carol Gachiengo, Luke 
Mulunda, Roy Gachuhi, Daniel Wesangula, 
Ken Opala, Julius Sigei, John Kamau, 
Nyambega Gisesa, Wanjohi Kabukuru, Eric 
Ng’eno, Kamau Ngotho, Mayaka Gekara, 
Waithaka Waihenya, Caleb Atemi, Edward 
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little acknowledged, if at all, made their 
remarkable contribution to publication of 
the Kibaki Cabinets. Peter Okong’o, KYEB’s 
Editor-in-Chief had his finger constantly on 
the pulse as the work progressed. His ability 
to coordinate editorial tasks and eye for detail 
are invaluable assets to KYEB. 

There are many other individuals who we 
have not mentioned but who, nonetheless, 
have made great sacrifices to have this pub-
lication available to the public. To you all we 
say shukrani sana.

We, at KYEB, wish the readers of the Kibaki 
Cabinets an enjoyable and edifying read. 

Thank you.

Indakhwa and Nick Thiong’o. These are the 
resource persons who researched on the 
subjects assigned to them and penned their 
profiles. To them KYEB says, asante sana! 

The editors who reviewed and tweaked the 
material produced were Ruth Lubembe and 
Anne Marie Nyamu. This duo sifted through 
articles to ensure that the details captured 
were factual while ensuring that the presen-
tations adhered to the KYEB house style. We 
congratulate these editors for a job well done. 

To our untiring Joyce Nyairo, who offered 
the final set of expert eyes that garnished 
this publication with the fine touch it has 
assumed in its final form. To her we say thank 
you very much.

Several other persons, though unseen and 
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P R E F A C E

A fter the publication 
of Kenyatta Cabinets 
and Moi Cabinets by 
the Kenya Yearbook 
E d i t o r i a l  B o a rd 
(KYEB), the next is, 

predictably, the Kibaki Cabinets. Yet, 
without reflecting a little upon how the 
presidential eras that preceded Kibaki’s 
panned out and who patronised them, 
the Cabinet profiles contained in this 
publication will, in all likelihood, lack 
perspective and context. 

The foregoing is particularly significant 
given that, among other factors, 58 per 
cent of Kenyans according to the 2019 
national census were below 24 years. This 
means that at the time Mwai Kibaki was 
ascending to the Presidency, Kenyans 
who are 25 years old this year were only 7 

years old. According to the same census, 
35.7 million, or 75.1 per cent of Kenya’s 
entire population, is today 36 years old 
and below. For good measure, going by 
these projections 20 per cent or less of 
Kenyans were alive when Mzee Jomo 
Kenyatta died in August 1978. 

This implies that most Kenyans have 
only a scanty or no personal recollec-
tion whatsoever of Kenya’s founding 
President while he was still alive. Again, 
it is now 42 years since Moi took over 
power, 18 years since he relinquished it 
and barely a year since his demise. Those 
born when Kibaki took over will be old 
enough to cast their votes in the 2022 
election. Clearly it is more than likely 
that many of the men and women who 
served in the three successive Cabinets 
could fade away from memory altogether. 

With the dominance of the youth with 
regard to demographics, it is a matter 
of time before youthful persons pre-
dominantly assume certain key posi-
tions in society that demand that one 
understands well where the country is 
coming from. The Cabinet series thus 
far has been able to capture moments 
imbued with the essence of the persons 
featured. With the benefit of hindsight, it 
is possible to clarify the insights of future 
generations and ultimately power their 
imagination to beget sharper foresight. 
That way, it will be possible to carve out 
the path for Kenya’s posterity with deeper 
illumination and clarity of mind. 

Besides, it may be assumed — at least 
ideally — that the men and women 
each of the three former presidents 
chose to co-shape their respective lega-
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cies espoused the leadership ideologies 
embraced by each of the heads of State. 
To that end, it is safe to also conclude 
that the content of character, personal 
background and beliefs of the persons 
identified as the closest lieutenants to 
the big man bear certain attributes that, 
in a way, also tell pat of the story of their 
boss. After all, like tends to attract like. 

Those who may not have had a long 
or any personal acquaintance with the 
president would morally be required 
to adjust their priorities and even cede 
some personal inclinations to fit in the 
equation. Whichever the case, the story 
of a general cannot be complete with-
out reviewing the attributes of his or 
her closest and most trusted abettors. 
That is the premise, spirit and general 
viewpoint against which the profiles of 

Kibaki Cabinets have been curated to 
reflect this assumption. 

As a matter of fact, the Moi era and 
therefore Cabinets is a direct offshoot of 
the Kenyatta Presidency in many ways. 
The same may be said of the Kibaki 
Presidency in relation to the Moi one. 
Indeed, much as the Cabinet profiles for 
the three presidential period are viewed 
as separate units, a keener look at the 
stories reveals points to what a sequel is 
made of. A sequel because the Presidency 
as an institution is constant and occupied 
by different personalities whose time in 
office, style of management and other 
peculiarities bequeath their epoch the 
character it ends up taking. 

This publication features a curtain-
raiser featuring key moments in the life 
and times of His Excellency Mwai Kibaki, 

who passed away on April 22, 2022 just 
a few days before we went to press, and 
profiles of 73 men and women who served 
in his Cabinet at one point or other.

We believe readers will enjoy the pro-
files in this publication particularly 
because they have been authored by 
some of Kenya’s finest writers and revised 
by editors who are well-regarded region-
ally. 

Moreover, this is the third publication 
of this kind to be produced by KYEB. 
Accrued experience must have paved the 
way for a much smoother read. 

Eng. Sammy Tangus, 
KYEB Board Chairman
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

R ight from the outset 
we identified the 
core focus of what to 
feature in the Kibaki 
Cabinets and shared it 
with our chosen writ-

ers. That focus demanded that our writ-
ing team dwells primarily on three key 
aspects concerning the people identified 
for profiling.

One, we agreed to confine ourselves 
to facts and to desist from expressing 
personal biases based on the political 
affiliation of the writers or the view of the 
subject matter. Secondly, we resolved to 
keep hyperbole and vestiges of publicist 
overtones at bay, viewing them as side-
shows that do not add value to the depth 
of extrapolation that the task at hand 
called for. And third, we decided to high-
light what each member of the Cabinet 
contributed to the overall achievements 
associated with the Kibaki era and what 
has now become the Kibaki legacy. 

Even then, we asked the writers not to 
limit their creative prowess to a straight-
jacket regimen that would suck life out 
the profiles. We therefore gave them 
leeway to sketch the portraits  of the 
men and women whose contribution 
to the makings of modern-day Kenya 
cannot be gainsaid in a manner that 
readily exhibited the freedom a writer 

needs to appreciate their contributions 
without allowing views compromised 
by individual prejudices.

However, we didn’t leave room for drab 
profiling that would easily get encum-
bered by interminable self-censure. 
Rather, we committed to capturing the 
subjects in our sights wholesomely, 
acknowledging their past ties, if any, 
to the Commander-in-Chief whilst also 
recognising their own accomplishments 
and quirks in and out of the confines of 
the Kibaki Cabinets. 

It would be careless not to remind read-
ers of this publication of the trajectory 
the Kibaki administration took in its 10 
years of existence. Why? Because that 
omission would easily muddle up time-
lines and distort the importance of the 
events that defined the crucial turning 
points of the Kibaki era. These turning 
points define little known aspects of the 
stories of the persons featured in this 
publication. This is so because only then 
will certain events that are widely quoted 
by the profilers of the Kibaki Cabinets 
fall into context. 

The Kibaki era was ushered in with 
great excitement and expectations. At 
the beginning of his epoch the Kenyan 
spirit brimmed with the hope of a nation 
reborn. There was ecstasy in the air when 
he took over. That excitement embodied 

what Kenyans aspired for and believed 
they had a right to. 

However, the vivacious frenzy was 
dulled by political dissension that turned 
former friend to foe. The 2005 con-
stitutional referendum confirmed the 
extent to which simmering bad blood 
had separated two factions that previ-
ously belonged to the National Rainbow 
Coalition (NARC). After the defeat of the 
ruling faction at the referendum, battle 
lines were drawn. The political mood 
changed and so did the composition of 
the Cabinet. 

The clamour for political power 
among members of the aggrieved group 
became palpable, leading to the ugly 
aftermath of the 2007 General Election. 
The Government of the National Unity 
subsequently came into being, forcing 
friend and foe to merge. What followed 
was a period of political tension between 
the Head of State and the Prime Minister 
alongside the respective political forces 
each of the two commanded. 

In a way, in spite of the political machi-
nations and contestations that ensued 
during Kibaki’s two-term era, significant 
economic development still took place. 
Perhaps the institutionalised approach 
that Kibaki’s development agenda 
embraced helped bequeath structure 
and purpose to his efforts — backed by 

a solid philosophy on socio-economic 
development — steadied a vessel that 
would have otherwise sunk. Perhaps 
entrusting the task to old hands con-
tributed to the ability of his Ministers 
to understand what Kibaki wished for 
Kenya ever since he joined politics post-
Makerere. Perhaps…

Whatever the case, there is a way in 
which a close look at the biographies of 
the Kibaki Cabinets will tell what really 
ticked and/or failed during his time at 
the top. It will also reveal who played 
what role in terms of building what is 
now touted as the Kibaki legacy. 

It is important to point out that 
although Mr Orwa Ojode, whose pro-
file is featured in this publication, was 
appointed to the Cabinet in 2005 he 
declined the offer due to the strained 
political atmosphere of the day. 

In this publication the reader will 
encounter details of the personalities 
featured that may not be readily available 
in the public domain. Other details and 
relationships on personalities featured 
in the Kibaki Cabinets that may have 
faded away could take on new meaning. 

Enjoy the read.



K I B A K I : P O L I T I C A L  G E N T L E M A N
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MWAI KIBAKI: 
A Brilliant 

Economist and a 
Gentleman

I t is said that there are leaders 
who grow into their offices, 
shaped and sharpened by 
the exigencies of their times. 
Others are born into greatness 
and hone it as they acquire 

experience and gain wisdom.
Mwai Kibaki, the third President of 

the Republic of Kenya was, by all means, 
one of the most colourful politicians this 
country has ever had. Those who knew 
him from his childhood days all through 

to his time at Makerere University speak 
of a man who, right from the start, knew 
what he wanted to become and the path 
he wanted to follow to achieve it. Nothing, 
it would seem, was coincidental or for-
tuitous about his life. Everything looked 
like a perfect study in purposefulness.

Born on 15 November 1931, Kibaki was 
the youngest child of Kibaki Githinji and 
Teresia Wanjiku. When his elder brothers 
took their father’s cattle to graze, Kibaki 
and his contemporaries remained close 

that by the time its operations com-
menced he was long sold on being part 
of the new life it promised. Sure enough, 
that is where he attended his preparatory 
school, dubbed ‘Sub A’ and ‘Sub B’. 

The new construction that Kibaki had 
seen come up from scratch planted 
the very first seeds of Christianity and 
enlightenment in Thunguri and beyond 
that progressively transformed the way 
Kibaki’s neighbours socialised. 

After successfully completing his foun-
dational schooling, he joined Gatuyaini 
Primary School where he spent two years. 
Like all primary schools in those days, 
Gatuyaini was a dusty and ungainly affair. 
Nearly all the pupils, Kibaki included, 
walked to school and back barefoot, their 
young innocent faces betraying little of 
what they would be in the future. But 
out of this humble school would raise a 
man destined for greatness. 

Kibaki later joined the Holy Ghost 
Catholic Missionaries’ Karima Mission 
School, which is today Karima Primary 
School, for another three years. From 
there he went to Mathari School (later 
renamed Nyeri High School) before join-
ing Mang’u High School, an eminent 
institution that admitted only the best 
brains in the country. Its only equal at the 
time was Alliance High School. 

It was Mang’u that greatly altered 
Kibaki’s life. Started by Catholic priests, it 
was set to become the crucible in which 
some of the best brains in the country 
would be molded. The founders wanted 

to their Thunguri home in Othaya, Nyeri 
District, tending the goats and calves that 
were too young to accompany the larger 
animals across the valleys. 

One day, a phenomenon started to 
take shape near the field where Kibaki 
and company spent their days with the 
goats and calves. It was in form of an 
architectural marvel never before seen 
in the vicinity – a sanctuary-cum-school 
built by Catholic missionaries. The new 
building intrigued young Kibaki so much 
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to establish an institution that was firmly 
anchored in the Catholic faith and aca-
demic excellence.

After excelling at Mang’u he joined 
Makerere University College in Uganda 
to pursue a Bachelor of Arts degree in 
Economics, History, and Political Science. 
He emerged as one of the best students 
in the Faculty of Arts in 1955, attaining a 
First Class Honours degree in Economics. 
After graduation, Kibaki got a job at 
Shell Uganda as an assistant sales man-
ager. He quit when he got a scholarship 
to study for a Bachelor of Science in 
Public Finance at the London School of 
Economics and became the first African 
to graduate from that school with a first-
class degree. 

He returned to Makerere as an assistant 
lecturer in the Department of Economics. 
The university would honour him many 
years later, in 2012, with an honorary 
degree (Doctor of Laws). Makerere was 
where Kibaki launched his political 
career. He was elected chairman of the 
Kenya Students’ Association as well as 
vice-chairman of Makerere Students’ 
Guild during an epochal period in East 
Africa. It was a time when the agitation 
for independence from colonial rule was 
at its peak. Seizing the moment, Kibaki 
distinguished himself as a champion 
for decolonisation. He was to find his 
fidus Achates in one Joseph Thomas 
Mboya, who approached him to become 
a member of Kenya Educational Trust 
which was then coordinating the second 

airlift of students to the United States of 
America. Kibaki and Munyua Waiyaki 
were to be the new faces of the airlift.

Working hand in hand with Mboya, 
Kibaki distinguished himself as one of 
the foremost economists in the country. 
Both men had something in common – 
they were alumni of Mang’u High School; 
they were also age mates. Mboya had 
exceptional organisational skills and 
founded the Nairobi People’s Convention 
Party (NPCP), which would become, 
according to political pundits, one of 
the best-organised political entities in 
Nairobi.

On being advised that the political 

later enabled it to secure a sound victory 
in the 1961 elections, in which it won 19 
of the 33 elected seats in the House of 
Representatives.

Kibaki himself was elected Member 
of Parliament for Doonholm in 1963 
and appointed Parliamentary Secretary 
to the National Treasury. He continued 
to hold his position as KANU’s execu-
tive officer and gained solid respect 
across the board to the extent that some 
MPs exhorted Kenyatta, who had since 
become President of Kenya, to abolish 
the post of KANU Assistant Executive 
Officer. “There is only one executive 
officer,” the then MP for Majoge Bassi, 
Zephania Anyieni, pleaded with Kenyatta, 
“and that should be Hon. Mwai Kibaki.”

Kibaki became Mboya’s Assistant 
Minister for Economic Planning and 
Development during another hugely 
important period in the country’s history. 
It is worth noting that Kenya, Uganda, 
and Tanzania had come together to 
form a regional bloc, the East African 
Community (EAC), using a single 
currency. But in June 1965, Tanzania 
announced it was pulling out of the bloc 
and the EAC collapsed. Each country 
subsequently launched its currency, with 
Kenya’s launching on 14 September 1966.

Also notable is that Kibaki was one of 
the architects of the acclaimed Sessional 
Paper Number 10 titled African Socialism 
and its Application to Planning in Kenya. 
Again, he was with Mboya in this historic 
venture. 

dynamics of the time demanded that 
one had to join a national political party 
if one was to become a force to reckon 
with, Kibaki immediately started aligning 
himself with the Kenya African National 
Union (KANU), which was then under 
formation and which was not a strange 
entity to him because he had participated 
in the drafting of its constitution.

On the other hand, there was the Kenya 
African Democratic Union (KADU) that 
had incorporated some minority groups 
and was complicating the political equa-
tion in the country. Its most eminent 
personality was Ronald Ngala. 

At only 29 years of age, Kibaki was 
prevailed upon to become the executive 
officer of KANU, if not for anything else, 
to bring some order. Around the time he 
joined KANU, the demand for the release 
of Jomo Kenyatta from house arrest in 
Mararal in northern Kenya was gaining 
traction. The KANU president at the time 
was James Gichuru and he had made it 
clear that the party, which was popular 
around the country, would not form a 
government if Kenyatta was not released 
from detention.

By then KADU was styling itself up as 
a veritable alternative to KANU. Some of 
its leaders started spewing hatred against 
Kenyatta in a bid to discredit KANU 
and what it stood for. But Kibaki was 
steadfast in his defence of KANU and its 
foundational ideology and principles. He 
struggled to maintain order in the party 
and to make it the formidable force that 

His relationship 
with Mboya caused 
more than a small 
discomfort among
certain people close 
to the President, 
who doubted where 
Kibaki’s loyalty 
lay. Because of this 
he almost lost his 
Doonholm seat to
Jael Mbogo
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Kibaki’s abilities saw him elevated to 
full Cabinet Minister on  May 3, 1966. He 
was appointed Minister for Commerce 
and Industry while Mboya retained his 
Economic Planning and Development 
docket. By then, Kenyatta and Jaramogi 
Oginga Odinga had fallen out and the 
latter had gone on to form his party, the 
Kenya People’s Union.

Three years later, Mboya was shot dead 
in Nairobi. Kibaki and Josiah Mwangi 
(J.M.) Kariuki, who was murdered in 
1975, were the only prominent Kikuyu 
politicians to attend Mboya’s burial on 
Rusinga Island. The assassination trig-
gered animosity between the Kikuyu 
and Luo communities. Forty-two years 
later, Kibaki would unveil a monument 
in Nairobi in honour of his friend.

His relationship with Mboya caused 
more than a small discomfort among 
certain people close to the President, 
who doubted where Kibaki’s loyalty 
lay. Because of this he almost lost his 
Doonholm seat to Jael Mbogo. In a tac-
tical move, he shifted his political base 
to his hometown of Othaya, where the 
locals had already made up their minds 
that they needed him to represent them 
in Parliament anyway. After this, Kibaki 
knew that destiny was calling on him to 
chart a new political path; one on which 
the aspiration for greater political leader-
ship would characterise his life.

He fixed his gaze firmly on that path, 
fighting the vicissitudes of time and the 
jeopardies of politics, and eventually 

winding up as the third President of 
Kenya after Daniel Arap Moi. And it was 
not just in Kenya where his remarkable 
qualities were being recognised. The 
world had also started to notice Kibaki’s 
endowments and leadership capabili-
ties. In July 1974, Time magazine named 
him one of the 150 men and women who 
would become new world leaders. On 
two other occasions, in 1977 and 1981, 

the magazine named him as one of its 
100 people with remarkable leadership 
qualities.

By then Kibaki had been appointed 
Minister for Finance. During his tenure 
at the National Treasury, the country 
recorded economic growth rates of up to 
7 percent. He guided the country through 
the ensuing global economic challenges 
and ensured that Kenya’s economic for-

tunes held steady. Former World Bank 
President Robert McNamara described 
Kibaki as one of the “greatest economic 
brains to have emerged from Africa” 
while his former lecturer at Makerere, 
Prof. Kenneth Ingham, believed that if 
he (Kibaki) had stayed long enough in 
academia, he would have ended up as 
President of the World Bank.

After Kenyatta’s death in 1978, Kibaki 
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vied, as he had done previously, for the 
chairmanship of KANU, taking on the 
imposing Gichuru and Jeremiah Nyagah. 
It was a remarkable stab at power within 
the powerful party – chairman was the 
third most powerful position in the 
KANU hierarchy. In the end he prevailed, 
polling 1,191 votes against Nyagah’s 390. 
Gichuru had by then pulled out of the 
contest. When Moi became President, 
he appointed Kibaki Vice-President. His 
star was continuing to rise. 

While some may argue that it was easy 
because it happened, the opposite is true. 
Throughout his life in politics, Kibaki 
endured the hardships and the trials 
most, if not all, politicians go through. As 
a Member of Parliament, he never lost an 
election, representing his people for 50 
years and becoming one of the longest-
serving MPs in the Commonwealth. 
However, there were attempts to vote 
him out or frustrate him out of elective 
politics; he bore it all with remarkable 
charm.

Many will remember the attempts to rig 
him out of Othaya through the infamous 
queue-voting system, popularly known as 
mlolongo. In uncharacteristic fight back, 
Kibaki took on the system, then repre-
sented by the District Commissioner 
in Nyeri, remarking that “even rigging 
requires some intelligence”. He could be 
pointed and lethal at times, but few ever 
saw him display egregious bouts of anger.

When Kibaki eventually decided that 
he would go for the top seat, he knew 

he had crossed the Rubicon of caution. 
During President Moi’s tenure, one had 
to have guts to take on a person who, 
to all intents and purposes, appeared 
unbeatable in the game of politics. But 
it required a man of rare insight to oust 
Moi. Therefore, when the time came for 
him to throw his hat in the ring, Kibaki 
knew he was not just an ordinary politi-
cian angling for a higher office. He was 
a Cabinet Minister in Moi’s government 
– a government from which no one ever 
resigned. Until Kibaki did just that.

After reassuring Moi that he was not 
going to join the bandwagon of those 
clamouring for multiparty politics, Kibaki 
flew to Mombasa in December 1991 and 
simultaneously announced his resigna-
tion and the formation of the Democratic 
Party (DP).

It is said that resignation often endows 
politicians with a potency they never had 
in the job. Kibaki’s resignation gave him 
fresh gravitas. Quite obviously, it came 
as a surprise not only to Moi but also to 
other Opposition leaders who thought 
Kibaki would either stick with KANU or 
join the Forum for the Restoration of 
Democracy (FORD), which was beginning 
to gain a lot of traction in the country. 

His move was seen as disloyalty. On 
closer scrutiny, however, it was clear 
that this was not an act of disloyalty. 
That just wasn’t in his character. There 
was a time, years earlier, when leaders 
from Kiambu District had kicked up a 
storm during the Kenyatta succession 

politics in a desperate attempt to block 
Moi from ascending to the presidency. 
Kibaki broke ranks with them and ral-
lied around Moi – he firmly believed 
that those who were behind the ‘change 
the Constitution’ movement (to make it 
impossible for Moi to become President 
after Kenyatta’s death) were self-seekers 
and he would have no truck with them. 
He believed that to become a national 
leader, one had to avoid divisive politics. 

As for Opposition politics, Kibaki 
believed in charting his own path. 
He knew that if he joined the already 
crowded FORD, he risked becoming 
nondescript. Choosing to risk being con-
demned as a traitor, he elected to rule in 
his own political hell rather than serve 
in an obliquely indeterminate heaven of 
the Opposition.

The only time Kibaki suffered political 
loss was when he lost the presidential 
election twice, first in 1992 and then in 
1997. There was a redeeming grace in 
every loss. He became a ferocious leader 
of the Opposition and perhaps learned 
that in every cloud there is a silver lining 
of hope. 

Most politicians will tell you that every 
decision one has to make is fraught with 
dangers. Throughout his political life, 
Kibaki cultivated a debonair mien that 
made him stand out as a gentleman 
among, in most cases, narcissistic men 
and women. He abhorred pettiness and 
he detested crudity. Because of this, he 
shied away from picking unnecessary 

fights or joining in battles where he 
would perhaps have ended up as col-
lateral damage. This position earned 
him the moniker ‘coward.’ The passage 
of time has, however, painted a different 
portrait of Kibaki.

The 1980s were perilous times for poli-
ticians. With KANU becoming ever more 
autocratic, the politics of hate, rumours 
and political jealousies took centre stage. 
But even in a time of elephantine vanity 
and greed, one never had to look far to 
see gentility as demonstrated by Kibaki. 
In one of his most famous quotes he 
outlined how much he hated pettiness 
and the politics of smear and hate; while 
complaining about Cabinet colleague 
Charles Njonjo’s brand of politics in 
September 1982, he said: “You do not 
have to blacken the other fellow in order 
for you to shine. You can shine very bril-
liantly and the other guy can also shine 
very brilliantly. This business of being 
jealous and envious is ridiculous. It is 
a mark of smallness of mind and spirit. 
Only people of very small minds and 
spirits think they can only shine if the 
other fellow is totally blackened.” 

On a political stage that was always 
attracting noisy and cantankerous politi-
cians, the possibility that Kibaki’s equa-
nimity, sobriety and political decency 
would vanquish him to political oblivion 
was always hanging over his head like a 
thick, dark cloud. But this did not faze 
him at all. In the end, he would be vin-
dicated and his enemies would be left 
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with egg all over their faces. 
When he lost the presidential elec-

tion in 1992, coming third after Moi and 
Kenneth Matiba, Kibaki found himself 
in supremely unfamiliar territory. The 
Opposition benches were hardly the 
kind of place one would have expected a 
seasoned politician and an experienced 
bureaucrat to be. For a man who had been 
in government all his political life, and 
Vice President for a decade, this was not 
an exactly comfortable place to be in. 
Although he never showed it, he must 
have had the feeling of being caught up 
in that place where pain and pleasure, 
in their different manifestations, take 
on transfinite qualities and all political 
arithmetic is somewhat dismayed. 

Yet, again, he proved that the spirit 
that burns inside a man who knows his 
value and worth is never stymied by 
circumstantial setbacks. After all, this 
was a man who had endured the public 
ignominy of being demoted from VP to 
Minister for Health. At the time, many 
thought he would not endure that kind 
of humiliation; that he would resign to 
save face and spite the President. But his 
almost annoying resilience came to his 
aid – he took it all in his stride and went 
on to perform his duties at the Ministry 
of Health with remarkable gusto.

So when he landed in the Opposition 
benches he proved, once again, to be 
a master in political reincarnation, 
a vicious and acerbic debater; a man 
who knew how to be the captain of his 

own soul. As Leader of the Opposition, 
his contributions were laden with wit 
and sardonic humour. For instance, in 
November 1994 when Parliament was 
debating the Capital Market Authority 
Bill, Kibaki rose to contribute to the 
debate. Displaying his perfect knowledge 
of financial matters as usual, he waxed 
lyrical about the merits of amending 
the bill to give the authority much more 

autonomy. In the course of his contribu-
tion, Johnstone Makau, then the Minister 
for Information and Broadcasting, rose 
on a point of order: “On a point of order, 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I said we should 
be cautious (about how we autonomise 
the Capital Markets Authority).”

Kibaki took on the Minister with 
remarkable pedagogy. 

“Mr. Temporary Deputy Speaker, Sir, 

we should be cautious. That means that 
we have not made up our minds. That is 
why you should be cautious because if 
you know what you want, you do not need 
to be cautious. To be cautious means you 
are doubtful. If you tell someone to be 
cautious, it means that you are totally 
doubtful.” 

In that answer lay both a philosophi-
cal elucidation of the meaning of the 
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word ‘cautious’ and a lesson in how to 
choose the right words when address-
ing the Leader of the Opposition, an 
office Kibaki imbued with character and 
dignity. He appointed a shadow Cabinet 
that reflected his ideals and brought 

totally new approaches to the opera-
tions of the Opposition. He also served 
as Chairman of the Public Accounts 
Committee and member of the House 
Business Committee from 1997 to 2007.

In the Opposition, Kibaki’s mind pre-

served its poise, as if sheltered from the 
political shenanigans going on around 
him, and created an aura around him of 
a President in waiting.

When election time came round, his 
indefatigable spirit was again on dis-

play, this time more formidably as he 
contested on a DP ticket and came in 
a strong second, polling 1,911,742 votes 
after Moi’s 2,500,856 votes. Raila Odinga 
came in third with 667,886 votes.

For Kibaki, this second loss was another 
moment of illumination, another chance 
to show that an enduring spirit does not 
suffer from the blunt knocks of failure 
but rather lives on to get to its apogee. 
Again he went on with his work as Leader 
of Opposition – by now he was one of the 
most widely known Opposition figures 
alongside others like Odinga, Kijana 
Wamalwa and Charity Ngilu.

For his supporters, there was disap-
pointment all through. They felt that 
this was not so much a loss as it was 
theft of an election that had been firmly 
in the grip of the DP leader. There is no 
more explosive political combustible 
than raised but unmet expectations. His 
supporters would have poured into the 
streets in protest but he urged calm and 
went on playing his role in the House. 

Again, he would wait in the suffocating 
emptiness of patience, looking forward 
to the time when his chance would come 
to lead the country. It would be another 
five years and it seemed like an eternity. 
But because he had nothing else to prove 
to a country that was now used to his 
presence, he knew it was not going to be 
an inordinately long time. Political eons, 
however expansive they may seem, are 
in actual fact quite short.

That moment arrived in 2002, when 
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the National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) 
picked Kibaki as their presidential can-
didate to face Moi’s preferred successor, 
the young Uhuru Kenyatta. After years 
of numbing changelessness, change 
had finally come to Kenya. Kibaki was 
overwhelmingly elected as Kenya’s third 
President with more than 65 per cent of 
the popular vote. 

The victory had a giddy, hallucinatory 
quality. Trap doors had suddenly been 
flung open and a regime that had over 
time become the very obelisk of indomi-
tability suddenly vanished. The shell of 
an old world had cracked, its black and 
fearsome fragments dropping away and 
something new, vibrant exploded with 
freshness. Kibaki was the very embodi-
ment of that freshness.

Interestingly, the exultant moment 
almost never was as, just before the elec-
tion, he was involved in a road accident 
that almost claimed his life. He escaped 
with injuries and was well enough to be 
sworn in albeit seated in a wheelchair, 
his right leg conspicuously wrapped in 
plaster of Paris and sticking out. The 
picture of the newly-elected President 
in a wheelchair, hand on a Bible as he 
took the oath of office, is one of the most 
iconic in Kenya’s electoral history.  

Finally, with KANU out, Kibaki repre-
sented the hopes of an expectant nation. 
His first Cabinet was a mix of intellect, 
political savvy and unparalleled public 
service records. But the tectonic plates 
of politics do not stay still for long. They 

keep rumbling and shifting, and some-
times they cause serious disturbances. 
Kibaki’s first term was not immune 
to these disturbances. He had barely 
settled in before Kenyans got to know 
of the existence of a memorandum of 
understanding that the NARC affiliate 
parties had signed prior to the election 
and which they wanted honoured – there 
were murmurs and loud complaints that 
what the new President had read out 
as his Cabinet was not what had been 
agreed.

While the noise continued, fissures 
started appearing in the Cabinet and 
there were doubts that the formidable 
NARC could hold for long. To make 
matters worse, Kibaki would lose his 
Vice President, Kijana Wamalwa, just 
a few months into his tenure. The two 
had worked quite well in the run-up to 
the election and in the few months they 
were in office together. Wamalwa suc-
cumbed to illness in a London hospital 
and was accorded a State burial. Before 
Wamalwa died, the new government had 
lost Ahmed Khalif, MP for Wajir West 
and Minister for Labour and Manpower 
Development, barely a month after NARC 
took over power, as well as Geoffrey 
Parpai, Minister of State in charge of 
Personnel Management, seven months 
into NARC’s reign. 

As the grumbling raged the govern-
ment desperately tried to get down to 
work. But the Liberal Democratic Party, 
a NARC affiliate, teamed up with KANU 

Education programme and provision of 
free drugs for malaria, tuberculosis, and 
HIV and AIDS.

His feathers would be ruffled again 
in 2005, when a referendum he was 
championing to change the Constitution 
was defeated. The referendum split the 
Kibaki Cabinet right down the middle, 
with a section of ministers backing the 
‘No’ side of the plebiscite and others sup-
porting the government agenda. 

When the government lost the vote, 
many saw it as a referendum on the 
presidency and again wondered how the 
President would manage the remaining 
two years of his first term. He responded 
by swiftly sacking those in his Cabinet 
who had gone against the government 
on the vote. It was a bold move given 
the fact that many of those on the ‘No’ 
side of the divide were the very senior 
political figures who had fought tooth 
and nail with him to oust KANU in 2002. 

Invariably that reorganisation of his 
first Cabinet set off campaigns for the 
next General Election. The Orange 
Democratic Movement (ODM) party 
was born and would become one of the 
most ferocious gadflies on the face of 
the government.

Resilience and determination once 
again triumphed in 2007, when Kibaki 
won the election. It was fiercely con-
tested and ended in the most horrendous 
bloodletting in the history of the coun-
try as clashes erupted in the Rift Valley 
between those who supported the Party 

to frustrate government business in the 
House. Some of the disgruntled politi-
cians in government had already started 
inciting their followers against the new 
President. But Kibaki’s legendary calm 
was again on display; he ignored the 
noise and continued working. In his very 
early days as President, he unveiled the 
Economic Recovery Strategy for Wealth 
and Employment Creation. As a result, 
the gross domestic product expanded by 
5.8 per cent in 2003 compared to 0.4 per 
cent at the time he became President. 
He also launched the Vision 2030 eco-
nomic blueprint aimed at reaching a GDP 
growth of 10 per cent annually and trans-
forming Kenya into a middle-income 
economy by 2030. Perhaps one of his 
most ambitious projects even amid the 
noise was the launch of the Free Primary 

The victory 
had a giddy, 
hallucinatory 
quality. Trap
doors had suddenly 
been flung open and 
a regime that had 
over time become 
the very obelisk 
of indomitability 
suddenly vanished.
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of National Unity (PNU, whose candidate 
was Kibaki) and those supporting ODM 
(whose candidate was Odinga).

This was no doubt one of Kibaki’s most 
harrowing political moments. While he 
watched, the country was coming apart 
and politicians were unashamedly fan-
ning the flames of ethnic hatred that 
sparked unprecedented violence that at 
some point threatened to spill over into 
other parts of the country. Still, true to his 
character, Kibaki did not call upon secu-
rity apparatus to descend on members of 
the public, perhaps hoping that sobriety 
would prevail and the temporary lunacy 
that gripped the nation would dissipate. 

One of the deepest insights into what 
was going on in State House on the elec-
tion night of 2007 comes from Kibaki’s 
Head of Civil Service and Secretary to 
the Cabinet, Francis Muthaura. In Mwai 
Kibaki: 50 Years of National Service, a 
book published just before Kibaki left 
office in 2013, Muthaura paints the pic-
ture of a man who held steady even as 
the election results of the night were 
trickling in and showing that he was 
likely to lose the election to Odinga. It 
was a lonely night, with just the two of 
them at State House as they watched 
in astonishment as Raila opened a one 
million-votes gap against Kibaki. As the 
gap continued to widen, Kibaki kept his 
cool. His supporters were on tenterhooks 
and Opposition supporters were in a state 
of heightened expectations. For Kibaki, 
everything looked like it was headed 

south. He would be a one-term President.
“The gap of one million votes was wor-

rying,” he narrates. “I started counselling 
Kibaki to see whether I could offer him 
some help. I told him that this was like 
a repeat of 2005 and that people just 
ganged up against Mount Kenya region. I 
told him that his record of performance 
as President in infrastructural develop-
ment was all there to be seen. Kibaki did 
not speak much. He just told me: ‘There 
is everything to show.’”

As the excitement grew, what had not 
dawned on the supporters of both sides 
was that the votes from the PNU strong-
holds had not started coming in and that 
nearly all votes from the ODM side were 
in. And when the results from PNU areas 
started coming in, the tables were swiftly 
turned. But the nation was already in a 
state of agitation and the Opposition 
was starting to prepare the ground for 
a rejection of the results, alleging that 
their votes had been stolen. 

Kibaki believed that the media was 
critical in stabilising the nation and he 
instructed Muthaura to go and talk to 
senior editors and media owners in an 
effort to bring down the political tem-
peratures in the country. The overnight 
recount at the Kenyatta International 
Conference Centre, which all parties 
had agreed to abide by, yielded a PNU 
win and the Electoral Commission of 
Kenya pronounced Kibaki the winner. 
According to Muthaura, Kibaki had been 
prepared to accept defeat. 

Soon after being sworn in, he could 
not name a Cabinet for a whole week. 
The pressure on him was enormous and 
the crisis in the country was worsening. 
Muthaura revealed that even as all this 
was going on, Kibaki did not panic. He 
heeded advice to form a skeleton Cabinet.

“The good thing with Kibaki,” said 
Muthaura, “is that if you give him advice, 
he owns it and will never apportion blame 
if it fails. One thing he knew was that 
the security of the country was intact… 
at no time was the Kenyan nation under 
threat.”

Quite apart from the fact that media-
tion efforts, led by former United Nations 
Secretary General Kofi Annan, were put 
in place to assuage the situation, it took 
a surprising move from Kibaki to steady 
the ship. His henchmen had refused to 
agree on a 50-50 sharing of government 
and it was clear that if the push and pull 
continued, there would be no end in sight 
to the escalating crisis.

Kibaki made a rare rapprochement to 
his rival Odinga and, away from their 
hawkish advisers and footmen, they 
holed up at a resort and hammered out 
a Government of National Unity with 
Odinga as Prime Minister. It was an 
unprecedented move that those around 
the President could not countenance. 
But Kibaki ignored them and did what he 
believed was best for the country. Pride 
and ego had met their comeuppance.

Thus Kibaki’s second term got off 
to a shaky start. The first few months 

were characterised by power fights. 
Sometimes it appeared like there were 
two governments in one government, 
with the President at the centre of it 
all. But Kibaki maintained his cool and 
steered through the choppy waters of 
power sharing, suspicion and in-fighting.

Regardless of how this new unity was 
being perceived, Kibaki exploited it 
fully to realise a new Constitution for 
the country. For two decades, Kenyans 
had expressed their wish to change the 
Constitution the country had inherited 
at independence in 1963. It had been 
an elusive goal; the first time Kibaki 
attempted it ended in ignominious fail-
ure. It was on his second attempt, in his 
second term, that it was finally realised. 
During its promulgation in August 2010, 
Kibaki termed the achievement “the 
boldest step the Kenyan people have 
taken towards changing their lives”.

Even in a Cabinet whose members were 
suspicious of each other, it was generally 
agreed that there was something great 
making it move forward. This was the 
President’s ability to let his ministers 
work and make decisions without undue 
interference. It has generally been agreed 
that ministers in the Kibaki Cabinets 
enjoyed powers that few others ever did. 
So long as they were not going against 
the government agenda they were free 
to operate without having to look over 
their shoulders to check if the President 
approved. 

When it came to the media, no matter 
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we have believed their propaganda, or that 
they are special, that they know better. 
They do not.”

Was this why he never bothered about how 
stories concerning him were treated in the 
media? Was this why he never, ever called 
an editor anywhere to complain about how 
his stories were being handled? Perhaps, 
perhaps not. But one thing was clear – just 
as he let his ministers work unhindered, he 
found it loathsome to meddle in the work 
of other institutions. He let them be.

In all, the story of Kibaki, long and wind-
ing as it may seem, is not complete without 
careful consideration of those he entrusted 
to deliver the dream he had for Kenya, and 
particularly members of his Cabinet. To the 
72 odd men and women who served in the 
Cabinet during Kibaki’s time at one point 
or other, he was something different to 
each one. The sum total of what he meant 
to them is part of the legacy and indeed 
story of the third President of the Republic 
of Kenya.

In the outpouring of praise and adoration 
that followed his death on April 22, 2022, it 
became clear that Mr Emilio Mwai Kibaki 
had impacted his country and the world 
at large in a manner that few other leaders 
had done. His dexterity in economic man-
agement; his deep love for his country and 
dedication to its transformation, and his 
defining character as the gentleman who 
stood tall in the muck of politics became the 
common chorus of the millions of people 
who mourned the outstanding child of 
Gatuyaini village.

how virulently he was criticised, Kibaki, an 
avid golfer, always took it in his stride. He 
did not believe that newspapers and other 
media platforms could hurt one irreparably 
if one was on the side of truth. In a budget 
debate in 1980, when he was Minister for 
Finance, some Members of Parliament were 
miffed by the criticism levelled against the 
government by the newspapers. Some were 
agitated and wondered what the govern-
ment was doing to reign in the newspapers. 
Kibaki rose to his feet and said: “Newspapers 
in developing nations like Kenya are just 
like other developing institutions. There 
is no reason why you should take them 
as a special institution. They are like all 
other institutions which are developing; 
some falling down, some succumbing to 
all sorts of difficulties and other things, 
including all the problems we are dealing 
with about corruption, and everything else… 
So one should not expect too much purity 
and holiness in the world of newspapers 
because they are run by human beings 
who are subject to the same influences as 
the rest of us in the country. It is only that 
when they write editorials and about other 
stolen documents, they like to pretend that 
they are holier than the rest of us. That is 
the nature of newspapers. I never worry 
about them. I believe our best position as 
a Parliament is not to worry about newspa-
pers; leave them to enjoy their freedom like 
everybody else in the country. When they 
do any mischief towards you, you have to 
resort to the courts… But it is we who have 
too high expectation of newspapers because 
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KINGI
A M A S O N

Amason Jeffah Kingi was among the youngest members to 
have served in President Mwai Kibaki’s Cabinet. He joined 
the Cabinet in 2008 as a member of the Government of 
National Unity, as the coalition government was officially 
called. He was 33 years old when he plunged into politics. 
Soft spoken and eloquent, the young advocate became 
the Minister for East African Community Affairs in the 
extraordinary circumstances that arose out of the  highly 
contentious 2007 General Election.

A Consummate 
East African
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The aftermath of the these elec-
tions had plunged Kenya into 
uncertainty as post-polls vio-
lence threatened to ground  

the country. The Orange Democratic 
Movement (ODM) led by Raila Odinga 
had refused to accept the results of the 
Presidential election, which declared 
Kibaki, running under the Party of 
National Unity (PNU), as the victor. This 
protest had fast degenerated into inter-
communal clashes resulting in fatalities 
and a political impasse that stalled social 
and economic progress. The interven-
tion of neutral international mediators 
dispatched by the African Union and the 
United Nations helped hammer out a deal 
that would end the post-poll crisis. 

The 2007 polls served as Kingi’s debut 
into politics where he contested the 
Magarini Constituency seat in Kilifi 
District, now Kilifi County, on an ODM 
ticket. Kingi achieved the impossible. He 
defeated the establishment candidate 
touted as the favourite, Harrison Kombe 
of the Shirikisho Party of Kenya (SPK).

Kingi’s win as Member of Parliament 
(MP) for Magarini was essentially the 
beginning of a markedly successful politi-
cal career. Even as a political greenhorn, 
Kingi had already wormed his way into 
the heart of ODM. The top hierarchy of 
ODM knew him as an unwavering sup-
porter of the party and of Odinga. His legal 
acuity, party loyalty and great negotiating 
tactics proved to be solid political assets. 
Two additional perks endeared Kingi to 

ODM in its quest to project inclusivity 
and promote nationalism: he came from a 
minority coastal community, the Giriama, 
and had a record of accomplishment in 
human rights advocacy and community 
mobilisation. All these qualities helped 
tick the right boxes, earning Kingi the slot 
as Minister for East African Community 
Affairs. 

Kingi’s youthful zeal, academic achieve-
ments and credentials to match earned 
him a critical position in the coalition 
Cabinet that had been put together as 
a part of the power-sharing deal in the 
aftermath of the 2007 General Election.

Kingi found himself among Kenya’s 
record-breaking and historic Cabinet that 
consisted of 41 ministers. 

Kingi was born in 1974 in Kilifi. In 1980 he 
was enrolled at Magarini Primary School. 
The bright young lad performed well in 
primary school and joined Alliance High 
School for his secondary education. He 
left Alliance in 1992 and was admitted to 
the University of Nairobi (UoN) in 1994, 
graduating four years later with a law 
degree. 

Upon graduation, followed by a pupil-
lage stint, Kingi went into private prac-
tice in Mombasa. While in Mombasa, 
he took a short contract as district coor-
dinator for the Kilifi District, working 
for the Constitution of Kenya Reform 
Commission (CKRC). This experience 
with the CKRC and his legal background 
exposed Kingi to effective community 
mobilisation and public awareness cam-

The East African Community (EAC) 
based in Arusha, Tanzania, was founded 
in 1967. Nationalistic rivalries led to its 
dissolution in 1977. It was re-established in 
1999. Having been there during the origi-
nal years, Kibaki’s sentimental affiliation 
to the EAC [see sidebar] did not cloud his 
resolute intention for the regional group-
ing. By picking Kingi to the EAC Ministry, 
Kibaki reiterated his firm vision and desire 
for fresh insights and passion to drive a 
strong ‘EastAfricanism’ spirit.

It is on this premise that Kingi was given 
the task of steering Kenya’s position at the 
Community headquarters. 

Kingi’s appointment was evidence of 
the level of trust that the President had 
entrusted in the young budding politician 
and his place in driving Kenya’s regional 
and foreign policy interests. 

At the time, the EAC was planning to 
begin the full implementation of the East 
African Common Markets Protocol within 
the member States. This was a historic 
milestone as it allowed free movement 
of labour, services, goods, capital and 
residence within the region. It had been a 
decades-long quest by Kibaki and needed 
a strong advocate with a regional outlook 
encompassing a population of 90 million 
people at the time with a gross domestic 
product of about US$ 30 billion to execute. 

Kingi fit the bill. 
He immediately set to work with pre-

paring for the East African Customs 
Union whose protocol had been signed 

Men like Kenya’s 
East African 
Community 
Minister, Amason 
Jeffah Kingi have 
a habit of ruffling 
feathers, but our 
region would be 
worse off without 
them.” 

A M A S O N  K I N G I

paign strategies in the entire district. 
Looking back, it was preparation for what 
lay ahead.

Kingi’s entry to the Cabinet affirmed 
Kibaki’s thinking and plans on regional 
economic integration. He represented 
party affiliation, regional balancing and 
minority interests on face value. However, 
his liberal ideology and good grasp of 
international legal affairs were needed 
to appropriately fit the complex dynam-
ics that defined Kibaki’s dual-modelled 
realist-oriented foreign policy strategy. 
The first model envisaged the regional 
economic bloc under the Ministry for 
East African Community Affairs and the 
second model was espoused in the Foreign 
Affairs Ministry. Kingi represented the 
first model. 
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on 2 March 2004 in Arusha and which 
was coming into effect in January 2010. 
The Customs Union represented the first 
stage in the regional integration process. It 
aimed to boost trade through the harmo-
nisation of customs and trade protocols 
and procedures among the partner states. 

Kingi’s second task was rooting for the 
second pillar of the regional integration, 
which was the common market. According 
to the EAC Treaty, the common market was 
coming into force in 2010 as the second 
milestone following the customs union, 
which was the first pillar. 

The new Minister quickly had to learn 
the practical details involved and navigate 
the minefield of sometimes reticent or 

downright obstinate ‘national sovereign-
ties’ as he spearheaded these regional inte-
gration initiatives. He soon found that it 
was a mixed blend and a tough task. Some 
partner States were hampered by the slow 
wheels of bureaucracy. Others displayed 
administrative efficiency, speed to inte-
grate and open-door policies. While the 
efficient States impressed the Minister, the 
apparent inaction of other member States 
rankled. The plain-speaking Minister dis-
pensed with diplomatic formalities and 
protocols and castigated the inaction of 
those delaying integration. Kingi ruffled 
the sensitive regional feathers.

Just a year into the job the Minister 
raised a storm when in March 2009 he 

called for equity and regional ownership 
of the EAC through the decentralisation 
of some of the Community’s organs such 
as the East African Legislative Assembly 
(EALA) and the East African Court of 
Justice (EACJ). 

“What we need to know is; what does the 
EAC headquarters mean? If it means the 
secretariat, then the treaty does not have 
to be amended. But if it means all the EAC 
organs in Arusha, we might certainly have 
to move to amending it and that will give 
us equity and ownership with the larger 
community.” Kingi said at the time. “Being 
alive to the trend the world over in regional 
blocs and where their organs are placed 
is what we should do. There is no single 
bloc that has all its organs under one roof. 
We are suggesting that the EAC organs be 
decentralised to enhance ownership of 
the community.”

This did not sit well with Dar es Salaam 
and rang alarm bells across the region. 
Distressed by Kingi’s forthrightness, 
Kenya’s Vice President Musyoka assured 
Tanzania’s President Jakaya Kikwete that 
Kenya was still bound by the agreement 
setting up the EAC which provides for 
Arusha as its headquarters. 

Regional political commentator Charles 
Onyango Obbo captured this episode aptly 
when he wrote in his column in The East 
African:

“Men like Kenya’s East African 
Community Minister, Amason Jeffah Kingi 
have a habit of ruffling feathers, but our 
region would be worse off without them.” 

Onyango Obbo wrote. “Kingi seemed to 
have horrified some colleagues in gov-
ernment when he took the hammer to 
Tanzania’s allegedly lukewarm attitude 
toward regional integration. He sug-
gested that since Tanzania was a reluctant 
member of the EAC, most institutions of 
the Community should be hosted in the 
other, more willing partner states.”

Kingi remained unapologetic and 
stood his ground. He had made his point. 
Unfazed he continued to push for the 
realisation of the common market. 

On 20 November 2009, which marked 
the 10th anniversary of the revived EAC, 
the five partner States signed the Common 
Market Protocol. 

On 30 June 2010 at the National Assembly 
Kingi issued a Ministerial Statement 
on the EAC Common Market Protocol 
making a strong case for its ratification. 
The Minister used the opportunity to 
outline the ‘Four Freedoms’ enshrined 
in the Protocol: free movement of goods, 
labour, services and capital. The benefits 
of these freedoms would “boost trade and 
investments and make the region more 
productive and prosperous”.

Kingi’s passionate plea for the common 
market found ardent supporters in 
Parliament. Legislators led by Danson 
Mungatana, Bonny Khalwale and Eugene 
Wamalwa spoke approvingly of the 
Protocol. This granted Kingi an oppor-
tunity to make a strong case for the mon-
etary union and political federation. “Work 
has already begun to prepare the East 
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Amason Kingi with the Government Spokesman Dr. Alfred Mutua at a media briefing in July 2010.
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Africans to embrace a political integra-
tion. This started way back immediately 
the Treaty was signed in 1999, where a 
committee of experts was mandated to go 
around East African to ask East Africans 
two questions. 

One of the questions was whether East 
Africans are for a political federation. 
The second question was whether East 
Africans would wish to attain the politi-
cal federation through a fast-tracking 
mechanism.” Kingi disclosed to the house. 
“I can confirm to this House that the score 
that was obtained from the three original 

countries was well beyond 60 per cent on 
the question as to whether East Africans 
want a political federation. On the ques-
tion as to whether the political federation 
should be fast-tracked, Uganda and Kenya 
scored well above 50 per cent. It is only 
Tanzania that scored below 50 per cent.” 

While the survey indicated a ground-
swell of public approval, the political 
speed was slow in catching up. Sovereignty 
fears and lack of public awareness cam-
paigns and education on the EAC are 
among the core reasons that Kingi cited 
as stalling integration processes. 

In August 2010, President Kibaki reshuf-
fled the coalition Cabinet. With the alli-
ance’s subtleties at play and bringing 
in consultation with key partner Prime 
Minister Odinga, Kingi moved to the 
Ministry of Fisheries Development to take 
over from Paul Otuoma who was moved to 
Youth and Sports. Helen Sambili replaced 
Kingi at the EAC docket.

For the longest time in Kenya, secto-
ral priorities placed fisheries as a mere 
department within the agriculture and 
sometimes the livestock ministries. This 
time around, Kibaki chose to re-engineer 
this critical department. The President 
elevated it to a full Ministry and dis-
patched the independent minded Kingi 
to oversee the wide-ranging transfor-
mation primed for the fisheries docket. 
Abu Chiaba, who was Lamu East MP, 
served as Kingi’s Assistant Minister at 
the Fisheries Development Ministry. The 
earmarked changes included fast-tracking 
the Fisheries Bill, drawing up a blueprint 
to harness the country’s Blue Economy 
potential and rollout of aquaculture. 

Apparently, while in this Ministry Kingi 
did not achieve much success. His quest 
to increase coastal fisheries exports to 
match the tonnage from internal waters 
was unsuccessful.

With the dawn of a new Constitution, 
Kingi’s political star continued to shine as 
he vied for Governor in the 2013 General 
Election and won. He became Kilifi 
County’s first Governor and was subse-
quently re-elected in 2017.

A M A S O N  K I N G I

The toughest hurdle that Kingi had to 
contend with regarding the EAC Customs 
Union and Common Market was the 
ceding of national sovereignty by member 
States.

However, even with these difficulties, 
Kingi celebrated the major successes 
achieved and remained committed to 
achieving the policy goals outlined by 
President Kibaki regarding the EAC. His 
open criticism of partner States even when 
it was clear that Kenya was the largest 
beneficiary of integration, seems to have 
cut short his stay at the EAC ministry. 

Amason Kingi with President Kibaki and Vice President Kalonzo Musyoka following the launch of the East African Common Market Protocol at KICC, Nairobi in July 2010.
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NAMWAMBA
A B A B U 

Pius Tawfiq Ababu Namwamba is the personification of the 
truism that there are no permanent friends or enemies in 
politics.

Critic-turned-
Defender 
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On January 15, 2008, at the 
height of the post-election 
violence that erupted after 
the disputed 2007 election, 

the then 33-year-old MP stirred up drama 
in Parliament when he swore by “President 
Raila Amolo Odinga”, contrary to the pre-
scribed oath-taking manner where offi-
cials swore by the elected President and 
the country. 

Mr Namwamba inserted the name of his 
party leader in line with the mood among 
ODM members who believed Mr Odinga 
had won. The party had claimed victory 
in the elections even though President 
Mwai Kibaki had already been sworn in.

Mr Namwamba’s shocking stunt was 
all the more melodramatic because he 
was the first MP to be sworn in owing to 
his position on the alphabetical order of 
lawmakers and his antics had the poten-
tial to throw the solemn ceremony into 
a disarray.

He later took the oath in the prescribed 
manner after Speaker Kenneth Marende 
called him to order following protestations 
from Party of National Unity (PNU) MPs 
led Martha Karua and Kiraitu Murungi.

The first-term Budalang’i MP, a lawyer, 
was one of the most eloquent defenders 
of Mr Odinga’s, making him an unlikely 
bedfellow in Mwai Kibaki’s Cabinet.

Yet politics is the art of the possible. 
After a National Accord that brought 
together President Kibaki and Mr Odinga 
in a restive coalition that made the latter 
the Prime Minister with the power to 

appoint half of the Cabinet, several politi-
cians who had been sworn nemeses were 
forced to work together from April 2008 
when the Grand Coalition Government 
was announced. 

Even then, Mr Namwamba was to remain 
on the back benches until September 
2012, when he was appointed minister 
for Youth Affairs and Sports in a reshuffle, 
a year to the end of the Grand Coalition 
government.

By then Mr Odinga was facing a season 
of discontent on his side of the Coalition 
and was shuffling his ministers, kicking 
out those he considered disloyal. Mr 
Namwamba replaced Dr Paul Otuoma of 
neighbouring Funyula in Busia county 
who was moved to the ministry of Local 
Government in one such jostling.

Politics aside, the appointment of Mr 
Namwamba, then only 37 but looking even 
more youthful, exuberant and enthusias-
tic, was a befitting one for his docket and 
he immediately went about working, visit-
ing stadia and making one proclamation 
after another. 

In an interview for this book, Mr 
Namwamba singled out the long-in-
coming Sports Act that sought to har-
ness sports for development, promote 
drug-free sports and recreation, as well 
as establish sports facilities and set up a 
National Sports Fund as one of his proud-
est achievements.

Others are the streamlining of the 
National Youth Service (NYS), expansion 
of the National Youth Enterprise Fund, 

explained, adding that he remembered 
how President Kibaki congratulated him 
on the enactment of the Sports Act, and 
personally encouraged him as the minis-
try rolled out the programme to improve 
sports facilities across the country. 

“My proudest moment came on January 
10, 2013 when I stood in Parliament to 
lead the debate and ultimately witness 
the passing of the Sports Act, which I had 
prioritised upon appointment. That piece 
of legislation has provided the platform for 
revolutionising our sports sector,” he said. 

He also campaigned, albeit unsuccess-
fully, for Kenya to be granted the right to 
host the 2018 Africa Cup of Nations in 2017.

He said that President Kibaki allowed 
his ministers considerable latitude to 
manage the affairs of their ministries but 
was always available to listen and advise as 
he had vast knowledge of issues in almost 
every ministry.  

According to Mr Namwamba, the third 
President did not shy away from putting 
one’s thoughts and ideas to test, or even 

A B A B U  N A M WA M B A

launching of the National Youth Council 
and the streamlining of the network of 
youth polytechnics that have provided 
the springboard for the current Technical 
and Vocational Education Training (TVET) 
programme that is key in the country’s 
industrial take-off and employment crea-
tion.

But how did Mr Kibaki take to the fact 
that Mr Namwamba had refused to swear 
by him? How easy was it moving away 
from the earlier tensions and working 
together with erstwhile sworn political 
enemies?

He recalled that even after the recalci-
trant drama he pulled in Parliament four 
years earlier in support of Mr Odinga — his 
political mentor — he enjoyed his time in 
the Kibaki Cabinet, terming it a moment 
of both “personal growth and maturation 
in service to the country”.

“Maturity entails moving on and serv-
ing higher ends like national interests. 
We were very comfortable together and 
worked superbly well,” Mr Namwamba 

Mr Namwamba’s shocking stunt was 
all the more melodramatic because he 
was the first MP to be sworn in owing 
to his position on the alphabetical order 
of lawmakers and his antics had the 
potential to throw the solemn ceremony 
into a disarray
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disagreeing outright with a minister in a 
Cabinet meeting. “You brought forth some 
obtuse thought, and you could be told off 
matter-of-factly!” he recalled. 

Having been appointed at the youthful 
age of 37, Mr Namwamba said he matured 
and gained invaluable experience working 
under the “steady, experienced and highly 
knowledgeable President Kibaki”.

The interview with Mr Namwamba, 
now a Ministry of Foreign Affairs Chief 
Administrative Secretary (a rough 
equivalent of an assistant minister) in 
the Kenyatta administration, opened a 
window into the character of the third 
President. 

He described President Kibaki as “abso-
lutely urbane, erudite and broad-minded” 
and added that they bonded in many ways 
despite the age difference. 

“Once, while having lunch with him 
at State House, I picked his mind on the 
youth enterprise fund as an avenue for 
powering our young entrepreneurs, and 
I was completely amazed by the depth of 
his grasp of the dynamics of economic 
empowerment for our youth,” he said.

Another opportunity for the two leaders 
to interact came at the 2012 NYS gradua-
tion parade in Gilgil when the President 
turned to him and complimented him 
and the ministry for the transformation 
of the NYS, “specifically picking out the 
new paramilitary uniform we had recently 
designed and which the NYS uses to date.” 

Later, in December 2012, President 
Kibaki conferred on him the Order of 

the Elder of the Golden Heart (EGH), 
First Class, the highest civilian national 
honour, which he says was based on his 
performance, quite a change of fortune for 
a man who had begun his parliamentary 
career on the wrong foot.

“Overall, I would say the sports and 
youth sectors thrived considerably 
under the Kibaki presidency, and I credit 
this to his interest and the free rein he 
accorded us to run the ministry,” said Mr 
Namwamba, who was deputised by then 
Mukurweini MP Kabando wa Kabando and 
his Kathiani counterpart Wavinya Ndeti 
(both of whom were also youthful). The 
Permanent Secretary was career admin-
istrator James Waweru.

Born in December 1975, Mr Namwamba 
was raised in Uganda and later in Kenya. 
He attended Port Victoria Mixed Primary 
School before joining Kolanya Boys High 
School in Teso North, both in his native 
Busia.

From 1993 to 1997, Mr Namwamba was an 
undergraduate student at the University 
of Nairobi’s Faculty of Law. He later stud-
ied for his Diploma in Law at the Kenya 
School of Law, while at the same time 
doing pupilage at the Public Law Institute 
(PLI) under the guidance of Dr Oki Ooko 
Ombaka. He holds a Master of Laws degree 
(LLM) in International Law from American 
University’s Washington College of Law. 

It was not by accident that Mr 
Namwamba burst onto the national politi-
cal scene, because he started practising 
the art way back in 1996 when he was 

elected a student leader at the University 
of Nairobi while in his third year at the 
School of Law. The Student Organisation 
of Nairobi University (SONU) had always 
served as a springboard for future politi-
cians in Kenya. He turned into an eloquent 
lawyer with charming English manner-
isms complete with an impeccable fashion 
sense. 

He was inspired by the late Jaramogi 
Oginga Odinga’s book, Not Yet Uhuru, 
which he said he had read while in Class 
Seven. The book moved him to enroll 
in the youth ranks of Ford Kenya — 
Jaramogi’s party — when he was in high 
school.

It was no surprise, therefore, that 
Mr Namwamba would later embrace 
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Jaramogi’s son Raila Odinga as his political 
hero. Mr Namwamba’s national political 
journey started in 2002 when he joined 
Mr Odinga’s Liberal Democratic Party 
(LDP) and worked as a volunteer for the 
NARC coalition’s euphoric 2002 election 
that swept Mr Kibaki to power.

While on a Fulbright scholarship from 

2004 to 2006 at Washington College of 
Law, Mr Namwamba remained active in 
LDP activities, including in the Diaspora 
during his postgraduate studies in the 
United States. 

It was while in the US that he wrote a 
weekly column for the Sunday Standard 
in which he often heaped praise on Mr 

Odinga, saying he was the Nelson Mandela 
of Kenya (owing to the Kenyan leader’s 
prison stint).

Earlier, in 2002, he had founded the 
Chambers of Justice, a public interest 
trust he would lead as Chief Counsel until 
2007, alongside his own law firm, Ababu 
Namwamba Attorneys-at-Law. 

In 2007, Mr Namwamba joined ODM and 
won the Budalang’i parliamentary seat. 

He easily recaptured the seat in 2013 
after spearheading the movement known 
as ODM-Reloaded and CORD-Effect that 
excited the party rank and file. 

At that time, he argued that Mr Odinga 
had only one bullet remaining in the 
chamber (having twice vied for the presi-
dency unsuccessfully) and it had to hit 
the target that time around. For this he 
was given the title of ‘General’ for being 
a strong Odinga enthusiast.

After the 2013 elections he put up a spir-
ited, but unsuccessful attempt to take the 
ODM secretary-general’s position after 
incumbent Anyang Nyong’o indicated he 
would not be defending it. 

From the onset, it was clear that the 
old guard in the party were not sold on a 
Namwamba leadership, preferring to sup-
port Coast politician Agnes Zani. Analysts 
believe that ODM mandarins at that time 
were not comfortable with Mr Namwamba 
holding the key post because they felt 
that he was too close to Deputy President 
William Ruto, who was in Jubilee, and they 
thought he was leaking party secrets to 
the government.

The party elections in February 2014 
were disrupted by a gang dubbed “Men in 
Black”, because of the colour of their suits. 
Mr Namwamba had waged a well-oiled 
campaign that raised eyebrows. 

After a short blame game as to who was 
responsible for disrupting the election 
at the Moi International Sports Centre, 

A B A B U  N A M WA M B A
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Mr Namwamba was handed the ODM 
secretary-general’s position, albeit with 
whittled-down powers, a position he held 
until July 2016, when he left, citing internal 
sabotage and frustration that had made it 
impossible for him to effectively execute 
the mandate of his office. 

Thus, despite his earlier dramatic dis-
play of loyalty to Mr Odinga, he noisily 
left the party altogether, citing frustra-
tion, betrayal and lack of respect from 
top party leaders.

“When Prof Nyong’o was secretary-
general, there was no position of secretary 
of political affairs, there was no director of 
elections or director of communications. 
Why were these positions created when I 
became the secretary-general? The answer 
is obvious,” Mr Namwamba said.

After leaving ODM, Mr Namwamba in 
September 2016 joined the Labour Party 
of Kenya (LPK) that was then headed by 
Dr Julia Ojiambo. He became the LPK 
leader in March 2017 and immediately 
announced that his party would support 
Uhuru Kenyatta in the August 2017 elec-
tions. He lost to Raphael Wanjala of ODM 
in his bid to retain his Budalang’i seat in 
the 2017 elections. 

But Mr Namwamba’s support for 
President Kenyatta was rewarded when 
in January 2018, he was appointed the 
Chief Administrative Secretary in the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 

Away from his exploits in politics, Mr 
Namwamba is also a successful lawyer. 
In 2004, he shot to national fame when 

he won a landmark case representing a 
Kenyan-born Pakistani who had been 
wrongfully accused of terrorism. 

Mr Namwamba had already made a 
name for himself in 2003 when he secured 
a historic ruling in a constitutional case 
that affirmed the right of children living 
with HIV/AIDS to attend public schools 
unfettered. 

He had filed the case for Chambers 
of Justice and Nyumbani Children’s 
Home after two schools in Ngong’ and 
Karen barred Children from Nyumbani 
because of their HIV status. Following 
that victory, Mr Namwamba won the 2004 
Global Justice Award, which he received 
in Amsterdam, the Netherlands.

Mr Namwamba was again thrust into 
the limelight in 2004/05 during an inquiry 

into the mysterious death of Dr Robert 
Ouko, a former Foreign Affairs minister. 
Mr Namwamba was representing Swiss 
national Marianne Briner-Mattern, whose 
company BAK was being investigated 
on whether its interest in the Kisumu 
Molasses plant had any links to the death.

An early bloomer, Mr Namwamba was 
always inquisitive from a tender age. As a 
little boy, he read Arabian Nights, the col-
lection of folk of tales, and Greek mythol-
ogy which no doubt went a long way in 
building his awesome linguistic capacity. 

In an earlier interview, he revealed that 
the story of Daedalus and Icarus had fas-
cinated him, a confession that some of 
his critics have used against him. They 
say that rather than learning from Icarus’ 
ill-fated reckless flight to the sun, the 

politician has sometimes thrown caution 
to the wind in his pursuit of power.

They cite his audacious attempt to take 
over ODM and the miscalculation that led 
to his departure from the party and his 
subsequent defeat in the 2017 elections.

A man who loves the finer things in life, 
Mr Namwamba has often come into the 
crosshairs of Kenyans on social media 
who troll him for his escapades in faraway 
holiday destinations. Yet he gives as much 
as he takes.

“Just got to love KOT (Kenyans on 
Twitter), don’t you! Enjoyed this “Ababu-
Terrah clad” brouhaha amidst the bustle of 
preparing to return home from represent-
ing my boss, my President in Pretoria. On 
dress code thingie, I travel easy, and dress 
smart for officials. Denim is dope. Thaz 
my style buddies!” he wrote on Twitter.

He had been criticised for turning out in 
an all-denim outfit while on official tour 
in South Africa. 

The consummate reader of such classics 
as Tolstoy’s War and Peace and Nelson 
Mandela’s Long Walk to Freedom believes 
that his political journey has just begun, 
and that the country has not seen the 
last of him.  

Whatever the case may be, it is clear 
that in appointing Mr Namwamba, an 
erstwhile fierce critic, to the Cabinet, 
President Kibaki had hoisted the ambi-
tious and colourful politician to a position 
that he has not held since, though, at 45, 
the world is still his to conquer.

Maturity entails 
moving on and 
serving higher 
ends like national 
interests. We were 
very comfortable 
together and 
worked superbly 
well”

A B A B U  N A M WA M B A
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KIMUNYA
A M O S

It is perhaps a testament to his ability to remould his 
political persona that Amos Kimunya was able to come 
back from one of the most infamous quotes in Kenyas 
political history. His statement that he would “rather die 
than resign” only to succumb and “step aside” from his post 
as Finance Minister wo days later, led his detractors to write 
his political epitaph, only for him to bounce back in the 
2017 General Election when he was re-elected as Member 
of Parliament for Kipipiri. His story is living proof that in 
politics, taking a sabbatical can actually be a bonus.

The 
Comeback 

Kid
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In 2002, a Finance prodigy made an 
important decision. He would make 
a move from the private sector where 
he was already excelling and throw 

his hat into the political arena. Perhaps 
he needed the challenge, perhaps he real-
ized his talents could benefit his country; 
whatever the case, in the year he turned 40, 
Amos Muhinga Kimunya was in the race, 
seeking to represent Kipipiri Constituency 
in Parliament. 

Kipipiri made sense; it was where he had 
always called home, for although Kimunya 
was born in Kiambu, his parents had made 
the move to Nyandarua County (then 
Nyandarua District) and made a home 
there. It was there that a young Kimunya 
had studied until his ‘O’ levels, which he 
completed at Njabini High School before 
venturing out beyond his childhood home 
for further studies. And study he would, 
for it is clear his resolve regarding mat-
ters education was singular. No wonder 
he went all the way to PhD level.   

But now back to Kipipiri in 2002, in 
a Constituency that wasn’t getting left 
behind now that the new dispensation had 
finally arrived. These were heady times for 
Kenya. Although the second liberation had 
begun in December 1991 with the repeal 
of Section 2(A) of the Kenya Constitution 
essentially re-introducing multiparty 
politics, the country was about to taste 
the fruits of that victory. The election of 
Mwai Kibaki, who was taking over from 
Moi’s 24-year reign was accompanied 
by great hope and jubilation. NARC was 

the vehicle in which Kibaki had arrived 
at the top seat, and it was the very same 
vehicle in which the nascent Member of 
Parliament for Kipipiri landed.

It was Economics Genius meets Finance 
Prodigy moment. Kibaki had gradu-
ated top of his class at Makerere in 1955 
before heading to the London School of 
Economics. Kimunya would be the top 
student in his class when he received 
his Global Executive Masters of Business 
Administration (GEMBA) from USIU in 
2014. 

“You have asked me to lead this nation 
out of the present wilderness and malaise 
onto the Promised Land. And I shall,” 
Kibaki promised when he took office, just 
days after his inauguration, as he outlined 
his goals�key among them, economic 
reconstruction. 

The Commander had spoken. But he 
would need some Generals. 

And when Kibaki’s first Cabinet was 
announced in 2003, Kimunya made 
it to the list as Minister for Lands and 
Settlement. Completing this team in this 
Ministry were Assistant Minister Orwa 
Ojode and Permanent Secretary Francis 
Baya. In 2005 when the Ministry was 
reconstituted as the Ministry of Lands 
and Housing, from the original team, 
only Kimunya remained as Minister, 
with a new team of Assistant Minister 
for Lands Asman Kamama, Assistant 
Minister for Housing Betty Tett, and 
Permanent Secretary Stephen Mwero. 
Among Kimunya’s accomplishments in 

ing in 2020. It has resulted in the displace-
ment of thousands of families, including 
the predominantly hunter gatherer Ogiek 
community. The Mau evictions were a 
matter of international concern, involving 
a coalition of national and international 
human rights organizations. Forced evic-
tions have been described as a “gross 
violation of human rights” by the former 
UN Human Rights Commission (now 
the Human Rights Council). In 2017, a 
landmark ruling by the African Court on 
Human and Peoples’ Rights affirmed the 
Ogiek’s right to live in the forest.

In 2006, Kimunya was appointed 
Minister for Finance, a crucial Ministry 
in light of Kibaki’s goal to resuscitate the 
economy. Finance was a Ministry Kibaki 
knew exceedingly well, having served 
as Finance Minister himself in both the 
Jomo Kenyatta and Moi governments from 
1969 to 1982. This made Kibaki the longest 
serving, and arguably the best performing 
Minister in that docket. Hence, Kimunya’s 
appointment to the Finance Ministry was 
all the more poignant because it was made 
by Kibaki.  

What was it that Kibaki saw in Kimunya, 
that he would trust the Parliament first-
timer with such a critical Ministry? Did 
he see something of himself? No doubt, 
there were some things in common. Like 
the understanding of matters finance. 
Kimunya had excelled academically, and 
besides, had solid work experience in the 
development sector, with special empha-
sis on financial management. 

this first cabinet post, he enabled squatters 
in Geta area in his Kipipiri constituency 
to acquire and settle on their own land. 

Lands has never been a light docket 
given the keen—if inordinately enormous 
—significance placed on land ownership 
by Kenyans. And it would not be light 
one for Kimunya either. As Minister for 
Lands, he was responsible for dealing 
with a particularly sensitive matter�the 
eviction of residents of the Mau Forest. 
Kimunya canceled 10,000 land titles for 
parcels in the forest after the Ndung’u 
Report termed the land allocations illegal 
and recommended their revocation.

 The forced eviction from the forest 
in the government’s attempt to save the 
country’s largest water tower has spanned 
decades, beginning in 2004 and still ongo-
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of Telkom Kenya, concluded successfully 
in November 2007 with the sale of a 51% 
share to France Telecom. 

Kimunya also directed the Safaricom 
IPO, Kenya’s biggest share offering, which 
was launched in March 2008, standing 
firm to move ahead despite a recommen-
dation by the Parliamentary Investments 

Like Kibaki, Kimunya was from a 
humble background and stood out on 
his own merit. He had attended Njabini 
and Shimo La Tewa High Schools solid 
but not top schools and he had excelled 
regardless; a trait that seemed to run in 
the family. Kimunya has said that his late 
father, Samuel Kimunya “did not attend 
any school, yet he read the papers, spoke 
fairly good English, and documented his 
entire life of 85 years.” 

Then there was their shared passion 
for golf. Kibaki, has been the Patron of 
the Kenya Golf Union for decades and an 
avid player for much longer. His former 
caddy, who carried his clubs for ten years, 
says that Kibaki played 9 holes every day, 
back before his accident and before he was 
elected president. Kibaki was inducted 
into the Kenya Open Golf Limited Hall 
of Fame in 2018 for his significant contri-
bution to the sport. Kimunya is not only 
an avid golfer, but a talented one as well. 
A former team captain and chairman at 
Muthaiga Golf Club, he would have rubbed 
shoulders with Kibaki there over the years. 

But there was more. Like Kibaki, 
Kimunya’s style was understated. Less-
talk-more-work. He was performance-
oriented.

Kimunya’s performed well in the Finance 
Ministry. With his team of Assistant 
Minister Oburu Odinga and Permanent 
Secretary Joseph Kinyua, he maintained 
the economic growth that Kenya had 
enjoyed since Kibaki took the reins in 
2002. He presided over the privatisation 

Committee to shelve it. The IPO was mas-
sively oversubscribed, bringing a ray of 
hope to a nation that had staggered under 
the shock of post election violence. And 
although the shares initially declined in 
value, investors who held on reaped the 
benefits of record highs in the long term. 

Earnest about economic growth, 

Kimunya earned himself some opposition 
from among his colleagues for another 
reason. He was the first Finance Minister 
in Kenya’s history to suggest that his col-
leagues in parliament pay tax on their 
allowances. He first broached the matter 
in his inaugural Budget Speech in 2006�as 
a request�and was summarily rebuffed. 
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But he was determined. It simply made 
sense. So in June 2008 the proposal was 
back in his Budget Speech. 

“The other interesting item which I 
expect to get more comments on from 
honourable Members, as we discuss these 
tax proposals, is the issue that touches 
on all of us here, which is the taxation 
of the allowances that are paid to us as 
honourable members and constitutional 
office holders. In effect, we are saying that 
nobody in Kenya, from the President to 
the lowest paid public officer, will be 
exempted from the national duty of paying 
their taxes,” said Kimunya on June 26 that 
year, during debate on the budget.

But before the tax on MPs matters could 
find a resolution, a storm hit.

Kimunya may not have been looking 
for the limelight, but it found him. The 
Finance Ministry is not one that lends 
itself easily to obscurity. Indeed Kimunya 
had been appointed to the Ministry in 
the aftermath of the mega Anglo-Leasing 
Scandal that had seen his predecessor, 
David Mwiraria, resign from the post.  

And now Kimunya was in the eye of 
another huge storm. Named in a scandal 
involving the sale of the government-
owned Grand Regency Hotel at far below 
its value, he denied any wrongdoing and, 
amidst calls for his resignation, declared 
that he would “rather die than resign.” 
However, within two days of his state-
ment, he did in fact resign. Parliament had 
already passed a vote of no confidence in 
him and, caught between swallowing his 

words and waiting to be fired, on July 8, 
2008 he made the difficult announcement 
that he was stepping aside to facilitate the 
inquiry. He, however, maintained that he 
was innocent. 

It may have looked like the end for 
Kimunya � censured by the House, forced 
to swallow his words and resign from 
his Cabinet position. But he had more 
than one life. Kimunya was cleared of 
wrongdoing by an independent com-
mission in August that same year, and by 
January 2009 he had been re-appointed 
to the Cabinet as Minister for Trade in an 
acting capacity, a position he held until 
2010 when he was appointed Minister 
for Transport.

 Kimunya had made his debut into 
politics as Kipipiri MP in 2002, and had 
held that seat for ten years. Then the 
unexpected happened. He lost Kipipiri 
in 2013 to Samuel Gichigi, who had previ-
ously campaigned for him. Kimunya had 
come in at the beginning of the Kibaki era, 
and now he seemed to be exiting with it. 

Kipipiri Constituency, along with sister 
constituencies Kinangop, Ol Kalau, Ol Joro 
Jok and Ndaragwa, make up Nyandarua 
County, scenic home of the rolling 
Aberdare Ranges. Indeed the ranges 
themselves gave the name to the county, 
a reference to the hills that resemble 
hides laid out to dry in the sun; until 
colonialists changed the name in honor 
of a Lord Aberdare. Rich soil and plenti-
ful rainfall makes Nyandarua a serious 
bread basket where potatoes, cabbage, 
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maize and beans abound. Good, healthy, 
simple food. Nothing out of the ordinary. 
Still, Nyandarua has some surprises to 
offer. Like hikers paradise Mt Kipipiri 
and beautiful Lake Ol Bollosat, the only 
Lake in Central Kenya; one that forms the 
headwaters for River Ewaso Nyiro. 

High up in the Aberdares, six or seven 
caves that served as operational bases for 
Mau Mau fighters are now a tourist attrac-
tion. The cave walls protected the fighters 
by repelling colonialists’ bullets, and gave 
them shelter from the ice-cold winds. 
Wild fruits in the brush land and honey 
from wild bees supplemented their diet. 

Whether from caves such as these or 
elsewhere, freedom fighters across the 
country struggled to wrest the country 
from the claws of colonialists. And Amos 
Kimunya’s father, Mzee Samuel Kimunya 
Gikang’a, was one of these brave men, 
an active freedom fighter who fought 
for Kenya’s independence. In Kibaki’s 
condolence message at Mzee Kimunya’s 
funeral service in July 2011, he said of him: 
“I am proud of the contribution he made 
for this country and in particular for the 
struggle for our independence.”  

When he relocated his family to what 
was then Nyndarua District, Mzee 
Kimunya couldn’t possibly have imagined 
that his son, just a boy then, would one 
day represent one of its constituencies in 
parliament for more than a decade. The 
people of Kipipiri did indeed place their 
hopes in Kimunya time and again, perhaps 
recognising in him some great qualities. 

That the Constituency lagged in infra-
structure development, despite Kimunya’s 
indubitable expertise in matters manage-
ment and development is a paradox. The 
constituency’s roads have been a letdown 
to farmers seeking to get their produce 
to market. The ample rainfall that is a 
blessing to the farmers unfortunately also 
renders some roads which are in disrepair 
impassable, affecting access to schools 
and hospitals. 

Until 2013, Kenya’s Cabinet Ministers 
were picked from among elected Members 
of Parliament and proceeded to serve in 
both capacities. This was the case for 
Kimunya, who served in various Cabinet 
positions during the ten years begining 
in 2002 that he was the elected repre-

ten on the website for the school which 
was born of the passion he and his wife 
had developed for education. The goal of 
the Foothills School Kipipiri is to provide 
quality education and servant leadership 
skills to boys regardless of their social and 
economic background.   

In 2017, Kimunya was re-elected as 
Member of Parliament for Kipipiri on a 
Jubilee Party ticket. He was back! They 
say it never rains but it pours; Kimunya 
had had his share of rain. But now it 
seemed the season was turning for him 
and the sunshine was getting warmer. 
Kimunya, had been appointed vice chair 
of the House education committee, a fit-
ting appointment given his interest and 
experience in the field. Then on June 2, 
2020 in a Parliamentary Group Meeting 
at State House, Kimunya was appointed 
Secretary of the Jubilee Coalition Joint 
Parliamentary Group. And just 20 days 
later, at another Jubilee Parliamentary 
Group meeting chaired by President 
Uhuru, he was appointed Leader of the 
Majority Party in the National Assembly, 
taking over from Aden Duale, who had 
held the position for eight years. 

Amos Muhinga Kimunya truly is the 
comeback kid�a seasoned politician 
who has weathered political storms and 
repeatedly returned from the edge, vic-
torious. His poise, experience and proven 
abilities have shone through, making him 
an unmistakable pick, first by Kibaki and 
now by Uhuru.   

sentative for Kipipiri. Under the 2010 
Constitution, Cabinet Secretaries (who 
replaced Cabinet Ministers) may not be 
Members of Parliament. They are nomi-
nated professionals who have to be vetted 
by a parliamentary committee before 
their appointment. Perhaps there is great 
wisdom in this change, which took effect 
in 2013. Cabinet Ministers prior to this had 
two jobs to do, and may have struggled to 
do both effectively.       

At any rate, in 2013 Kimunya was out of 
Cabinet and out of parliament. But he was 
not at a loose end. There was an issue he 
had become particularly passionate about 
during his ten years as Kipipipiri Member 
of Parliament. He and his wife Lucy real-
ised that there were many bright but 
economically and socially disadvantaged 
children who lacked access to quality 
education. They registered the Kimunya 
Trust and began sponsoring children 
through High School using funds from 
family income and occasional wellwish-
ers. For three years they also sponsored 
a two-week tuition and mentoring pro-
gramme that benefited hundreds of Form 
4 candidates from schools in Kipipiri, all 
of whom later joined various universities. 

Now Kimunya was out of public office, 
he had the opportunity to focus on serving 
his community by helping young people 
get a good education. 

“It is clear that as a country, we have 
shifted our attitudes and expectations of 
leadership, away from the noble goals of 
service to mankind,” Kimunya has writ-

In effect, we 
are saying that 
nobody in Kenya, 
from the President 
to the lowest paid 
public officer, will 
be exempted from 
the national duty 
of paying their 
taxes” 
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President Kibaki rings the bell at the Nairobi Stock Exchange (now Securities Exchange) to launch Safaricom’s initial public offering (IPO), the largest ever in East and Central Africa, on 28 January, 2008. With him (from left to right) are 
Finance Minister Amos Kimunya, Nairobi Stock Exchange chairman Jimnah Mbaru, Safaricom chariman Nicholas Nganga and CEO Michael Joseph.
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WAKO
A M O S  S I T S W I L A 

Amos Sitswila Wako is a man who made a career out of 
confounding both friend and foe. This quality is perhaps the 
single most important explanation for his extraordinarily 
long tenure in government. Thanks to the reforms he 
patiently shepherded through Kenya’s reluctant, viscous 
and often weakened institutions, he is today on record as 
Kenya’s longest-serving Attorney General.

The Stealthy 
Solicitor 
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Wako served undisturbed 
under two presidents 
whose political and 
policy outlooks were so 

starkly different as to be diametric. He 
also served with and without a Minister 
for Justice and Constitutional Affairs, and 
was AG in the single-party era as well as 
the multi-party democratic dispensation.

Wako was appointed AG by President 
Daniel arap Moi on 13 May 1991. There is 
consensus among observers and critics 
that from 1983 to 1991, the Kenya African 
National Union (KANU) party’s style of 
governance intensified in repressiveness, 
autocracy and corruption. Many com-
mentators framed Wako’s appointment 
as a desperate ruse by the regime of the 
day to exploit well-regarded professionals 
to clean up the government’s reputation. 

In this regard, Wako was also seen as a 
renegade who had betrayed his colleagues 
on the righteous reform bandwagon for 
a high appointment in an unpopular 
and abusive regime. None of his critics, 
therefore, was amenable to seeing, much 
less saying, anything positive about his 
appointment. Indeed, a lot of ink and 
airtime has been expended in portraying 
him as a key enabler of the single-party 
era’s excesses.

On the other hand, Wako had been 
a highly accomplished and decorated 
lawyer, well regarded locally, regionally 
and internationally. A year after complet-
ing his Bachelor of Laws at the University 
of East Africa, he was enrolled as an advo-

cate of the High Court of Kenya. As he 
honed his skills as a legal practitioner, 
Wako also pursued a Bachelor of Science 
in Economics – specialising in interna-
tional affairs – at the University of London 
from where he graduated in 1977. Evidently 
disciplined and highly motivated, Wako 
evinced a self-application that saw him get 
admitted as a fellow of the International 
Academy of Trial Lawyers in the same year. 

In 1978, he graduated with a Master 
of Laws from the University of London. 
Again, he had pursued a specialisation in 
international dimensions of economic law 
and the law of treaties as well as compara-
tive constitutional law. Long before the 
Kenyan chapter of the Chartered Institute 
of Arbitrators was inaugurated, he had 
been admitted as a fellow in 1983.

In this highly active season of his life, 
Wako was involved in a busy legal practice, 
beginning as an associate at the prestig-
ious Kaplan & Stratton Advocates in 1969, 
before rising to partner in 1972. A decade 
later, United Nations Secretary General, 
Javier Perez de Cuellar, appointed him 
to represent Africa on the Board of the 
United Nations Voluntary Fund for Victims 
of Torture. His term was subsequently 
renewed by Boutros Ghali and Kofi Annan. 
Wako served on the Board until 2004.

In the same year, he was appointed 
Special Rapporteur of the United Nations 
Commission on Human rights on the 
Question of Summary or Arbitrary 
Executions. In this capacity, he under-
took special missions to Uganda, French 

The year of his appointment as AG 
also marked the end of his eight-year 
term as a member of the Human Rights 
Committee. He had been elected under 
the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights and served his final year 
as the committee’s vice chairman.

In 1981, Wako was elected as a commis-
sioner of the International Committee 
of Jurists and joined its executive com-
mittee in 1985, where he remained until 
1991. Between 1984 and 1991, Wako was a 
member of the Churches Commission on 
International Affairs at the World Council 
of Churches. In 1991, he also undertook a 
number of missions on behalf of Amnesty 
International and between 1988 and 1990 
was Deputy Secretary General of the 
International Bar Association and chair-
man of its 1990 Biannual Conference in 
New York.

Wako also served as Chairman of the 
Law Society of Kenya, Association of 
Professional Societies of East Africa and 
the Public Law Institute. He was Secretary 
General of the Africa Bar Association 
and Inter Africa Union of Lawyers, and 
a member of the International Advisory 
Panel of the World Copyright Arbitration 
Centre and the International Bar 
Association.

This was Wako’s colossal professional 
stature at the time of his surprise appoint-
ment to the Cabinet under Moi. A close 
examination of his tenure as AG, however, 
reveals that his appointment coincided 
with the beginning of welcome changes 

Guyana, Colombia, Zaire and Suriname, 
and visited Denmark and the Netherlands 
for consultations. He also held Annual 
Joint Hearings with the UN ad hoc Working 
Group of Experts on Southern Africa, 
which took him to London, Lusaka, Harare 
and Dar es Salaam. Additionally, he gave 
lectures in workshops in the Philippines, 
Zambia, Rwanda, Togo and Cameroon on 
international human rights and report-
ing mechanisms as well as international 
humanitarian law. He also advised many 
countries on setting up human rights 
commissions.

Such was his international profile that 
the government of New Zealand invited 
him as guest of honour for the 40th anni-
versary celebrations of the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights.

Although the AG 
prevailed in the 
Herculean task of 
coaxing the KANU
system to embrace 
changes that 
were certaint o 
ultimately retire 
it, the milestones 
were never quite 
enough
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in governance. These incremental demo-
cratic and constitutional reforms gathered 
momentum under Moi and hit a historic 
crescendo under President Mwai Kibaki 
with the promulgation of the Constitution 
of Kenya 2010. 

Only months after his arrival, momen-
tous legal and political changes were 
launched. In December 1991, Section 2A 
of the Constitution, which made Kenya a 
de jure single-party State, was repealed. 
This was swiftly followed in 1992 by the 
permission of greater freedom of expres-
sion and association. Political prisoners 
were released around this time and many 
of them went on to contest the General 
Election. The multi-party Parliament of 
1993 had members who had left prison 
hardly a year previously, steadfastly hold-
ing government to account from the 
Opposition benches. It also had Wako’s 
former Cabinet colleagues who took 
advantage of the emerging democratic 
space and left government to compete 
against Moi for the presidency, including 
the Democratic Party’s Kibaki. 

In 2002, he was at hand to oversee the 
first transition of governments through 
an election between rival parties when the 
Opposition coalition, National Rainbow 
Coalition (NARC), trounced the ruling 
party, KANU. In 2008, he oversaw the 
transition from NARC to the Government 
of National Unity, whose creation he had 
also overseen through the National Accord 
following a post-election crisis. Finally, 
Wako oversaw the transition from the 

old Constitution and promulgation of 
the new, which ushered in a progressive, 
rights-based, citizen-centred democratic 
dispensation.

Wako had drafted the proposed new 
Constitution based on the Constitution 
of Kenya Bill of 2005 as drafted by the 
National Constitutional Conference and 

Kenyans generally felt that a lot of the 
reforms Wako steered to dismantle the 
one-party regime were long overdue. For 
this reason, their gradual and incremental 
pace was never going to placate a nation 
impatient for change. Although the AG 
prevailed in the Herculean task of coax-
ing the KANU system to embrace changes 

amended by the National Assembly. The 
draft eventually came to be known as the 
Wako Draft, which became the foremost 
casualty of the tumultuous fractures that 
beset NARC as one faction mobilised vehe-
ment opposition, leading to the govern-
ment’s resounding defeat in the ensuing 
referendum.

Attorney General Amos Wako greets President Kibaki at Naitiri in Kimilili constituency in March 2009. Kibaki was on a tour of Western Province.
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that were certain to ultimately retire it, 
the milestones were never quite enough. 
His achievements were diminished by 
popular expectations.

A major milestone in this arc of change 
was the shift to multipartism in 1991. 
KANU retained power in the General 
Election a year later, but only by the skin 

of its teeth. Violent tribal clashes, police 
brutality and abuse of State resources 
were cited as the principal explanations, 
but the statistics tell a different story – 
the Opposition’s fission into disparate 
rival factions destroyed any chances of 
overthrowing Moi, who scraped by with 
only a third of the vote.

For the second onslaught, reformers 
demanded the expansion of democratic 
space through greater freedom of assem-
bly and expression, as well as the enhance-
ment of electoral integrity and credibility. 
These demands culminated in the famous 
Inter-Parties Parliamentary Group reforms 
package that significantly levelled the 

playing ground in the 1997 contest, which 
Moi won again albeit with an even weaker 
lead against a more divided Opposition. 

As 2002 approached, the question of 
whether Moi would accept term limits 
preoccupied Kenyans and international 
observers. The other concerns were 
whether, having retired, he would counte-
nance the electoral defeat of his anointed 
successor. In the end, the answer to both 
was affirmative, and Kibaki, by then a 
veteran Oppositionist, took over govern-
ment with a very strong mandate. Once 
more, Wako was at hand to counsel Moi 
to restrain KANU and graciously exit. 

To everyone’s surprise, Wako retained 
his place in government. No doubt Kibaki 
was fully aware of the AG’s sterling con-
tributions to the creation of the enabling 
conditions leading to his presidential 
triumph. This thesis is supported by 
Kibaki’s well-known attitude towards his 
predecessor’s approach to government 
and is further buttressed by the purge 
that ensued of powerful officials perceived 
to have been enablers of KANU’s worst 
excesses. That a highly visible member 
of government like Wako survived sug-
gests that his reformist credentials were 
well recognised.

In addition to his vast local and inter-
national experience, and admirable track 
record of overseeing incremental institu-
tional reform, Wako was unflappable in 
the face of daunting political power and 
possessed prodigious diplomatic nous to 
enable him to get on the good side of every 

Wako hands over the official draft of the Constitution of Kenya (2010) to President Kibaki at KICC in April 2010 following its launch.
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player he interacted with. Wako also had 
inexhaustible patience and stamina, ena-
bling him to endure daunting obstacles 
and patiently negotiate his way around 
arduous complications of bureaucracy, 
political intrigue and resistance. 

As he settled in, Kibaki resolutely initi-
ated key institutional changes to align 
bureaucratic delivery with his vision for 
government and deliver on the raft of 
transformative commitments his NARC 
campaign had made. The milestone feats 
Wako accomplished in Kibaki’s first term 
include the preparation and negotiations 
around the Wako Draft and the legal 
framework for the 2005 referendum. 
Kibaki’s pledge to put a constitutional 
review proposal to a referendum only 
materialised three years after he took 
office, and failed spectacularly – while 
Wako could weave compromises around 
conflicting interests among competing 
groups, he was sorely ill-equipped for the 
unprecedented fractiousness of intra-
administration animosity that buffeted 
the new President’s first term. 

The schism precipitated by claims of a 
dishonoured power-sharing pact tested 
the fragile unity of NARC and threatened 
the effectiveness and resolve of the admin-
istration. The debacle at the plebiscite 
was a warning signal that the foundation 
of Kenyan nationhood and the principles 
underlying the State, as expressed politi-
cally, were no longer adequate, and would 
easily unravel in the face of unbridled 
contestation.

It was understood, post-referendum, 
that unfinished business had been 
deferred to the 2007 General Election. A 
triumphant ‘No’ faction – spearheaded by 
Raila Odinga, the man who had more or 
less paved the way for Kibaki’s triumph 
at the ballot in 2002 – mobilised under 
the electoral symbol of an orange and 
brought together diverse interest groups 
that were against the draft Constitution. 
On the other hand was the government 
side which, smarting from the shocking 
humiliation at the referendum, rallied 
around the Government of National Unity 
that had replaced the NARC administra-
tion. By election time in 2007, the orange 
group had splintered into the Orange 
Democratic Movement (ODM) party and 
the ODM-Kenya party. Meanwhile, the 
Government of National Unity had formed 
a last-minute alliance to beget the Party 
of National Unity (PNU). 

The mains contention was a Kibaki-
Odinga rivalry expressed electorally. The 
stakes were stratospheric – ODM was 
eager to replicate its referendum coup 
and take over national power, and PNU 
gave its all to avenge its shameful rout. 
The election was close, and there was no 
institutional mechanism to manage the 
volcanic upheaval that exploded following 
the declaration of Kibaki as the winner. As 
Odinga dug in with demands for a repeat 
election, Kibaki named his first Cabinet. 
Wako was on the list and he immediately 
embarked on back-channel mediations 
while identifying possible neutral umpires 

the Truth, Justice and Reconciliation 
Commission affected developments in 
the country tremendously.

In April 2008, the coalition government 
was finally inaugurated, with Kibaki as 
President for his last term and Odinga 
as Prime Minister. Uhuru Kenyatta and 
Musalia Mudavadi were Odinga’s deputies 
and Wako remained as Attorney General. 
It had become clear that the National 
Accord, Agenda 4 commission recom-
mendations and the Kenya National Vision 
2030, as well as other factors, made consti-
tutional change imperative if Kenya was 
to acquire a new lease of life as a peaceful, 
prosperous, united and stable nation. 

The work of constitution making was 
therefore a fundamental deliverable of the 
coalition government. Wako oversaw the 
assembling of the Committee of Experts, 
among whom he sat, that spearheaded the 
patient collecting of views from a diver-
sity of individuals and interest groups 
throughout the country, before collating 
a final report that informed the drafting 
of the Constitution. The harmonised 
draft that came out of this process was 
published and thereafter submitted to the 
Parliamentary Select Committee and the 
National Assembly. Again, Wako, as an ex 
officio member of the National Assembly, 
was at hand to shepherd the draft through 
the legislative turbine. After Parliament’s 
affirmative vote, the draft was published 
as the proposed new constitution, which 
was subjected to a referendum on 4 August 
2010. 

to settle the bitter contest over presiden-
tial power. 

A Kofi Annan-led team of eminent 
persons was finally selected to medi-
ate the dispute. The final settlement, 
reached after months of gruelling adver-
sarial encounters, was a National Accord. 
This memorandum was the settlement 
that set out a roadmap towards imple-
mentation of specific reforms to right 
the wrongs that had precipitated the 
post-election crisis and stabilise Kenya’s 
democracy. It was enacted by Parliament 
as the National Accord and Reconciliation 
Act 2008, and subsequently entrenched 
in the Constitution by a parliamentary 
amendment. Among other things, the 
Act provided for the formation of a coa-
lition government, and creation of the 
positions of Prime Minister and deputy 
prime ministers. 

Wako played an active, visible role 
in all this and subsequently, the four-
step agenda to implement far-reaching 
reforms had to be shepherded through 
the legislative process. In particularly, 
the so-called Agenda 4 provided the 
opportunity to undertake a wide raft 
of institutional changes, including the 
creation of what came to be known as 
Agenda 4 commissions to investigate and 
make recommendations on the electoral 
system, post-election violence and histori-
cal injustices. The Kriegler Commission 
(the Independent Review Commission), 
the Waki Commission (Commission of 
Inquiry into Post-Election Violence) and 
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Despite a fiery campaign by a ‘No’ 
coalition, the proposed document was 
approved by 6,092,593 voters who made up 
66.9 per cent of the total vote. On 27 August 
2010, therefore, Wako flanked President 
Kibaki as he delivered a legacy-shaping 
document whose transformational impact 
reverberates in every part of Kenya to date.

This culmination was especially dra-
matic in Wako’s case as the Constitution 
he had painstakingly midwifed after sev-
eral false starts dictated that he must retire 
within a year. His two-decade crusade of 

reform nevertheless went on. Within a 
year he was required to draw up bills for 
passage in Parliament in order to give 
effect to the new Constitution. In the 
process, he was also expected to effect the 
constitutional and statutory frameworks 
necessary to create institutions required 
by the Constitution. 

Wako’s admirable career was not with-
out blemishes. The KANU government 
in particular executed, or condoned, the 
perpetration of the most scandalous cor-

A M O S  WA KO

Wako and Kibaki peruse the draft Constitution of Kenya (2010) at State House.

ruption rackets in the country’s history. 
At the same time, there were egregious 
violations of human rights and democratic 
freedoms committed by the State and 
its agents. While formally in the clear in 
many cases, it has been widely agreed that 
Wako could have done more to counsel 
the government to do the right thing, or 
at least avoid or prevent the wrong things. 

The Goldenberg scandal, in which the 
government paid more than KES 50 bil-
lion to dubious entities in an outrageous 
export compensation scheme whose hall-
marks were fraud, forgery, deception and 
plain theft, is a case in point. Although the 
chain of responsibility pointed towards 
abuse of office at the highest levels of 
government, Kenyans were frustrated 
by the absence of intervention or other 
involvement by Wako. 

Similarly, the notorious Anglo Leasing 
scandal, in which government paid a for-
tune for goods not delivered and services 
not rendered to companies not existent 
did not reflect favourably on Wako. State 
officers entered these transactions and 
created binding instruments under cir-
cumstances that painted the AG as having 
been complicit, oblivious or otherwise 
negligent in his duties. As a result, he 
endured immense local and international 
opprobrium. The United States of America 
went to the extent of publicly designating 
him and sanctioning him in various ways 
allegedly for “aiding and benefiting from 
significant corruption”. 

Moreover, alleged cases of extra-judicial 

killings, abductions and torture caused 
a local and international uproar, with 
human rights advocates accusing the 
government of incorporating units within 
the security services to conduct these 
outrages. Again, there was frustration at 
Wako’s allegedly lacklustre interventions 
to steer government policy towards more 
enlightened practices. 

A notorious and equally celebrated 
attribute of Wako is his perennial grin. 
Also legendary are his work rate, his vora-
cious appetite for reading and a painstak-
ing attention to minute details. 

Born in July 1945, Wako was accustomed 
to power by his upbringing, learning to 
hold his own with formidable author-
ity figures at an early age. Raised by the 
redoubtable patriarch Daniel Wako, a 
noted pioneer educationist and public 
figure, Wako was a senior prefect and 
later school captain at Alliance High 
School under the legendary disciplinar-
ian and fabled schoolmaster, Edward 
Carey Francis. What would later serve him 
well as his key strengths were already well 
developed before he joined university – it 
is clear that by the time he entered gov-
ernment service as Attorney General, he 
was more than prepared for the huge task 
that lay ahead. 

In the 2013 General Election, the first 
under a devolved system of government, 
Wako contested the Busia County Senate 
seat and won, becoming the first senator 
for the county. He successfully defended 
the seat in 2017.
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OTIENO
D A L M A S

A longtime Kanu stalwart in the Moi era, Dalmas Anyango 
Otieno was perceived as an opportunist among opposition 
politicians. But when President Mwai Kibaki appointed 
him minister for Public Service in the Grand Coalition 
Government, he was tapping into one of the most 
experienced politicians and bureaucrats well versed in the 
business of statecraft.

Level-headed 
veteran
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Having been a minister for nearly 
10 years, Mr Otieno knew the 
nooks and crannies of the 
civil service well enough to 

fix where it was broken.
Even though he had been a Kanu loyalist 

nearly all his life, he understood that he 
was serving a reformist government and 
he went about initiating changes, the most 
important of which was digitising govern-
ment services.

Mr Otieno joined Mr Odinga’s Orange 
Democratic Movement (ODM) in 2007 as 
the easier route back to politics after staying 
out in the political cold for five years. That 
calculation earned him back his old Cabinet 
seat – this time in the Grand Coalition 
Government that was formed after the 
disputed 2007 elections.

His party affiliation notwithstanding, 
it was easy for Mr Kibaki to embrace him 
because of his wide experience in govern-
ment and gentlemanly mien. And he did 
not disappoint. His success was reflected in 
the many reforms he introduced in the key 
Ministry of Public Service that Mr Kibaki 
entrusted him with.

Because Mr Otieno was an excellent per-
former and a stickler for proper procedures 
and discipline, it was not surprising that Mr 
Kibaki chose him to head the Ministry of 
Public Service, which was still bedevilled 
by corruption and lethargy since the Kanu 
days, the independence party having been 
trounced only five years earlier. 

Mr Otieno knew very well where the rot 
lay, having been a longtime strategist for 

President Daniel arap Moi. In an interview 
for this project, the 75-year-old leader said 
that under Mr Kibaki, there was much 
emphasis on performance and productivity, 
and that he applied the same principles to 
ensure efficiency in public service. 

He noted that working under Mr Kibaki 
was a different ball game in that every issue 
and project was analysed professionally 
before implementation and the work had to 
be completed within the stipulated budget.

“There was no room for people creating 
projects outside the laid-down plans for 
every ministry,” he said, recalling that Mr 
Kibaki approached every issue profes-
sionally. 

Since Public Service ministry was based 
at Harambee House, Mr Otieno — who was 
deputised by Assistant Minister Major (Rtd) 
Aden Ahmed Sugow, with Titus Ndambuki 
as Permanent Secretary — was in contact 
with Mr Kibaki virtually every day to consult 
and exchange views on issues related to 
his ministry. The towering MP for Rongo 
in South Nyanza headed the ministries of 
Industrialisation between 1988 and 1991, 
Labour and Human Resource Development 
(1991) and Transport (1991 to 1996.) 

Away from administration, Mr Otieno 
is also a respected boardroom negotiator. 
In early 2008, when there was an impasse 
over the division of ministries between 
Mr Kibaki’s Party of National Unity (PNU) 
and Raila Odinga’s Orange Democratic 
Movement (ODM), Mr Otieno came in 
handy for the latter, their earlier political 
differences notwithstanding. 

Internal Security, Constitutional Affairs, 
Defence and Foreign Affairs. Some ODM 
members complained that they had been 
allocated mere “departments”.  

But Mr Otieno insists that they worked 
hard to give every ministry enough port-
folio at the Sagana retreat. “Though the 
Cabinet was large because of the coali-
tion, we ensured that every ministry was 
assigned some services and that there was 
no ministry for the sake of it,” he said. 

Another illustration of Mr Otieno’s skills in 
boardroom negotiations was in December 
2011 when reports filtered through that he 
and then Medical Services Minister Prof 
Anyang Nyong’o had faced off in the Cabinet 
over the medical insurance scheme for 
civil servants. 

Mr Otieno — who had stood in as the 
Medical Services minister in February 2011 
when Prof Nyong’o was undergoing medi-
cal treatment in the US — had overturned 
a medical cover scheme for outpatients 
that had been put in place by Prof Nyong’o.

Appearing before a parliamentary com-
mittee on health, Mr Otieno argued that 
the proposed National Hospital Insurance 
Fund (NHIF) scheme needed careful analy-
sis because pilot surveys in Mumias and 
Nairobi alone were not representative.

“I am a statistician, and that sample is 
inadequate,” Mr Otieno, who has a back-
ground in insurance, told the commit-
tee. “We needed a professionally arranged 
sample. The scheme must go on because 
Kenyans need a healthy nation, but in a 
manner appreciated by the members of 

To get away from the political jostling 
and wrangling between the two coalition 
partners for key ministries, President Kibaki 
and Mr Odinga went for a retreat at Sagana 
State Lodge, with the President’s trusted ally 
Francis Muthaura tugging along, while the 
Prime Minister picked Mr Otieno for the 
negotiations over portfolio balance. 

It was at Sagana that the coalition part-
ners reached a compromise and agreed to 
share several ministries, even though the 
ODM rank and file still felt shortchanged 
in the power-sharing arrangement because 
PNU retained the key ministries of Finance, 

He considered 
himself a cut above 
the rest in his 
Kengeso village 
in Kamagambo – 
the Seventh Day 
Adventists’ hotbed 
in South Nyanza 
– and carried 
himself as such, 
walking tall and 
always impeccably 
dressed 
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the Fund. It has such heavy inbuilt risks.” 
He further explained that the scheme 

needed adequate consultations with 
stakeholders before it could be rolled out, 
because most Kenyans were not in gainful 
employment and sustaining the scheme 
would be difficult.

When the issue went to the Cabinet, Prof 
Nyong’o was of the view that the scheme 
should be run by NHIF, while Mr Otieno 
wanted the scheme to be administered 
by a consortium of at least five private 
underwriters. The Cabinet voted for Mr 
Otieno’s version. 

failure by the government to respond to 
correspondence from citizens. 

The IRMS tracked mail and files in the 
public service, enabling officers to receive 
files on their desks, access and download 
the information and move the letter on 
the system.

Under the integrated system, officers were 
to transfer information in hard copy into 
the system easily and indicate what action 
was to be taken or had been taken. Senior 
officers, including Permanent Secretaries, 
were then able to monitor whether work 
had been done or was still pending.

“This is to ensure that Government activi-
ties are documented and maintained, with 
officials getting the right information at the 
right time and at the least possible cost. 
The system will enable the protection of 
Government’s interests, and reduce the 
risk associated with missing information, 
and thereby creating opportunities for cor-
ruption,” Mr Otieno said when he launched 
the IRMS at the Kenyatta International 
Convention Centre on December 19, 2011. 

The introduction of the electronic records 
management system was a great leap in the 
journey towards creating paperless public 
service as envisaged in Vision 2030. 

But Mr Otieno’s footprints were not con-
fined to Kenya. When neighbouring South 
Sudan gained its independence in July 2011, 
his ministry was tasked with helping build 
a public service for the new nation that was 
emerging from a debilitating war.

To do this, he deployed 72 civil servants 
to Juba to train South Sudanese person-

One of his landmark achievements as 
Public Service minister came in December 
2011, when he launched digitised govern-
ment services under the Integrated Records 
Management System (IRMS), the first step 
towards paperless record management to 
deal with the problems of missing files and 

Public Service Minister Dalmas Otieno at a press conference
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nel so that they could manage their affairs 
effectively, helping President Kibaki to 
stamp Kenya’s authority as the big boy of 
the region.

Mr Otieno was born on April 19, 1945, 
an eventful year that on the global front 
marked the end of World War II. 

Other leaders born in the same year, and 

who would play influential roles in inde-
pendent Kenya, include veteran opposi-
tion leader Raila Odinga, who was Prime 
Minister between 2008 and 2013; the late 
Prof George Saitoti, the country’s long-
est-serving vice-president; Prof Anyang 
Nyong’o, a former minister and now gover-
nor of Kisumu County; Chirau Mwakwere, 

Science degree in Applied Economics in 
1971. 

He considered himself a cut above the 
rest in his Kengeso village in Kamagambo 
– the Seventh Day Adventists’ hotbed in 
South Nyanza – and carried himself as such, 
walking tall and always impeccably dressed.

Between 1971 and 1982, the Strathmore 
College alumnus worked as an accounts 
manager at the Insurance Agency 
Management before joining Kenya 
Commercial Bank as its chairman and 
director between 1982 and 1985.

He had earlier qualified as a Fellow of the 
Chartered Insurance Institute, London. He 
then founded Tasley Consultants, of which 
he was chairman between 1998 and 2001. 
Earlier, he was treasurer of the Kenyatta 
University Council from 1983 to 1987. 

In 1988, Mr Otieno plunged into poli-
tics and won the newly created Rongo 
Constituency under the ruling party Kanu, 
though he triumphed under the cloud of 
the controversial queue-voting system.  

As a statistician, he calculates his politi-
cal moves carefully, always siding with the 
powers that be to curve out for himself a 
place in the politics of the day.

Having been elected in 1988, the first MP 
for Rongo, which was curved out of Homa 
Bay Constituency that year, he quickly 
worked his way into President Moi’s heart, 
employing his gift of the gab and gen-
tlemanly demeanour to become one of 
the Head of State’s most trusted stalwarts 
outside of his Kalenjin inner circle.

But come 1992, during the first multiparty 

also a former minister; as well as Paul 
Muite, a senior lawyer and former legisla-
tor who was key in the Second Liberation 
movement.

A typical Luo grandee who carries himself 
with pride and high-society mannerisms, 
Mr Otieno graduated from the prestigious 
Makerere University with a Bachelor of 

President Kibaki accompanied by the Permanent Secretary in charge of Provincial Administration and Internal Security Francis Kimemia and Public Service Minister Dalmas 
Otieno gets a briefing from Immigration Minister Gideon Konchellah at a state function.
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elections, Mr Otieno — who still stuck with 
Kanu despite his Nyanza province trooping 
to the opposition — lost his seat to his uncle 
Linus Aluoch Polo of Ford Kenya, headed 
by Jaramogi Oginga Odinga. 

In 1997, he lost again – this time to new-
comer Ochilo Ayacko, who was running on 
an NDP ticket. 

A favourite of President Moi’s, however, 
Mr Otieno was to remain in Parliament as 
a nominated MP and minister, in the same 
manner that the hawkish Joseph Kamotho, 
from the fiercely opposition stronghold of 
central Kenya, was perennially appointed 
minister – for regional representation.

Back on his Nyanza turf, Mr Otieno was 
accused of working with the provincial 
administration to keep alive the Suba ques-
tion in a desperate divide-and-rule tactic so 
Kanu could win at least a seat in the strong 
Ford Kenya zone.

The Suba are a Bantu group who mostly 
occupy the southern region of Homa Bay 
County even though they have been assimi-
lated by the more dominant Nilotic Luo for 
over 200 years, making any effort to evoke 
nationalistic sentiments in them futile.

A relentless Mr Otieno was to play a lead-
ing role in keeping the Kuria, another Bantu 
community, a distinct political hegemony 
by ensuring it was given its own district out 
of the larger Migori. The district was for a 
long time to provide the only Kanu seat in 
the four regions of Migori, Kisumu, Siaya 
and Homa Bay. 

Having failed to neutralize Mr Odinga’s 
influence in Nyanza, Mr Otieno was one of 

the brains behind the Kanu merger with 
the former’s National Development Party 
(NDP) in March 2002, as Mr Moi desperately 
tried to stop a swelling opposition tide 
that would nonetheless sweep Kanu out 
of power that year.

In that election, Mr Otieno lost too to Mr 
Ayacko of NARC, having stuck with Kanu 
and supported the candidacy of Uhuru 
Kenyatta. This time he would stay in the 
political cold as his patron, Mr Moi, had left 
power and retired and his old Kanu party 
had been vanquished at the polls.

After the routing of Kanu, Mr Otieno fell 
back on his insurance company until 2007, 
when he joined ODM and edged out Mr 
Ayacko during the party nominations. He 
successfully defended his seat in 2013 on 
an ODM ticket. 

Viewed all along as a Johnny-come-lately 
and an opportunist, Mr Otieno’s political 
fortunes started to plummet in 2014 when 
he was accused by some ODM leaders of 
working closely with the government of 
President Kenyatta, who had defeated Mr 
Odinga at the polls, earning him the tag of 
a “mole”. 

“Dalmas has never been really on our side. 
He has always been on the other side and 
he joined us pretending to be sincere but 
has turned his back on us after we helped 
him,” Oburu Oginga, Mr Odinga’s elder 
brother, told a meeting in 2014.

Mr Otieno was among four MPs removed 
by ODM from their committee assign-
ments for their “cooperation” with the 
government.

front, Mr Otieno served on the Speaker’s 
Panel (a pool from which a temporary 
House Speaker could be picked at any time) 
between 2008 and 2013. 

For his moderate demeanour, extensive 
public service career and old Kanu con-
nections, President Kenyatta appointed Mr 
Otieno his Special Envoy on South Sudan in 
February 2014, even though he was a senior 
member of the opposition.

As 2017 approached, Mr Otieno started 
moving closer to Mr Odinga and even 
competed in ODM primaries in his bid to 
recapture the Rongo seat, but he lost to 
Paul Abuor. He proceeded to contest as 
an independent candidate but lost again. 

Following the death of Migori Senator 
Ben Oluoch Okello in June 2018, Mr Otieno 
initially expressed interest in contesting the 
seat on a National Liberal Party (NLP) ticket. 
He, however, withdrew from the by-election 
race, settling instead for an appointment to 
the Salaries and Remuneration Commission 
(SRC).

Mr Otieno argued that he had a personal 
connection to the SRC because he was the 
one who established it as minister for Public 
Service to help manage the public wage bill.  

He became the vice-chairperson of the 
commission in September 2018 and has 
set his eyes on the Migori governor’s seat.

Away from this political juggling, a his-
tory of the movers and shakers in President 
Kibaki’s reformist government will rank 
Dalmas Otieno, a committed and knowl-
edgeable minister, among the best. 

Others were Samuel Arama (Nakuru Town 
West), Ken Obura (Kisumu Central) and 
Zainab Chidzuga (Kwale County woman 
rep). However, the four survived when the 
motion was defeated on the floor of the 
House.

For a man who considered himself an 
alternative leader in the restive Nyanza 
region, Mr Otieno never fully embraced 
Mr Odinga, the de facto leader of his com-
munity, even after joining his party, ODM. 
He was briefly associated with a movement 
called Kalausi, Dholuo for whirlwind, which 
tried to sweep Odingaism out of Nyanza 
ahead of the 2017 elections. 

But the movement, which also included 
former Kasipul Kabondo MP Oyugi 
Magwanga in its ranks, failed to take off, 
with the two leaders getting punished 
by voters at the ballot – Mr Otieno in his 
attempt to retain his old Rongo constitu-
ency seat, and Mr Magwanga in his bid to 
wrest the Homa Bay governorship from the 
ohangla-loving Cyprian Awiti.

Mr Otieno had said his new party would 
challenge Odingaism and focus mainly on 
the development of the region, which had 
“lagged behind in development because of 
perpetual political agitation”.

The party was, however, never to be. In 
a recent interview, the 75-year-old politi-
cian said that he had never had sour rela-
tions with Mr Odinga and that he was just 
challenging the grassroots to focus on 
development projects rather than constant 
politicking.

A moderate on the national political 

D A L M A S  O T I E N O
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MUGO
B E T H

Beth Wambui Mugo is an early inductee to the inner 
sanctums of power, as she was a favourite of Mzee Jomo 
Kenyatta. She clearly stayed the course, becoming Nairobi’s 
first ever woman Member of Parliament (MP) in 1997. 

Champion 
of Women’s 

Empowerment 
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Before her foray into politics, 
where she left ineradicable 
mark in human rights, and in 
the education and health sec-

tors, Mugo excelled in the fields of busi-
ness, social justice, women’s empower-
ment and mass media. She served as 
headmistress at Kiganjo Primary School 
from 1958 to 1959, before joining Voice 
of Kenya Television, now the Kenya 
Broadcasting Corporation, where she 
held various top positions between 
1964 and 1970. 

In 1972, in partnership with others, 
Mugo and her husband, Nicholas 
Muratha Mugo, established Beth Ltd, 
a company dealing with jewellery and 
African artefacts. The business is still 
operational. Her knack for business 
would later land her a post as an execu-
tive director at Hobby Hotels and other 
directorship roles in the private sector. 

At the time most leadership positions 
in Kenya were held almost exclusively 
by men. Mugo’s quest to challenge 
the inequitable distribution of power, 
money and resources saw her serve as 
a director of the Kenya Women Finance 
Trust, a national outfit committed to 
providing easy business loans to women.

Mugo, a breast cancer survivor, 
embodies stoicism, resilience and 
unyielding pursuit for women’s empow-
erment. Perhaps these traits earned 
her a Cabinet post in President Mwai 
Kibaki’s administration. Being a public 
figure, she was the second, after profes-

sor Anyang Nyong’o, to disclose publicly 
her cancer diagnosis.

Mugo is not one to back down from a 
good fight. She is the woman President 
Kibaki entrusted with checking the 
tobacco industry, through the imple-
mentation of the Tobacco Control Act 
in 2008.

As the Public Health and Sanitation 
Minister, while overseeing the enact-
ment of the Act to control smoking, she 
would later urge the Finance Ministry 
to formulate a tobacco taxation policy 
that would ensure annual increments 
in tobacco taxation. “This will provide 
price elasticity to motivate smokers to 
quit and deter those who intend to start 
smoking,” she said at the time. 

The Act made smoking illegal in public 
places ranging from disco halls, cin-
emas, offices, hospitals, factories, bars 
and eateries to shopping malls, public 
transport and residential houses. The 
Act also saw the introduction of regu-
lations already existent in most of the 
Western world, such as pictorial and 
text warnings on cigarette packets and 
designated smoking areas in public 
places. It also addressed the prohibition 
of tobacco promotion, advertising and 
sponsorship.

Her outwardly calm demeanour con-
ceals steely fortitude. Mugo is an active 
member of the Presbyterian Church of 
East Africa (PCEA), St. Andrews Church, 
Nairobi, where she is also a member of 
the Women’s Guild. She is the mother 

While in the US, Mugo studied for 
a Diploma in Business Management 
from Goldey Beacom College, Delaware. 
Much later in 2005, while serving as 
an Assistant Minister for Education, 
she went back to the USA for study for 
an Executive Education Programme at 
Harvard University. The programme spe-
cialised in ‘Leadership and Development 
in Managing Political and Economic 
Reform’.

Her passion for women’s empower-
ment is apparent in her career, even 
before she became a politician. In 1985 
Mugo became the Founder Chairperson 
of the Kenya Business and Professional 
Women’s Club (KBPWC), the Kenya 
Chapter of the International Federation 
of Business and Professional Women. 
During her tenure, she founded 11 
branches across the country. She also 
initiated a programme to empower busi-
nesswomen with management skills in 
collaboration with the International 
Labour Organization (ILO). 

“Through this programme women 
learnt business skills and also found a 
platform for networking. Our objectives 
were to promote the interests of busi-
ness and professional women. This went 
hand in hand with promoting education 
for girls and women and championing 
for equality and equal opportunities for 
women in the economic, civil and politi-
cal life among others,” she explains. 

In an effort to promote these objec-
tives, Mugo led a delegation of 26 mem-

B E T H  M U G O

of three daughters and one son. 
The first child in a family of 12, Mugo 

was born to James Muigai Ngengi and 
Minneh Ngina Muigai at Ichaweri 
Village, Gatundu, Kiambu County. She 
lived with her parents and siblings 
in an extended family that included 
the founding father of Kenya, Mzee 
Kenyatta. 

Mugo pursued her elementary educa-
tion at Kahugu-ini and Ng’enda Primary 
schools in the present-day Gatundu 
South Constituency before proceeding 
to Mambere in Kikuyu, Kiambu County. 
She joined Kambui Teachers College 
in 1956 where she acquired a National 
Teachers’ Certificate in 1957. In 1959, 
following her marriage, Mugo left for 
the USA to pursue further education. 
She was a beneficiary of the Airlift Africa 
project, pioneered by Tom Mboya and 
Julius Gikonyo Kiano in collaboration 
with the former President of the United 
States, J.F. Kennedy. 

Mugo, a breast
cancer survivor,
embodies stoicism,
resilience and
unyielding pursuit
for women’s
empowerment” 
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bers drawn from all KBPWC branches 
in the country to the 18th International 
Federation of Business and Professional 
Women (IFBPW) congress at The Hague 
in August 1987. During this congress 
she was re-elected the African Region 
Coordinator, for another two years. 
Kenya was also voted to host the 1991 
IFBPW congress. This is how in 1991, 
Mugo hosted the congress of the IFBPW, 
which was the first ever to be held in 
Africa. 

Between 1989 and 1993 she served as 
the Vice President of the IFBPW and as 
UN Liaison Officer (IFBPW Ambassador 
to the UN). Her winning streak in wom-
en’s empowerment did not fizzle out. In 
1994 Mugo was elected President of the 
Council for Economic Empowerment 
of Women in Africa (CEEWA) in Dakar, 
Senegal. 

CEEWA is a regional non-govern-
mental organisation that campaigns 
for the economic justice of women, by 
advocating for the mainstreaming and 
inclusion of gender-friendly frame-
works into policies. Indeed, under her 
leadership, CEEWA prepared one of the 
key thematic areas for the 1995 World 
Conference of Women in Beijing in 1995, 
the Economic Empowerment.

In joining politics, she yearned to fur-
ther her strong advocacy for democratic 
governance which upholds ‘human 
rights and fundamental values of life’. 
Her first attempt to join Parliament was 
in 1992 under the umbrella of Kibaki’s 
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party, the Democratic Party (DP), of 
which she was one of the founder mem-
bers and the only woman in the interim 
National Executive Committee (NEC) 
when DP was founded. 

However, during the 1992 elections 
there was strong support for the Forum 
for the Restoration of Democracy-Asili 
(FORD–Asili) party in Nairobi and 
Central Kenya. She did not make it 
to Parliament that year. In the 1997 
General Election she contested on a 
Social Democratic Party (SDP) ticket, 
a party whose Presidential candidate 
was Charity Ngilu. Although the rest of 
Nairobi was united under DP, she won 
the Dagoretti Parliamentary seat with 
a landslide, becoming the first woman 
to be elected to Parliament in Kenya’s 
capital.

The 1997 elections culminated in a 
record nine women MPs. However, 
this was a paltry 0.04% women repre-
sentation in a male-dominated house 
comprising 222 members. Women MPs 
came together and established the 
Kenya Women Parliamentary Group. 
The founding chairperson for the group 
was Mugo while the Secretary and the 
Treasurer were Martha Karua and Grace 
Mwewa respectively.

“The main objectives were to cham-
pion for increased women represen-
tation in elective offices and the top 
decision making levels of governance 
and agitate for the rights of women, 
especially towards the elimination of 

retrogressive cultural practices such 
as Female Gender Mutilation (FGM) 
and forced early marriages for girls,” 
she explains. 

In 2002 the whole country was united 
under the National Rainbow Coalition 
(NARC). However, before the birth of 
NARC, she was a key player in The 
National Alliance of Kenya (NAK) that 
changed its name to the National 
Alliance Party of Kenya (NAPK). Some 
of the SDP strategy meetings that sup-
ported the National Alliance were held 
in her private office. 

She was again overwhelmingly elected 
to Parliament in 2002 on a NARC ticket 
and appointed an Assistant Minister 
for Tourism and Wildlife. She was later 
moved to the Ministry of Education as 
an Assistant Minister in Charge of Basic 
Education. The NARC government had 
been elected on a platform of provid-
ing Free Primary Education and the roll 
out of this programme resulted in an 
increase in primary school enrolment 
by one million children. 

She successfully defended her 
Parliamentary seat on a Party of National 
Unity (PNU) ticket in 2007. John Kiare, 
the Orange Democratic Movement 
(ODM) candidate, filed a petition against 
her re-election. 

In his petition, Kiarie had contended 
that Mugo, S.K. Njuguna, the returning 
officer for Dagoretti and the Electoral 
Commission of Kenya had committed 
several electoral breaches and malprac-

eminent Africans, among them Graça 
Machel and President Benjamin Mpaka. 
At the end of the political mediation, 
the coalition Government of National 
Unity was formed in which Cabinet 
members were drawn from across the 
political divide. “This is how I landed a 
Cabinet position,” Mugo said.

When she was appointed to the 
Cabinet her first Permanent Secretary 
(PS) was James Nyikal who previously 
served as the Director of Medical 
Services. However, the PS lasted in that 
Ministry for just a couple of months 
before being moved to another docket. 

“The person I served with for the full 
term was Mark Bor, a career civil servant 
who aptly understood the workings of 
government. I had a very good working 
relationship my Permanent Secretary 
and our tenure was scandal-free and we 
were able to achieve a lot as articulated 
elsewhere,” she added.

B E T H  M U G O

tices during the Parliamentary elections 
in Dagoretti Constituency. The petition 
was later dismissed for lack of sufficient 
evidence with the court ruling that 
voting and counting of votes at the poll-
ing stations was free and fair. 

After elections, Kibaki named her 
Cabinet Minister for Public Health 
and Sanitation in the Government of 
National Unity. Her last position in PNU 
was the National chairperson of the PNU 
Women Committee and the Patron of 
the PNU Alliance that brought together 
PNU, Kalonzo Musyoka’s ODM-Kenya 
and other PNU affiliate parties in the 
coalition government.

After the disputed 2007 General 
Election, the country was plunged 
into unprecedented post-election vio-
lence that took international mediation 
to resolve. The mediation was led by 
the former United Nations Secretary 
General Kofi Annan together with other 

The person I served with for the full 
term was Mark Bor, a career civil 
servant who aptly understood the
workings of government. I had a very 
good  working relationship with my 
Permanent Secretary and our tenure 
was scandal free.” 
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As Minister for Public Health and 
Sanitation, Mugo steered multiple ini-
tiatives aimed at disease prevention 
and control, reduction of maternal 
and child mortality and taking health 

services closer to the population.  Some 
of the initiatives included rolling out a 
campaign against maternal mortality in 
Africa-Kenya Chapter, and construction 
of model health centres in every rural 

constituency, 200 in total, each contain-
ing a maternity and paediatric ward. 

Other outstanding achievements 
at the Health Ministry included the 
introduction of the pneumococcal vac-

cine into the routine immunisation 
schedule, introduction of affordable 
medicines for malaria, home-based 
counselling and testing of HIV and other 
unconventional testing initiatives like 
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moonlight testing aimed at counselling 
and testing commercial sex workers by 
night. 

During her tenure as Minister for 
Public Health and Sanitation, Kenya was 
twice awarded the Karen Styblo award 
for tuberculosis (TB) control and the 
ALMA award for banning monothera-
pies and eliminating tariffs and taxes 
on malaria commodities.

As a Minister, Mugo held international 
portfolios of repute. She leveraged this 
international network to implement 
projects dear to her in her ministerial 
positions. For example, between 2011 
and 2012, she was the Chairperson of the 
East Central and Southern Africa Health 
Community (ECSA) which comprises 10 
member states and 2 observers. This is a 
regional body of Commonwealth coun-
tries in the Africa region that sought to 
harmonise health policies and systems 
to enable the region to lobby for health 
resolutions at global forums that are 
beneficial to Member States. 

Mugo also served as the representative 
for the Intergovernmental Authority on 
Development (IGAD) countries on the 
Roll Back Malaria Partnership Board. As 
a Board member representing a malaria 
endemic region, she successfully spon-
sored a Board resolution to support 
local manufacturing of malaria medi-
cines and commodities in endemic and 
poor countries in order to bring down 
the costs of medical commodities and 
provide employment opportunities for 

local communities.
She was also the co-chair of the inau-

gural Board of the African Network for 
Drugs and Diagnostics initiative (ANDi). 
This World Health Organization (WHO) 
initiative promotes, with the aim of 
sustaining, African-led product research 
and development innovation through 
the discovery, development and delivery 
of affordable new tools, including those 
based on traditional medicines. 

From 2009 Mugo lobbied African 
Ministers of Health to embrace the ANDi 
initiative by hosting side meetings at 
the World Health Assemblies. In January 
2011 the ANDI Board was launched and 
Mugo was unanimously elected to chair 
it. ANDi has two co-chairs, a move which 
was aimed at bringing together the 
health sectors and science and technol-
ogy sectors of Africa. 

During Mugo’s tenure in the Health 
docket, there was a rapid scale up of 
interventions to address major causes 
of ill health and death, particularly for 
mothers and children with the support 
of partners such as the Global Fund. 
She happens to be a member of the 
Policy and Strategy Committee of the 
Global Fund Board, representing Eastern 
and Southern Africa Constituency of 
the Global Fund for HIV/AIDS, TB and 
Malaria. 

The Global Fund is a, public-private 
partnership and international financ-
ing institution dedicated to attracting 
and disbursing additional resources 

to prevent and treat HIV and AIDS, TB 
and malaria. From May 2011 to 2012, 
she served in the Policy and Strategy 
Committee (PSC) of the Global Fund 
Board. 

The PSC is responsible for Strategy 
Development and formulating policies 
for Governance by the Board which is the 
supreme oversight organ of the Global 
Fund. From May 2009 to May 2011, Mugo 
was the alternate Board Member for the 
Eastern and Southern Africa Region on 
the Global Fund Board. 

It was during this period that the Global 
Fund was facing funding constraints and 
the Board Secretariat requested Mugo 
to lobby the European governments 
through the European Union Parliament 
in Brussels, Belgium, not to withdraw 
funding from the Global Fund, a role 
she successfully accomplished. 

Though her achievements, both local 
and international, have had far reach-
ing impacts on Kenyan families while 
empowering Kenyan women, she is 
always keen to point out that her jour-
ney has had its own vicissitudes. In a 
past interview with a local newspaper 
she narrated, “people think we were 
born with a silver spoon in our mouths 
just because we are from the Kenyatta’s 
family. It’s by God’s grace and hard work 
that we are where we are. We did casual 
jobs in US. I washed dishes while Nick 
was a gardener. We have grown together 
from one level to another. No favours or 
anything of sort.”

B E T H  M U G O

People think we
were born with a
silver spoon in our
mouths just 
because we 
are from the 
Kenyatta’s family.
It’s by God’s grace
and hard work 
that we are where 
we are. We did 
casual jobs in US.  
I washed dishes 
while Nick was a 
gardener.”
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NGILU
C H A R I T Y

“You are joking. You are crazy, obviously!” These were the 
words of a small town businesswoman back in 1992, when 
the subject of stepping into the world of politics was first 
broached to her. Who would have thought that just a few 
years later, she would not only be a seasoned politician, but 
the very first Kenyan woman ever to throw her hat into the 
ring for the presidential race at the heady start of multiparty 
politics?

The Rainbow 
Siren
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When Charity Kaluki Ngilu 
ran for President in 1997, 
she and Nobel Laureate 
Wa n g a r i  M a a t h a i 

became the first Kenyan women to do 
more than just dream about such a thing. 
Internationally, women icons such as 
India’s Indira Gandhi, Corazon Aquino 
of the Philippines, the United Kingdom’s 
Margaret Thatcher and Pakistan’s Benazir 
Bhutto had ascended to the top seat, but 
Kenyan women were still testing the 
waters. At the time, there was just one 
woman in the Cabinet, Nyiva Mwendwa, 
who had been appointed to the Ministry 
of Culture and Social Services in 1995, 
becoming the first female Cabinet 
Minister in Kenya. Coincidentally, 
Mwendwa is also from Kitui and an 
alumnus of Alliance Girls High School. 
Besides Mwendwa there was only a hand-
ful of women in Parliament. Indeed, the 
country’s history boasted few women in 
powerful positions; women like mayors 
Grace Onyango and Margaret Kenyatta, 
who were exceptions to the rule. 

And now the possibility of a woman 
president hung on ‘Mama Rainbow’, as 
Kenyans had dubbed Ngilu, a reference 
to her National Rainbow Coalition party. 

Running for president took formidable 
courage. Just days after she announced 
her candidacy, Ngilu was attacked and 
wounded by machete-wielding thugs she 
believed to be youth wingers from the 
Kenya African National Union (KANU). 
That was after speaking at a political 

rally. Later she received a threatening 
phone call from someone who said, “So, 
you are still running for this after what 
happened on Saturday,” Ngilu said in a 
New York Times interview in 1998.

But she was a woman with a dream. 
She wanted to see Kenya liberated from 
the Moi era security laws, and a new 
Constitution in place that would give the 
president less power, and create a system 
of checks and balances. ‘’Presidents 
are to serve and not to be served. I am 
demystifying that office,’’ she said.

She was unsuccessful in her bid, taking 
5th position out of 15 candidates in 
the race with 469,807 votes. This was 
not a minor accomplishment given the 
times and the formidable opponents she 
faced, who included the sitting president, 
Daniel Arap Moi, who had been in power 
all of 20 years, and political giants such as 
Mwai Kibaki, Raila Odinga and Michael 
Wamalwa. 

It may have been a loss at the polls, but 
Ngilu’s attempt was a win for Kenyan 
women and girls. It dared them to hope, 
and showed them how. This may have 
planted a seed in Kenyan women that 
year that began to sprout, and finally 
matured in 2017, two decades after Ngilu’s 
presidential candidacy, when a record 
number of women won various seats 
in the elections. They included the first 
three women governors and the first 
three women senators in Kenya’s history. 
Ngilu was among the three governors. 
Besides, 22 women were elected to the 

C H A R I T Y  N G I L U

York Times interview that she had been 
washing dishes, her mind on matters 
domestic, when the women approached 
her, so she was clearly taken aback. But 
it turned out they were not crazy after 
all, as Ngilu, once she had wrapped her 
mind around their request and acceded, 
went ahead to win a Parliamentary seat. 

It was 1992 and Kenya would never 
be the same again. The country had 
transitioned to a multiparty system the 
previous year. The first multiparty elec-
tions were coming up at the end of the 

National Assembly. Although the two-
thirds gender constitutional requirement 
was yet to be met, with women account-
ing for just 23 per cent of the National 
Assembly and Senate, it is a giant leap 
forward from the handful of women in 
the National Assembly when Ngilu ran 
for President in 1997. 

“You are joking. You are crazy, obvi-
ously,” had been Ngilu’s response to the 
women who had first approached her 
with the request to run for the position. 
The mother of three explained in the New 

Ngilu takes the oath of office as minister.
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year, on 29 December, postponed from 
7 December. But the country had waited 
this long; what was a few more weeks? It 
was an important first for Ngilu, running 
for her debut term in Parliament under 
Mwai Kibaki’s opposition Democratic 
Party (DP). And she won, not just that first 
election, but every single one after that, 
representing Kitui Central Constituency 
in Parliament until 2013 when she ran for 
and was elected Governor of Kitui County.

As to the presidential race, KANU under 
President Moi, would win that and the 
next one, amidst much dissension, but 
Kenya now had a fledgling opposition in 
Parliament, and Ngilu was among them. 

In 2002, when Mwai Kibaki was elected 
President, he picked his first Cabinet with 
great care, for he had important devel-
opment goals to achieve and promises 
to keep.

The Health Ministry was Ngilu’s first 
appointment in the Kibaki Cabinet in 
2002 with Gideon Konchella as Assistant 
Minister and Joseph Meme as Permanent 
Secretary (PS). Ngilu’s appointment to 
that ministry was renewed for a second 
term in 2005, this time with Assistant 
Minister for Medical Services Wilfred 
Machage and Assistant Minister for 
Public Health Samuel Moroto. PS Hezron 
Nyagito — an excellent economist who 
later became Deputy Governor of the 
Central Bank of Kenya — completed 
the team. 

Ngilu’s interest in healthcare goes back 
to before her days as a politician, when 

in this very ministry from 1988 to 1991, 
at a time when the HIV/AIDS pandemic 
was at its height. Kibaki therefore had 
first-hand understanding of what quali-
ties were needed in a health minister. 

Putting a woman at the helm of health 
was a strategic decision that served to 
refocus the ministry to women’s health-
care, which was in dire need of attention. 

she helped fundraise in Kitui for local 
clinics to provide basic health services. 
This was one of the projects that had 
endeared her constituents to her and 
caused them to seek her out as their 
representative. 

Why the health portfolio for Ngilu, who 
had no medical background? President 
Kibaki, himself an economist, had served 

Besides, Ngilu’s background enabled her 
to understand the struggles of ordinary 
people in obtaining health care. One of 
her ambitions as Minister for Health was 
to achieve universal health care for the 
country, an ambition she unfortunately 
failed to achieve, but one she is achiev-
ing now for Kitui County. The Kitui 
County Health Insurance Cover (K-CHIC), 

Ngilu has a word with President Kibaki.
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even before she ventured into politics. 
Ngilu has said that transformational 
leadership “is about ensuring that water 
goes to find women nearer their homes, 
not women walking to find water far away 
from their homes”. 

When President Kibaki appointed 
Ngilu as the Water Minister, he found a 
lieutenant who was and had been pas-
sionate about the commodity and its pro-
vision for a long time. To an undiscerning 
observer, the water appointment after 
Ngilu’s previous position in the Ministry 
of Health might seem like a great change. 
But water is as closely linked to health 
as it is to agriculture. In the absence of 
adequate and clean water, diseases like 
typhoid and cholera are merciless killers, 
as is diarrhoea, which  “remains a lead-
ing killer of young children”, according 
to UNICEF. 

With this in mind, the person placed 
at the helm of water management in the 
country would literally be responsible for 
saving lives. Ngilu’s first-hand experience 
with water scarcity placed her in a good 

launched in 2018, is a subsidised health 
insurance cover that seeks to provide 
healthcare services to all residents and 
visitors in the county.

After serving two terms in the Health 
Ministry, Ngilu was appointed Minister 
for Water and Irrigation in 2008.

Kitui County, whose slogan is ‘the 
land of untapped abundance’ is one of 
those places where the value of water 
is more than just a passing thought. 
Kitui is in a semi-arid area 170 km to 
the south-east of Nairobi City. Access 
to water is a major challenge in this 
hot, drought-prone county. 

Born and raised in Kitui, Ngilu grew 
up fully appreciating the importance 
of water, the precious commodity that 
had to be fetched and ferried long 
distances. She personally experienced 
the weight of a barrel of water numer-
ous times as a girl. She had worn the 
shoe, walked in it and knew where it 
pinched. No wonder she was already 
raising money to build wells and water 
systems to bring water closer to homes 

Running for president took formidable 
courage. Just days after she announced 
her candidacy, Ngilu was attacked and 
wounded by machete-wielding thugs 
she believed to be youth wingers from 
KANU
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position to tackle the issue.
As the person responsible for the 

Water docket, Ngilu formed a team with 
Assistant Minister Mwangi Kiunjuri and 
PS David Stower.

It was during Kibaki’s presidency that 

a major change was made to the man-
agement of water supply. Until then, 
the National Water Conservation and 
Pipeline Corporation and a few local utili-
ties had been solely responsible for the 
water supply in the whole country. This 

changed, through Water Act No. 8 of 2002, 
when the responsibility for water supply 
was devolved to 91 local water service 
providers (WSPs) linked to 8 regional 
water services boards (WSBs). The Act 
also created a national regulatory board 

to monitor performance. This clear sepa-
ration of policy making, regulation and 
service provision significantly improved 
water resources management and water 
services delivery in the country.

Recall Ngilu’s dream when she had run 
for President in 1992? She had wanted to 
help bring about constitutional reforms 
such as reduction of presidential powers. 
But her presidential bid failed. Now in 
2010, her dreams of participating in con-
stitutional reform were realised with the 
promulgation of the Kenya Constitution 
2010. Among the outstanding reforms 
was the inclusion of the right to clean 
and safe water in adequate quantities in 
the Bill of Rights. As Minister for Water 
and Irrigation, it now fell squarely upon 
Ngilu and her team to make this a reality.

But nobody is invincible. 
Unfortunately, the Water Ministry was 

hit by a corruption scandal during her 
tenure, with Ngilu and her assistant 
trading bitter allegations.

Indeed, corruption allegations have 
plagued Ngilu throughout her tenure 
in Parliament and even as Governor of 
Kitui. Her final Cabinet appointment in 
2013 to the Ministry of Lands, Housing 
and Urban Development, by President 
Uhuru Kenyatta, actually ended early 
due to a land scandal that resulted in 
her suspension and later with her being 
charged with obstructing investigations, 
alongside seven other people. Ngilu was 
cleared in March 2017 when the anti-

Ngilu briefs the media outside her Ardhi House office on the re-opening of the Nairobi Central Registries and Banking hall at Ministry of Lands headquarters.
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corruption court withdrew the charges 
against her. 

It has not been an easy political run 
for Ngilu. She has certainly had her ups 
and downs, but although she may have 
been bent now and again, she has not 
been crushed or broken. She continues 
to carry herself with the same dignity 
and courage as when she took her first 
steps into the public eye. 

What makes her tick? Ngilu’s values 
are evident in her Twitter profile, which 
reads: ‘Proud Mother and Grandmother,’ 
before it makes reference to ‘Governor 
of Kitui County’.

Family first. 
Her dignified manner and earnest 

expression affirm this. She strikes the 
image of a woman upon whom girls can 
model themselves and her accomplish-
ments back her up.  

One of the things that makes Ngilu such 
an awesome role model for girls is that 
she grew up in a humble home. 

Who are the parents that raised the 
little girl that would grow up to be the 
first woman to run for President of 
Kenya? 

Ngilu was the 9th of 13 children raised 
by a father who was a Christian church 
minister and a mother who fulfilled the 
traditional role of a stay-at-home mother 
and wife. It was here that she learnt the 
value of family that has stood the test 
of time. Perhaps it was here too that she 
learnt how to stand up for herself. Ngilu 

C H A R I T Y  N G I L U

has said that her father taught her how to 
stand up for her beliefs (1997 New York 
Times interview). At any rate, any child 
who has grown up amongst the younger 
of more than 10 siblings learns how to 
stand up for herself. 

And Ngilu is no pushover. 
It takes a strong woman to thrive in the 

male-dominated world of politics; and 
thrive she has. Indeed, she has a bit of a 
fiery side, which has come to the fore on 
more than one occasion, when provoked. 
During her run for president, when she 
found a KANU official trying to disqualify 
some Kitui Central voters, she confronted 
him, grabbing him by the lapels. The next 
day the headlines read: ‘Ngilu Beats Up 
Official’. In 2018 she landed herself in hot 
water when a charcoal trade lorry was 
burnt by youths in Kitui after she made 
a public remark telling her audience to 
burn lorries found ferrying charcoal in 
her county. Ngilu had banned charcoal 
trade in the county in an attempt to save 
the sparse forest cover left.

The last word on Ngilu perhaps, is 
‘passion’. No one can deny that she is 
passionate about her work, passionate 
about helping the less fortunate, pas-
sionate about development. It was her 
passion for development that pushed her 
into politics, that propelled her through 
her years as a member of the Cabinet, 
and that keeps her working to tap Kitui 
County’s untapped abundance. 

Water and Irrigation Minister Charity Ngilu at her Maji House office soon after her appointment.
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MWIRARIA
D A V I D

David — and to some simply Daudi — Mwiraria, the numbers 
man, veteran technocrat and politician is arguably Kenya’s 
most formidable Treasury chief after Mwai Kibaki. He died of 
bone cancer in 2017.

President’s ally 
and confidant
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Describing him as a ‘friend, con-
fidant, co-worker and trusted 
ally’, Kibaki, his former teacher 
at Makerere University and 

long-standing boss, celebrated his former 
Finance Minister’s brilliance and grasp of 
economics, and his diligence, humility and 
forthrightness.

“He commanded respect across the board 
effortlessly. Kenya has lost an illustrious 
public servant whose focus was on deliver-
ing the best for the good of all. May his soul 
rest in eternal peace,” Kibaki said. 

It was difficult not to respect Mwiraria, 
even if you were of a different political 
persuasion. A soft spoken and bespectacled 
gentleman, his relatively small frame was 
overshadowed by his towering intellect, 
deep knowledge of government and public 
service, and, above all, the authority and 
ease with which he weaved development 
and economic policy. The man simply oozed 
competence. 

There was something even more pro-
found about Mwiraria. The three-time 
North Imenti Member of Parliament (MP) 
was a gentleman. He steered clear of crass 
insults, shameless lies and empty sloganeer-
ing of siasa za kumalizana — the politics of 
life and death. Instead, he cut the image of 
a reluctant politician; a thinker who chose 
to argue in a political field where those 
who shout the loudest and foulest often 
get their way. 

But then Mwiraria, to quote his Alliance 
High School classmate, the veteran journal-
ist Philip Ochieng’, was “an educated mind”; 

a professorial who spent his entire working 
life engineering and executing government 
policy and shuffling facts and figures.

Listen to Raila Odinga: 
“I had the honour to serve with Hon. 

Mwiraria as (a) fellow Member of Parliament 
and later as members of the Cabinet. He was 
an honest and diligent public servant with 
the interests of the nation at heart.

“I will remember fondly the work we did 
together of reforming critical institutions 
like the Kenya Revenue Authority, public 
procurement and infrastructure financing 
and delivery when the National Rainbow 
Coalition took power in 2002.

“It is Hon. Mwiraria’s diligence and com-
mitment as Finance Minister that made 
all the difference with regard to delivering 
NARC’s promises on key sectors of the 
economy as we raced to fulfil our pledges 
against a background of an economy that 
had gone to the dogs…”

He didn’t come across as a leader who 
spent time in dark pubs conjuring up 
schemes to steal from the government, 
either. Nothing about Kibaki’s Finance 
Minister, or his famously frugal lifestyle, 
pointed at the rapacious appetite associated 
with some members of Kenya’s political 
elite. 

In Imenti North Constituency, which he 
represented in Parliament for three terms, 
he was known as Kangumu (the stingy one) 
because of his aversion, just like Kibaki, to 
hand-outs. Retired intelligence officer and 
Democratic Party (DP) founder member 

D AV I D  M W I R A R I A

anti-corruption efforts, he went into exile 
after exposing the scandal. And now he 
was alleging that he was in possession of 
audio recordings implicating Mwiraria in 
a cover-up. 

It must have been a difficult moment 
for President Kibaki, who ordered that all 
payments be halted and the people behind 
Anglo Leasing exposed when Githongo 
brought the matter to his attention. The 
National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) had 
collapsed a year earlier, forcing him to fire 
all ministers and reconstitute the Cabinet by 
drawing in members of the Opposition. His 
former allies from the Liberal Democratic 
Party (LDP) wing of NARC had jumped ship 
and formed an astute and persistent opposi-
tion within government. The country was 
in feverish political mode, with the General 
Election barely a year away.

What’s more, Mwiraria, as Finance chief, 
was not only the fulcrum of Kibaki’s national 
economy revival strategy, but he too was in 
all likelihood one of the President’s closest 
and most trusted lieutenants in govern-
ment. The two gentlemen had known each 
other from Makerere before Kenya became 

Essau Kioni explains that Mwiraria, known 
for prudent management of his personal 
resources, believed in individuals working 
hard for themselves and not looking for 
hand-outs from leaders. 

This portrait hardly fits the profile of 
the typical nouveau riche corrupt Kenyan 
whose signature is extravagance, showman-
ship and, not surprisingly, endless financial 
squabbles with friends and associates in 
court.

Which is why 2006 news reports linking 
Mwiraria to the Anglo-Leasing corruption 
scandal shook the government and hit the 
country like a bombshell. 

Anglo Leasing and Finance Ltd, a foreign 
phantom company, was paid about KES 55 
billion to supply the Kenya Government 
with a system to print new high-technol-
ogy passports. Other fictitious companies 
involved in the scam were given money to 
supply naval ships and forensic laboratories.

None of the contracts were honoured.
It was John Githongo who dropped the 

bombshell. Appointed Permanent Secretary 
(PS) in charge of Governance and Ethics 
in 2003 by President Kibaki to spearhead 

He steered clear of crass insults, 
shameless lies and empty sloganeer-
ing of siasazakumalizana— the politics 
of life and death. Instead, he cut the 
imageof a reluctant politician; a 
thinker
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independent. Mwiraria was PS to Kibaki 
in the Finance Minister in 1991, and with a 
closely knit circle of friends, helped found 
DP. What’s more, both Kibaki and Mwiraria 
shared a love for golf.

These allegations therefore unwittingly 
turned Mwiraria, Kibaki’s buddy and trusted 
ally into a constant punching bag for the 
Opposition whose members went for him 
with guns blazing.

What followed was unthinkable. Mwiraria 
stepped down from office, becoming the first 
public official to resign because of corrup-
tion allegations since Kenya’s independence 
in 1963. Previously, Kenyans public officials 
would remain in office until they were fired 
or the chargers faded away. 

Not Mwiraria:
“In order that my name be cleared and to 

protect the integrity of the President, the 
government and our country, Kenya, I hereby 
voluntarily step aside,” he announced.

His resignation was not only a measure 
of class, but the respect and integrity with 
which he held public office. 

“Hon Mwiraria was an epitome of humil-
ity. Even when faced with adversity, he was 
never confrontational, preferring instead 
to handle matters with unparalleled diplo-
macy and calmness,” former Vice President 
Kalonzo Musyoka would say when Mwiraria 
died years later.

A subsequent investigation cleared 
Mwiraria of wrongdoing following which 
he was reinstated to the Cabinet as Minister 
for Environment.
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Who was this man, this career technocrat, 
a gentleman of Kenyan politics and giant of 
Kenya’s historic economic revival? 

Mwiraria was born in 1938 in Meru. He 
went to Kaaga and Alliance High School 
before proceeding to Makerere University 
in 1956 where he graduated with a BA 
in Mathematics in 1962. Thereafter, he 
enrolled at the Nairobi University College, 
a constituent college of the University of 
East Africa, graduating with a Master’s 
in Statistics. Aged 26, he was the first MA 
student to graduate at what would become 
the University of Nairobi. 

Such sterling academic credentials at 
the turn of independence made him a hot 
cake. His first port of call was the prestigious 
East African Community, which he served 
as Director of Statistical Department and, 
later, Secretary of the Common Market until 
1977 when he was appointed PS, Ministry 
of Finance, in Kenya. 

He served as PS in several ministries for 11 
years, including Home Affairs — a position 
that inadvertently placed him at the centre 
of the infamous Wagalla massacre. 

A plan to disarm warring clans and diffuse 
ethnic tensions in Wajir went awfully wrong 
when Kenya Army personnel rounded up 
thousands of local citizens and detained 
them for four days in the scorching sun 
without food or water at Wagalla Airstrip. 
The citizens, of Somali ethnicity, were 
reportedly tortured, beaten and executed to 
prise information about Shifta insurgents 
allegedly operating in their midst. 

The matter was hushed up. Government 

D AV I D  M W I R A R I A

without the knowledge of the Ministry of 
Home Affairs because the district security 
team had the discretion to detain young 
men.

Mwiraria also denied attending any meet-
ing to plan and execute the massacre, 
stating that the only request his ministry 

to ‘resolve the Shifta movement in north 
eastern Province’. Their visit was, however, 
interpreted to mean that they had gone to 
enforce a premeditated massacre. 

In 2011 Mwiraria told the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission that the massa-
cre could have been carried out by the army 

reports would later put the number of the 
dead at 57 while local leaders claimed thou-
sands died or were maimed, some for life.

The massacre put Mwiraria on the spot 
because he had flown to Wagalla with 
members of the National Intelligence 
Committee the previous day to assess plans 
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received was that the province was an 
operation area and needed more police 
reinforcement. He then apologised to the 
victims, saying the Wagalla massacre was a 
tragedy that should never have been allowed 
to happen.

“In the context in which we were operat-
ing, it was risky to speak out your mind. 
One could be detained or killed for telling 
what happened,” he told the Commission 
in respect of the cover-up that followed. 

It is worth noting that the chain of com-
mand within the armed forces is cast in 
stone, which makes the complicity of 
Mwiraria, who was in charge of police, 
in directing a military operation and the 
subsequent cover-up a matter of conjec-
ture. Nonetheless, this was the first blot in 
Mwiraria’s otherwise illustrious career in 
the public service. 

Mwiraria left government two years later 
in 1986 and went into private business. He 
re-emerged as the clamour for multiparty 
politics hit fever pitch in 1991 when Health 
Minister and former Vice President Kibaki 
resigned from government to form DP in 
readiness for the 1992 General Election. 
Kioni says Mwiraria was in the group of 
trusted confidants that convinced Kibaki 
leave the Kenya African National Union 
(KANU) and launch DP. 

“When we set out to establish DP, Mwiraria 
was very clear that we were setting up a 
party for the future,” Kioni said in a Standard 
newspaper report. 

The following year, Mwiraria ran for the 
North Imenti Parliamentary seat on a DP 

Finance Minister David Mwiraria poses for 
the traditional press photo opportunity 
holding the famous briefcase on his way 
to Parliament.
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the economy and get money flowing into 
KRA to enable him fulfil campaign pledges, 
key among them the provision of free pri-
mary school education. 

The job fell to the math wizard, Mwiraria, 
with Joseph Magari — and later Joseph 
Kinyua — as PS. Kibaki had worked with 
both men when he was Finance Minister. 
He knew their abilities and could trust 
them to understand his philosophy and 
get the job done. 

Mwiraria’s first budget hit the KES 1 tril-
lion mark. It was a mind-boggling figure. 
Sceptics, including the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank 
officials whom he reportedly threw out of 
his office when asked to check his budget 
before he could present it in Parliament, 
wondered where the colossal amounts of 
cash would come from. 

But with Michael Waweru, another 
trusted Kibaki confidant, as Commissioner 
General, KRA underwent massive reforms 
and sealed the leaking taps. ‘Tulipe Ushuru 
Tujitegemee’ became a national war cry and 
the number of registered taxpayers rose 
exponentially. In short, Kenya was able to 
finance that colossal budget from internal 
revenues. 

Mwiraria, the prudent bean counter, was 
in his element. He stabilised Kenya’s fluctu-
ating interest rates, zero-rated computers to 
boost ICT development, allocated massive 
funds for an undersea fibre optic project, 
instilled financial discipline in government 
and overhauled the pensions sector. He also 
concentrated on the basics — reducing 

tems in the late 1980s.
His retirement was, however, rudely dis-

rupted when he was charged along with 
nine others in 2015 for corruption related 
to the Anglo Leasing scandal. Mwiraria 
pleaded no to the charges from a hospital 
bed. 

Two years later, Mwiraria died. A reading 
of his will reveals not the massive wealth 
expected of a corrupt mogul, but a tidy 
estate built over decades with a bean coun-
ter’s frugality and prudence. A stickler for 
detail, the will even set aside money for 
his funeral. 

For those who knew him personally and 
Kenyans who had followed his career in 
public service, there was, however, a sense 
of injustice about his death: that Mwiraria 
would never rest in peace because he died 
before arguing out his case about the Anglo 
Leasing scandal in court. 

“Let us all put pressure on the investi-
gative agencies to fully investigate Anglo 
Leasing, arrest and charge the real culprits. 
If people had not played politics, Mwiraria 
would not have been prosecuted and proba-
bly he would be alive today,” Uhuru Kenyatta, 
who was Official Leader of Opposition when 
the scandal erupted, said.

Was Mwiraria guilty? That will never be 
known. 

Be that as it may, the matter of David 
Mwiraria versus the Republic will forever 
remain an injustice because his was a case 
of justice delayed and justice denied. 

ticket and won, defeating KANU’s Lands 
Minister and self-styled King of the Ameru, 
Jackson Harvester Angaine. Mwiraria joined 
his party leader Kibaki, who had come third 
in the polls after President Moi and Kenneth 
Matiba, on the back bench.

But it is after the 1997 election that his 
intellectual powers came to the fore. Kibaki 
became the Official Leader of Opposition 
and appointed him Shadow Agriculture 
Minister. The dexterity and authority with 
which he critiqued government agriculture 
policy, an area in which he had neither train-
ing nor experience, was not only a reflection 
of the fluidity of his mind and knowledge 
of government but the mark of a man 
accustomed to burning the midnight oil. 

The best was yet to come. When Kibaki 
was sworn in as President in 2002, any keen 
analyst would have guessed the obvious: 
Mwiraria would be his Finance Minister. 

Kibaki had made, among other things, 
revival of the economy, which was in ruins, 
a pillar of his campaign for President. The 
infrastructure was tattered, to the extent 
that vehicle manufacturers tested their 
prototypes for strength on Kenya’s potholed 
roads. International donors had given the 
country the cold shoulder on account of 
corruption and human rights violations. 
The Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA) was 
collecting peanuts, with taxes either stolen 
or not collected at all. The national budget 
stood at about KES 220 billion, govern-
ment employment had been frozen and 
the labour movement was rife with strikes. 

Kibaki needed a trusted hand to reboot 

government borrowing from commercial 
banks, forcing them to turn to ordinary 
Kenyans with loan offers.

These measures were a game changer. 
Kenya suddenly became a huge construc-
tion site. The government was carrying 
out massive infrastructure development 
projects, wananchi (citizens) were borrow-
ing money from banks and investing in real 
estate and all manner of businesses. The 
economic boom was not only reflected in 
the data streaming out the Treasury but the 
spring with which Kenyans strutted on the 
street — a spring that signified a change of 
fortunes, hope and money in the pocket.

It is instructive to note that Mwiraria, 
the bespectacled mathematician achieved 
this in only four years — before the Anglo 
Leasing demons came calling. But so 
firm was the foundation he had laid, with 
assistant ministers Mutua Katuku, Peter 
Kenneth and Zadock Syongoh, that despite 
the disruptions associated with the 2007–
2008 post-election violence, which shrank 
economic growth back to KANU govern-
ment times, the economy had leapt from 
KES 1 trillion in 2002 to KES 3 trillion in 2013 
when Kibaki left office. 

Mwiraria served the brief remainder of his 
time in Cabinet as Environment Minister. 
He lost at the polls in 2007, whereupon 
Kibaki appointed him Chairman of the 
Kenya Wildlife Service Board of Trustees. 
Coincidentally, few Kenyans know that 
Mwiraria was intimately familiar with the 
Service, having helped established the 
organisation’s financial management sys-

D AV I D  M W I R A R I A
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MURUGI
E S T H E R

Esther Murugi Mathenge is like an African red bullet chilly, 
small physically but packs the hardest of punches. And those 
who have gone head-to-head with her in the political arena 
have realised — but mostly too late — that often, a swing 
from her results in the end of the bout. In her years within 
President Mwai Kibaki’s Cabinet, she was the perfect velvet 
glove that cushioned an iron fist, a quality that made that 
time worthwhile but, more so, memorable.

The Pocket 
Rocket
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Like many politicians in Kibaki’s 
government, Murugi too has a 
backstory. Away from the threats 
to strip naked and spontaneous 

jigs at political events, the silver haired 
legislator — a combination of age and 
genetics — has earned her place not only 
in the hearts of those she served, but also 
in the country’s history.

Murugi’s story does not start in 2007 
when many Kenyans first heard of her 
after that year’s general elections. In fact, 
it goes way back to 1997 when she first lost 
vied for and lost a Parliamentary seat. She 
lost again in 2002.

From an early age, Murugi always aspired 
to be something greater. Something that 
would see her leave Githiru Village in Nyeri 
and move away from the already beaten 
paths that those who came before her trod. 
She wanted to accomplish a whole load 
of earthly assignments. And she wanted 
them this side of heaven.

Her formative years were spent not 
far from home. Alongside friends and 
neighbours, Murugi was first introduced 
to education at the Githiru Primary School 
before joining Highlands Secondary 
School — today’s Moi Girls Eldoret — 
for her secondary education. She then 
enrolled at the University of Nairobi in 
1973 for a Land Economics degree course. 

At the time, Land Economics was a pre-
serve of men. Records from the University 
of Nairobi show that her class of 40 only 
had 2 female students. It might not have 
looked it then, but the years she spent in 

that class and later delving into an indus-
try that was skewed against women was 
something of a preparation for her years 
in politics. 

Upon her graduation after four years, 
Murugi was quickly absorbed into the 
public sector, joining the Ministry of 
Lands as a Lands Officer in 1977. Here she 
worked diligently for the public sector for 
three years, but somehow, Ardhi House, 
where the ministry was based, wasn’t 
enough of a challenge for her.

Soon, the private sector came calling, 
and like many of her peers, it was too 
enticing to ignore. She left public service, 
only to return years later.

Her journey back to public service 
though, was littered with a trailblazing 
career in business and the aid world.

After the government job, she joined 
Nairobi Homes as Property Manager 
before starting Mugi Property Consultants 
a year later. After another year, she moved 
to Milligan &Co Ltd — again as Property 
Manager. 

In 1989, Murugi founded Lustman & Co 
Ltd, a registered estate agent where she 
has served as director. But even this didn’t 
prove enough for the ambitious woman. 
The booming of her real estate business 
corresponded with a historic moment for 
the country.

The democratic space was opening 
up, and President Daniel Arap Moi was 
beginning to loosen the grip that he pre-
viously had on the country. Individuals 
with contrary political opinions were 

E S T H E R  M U R U G I

had suffered detention, a sad chapter of 
his life that he wore on his sleeve una-
shamedly. There was little that Murugi 
could do to prevent a Kihoro win. That 
year she tasted the first of what would be 
many defeats in her political career.

She bided her time for five more years 
and in 2002, she contested the Nyeri Town 
Parliamentary seat again. At the time, it 
all seemed to go according to plan. There 
was a certain euphoria going on in the 
country and she seemed to be headed for 
victory. Kihoro was no longer as strong a 
contender as he had been in the previous 
election.

But there was one key difference 
between the two elections. This time, 
a party nomination for the hypnotic 
National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) — a 
unified coalition of opposition parties — 
seemed certain to take power from the 
Kenya African National Union (KANU), 
Kenya’s independence party.

Before she made the move for NARC, 
whose Presidential candidate was Kibaki, 
Peter Gichohi Mureithi beat her to the 
ticket and won the seat in a landslide 
victory. At that point, after two unsucces-
ful attempts to win the seat, the fate of 
Murugi’s political career seemed sealed.

However, something kept her going. 
Throughout her losses, some of which 
were humiliating enough, Murugi 
remained loyal to her cause, treating her 
defeats as mere bumps along a road to 
a preordained destination that only she 
could see.

slowly finding their voices after decades 
of being muzzled.

Granted, the danger of openly criticising 
the government was still a reality, but a 
few brave individuals still shouted at the 
top of their voices. Murugi may not have 
been one of them, but the noise that was 
being made across the country got to her. 
And when the second multiparty elections 
came around in 1997, she was ready to 
throw her hat and heart into the ring. Or 
so she thought.

“In my first attempt, I thought that all I 
needed to do was to let the voters know 
my plan,” she said in an interview in 86 
and Counting, a publication on women 
leaders in the 11th Parliament.

But in front of her was what seemed an 
unbeatable opponent. Wanyiri Kihoro too 
wanted that seat. And at a time of fero-
cious political views, and the rise of an 
opposition movement that promised to 
transform Central Kenya into a bedrock of 
opposition politics, Kihoro had the battle 
scars to show.

He, like many others during that time 

In my first attempt, 
I thought that all I 
needed to do was to 
let the voters know 
my plan.”
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This loyalty would become beneficial 
in the next election cycle. 

Although she lost, Murugi had been a 
vocal campaigner for NARC’s candidate 
Kibaki in the 2002 General eEection. She 
was no longer an unknown entity in Nyeri 
Town, a constituency that the incom-
ing President had familial ties to and 
remained fond of.

Even after Kibaki’s successful bid, she 
remained within earshot of the President. 
Making official visits to his homes in 
Othaya and Nyeri whenever an opportu-
nity arose. She found her way easily to the 
President’s side. She remained visible and 
relevant to the powers of the day.

And in 2007, during the next General 
Election, Murugi had already cemented 
herself as the best Member of Parliament 
(MP) Nyeri Town had never voted for. 
Plus, she had built up a relationship with 
the President, becoming a key ally in his 
re-election bid that year. In 2007, she 
became third time lucky and made it to 
Parliament and claimed her own corner 
of history while at it.

A highly charged campaign period saw 
the men in the Parliamentary race gang 
up against her, making her victory all the 
sweeter.

She had, among other things, overcome 
a well-orchestrated campaign against a 
woman candidate by male candidates who 
colluded to edge her out by organising 
male-only Party of National Unity (PNU) 
political campaign onslaughts.

In an interview with the Kenya Women 
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Parliamentary Association (KEWOPA), she 
described the fall out from that election:

“We are yet to mend fences. They 
begrudge me just because I beat them. 
Didn’t a woman have the right to win the 
Nyeri seat,” she explained.

That was not all though. Her loyalty and 
perseverance earned her a spot in the 
Cabinet. Suddenly, all the years of hard 
work culminated in her being named as 
a minister in the Government of National 
Unity.

“I never thought I could have a chance. 
There were so many competing interests 
and coming from the President’s backyard 
only diminished the slightest hope,” she 
said in an interview with a local daily soon 
after the naming of the Cabinet.

There were other perks that came with 
the job too. She was named as a Deputy 
National Women Leader at PNU.

Her years as a Kibaki insider started 
just four months after her election when 
she was named Minister of Gender and 
Children’s Affairs, a role that fitted her per-
fectly. Her Assistant Minister was Atanas 
Keya Manyala. Away from the clichés that 
might come with a woman heading the 
Gender and Children’s Affairs docket, her 
past had prepared her for the role she was 
to play in this space.

While she ran her business, Murugi 
also worked for an international non-
governmental organisation that focussed 
on the welfare of women and children. 
This not only cemented her grassroots 
connections but played a crucial part 

in providing first-hand knowledge of 
the needs of the category of citizens the 
Gender and Children’s Affairs Ministry 
was created to serve.

People and service have always been 
at the centre of her existence — a trait 
that Kibaki also exhibited. While at the 
Ministry of Gender and Children’s Affairs, 
Murugi was credited with institutionalis-
ing the creation of a database of women 
professionals and of women who wished 
to vie for political positions.

“I wanted to have a one-stop shop where 
we could have all relevant information 
about aspiring women candidates. We 
would then see what challenges they 
were facing and seek ways to help them 
as per their specific needs,” she said in a 
2011 interview. 

The mechanics of government made 
sure she didn’t get too comfortable at 
her job. Midway through Kibaki’s second 
term, she was moved to another service-
oriented ministry — Special Programmes 
— where she soon found herself in the 
middle of an international storm that had 
her as minister and the entire government 
in the middle of a storm.

In 2011 Kenya suffered one of the worst 
droughts in its history. The resulting 
famine claimed thousands of human 
lives. Crops failed. Pastures dried up and 
livestock — the bedrock of the existence 
of pastoralist communities — were dying 
in large numbers.

Yet, there seemed to be a very muted 
response from government on the matter. 

E S T H E R  M U R U G I

“We warned the pastoralists as early as 
October last year. We advised them to sell 
their animals before they lose their body 
weight so that they can have some money 
to restock when the weather is good. I 
think the government is doing as much 
as it can,” she said.

Those who served in Parliament with 
Murugi said she was always a straight 
shooter who never shied away from con-
troversy. They said she never liked pre-
tending and would always tell it as it was, 
a trait that she perhaps derived from her 
strong Catholic beliefs.

Underneath her religious beliefs lay 
a shrewd politician. Her motherly look 
often fooled people into believing she 
was soft and easily malleable. In front of 
crowds though, Murugi often metamor-
phosed into many characters. She could 
play choirmaster, cheerleader or loyal 
defender all at once.

Today she would speak into the heavy 
policy bottlenecks that prevent Kenya 
from becoming a middle-income country, 
tomorrow she would throw all sense to the 
wind and promise the absurd. 

For example, in 2011, after the naming of 
a number of Kenyans by the International 
Criminal Court (ICC) over their alleged 
involvement in the political chaos that 
rocked the country following the 2007 
polls, Murugi went off on a tangent at a 
political rally, warning ICC of dire conse-
quences were they to detain President 
Uhuru Kenyatta at the courts when he 
appeared for mention.

When the international community 
started to mount pressure on the gov-
ernment to do more, Murugi came out 
guns blazing, defending the position of 
the State.

“Currently, we are feeding 4.4 million 
Kenyans,” she said in an interview with 
American broadcaster Voice of America 
(VOA). “Northern Kenya had more famine 
than any other part because they are pas-
toralists and their animals have perished, 
so they have no livelihood. But currently 
the government is providing food for all 
vulnerable persons.”

At the time, critics said the administra-
tion had failed to prepare for a possible 
drought or famine, despite repeated warn-
ings. Murugi, standing by her government, 
denied the charge.
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“We are in your full support, and even 
if it means undressing, we will do it for 
your sake,” the Nyeri Town MP stated 
while teasingly holding her dress during 
a public rally attended by Kenyatta. She 
never did. What she did though was get 
re-elected in the 2013 General Election, 
becoming the first MP to capture the 
Nyeri Town seat for a second term since 
the advent of multiparty elections in 
Kenya.

“Learn what works for you,” she said 
during the 86 And Counting interview. 
“I mean, I’m not many things. I’m not 
much of a ‘shouter’. And guess what? I 
have come to learn that you don’t have 
to shout to be heard. I’m not a big talker 
either, and I’ve also learnt that you don’t 
have to promise voters heaven and earth 
to be elected.”

Murugi, the first born in a family of 11 
children, she lost the Nyeri Town seat 
after serving as MP for two terms. Not 
bad for someone who harboured little 
ambition of getting into politics.

In hindsight, however, it seems that 
she was almost pre-ordained to walk the 
path she chose to walk. Her aunts and 
grandmother were community leaders 
at different levels. 

“I had never thought I would end up in 
politics. My only concern for people was 
their welfare,” she said in an interview 
with KEWOPA. 

Today, Murugi spends her time with the 
other loves of her life: business, farming, 
swimming and reading.
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KIMEMIA
F R A N C I S

On 26 January 2012, State House Nairobi issued a short 
communiqué to the media. 
“His Excellency the President has… accepted the decision by 
Amb. Dr. Francis Muthaura EGH to step aside as Permanent 
Secretary, Secretary to the Cabinet and Head of the Public 
Service.” The communique read in part, adding that: “In this 
regard, Mr. Francis T. Kimemia, CBS, Permanent Secretary, 
Provincial Administration and Internal Security will be Acting 
Permanent Secretary, Secretary to the Cabinet and Head of 
Public Service.”

The Transition 
Headman 
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That is how Francis Thuita 
Kimemia reached the pinnacle 
of Kenya’s civil service, joining 
the desirable list of the few 

career civil servants to have ascended 
to this coveted post. Before him and his 
predecessor were such notable luminar-
ies as Duncan Ndegwa, G.K. Kariithi, 
Jeremiah Kiereini, Simeon Nyachae and 
Sally Kosgei among others.

The appointment was in an acting 
capacity, waiting for the verdict of the 
International Criminal Court (ICC) where 
Muthaura alongside five other Kenyans 
had cases to answer. 

Muthaura had stepped aside along 
with Deputy Prime Minister and Finance 
Minister Uhuru Kenyatta after the presid-
ing judges at The Hague, the Netherlands 
(home of ICC), ruled that they had cases 
to answer in relation to the post-elec-
tion violence triggered by the disputed 
Presidential polls results from the 2007 
General Election. Muthaura and Kenyatta 
alongside William Ruto, Henry Kosgei, 
Major General Mohammed Ali and Joshua 
Sang had been charged with crimes 
against humanity at the ICC.

It was a sensational, global, attention 
grabbing case. 

Coincidentally, the ICC had rubbed 
Kimemia the wrong way when a dossier 
attributed to the court’s prosecutor Fatou 
Bensouda alleged that he had regular 
contacts with senior Mungiki command-
ers and supplied the sect with weapons. 
The sect was alleged to have attacked 

members of communities who had been 
opposed to Mwai Kibaki’s Presidency. 
“These concocted falsehoods sound like 
a movie. It is sheer madness,” Kimemia 
said as he pointed out an obvious much 
ignored fact that he was not in charge of 
internal security when the post-election 
violence broke out. 

Kimemia became Interior Permanent 
Secretary (PS) in 2008 long after the 
Government of National Unity was 
formed. In retrospect, the ICC had helped 
elevate Kimemia to the powerful posi-
tion. A year after the appointment, he 
proved his mettle and rightfully earned 
the position. In December of the same 
year when he was appointed as civil 
service chief, Kimemia was confirmed 
to the position.

This was not entirely surprising. In 
choosing Kimemia, President Kibaki 
demonstrated his preference for experi-
ence and leanings on aptitude in public 
administration. Kimemia’s longevity and 
systematic rise in the government within 
the critical nexus of internal security and 
public administration are the qualities 
Kibaki was looking for in addition to 
a stable lieutenant to effect policy in a 
hard to navigate bureaucracy. 

The appointment to this coveted perch, 
the highest public service position came 
32 years after Kimemia joined the civil 
service.

Kimemia was born in 1957 in Sobugo, 
Ol Kalou in Nyandarua County. He grad-
uated with a Political Science degree 

tive to note that Kimemia was an insider 
in government administrative affairs. He 
had long stints as a District Commissioner 
(DC) in Mandera and Kakamega before 
progressing to serve in various ministries 
at different middle level civil service posi-
tions. These included Under Secretary 
in the Ministry of State for Education, 
Assistant Secretary in the Education 
Ministry and Assistant Secretary in 
the Ministry of State for Provincial 
Administration and Internal Security. 
He also served as a Director of Personnel 
Administration and as PS for Provincial 
and Internal Security. 

Kimemia became a public figure on 21 
April 2008 when he was appointed PS 
in the Provincial Administration and 
Internal Security Ministry. The George 
Saitoti was the Minister at the time.

As the chief bureaucrat of the country’s 
Interior Ministry and the heartbeat of its 
administrative structure and security 
architecture, the holder of this office is 
constantly in the news. Even though at 
first Kimemia appeared to be one who 
preferred to work in the background, the 
unwieldy nature of internal security mat-
ters and the peculiar circumstances of 
the provincial administration compelled 
him to eschew privacy and embrace 
public appearances.

Kimemia’s rise to the top of the min-
istry came at a crucial time just as the 
country was exorcising itself from the 
ignominy of the post-election violence. 
The role of the police during the elections 

from the University of Nairobi (UoN). 
A staunch Catholic, Kimemia was des-
tined to become a priest and had even 
enrolled in a seminary. Of note is that 
many who recall Kimemia’s youthful 
days as a seminarian, remember a pious 
young man who had already earned the 
fond and respectable title of ‘Father’ long 
before ordination. His family, however, 
could not allow two of its sons to join the 
priesthood vocation and its solid vows 
on celibacy.

“My brother and I were in the same 
seminary and both wanted to be priests 
and the family was against it,” Kimemia 
confessed to a local channel, NTV, a 
few months before he was voted in as 
Nyandarua’s second Governor. “Catholic 
priests do not marry, so the family 
decided that one proceeds and one quits. 
I was the sacrificial lamb. I am married 
and we have children.”

Before this appointment, it is instruc-

My brother and I 
were in the same 
seminary and
both wanted to 
be priests and 
the family was a 
gainst it.”
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and after had generated enormous heat, 
pressuring the government to fast-track 
police and provincial administration 
reforms. 

Instituting police reforms was an elabo-
rate and expensive process estimated to 
cost some KES 81.4 billion over a period 
of 4 years. Envisaged in this undertaking 
was the review of police laws equipping 
the police, operationalisation of a new 
police structure, increasing the number 
of police aircraft, modernisation of the 
police system, incorporation of tech-
nology, doubling the police fleet and 
instituting the National Police Service 
Commission, and the Independent 
Policing Oversight Authority (IPOA) along 
other critical reform areas.

Kimemia was tasked to marshal this 
process intended to enhance service 
delivery and clean up the image of the 
police to project a responsive service as 
opposed to the colonial hangover of a 
coercive force.

In 2010 Kimemia stood firm as his boss, 
Saitoti, named several legislators and 
businessmen as targets of investigations 
in a global narcotics trafficking ring.

In March 2011 Kimemia accompanied 
Minister Saitoti to unveil the new train-
ing curriculum for the Kenya Police. 
The Police Reforms Implementation 
Committee (PRIC) had developed the 
curriculum, which recommended a thor-
ough and gruelling 15-month training 
regimen for the police services. Other 
partners roped in by Kimemia in the 
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police reorganisation initiative included 
the Kenya Institute of Education (KIE), 
several UN agencies dealing with justice, 
law and order services together with the 
National Police Improvement Agency of 
the UK and the Linnaeus University of 
Sweden. It was one of the boldest steps by 
the government to transform the police 
in line with current demands. 

In 2011, a year after Kenya promulgated 
a new Constitution, Kimemia vigorously 
defended the much-maligned provincial 
administration. A task force led by law 
professor Mutakha Kangu on devolution 
had proposed that the provincial admin-
istration be scrapped as it had no place 
in the new constitutional dispensation 
governing the country. 

Kimemia did not take this lightly. 
Fully aware of the significance of the 

role and breadth of the reach of the 
provincial administration apparatus in 
effecting policy from the central gov-
ernment to the grassroots, Kimemia 
strongly castigated the task force and 
its proposals.

In a rare and yet candid interview with 
a local radio station, QFM, Kimemia took 
an untrodden path as a hardliner and 
bold government administrator who 
insisted that the entire architecture that 
defines the provincial administration 
would not be interfered with.

“Their terms of reference did not entail 
looking at the Provincial Administration. 
Internal Security minister George Saitoti 

loyalty and consistency.
Even though Kimemia was not a stran-

ger to the boardrooms where the levers 
of power were a common feature, this 
appointment elevated him to the nerve 
centre of Kenya’s political power play. 
As holder of the office that links the civil 
service machinery to the political power 
class and the nexus of the citizenry, 
Kimemia wielded immense influence.

As the Head of the Public Service, 
Kimemia’s most fundamental duty 
was to coordinate an elaborate transi-
tion management to ensure a smooth 
transfer of power from Kenya’s third 
President to the fourth one, in line with 
the Constitution. Kimemia was the chair-
man of the Assumption of Office of the 
President Committee whose main duty 
was to facilitate the Kibaki succession to 
whoever would win the 2013 Presidential 
Elections as Kibaki retired after two suc-
cessful terms. 

Along with this task, he was respon-
sible for assisting in firming up legacy 
projects of the Kibaki administration. 

wrote to them a letter to that effect, 
explaining very well, that this issue was 
being handled from the Office of the 
President,” Kimemia said, about the 
Kangu-led devolution task force. “We 
already have a committee looking at the 
way we shall operate in the counties. 
It is not their mandate to say that the 
Provincial Administration will cease to 
exist under the current Constitution It is 
clear that provincial administration will 
be restructured in five years.”

Kimemia’s stance remains official 
government policy 10 years later. The 
provincial administration has evolved 
to reflect the contemporary times of 
regional and county governments and 
offering the same services. 

Along the way to the top post of the 
civil service, Kimemia had advanced 
his education by securing a second 
degree in Public Administration from 
Moi University and a master’s degree 
in business administration from the 
prestigious civil service academy based 
in Arusha, Tanzania, the Eastern and 
Southern African Management Institute 
(ESAMI)/Maastricht University.

The stint at the Interior Ministry was 
ample preparation for Kimemia as he 
took up the position of Head of Public 
Service.

This was a major milestone for Kimemia 
who had joined the Kenyan civil service 
in early 1980s. He was a career civil serv-
ant who rose to the highest position in 
the service through sheer determination, 

The timing of his appointment just a few 
months before Kibaki’s retirement was 
quite revealing. A firm hand was needed 
to steer the civil service and assure sta-
bility as a new administration took over. 
Kimemia was the man entrusted with 
the arduous responsibility. 

The gruelling task of managing a tran-
sition was made more laborious given 
that at the time the coalition govern-
ment made up of the Orange Democratic 
Movement (ODM) and PNU was in place. 
The outgoing President was from PNU 
and Prime Minister Raila Odinga came 
from the ODM. The main contestants 
in the upcoming polls were drawn from 
these key partners in the Government 
of National Unity. As Kibaki was leaving, 
Odinga was already leading in all the 
opinion polls as successor. However, 
Kenyatta, who was a key PNU member, 
was also running for President irrespec-
tive of his ICC tribulations. 

This was not all.
A third option was that of a former 

The gruelling task of managing a 
transition was made more laborious 
given that at the time the coalition 
government made up of the Orange
Democratic Movement (ODM) and 
PNUwas in place
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second Deputy Prime Minister and Vice 
President Musalia Mudavadi who was 
said to be fronted by senior civil serv-
ants among them Kimemia and security 
chiefs. The civil service bureaucrats 
and ‘securocrats’ were reportedly afraid 
of losing their jobs if either Odinga or 
Kenyatta were elected, hence propping 
up Mudavadi who was seen as a ‘safe’ pair 
of hands. These scenarios with genuine 
fears of a paralysis in government com-
plicated Kimemia’s job and his team of 
16 senior bureaucrats in the civil service 
alongside the security top brass serving 
in the Assumption of Office Committee.

“We had principles that guided us even 
as we worked round the clock,” Kimemia 
would later tell The Daily Nation. 

On 8 April 2013, at the Moi International 
Sports Complex, Kasarani in Nairobi 
the country and the region watched as 
Kimemia’s elaborate handiwork was on 
full display. The obvious blunders, gaffes 
and disorganisation witnessed in 2003 as 
President Kibaki was taking power from 
President Daniel arap Moi had left the 
civil service blemished. 

But 2013 was different. It was a his-
toric moment, filled with pomp, colour 
and splendour. The world witnessed 
a smooth transition ceremony where 
Kibaki handed over the reins and instru-
ments of power to President Elect Uhuru 
Kenyatta.

On that day in April, which remains one 
of the greatest highlights in Kimemia’s 
public life, he had successfully overseen 

of evidence”. 
True to their expectations in March 

2016 Kimemia re-emerged in the 
most unlikely of places. The President 
appointed him as chairman the blue chip 
State corporation, the Industrial and 

the archiving of one era of Kenya’s his-
tory and the opening of a new epoch. He 
managed a successful handover as more 
than a dozen world leaders trooped to 
Nairobi to witness the grand occasion.

Interestingly enough, Kimemia’s quali-
ties as a tough yet highly organised and 
methodical civil servant saw him being 
retained by the in-coming adminis-
tration. “In order to ensure a smooth 
transition, we have nominated Kimemia 
as the Secretary to Cabinet,” President 
Kenyatta said.

In September 2014, Kenyatta named 
former Treasury PS Joseph Kinyua as 
State House Chief of Staff and the new 
Head of the Public Service.

In April 2015, Kimemia left the civil 
service. He stepped aside from his 
post as Secretary to the Cabinet after 
being adversely mentioned in a dos-
sier released by the Ethics and Anti-
Corruption Commission (EACC). He had 
been accused of alleged irregularities in 
the awarding of a tender while serving 
as PS in the Interior Ministry in 2006. 

Those who knew Kimemia well under-
stood this to be just a retreat and that he 
would soon bounce back in the public 
service where his reputation preceded 
him as a hands-on administrator. He 
personified the biblical adage in Matthew 
10:16, “Behold, I send you out as sheep in 
the midst of wolves. Therefore be wise as 
serpents and harmless as doves.” 

They were proven right as Kimemia 
was later cleared of all charges for “lack 

Commercial Development Corporation 
(ICDC). Kimemia succeeded Martin 
Muragu who was retiring. In August 
2017 Kimemia joined politics and was 
elected Governor of Nyandarua County.
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MUTHAURA
F R A N C I S

When a roll call is done of the men and women who shaped 
President Mwai Kibaki’s 10-year administration, one name 
is sure to feature prominently: Francis Kirimi Muthaura, 
who was the Head of Civil Service and Secretary to Kibaki’s 
Cabinet. As a career civil servant, Muthaura brought into 
Kibaki’s fold an invaluable blend of expertise in economics, 
political science, diplomacy and governance.

The Quiet 
Heavy Lifter
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Muthaura was Kibaki’s 
replacement for Sally 
Kosgei, the last Head of 
Civil Service in the Kenya 

African National Union (KANU) govern-
ment. To date, Kosgei is the only woman 
to serve in that position in independent 
Kenya.

The office is a powerful and pivotal 
one, and that Muthaura’s appointment 
came in an extraordinary context only 
served to maximise his influence in the 
government. He joined the Cabinet at a 
time when Kenya was transiting from 
the KANU party’s monolithic regime to 
the National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) 
administration. By virtue of his office, 
Muthaura facilitated Kibaki’s operations; 
he was the link man between the President 
and line ministers or ministries.

His position was also strategic – he 
chaired the National Security Advisory 
Council, which allowed him a firm hand 
on and unfiltered access to national secu-
rity and intelligence. Needless to say, he 
enjoyed express access to the President, 
ministers and senior officers in govern-
ment and the private sector. 

Courtesy of his chairmanship of the 
government’s cohort of permanent sec-
retaries, he also moderated many policy 
discussions. This would explain his role 
in the formulation and execution of the 
NARC government’s strategies and poli-
cies. In a publication titled Three Key 
Lessons on Growing the Economy from 
Kenya’s Vision 2030, Muthaura reflected 

on what it took for Kibaki’s government 
to resuscitate Kenya’s economy.

He explained that Vision 2030 was a sub-
strand of the Economic Recovery Plan for 
Employment and Wealth Creation. The 
successful implementation of the latter, 
which was NARC’s economic blueprint, 
inspired the formulation of the former. 
He said Vision 2030 was NARC’s strategy 
for departing from the tradition of having 
national development plans running on 
five-year timelines.

He recalled the enthusiasm with which 
Kibaki received the proposal that his 
administration should adopt a long-term 
development vision. With the President’s 
blessings, the document was fine-tuned 
and fleshed out with input from the civil 
service. The implementation of Vision 
2030 commenced in earnest once it was 
approved by the Cabinet and endorsed by 
Parliament. It was eventually launched 
on 10 June 2008.

According to Muthaura, the blueprint 
was modelled on the economies of South 
Africa, Malaysia, Singapore and South 
Korea. However, the focus was not limited 
to the economy but overlapped into the 
quality of life for Kenyans. Vision 2030, 
in his view, was designed to promote 
issue-based, people-centred politics for 
national cohesion and equitable distribu-
tion of resources. 

Some of the high-impact sectors, flag-
ship projects and programmes targeted 
in Vision 2030 were agriculture, tour-
ism, manufacturing, retail and whole-

F R A N C I S  M U T H A U R A

President Kibaki dismissed his entire 
Cabinet. To date, this remains the only 
case in Kenya’s history where a President 
has dismissed the Cabinet in one go.

This marked a turning point in Kibaki’s 
first term and was the crack that morphed 
into the hot political contest of the 2007 
General Election. 

Muthaura was a key player in the 
Government of National Unity, which was 
an offshoot of the 2007 elections. Odinga 
became Prime Minister and appointed 
Mohamed Isahakia as the Permanent 
Secretary in charge of his office. Kibaki, 
on the other hand, retained Muthaura 
as Head of Civil Service and Secretary to 
the Cabinet.

Although the new political arrangement 
helped to end the violent protests that 
followed the elections, the question of 

sale, financial services, ICT, roads, energy 
and education. The document also 
informed the Kibaki administration’s 
interest in health and housing, Lapsset 
(the Lamu Port-South Sudan-Ethiopia 
Transport Corridor project), Konza City, 
Jomo Kenyatta International Airport, the 
Standard Gauge Railway, Mombasa Port 
and the Special Economic Zones.

One of the key elements of the NARC 
manifesto was a government commit-
ment to deliver a new progressive con-
stitution within 100 days of assuming 
office. It was in an effort to deliver this 
promise, albeit belatedly, that Kenya had 
a plebiscite in 2005. Kibaki’s ‘Yes’ side 
(symbolised by a banana) lost to his ally-
turned-political nemesis, Raila Odinga’s 
‘No’ faction (whose symbol was an orange). 
In the aftermath of this development, 
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how to make it work presented something 
of a headache. Fears loomed large that 
the deep divisions between the coalition 
partners would impede the Cabinet’s 
capacity to function effectively.

Jointly with Isahakia, Muthaura 
had to support Kibaki and Odinga in 
implementing the National Accord and 
Reconciliation Act. He therefore played 
a critical role in the formulation of the 
new government’s policies and ultimate 
delivery of its promise to lay a firm foun-
dation for Kenya’s future.

Muthaura and Isahakia had a good 
working relationship that dated back to 
Daniel arap Moi’s presidency when they 

both served as permanent secretaries. 
This good relationship enabled the func-
tioning of a government that had been 
formed out of traumatic circumstances. 
But there was a gap in the National Accord 
and Reconciliation Act – it was vague on 
the composition of the coalition Cabinet. 
This lack of clarity caused an immediate 
impasse between the coalition partners. 
To mitigate the situation, Muthaura and 
Isahakia met and mooted a Kibaki-Odinga 
meeting that culminated in what became 
known as the Sagana Lodge meeting. Away 
from the rest of their teams, the two lead-
ers haggled and eventually agreed on what 
was deemed to be a suitable compromise.

In addition to reaching a consensus 
on the list of names to fill Cabinet port-
folios, Kibaki and Odinga wholeheart-
edly embraced Muthaura’s proposal for 
a party interchange arrangement in the 
ministries. This suggestion, according to 
Muthaura, would ensure that the man-
agement of ministry responsibilities 
was shared – which is how the coalition 
Cabinet ended up with a Party of National 
Unity (PNU) Minister and an Orange 
Democratic Movement (ODM) assistant 
or vice versa. This strategy was based on 
a formula he had used while working as 
an East African Community diplomat.

The party interchange recommendation 
included the appointment of permanent 
secretaries in the coalition government. 
Thanks to the Sagana Lodge agreement, 
every ODM minister would work with 
a PNU Permanent Secretary; similarly, 
PNU ministers would work with ODM-
affiliated permanent secretaries. This 
enhanced accountability by creating a 
reliable check-and-balance system for 
the coalition government.

According to Isahakia the conversation 
he had with Muthaura at Sagana Lodge 
set a precedent that heavily influenced 
their subsequent engagements. At the 
onset of the coalition government, it was 
Muthaura’s proposal that the Ministry of 
Finance should vacate one floor in the 
building where it was housed to make 
room for the PM’s office. This ensured 
that the offices of the Prime Minister and 
the President were directly across from 

each other. Isahakia also recalled how 
Muthaura worked with him to ensure that 
the PM had adequate office support as 
well as official escort and security details.

Once they were done with Cabinet 
appointment and staffing decisions, 
Kibaki and Odinga instituted a joint task 
force to develop a single coherent policy 
framework on which the work of the coali-
tion government would be based.

The task force was co-chaired by pro-
fessors Anyang’ Nyong’o representing 
ODM and George Saitoti, a PNU lumi-
nary and Cabinet old hand. Muthaura 
was the senior-most civil servant on this 
task force, which harmonised the PNU 
and ODM campaign manifestos. The 
integration of the two manifestos, in 
Muthaura’s words, “took a matter of one 
week” and was guided by reforms stipu-
lated in Agenda 4 of the National Accord 
and Reconciliation Act. The harmonised 
manifesto was officially introduced and 
adopted in June 2008. 

To enhance coordination and unity of 
purpose in the Cabinet, Muthaura and 
Isahakia facilitated the expansion of the 
role of Cabinet committees. In the Moi 
administration, these committees were 
engaged only on special occasions. In the 
coalition government, they assumed a 
central role in the policy-making process. 
Ministries were put into function-based 
clusters and the government ended up 
with five Cabinet committees – service, 
production, finance, infrastructure and 
security. The Cabinet committee meet-

Muthaura with then Standard Chartered Bank Chairman Wilfred Kiboro (centre) and Kibaki.
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ings were held every Tuesday under the 
chairmanship of the Prime Minister and 
were open to permanent secretaries and 
technical experts. 

In consultation with the President and 
the PM, Muthaura’s office set the agenda 
for the fortnightly meetings. To encourage 
the Cabinet to exhaust its deliberations in 
one sitting, Muthaura split the agenda into 
two groups, A and B. Group A had issues 
that required discussion while group B 
had only those issues that needed to be 
brought to the attention of the Cabinet. 
In his appraisal of the adoption of active 
and more prominent Cabinet committees, 
he felt that the bloated coalition Cabinet 
was way more effective than the lean ones 
that had come before it.

Muthaura was born on 20 October 1946 
in Meru District (now Meru County). He 
attended Nkubu Secondary School in 
1966 before joining Nyeri High School 
in 1968. He joined the University of 
Nairobi the following year, graduating 
with a Bachelor of Arts in Economics and 
Political Science in 1972. He also holds a 
Diploma in International Relations from 
the University of Nairobi.

Upon graduating, he was appointed 
District Commissioner for Mombasa 
District (since renamed Mombasa 
County). A year later, in 1973, he was 
appointed Assistant Secretary in the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. This marked 
the beginning of his long and illustrious 
diplomatic career during the Moi era. 

Muthaura later served as Under 

F R A N C I S  M U T H A U R A

Muthaura and Kibaki arrive for an Economic Roundtable event at the KICC.
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Initiative (BBI) Task Force stood. In his 
memorandum to the task force, Muthaura 
strongly rooted for the re-introduction of 
the office of Prime Minister, arguing in 
favour of the expansion of the Executive 
to facilitate the formation of an all-inclu-
sive government. In his view, this is the 
panacea for Kenya’s ethnic divisions and 
divisive elections.

He proposed that once presidential elec-
tion results were declared, the winner and 
the first runner-up should team up and 
form a government of national unity. In 
this arrangement, as soon as the winning 
candidate is sworn in, he or she should 
immediately appoint the first runner-
up as Prime Minister. The President and 
PM would then share Cabinet slots and 
other State positions in proportion to 
the number of votes they garner in the 
elections.

In addition, the President would appoint 
members of the Cabinet while the PM 
would recommend his or her nominees 
for appointment by the President. The 
caveat to this proposal, however, is that the 
President shall have the power to appoint 
or dismiss a member of the Cabinet. It 
was also his suggestion that the President 
should chair the Cabinet as the PM chairs 
Cabinet committee meetings and coor-
dinates government functions under the 
executive authority of the President.

In his recommendations, Muthaura 
envisioned a more consultative and less 
confrontational government. He also 
advised that the manifestos of both the 

Secretary and Head of Economic 
Division in the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, as well as Kenya’s ambassador to 
Belgium, Luxembourg and the European 
Community. He was also Kenya’s 
Permanent Representative to the United 
Nations based in New York. Between 
March 1996 and April 2001, he was the 
first Secretary General of the East African 
Community. In 2003 he was appointed 
Head of Civil Service and Secretary to 
the Cabinet. 

Concerning his relationship with 
President Kibaki, Muthaura recalled a 
humble leader who served the nation 
selflessly. He said Kibaki was so humble 
that he had to constantly remind himself, 
during their interactions, that he was the 
Head of State.

He also had vivid memories of behind-
the-scene incidents that played out 
shortly before the announcement of the 
2007 presidential election results. In a 15 
August 2015 interview with The Standard 
newspaper, he revealed how apprehen-
sive they were in the initial stages of the 
vote tallying process. He recalled calling 
Kibaki, who was then at his Othaya home, 
to share his analysis of the results. The 
President, Muthaura said, was ready and 
willing to accept the results regardless of 
whether he won or lost. 

For Muthaura, the 2007-2008 post-elec-
tion violence should never have hap-
pened; he believed it could have been 
averted. This was the premise on which 
his submission to the Building Bridges 

President’s and PM’s parties should be 
merged to align aspirations, visions, phi-
losophies and ambitions of the govern-
ment.

It is not hard to see where he was coming 
from – the tried and tested methods that 
were used to enhance the coalition gov-
ernment under Kibaki and Odinga.

To date, Muthaura remains the second-
longest serving Head of Civil Service and 
Secretary to the Cabinet after Geoffrey 
Kariithi, who served for 13 uninterrupted 
years under Kenya’s founding President, 
Jomo Kenyatta. Upon his exit, Muthaura 
was succeeded by Francis Kimemia.

All said and done, his role in Kibaki’s 
government went well beyond his official 
job description. According to political 
analysts, Kibaki’s power men and women 
joined his inner circle through three chan-
nels: some came from his political base in 
central Kenya; others were his long-time 
friends and collaborators from a political 
career spanning decades, and the rest 
were professionals who got into the stable 
courtesy of their expertise. 

Muthaura fit into all these categories. 
He was known as Kibaki’s long-time close 
ally and confidant. He was also the quin-
tessential professional besides being 
loyal, competent, level-headed and highly 
efficient. He was one tasked with get-
ting the job done, and he did so quietly. 
Having retired from government service, 
Muthaura today chairs the Kenya Revenue 
Authority Board of Directors.

F R A N C I S  M U T H A U R A
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MUIGAI
G I T H U

Githu Muigai entered President Mwai Kibaki’s Cabinet as 
a towering favourite. Like his predecessor, Amos Wako, he 
was a highly regarded and well-decorated attorney, scholar 
and international civil servant. Moreover, he was a legend of 
the ‘Parklands Faculty’, where students regarded him as an 
erudite, articulate, opinionated and charismatic professor. 

Doyen of 
Circumspect 
Phraseology 
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Muigai is a founding part-
ner at one of the most 
successful indigenous 
law practices in Kenya, 

Mohammed Muigai LLP, where his prow-
ess was undisputed. His legal scholarship, 
already well developed at graduation 
from the University of Nairobi in 1983, 
was solidified at Columbia Law School 
where he earned his Master’s in Law. Upon 
returning to Kenya, he taught at his alma 
mater and grew his legal practice, rapidly 
establishing himself as an authoritative 
scholar, consultant and practitioner. 

As his professional stature rose to com-
manding heights, Muigai found himself 
inexorably drawn to public affairs locally 
and globally. In 2000, he was selected 
to the Constitution of Kenya Review 
Commission (CKRC), a panel of eminent 
(mainly legal) scholars and intellectuals 
tasked with delivering Kenya’s first serious 
attempt at a fundamental constitutional 
overhaul. Undiminished in the company 
of colossal luminaries, Muigai made his 
mark, distinguishing himself as a patient, 
incisive and effective dissector of delicate 
and controversial issues. 

After his appointment to CKRC, he went 
on to earn a PhD in Law in November 2002. 
In 2008 he was appointed a United Nations’ 
Special Rapporteur on Contemporary 
Forms of Racism, Xenophobia, Racial 
Discrimination and Related Forms of 
Intolerance. Muigai also served a term as 
a judge of the East Africa Court of Justice 
between 2008 and 2010.

He entered government, therefore, as 
a celebrated and accomplished profes-
sional, more than suited for the office of 
Attorney General. Indeed, he took over 
his new job with relish, continuing the 
work of transitioning the country into the 
new constitutional dispensation through 
conscientious stewardship of the evolv-
ing statutory and policy framework. As 
a captivating public orator, he was also 
much in demand as a speaker, panellist 
and rapporteur for professional gather-
ings across many sectors.

Believing that example and teaching 
are effective means of influencing organi-
sational culture and developing institu-
tional leaders, Muigai brought a law firm 
approach to case management at the State 
Law Office, treating counsels as partners 
or associates, depending on their senior-
ity. He convened and led regular strategy 
meetings to develop plans for approach-
ing various tasks such as negotiations for 
treaties, litigation in court and legislative 
drafting. 

The previously impersonal bureau-
cratic approach to case management 
had led to lethargy, disengagement and 
disillusionment among counsels, creat-
ing fertile ground for indolent, negligent 
and often corrupt (mis)management of 
cases. According to Muigai, these were 
classic signs of disengagement result-
ing from low to absent motivation and 
an unsupportive, if not toxic, workplace. 
Lawyers in private practice took lethargy 
at the State Law Office as a given and saw 

opportunities to strike big wins with little 
or no resistance. 

The impact on the public purse was 
tremendous, and national interests suf-
fered immensely. Parliament and the 
Auditor General frequently lamented 
about negligent collusion costing the 
exchequer billions of shillings in much-

needed public funds, and the country 
became used to revelations of unsuitable 
contracts and agreements binding the 
State to expensive, illegal arrangements. 
Likewise, the country’s management of 
remedial litigation – when a beneficiary 
to such contracts sought to extract their 
pound of flesh, or when Kenya decided to 

AG Githu Muigai addresses the Constitution Implementation Oversight Committee of Parliament at County Hall, Nairobi.
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parsimonious sparring and rhetorical 
flamboyance were impressive. As a vet-
eran of the Kenyan Bar, his successful 
forays into courtroom drama elevated 
him to the venerated realm of doyens of 
his profession.

In international litigation, Kenya’s stat-
ure was elevated by Muigai’s intellectual 
authority, courtroom fluency and eloquent 
persuasion as he represented the country 
before international courts and tribunals 
regionally and farther abroad. 

Boldly departing from a practice of 
hiring international lawyers to represent 
Kenya, the AG established a practice of 
assigning the work in-house. He gener-
ously shared the spotlight with his coun-
sels and empowered them to grow and 
enrich their international law practice. 

Another unique legacy of Muigai at the 
State Law Office is the appointment of 
states counsel to take charge of corpora-
tions as CEOs and serve on boards. This 
strategy was a bold signal that the Attorney 
General’s Chambers had ample space for 
career growth.

Muigai strived to strike a balance 

stated institution. Its importance to the 
institutional health and integrity of the 
country is not widely acknowledged. 
Certainly, it is not politically constructed 
as indispensable the way, for example, 
internal security is. Yet Sheria House is 
where the Public Trustee, and the regis-
trar handling companies, societies and 
marriages, counsels handling litigation, 
treaties and agreements, and legislative 
drafting are domiciled.

Intestate succession, bankruptcy, liq-
uidation, cooperatives, clubs, trusts and 
civil nuptials are some of the critical 
functions handled at Sheria House on 
behalf of the government and its citizens, 
to facilitate the smooth functioning of 
State, society and its engine, the economy. 
These functions exist alongside advising 
and representing the government in all 
legal matters 

Leading by example, Muigai inspired 
many Kenyans, especially practising and 
aspiring lawyers, by personally appearing 
in court to argue cases at the High Court, 
Court of Appeal and Supreme Court. In 
particular, his meticulous presentation, 

Believing that example and teaching 
are effective means of influencing
organisational culture and developing 
institutional leaders, Muigai brought a 
law firm approach to case management 
at theState Law Office

between his technocratic and manage-
rial imperatives, and the need to sur-
mount political tides whose continuous 
flux rocked his ship within and without. 
Freeing his chambers from the captivity of 
collusive tendencies with outside players 
both in the public and private sectors was 
always going to be challenging. 

Influential actors had substantial 
interests in the favourable (mis)manage-
ment of cases at the chambers. Pressure, 
inducement and bribery were deployed 
to compromise officers at various levels. 
Powerful offices in government were 
likewise enlisted to procure advantageous 
concessions out of the AG’s Chambers. 
These entities stood to gain stupendously 
out of such collusions and were therefore 
willing to invest all the effort necessary to 
have their way. Already, many had made 
a killing out of such behaviour and had 
resources at their disposal to buy their way. 

Managing politics and reforming insti-
tutions inevitably entails coming to grips 
with corruption. So entrenched is cor-
ruption in the public sector that it is 
basically institutionalised. Any reform 
attempt must therefore carefully tip-
toe around the interests of powerful 
cartels. As former Permanent Secretary 
John Githongo famously said, corruption 
fights back. Muigai’s salutary interven-
tions at Sheria House ran directly into 
the way of these cartels. Predictably, they 
responded harshly through their myriad 
tentacles in government and politics. For 
a man who had endured public vetting, 

terminate the improvident arrangements 
altogether – was uninspired, lethargic to 
the point of collusion, incoherent to the 
point of sabotage and uncoordinated to 
the point of negligence. 

The number of high-profile cases lost 
by Kenya to shadowy entities in pursuit 
of questionable gain, locally and abroad, 
is large. Although the Goldenberg and 
Anglo-Leasing scandals were the high 
water mark of institutionalised corrup-
tion aided and abetted by commission 
and omission from the State Law Office, 
they were by no means exceptional. The 
public, civil society, Parliament, commis-
sions of inquiry, investigative agencies and 
international partners had long become 
accused to the torrential succession of 
sordid conspiracies that could have been 
forestalled through diligence, vigilance 
and professionalism at the Attorney 
General’s Chambers.

Everyone was therefore quite surprised 
by the charge of battling troops who 
livened up proceedings and raised the 
standard of performance in and out of 
court when Muigai took over as AG. His 
management approach accompanied 
deeper reforms to make Sheria House – 
which houses the State Law Office and the 
Attorney General’s Chambers – the hub of 
efficient service delivery in keeping with 
the AG’s position as the titular head of the 
Bar, chief legal adviser of government 
and provider of a wide range of public 
legal services.

Sheria House has always been an under-
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Muigai’s sudden political challenges were 
mystifying.

Appeasing the gods of politics can be a 
full-time occupation for public manag-
ers. Managing internal dynamics of a 
sprawling and influential organisation 
can be equally taxing. Add to this the 
spectral hand of virtually omnipotent 
and amorphous interests who bestride 
all boundaries between local and inter-
national, public and private, political and 
business, legitimate and illicit activities, 
and the task is fundamentally Sisyphean. 

A point came, therefore, where astute 
political management went hand in glove 
with appeasing corruption cartels, and 
choices had to be made. For Muigai, this 
was antithetical with his reform agenda 
and the project of restoring the State Law 
Office as the lynchpin of integrity in the 
administration of the public’s legal inter-
ests. His ethical inflexibility and inability 
to innovate interpretation and application 
of the law to accommodate grey areas 
began to irritate, then antagonise impa-
tient and formidable actors. 

Ever the juggler, he braved on, empower-
ing his partners, associates and pupils at 
his firm to become effective advocates for 
the State and government of the Republic 
of Kenya. In the era of implementation of 
the new Constitution, the State Law Office 
began to acquire the image of a modern, 
responsive, effective and accountable 
institution. The registries were digitised, 
and the tradition of missing files was 
finally retired. Kenyans could now find 

information on matters recorded at Sheria 
House online.

States counsel began to give private 
advocates a run for their money and inter-
nationally, Kenya’s legal cases turned out 
in Kenya’s favour in unprecedented num-
bers. The rule of law, integrity, efficiency, 
transparency and accountability stopped 
being the exclusive vocabulary of civil 
society activists and the Anti-Corruption 
Commission as State lawyers embraced 
and zealously advocated them as well. 

Although Muigai applied himself to the 
mastery of the technocratic imperative 
of balancing management and appeas-
ing political interests, it did not come 
easy to him, and it showed. Institutional 
politics is just politics, and requires the 
performance of certain rituals to get on 
the right side of various operatives in 
order to grease the wheels of progress 
and service delivery. The optics of glad-
handing and elaborate and public pledges 
of fealty contradicted his sense of profes-
sorial dignity. 

Add to all this the fact that Muigai was 
literally a stranger in the State Law Office 
and government. All the AGs since inde-
pendence had been Alliance High School 
old boys, as had been many solicitors 
general. They also tended strongly to the 
pedigree of the typical independence era 
elites. His significantly different back-
ground meant that Muigai shattered this 
archetype. His genteel mannerism and 
turn of phrase belied a scrappier, battling 
drive that had stood him in good stead on 

an alternative academic and career path, 
which converged with the beaten track 
only at the university. With this came a 
certain independence and ability to retain 
a disinterested posture and scholarly 
abstraction within institutions deeply 
embedded in long-standing networks of 
reciprocity. Unlike his predecessors, he 
did not possess the inclination to con-
duct politics in the elite networks along 
several strands. 

This independence often manifested in 
awkward ‘body language’ but also earned 
him grudging respect, for it was felt that 
he could stand his ground whenever the 
Executive desired to exceed its consti-
tutional and statutory constraints. Yet 
because he could not vocally contradict or 
criticise government, his reticence ended 
up being criticised as complicit awkward-
ness rather than principled hesitancy.

The transitional provisions of the con-
stitutions required government to pass a 
raft of legislations for the implementation 
of the new dispensation, work that com-
menced with Wako and was ongoing when 
Muigai was appointed. The Executive and 
its bureaucracy, faced with onslaughts that 
chipped away its immense power, began 
to react. Legislative proposals started to 
carry provisions whose effect was to con-
solidate a powerful Executive and claw 
back on the freedoms of the Bill of Rights, 
as well as the separation of power. A broad 
coalition of stakeholders mobilised to 
resist these changes, and government 
was widely criticised as retrogressive. In 

Githu with Kibaki at the 
Supreme Court of Kenya 
in April 2013 during a 
farewell luncheon for the 
retired President.
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the eye of this storm was Muigai, who was 
then viewed as doing nothing to reassure 
concerned stakeholders.

This criticism spilled through to alle-
gations of extra-judicial excesses in the 
security system, widespread corruption 
in the heart of the Executive and per-
ceived impunity and human rights abuses. 
Muigai was ultimately unable to satisfy 
critics that he was doing anything near 
enough to call government to order and 
entrench the Constitution.

The bitterly contested 2017 presidential 
election led to ill-tempered litigation 
before the Supreme Court. The petitioner, 
Raila Odinga, who had come quite close 
to winning the contest, alleged fraud, 
malpractice and other irregularities in 
his bid to nullify Uhuru Kenyatta’s victory. 
Several government institutions were 
implicated, and Muigai appeared on their 
behalf, conducting a blistering, masterful 
rebuttal of Odinga’s allegations. 

Odinga’s petition was dismissed, to the 
disappointment of nearly half of the coun-
try’s voters and a tremendous coalition 
of interest groups who were traditionally 
allied to Odinga’s politics. Coupled with 
his political insularity, this blistering 
onslaught from vociferous antagonists 
assaulted Muigai’s position intensely. 
A moment of triumph and vindication 
instead opened doors to the opening act 
of an uneasy and long drawn out conclu-
sion of his tour of duty as Kenya’s Attorney 
General.
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BETT
F R A N K L I N

The mention of Chepkooit will quickly bring to mind one 
gentleman born in Kericho County in the month of March 
1953 Franklin Kipng’etich Bett alias ‘Chepkooit’ which 
translates to ‘one who delivers.’ 

A Man of 
Many Hats
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It was a significant year, 1953. Kenyan 
nationalist leaders, among them the 
country’s first president-in-waiting, 
Jomo Kenyatta, were sentenced to 

jail by the colonial government at the 
height of the emergency period. That 
same year in Britain, a 25-year-old young 
woman was crowned queen. Princess 
Elizabeth had been on a tour of Kenya with 
her husband, Prince Philip, the previous 
year when her father, George VI, died. 
So it was in Kenya, then a British colony 
struggling to break its shackles, that she 
became Queen, though the coronation 
wouldn’t happen until the following year. 
Queen Elizabeth II would become the 
world’s longest serving monarch.

It was in these tumultuous and uncer-
tain times that Franklin Bett was born; but 
resistance to colonial rule was already leg-
endary in this region, where  the Kalenjin, 
led by Orkoiyot Koitalel Arap Samoei, an 
indefatigable warrior of the Nandi and 
Kipsigis people, resisted British colonial-
ists successfully for more than a decade. 
Koitalel was so successful that the enemy 
eventually tricked him into a ‘truce’ meet-
ing where he was killed by the notorious 
Colonel Richard Meinerzhagen in 1905. 

Born to a people of unbowed courage, 
tough times then, did not prevent Bett 
from embarking on his life’s journey 
decades later. And though no one could 
have known it at the time, it was set to 
be an interesting life. He was born in the 
tea-growing highlands west of the Rift 
Valley in a little village called Kiptiriri 

in Cheborge location of what was then 
Kericho District, and when time came, 
the young Bett was enrolled at Cheborge 
Primary School, and later at Korongoi 
Primary School, from where he finished 
as the top student. 

No wonder then, that his path was set 
to, at some point, intersect with that of 
Mwai Kibaki, who had also grown up 
among tea fields, albeit in different part 
of the country in the central highlands 
near Mount Kenya. There too, in Gatuyaini 
primary school in Othaya, Kibaki was star 
student in his days. But by 1953 when Bett 
was born, Kibaki was studying economics 
at Makerere University. 

Four years at Tenwek High School in 
Bomet County, and two years at Shimo La 
Tewa High School in Mombasa provided 
fertile opportunity for Bett to distinguish 
himself as a bright student, acing his 
‘A’ levels in 1974. He qualified to study 
for a Bachelor of Commerce degree at 
the University of Nairobi, graduating 
with honours. It was 1979, the year when 
Bett turned 26 and independent Kenya 
turned 16. The same year saw Mwai Kibaki 
elected Member of Parliament for Othaya 
Constituency for his second term. That 
one would become president and the 
other would some day be a member of his 
cabinet, however briefly, was not predict-
able at this time. After all, three decades 
stood between this eventuality.      

In hindsight, one might have noticed 
some common ground between the two 
men, separated by the happenstance of 

F R A N K L I N  B E T T

What is the fuel that charges an enthu-
siasm for education? It seems likely that if 
one tries to get to the very bottom of it, a 
genuine desire to enhance the quality of 
people’s lives will surface. It’s no wonder 
then that their interests can hardly be 
pegged down to one particular profession 
or area of interest. This may explain the 
diversity of Bett’s career.

A civil servant from the outset, it would 
be two decades before he ventured into 
politics, and three before he joined the 
Kibaki Cabinet. But these were pivotal 
decades. The Treasury, where he was 
appointed Assistant Secretary in 1987, 
was perhaps the first manifestation of the 
young Bett’s potential, and an opportunity 
to hone the management skills that would 
come in handy later in his career. Later 
he was appointed to head the Supplies 
Branch of the Ministry of Roads and 
Public Works. It may seen to have been 
the initial foundation for his future role 
heading the Roads Ministry, but it was a 
really brief appointment; just a couple of 
months really. 

Bett was appointed Deputy State 
House Comptroller, then State House 
Comptroller in 1996 by then President 
Daniel Arap Moi. The Comptroller of 
State House is responsible for finance 
and administration, and until 2009 also 
fulfilled the role of Private Secretary, 
handling the President’s diary and 
Presidential programmes. His work at 
State House was followed by a stint as 
Permanent Secretary in the Ministry of 

time and space though they were, that 
might endear the young man to the older 
one as a potential team leader. The desti-
nies of the two men, presaged by common 
interests and circumstances, it may seem, 
were bound to meet. 

Kibaki had returned to teach at Makerere 
after his studies at London School of 
Economics. He maintained a zeal for 
education that saw him make important 
reforms in this sector during his tenure. 
The most memorable pro-education 
policy of the Kibaki presidency was no 
doubt the free primary education.  Bett’s 
zeal as an educator showed itself early. 
Upon graduating from high school, and 
before he began his university studies, 
he founded Tebesonik Secondary School 
in Cheborge and served briefly as its first 
head teacher.  The school has been pro-
viding a high school education to girls 
and boys in Cheborge for more than four 
decades. 

Born to a people 
of unbowed 
courage, tough 
times then, did not 
prevent Bett from 
embarking on 
his life’s journey 
decades later
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Environmental Conservation, then a year 
and a half as Kenya’s High Commissioner 
to Australia, his final civil service position 
before his entry into politics in 2002.

Foray into politics
It was an exciting time politically for 

Kenya. Multipartyism was no longer an 
idea but a reality whose time had come. 
The 2002 elections were in the horizon, 
and they would be the first featuring a 
united opposition under the NARC coali-
tion since the transition from the single-
party system in 1991. Bett had joined the 
Liberal Democratic Party (LDP), lead by 
Raila Odinga, when the marriage between 
LDP and the Mwai Kibaki lead National 
Alliance of Kenya (NAK) was consum-
mated. The political newbie was entrusted 
with the coordination of the alliance’s 
activities in the South Rift, and did well at 
it. The coalitions victory meant a victory 
for Bett as well, who was nominated by 
the new NARC government as a member 
of parliament in 2003 and elected to chair 
the Parliamentary Select Committee on 
Agriculture, Land and Natural Resources. 

His political career had began with a 
nomination to parliament, but Bett would 
run for election as Member of Parliament 
for Bureti Constituency, and win. His was 
a historical win, having ran on an ODM 
ticket. Prior to his election, every Member 
of Parliament for Bureti since 1963 had 
been a KANU man. Bett had started some-
thing new. In subsequent terms, Bureti has 
been represented by URP’s Leonard Sang 

and Jubilee’s Japhet Mutai. Bett himself 
did not run or parliament again, but it 
was during his one elected term that he 
wore another vital hat.   

Rehabilitating the country’s roads
In 2009, following the unfortunate 

Kenya Urban Roads Authority, Kenya Rural 
Roads Authority, and the Kenya National 
Highways Authority had all been created 
and legislated for in 2007 in preparation 
for major road construction and repairs. 

Writer Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 

death of his predecessor, Kipkalya Kones 
in a plane crash, Bett was appointed 
Minister for Roads. This was a crucial 
appointment because developing the 
country’s roads was an important prior-
ity for the government of the day. The 
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once said that “The greatest thing in this 
world is not so much where we stand as in 
what direction we are moving.” In a very 
literal sense, roads enable movement and 
growth. People, goods, services, economic 
growth all come to a standstill if the roads 
are impassable or non-existent.  Show 
me a country without good roads and 
I’ll show you an economy that is going 
nowhere. Fast. Roads impact trade, tour-
ism, agriculture and industry, affecting 
countries, regions and continents. And 
for the East African Community, with its 
mission to widen and deepen economic, 
political, social and cultural integration, 
road networks were certainly a priority. 

Bett’s management experience and his 
training in commerce were no doubt an 
asset in a position that required careful 
management of large and important 
projects and which were closely linked 
to commerce and economic growth. 
His team, including Assistant Ministers 
Wilfred Machage and Lee Kinyanjui, and 
Permanent Secretary Michael Kamau were 
in for a busy term. 

The Arusha- Namanga-Athi River road 
and Thika Superhighway are just two 
examples of the country’s important roads 
under construction during Bett’s time at 
the helm of the Roads ministry.

Bett’s 2009 appointment coincided with 
the commencement of the rehabilitation 
of the Arusha-Namanga-Athi River road. 
This was one of six road corridors identi-
fied by the East African Communitty as 
priority areas for action. On the construc-

tion of this road, Bett collaborated with 
the late John Pombe Magufuli, who was 
Minister of Works in Tanzania from 2010 
to 2015 before he became that country’s 
president, and whom Bett has described 
as a “diligent and profuse worker.” 

The completion of the road in 2014 
resulted in increased traffic flow, faster 
travel times, and lower vehicle operating 
costs. Kenya’s imports from Tanzania in 
recent years have included, among other 
items, cereals, paper, wood, charcoal, 
iron and steel, live animals and textiles, 
while Tanzania imports from Kenya have 
included soaps, waxes, machinery, electri-
cal and electronic equipment and animal 
and vegetable fats, among other products.

One of Kenya’s greatest road projects, 
the transformation of the fifty or so kilo-
metres of road connecting Nairobi to 
Thika into an eight-lane superhighway 
was completed under Bett’s stewardship. 
It was a project described by then presi-
dent Mwai Kibaki as “the most ambitious 
infrastructure project in the country’s 
history.” 

With the growth of Nairobi city, its 
burgeoning population had desperately 
sought affordable accommodation in its 
outskirts, in towns such as Thika. The 
trouble was the road, one of the busiest, 
not just with commuting city workers but 
with goods enroute to Nairobi from the 
industrial town of Thika and beyond, from 
towns such as Ruaraka, Kasarani, Kiambu 
Town, Githurai, Ruiru and Juja. Besides, 
the road is part of the international trunk 

nessman Aaron Cheruiyot, a 30-year-old 
first-timer in politics, in a very tight race 
with less than 600 votes between them. In 
2017 Bett, who had previously moved from 
ODM to Jubilee Alliance Party announced 
his retirement from politics when he lost 
in the party primaries, again to Aaron 
Cheruiyot. Whether this was indeed his 
final bow at the age of 64, time will tell. 

Meanwhile, Bett continues to serve 
as chairman of the Agricultural Finance 
Corporation (AFC), a position to which he 
was appointed in 2016 by President Uhuru 
Kenyatta. AFC is a Development Finance 
Institution that assists in the development 
of agriculture and agricultural industries 
by making loans and providing manage-
rial and technical assistance to the loan 
beneficiaries. 

Chepkooit the ‘one who delivers’ has 
striven to deliver in a a wide variety of 
areas and positions, from the Treasury, 
to Comptroller of State House, to High 
Commissioner,  to Roads, to Agriculture, 
with some gigs in between. Bett seems to 
have run the full gamut in his career. But 
he still has one more under his hat. Health.

Bett is Chairman of Siloam Hospital, a 
private 110-bed medical facility in Kericho, 
which he founded with his wife Alice Bett, 
a lawyer by profession. The hospital has 
been in operation for more than 20 years 
and has continued to grow and expand 
its services.  

And so he continues to deliver in a sur-
prising variety of roles. Living up to his 
alias - Chepkooit.

road A2, which originates in Nairobi City 
Center and extends to Moyale, Ethiopia.  
Yet before its upgrading it had become one 
of the most dilapidated and unsafe roads, 
with high accident and fatality rates. 

The completion of Thika Superhighway 
in 2012, right at the end of Bett’s term, has 
had a profound impact. Five years after 
its completion, the African Development 
Bank reported that the superhighway 
“has contributed to improvements in 
accessibility, affordability and reliability 
of the transport infrastructure system 
to promote economic growth and socio-
economic development in Kenya. It has 
also contributed to regional integration 
in the Eastern and Horn of Africa regions. 
Commuters enjoy faster, reliable com-
fortable and more affordable journeys. 
The time taken to cross Thika town and 
Nairobi has dropped from 2-3 hours to 
30-45 minutes. 

The huge traffic snarl-ups that used to 
occur along Nairobi-Thika road are no 
more, freeing up time and fuel consump-
tion savings. The superhighway has now 
attracted a long list of businesses from 
supermarkets, car dealerships, hotels and 
real estate developers.”

Final run
Bett made a final foray into politics In 

2015 when the Senatorial seat for Kericho 
County fell vacant after its previous holder, 
Charles Keter, was appointed Cabinet 
Secretary in the Ministry of Energy by 
President Uhuru Kenyatta. He lost to busi-

F R A N K L I N  B E T T
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GUMO
F R E D R I C K

To many people, Fredrick Fidelis Gumo, of Fred Gumo as 
he is popularly known, is a double-edged sword. The kind 
of person who is hated and loved in almost equal measure. 
If he is on your side, he can be both an asset and a liability, 
shooting from the hip as he often does. Abrasive if rattled and 
jolly when things go his way, Gumo cuts a perfect image of 
drama and caricature. 

Dean with a 
piercing gaze
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During his heyday in politics, 
Gumo came to be associated 
with two Kiswahili phrases — 
jeshi la Mzee and kaa ngumu 

— which earned him mileage and admira-
tion in a political environment where right 
connections triumphed over polished 
speeches and presentation. 

‘Jeshi la Mzee’, or Mzee (Daniel arap 
Moi’s) army, was a ragtag militia Gumo 
commanded while Member of Parliament 
(MP) for Westlands Constituency in 
Nairobi, which would do anything to 
protect Moi’s and the Kenya African 
National Union’s (KANU) interests in 
Kenya’s capital. ‘Kaa ngumu’ (relent not) 
became Gumo’s slogan in his final years 
in politics. Little wonder that he rep-
resented Westlands for nearly 20 years 
(1994 to 2013).

Gumo often used the ‘kaa ngumu’ slogan 
to encourage other politicians to fight for 
their space, resulting in the rallying cry, 
‘kaa ngumu kama Gumo’ (be as tough as 
Gumo).

That phrase summarises a man who rose 
from clerk to senior government minister 
but who somehow found the right con-
nections almost always at the right time. 
His aggressive side worked for him well. 
He pushed through his will both in gov-
ernment and in politics and was mellow 
when it required him to, just like when, 
in 2013, he was appointed Minister for 
Regional Development Authorities, and 
he adopted a more official mien. 

Gumo’s no-holds-barred and sometimes 

confrontational approach to politics, espe-
cially his poll battles with Betty Tett for 
the Westlands seat, placed him in the 
league of politicians for whom the end 
justified the means.

Against all expectations, Gumo suc-
cessfully served as Minister for Regional 
Development Authorities and later had 
the additional responsibility of head-
ing the Local Government docket in an 
acting capacity. This was when Deputy 
Prime Minister Musalia Mudavadi for 
the Coalition for Reforms and Democracy 
(CORD) wing of the Government of 
National Unity, quit to focus on his 
Presidential campaigns. At Local 
Government the Assistant Minister was 
Robinson Githae while the Permanent 
Secretary (PS) was Samuel Kirui. 

Gumo’s political career was always con-
troversial. He became mayor of Kitale, 
Trans Nzoia District (now Trans Nzoia 
County) in 1974 at the young age of 27 and 
held the position for 6 years. He quit to 
enter Parliamentary politics in 1979 and 
even defeated Masinde Muliro, a veteran 
politician, in polls that were riddled with 
claims of rigging. The no-nonsense Gumo 
started emerging.

In 1984 the High Court ruled that his 
victory over Muliro in the 1983 elections 
for Kitale East Constituency was “mas-
sively rigged”. Gumo did not contest in 
the subsequent by-election. He tried to 
make a political comeback in Kwanza 
Constituency in 1988 but failed, this time 
defeated by Noah Wekesa. 

F R E D R I C K  G U M O

1,200 votes, the lowest to be recorded in 
any election in the multiparty era. In the 
1997 General Election, Gumo, running 
on a KANU ticket, defeated Betty Tett of 
the Democratic Party (DP) in the most 
controversial parliamentary poll that year. 

His political star started to shine and, 
backed by his no-compromise attitude, 
he ended up earning the distinction of 
being the only KANU MP in the then 
Opposition-dominated Nairobi region. 
This feat caught President Moi’s eye and 
Gumo would be rewarded with appoint-
ments as assistant minister.

Gumo was appointed Minister for 
Regional Development Authorities on 14 
April 2008 by President Mwai Kibaki under 
the coalition Government of National 
Unity, it was expected that his tough style 
would barely change. 

Having served as an assistant minister 
during President Moi’s tenure, Gumo 
knew one or two things about running a 
ministry. In fact, during Kibaki’s first term 
under the National Rainbow Coalition 
(NARC) government, Gumo was Assistant 
Minister for Tourism and Wildlife and, 
later, Education.

This was a relatively a new Ministry, cre-
ated in an expanded Cabinet to serve the 
interests of the Government of National 
Unity after the December 2007 General 
Election, and Gumo became its second 
Minister, steering it until the end of 
Kibaki’s tenure in 2013. The Ministry of 
Regional Development Authorities later 
became a directorate in the Ministry of 

In 1989 he was appointed chairman of 
the Nairobi City Commission, the first 
by the Office of the President, as previ-
ous appointments to this position had 
been made by the Minister for Local 
Government.

Gumo’s political appetite was growing 
stronger and in 1992 the first born son of 
Pius Gumo and Martina Gumo shifted 
base from Trans Nzoia to his original 
home, Bunyala, in the then Busia District 
(now Busia County), but he was defeated 
by James Osogo in the nominations. 

Four years later, his luck changed 
through a strategic calculation. In 1996 
he took a gamble and contested the 
Westlands by-election following the death 
of MP Amin Walji, winning with a paltry 

Gumo often 
used the ‘kaa 
ngumu’ slogan 
to encourage 
other politicians 
to fight for their 
space, resulting in 
the rallying cry, 
‘kaangumu kama 
Gumo’ (be as 
tough as Gumo)
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East African Community and Regional 
Development.

Gumo, enthusiastic to be part of the 
coalition government of Raila Odinga’s 
CORD party and Kibaki’s Party of National 
Unity (PNU), hit the ground running, 
learning the ropes of living under a fledg-

ling coalition and balancing his political 
allegiance to his party boss and Prime 
Minister Odinga and President Kibaki, 
the appointing authority. His Assistant 
Minister, Judah Katoo ole Metito, was 
a good match and the two worked well 
together. The PS was Carey Orege.

One of Gumo’s first policy pronounce-
ments was a warning in August 2008 to 
workers in loss-making parastatals under 
the Regional Development Authorities 
Ministry that they would be sacked to 
improve efficiency.

Some of the parastatals, he said, had 

excess workers hired for political expedi-
ency. He somehow forgot that the Cabinet 
he was now part of was, in fact, the epit-
ome of political expedience, where posi-
tions had been shared out between ODM 
and PNU as part of the pact reached to ease 
tensions of the post-election violence.

“The rural-based authorities were 
specifically created to uplift the living 
standards of our people at the grassroots 
through the creation of viable projects,” 
Gumo is quoted as saying. “It is unfortu-
nate that currently, most of them have 
failed to deliver the required services and 
are unable to even pay sitting allowances 
to their board members.”

That advisory, as fate would have it, 
fizzled out. 

Barely months into the job, Gumo had to 
deal with sugar politics. In July 2008 he led 
a delegation of top Regional Development 
Authorities Ministry officials to Tana River 
with incentives to drum up support for 
the KES 24 billion Mumias-Tana River 
Development Authority sugar project.

The Tana and Athi Rivers Development 
Authority (TARDA) and the Mumias Sugar 
Company were seeking to produce sugar 
cane for local consumption in Kenya and 
for export (ethanol) on 20,000 of TARDA’s 
40,000 hectares. An alliance of pastoralists 
and conservationists, however, stopped 
the project. 

Gumo and his team had proposed a 
review of the shareholding structure to 
increase the portion reserved for local 
communities to appease them, but the 
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community’s concern over the likely 
negative impact of the venture on their 
livelihoods carried the day.

Mumias Sugar Company was the major-
ity shareholder controlling 51 per cent, 
TARDA held 30 per cent with 10 per cent 
and 9 per cent reserved for the local com-
munities and other stakeholders.

An environment impact assessment 
(EIA) was carried out for the project but it 
received major opposition from environ-
mentalists. Nevertheless an EIA license 
was issued in June 2008. A court case 
put an injunction on this project, but the 
case was thrown out on a technicality in 
June 2009.

While the court injunction was still in 
force, in April 2009, TARDA was given a 
title for 40,000 hectares of land in the 
Tana River Delta, on which the authority 
decided to grow maize and rice because 
Kenya was facing a food emergency as a 
result of the drought. Local communities, 
including farmers and pastoralists were 
evicted from the area to give way for the 
agricultural developments.

In August 2010, a new court case was 
filed by representatives of Tana Delta local 
communities in the Kenya High Court, 
which stopped the project in 2013.

All projects were put on hold pend-
ing a planned Master Land Use Plan for 
the delta. The Plan was finalised in 2014 
and called for hybrid zoning. By 2016 
the TARDA-Mumias project had been 
discarded.

The project would have been a major 

score for Kenya in the Common Market for 
Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA) 
region and other regions which offer ready 
market for sugar exports. Besides, it would 
have diversified the livestock-dominated 
Tana River economy and lifted hundreds 
of pastoralists out of poverty.

Another project that ran into prob-
lems during Gumo’s tenure as Regional 
Development Authorities Minister 
emerged in March 2009. The project 
involved setting up a cement processing 
plant in West Pokot. The area is endowed 
with substantial deposits of raw material.

A row erupted between area residents 
and Kavee Quarries Limited, a company 
licensed to extract limestone deposits in 
area, over delays in constructing a factory.

When the community issued an ulti-
matum to the Uganda-based cement 
firm to either set up the factory or leave 

F R E D R I C K  G U M O

Fred Gumo in his office at the NSSF building soon after he was appointed Minister for Regional Development Authorities.
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the deposit-rich Sebit-Ortum areas, 
Gumo supported the move, as did the 
Industrialisation Ministry. Setting up a 
factory in the area would be more ben-
eficial to locals than limestone exports.

Gumo and his Industrialisation coun-
terpart, Henry Kosgey, visited Ortum in 
2008 and ordered a stop to the export of 
limestone by Kavee Quarries. The com-
pany had been mining raw materials 
and transporting them to Uganda for 
processing. 

Two mining companies — Mehta Group, 
and Cemtech — had already expressed 
their interest in setting up a cement 
factory at Ortum. However, government 
delays slowed the process and the com-
pany eventually chosen was unable to 
proceed due to logistical delays.

As Gumo gathered momentum, shut-
tling up and down the country evaluat-
ing regional development authorities, 
someone was planning to spoil his party. 
In June 2009, a new government Bill was 
published requiring Cabinet ministers to 
be degree holders. 

Gumo, who has a higher diploma in 
mechanical engineering from Metropolis 
College in London, was among at least five 
ministers (including ministers Beth Mugo 
— Public Health; Charity Ngilu — Water 
and Irrigation‘ Yusuf Haji — Defence; and 
Soita Shitanda — Housing), who were to be 
affected if the new proposal was effected. 

The Bill never went through, as the 
country awaited the new Constitution 
that would provide for how the Cabinet is 

constituted. This would have effectively 
locked Gumo out of the Cabinet or forced 
him back to class to acquire the necessary 
academic qualification.

Gumo never shied away from even the 
most controversial political issues of 
the day. In October 2008 he was among 
those who rejected the Waki Report, 
going against their party leader, Odinga. 
This was a sensitive political issue on 
which Raila’s political fate hinged. The 
post-election violence report by the Waki 
Commission was handed over to the 
President and the Prime Minister on 15 
October 2008. 

The report, however, did not publicly 
disclose the alleged perpetrators of the 
violence. Instead, the commission handed 
the list of alleged perpetrators — which 
included six Cabinet ministers and five 
MPs — to Kofi Annan, the mediator of 
the talks which culminated in the power-
sharing agreement. The list was later 
forwarded to the International Criminal 
Court (ICC).

Gumo was also involved in the conten-
tious issue of the Mau Forest Complex 
evictions. He argued that conservation 
of Kenya’s water catchment areas should 
spread beyond the Mau to areas such 
as Masinga and Kiambere dams, where 
encroachment was threatening the coun-
try’s power supply. 

“The government must evict people 
from all forests and water catchment areas 
to avoid a dispute like that of Mau. Politics 
must be separated from development,” 

whether due process was followed in 
appointing the managing director of 
TARDA. With neither Gumo nor Assistant 
Minister Metito in the House to respond, 
Marende gave the ruling, which applied to 
Gumo, his assistant “or any other minister 
purporting to hold brief for the minis-
try until such a time that an acceptable 
and plausible explanation is given to the 
House.”

In fact, Gumo was reprimanded several 
times for absenteeism while serving as 
minister.

Another key project he launched as min-
ister was through the Coast Development 
Authority to increase the water supply 
and acreage under irrigation to boost 
food production. Under the five-year 
strategic plan, more than KES 10 billion 
would be invested to make the region 
self-sufficient in food. The agency was to 
put 2,000 hectares under irrigation. That, 
too never, came to fruition.

In 2013, after serving in the Government 
of National Unity as Cabinet Minister 
and MP for Westlands, Gumo exited the 
political scene, satisfied that he had done 
what he could during his professional and 
political life.

“I have decided to retire from politics 
peacefully,” he said in 2013. “I know if I 
decided to run for any seat I can easily win. 
I am now 66 years old and I think I have 
done enough. I also need my own time so 
that I can travel around the world and my 
country and enjoy myself… I appreciate 
the phrase ‘leaving while it’s still sweet.”

he said, well aware of the political impli-
cations for his boss Odinnga, who was 
eyeing the Presidency in the 2013 General 
Election and yet had been thrown right 
in the middle of the Mau conflagration. 

With his uncompromising style, Gumo 
would often run afoul the law in his official 
duties, especially when it came to appoint-
ments to the regional authorities and 
parastatals under his Ministry. Several of 
his appointments attracted scrutiny from 
the authorities, especially Parliament, 
pointing to the delicate political balanc-
ing of the time.

Members of the committee on 
Delegated Legislation faulted some of 
Gumo’s appointments after complaints 
that they had been made outside the law. 
His appointment of the TARDA Managing 
Director, Francis Musumba Agoya, in 
September 2009, was, for example, flagged 
within a month, with MPs demanding that 
the Minister updates the House on the 
status of Agoya’s file during his service in 
the diplomatic corps in the 1990s.

Gumo said he was unaware of the inves-
tigations and appointed the managing 
director courtesy of his qualifications.

When he got a chance to skip 
Parliamentary session, Gumo would do 
it noticeably. In July 2009, Gumo was 
banned from Parliamentary Business 
by Speaker Kenneth Marende after he 
skipped a sitting where he was expected 
to explain appointments in the ministry.

MPs led by Igembe South MP Mithika 
Linturi (KANU) had sought to establish 

F R E D R I C K  G U M O
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PARPAI
G E O F F R E Y  M A P U K O R I 

Geoffrey Mapukori Parpai had the shortest stint in President 
Mwai Kibaki’s Cabinet, working for just seven months. As 
such, his career as a Minister is hard to gauge since he fell 
ill shortly after he was named Minister of State in charge of 
Personnel Management.

Proven Politician, 
Untested Minister
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On the political front, Parpai 
had been a veteran of 
Kibaki’s Democratic Party 
of Kenya (DP) ever since he 

contested the Kajiado South parliamen-
tary seat in 1992; he lost to the Kenya 
African National Union (KANU) party’s 
candidate, Philip Lampat Sing’aru.

Sing’aru had first won the Kajiado 
South seat in the controversial General 
Election of March 1988 – through the 
widely criticised queue-voting method 
– that also helped shape the future of 
Kibaki’s political life in KANU, which 
was the ruling party at the time. Sing’aru 
had entered the race in a constituency 
that had been dominated by Stanley 
Oloitiptip, a Minister under Kenya’s 
first two Presidents, Jomo Kenyatta and 
Daniel arap Moi.

But in 1983, Oloitiptip fell out with Moi 
over his association with Minister for 
Constitutional Affairs Charles Njonjo – 
the man accused of plotting, with foreign 
powers, to overthrow the government. 
Oloitiptip’s death in 1985 left John Keen, 
the Kajiado North MP, as the senior-most 
politician in Kajiado District and it was 
in this new environment that Parpai 
would later emerge, first as a neophyte 
and later as a solid politician.

Kajiado politics, just like neighbouring 
Narok, which was dominated by either 
William ole Ntimama or Justus ole Tipis, 
was a complex ball game where clans, 
age-sets and national politics deter-
mined the winner of an election.

In Kajiado North, that matrix would 
change in 1988 with the entry of George 
Saitoti, a mathematics associate profes-
sor at the University of Nairobi and a 
newcomer to Kajiado politics. Prior to 
1988, Saitoti had been earmarked, albeit 
quietly, as the man to replace Kibaki 
as Vice President of Kenya. Kibaki had 
apparently fallen out of favour with Moi’s 
inner circle and anti-Kibaki articles had 
started appearing in local media outlets.

To give Saitoti a smooth ride to 
Parliament, Keen was in 1988 forced to 
stand down, enabling Saitoti’s unop-
posed election in a choice largely influ-
enced by Rift Valley Province politicos. 
Keen made it back to Parliament as a 
nominated MP and entrenched himself 
as a hawkish Moi supporter. 

By this time Parpai, aged 35, was work-
ing as Clerk to the Town Council of 
Olkejuado. If he was to have any future 
chance in Kajiado politics, he would 
have to align himself with the power-
ful figures in the district – either Keen 
or Saitoti.

With the entry of multipartism in 
1991, after the repealing of Section 2A 
of the Constitution of Kenya – that had 
allowed KANU to dominate the national 
political space – Parpai decamped to DP, 
which Kibaki had formed in December 
1991 with Keen as the secretary general.

Kibaki had formed DP to be the party 
for moderates who could not fit in the 
rather rowdy Forum for the Restoration 
of Democracy (FORD) and which had 

a leader to watch in Kajiado politics and 
earned the respect of the main players 
in the party.

In the meantime, FORD had split into 
two parties – FORD-Kenya led by Odinga 
and FORD-Asili led by Matiba. But the 
eventual collapse of FORD-Asili and 
the 1994 death of Odinga left Kibaki as 
the best challenger against the titan 
that was KANU. Ford-Kenya had further 
split into two factions, one led by Kijana 
Wamalwa and the other by Jaramogi’s 
son, Raila Odinga. To whittle down and 
weaken DP, the KANU machine targeted 
DP politicians, luring them into defect-

the likes of Jaramogi Oginga Odinga and 
Kenneth Matiba.

Thus, in 1992, the battle for Kajiado 
pitted DP’s Keen (in Kajiado North) and 
Parpai (Kajiado South) against the KANU 
candidates, Saitoti (Kajiado North) and 
Sing’aru (Kajiado South).

In a surprising show of might, Parpai 
garnered 9,383 votes against Sing’aru’s 
12,292 votes. In the nearby Kajiado North, 
Saitoti received 18,940 against Keen’s 
8,242 votes. The net effect was that 
Kibaki’s DP had stamped some authority 
in Maasailand and the party could not be 
underrated. Parpai had also emerged as 

Parpai with Prof George Saitoti
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G E O F F R E Y  PA R PA I

ing in order to eclipse the party from 
emerging strongholds. 

In Kajiado, KANU went for no less 
than Keen, DP’s secretary general, who 
defected in February 1995 followed by 
party vice chairperson Agnes Ndetei. 
By the time DP was holding its 1996 
National Delegates’ Convention, it had 
lost 11 national officials. 

With Keen’s departure, the only Kibaki 
lieutenant left in Kajiado was Parpai and 
come 1997, he turned the tables and won 
the Kajiado South seat by polling 13,798 
votes against Sing’aru’s 10,232. Nationally, 
Kibaki had a stellar performance in the 
presidential race, coming second to Moi 
by polling 1.9 million votes against 2.4 
million.

It is worth noting that prior to the 
election, Parpai had actually defected 
from DP to KANU, albeit for a short time, 
hoping to consign Sing’aru to political 
oblivion in the party primaries. And he 
almost succeeded, being declared the 
winner in the KANU nominations by the 
returning officer after garnering 8,884 
votes to Singaru’s 8,659 and Oloitiptip’s 
2,500.

But these results were nullified follow-
ing demonstrations and an ultimatum 
issued by Sing’aru, who threatened to 
defect to the Opposition. KANU Secretary 
General Joseph Kamotho and Vice 
President Saitoti convinced President 
Moi that supporting Sing’aru would save 
the party in Kajiado. So in the repeat 
nomination exercise, Parpai’s papers 

were rejected, with KANU arguing that he 
lacked a language proficiency test. That 
was how he ended up defecting back to 
DP and – after convincing the elector-
ate that KANU had interfered with the 
electoral process – winning the Kajiado 
South seat.

It was a sweet victory for Kibaki in the 
district that had locked him out in 1992.

Compared to those who called the 
shots in DP, where money and edu-
cation were added advantages, Parpai 
had humble beginnings. As a boy he 
attended D.E.B. Loitokitok Primary 
School and then Olkejuado Secondary 
School before joining the Kenya Institute 
of Administration (since renamed Kenya 
School of Government). An accountant 
by training, he had in 1982 become Clerk 
of the Town Council of Olkejuado where 
he worked until 1992, when he entered 
competitive politics.

During the 1997 campaigns, Parpai 
organised major rallies for DP in Kajiado 
and Kibaki had promised that once in 
power, he would tarmac the 100-kilo-
metre road that linked Emali Town to 
Loitokitok – and thus open a trade route 
to Tanzania. But the road would wait 
until Kibaki won the presidency in 2002. 

During the eventual opening of the 
road, President Kibaki remarked: “The 
opening of this road brings to mind a 
promise we made to the people of this 
region together with the late Honourable 
Geoffrey ole Parpai, while we campaigned 
here in 1997 and 2002. I am happy that 

we have fulfilled that promise.”
In Parliament, Parpai was known to 

sometimes lose his temper when dis-
cussing issues to do with the Maasai 
community. At one point the Speaker had 
to admonish him with: “Mr Parpai, cool 
down! You will be able to communicate 
properly when you are composed.”

To which he retorted: “The Assistant 
Minister has avoided to inform the House 
and Maasais at large what he is going to 
do to this notorious farmer or the human 
being who shot the herdsman.” 

Other times he would find himself 
in trouble over the way he framed his 
points of order.

“That is not a Point of Order, Mr Parpai,” 
the Speaker once told him.

“What is wrong in that?” He shot back.
And then there was the time when he 

sneaked into the House with a mobile 
phone, which rang during a session and 
he bolted out without bowing to the chair. 
In response, the Speaker issued a com-
munication: “All honourable members 
know that cell phones are prohibited in 
the House. Hon Parpai had one in the 
House and it made a grave mistake of 
ringing while he was in chamber. And as 
if that was not bad enough, Hon Parpai is 
trying to solve that particular embarrass-
ment by bolting into the ante-chamber 
without paying due regard to Standing 
Order No. 84, which required him to 
bow to the Chair both when going out 
and coming in… Next time round, Hon 
Parpai, you may be running somewhere 

else and not in the chamber.”
Still, Parpai distinguished himself as a 

defender of Maasai rights both inside and 
outside the House. In Parliament, and as 
a member of DP, he was always pushing 
for the elevation of Loitokitok Division 
to sub-district status. He would also 
help his close friends take up leadership 
positions in group ranches, which was 
necessary in the consolidation of power.

In the run-up to the 2002 General 
Election, Parpai joined the National 
Rainbow Coalition (NARC) wave together 
with Saitoti and members of the Liberal 
Democratic Party, who had dissolved a 
merger with KANU to protest President 
Moi’s choice of relative newcomer Uhuru 
Kenyatta as his successor. It was this 
group that joined Kibaki, Charity Ngilu 
and Kijana Wamalwa to form NARC – the 
outfit that toppled KANU. 

Shortly after, he was appointed 
Minister of State in charge of Personnel 
Management. His Assistant Minister was 
Morris Dzoro, the MP for Kaloleni.

But just months after his swearing in, 
the Minister was taken ill and rushed to 
Nairobi Hospital where he was diagnosed 
with cancer. His death in August 2003 
understandably destabilised Kibaki’s 
political strength in Kajiado.

In the Kibaki Cabinet, Parpai remains 
one whose competence as a Minister was 
barely tested owing to his brief stint – and 
it is difficult to know what difference he 
might have made given the chance.
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SAITOTI
G E O R G E  M U S E N G I

From the very outset, President Mwai Kibaki had a clear 
picture of what his Presidency would focus on and what 
shape his legacy would take. In an interview two months 
before he took office in December 2002, Kibaki had told 
the Kenya Broadcasting Corporation (KBC) television that 
his administration would zero in on three Es: economy, 
education and empowerment of the citizen.

Blue-eyed 
taskmaster
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Having been a long serving 
and successful Finance and 
Planning Minister, two of the 
Es — economy and empower-

ment — wouldn’t be unfamiliar territory 
for him. He needed to entrust the third 
E, education, to a veteran. And that fell 
on no less than George Musengi Saitoti.

During his 2002 Presidential cam-
paign Kibaki had promised Kenyans free 
primary education, a proposition his 
political nemesis laughed off. Once he 
became President, he needed to prove 
them wrong. The taskmaster who Kibaki 
entrusted to deliver this promise was 
Saitoti, a former University of Nairobi 
professor.

Kibaki’s campaign had pledged to 
deliver free and compulsory primary 
education within the first 100 days of his 
Presidency. The pledge sounded easy on 
paper until you were hit by the reality 
on the ground. The classrooms were not 
enough to accommodate the numbers 
expected, teachers were too few for the 
envisaged huge number of learners and 
there was a lack of resources in the public 
coffers to facilitate the same.

However, President Kibaki was deter-
mined. And Saitoti was the man to see 
it happen. 

In Saitoti, it wasn’t just faith in his abil-
ity to perform, but perhaps also a shared 
background. They were both practising 
Catholics and alumni of Mangu High 
School. While Kibaki branched into eco-
nomics, Saitoti studied mathematics. 

Both would later serve as ministers for 
Finance and Planning, and also vice 
presidents under President Daniel arap 
Moi, with Kibaki preceding Saitoti.

So far there is an unshared story about 
the two men. Just before the National 
Rainbow Coalition (NARC) and Kibaki 
came to power, the two gentlemen had 
made a secret pact to support the other 
to the hilt, when and if NARC won the 
election. There was a background to that. 
NARC was a union between the National 
Alliance Party of Kenya (NAK) to which 
Kibaki belonged and had already been 
picked as the presidential candidate. The 
other partner was the Liberal Democratic 
Party (LDP) where Saitoti was the senior-
most front-runner in the presidential 
race having, like Kibaki, been a long-
serving Vice President.

According to politician Joseph 
Kamotho, an insider in the power-shar-
ing negotiations preceding the 2002 
elections, during the final stages of the 
negotiations at a meeting held at the 
home of politician Moody Awori (later 
appointed Vice President), Kibaki and 
Saitoti met privately to agree on which of 
the two would be the NARC presidential 
candidate.

Saitoti stepped aside for Kibaki and 
pledged his full support towards making 
Kibaki’s Presidency a success.

For Kibaki, compulsory free primary 
education and later secondary educa-
tion wasn’t a sudden, impulsive 2002 
campaign pledge. It is what he had 

G E O R G E  S A I T O T I

children on the grounds that the country 
doesn’t possess the money to build the 
schools necessary to accommodate all 
the children. We firmly believe that it is 
better to educate all the children in huts 
than to waste huge sums on expensive 
buildings only to cater for a part of our 
children… KANU is strongly opposed to 
the practice of eliminating students by 
process of examinations… Not only is this 
unfair to a section of our children but it 
brings with it numerous social problems 
as well as risk to security and stability. 
KANU believes all children should access 
primary education and thereafter sec-
ondary education... But for those who 
attain primary education and cannot 
go further for any reason, they should 
be compulsorily required to attend a 
technical or vocational school for two 
years. Such a programme would, in addi-
tion to mitigating other factors, would 
accelerate the pace of our efforts to create 
a pool of skilled and semi-skilled labour…
The children of Kenya must be taught to 
build their motherland and to love her 
rather than be allowed to develop a slav-
ish mentality under a stilted education 
system inherited from the colonialists…”

Thus, for President Kibaki, compulsory 
free primary education wouldn’t be a 
trial-and-error project. It would be cen-
tral pillar of his transformational agenda. 
Within days of taking power, there was an 
executive order that all eligible primary 
school children report to the nearest 
public school. It didn’t matter there were 

always believed in ever since he was 
main architect in writing of the 1963 pre-
independence Kenya African National 
Union (KANU) manifesto that helped 
the party win elections and form the first 
independence government.

In the manifesto, team Kibaki was 
resolute about the direction education 
should take in independent Kenya.

The manifesto read in part:
“In the past it has been the policy to 

educate a relatively small number of 
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not enough classrooms, desks or teachers. 
First report to school and leave the rest 
to us was the government directive, and 
which the provincial administration had 
instructions to implement to the letter.

It worked. The children reported to 
school. With time, the classrooms came, 
so did desks, and teachers. In the first 
place, the government allocated more 
resources to education from whatever 
meagre resources were available at the 
Exchequer. Then as the government 
sealed loopholes in tax collection; reined 
in tax evaders; and made it increasingly 
difficult for looters to steal tax-payers 
money, more budgetary allocation was 
available for the education kitty. In the 
meantime, Kenya’s development partners 
realised indeed it could be done, and 
chipped in as well.

At the end, Kenya’s free primary edu-
cation model gained traction and world 
acclaim. A most celebrated success story 
on the experiment came from Eldoret 
where 84-year-old Kimani Maruge decided 
to go to school. His story became an 
international cause célèbre, and formed 
the basis of a Hollywood movie! And on 
his retirement, US President Bill Clinton 
when asked which man or woman he 
thought of as hero, he named Kenya’s 
President Mwai Kibaki on the account of 
making possible universal free and com-
pulsory basic education in his country.

At the operational level, Kibaki must 
have been proud that it was Saitoti he’d 
entrusted to implement his flagship pro-

ject.
Kibaki’s second term began on sad and 

regrettable note. Results of presidential 
poll of December 2007 had been disputed 
leading to widespread violence, deaths 
and destruction of property well into the 
early days of 2008.

So, the first priority in his second term 
was to restore peace, law and order. It is 
regrettable that just one month of vio-
lence would claw back on most of the 
economic gains and prosperity of the 
first five years of Kibaki administration.

As part of the national healing and 
reconciliation, when naming his second 
term inaugural cabinet, President Kibaki 
left half of the vacancies unfilled, itself a 
signal that he was ready to accommodate 
his rivals in a government of national 
unity.

In the new line-up, Saitoti was named 
Minister for Internal Security. Once again, 
the President demonstrated the great 
faith he had in the mathematics professor.

There were indeed trying times, as 
the post-election violence threatened to 
obliterate not just the achievements of 
Kibaki’s first term, but literally the very 
fabric of the Kenyan nation as it existed. 
It is Saitoti Kenyans — and indeed the 
whole world — were looking to help the 
President restore sanity in the country, 
previously regarded as oasis of peace in a 
troubled region. The future looked bleak.

Once more, Saitoti didn’t disappoint. 
Peace and tranquillity eventually returned 
to the country, a situation that allowed 

G E O R G E  S A I T O T I

Prof George Saitoti as Minister 
for Finance poses for the 
media with the famous budget 
briefcase, a tradition that has 
endured to date.
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the mediation talks to take place with 
former UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan 
as chief mediator of the negotiations 
team that included former Tanzania 
President Benjamin Mkapa and former 
South Africa First lady, Graca Machel.

Heading the Internal Security docket in 
the prevailing circumstances of the day 
was no walk in the park. First, it required 
the trust of all parties involved. In that, 
it helped that Saitoti had previously, and 
at different times, worked closely with 

with extra duties as the acting Minister 
for Foreign Affairs after then minister, 
Moses Wetangula, was requested to 
step down pending investigations on 
corruption allegations. Saitoti took it all 
in his stride.

Then sprang up yet another major 
security challenge: The terrorist group-
ing Al-Shabaab and their backers, the 
Al-Qaeda, who, so far, had made sporadic 
attacks on Kenyan soil. In time, these 
attacks became so bold that they began 
to appear, for all intents and purposes, 
like a declaration of war on Kenya. The 
terrorists would strike in bold daylight 
to kill or take hostage Kenyans and/or 
foreign nationals visiting the country.

Something had to be done and urgently 
so. The National Security Committee 
chaired by President Kibaki mandated 
Saitoti and his Defence counterpart, 
Mohamed Yusuf Haji, to devise a solution 
to the Al-Shabaab. They recommended 
that — for the first time in the coun-
try’s history —o a full-scale war outside 
Kenya’s boundaries. Before that, Kenyan 
troops had only been to combat zones 
outside the country as part of the UN 
peace-keeping missions.

Yet another indicator that Kibaki had 
trust in Saitoti to handle delicate assign-
ments in his administration is that it was 
Saitoti not his defence counterpart or the 
military generals who in 2011, made the 
formal announcement that Kenya was 
going to war on Somali soil.

The incursion into Somali was adjudged 

the various parties in the post-election 
conflict.

Secondly, Kibaki’s new Minister for 
Internal Security had won the trust of 
the international community over the 
years. In 1990–1991, Saitoti had worked 
as chair of the joint board of the World 
Bank and the International Monetary 
Fund on Africa, while in the 1999-2000 
period he served as President of the 
Africa, Caribbean, and Pacific/European 
Union (ACP/EU) group that negotiated 
the Lomé III development partnership 
agreement. In the Kenya post-election 
peace mediation, it also counted for 
something that Saitoti was a personal 
friend of the lead negotiator, Annan, 
which helped open many a door when 
the mediation process appeared headed 
for the rocks. 

Eventually, the talks bore fruit.
In the Government of National Unity 

formed after signing the peace pact, 
Saitoti was retained in the Internal 
Security docket to the satisfaction of 
all parties.

In the new dispensation, he found 
himself with an added — and delicate 
— responsibility. He would be the chair 
of the inter-ministerial committee han-
dling the matter of the Kenyan cases at 
the International Criminal Court (ICC) 
at The Hague in the Netherlands. It was 
no easy task given the high emotions 
attendant to the ICC matter.

Meanwhile, Saitoti also found himself 
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a great success when Kenyan troops 
single-handedly stormed the terror-
ists’ hotbed of Kismayu, and started 
dismantling the otherwise seemingly 
formidable Al-Shabaab. Over time, the 
hitherto chest-thumping ragtag force, 
has progressively been reduced to a 
disjointed grouping of motley bandits.

Before he died in a helicopter crash 
in June 2012, Saitoti had embarked on 
yet another delicate mission: taking 
head on the drug cartels and kingpins 
in the country. Actually, it is through 
the process he initiated that Kenya 
upped the war on drug barons to a 
point of extraditions and long jail 
sentences for notorious Kenya-based 
drug barons who for years had evaded 
justice either by corrupting or bullying 
the bureaucracy.

The day before he died, Saitoti gave a 
keynote address at a high-level govern-
ment seminar attended by Kibaki at a 
coast hotel. The Minister passionately 
warned politicians against allowing 
their selfish ambitions to threaten 
peace and stability ahead of the 2013 
General Election.

Late in the evening of the same day 
Saitoti returned to Nairobi so he could 
leave early the next morning to Siaya 
County. He never arrived.

In both dockets —Education and 
Internal Security —Saitoti was fortu-
nate to work with professionals and 
like-minded people as his assistant 
ministers and permanent secretaries.

At the Ministry of Education, his 
assistant ministers were Kilemi 
Mwiria, a career educationist and, like 
Saitoti, formerly a university lecturer. 
The other was Beth Mugo, a trained 
broadcaster who, while working at the 
State broadcasting station, the Voice 
of Kenya (VoK), headed the schools 
broadcasting section.

Working with Saitoti as Permanent 
Secretary (PS) was another veteran in 
the education field, Karega Mutahi, a 
former primary school teacher who 
studied privately and became a uni-
versity professor.

The team worked seamlessly and the 
members complemented each other. 
Those who worked closely with them 
indicate that it is the good chemistry 
between them that made it easier to 
implement the free primary educa-
tion project.

At the Ministry of Internal Security, 
Saitoti’s Assistant Minister was Orwa 
Ojode, then Member of Parliament 
(MP) for Ndhiwa, who died in the same 
helicopter accident as the Minister. 
The PS was Francis Kimemia, a career 
administrator who had risen through 
the ranks from a district officer to PS. 
He was succeeded by Mutea Iringo, 
another veteran on security matters 
who had been transferred from the 
Defence Ministry.

Saitoti’s tragic death cut short an 
impressive career only a year before 
the next General Election.

G E O R G E  S A I T O T I
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KONCHELLAH
G I D E O N  S I T E L U

Ordinarily, when governments are caught pants down, 
the official line is often denials, circumlocution and 
obscurantism all to save face.
But not so in the case of that untidy moment during Mwai 
Kibaki’s Presidency when two crooks popularly remembered 
as the ‘Artur brothers’ sneaked into the country, caused 
considerable mayhem, before they were arrested and 
deported back to wherever they had come from. 

The Eagle that 
Dared 
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Immigration Minister Gideon 
Konchellah, a former military 
officer, surprised friend and foe alike 
when he went before a Commission 

of Inquiry to disown the so called Artur 
brothers who he described as “dubious 
international crooks”. Observers expected 
him to cover up the situation to save the 
government’s face. 

The saga came to light in early 2006 
when Artur Margaryan and Artur Sargsyan 
entered the country claiming to be busi-
nessmen and management consultants. 
But none of that was visible as they went 
about town partying with abandon and 
breaking the law. Though landing from 
Dubai, they said they had come from 
Armenia and claimed to have blood rela-
tions with the Kenya’s Prime Minister. 
Their passports, however, were only 
stamped Dubai as their country of origin. 
It later would emerge they operated from 
Dubai but travelled on fake papers from 
their country of origin, Armenia. 

The spotlight descended on them when 
the offices of the Standard Media Group 
at I & M building in the city centre, 
were raided by hooded men said to have 
been led by a Caucasian-looking man. 
Opposition Leader Raila Odinga told 
Parliament he had impeccable evidence 
it is one of the Artur brothers who had led 
the attack at the media house.

The straw that broke the camel’s back 
came when the two brothers stormed 
Jomo Kenyatta International Airport 
(JKIA) brandishing guns and threaten-

ing airport staff and passengers. They 
were immediately arrested and deported 
back to Dubai.

President Kibaki appointed a 
Commission of Inquiry to establish the 
truth of the matter. The commission was 
headed by former Commissioner of Police 
Shedrack Kiruki. 

Appearing on day one of the commis-
sion hearings was the Cabinet Minister 
for Immigration, Konchellah. Going by 
past experience, everyone expected the 
minister would go round in circles and 
cover up for the government officials 
who either let down their guard or were 
compromised into allowing the Artur 
saga to happen.

However, Minister Konchellah was dis-
armingly honest when he appeared before 
the Commission of Inquiry. He narrated 
the facts as he knew them and — more 
importantly — admitted that mistakes 
had been made and lapses had happened.

He began by describing the Artur broth-
ers as ‘crooks’ who had entered the coun-
try on forged documents. He also readily 
admitted that there could have been laxity 
or complicity in government systems for 
the mistake to happen. The Minister said 
appropriate action was taken as soon as 
the facts came out in relation to the saga.

Asked by the lead counsel, Dorcas 
Oduor, when as Minister he came to 
know about the duo, he said he first heard 
about them while on an official duty in 
western Kenya when members of the 
press accosted him on an issue that was 

G I D E O N  S I T E L U  KO N C H E L L A H

(f) of the Immigration Act, the Minister 
considered the information and facts 
given and immediately requested the 
Principal Immigration Officer to prepare 
the required deportation orders. The 
papers were completed and the Minster 
signed them the same day.

The Minister said though investiga-
tions established the Artur brothers were 
Armenian citizens, they were deported 
to Dubai as that is where they had come 
from before landing in Kenya.

The Minister went further to tell the 
Inquiry that the brothers were “dubious 
international criminals”, but candidly 
admitted they could only have entered 
Kenya and stayed for several weeks with 
the knowledge and/or connivance of 
“criminal elements” in the government. 
He promised prompt action would be 
taken on those found to have abetted the 
serious breach of law and security.

He was particularly angered that the 
men could evade checks and make their 
way into an international airport carrying 
guns and, to rub it in, brandish the weap-
ons when a Cabinet Minister was within 

in the media that morning. “I asked my 
officers about it and they said these were 
people who may have come from the 
former Russian republics, but said they 
didn’t have full information because the 
files were in Nairobi,” he told the Inquiry. 
“So, I told the media the said foreign-
ers could have come from Armenia or 
Czech. The press jumped on it and said 
that I had categorically stated they were 
from Czech. When I returned to Nairobi, 
I checked out the facts and called a press 
conference to clarify. I said the two were 
nationals from the republic of Armenia 
and not Czechs as earlier indicated,” he 
told the Inquiry, and regretted that the 
media houses deliberately left out the 
clarification yet they had erroneously 
introduced the Czech angle. 

He told the Inquiry he personally took 
charge on the matter when the Principal 
Immigration Officer informed him the 
Commissioner of Police had requested 
that four people — Artur Margaryan, 
Arthur Sargsyan Arman Damidri and 
Alexander Tashchi — be deported for 
security reasons. Pursuant to Section 3 (1) 

Konchellah was disarmingly 
honest when he appeared before the 
Commission of Inquiry. He narrated 
the facts as he knew them and more 
importantly admitted that mistakes had 
been made and lapses had happened
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vicinity of the facility. Trade Minister 
Mukisha Kituyi happened to have just 
arrived from official duty abroad at the 
time of the incident.

A few weeks after the Artur drama, 
Tom Cholmondeley, a descendant of the 
colonial settler Lord Delamere, killed 
an innocent stonemason, Robert Njoya, 
at the Delamare family’s expansive 
Soysambu ranch in Naivasha. The act 
sparked national outcry and demands 
that action be taken on the spoilt, mur-
derous son of privilege.

In an act of solidarity with common 
wananchi (citizens), Minister Konchellah 
attended Njoya’s burial. At the function, 
he implored the Police Commissioner and 
the Attorney General to expeditiously get 
to the bottom of the matter and dispense 
justice as per the law. He also called for 
national land reforms as a way to address 
land conflicts such as one that led to 
shooting of the stonemason on grounds 
that he had “trespassed’ on private land. 

Previously such bold statements 
wouldn’t have been expected from a 
Cabinet Minister. But during Kibaki 
administration, there would be no such 
gag and ministers, like other citizens, 
could freely speak their mind without 
looking over their shoulders worried 
about who was listening.

It was on Minister Konchellah’s watch 
at the Immigration Department when a 
law, the Refugees Act 2006, was enacted 
to deal with issues to do with refugees 
in the country. 

for Refugees, and the Refugees Appeals 
Board.

Previously Kenya relied on archaic colo-
nial era legislation, the Control of Alien 
Act, a hostile law that treated refugees as 
bothersome and unwanted intruders. The 
domesticated law would change that to 

conform to the international conventions 
on treatment of refugees. 

Shortly after enactment of the law, 
Konchella addressed hundreds of refu-
gees at the City Stadium where he out-
lined Kibaki’s government policy on 
refugees in a speech titled: ‘Kenya stand-
ing with refugees for a peaceful Africa’. 

In the speech, delivered during com-
memoration of the World Refugee Day, 
the Minister said: “This is a celebration 
of the strength that the refugees demon-
strate show daily, overcoming the chal-
lenges they encounter from the outbreak 
of insecurities in their countries of origin, 
and the hardships they have to bear and 
overcome in their host countries.”

Konchellah also took the opportunity 
to make a historic announcement that 
Rwanda and Burundi nationals living 
in Kenya would no longer be taken as 
refugees since the two countries had 
since been admitted to the East Africa 
Community, hence become “Kenyan 
brethren by adoption”.

Hardly a month in office, Konchella 
learnt first-hand how entrenched cartels 
in cahoots with corrupt government 
officials work to sabotage even the most 
well-meaning of governments.

Officers in the Ministry of Immigration 
and Registration of Persons informed him 
that about 4 million Kenyans couldn’t be 
issued with national identity (ID) cards 
because the government had run short 
of the security paper on which the IDs 
are printed.

Hardly a month in office, Konchella 
learnt first hand how entrenched 
cartels in cahoots with corrupt 
government officials work to sabotage 
even the most well meaning of 
governments

The Act established the department of 
refugees to handle administrative matters 
concerning refugees in Kenya, and gave it 
the mandate to coordinate activities and 
programmes relating to welfare of the 
refugees. It also provides for establish-
ment of the office of the Commissioner 

Gideon Konchella (left) with retired Justice Aaron Ringera when the latter was the director of the now 
defunct Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission, predecessor to the Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission 
(EACC).
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the anti-corruption body to probe any 
possible loopholes in the Immigration 
and Registration of Persons Ministry and 
recommend how to seal them.

The report was made and handed to 
the Minister. In it were recommenda-
tions, including that, first and foremost, 
the law on registration of persons and 
immigration be reviewed to address 
emerging issues of terrorism, human 
trafficking and cybercrime. The report 
also recommended ways be sought for 
capturing and storing security related 
data. It further recommended issuance 
of new generation passports.

Recommendations made by Justice 
Ringera are yet to be fully implemented. 

The three-time Member of Parliament 
(MP) for Kilgoris has a reputation as a 
come-back kid. After the 2007 deba-
cle where two-thirds (22 out of 33) of 
the Kibaki Cabinet — including Vice 
President Moody Awori — lost their 
seats, Konchellah was one of only four 
who bounced back in the 2013 elections. 
Others were Maina Kamanda who elected 
as MP and Mutahi Kagwe and Kivutha 
Kibwana, who returned as Senator and 
Governor respectively. 

Elected on Deputy President William 
Ruto’s United Republican Party (URP) 
wing of the Jubilee coalition, Konchellah 
dropped something of a bombshell when 
he told a press conference that he felt 
let down that the first Jubilee Cabinet 
announced by President Uhuru Kenyatta 
and Deputy President Ruto included 

He was informed that the shortage 
came about because a local company 
contracted to supply the security paper 
and paid millions in taxpayers’ money to 
do so had failed to deliver because it did 
not have the capacity to do so.

It so happened that 10 years earlier, a 
French company had won the contract 
to supply the requisite paper and been 
given a government office at the National 
Social Security Fund (NSSF) building 
from where to operate.

However, five months before coming to 
office, the Minister was told, the French 
contract had arbitrarily been terminated 
and awarded to a local company. The 
local company had supplied the ‘required 
paper’ only for the same to be rejected by 
the government computers which had 
been ‘configured’ to only accept paper 
supplied by the French firm. In the end, 
the government awarded the contract to 
the British company, De la Rue, a time-
tested and credible establishment.

In an interview for this profile, 
Konchellah disclosed that in wake of 
the debacle with the ID issue contract, 
he sought audience with the President 
for guidance on how to handle pending 
contracts signed with the Kenya African 
National Union (KANU) regime but inher-
ited by the Kibaki administration.

The Head of the State instructed the 
head of the Kenya Anti-Corruption 
Authority (KACA), Justice Aaron Ringera, 
to audit all such projects and give a report 
on the way forward. He further instructed 
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(VoK). Later she was appointed cultural 
attaché at the Kenyan Embassy in Paris. 
She is author of the inspiring book: The 
Maasai Girl

Their first-born son, Bill Konchellah, is 
world famous athletic champion whose 
800 m world record of 1.43.06 minutes 
in 1987 lasted until 2009 when it was 
broken by another Kenyan from Narok, 
David Rudisha. His younger brother, 
Patrick Konchellah, is also in the world 
charts as the 2004 Commonwealth games 
champion gold medallist.

So is their sister, Ruth Konchellah, 
who wears another hat: a warrior against 
female genital mutilation (FGM) and 
child marriages. She was in the news 
when she and former US Ambassador 
to Kenya, Michael Ranneberger, went 
through traditional Maasai marriage rites. 
The American had to travel to her rural 
home village at Ololchani in Transmara 
west and pay the bride price (enkaput) of 
20 cows. The media dubbed the occasion: 
‘Love served in African calabash!’

Bill’s son, Gregory Konchellah, followed 
in the family footsteps and is 800 m and 
1500 m world athletics championships. 
He became a Bahrain national in 2003 and 
changed name to Yusuf Saad Kamel. His 
cousin, Felix Konchellah, son of Patrick, 
also has flown the Kenya flag abroad by 
representing the country at the 2019 world 
junior athletic championships in Poland.

Konchellah continues to serve the 
people of Kilgoris in Parliament.

people with a history of corruption.
“Some of those appointed are the most 

corrupt Kenyans I know,” he said. He 
regretted that much as the President 
may have acted in good faith, he would 
soon be let down by some of his nomi-
nees. True to the prediction, five of the 
Cabinet secretaries appointed in Jubilee’s 
first Cabinet would step down on graft 
allegations. They included David Chirchir 
(Energy), Felix Kosgei (Agriculture) and 
Kazungu Kambi (Labour). Others were 
Michael Kamau (Transport) and Charity 
Ngilu (Water Resources). Much later 
Treasury Cabinet Secretary Henry Rotich 

would follow suit.
Konchellah would be elected MP again 

in 2017, but faced a petition from his 
perennial rival, former Cabinet Minister 
Julius Sunkuli. He won round one at the 
High Court, but lost the second round 
at the Court of Appeal. He had the last 
laugh, however, when the Supreme Court 
upheld his election.

Gideon was born into one of the four 
famous families in Narok County. Others 
are the Ntimamas, Ntutus and Sunkulis. 
His uncle, John Konchellah, was in 
the African delegation at the famous 
Lancaster House constitutional talks 

that preceded independence for the 
Kenya colony. At independence, he was 
elected first MP of the the Narok West 
Constituency. He was long-serving assis-
tant minister in both the Jomo Kenyatta 
and the Daniel arap Moi governments. 

Before William Ntimama made his way 
on to the scene, the elder Konchellah was 
the undisputed kingpin of Narok politics, 
and competed for overall crown of Maasai 
politics with Kajiado contemporaries, 
John Keen and Stanley Oloitiptip. 

His wife Grace Konchellah, was first 
Maasai lady broadcaster and for many 
years worked at then then Voice of Kenya 

Former PNU Chairman Jasper Nyaboga (right) congratulates Gideon Konchella shortly after he was declared winner of the by-election for Kilgoris Constituency.
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KOSGEY
H E N R Y

One of Henry Kiprono Kosgey’s inherent qualities is loyalty, 
and fiercely so. Incidentally, this is a virtue that is close to 
Mwai Kibaki’s heart, and it could explain why Kenya’s third 
President had a soft spot for this University of Nairobi 
graduate who resigned from Kenya Breweries Limited to 
plunge into politics in 1979. 

The Every 
Party 

Chairman
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Kosgey was a loyal aide to 
President Daniel arap Moi, evi-
dent in the six Cabinet posi-
tions (including Transport and 

Communications, Culture and Social 
Services, Education, and Cooperative 
Development) he served in the Kenya 
African National Union (KANU) govern-
ment between 1979 and 2002. “I was a good 
student of Moi and loyal to the govern-
ment … Without him, I would not have 
ventured into active politics,” Kosgey said 
in March 2020 in an interview with the 
Daily Nation. And according to Wikileaks 
Cables, “although (Kosgey) is a member 
of the Nandi sub-tribe and not (former 
President Daniel arap) Moi’s Tugen sub-
tribe, he was for many years a close and 
trusted associate of the former president.” 

Understandably, Kosgey chose to stick 
with the Orange Democratic Movement 
(ODM) leader Raila Odinga although after 
2008, the political ground in his Kalenjin 
land had shifted towards William Ruto, 
who had fallen out with ODM leader. 

Yet it is instructive to note that this 
loyalty has never taken away his ultimate 
survival instinct. He’s loyal, yes. But he is 
also a politician deft at reading the signs 
of the time, as it were. Once KANU was 
defeated at the elections in December 
2002, Kosgey ditched his cradle political 
party and opted for the nascent ODM at 
a time his mentor, Moi, was supporting 
his successor Kibaki. 

Kosgey, like Kibaki, is composed and 
carries a gentleman’s mien; and both are 

steely inside, so to speak. Kosgey isn’t the 
swashbuckler of Kenya politics, but he 
is felt everywhere and those aspiring for 
political posts often scramble to seek his 
blessing or support — or even to be just 
seen as friendly with him. Just like Kibaki, 
Kosgey became a Member of Parliament 
(MP) at a nascent age of 32. Both quit their 
jobs — Kibaki from Uganda’s Makerere 
University and Kosgey from Kenya 
Breweries Limited — to plunge into the 
murky world of politics. And both endured 
for a long time in politics, and are now 
listed among Kenya’s longest-serving MPs 
(Kibaki 50 years; Kosgey 29 years).

Kosgey is among a handful of politi-
cians privileged to have served both in 
the Moi and the Kibaki governments as 
Cabinet Ministers. Others include Odinga, 
Musalia Mudavadi, Kalonzo Musyoka, 
Simeon Nyachae, William ole Ntimama 
and Dalmas Otieno. 

He is among the Opposition leaders 
who came out strongly to support the 
healing of the country even as the embers 
of the 2007–2008 post-election violence 
simmered. He was quick to mobilise in 
March 2008 the ODM party’s 107 MPs to 
endorse the handshake between Kibaki 
and Odinga. The Daily Nation captured 
this when it stated in May 2008: “the 
minister (Kosgey) called on Kenyans to 
forget the events of early this year and 
coexist as brothers and sisters”. 

At the time, Kenya was heavily polarised 
following the divisive December 2007 
General Election. But Kosgey chose to 

remain middle-of-the-road although he 
was in a camp clearly opposed to Kibaki’s 
win. Indeed, his respect for a person he 
once worked together in the Moi Cabinet 
was apparent. And Kibaki had a fondness 
for Henry Kosgey and wanted to have 
him in the Cabinet. So much so that in 
September 2006 the Head of State sent 
emissaries to Kosgey (then serving as 
KANU vice-chair) to convince him to join 
the National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) 
government. Kosgey turned down the 
offer.

“Having previously served in various 
ministries for over 15 years, I challenged 
them (emissaries) to state the specific 
ministry (President) Kibaki had assigned 
me. Of course they had no answer,” he 
confided in a September 2006 interview 
with the Sunday Nation. “I turned down 
the Cabinet offer because it was selfish and 
the wrong thing to do. I challenged the 
emissaries to instead negotiate through 
ODM or Uhuru (the then KANU chair-
man).”

The newspaper reported, thus: “the 
truth is that Kosgey and President Kibaki 
have come a long way and it is not surpris-
ing that he was targeted. He is in rela-
tively good books with the past (retired 
President Moi) and present (Kibaki) lead-
ership of this country. Apart from Kibaki 
with whom he worked closely and suffered 
in the infamous 1988 mlolongo (queue) 
voting system (Kibaki was dropped as 
VP), the MP coincidentally served as 
Minister for Education (1999–2002) with 

Henry Kosgey tours a factory.
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the Vice-President, Mr Moody Awori, as 
his deputy.” (Note that Moody Awori was 
Kibaki’s Vice President in 2006.)

And at times, despite the cordial rela-
tions, they sometimes disagreed — as 
happened in March 2007 just when Kenya 
was preparing for the General Election. 
Kosgey, as ODM-Kenya interim chair-
man, was among the first Opposition 
leaders to ask for calm and welcomed 
President Kibaki’s acceptance of mini-
mum Constitution reforms. But he did 
this with the rider, reported in the Daily 
Nation: “We hope he is genuine and not 
hoodwinking Kenyans as he has done in 
the past.”

KANU’s defeat nearly ended Kosgey’s 
political life. But the 2005 change-the-
Constitution moment gave him a lifeline; 
he joined forces with those opposed to a 
draft prepared by the Kibaki government. 
This camp, known as ‘Orange’ (the elec-
toral symbol of those opposed the draft), 
included Uhuru Kenyatta, Odinga, Ruto, 
Musyoka, Mudavad, and Najib Balala. 
This camp defeated the draft in the ensu-
ing referendum, and formed the ODM 
lobby that later became a political party, 
ODM-Kenya. 

Kosgey became the ODM-Kenya interim 
chair. This gave him a lifeline, resulting in 
his re-election as Tinderet Constituency 
MP in the December 2007 elections on an 
ODM ticket after ODM-Kenya split fol-
lowing a disagreement between Odinga 
and Musyoka.

Given his top position within the party, 

he was in April 2008 appointed Minister 
for Industrialisation in the expanded 
40-member Cabinet. His Assistant 
Minister was Ndiritu Muriithi. He over-
saw the implementation of Vision 2030 
(Kibaki’s signature legacy development 
plan) and the importation and manufac-
ture of quality products. He was in charge 
of 10 parastatals under the Ministry.

Ideally,  as the Minister of 
Industrialisation, Kosgey was in charge 
of the formulation, coordination and 
implementation of the national industri-
alisation policies and industrial property 
rights, provision of an enabling environ-
ment for domestic and foreign direct 
investment, promotion of the develop-
ment of industrial tooling and machining, 
industrial research and development, 
innovation and technology transfer, and 
the initiation and promotion of industrial 
programmes and projects, among others.

David Nalo was the Permanent 
Secretary (PS) and was succeeded by 
Kibicho Karanja. Notably, the Ministry of 
Industrialisation was hived off from the 
Ministry of Trade and Industrialisation 
which had been led Mukhisa Kituyi. 
Kenyatta became Minister for Trade.

In 2009 Kosgey attempted to ban the 
importation of auto-spare parts after the 
Kenya Bureau of Standards (KEBS) argued 
that used vehicle parts were the cause of 
the many road accidents recorded at the 
time. Although the move was supported 
by the Kenya Motor Industry Association 
which described it as “political courage 
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and technical good sense” in an interview 
with the Sunday Nation, a section of 
influential car dealers strongly opposed 
it. Since then, there have been various 
attempts to outlaw the importation but 
all have come to nought.

That apart, he was central to the estab-
lishment of the Anti-Counterfeiting 
Agency.

But more important, Kosgey super-
intended the initial implementation of 
Vision 2030, one of Kibaki’s major eco-
nomic pillars that continue to define 
Kenya’s road to industrialisation. He was 
also the architect of the Memorandum 
of Understanding between the Kenya 
Industrial Estates (KIE) and the National 
Small Industries Corporation of India, 

to assist local entrepreneurs benefit 
from business incubation, technology 
transfer, marketing and training.

He encouraged manufacturers to 
take advantage of the international 
market by embracing unique packag-
ing. “Kenya has merely scratched the 
surface in international trade. We need 
to move to the next level by branding 

Kenyan products using packaging as a 
key differentiator ... We are not able to 
differentiate our products from South 
African or Egyptian based companies 
because we are in a comfort zone,” Kosgey 
said in an interview with the Daily Nation 
in November 2008.

However, during his tenure as Minister, 
his performance wasn’t extraordinary, 
perhaps because party matters took up the 
best of his time and effort. In October 2009 
he was summoned by the Parliamentary 
Committee on Implementation for failing 
to achieve on his Ministry’s goals. And in 
February 2008 he was interrogated over 
a scandal (irregular sale of subsidised 
maize) that also implicated fellow Cabinet 
colleagues, Ruto and Naomi Shaban 
(Special Projects) and some 19 MPs. 

Three years later, he was dropped from 
the Cabinet over accusations of facilitat-
ing the importation of cars whose age 
was over the limit set by the government. 
However, the President reinstated him 
seven months later after he was cleared 
of the charge.

Yet it is instructive to note that 
Kosgey, during the tail-end of his tenure 
as Minister had frosty relations with 
Assistant Minister Muriithi, PS Kibicho 
and some parastatal heads. The toxic 
atmosphere in the Ministry was evident 
in October 2010 when Kosgey’s appoint-
ment of Joseph Kipketer Koskey as the 
chief executive of KEBS was opposed 
by Murithi, the PS, and the National 
Standards Council.

President Kibaki is introduced to East Africa Community minister Hellen Sambili by Industrialisation Minister Kosgey(centre) at a regional conference on 
illicit trade. 
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As it were, Kosgey has been there, seen 
it all. He’s been accused of corruption, 
even hauled to the world’s top criminal 
court. Yet he has never been convicted.

Indeed, his accusers have failed to 
account for their claims, and 41 years 
since he joined Parliament, he is yet to 
be convicted of the myriad corruption 
allegations often arrayed against him — 
in particular that he embezzled funds 
earmarked for the 1987 All African Games, 
and that he superintended over the col-
lapse of the Kenya National Assurance 
Company. 

Wikileaks, for instance, claims Kosgey 
defrauded the government, grabbed 
public land, was involved in post-election 
violence, and lacked transparency in 
exercise of his job as Cabinet Minister.

In 2008, American authorities sought to 
declare Kosgey persona non grata. The US 
Ambassador to Kenya at the time, Michael 
Ranneberger, wrote to Washington, thus: 
“there is strong evidence that Kosgey 
has consistently engaged in official cor-
ruption from at least 1987 to the present 
while holding a variety of ministerial and 
parastatal director positions, and that cor-
ruption has had serious adverse effects on 
both U.S. foreign assistance goals and on 
the stability of Kenya’s democratic institu-
tions,” according to Wikileaks. 

He was in January 2011 forced to resign 
as Industrialisation Minister following 
accusations of abuse of office — that he 
facilitated the importation of hundreds 
of cars that were older than the statu-

life. In an interview with the Daily Nation 
after ICC cleared him of the charges he 
stated: “facing crimes against humanity 
charges is traumatising. It does not take 
a weak man to go through. I will not wish 
anybody to go through that experience.”

Kosgey is very resilient — easily 
responding to the politics of the time 
and discarding any tag that risks holding 
him accountable for past misdeeds. In 

against humanity following the post-
elections violence of 2007–2008. The ICC 
Prosecutor Luis Moreno Ocampo had 
described Kosgey as a “principal planner 
and organiser” of violence against sup-
porters of the Party of National Unity, as 
reported by Al Jazeera.

The charges were dropped. However, the 
arraignment in the global court marked 
Kosgey’s lowest moment in his political 

Officials of Pan Paper Mills in Webuye show Kosgey around the factory 

tory limit of eight years. “I wish to state 
that my actions in this matter are above 
reproach. I have committed no wrongs,” 
he told a press conference. However, the 
accusations fell flat and he was reinstated 
to the Cabinet in August 2012. 

Kenyans recall the image of Kosgey in 
the dock at the International Criminal 
Court (ICC) based at The Hague, the 
Netherlands, answering charges of crimes 
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essence, he’s a survivor in his own right.
For instance, even after serving as KANU 

vice chair and a Cabinet Minister in the 
KANU government, he would later in July 
2007 label the party as “an empty shell 

H E N R Y  KO S G E Y

of a bee hive”, according to the Sunday 
Nation. And when Kibaki’s NARC party 
defeated KANU in the December 2002 
General Election and Moi relinquished its 
leadership, Kosgey and Nicholas Biwott 

(a powerbroker during the KANU regime) 
fought over control of KANU in 2004–2005.

Although he had been a key cog in Moi’s 
administration, Kosgey immediately 
made an apparent about-turn during the 

reign of Kibaki. At one time in February 
2007, he clashed with the then KANU 
factional leader Nicholas Biwott, who was 
always Moi’s right-hand man. “Biwott, why 
are you reducing the Kalenjin community 
to the culture of hand-outs instead of 
empowering them economically? This 
must stop, and let the community chart 
its own political destiny,” Kosgey told 
Biwott Iten.

Kosgey’s leadership role in ODM was 
essentially to make it a national party. 
He ensured that almost every part of the 
country was represented in ODM’s top 
leadership. He was very influential in 
moulding ODM to be as we know it today, 
always at the centre of the party’s move 
to counter any policies and laws deemed 
repressive and oppressive.

In another survival tactic, Kosgey was a 
key player in the implosion of the ODM-
Kenya, in 2007. Despite being the interim 
chairperson, he sided with Odinga who 
was battling Musyoka for the party.. 

Notably, Kosgey has been a key figure 
in Rift Valley region politics, along with 
Ntimama, George Saitoti and Ruto. Kosgey 
has fought and won many battles in his 
30 years in Parliament. In fact, if he had 
not lost his seat during the 1988 General 
Election, he would have been an MP for 34 
unbroken years, equivalent to 7 electoral 
cycles. But now, how he reinvents himself 
after twice failing to win an electoral 
seat — Senator in 2013 and Governor in 
2017 — is anybody’s guess.

Kosgey with Kibaki, Bidco managing director Vimal Shah and Assistant Minister Ndiritu Mureithi.
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KILIMO
J E B I I 

They say a teacher takes a hand, opens a mind and touches a 
heart. Do you treasure in your heart the memory of a special 
teacher who made an impact on the young, impressionable 
version of you? Perhaps with some encouragement or advice 
or unexpected act of kindness?

A Model 
Servant Leader 
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Linah Jebii Kilimo recalls that 
teacher well — the one who 
introduced the aspirations and 
hopes that changed the course 

of her life. She was just a Class 4 pupil at 
the time, but the impact has endured.

“He would tell us stories of uncircum-
cised, educated women who lived in a big 
city called Nairobi. He would tell us of the 
big cars they drove. They carried their 
luggage in their big cars. I wanted to be 
like that. So, I ran away from home when 
the time came for the rite of passage,” 
she reminisced in an interview with The 
Standard newspaper.

Not only did the young Kilimo decide 
there and then to avoid ‘the cut’,’ she 
determined to continue with her educa-
tion, which would have been replaced by 
an early marriage had she undergone the 
rite of passage. Instead, she grew up to 
become a leader of her Marakwet people 
and a staunch crusader against female 
genital mutilation (FGM). 

FGM is an internationally recognised 
human rights violation; one most com-
monly perpetrated against the most vul-
nerable population — young girls. An 
estimated 200 million women worldwide 
have undergone FGM. It involves inten-
tionally altering or injuring the female 
genital organs for non-medical reasons, 
usually as a cultural rite of passage from 
childhood to womanhood. 

The medical repercussions of FGM are 
grievous and can include severe bleed-
ing, infections, infertility, complications 

during childbirth and mental trauma. 
FGM is often carried out by traditional 
practitioners without anaesthetic or anti-
septic interventions, and using crude 
instruments such as knives, scissors, 
scalpels, pieces of glass or razor blades, 
the UNFPA reports. In Kenya, FGM is 
illegal, but it wasn’t always so. Kilimo 

of KEWOPA from 2008 to 2013. The Act 
established the Anti-Female Genital 
Mutilation Board, to which Kilimo was 
appointed as the first Chairperson in 2014. 

The Prohibition of Female Genital 
Mutilation Act 2011 is tough on FGM, 
criminalising both the performance of 
FGM, and assisting in its performance, 
availing premises for it or even failing 
to report that it is being planned or per-
formed. Indeed, under Section 25 of the 
Act: “Any person who uses derogatory 
or abusive language that is intended to 
ridicule, embarrass or otherwise harm a 
woman for having not undergone female 
genital mutilation, or a man for marrying 
or otherwise supporting a woman who has 
not undergone female genital mutilation, 
commits an offence and shall be liable, 
upon conviction, to imprisonment for a 
term not less than six months, or to a fine 
of not less than fifty thousand shillings, 
or both.” 

Kilimo was at this time Assistant 
Minister for Cooperative Development, 
having been appointed to that post in 
2008. She has expressed her admiration 
for President Mwai Kibaki, stating that 
she viewed him as a father figure and that 
he mentored her into leadership. And in 
Kibaki, Kilimo had a boss who was very 
much on the same page when it came 
to abolishing FGM. Kibaki himself had 
spoken publicly against the practice as 
early as 2001 while he was Leader of the 
Opposition, when he thanked President 
Daniel arap Moi for taking a strong 

has described FGM as “the worst form of 
gender-based violence”.

Kilimo rallied Parliament to embrace 
the anti-FGM Bill, which was drafted 
by the Kenya Women’s Parliamentary 
Association (KEWOPA), and passed into 
law as the Prohibition of Female Genital 
Mutilation Act, 2011. She was Chairperson 
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J E B I I  K I L I M O

stand against FGM. In 2001, through the 
Children’s Act, Kenya had outlawed FGM 
for any child under the age of 18 years. 
That same year, the Ministry of Health 
circulated a policy directive making FGM 
illegal in all health facilities. 

The Kibaki government took it a step 
further by signing the Maputo Protocol 
in 2003 — which stipulates in Article 5 
that FGM should be prohibited and con-
demned — and in 2004 launched a toll 
free helpline for children in distress. But 
FGM proponents were not easily deterred, 
and news reports of hundreds of children 
forced to undergo FGM continued to run 
in the media. For example, a 2003 BBC 
report indicated that “100 Kenyan girls 
are in hiding from their parents as they 
seek to escape forced [FGM]”. Various non-
governmental organisations (NGOs) and 
women’s groups continued to work to end 
FGM, and so when Kilimo introduced the 
anti-FGM Bill to Parliament, it was a very 
welcome law indeed. 

For Kilimo, the fight against FGM has 
been very personal; one that has contin-
ued from the day she made her decision 
to reject the practice. She has had to go 
through various embarrassing situations 
since the cultural belief in and practice of 
FGM among her Marakwet people did not 
fade away overnight. She has recounted 
how during her election campaigns her 
political opponents made reference to 
the fact that she had not undergone ‘the 
cut’ as a reason why she was not fit for 
leadership. This may have worked against 

them, as not only was Kilimo elected, but 
the law was on her side and their remarks 
gave her a platform to speak out against 
the practice. 

Kilimo’s fight against FGM is therefore 
one she has fought from inside govern-
ment and from the outside. She estab-
lished the Jebii Kilimo Foundation, which 
focuses on bringing an end to FGM in 
the North Rift. She continues to work 
ceaselessly with NGOs and other activists 
towards the eradication of FGM. 

But Kilimo is much more than an anti-
FGM activist in her community. She is a 
peacemaker and an environmentalist.

Eyaa Kalya, Mother of Peace. That’s 
the name by which she is fondly known 
among the Pokot and Marakwet commu-
nities in the Rift Valley. And what a com-
pliment it is, coming from communities 
that did not see eye to eye for a long time. 

Perennial cattle rustling between the 
two pastoral communities has been at 
the root of the dispute and has spanned 
decades. Because the dispute was tradi-
tionally seen as a men’s affair, the women 
hadn’t really had a voice in it. Now they 
had one, a very wise one, in Kilimo. 

“I went and spoke in their barazas in a 
language they could understand. I knelt 

as I spoke to them so that they could 
understand that mine was not a com-
mand but a plea.

I spoke to them of the aged woman who 
now had to live with the pain of losing a 
son in old age when she could no longer 
conceive. I spoke of the reality of the 
intermarriage between our communities, 
to show them that we really are just two 
sides of the same coin,” she explained 
in a 2018 interview with The Standard 
newspaper. “I told them that the pain of 
Marakwet woman watching her children 
sleep hungry was just as deep as that of a 
Pokot woman in the same shoes.”

Kilimo went beyond persuasion with 
words; she worked on solving some of 
the underlying problems in a practical 
manner, reviving markets, ensuring access 
to both communities and securing gov-
ernment food aid.

Her efforts, alongside those of other 
regional leaders, were instrumental in 
laying a foundation for peace between 
the two communities. As a result, the 
Marakwet-Pokot peace deal in 2002, popu-
larly known as the Kolowa Declaration 
was brokered. Although there have been 
intermittent outbreaks of clashes since 
then, these talks planted the notion in the 
minds of the people of that region that 
lasting peace is an attractive possibility. 

Kilimo has used her negotiation skills 
to bring peace, not just between warring 
communities, but also to bring solutions 
to the discord that oftentimes occurs 
between man and environment. In 2009 

Jebii Kilimo with Special Programmes Minister Esther Murugi after attending a meeting organised by 
Kenya Women Parliamentary Association
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she led a taskforce on the restoration 
of Embobut Forest in Elgeyo Marakwet 
County. By 2008, nearly three-quarters 
of the forest, covering an area of 16,000 
ha, had been decimated by squatters, 
loggers and charcoal burners, resulting 
in massive soil erosion, siltation of rivers 
and a drastic decline in their water levels. 

A consultation meeting in April 2009 
had determined that the population set-
tled in the forest must be removed to save 
it. The issue now was how to identify 
and satisfactorily resettle the genuine 
forest residents. Kilimo personally resided 
within the forest for 120 days during the 
negotiation process which resulted in 
temporary relocation of forest residents 
to the forest glades as they awaited relo-
cation to alternative land.

Kilimo has turned out to be a real asset 
to her community. The reality of her 
achievements has surpassed the aspira-
tions she had as a young girl, for how could 
she have foreseen the impact she would 
have on a community which did not have 
a tradition of women as leaders? 

For a time, Kilimo focused on her educa-
tion. She aspired to be a doctor, but did 
not get the opportunity to study medicine. 
Instead she studied mathematics, and for 
more than 10 years, she worked for Kenya 
Commercial Bank. It must have seemed 
then that, like for most people who worked 
in banks back then, she would be a banker 
for life, rising through the ranks and 
ending with a comfortable retirement. 

A wife and mother of five, Kilimo cuts a 

dignified and gentle figure; a humble lady 
with a ready smile. She keeps her family 
life out of the limelight but has described 
a satisfying family life, where she can just 
switch off her phone and enjoy time with 
her loved ones. It is said that you can tell 
a lot about a woman by what she carries 
in her handbag. In Kilimo’s handbag, she 
carries a Bible; a testament to her faith in 
Jesus, who she confesses to be her Saviour 
and greatest inspiration, and who is leg-
endary for his servant leadership.

Kilimo’s faith and personality are 
reflected in her leadership style as well. 
She endeared her constituents to vote 
for her by expressing herself as a servant 
leader; a woman who was out to serve 
them, not one who sought to be power-
ful or masculine. They could relate to a 
woman serving her husband and children, 
so if service was her goal as a leader, they 
had no reason to deny her their votes. 

Kilimo ventured into politics in 1997 on 
a Kenya African National Union (KANU) 
ticket, but lost at the party primaries. She 
ended up running that year on a Social 
Democratic Party of Kenya (SDP) ticket, 
and losing. In 2002 the tables turned 
when she ran on a National Rainbow 
Coalition (NARC) ticket, unseating the 
KANU candidate and outgoing Member 
of Parliament (MP), John Marrimoi. She 
was appointed as a Cabinet Minister 
of State in the Office of the President, 
where she served for a year, forming a 
team with Permanent Secretary (PS) W.P. 
Godo. She was a NARC MP in the NARC 

government, and a Cabinet Minister for 
Immigration and Registration of Persons 
when she made the bold move of opposing 
the proposed Constitution in 2005. She 
explained that as a servant leader, she had 
to represent her constituents wishes and 
interests, which however, she asserted, 
did not negate her respect for authority. 
Nevertheless, she lost her Cabinet posi-
tion as a result of her stand. 

Kilimo retained her seat in 2007, this 
time on a Kenya National Democratic 
Alliance (KENDA) ticket, hence serving 
her constituents for 10 fruitful years, from 
2002 to 2012. The all-weather roads built 
during her tenure as MP for Marakwet East 
reflect the legacy of Kibaki, her boss and 
mentor, who is perhaps best remembered 
for infrastructure development in the 
country. Kilimo also ensured appropriate 
funding for local schools to ensure ade-
quate provision of books, teachers, food 
programmes and clothing. She also had 
her downs, bearing the brunt of a scandal 
in her constituency over the misuse of 
Constituency Development Funds during 
her second term that resulted in a probe 
of her CDF team.

J E B I I  K I L I M O

Kilimo served as Assistant Minister for 
Cooperatives Development from 2008 to 
2012, with Minister Joseph Nyagah and PS 
Patrick Khaemba; a fast-growing sector 
that flourished during this time. 

In 2013 Kilimo ran as a candidate for 
The National Alliance (TNA) party but 
lost to the United Republican Party (URP) 
candidate, David Kangogo Bowen. Again 
in 2017 she failed to recapture the seat 
when she ran as an independent candi-
date. In 2020 she was appointed a Chief 
Administrative Secretary in the Ministry 
of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries. 
By fate or coincidence, her name ‘Kilimo’ 
means agriculture in Kiswahili. It is unde-
niable that this is a fitting position from 
which she continues to serve, not only her 
former constituents, who are traditionally 
pastoralists, and increasingly farmers, but 
the nation as a whole. 

Kilimo continues to model servant 
leadership as a peace builder and a human 
rights champion, defending the rights 
of girls to health, education, hope and a 
future. With Kilimo as their role model, 
they have reason for hope indeed.

She aspired to be a doctor, but did not 
get the opportunity to study medicine. 
Instead she studied mathematics, and
for more than 10 years, she worked 
forKenya Commercial Bank
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KOECH
J O H N  K I P S A N G

In Chepalungu, where John Kipsang Koech was MP for 
the larger part of the period between 1979 and 2007, his 
supporters fondly refer to him as Simba (lion). And it is not 
for nothing. He had a streak of rebelliousness that seemed to 
fit well with his gentle mien – this lionised him and set him 
apart from his peers.

The Gentle 
Lion from 

Bomet
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For instance, in 1997, as a Minister 
of State in the Office of the 
President, he drove to the Nation 
Media Group’s Nakuru Bureau 

where he asked for a pen and paper and 
wrote a one-sentence resignation letter. 
He was protesting the humiliation he had 
suffered at President Daniel arap Moi’s 
Kabarak home where he had been denied 
entry while ordinary MPs, including some 
from his own Bomet District backyard, 
were ushered in.

Even though Koech was later persuaded 
– or pressured – to rescind his statement 
and take back his job, he had made a name 
as one of the most principled politicians 
in Kenya, especially at a time when it 
was almost taboo to reject a presidential 
appointment much less resign from one.

Before him, only Mwai Kibaki had 
resigned, six years earlier. Kibaki was the 
Minister for Health at the time and sur-
prised Moi on Christmas Day 1991 when he 
announced his resignation via the newly-
launched Kenya Television Network (KTN) 
– the first independent TV station in the 
country. 

The 1997 incident was not the first time 
Koech was getting in the crosshairs of 
power. In 1989 he was sacked as Minister 
for Public Works and expelled from the 
Kenya African National Union (KANU) – 
the ruling party at the time – with then 
Vice President Josephat Karanja for being 
“disloyal” to Moi.

Koech would bounce back in the 1992 
elections, get booted by voters in 1997, but 

win their favour again in 2002. He joined 
the Cabinet even though KANU, the party 
that sponsored him to Parliament, had 
been obliterated in the elections. 

The now 74-year-old former Minister for 
East African and Regional Cooperation in 
the Kibaki administration is at ease with 
himself. He believes he made the right deci-
sion in joining the Cabinet in 2004, even 
though he was a member of the Opposition.

Even before this, Koech’s path had 
crossed with Kibaki’s many times in their 
long public careers, enabling them to forge 
a working relationship despite being in 
different political parties. In an interview, 
Koech expressed admiration for Kenya’s 
third President. 

“Kibaki never misused money. At 
President Moi’s desk there was always a 
briefcase full of cash. This was never the 
case in Kibaki’s State House,” he said. He 
also hailed Kibaki for changing the way 
Kenyans viewed the Presidency – away 

Koech and other Opposition members 
into the Cabinet would no doubt boost his 
support in Parliament.

Koech, the KANU MP for Chepalungu, 
Njenga Karume, KANU’s MP for Kiambaa, 
and FORD-People’s Simeon Nyachae 
and Henry Obwocha – all came into the 
Government of National Unity, as it was 
called, during this period.  

“He wanted to incorporate the whole 
country and reduce politicking,” said Koech 
in an interview in which he maintained that 
he and Kibaki were birds of a feather and 
that he had supported the President even 
before his Cabinet appointment.

“The incessant feuding between the 
National Alliance (Party) of Kenya and 
their coalition partner, LDP, had begun to 
affect NARC’s performance,” Koech told an 
interviewer after his appointment. 

Kibaki had argued that a united govern-
ment could never be woven simply along 
party lines. “Today, I have decided to re-
organise my government to reflect the 
diversity of the Kenyan people,” he said at 
the time, as he announced a reorganised 
Cabinet. 

It was not lost on observers, however, 
that the inclusion of members of the 
Opposition was aimed at clipping the 
wings of the increasingly intransigent LDP 
that, led by Raila Odinga, was threatening 
to impeach the President. If he had lost the 
vote of no-confidence in Parliament, he 
would have had no option but go home, 
which could have plunged the country into 
chaos, writes Nyachae in his autobiography, 

from the previous, somewhat autocratic 
style that was characterised by roadside 
declarations to one that was largely issues-
oriented.

“He was a professional man and a politi-
cian who knew where the country needed 
to go, and steered it there,” recalled Koech 
of the man he first met in 1978 in Nyeri 
District (now Nyeri County) where he was a 
director in the provincial education office.

Their common love for education drew 
them closer.  

“It was then that I saw, firsthand, his love 
for schools and development,” said Koech. 
He would later interact more with Kibaki 
when he joined Parliament after the 1979 
General Election.  

According to Koech, a Makerere 
University-trained economist, he had a lot 
in common with Kibaki, a fellow alumnus 
of the same department (although Koech 
joined Makerere six years after Kibaki had 
left his teaching stint there). While this bit 
of shared history may have played a role 
in Koech’s appointment as Minister for 
East African and Regional Cooperation on 
30 June 2004, he maintained that he got 
the job on merit and as part of President 
Kibaki’s desire for “a government in which 
every Kenyan had a stake”.    

At the time, Kibaki was facing a rebel-
lion within the ruling National Rainbow 
Coalition (NARC) from the Liberal 
Democratic Party (LDP) wing owing to 
what the latter said was failure to fulfil a 
pact contained in NARC’s pre-election 
memorandum of understanding. Bringing 

J O H N  K I P S A N G  KO E C H
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2000. He threw himself into the new task 
and was soon the chairman of the Inter-
Governmental Authority on Development 
(IGAD) ministerial committee mediating 
the Somalia peace talks.

His first major diplomatic assignment 
was on 29 August 2004, when he pre-
sided over the swearing in of a Somalia 
Transitional Parliament at the United 
Nations headquarters in Gigiri, Nairobi.

After that he turned his attention to 
Sudan’s peace negotiations, which were 
in the final stages. He was also in charge of 
the IGAD ministerial committee on Sudan 
peace talks when the parties involved 
signed the Sudan Comprehensive Peace 
Agreement (CPA) in January 2005 at 
Nairobi’s Nyayo Stadium, ending 21 years 
of civil war between the north and the 
south of Sudan. The CPA was signed by 
the leader of the Sudan People’s Liberation 
Movement (SPLM), Dr John Garang, and Ali 
Osman Taha, Sudan’s First Vice President. 

“We are going to replace war with peace 
and hence enhance economic develop-
ment in the region. The intra-regional trade 
is bound to increase with the restoration of 
peace in southern Sudan and installation 
of a government in strife-torn Somalia,” 
Koech later told the media.

He is credited with delicately juggling 
Kenya’s interests at a time when President 
Kibaki was trying to chart a new chapter in 
relations with Uganda and Tanzania – then 
the only members of the EAC. Beyond this, 
Koech boasts of having brokered the talks 
that finally admitted Rwanda and Burundi 

Walking through the Corridors of Service.
Koech’s friendship with Kibaki paid off 

again in August 2004, when the President 
handed him the chairmanship of the Sudan 
and Somalia peace talks. The position had 

been taken away from Kalonzo Musyoka, 
a member of LDP.

Koech took over the East African 
Community (EAC) ministry at a time 
when Kenya was playing the lead role in 

peace negotiations in Somalia and Sudan. 
Thankfully, he was up to the task – he had 
been Kenya’s Permanent Representative 
to the United Nations Environment 
Programme (UNEP) between 1998 and 
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to the EAC as chairman of the community’s 
Council of Ministers.

“I also handled Tanzania well. The thing 
with our southern neighbour is to appreci-
ate their pride and find a way of pandering 
to it,” Koech said against the backdrop 
of thawing relations between Kenya and 
Tanzania following the tiff that arose from 
the two countries’ divergent methods of 
handling the Covid-19 pandemic.

In 2006, presidents Kibaki, Yoweri 
Museveni of Uganda and Jakaya Kikwete 
of Tanzania launched a campaign for a 
political federation by 2013, a timeline 
critics dismissed as too ambitious because 
negotiations on a customs union, common 
market and monetary union were yet to 
be completed. 

The three presidents simultaneously 
launched national campaigns that were to 
promote debate among the people of East 
Africa on the type of political federation 
they would want and when they wished 
it activated. 

While critics argued that the push for a 
political federation was against the order 
of regional integration that had been set 
when the community was revived in 1999, 
Koech maintained that the campaign was 
necessary because the majority of people 
in the three countries lacked sufficient 
understanding of the importance of the 
community and its operations.

“The EAC is a vehicle that is going to 
free our people from poverty because it 
comes with numerous opportunities for 
economic growth. A federation will help 

to reduce the high unemployment rate in 
Kenya and boost trade,” he said at the time.  

Koech recalled with nostalgia Kibaki’s 
management model, which he said was 
consultative and respectful of expertise.

“I remember his passion for Vision 2030. 
During Cabinet meetings, he would call 
technical experts to take us through the 
blueprint. After they left he would ask us 
to ensure our respective ministry policies 
were aligned to the strategy.”

He said Kibaki ensured the best people 
ran the government, and named Head of 
Civil Service Francis Muthaura as the most 
committed and selfless of them all. The 
economist also hailed Kibaki for ensur-
ing micro- and macro-economic stability 
in the country – micro having to do with 
pricing and macro with money supply – he 
explained.

But despite his admiration for Kibaki, the 
shifting political ground at the time would 
lead him to defect from KANU to Odinga’s 
new party, Orange Democratic Movement 
(ODM). When he defected, on 11 October 
2007, he said Odinga was popular in vil-
lages across Kenya. Five days later he was 
sacked from his ministerial position and 
his place taken by his Assistant Minister, 
Wilfred Machage.

Koech soon changed parties again, this 
time to Kalonzo Musyoka’s ODM-Kenya 
after Isaac Ruto beat him to the ODM ticket 
in chaotic party primaries. Ruto also won 
the Chepalungu seat in the 2007 General 
Election.

Koech, who had joined the NARC govern-

J O H N  K I P S A N G  KO E C H

ment against his (KANU) party’s wishes, 
could not successfully fend off complaints 
from his ethnic Kipsigis community that 
during his tenure in Kibaki’s Cabinet, close 
to 20,000 members of the community – 
who had bought land in Mau Forest – had 
been evicted from their farms.

The thinking in Kibaki’s government 
was that conserving the Mau Complex, 
the largest water tower in East Africa, was 
for the greater good, including the good of 
those forcefully removed from the forest. 

Born in Olbutyo, Chepalungu, Koech 
attended Segemik Primary School before 
proceeding to Tenwek High School, also 
in Bomet District (since renamed Bomet 
County), where he did both his O’ and A’ 
levels. Having successfully completed 13 
years of basic and advanced schooling 
in the remote location, Koech became 
something of a celebrity in the region for 
qualifying to join Makerere University in 
Uganda in 1969.

He graduated with a Bachelor of Arts 
in Economics in 1972 and between 1973 
and 1975, worked as a high school teacher. 
At only 28, he resigned from his teach-
ing job and unsuccessfully contested the 
Chepalungu parliamentary seat in 1974. 

He went back to his teaching career and 
would be promoted to senior manager in 
the provincial education office in Nyeri 
before resigning ahead of the 1979 elec-
tions, which he won this time. 

Before he joined politics, Koech had been 
introduced to Moi by Isaac Salat, father of 
the current KANU Secretary General Nick 

Salat, at a time when it was near-impossible 
for anyone to win a parliamentary seat in 
the Rift Valley without the blessings of a 
political patriarch.

Koech represented Chepalungu 
Constituency until 1989, when he was 
expelled from KANU. His seat was taken 
by Kimunai arap Soi in the ensuing by-
election.

In the first multi-party elections of 1992, 
Koech was back in Parliament until 1997, 
the year of his resignation drama, when 
he lost to Ruto. To date Koech believes he 
was rigged out because Moi wanted to fill 
Parliament with loyalists.

In 2002, Koech was back again as the 
Chepalungu MP. After his 2007 defeat and 
a half-hearted run for the Bomet gover-
norship in 2013, he retired from active 
politics, content that he had done his 
best for his constituents and his country. 
He now divides his time between his two 
homes – one in Bomet Town and another 
in Olbutyo, 15 kilometres away – where he 
engages in dairy farming.

“My interest was always to change peo-
ple’s lives. If you look at my record as MP 
you will see projects that had the most 
impact on my constituents,” he said, listing 
electricity, water and dairy farming as some 
of his key contributions in Chepalungu. 
He pointed out that the remotest parts of 
the constituency – a largely arid hinter-
land – were connected to the national grid 
long before the high potential areas of the 
county because of his efforts.
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MICHUKI
J O H N

Unflinching in his loyalty to President Kibaki, Johm Michuki 
was willing to defend some of the most controversial incidents 
during his time in Cabinet, including the infamous raid on the 
Standard Group. Responding to media queries on the incident, 
Michuki quipped: “If you rattle a snake, you mustbe prepared to 
get bitten.” Needless to say, his statement provoked an uproar.

The Man in 
a Hurry
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He was one man in a hurry 
to help the newly-elected 
President reverse the eco-
nomic decline and indisci-

pline that had taken over the transport 
industry. At the time, most public taxis 
(known as matatus) in Kenya operated 
under the Matatu Owners Association, 
which had replaced the Matatu Vehicle 
Owners Association formed in 1982 to 
allocate matatu routes but proscribed in 
1987 after calling for a nationwide strike.

While matatus provided cheap transport 
for the general public, Michuki realised 
that the owners were losing billions of 
shillings every year to cartels and members 
of the Mungiki sect, a self-styled vigilante 
group that had taken control of matatu 
routes in Nairobi. He had also to deal with 
Mungiki offshoots such as Taliban, Jeshi 
la Mzee and Kamjeshi – which extorted 
money in the name of protection fees from 
matatu owners. Those who didn’t pay up 
had their vehicles burned or owners killed.

This was the kind of mayhem Michuki 
inherited from his predecessor, and one 
of his first promises was to bring order 
to the sector. He told Parliament that the 
“matatu industry is not different from any 
other industry, where ownership, be that of 
land or any other property, is guaranteed”.

Born in 1931 in Iyego, Murang’a District, 
Michuki had had a distinguished admin-
istrative career since he joined the civil 
service at the tail end of colonial rule, 
first as a clerk before his appointment as 
a District Officer in Busia District. Aged 

only 27, he became the first African District 
Commissioner for Nyeri District in 1961. 
That was shortly after he graduated from 
Worcester College, a constituent college of 
Oxford University in the United Kingdom, 
where he studied public administration 
and economics.

Shortly after independence in 1963, 
Michuki was one of the young administra-
tors picked by President Jomo Kenyatta 
to shape the course of the new republic. 
These were men in their late 20s and early 
30s, and included young economist Mwai 
Kibaki, Kenneth Matiba, Duncan Ndegwa, 
Tom Mboya, Peter Shiyukah, Geoffrey 
Kariithi, John Koitie and Julius Kiano.

Michuki was first appointed Permanent 
Secretary in the Ministry of Finance on 
1 July 1965, having worked as Deputy 
Permanent Secretary in the National 
Treasury since 12 December 1964. He 
soon started to assert himself as a strict 
disciplinarian who eschewed disorder in 
the public service. He was young, aggres-
sive, and spoke his mind. And so it was that 
almost four decades later, on 3 January 
2003, Kibaki would pick him as Minister 
for Transport and Communication in an 
effort to turn around an economy that 
had a gross domestic product growth of 
0.5 per cent, down from 4 per cent the 
previous year.

Deputising him were Assistant Minister 
Andrew Ligale and Permanent Secretary 
Gerishon Ikiara, an economist who had 
been plucked from the University of 
Nairobi. Michuki started tackling the 
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problems in the transport sector with 
gusto. That October, he announced that 
all public service vehicles would be fitted 
with speed governors and seat belts as 
part of efforts to reduce road carnage 
and increase safety. He was in essence 
confronting a cartel that controlled a 
fleet of more than 40,000 matatus in 
urban areas and bringing order to a multi-
billion shilling industry that was largely 
unregulated. 

The unveiling of the new regulations – 
which quickly came to be known as the 
‘Michuki Rules’ – was, unsurprisingly, met 
with opposition considering statistics 
that showed matatus constituted around 
78.2 per cent of the country’s public trans-
port system. Michuki’s rules also stated 
that 14-seater matatus, which previously 
crammed in as many passengers as pos-
sible, could carry only 14 at a time. Buses 
were restricted to 62 sitting passengers. 

In addition, all public services vehicles 
were required to have speed regulators 
that limited them to 80 kilometres per 
hour. Meanwhile, matatu crews were 
required to wear uniforms and the driv-
ers, especially, had to display proper iden-
tification documents in their vehicles.

The sector reacted by calling a strike 
that paralysed the entire public transport 
system. But Michuki had the President’s 
backing and ordered the matatu owners 
who did not wish to comply with the new 
rules to simply remove their vehicles 
from the road.

“Some of the matatu owners were 

expecting that I would soften,” Michuki 
told a news conference when the strike 
collapsed. “We have been enslaved by 
these matatus. We want to get out of this, 
and we must get out once and for all.”

Michuki also maintained that those 
who failed to fit their vehicles with speed 
regulators would have their licences with-
drawn. The Matatu Owners Association 
went to court, and lost, as the return of 

discipline to the sector became one of 
the hallmarks of Kibaki’s legacy.

With the 1990s clamour for multi-party 
politics, the one-time MP for Kangema 
Constituency in Murang’a (1983 to 
1988) threw his weight behind Kenneth 
Matiba, the FORD-Asili party’s founder 
and presidential candidate. It was a deli-
cate relationship since Kangema bor-
dered Matiba’s Kiharu Constituency and 

Kibaki’s home village of Othaya in Nyeri. 
By then Kibaki had founded another 
Opposition outfit, the Democratic Party.

But this did not damage his relation-
ship with Kibaki. Interestingly, even after 
Matiba’s FORD-Asili broke up and he 
boycotted the 1997 elections, Michuki 
did not join Kibaki’s DP but instead 
decamped to FORD-People, a splinter 
group of FORD-Asili. It was not until 
2002 that he joined the National Rainbow 
Coalition (NARC) and became part of the 
team that removed the Kenya African 
National Union (KANU) party from power. 

After two years of a colourful perfor-
mance at the Ministry of Transport, 
Michuki was appointed the Minister of 
State for Provincial Administration and 
Internal Security, swapping positions with 
Chris Murungaru. He worked with Mirugi 
Kariuki as his Assistant Minister and 
Cyrus Gituai as the Permanent Secretary 
at a time when organised criminal gangs 
reigned in urban centres. It was time for 
Michuki to run the likes of Mungiki out 
of town.

He clashed with Chief Justice Evan 
Gicheru when he accused the Judiciary of 
frustrating efforts to tame crime. While 
Gicheru said it was not the Judiciary’s role 
to investigate and prosecute suspects, 
Michuki said the courts were supposed 
to send a message that crime does not pay 
but instead they were releasing suspects. 

A man known for speaking his mind, 
Michuki declared total war on Mungiki 
and warned them to either stop their 
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activities or face the full weight of the 
government. “Tutawanyorosha... Nyinyi 
mtakuwa mkisikia mazishi ya fulani ni 
ya kesho (We will deal with you... You will 
only be hearing about your colleagues’ 
funerals),” he was quoted as saying.

His statement did not go down well 
with human rights activists, who 
accused him of promoting an extra-
judicial killing culture. He also came 
under the spotlight when he came out in 
support of a police raid on the Standard 
Group, which suffered losses when the 
media house’s TV station and printing 
press were temporarily shut down. The 
next day, Michuki said the raid was a 
State security matter: “If you rattle a 
snake, you must expect to get bitten!” he 
told the press, sparking another uproar.

Michuki was the man at the helm in 
the run-up to the 2007 General Election 
that erupted in bloody violence across 
the country. At one point he even ordered 
a ban on live television broadcasts of the 
chaos that followed the announcing 
of the presidential results; he believed 
the footage would do the country more 
harm than good.

Following that election, on 8 January 
2008, Michuki was appointed Minister 
for Roads and Public Works. He would 
however hold this brief for only a few 
months as negotiations on a power-
sharing structure of government com-
menced. When the coalition govern-
ment – that had Kibaki as President and 
Raila Odinga as Prime Minister – was put 

in place, he was appointed Minister for 
Environment and Mineral Resources.

One of the things he did in 
Environment was order all squatters 
in Mau Forest to leave. He countered 
criticism for his action from Rift Valley 
region MPs with: “As the Minister for 
Environment, I will have failed in my 
responsibility to ensure that the Mau 
is conserved. We should not allow our-
selves to play politics with an issue that 
is so internationally charged.” He added, 
“I would prefer that we lose out on poli-
tics because we will get an opportunity 
to recover it (referring to the forest). But 
as we lose Mau, we should know that it 
will be gone forever.”

He also set out to save Nairobi River 
from pollution and was honoured 
with a United Nations Environment 
Programme award for his efforts. He also 
created a park that had previously been 
known as a base for criminal activities 
in the capital city. The park was named 
Michuki Park in his honour. 

Michuki also set about restoring the 
country’s water towers in the Aberdares 
and Mt. Kenya, and stopped encroach-
ment by loggers. However, his determi-
nation to tackle the country’s environ-
mental issues was slowed down by ill 
health. On 21 February 2012, at the age of 
79, Michuki passed on at the Aga Khan 
Hospital in Nairobi. There was an out-
pouring of praise from those who knew 
him. President Kibaki described him as 
a “dear friend, colleague and patriot”.
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Aside from politics and public service, Michuki was 
also an astute businessman and community organiser. 
In the 1960s he had rallied Kangema residents to form 
a land-buying company called Kangema Farmlands. In 
later years, inspired by the Gleneagles Golf Club in the 
United States of America, he decided to turn part of his 
coffee farm in Kiambu District into a golf and country 
club. The Windsor Golf and Country Club was born out 

of a passion to offer world-class golf in Africa.
Michuki brought in Jim Archer, a graduate of the 

Oxford School of Architecture, and Tom Macauley, a 
renowned golf architect at the time, to lead the design 
team. That was typical of how this no-nonsense public 
servant approached all issues – with perfection and as 
a visionary.
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MUNYES
J O H N

At the end of Mwai Kibaki’s second term as President, 
Kenyans were still conflicted about how to characterise the 
man who had steered the country to unprecedented levels of 
economic growth over a 10-year period.

The Soft 
Spoken 

Manager
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As Head of State, his persona was 
the opposite of that of most 
of the people who helped him 
ascend to power. When the 

politics of the day demanded one shouts 
out loud, Kibaki whispered. When they 
demanded abrasion, Kibaki applied a soft 
touch. And when the times settled for 
political horse-trading in settling on min-
isters, Kibaki not only honoured agree-
ments but went a step further to choose 
the most qualified individuals from the 
names given to him.

Very few individuals in his Cabinet fell 
short of this general characterisation. John 
Kiyong’a Munyes, who served in various 
ministries in Kibaki’s government, fell 
well within the shadow that the President 
himself cast. 

Munyes is similarly soft spoken. And 
like the President, is also known to let the 
work of his hands do the talking. Rarely 
would he come out to defend himself or 
add voice into the fires of political debate 
unrelated to what he was entrusted to do. 

Just like Kibaki would never boast of his 
achievements while president, Munyes 
too would never openly speak about his 
accomplishments either as Minister or as 
a veteran politician. Yet both men, in their 
own right were near peerless in their cir-
cles. They preferred to keep away from the 
spotlight and get on with the work at hand.

Munyes, a gentle giant with chubby 
cheeks and deceivingly boyish looks, is 
naturally self-effacing which might point 
to the humble beginning of his life. He was 

born in Lokichar, Turkana North.
All through his childhood, Turkana was 

talked about by the rest of the country as 
a near-mythical place somewhere within 
the borders of the country. At the time, 
Turkana was almost a bad cliché to anyone 
who had never ventured to Kenya’s food 
basket of Kitale, past the hills of Kapenguria 
and onwards to Turkana, one of the most 
magical places in the country.

To Munyes, Turkana not only repre-
sented the cradle of mankind, but its vast-
ness painted a picture of the possibilities 
that life could offer for a young child with 
ambitions to go further than most.

There were not many options in educa-
tion for a young Munyes. When the time 
came for children to stop tending their 
father’s goats and start formal education, 
the choice of primary schools was limited.

One of the available choices was 
Lokitaung Primary School where Munyes 
started his elementary education. 
Transitioning from primary to second-
ary school was not an easy choice to make. 
Having completed his primary education, 
Munyes was already one among the very 
few native sons and daughters who made 
this journey and choosing to go to high 
school could certainly mean crossing the 
Rubicon for him.

Primary education hadn’t done enough 
to quench his thirst for knowledge, and 
he proceeded to Lodwar High School for 
secondary education. It is here that his 
true sense of purpose was born and after 
the final examinations there was no debate 

J O H N  M U N Y E S

Commission of Kenya created Turkana 
North Constituency.

At the time, the call to service had out-
grown the confined spaces of the aid sector, 
so he chose to cross over to public service 
and make a stab at being the first Member 
of Parliament (MP) for the newly created 
constituency. While he was doing this, the 
man who would later appoint him to the 
Cabinet was making a second attempt at 
the Presidency.

Elective politics proved to be a different 
ball game from the life he had enjoyed as a 
high-flying employee within the aid sector. 
He learnt quickly that although PowerPoint 
presentations were good and boardroom 
strategies seemed invincible, nothing 
would get him ahead of the campaigns 
like old school door-to-door campaigning.

Those who have worked with him or 
against him say that one of Munyes’s key 
strengths is his ability to connect with 
people and prioritise their needs. In that 
election, Munyes won against a handful of 
other candidates. His future boss, vied for 
the Presidency on a Democratic Party (DP) 
ticket during that same year and lost. The 
two men would, however, find their fates 
interlocked five years later.

In the years that followed his election, 
Munyes proved to be an asset to the Forum 
for the Restoration of Democracy-Kenya 
(FORD-Kenya), rising to become the party’s 
chairman in a few years. In 2002, Munyes 
defended his seat, again on a FORD-Kenya 
ticket, and recaptured it amid stiff com-
petition.

in his mind about what he wanted to do.
“I knew very early on that I was meant 

to serve the people,” he said during the 
vetting of nominated Cabinet secretaries 
at parliament in 2018. The committee was 
looking into his suitability to serve as a 
Cabinet Secretary. 

“So I went straight into charity work,” he 
said of his time after high school.

His journey in charity broadened his 
horizons and enriched his experiences. 
As a young man, Munyes worked for 
several non-governmental organisa-
tions at this time, including the United 
Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation (UNESCO), Oxfam and 
Practical Action, and for the Catholic 
Church.

Like many professionals of his genera-
tion who had now travelled the world and 
seen functional systems, he was bitten 
by the bug of change. The only thing 
that could ease the itch from this was 
elective politics and in 1997, the Electoral 

I knew very early 
on that I was 
meant to serve 
the people. So I 
went straight into 
charity work.”
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At the time, there was a shift in national 
politics as well. The country was going 
through a revitalised season and Kibaki, 
was in a now or never run at the Presidency. 
Kibaki and many of his supporters believed 
he would be third time lucky.

Unseating the ruling party, however, 
was not going to be an easy task. In 2002 
President Daniel arap Moi was celebrat-
ing 24 years in power. His party, the Kenya 
African National Union (KANU) had been in 
power for much longer. No other political 
party had occupied the top seat. In fact, at 
some point in history, even imagining a 
KANU-free future would have been inter-

preted as high treason.
Beating KANU needed the support of the 

other opposition parties and for the first 
time in history, political leaders found a 
common purpose and coalesced around 
Kibaki. FORD-Kenya, led by Michael 
Kijana Wamalwa, who would become Vice 
President under Kibaki, agreed to be part 
of the National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) 
— a collage of opposition political parties.

Kibaki’s victory in the December 2002 
General Election meant that the trap-
pings of power had to be shared among 
the other political parties that supported 
his campaign for, were the Opposition to 

crumble and go it alone as they had done 
in the previous two elections, KANU and 
their candidate Uhuru Kenyatta, would 
surely have won.

On 3 January 2003 Kibaki named his 
22-member Cabinet, handing out the lion’s 
share of senior posts to his Opposition 
allies and defectors..

Still confined to a wheelchair, as he 
recuperated from a road accident that had 
occurred towards the tail-end the election 
campaign of 2002, Kibaki announced his 
new team at a news conference at State 
House in Kenya’s capital, Nairobi.

As widely predicted, Kibaki confirmed 

Wamalwa, a British-trained lawyer, as his 
Vice President. Wamalwa was a key player 
in NARC’s historic election victory, on 27 
December, over KANU, the legacy of out-
going President Moi and his hand-picked 
successor, Kenyatta.

More importantly though, was that 
Wamalwa was Munyes’ party leader at 
FORD-Kenya and soon his loyalty and 
determination to stick with the party was 
rewarded. He was named as Assistant 
Minister in the Ministry of Water and 
Irrigation, capping off a fine campaign in 
public service.

His constituents at the time thought 
this would cap his impressive rise to the 
top. But Munyes was only getting started. 
A Cabinet reshuffle resulted in him being 
appointed Minister in the Office of the 
President in charge of Special Programmes.

Munyes took up this position when 
Kenya was facing one of its worst climate 
crises — a prolonged drought that started 
in 2004 and stretched well into 2006. As 
Minister, he was responsible for making 
sure Kenyans emerge from the famine 
with as little damage as possible.

His longest stint, though, in the Kibaki 
Cabinet was as Labour Minister, a position 
he held for the 5 years that followed the 
formation of the Government of National 
Unity, as the coalition government was offi-
cially called. The contentious elections of 
2007 brought out another side of Munyes. 

In the run-up to the 2007 polls, FORD-
Kenya supported a Kibaki candidacy and 
later formed part of the coalition of par-
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ties that eventually made up the Party of 
National Unity (PNU). In the highly charged 
politics of the day, Munyes campaigned 
for his re-election and that of Kibaki but 
rarely antagonised the Opposition.

Although it seemed fashionable to mud-
sling or badmouth opponents, Munyes, 
just like Kibaki kept it civil and banked on 
his development record and connection 
with the people to carry the day. Both he 
and Kibaki were re-elected. Munyes, for 
his loyalty to the Presidency, was named 
Minister for Labour. He occupied the seat 
for the duration of Kibaki’s second term.

Even when things fell apart within the 
coalition government, Munyes kept his 
position.

The years that he has served as Minister 
have had a noticeable effect on his person-
ality. From a self-effacing individual, over 
the years Munyes has become comfortable 
enough to show outright ambition about 
wanting bigger and better things in life.

Unlike during Kibaki’s tenure, Munyes 
now freely expresses ambition for bigger 
office and he has learnt that it is not enough 
to let your work do the talking. Once in a 
while, as a politician, it is important to talk 
about yourself and if you don’t, opponents 
may just take your laid back attitude for a 
weakness and run you out of town.

He may have learnt the art of self-defence 
the hard way.

Being a leader from a frontier region, 
Munyes has always been involved in peace 
matters traversing three countries, Kenya, 
South Sudan and Ethiopia. In 2009 when 

he was busy dealing with labour unrest, 
something else was brewing.

Munyes, at the time was not only on his 
third term as MP, but had held several min-
isterial positions that enabled him pursue 
a childhood dream. Growing up as a young 
Turkana boy, he had always marvelled at 
the science — although back then it looked 
more like magic — that kept planes afloat.

His curiosity with airplanes had earlier 
led him to acquire a six seat Cessna Fixed 
Wing 6. But what he thought would bring 
the freedom offered by the open skies came 
with something else.

In 2009 a delegation of South Sudanese 
officials wrote to Kenya’s Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs accusing Munyes of spying. 
According to them, Munyes, who was 
involved in the South Sudan Peace negotia-
tions was acting as a double agent for the 
Khartoum government as the two nations 
discussed a cessation of hostilities.

They insisted that the Cessna plane was 
one of the payments Munyes received for 
his espionage for the north. So too were 
what they termed as ‘several expensive’ 
properties around the capital.

Munyes fiercely defended himself and 
vehemently denied the charges. He further 
clarified that he bought the plane using 
a loan from a local bank and termed the 
accusations as the “biggest lie about me 
as minister”.

The events surrounding the accusa-
tions of espionage forced Munyes out of 
his shell and he quickly shed his laidback 
demeanour. After all, an election was fast 

approaching and he needed to be more 
visible if he were to win the seat that most 
government officials who served in Kibaki’s 
last term were coveting — that of Governor.

Kibaki’s exit from government presented 
Munyes, and many other politicians who 
had served with Kenya’s third president, 
with a problem. While he was in govern-
ment, the political dynamics had shifted 
considerably. 

As a politician, he couldn’t ride on the 
achievement of a government on its way 
out. Secondly, the 2010 Constitution had 
brought with it uncharted waters. He had 
to choose between being a Minister or an 
elected politician; he couldn’t be both. And 
after serving as Cabinet Minister for many 
years, there was no way he would vie for MP 
again. In the 2013 elections he vied for the 
Turkana County Senate seat and won on a 
FORD-Kenya ticket, where he continued 
to serve until the 2017 General Election. 

In between the elections he was in the 
news again for something less scandalous 
than allegations of espionage. While on 
his way back from a peace building mis-
sion in Ethiopia in 2014, Munyes’ body-
guard accidentally shot him in the back 
while removing his pistol from the holster. 
Munyes was hurriedly evacuated to Lodwar 
District Hospital but was later on flown to 
the Nairobi Hospital where he remained 
for weeks.

When the 2017 elections came knocking, 
he was well recovered and ready for the 
bruising battle. In a season underpinned 
by defections, Munyes dumped the party 

that had built his political career for more 
than a decade. He decamped from FORD-
Kenya to the Jubilee Party with the hope 
of becoming Turkana’s Governor. 

He was beaten by Josphat Nanok who 
secured a second term as Governor. 
Munyes challenged Nanok’s election in 
court.

“The Turkana Elections were conducted 
in a shambolic manner. There was so 
much violence, corruption, bribery and 
intimidation,” he said at the time of filing 
his case in a Lodwar court. “I believe in the 
rule of law and we will fight corruption and 
witchcraft,” he said at the time.

He lost the case.
A year after the polls though, Munyes 

found himself back in Cabinet. This time 
as the Cabinet Secretary for Petroleum and 
Mining after successfully going through 
the nomination and vetting process.

When auditioning for his new job, he 
listed some of his key achievements that 
included midwifing of the 2002 Water Act 
that eventually resulted in President Kibaki 
being named the UNESCO Special Envoy 
for Water in Africa, getting Kenya a seat on 
the International Labour Organization’s 
Executive Council as well as moving the 
National Social Security Fund from a provi-
dent fund to a pension scheme.

“I am a reformer. I have introduced 
reform in all ministries I have worked 
in,” he said during his 2018 vetting for the 
Cabinet position.
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NYAGAH
J O S E P H

“Change is the law of life,” a wise man once said, and while 
‘constant change’ may be an oxymoron, it is also a stark reality 
as Joseph Nthiga Nyagah can confirm. For starters, Gachoka 
Constituency, which he once represented as MP when it 
was in Mbeere District, is now Mbeere South Constituency. 
And Mbeere District, which was split from Embu District in 
1996, ceased to exist in 2010 when it was merged into Embu 
County. In addition, the name Nyagah was once literally 
synonymous with the leadership of Gachoka for many years.

The 
Cooperatives 

Maestro 
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But things change.
Fortunately, Nyagah is not averse to 

change. Indeed, he is a man who has 
learned to change and adapt with the 
times.

Born in 1948, Nyagah is the firstborn 
son in a family that has always been in the 
limelight. His father, Jeremiah Nyagah, 
was a politician whose career began 
before Kenya’s independence, when he 
was elected to represent Embu, Mbeere, 
Kirinyaga and Nyeri districts on the pre-
independence Legislative Council (Legco) 
in 1958. Come independence, he served 
as MP for Gachoka for close to three dec-
ades until his retirement in 1992. During 
most of this time he was also a Cabinet 
Minister in key ministries, including 
Education, Information and Broadcasting, 
Agriculture, Environment and Health. 

Nyagah’s younger brother, Norman 
Nyagah, was once the MP for Gachoka 
before he moved to represent Kamukunji 
Constituency in Nairobi; he also served as 
Government Chief Whip. Another brother, 
Nahashon Nyagah, was once Governor 
of the Central Bank of Kenya. His sister, 
Mary Khimulu, was Kenya’s envoy to the 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and his 
niece, Annie Nyagah, was appointed Chief 
Administrative Secretary for Cooperatives 
in January 2020. 

Could Nyagah be described as a chip off 
the old block?

Undeniably, he bears an uncanny resem-
blance to his father. But the same cannot 

be said of their political careers, which are 
like two streams that for a time followed 
a similar path and then diverged sharply.

Like his father, Nyagah represented 
Gachoka, his birthplace, in Parliament; he 
held the seat for a decade after his brother 
Norman moved to Kamukunji. Nyagah 
first waded into politics as a member of 
the Kenya African National Union (KANU) 
party. His father had been a KANU man 
throughout his political career, retiring 
at the dawn of multiparty politics in the 
early 1990s. 

But Nyagah’s KANU stint expired with 
President Daniel arap Moi’s era, for by 
then he was Opposition-bound. Having 
read the writing on the wall, he boarded 
the National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) 

J O S E P H  N YA G A H

crucial. Kibaki was keen to achieve the 
Community’s integration, establishing the 
new ministry and serving a stint as chair-
man of the Heads of State Summit�the 
Community’s supreme decision-making 
organ.

During this time, the East African 
Passport was introduced to ease travel 
within the Community. In addition, 
investment opportunities in the region 
were expanded, propelling Kenya to 
become the second largest investor in 
Tanzania. Indeed even in retirement, 
Kibaki has continued to champion the 
Community’s integration. Speaking at a 
public lecture at Makerere University in 
Uganda in February 2015, he proposed 
that courses on East Africa Studies be 
introduced in universities in the region. 

Nyagah, who would become the national 
coordinator for the Northern Corridor 
Integration Project years later, stood to 
gain valuable experience in this ministry.

But it was in the Ministry of Cooperative 
Development – where he was appointed 
Minister in Kibaki’s second term – that 
he really found his milieu. Together with 
Assistant Minister Linah Jebii Kilimo and 
Permanent Secretary Patrick Khaemba, he 
got down to work. After his high school 
education at Alliance High School, Nyagah 
had studied economics and political sci-
ence at the University of Nairobi and also 
had a Master of Business Administration 
degree in Finance and Management from 
Northwestern University in Illinois, USA. 
This, coupled with experience he had 

ship and sailed to victory in 2002, the 
year when KANU’s almost 40-year grip 
on power was broken.

It was then that he first became an 
Assistant Minister in the brand new 
Ministry of East African Community, 
becoming part of a team with John Koech 
as Minister and Peter ole Nkuraiyia as 
Permanent Secretary. The Treaty for 
the Establishment of the East African 
Community had been signed in Arusha, 
Tanzania, at the end of 1999 and come 
into force in 2000; this was 23 years after 
the previous Community had collapsed.

In his first term, President Mwai Kibaki 
had inherited the East Africa Community 
mantle and run with it, so putting together 
a competent team to drive this agenda was 
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gained managing Kenya Airways, pre-
pared him for the assignment. Besides 
his Cabinet posting, Nyagah chaired the 
Inter-Ministerial Committee of African 
Co-operative Ministers. 

In Kenya, the first School of Cooperation 
was started in 1952 at the Jean School (now 
Kenya School of Government). It grew into 
a college in 1967, over time becoming an 
important training ground for personnel 
from co-operative societies and unions as 
well as middle-cadre government officers 
involved in the activities of the coopera-
tive movement on behalf of the Ministry 
of Cooperative Development. 

By 2005, the college was offering under-
graduate degrees in cooperative busi-
ness, in collaboration with Jomo Kenyatta 
University of Agriculture and Technology. 
In 2016 it became a fully-fledged univer-
sity – Co-operative University of Kenya, 
where Nyagah was chancellor from 2016 
to 2017.

With unprecedented economic growth 
and infrastructure development taking 
place during Kibaki’s tenure, it was an 
exciting time to be in charge of coop-
erative development. The sector flour-
ished and in 2008, additional legisla-
tion was passed to strengthen and guide 
this growth. The Cooperative Bank went 
public and was listed on the Nairobi Stock 
Exchange in December 2008. The Savings 
and Credit Cooperative Organisation 
(SACCO) movement in Kenya grew in 
leaps and bounds into one of the largest 
in Africa, with the total membership in 

the country peaking at 10.1 million in 2010.
The Kenya Union of Savings and Credit 

Cooperatives (KUSCCO), the umbrella 
body for SACCOs, thrived, and the 
Cooperative Alliance of Kenya, a lobby 
and advocacy organisation for the coop-
erative movement, was formed, as was 
the SACCO Societies Regulatory Authority 
(SASRA), the body charged with regulat-
ing deposit taking SACCOs in Kenya. In 
addition, new SACCOs such as the Kenya 
USA Diaspora SACCO and various youth 
cooperatives were registered. It was also 
during Nyagah’s tenure that matatus were 
required by law to organise themselves 
into SACCOs to bring order to their sector.

That Nyagah was genuinely passion-
ate about the cooperative movement is 
evident in his book, An African Minister’s 
Lessons for Co-operatives, in which he 
highlighted challenges and issues faced 
by the movement in Kenya during his 
time at the ministry’s helm.

He wrote about his struggle to save 
the Kenya Planter’s Cooperative Union 

(KPCU) through the receivership process 
when one bank and the union’s board 
members did not seem keen to act in the 
farmers’ best interests. The union had 
fallen on hard times in the 1990s, after 
the liberalisation of the coffee industry, 
when many members left the cooperative 
for greener pastures. In a last-ditch effort, 
a special general meeting was called and 
the farmers authorised the new team to 
do whatever was necessary to save the 
cooperative. Nyagah’s term ended before 
the issue was resolved; meanwhile KPCU 
continued to struggle and was eventually 
taken over by the State and rebranded as 
New KPCU in 2019.

The former Minister still has a deep 
concern for farmers and is disappointed 
by the decline of coffee farming in Kenya. 
In an article he wrote for The Standard 
newspaper in March 2020 titled Somebody 
do something, we are producing less 
coffee than we did in 1963, he recalled that 
coffee was once the number one foreign 
exchange earner for Kenya, which was the 

leading coffee producer and exporter in 
the region. He wrote that “last year (2019), 
we produced less coffee than we did in 
1963, at independence. In the eighties, the 
country reached an annual production of 
about 140,000 tons. Today, we are below 
40,000 tons. What a shame for a country 
with so much potential to produce more!” 

He blamed poorly introduced liber-
alisation of the sector, which destroyed 
cooperative institutions such as KPCU.

In his book, Nyagah also wrote about 
his attempts to organise sugar farmers, 
with the help of their local leaders, to buy 
a large stake in five sugar mills – Sony, 
Chemelil, Nzoia, Muhoroni and Miwani 
– during the privatisation process. 

“I was terribly disappointed that despite 
my efforts, only some MPs from these two 
regions showed support. Very few turned 
up for meetings that we would hold with 
farmers,” he said.  

And things continue to change – the 
Ministry of Cooperatives is no longer an 
entity on its own but a department under 
the Ministry of Industrialisation.

Nyagah retired from public life in April 
2013. A few months later, President Uhuru 
Kenyatta appointed him as an adviser on 
the National Coordinator for the Northern 
Corridor Integration Projects. His days in 
the Ministry of East African Community 
under Kibaki would stand him in good 
stead here.

But he was not done with politics yet. 
In 2017 he threw his hat in the ring for the 
presidential race, perhaps confirming 

Mr. Speaker (Francis ole Kaparo), I 
should be referred to as Nyagah, and 
that other honourable member on the 
other side as Joe because the voters 
will get confused and assume that I am 
the one supporting bad government 
policies.”
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that once bitten by the political bug, the 
infection lasts a lifetime. 

Interestingly, despite his father’s active 
involvement in politics, Nyagah’s own 
foray into the political arena did not 
follow an obvious path. He was a dip-
lomat for four years, as Kenya’s ambas-
sador to the European Union, Belgium 
and Luxembourg, and also worked as 
CEO of Kenya Airways for another four 
years. Nyagah said it was President Moi, 
a long-time friend and colleague of his 
father’s, who encouraged him to move 
to the public sector. 

So in 1997, he ran for the Gachoka seat, 
and won. His brother Norman, who was 
the outgoing Gachoka MP, opted to contest 
the Kamukunji seat rather than compete 
against his brother. With both brothers in 
Parliament, Nyagah on a KANU ticket and 
Norman as a member of the Democratic 
Party, sibling rivalry reared its head. From 
different sides of the floor, they wrangled 
over the use of the family name.

“Mr. Speaker (Francis ole Kaparo), I 
should be referred to as Nyagah, and that 
other honourable member on the other 
side as Joe because the voters will get 
confused and assume that I am the one 
supporting bad government policies,” 
Norman asserted.

“If the Standing Orders permitted it, we 
should have referred to the honourable 
gentleman on the other side as the Junior 
Nyagah,” Joseph retorted. 

“You are putting me in an awkward 
position to arbitrate between the Nyagah 

siblings,” Kaparo reproached. “For the 
avoidance of doubt I will refer to the one 
on the government side as the ‘Nyagah to 
my right’ and the one on the other side 
as the ‘Nyagah on my left.’ Since I have 
only one right and one left there should 
be no doubt as to which Nyagah I am 
referring to.”

And so the brothers managed to repre-
sent their respective constituencies on 
different sides of the same House.

After another victory in Gachoka in 2002, 
Nyagah lost the seat in 2007 to Mutava 

Musyimi of the Party of National Unity. 
Nyagah had decamped to NARC in 2002, 
then to the Orange Democratic Movement 
(ODM) as a founder and member of the 
‘Pentagon’ – the party’s decision-making 
organ – alongside Raila Odinga, William 
Ruto, Musalia Mudavadi and Najib Balala. 
Having suffered a loss at the ballot box, 
Nyagah was nominated to Parliament 
by ODM in the coalition government 
of Kibaki and Odinga (who was Prime 
Minister), and appointed Minister for 
Cooperative Development.

J O S E P H  N YA G A H

He made his 2017 stab at the presidency 
as an independent candidate. Among his 
campaign promises, he said he would 
bring an end to what he termed “irre-
sponsible and reckless borrowing that 
is crippling our economic growth”. He 
also promised to prioritise education by 
setting high standards for schools and 
providing the resources necessary for 
success, as well as restore the dignity 
of teachers. He declared his dream for 
the youths of Kenya – that each one 
would receive skills training that would 
lead to jobs or self-employment. He also 
emphasised the importance of coopera-
tive action in helping people achieve what 
they could not as individuals, leaning on 
the experience he had gained during his 
time in the Cabinet.

When the presidential election results 
were announced, Nyagah was a distant 
third in the first tally. He lost again in 
the repeat election, but importantly, he 
pointed out that the repeat vote should 
have included all eight candidates, not 
just the top two, since all eight had been 
victims of the unacceptable transmission 
of election results that led to the dispute 
and repeat election.

Joseph Nyagah, one of the few delight-
fully and genuinely charming politicians 
Kenya has ever known, died at the Nairobi 
Hospital on December 11, 2020 at the age of 
72. Among his last wishes before he died, 
according to his brother Norman, was 
that his body not be viewed before burial. 
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MUSYOKA
K A L O N Z O

Kenya’s darkest hour descended swiftly on the four corners 
of the Republic. What began as a protest vote on 30 
December 2007, had morphed into one of the deadliest and 
most frightening chapters of the country’s history.

Kibaki’s Term 
Two Assignee 
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On the eve of New Year, 2008, 
at a church in the Rift Valley 
town of Eldoret, marauding 
youths besieged the Kenya 

Assemblies of God Church at Kiambaa. 
They killed 35 men, women and children 
that had sought refuge in the House of 
God. Pastor Stephen Mburu, who wit-
nessed and survived the attack, described 
to the media the terrifying scenes. 

The Saturday Nation of 1 March 2008, 
captured the pastor’s description of the 
assailants spearing victims that tried to 
flee the blaze. Others were flung back into 
the embers. He retold how he pleaded 
with the attackers who struck him several 
times, pushing him into the inferno. He 
had no recollection of how he escaped, 
but he lost eight teeth. 

As soon as Mwai Kibaki was declared 
the winner in the 2007 General Election, 
violence broke out in the Rift Valley, 
spewing into the western Kenya, Lake 
Victoria and coastal regions. What fol-
lowed was mayhem. It manifested in 
systematic killings, rapes, arson attacks, 
looting and the destruction of property. 

At that point, Kibaki reached out to 
Stephen Kalonzo Musyoka. 

It took the former United Nations 
Secretary General, Kofi Annan, to broker 
a deal that established a coalition called 
the Government of National Unity.

In his memoirs, Seasons of Hope, the 
former Kitui Senator and Kalonzo con-
fidant, David Musila, reckons that as the 
violence escalated, wisdom persuaded 

them to join the Kibaki side to help stabi-
lise the country. Soon a working formula 
of a partnership between Kibaki’s Party 
of National Unity (PNU) and Kalonzo’s 
Orange Democratic Movement-Kenya 
(ODM-K) was drafted. Kalonzo and his 
party joined government and he was 
immediately appointed Vice President. 

On Thursday 28 February 2008 Kibaki 
and Raila Odinga, signed a pact at 
Nairobi’s Harambee House at a ceremony 
witnessed by, among others, Kofi Annan, 
Tanzania President Jakaya Kikwete and 
former Tanzania President William 
Benjamin Mkapa. The two Kenyan lead-
ers agreed to lay aside their adversarial 
stance, promising to restore peace in 
Kenya and stability in the region. 

Kalonzo took the moral high ground 
even as he was castigated for joining 
Kibaki. Indeed, some of his critics called 
him a traitor. Others called him selfish 
while others even claimed that he was 
a political project of Kibaki and former 
President Daniel arap Moi. 

The day he was appointed Kenya’s 10th 
Vice President, Tuesday 8 January 2008, 
remains unforgettable. However, he said 
of that action that earned him enemies 
and friends in equal number: “I do not 
regret my decision then, just as I do not 
regret my decision to re-join Raila under 
the Coalition for Reforms and Democracy 
(CORD), in the 2013 elections, and under 
NASA in 2017. In 2008, I played the crucial 
role of peacemaker. Kenya might have 
slid further into anarchy had I joined 

K A L O N Z O  M U S YO K A

ODM.”
Another compelling reason for joining 

Kibaki, was to save the lives of hundreds 
of Kikuyu families in his Ukambani, 
homeland. With the violence taking on 
an ugly ethnic angle, he sensed that he 
would have endangered their lives had 
he joined forces with ODM. 

In 2003 Kibaki as took over the instru-
ments of power, he promised to deliver a 
new Constitution. Moi had presided over 
a vibrant process at the Bomas of Kenya 
where Kenyans from all walks of life had 
reviewed the Constitution of Kenya. A 
small clique of politicians from Central 
Province coalesced around President 
Kibaki, excluding Odinga and Kalonzo 
from Kibaki’s affairs. 

Despite the diminishing of a cordial 
relationship between Kibaki and Kalonzo, 
the Vice President enjoyed his stint as 
Foreign Affairs Minister under Kibaki’s 
first term. He was doing what he loved 
most, banking on years of experience 
and travel that had transformed him 
into a skilled diplomat, negotiator and 
mediator. 

Kibaki tasked him with the duty of 
uniting the people of South Sudan 
and Somalia respectively. The Sudan 
People’s Liberation Army (SPLA) in South 
Sudan had waged a fierce war against the 
Muslim north whose leadership was keen 
to forcibly impose Islamic Sharia law in 
the mainly Christian and animist south. 
Millions had died after years of a bloody 
war led by John DeMabior Garang in the 
south against the Khartoum government.

Kalonzo had sharpened his skills from 
the time he was first appointed Foreign 
Affairs Minister after the 1992 General 
Election during Moi’s tenure. He began 
chairing peace negotiations through 
the Intergovernmental Authority on 
Development (IGAD). After the 2002 
elections Kalonzo went back to familiar 
territory in the Foreign Affairs Ministry. 
Once again, he took over the peace pro-
cess that had been expertly led by General 
Lazarus Sumbeiywo.

Kalonzo believes that the break-
through in the Sudanese peace process 
arrived when Kibaki dispatched him 
to President Bashir in Khartoum and 
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, with 

Some of his critics 
called him a 
traitor. Others 
called him selfish 
while others even 
claimed that he 
was a political 
project of Kibaki 
and former 
President Daniel 
arap Moi
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goodwill messages. Kalonzo briefed both 
presidents on the peace process. Due 
to the importance of River Nile to their 
country’s livelihood, Egyptians had 
become key players in the negotiations. 

“I got a call from Sumbeiywo soon after 
arriving in Cairo. He told me that the 
Sudanese talks at Mt. Kenya Safari Club 
were stuck and we needed to bring both 
Vice President Taha and John Garang on 
board,” recalls Kalonzo with a smile 

While the tension-packed talks were 
taking place, Kenya was mourning 
the death of Vice President Michael 
Wamalwa. “I assured Bashir that I was 
willing to put my career and reputation 
on the line by taking the risk of bringing 
Garang and Taha together at the peace 
table. I told him, ‘Mr. President, in the 
event that John refuses to meet Taha, 
Kenya is mourning the passing on of our 
vice president. May I humbly suggest 
that your vice president attends the State 
funeral? In the event that John refuses 
to see him, he will at least represent you 
at the funeral’.” Taha flew to Kenya and 
drove straight to Wamalwa’s home in 
Runda, Nairobi. 

The parties waited for Garang who 
eventually arrived after two days. The 
talks were back on track. By bringing 
Garang and Taha to the negotiating table, 
Kalonzo had given the Sudanese peace 
process a major dose of confidence and 
a chance at survival. 

The Secretary General of the United 
Nations, Kofi Annan, wrote to Kibaki 

requesting that given the advanced stage 
in the Sudanese talks, that Kalonzo be 
given the chance to complete the pro-
cess. Kalonzo received a letter asking 
him to continue, however, a month later 
he received yet another letter asking 
him to hand over to John Koech. He was 
devastated.

Kalonzo’s dream was, however, realised 
with the eventual birth of South Sudan as 
a new nation following the referendum 
in early 2011 on its marriage to the north. 
He was delighted to see the peace efforts 
bearing fruit. Then in July 2019, President 
Uhuru Kenyatta appointed Kalonzo as a 
Special Envoy to the Republic of South 
Sudan. 

To date, Kalonzo has no idea why 
Kibaki moved him to the Ministry of 
Environment and Natural Resources in 
2004, but the appointment came with 
many blessings. He took up his new job 
with enthusiasm. He was soon travers-
ing the country, planting trees; fighting 
environmental pollution; and educating 
Kenyans on the impact of bad environ-
mental practices. 

Kalonzo acknowledges that the 
Environment docket tested his ego, 
humility and diplomacy to the limits: 
“I was given a deputy who was more 
qualified in environmental and develop-
ment issues than I will ever be,” he recalls. 
“Indeed, she should have been my boss.” 
In her own right, Nobel Laureate Wangari 
Maathai was a highly acclaimed global 
citizen, whom Kalonzo accompanied 

K A L O N Z O  M U S YO K A

to Oslo, Norway, to receive the Nobel 
Peace Prize.

He learnt a lot from his interactions 
with Maathai and his work in the Ministry. 
He put all this to work by overseeing the 
transformation of his home in Karen and 
in Yatta by planting plenty of indigenous 
trees. 

The year 2005 was politically a volatile 
one. This is the year Kenyans rejected a 
draft Constitution that the government 
supported. For decades, Kenyans had 
fought for and agitated for constitutional 
changes that would offer them an assur-
ance of their basic and human rights 
while taming the powers of the Executive. 
Ever since the era of President Jomo 
Kenyatta, through to Moi, the Presidency 
had become extremely powerful and 
prone to abuse. 

Kenyans in their thousands met for 
months at the Bomas of Kenya under 
the Constitutional of Kenya Review 
Commission (CKRC), to deliberate on 
the Constitution they wanted. 

The Bomas Draft Constitution was 
born with a draft proposal for a less 
powerful President. It proposed that 
there be a Deputy President who would 
be the President’s running mate during 
elections. The Bomas draft allowed for 
the establishment of the office of the 
Prime Minister (PM) with executive 
authority. The PM would be the Head of 
Government and Leader of Government 
Business in Parliament. The President 
would appoint the PM from the major-

I got a call from 
Sumbeiywo soon 
after arriving 
in Cairo. He 
told me that the 
Sudanese talks at 
Mt. Kenya Safari 
Club were stuck 
and we needed to 
bring both Vice 
President Taha 
and John Garang 
on board.”
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ity party or parties which formed the 
government.

The Kibaki administration suddenly 
withdrew from the Bomas conference 
and later, through the then Attorney 
General (AG) Amos Wako, came up with 
a draft Constitution that came to be 
known as the Wako draft. The Wako 
draft differed greatly from the Bomas 
one, especially on the Presidency. It 
retained an executive President enjoy-
ing all authority as provided for in the 
Constitution at the time. 

The Wako draft provided for a non-
executive PM, who would be appointed 
and fired by the President. The Prime 
Minister’s main function would be 
Leader of Government Business in 
Parliament and would be assisted by two 
deputy premiers, also appointed by the 
President. The PM could be appointed 
from among Members of Parliament 
(MPs) of a party or parties on the govern-
ment side, and not necessarily from the 
party with the majority in Parliament. 
The Wako draft proposed a two-tier 
system of government where there would 
be a central government and a devolved 
one at the district level.

A new Bill was drafted by the AG and a 
team of lawyers. Wako unveiled the draft 
on 24 August 2005 to be subjected to a 
referendum.

The Christian religious leaders were 
opposed to the inclusion of religious 
courts in the new Constitution, arguing 
that Kenya was a secular state and as 

such should not have religious courts 
entrenched in its Constitution. 

Kalonzo linked up with KANU’s Uhuru 
Kenyatta, Odinga and a host of other 
MPs in opposing the new Constitution. 

On 27 August, the Liberal Democratic 
Party (LDP) and KANU announced that 
they would jointly campaign against the 
proposed Constitution. The parties said 
that they could not break pledges made 

to the electorate during the 2002 General 
Election. Meanwhile, Kalonzo and his 
Cabinet colleagues Odinga, Anyang’ 
Nyong’o, Najib Balala and Ochillo Ayacko 
issued a press statement declaring their 
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opposition to the draft Constitution. 
The Electoral Commission of Kenya 

(ECK), picked 21 November 2005 as the 
day of the referendum. It also released 
the symbols that would stand for ‘yes’ and 
‘no’ on the ballot papers, a banana and 
an orange respectively. On 8 September, 
the ‘no’ camp officially launched its cam-
paign. They cautioned Kibaki that he 
was endangering the survival of his 
government by supporting the new 
Constitution. Kalonzo dared him to 
sack the five ‘rebel’ ministers who had 
opposed the proposed Constitution. 

On 21 November, millions of Kenyans 
voted in the referendum, and on 23 
November, it was apparent that the 
‘no’ team had won. The proposed new 
Constitution was rejected. The tally stood 
at 3,548,477 Kenyans (57% of the entire 
vote) who voted no, against 2,532,918 
Kenyans (43% of the total vote) that 
polled yes. 

On 24 November, Kalonzo, Odinga, 
Balala, Nyong’o, and Ayacko were fired 
from the Cabinet, and Kalonzo suddenly 
found himself in unfamiliar territory on 
the back bench.

Kalonzo argues that unlike Moi, 
President Kibaki was difficult to under-
stand and even more difficult to predict. 
He kept to himself and only allowed 
very few people into his inner sanctum 
to share his thoughts. He posits that, 
had the wrangles that put the LDP–NAK 
marriage asunder and had the missteps 
that followed thereafter not occurred, 

perhaps Kibaki would have become the 
greatest President Kenya ever had.

The Vice President’s office was the big-
gest and most influential that Kalonzo 
has ever held. However, occupying the 
office was not a walk in the park. The 
position came with the Home Affairs 
docket which is responsible for the Kenya 
Prisons Services. Kalonzo had to continue 
with the prison reforms that Moody 
Awori initiated when he was Kibaki’s 
Vice President between 2003 and 2007. 

Kalonzo said that as Kibaki’s deputy, 
he was kept very busy with local and 
international assignments. “But I must 
say he was very good at delegation. As his 
VP, Kibaki gave me a lot of assignments 
to carry out on his behalf but I noted that 
he personally handled all the major ones 
himself. He also gave me a relatively free 
hand to operate and I would hold sessions 
with him once a week.”

Kalonzo and his PS Ludeki Chweya, 
worked hard on their Prisons and Betting 
Control docket. Although his office 
should have been in charge of cohesion 
and reconciliation, he never got the 
portfolio.

Due to Kibaki’s nature, many would 
approach Kalonzo to speak on their 
behalf whenever they had issues that 
required the President’s ear. 

There were also occasions when he 
would make certain pleas: “During one 
formal Cabinet meeting I requested 
Kibaki to forgive 4,000 prisoners on death 
row. I do not believe in the death penalty. 

I convinced Kibaki to remit the 4,000 to 
life imprisonment,” Kalonzo said.

Whereas President Moi regularly called 
his ministers, Kibaki never once called 
Kalonzo for the entire period served as 
his principal assistant. Kalonzo says he 
would occasionally call Kibaki on the 
hotline. 

During their last days in office, Kalonzo 
wanted to see him on a matter he con-
sidered critical. The Truth Justice and 
Reconciliation Commission under 
Bethwel Kiplagat, had released a report 
which wrongly mentioned Kalonzo 
adversely. He desperately wanted to 
talk to the President about it but never 
got the chance. Kalonzo wondered how 
the report with such glaring factual gaps 
could have been allowed to pass. 

Kalonzo took a long and silent pause 
when what he calls his most misunder-
stood assignment, the ICC (International 
Criminal Court) shuttle diplomacy, was 
brought up during the interview for 
this article. The assignment earned him 
numerous friends and plenty of foes. 

“I have gone on the record several time 
defending my much-maligned efforts to 
have Kenyan cases at the ICC deferred. 
My efforts were aimed at safeguarding 
Kenya’s sovereignty while allowing for 
thorough investigations to ensure that 
even suspects not included in the list 
prepared by Justice Phillip Waki and 
handed to the ICC were brought to jus-
tice,” he said.

He added that his efforts were never 

K A L O N Z O  M U S YO K A

meant to save the ‘Ocampo Six’ (Kenyatta, 
William Ruto, Joshua arap Sang, Hussein 
Ali, Francis Muthaura and Henry Kosgey); 
neither were they meant to win him 
political glory. 

He was accused of ignoring the plight 
of post-election victims who lost their 
loved ones and property. It was also 
said that he eagerly took on the deferral 
mission in the hope of being endorsed 
as Kibaki’s successor. However, he pos-
tulates that Kibaki’s endorsement of his 
candidature, if it ever came, would have 
been a matter of agreement following 
the support he gave him in 2008. The 
ICC assignment was part of his duty to 
assist the President. He traversed the 
world, and especially Africa, to convince 
leaders to push for an African Union (AU) 
joint resolution requesting deferral of 
the Kenya cases at the ICC. The Kibaki 
government declared his mission a suc-
cess as the AU later resolved to support 
Kenya’s request for a 12-month deferral 
to allow the country to finalise reforms 
and initiate local trials.

Opposition grew against his flurry of 
diplomatic activity. Some objected to 
public funds being spent in a quest to 
protect ‘six individuals facing private 
prosecution’. 

Kalonzo reflectively looks at his tour 
of duty in the Kibaki administration: 
“My time as Kibaki’s principal assistance 
came with many memorable lessons, 
some of which changed my perspective 
of politics and art of governance for ever.”
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KATUKU
J O H N  M U T U A

Strategist 
at the Right 
Place at the 
Right Time
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As it turned out, Katuku was 
a beneficiary of a rebellion 
within the National Rainbow 
Coalition (NARC) that had 

swept into power in 2002 with Kibaki as 
the presidential flag bearer. After form-
ing his first Cabinet, President Kibaki’s 
government set about backing a refer-
endum on changing the Constitution of 
Kenya. However, a disgruntled group of 
politicians coalescing around Raila Odinga, 
whose Liberal Democratic Party was part of 
NARC, joined Opposition legislators from 
the Kenya African National Union (KANU) 
party to defeat the vote. In response, Kibaki 
disbanded the Cabinet.

As a member of Ngilu’s National Party 
of Kenya (NPK) – one of the other parties 
that made up NARC – Katuku supported 
the draft Constitution and reaped the fruit 
of this rather risky decision. Nearly all the 
MPs from the Ukambani region (where 
he hails from) who had been elected to 
Parliament on the NARC ticket had rallied 
behind Kalonzo Musyoka, the regional 
kingpin, to oppose the draft Constitution. 

To achieve ethnic balance in the Cabinet 
he formed after sending all his pre-refer-
endum ministers home, Kibaki had to pick 
one other Minister, besides Ngilu, from 
Kambaland. Katuku was in the right place 
at the right time. That he came from the 
Machakos side of Ukambani – away from 
Ngilu’s Kitui – worked even better for the 
President, who was at the time desperately 
angling to bring all parts of the country 
together. 

Keen to deliver a service that had the 
biggest catalysing effect on development, 
Kibaki had in 2003 created the Ministry 
of Water Resources out of the Ministry of 
Environment and Natural Resources that 
had been maintained by both Presidents 
Jomo Kenyatta and Daniel arap Moi since 
independence in 1963. 

As Minister for Water, a lot was expected 
of Katuku from the people of Mwala and 
Ukambani in general, as water in the region 
has always been scarce and precious. He 
was deputised by John Munyes of FORD-
Kenya, who was the Assistant Minister for 
Water Resource Management, and KANU’s 

J O H N  M U T UA  K A T U K U

He was the chairman of the strategy 
caucus that formed NAK, the coalition 
that brought together Kibaki, Ngilu and 
Kijana Wamalwa, before the eventual 
culmination in NARC. The caucus com-
prised Kiraitu Murungi, Chris Murungaru, 
Musikari Kombo and Katuku. Murungi 
and Murungaru represented Kibaki while 
Kombo and Katuku took care of Wamalwa’s 
and Ngilu’s interests respectively. 

Katuku also sat on the larger coordi-
nating committee that had nine mem-
bers. Kibaki’s Democratic Party (DP) had 
Murungi and Njenga Karume, while the 
FORD-Kenya party’s Wamalwa had Kombo, 
Kipruto Kirwa and Newton Kulundu. 
Katuku, Titus Mbathi and a Ms Kanini 
represented Ngilu’s NPK. 

“The smaller committee met almost daily 
to develop strategies to capture power from 
(President Daniel arap) Moi. We would 
share the ideas with Kibaki, Wamalwa and 
Ngilu. Once in agreement we would share 
them with the coordinating committee, 
and later with MPs to sell the product to the 
public,” Katuku explained in an interview 
for this book.

The two committees would meet the 
principals every Thursday for nearly two 
years ahead of the General Election. The 
strategy committee was instrumental in 
deciding who would play what role in the 
campaign and in government.

Katuku, a former MP for Mwala 
Constituency in present-day Machakos 
County, is very proud of this role and con-
siders his initial appointment as Assistant 

In the eyes of casual observers, John Mutua Katuku was an 
unlikely choice for President Mwai Kibaki’s Cabinet. A close 
ally of politician Charity Ngilu and a sociologist by profession, 
Katuku was an Assistant Minister for Finance from 2003 and 
did not appear to have the gravitas required to attract a full 
ministerial appointment. However, in December 2005 he was 
appointed Minister for Water Resources.

Major (Rtd) Aden Sugow, who was in charge 
of Water Services.

Instructively, the Minister and his depu-
ties all came from arid regions (Machakos, 
Turkana and Garissa respectively); their 
appointments were a political calculation 
intended to appeal to these constituencies, 
long considered marginalised. 

On a regional level, Katuku’s appoint-
ment came at a time when Kenya and 
other Nile riparian countries had launched 
negotiations for a new Nile River Basin 
Cooperative Framework, which culminated 
in the Nile Treaty of 2011. He was involved 
in the negotiations on behalf of Kenya, 
which had joined Burundi, Democratic 
Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, Eritrea, 
Rwanda, Tanzania and Uganda in push-
ing for a new deal that would allow riparian 
countries to carry out projects like dams 
and irrigation along the Nile. 

Ethiopia used the 2011 Nile agreement 
– officially known as the Cooperative 
Framework Agreement (CFA) – that out-
lines principles, rights and obligations for 
cooperative management and develop-
ment of the Nile Basin water resources, 
to build the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance 
Dam.

There was another factor that may have 
played a weightier part in Katuku’s inclu-
sion in Kibaki’s Cabinet. A keen follower 
of the events leading to the creation of the 
National Alliance Party of Kenya (NAK), 
which would form the core of NARC, will 
find Katuku right at the centre of Kibaki’s 
ride to power. 
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Minister for Finance to be just as consequen-
tial as that of a full Minister. He said President 
Kibaki had a soft spot for him and regretted 
that the DP leader’s car accident ahead of 
the elections, and the coming into NARC of 
Musyoka and Odinga muddied the waters 
for him and estranged him from his ‘buddy.’

Katuku opened up about the heady days of 
NARC’s euphoric victory and his times with 
Kenya’s third President. Commenting on 
Kibaki’s legendary frugality, Katuku recalled 
an incident in the early days of the NAK 
campaigns when he went to him to ask for 
money for a campaign rally. 

“We had a rally in Nakuru and I went to 
him. We needed some money to hire secu-
rity and he asked me: ‘Is it an illegal rally? 
Why do you need security?’ I explained that 
the police were not there to guard us but to 
disrupt us. He understood and gave us his 
contribution.”

He praised Kibaki’s style of governance and 
wondered what Kenya would have been like 
had he become President before the freak 
accident that occurred a few weeks to the 
elections (Kibaki would be sworn in as the 
third President of the Republic of Kenya 
while seated in a wheelchair, his right leg in 
a cast) and a stroke he suffered on assuming 
office. According to Katuku, these two events 
robbed Kibaki of his physical sprightliness 
and legendary eloquence.

“Kibaki consulted his ministers. He would 
ask you: ‘What do we do?’ And if you told 
him something good he would implement 
it. I had KES 3 billion for water in the two 
years I was Minister and we did many pro-

jects in the arid and semi-arid lands – sand 
dams and boreholes,” recalled Katuku, now 
a farmer and golfer. 

He could not remember a time the 
President ever called to dictate anything 
that needed to be done. “What he did was 
proper delegation. When I was appointing 
my directors in the ministry, for instance, 
he never interfered with my list.”

If Katuku’s strategic place in Kibaki’s vehi-
cle to power paved his path to greatness, his 
stubborn pride is the brake that stunted his 
growth. 

“After I lost the Mwala seat I went to Kibaki 
and he told (Francis) Muthaura, his Head of 
Civil Service, to give me any job I wanted. 
Muthaura explained that once Musyoka had 
become the Vice President in 2008 (after the 
2007 election stalemate that resulted in a 
coalition government), any appointment 
in the (Ukambani) region would have to go 
through him. I said: ‘Over my dead body; I 
will not bow to Kalonzo to get a job.’”

His refusal to kowtow to Musyoka kept him 
out in the political cold throughout that term. 
He later made up with the Ukambani kingpin 
and even supported his bid for State House 
as Odinga’s running mate in 2017 under the 
National Super Alliance (NASA). 

“My kind of politics is never to go for 
money or dish it out. If I needed money I 
would have gone to Moi, but I was always in 
the Opposition until we formed the govern-
ment in 2002,” he said in an interview after 
his failed bid for the Machakos Senate seat in 
2017. And he has no kind word for the culture 
of politicking in between elections, which President Kibaki, Water and Irrigation Minister Mutua Katuku and Vice President Kalonzo
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I was a leader in the students’ body, 
SONU (Student Organisation of Nairobi 
University), and also the chairman of 
all Ukambani college students in Kenya. 
After campaigning for Munyao I decided 
to go for it myself.”

he believed was the reason for Kenya’s 
under-development.

The son of a councillor and KANU official, 
Katuku was a student leader in university 
and a grassroots mobiliser who cut his 
teeth in national politics campaigning for 
Joseph Munyao, the long-time DP stalwart 
and one-time MP for Mbooni Constituency.

“I was a leader in the students’ body, 
SONU (Student Organisation of Nairobi 
University), and also the chairman of all 
Ukambani college students in Kenya. After 
campaigning for Munyao I decided to go 
for it myself,” he explained.

He was elected to Parliament in 1997 aged 
32 and would be a member of the House 
for 10 years. Come 2007, Katuku, running 
on a NARC-Kenya ticket, was defeated by 
Daniel Muoki of the Orange Democratic 
Movement-Kenya party that had overrun 
almost the entire Ukambani region in sup-
port of Musyoka’s presidential bid. 

In 2008, when Musyoka struck a deal 
with Kibaki that earned him the post of 
Vice President, Katuku led a group of 
Kamba MPs who had been defeated in the 
2007 elections in accusing the President 
of betrayal. The leaders were Kalembe 
Ndile (MP for Kibwezi), Kivutha Kibwana 
(Makueni), Joseph Munyao (Mbooni) and 
Adelina Mwau (nominated). 

Katuku and his group complained that 
they had been sidelined despite campaign-
ing for Kibaki in a hostile environment, and 
accused both the President and Musyoka 
of sealing a deal based on political despera-
tion rather than ideals.

In 2013, however, he sought the nomi-
nation of Musyoka’s Wiper Democratic 
Movement-Kenya party for the Machakos 
governorship. He lost to Alfred Mutua along-
side former Kathiani MP Wavinya Ndeti and 
ICT engineer Titus Ndundu. Katuku later 
joined Ndeti in decamping to Chama Cha 
Uzalendo (CCU) and contested the gover-
nor’s seat as her running mate. Again, they 
lost to Mutua.

In the 2017 General Election, Katuku ini-
tially planned to try and recapture the Mwala 
seat but changed his mind and formed the 
People’s Trust Party to “break the hold of the 
big political parties with ethnic following 
and personalities” as well as to contest the 
Machakos Senate seat. He lost to Boniface 
Kabaka of CCU. The fact that he has switched 
parties seven times in the last 23 years 
prompted critics to label him impatient 
and overly ambitious.

Born in 1965, Katuku first attended Kitile 
Primary School from 1974 to 1980 before 
joining Miu Secondary School in Machakos, 
where he sat his O’ levels in 1984. He pro-

ceeded to Kilungu High School in Makueni 
for his A’ levels from 1985 to 1986 after 
which he worked as an untrained teacher 
at Kalawa Secondary School until 1990. He 
joined the University of Nairobi and gradu-
ated with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Social 
Work in 1993 and did his Master of Arts in 
Sociology at Kenyatta University between 
1994 and 1996.

From 1996 to 1997, Katuku worked as 
a community development officer and 
administrator at the Child Welfare Society 
of Kenya before entering politics.

Despite his failure to clinch an elective 
seat since 2007, Katuku retains pockets of 
support in Mwala and the larger Machakos. 
To date it is not uncommon during political 
rallies for chants from his campaign slogan, 
“Mundu ni Katuku!” (Katuku is the man!) to 
erupt spontaneously whenever he stands 
up to address the crowds.  

Outside of politics, the avid golfer and 
convener of the Kambasome Golf Series 
said he picked up the sport after he left 
Parliament to keep himself occupied and fit.
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KAMAU
J A M L E C K

The unwieldy growth of Nairobi without accompanying 
proper planning has over the years given various leaders 
considerable headache as they struggled to wrap their 
heads around the hydra-headed expansion that has far 
outstretched the original masterplan.

Nairobi 
Metropolis 

vision carrier  
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Satellite towns – the city’s bur-
geoning bedroom communities 
– have kept mushrooming by 
the day, causing a huge traffic 

nightmare as millions of commuters try 
every morning and evening to squeeze 
themselves in and out of the central 
business district, the heartbeat of the 
country’s economy. 

Meanwhile, Kenya’s Vision 2030 devel-
opment blueprint called for the crea-
tion of a 24-hour Nairobi city as a way of 
boosting wealth creation and providing 
employment through double shifts, the 
formation of a metropolitan police service 
to enhance security in the metropolis 
and the creation of a platform to oversee 
better planning for the city.

A precursor to today’s Nairobi 
Metropolitan Services, now under a direc-
tor-general, the Nairobi Metropolitan 
Ministry was formed by President Mwai 
Kibaki in April 2008. It had hitherto been 
the most decisive effort to try to unclog 
the transport arteries of East and Central 
Africa’s transport, commercial and dip-
lomatic hub.

The master stroke solved yet another 
headache. It helped the President 
to accommodate one member of the 
expanded Cabinet that followed the inclu-
sion of his political rival Raila Odinga and 
his allies in a Grand Coalition Government 
formed after the disputed 2007 elections. 

The Cabinet – the largest in Kenya’s 
history – had 42 ministers, 21 from each 
side of the political divide. 

The late Mutula Kilonzo, MP for Mbooni, 
was the pioneer minister even though 
he was moved to the Justice department 
within a year. That created an opening for 
Ndia MP Njeru Githae, who held the reins 
for three years before being moved to 
the Finance docket after Uhuru Kenyatta 
quit to concentrate on his case at the 
International Criminal Court. 

Mr Kilonzo and Mr Githae, who mostly 
played foundational roles, had mixed 
success and by the time Jamleck Irungu 
Kamau, MP for Kigumo, Murang’a, took 
over in early 2012, the ministry was up 
and running. 

President Kibaki appointed the first-
term but vocal MP to the docket to replace 
Mr Githae a few weeks after the death John 
Michuki, who came from Kangema, also 
in Murang’a.

He was one of the youthful and fierce 
defenders of the Kibaki administration in 
the President’s second term, which was 
characterised by squabbling amongst 
coalition members who had been bitter 
political foes.

Mr Kamau’s appointment shortly after 
the death of Mr Michuki in February 2012 
was also seen as an act of regional balanc-
ing as both came from Murang’a. Yet Mr 
Kamau and Mr Michuki had been joined 
at the hip in another sense.

Mr Kamau was the hatchet man for a 
group of fence-sitting Mt Kenya politicos, 
led by Mr Michuki, who had been unen-
thusiastic about the 2010 Constitution. 
The MP, at the behest of the group that 

J A M L E C K  K A M A U

Now you see that we cannot manage it. 
We also feared – and we have been proved 
right – that we were going to devolve cor-
ruption to the counties. Already, Wanjiku 
has lost so much money. A lot of money 
has also gone into recurrent expenditure 
at the expense of development.”

He also opposes the idea of appoint-
ing ministers from outside Parliament, 
arguing that a rogue President would 
have nobody with the political mettle to 
rein him in.

As minister, Mr Kamau oversaw the 
installation of surveillance systems and 
security installations in the city. The 
project was conceptualised as a security 
project that involved installing security 
cameras and vehicle number plate rec-
ognition cameras. It also included reha-
bilitating signalised junctions and setting 
up one main control centre at the Nairobi 
area police headquarters in Milimani and 
the now redundant control centre at City 
Hall Annex.

“I served for a very short time, but I can 
proudly say my number one achievement 
was the traffic lights. That is my baby. 
Some of the things were never actual-
ised, but we had planned to have even 
loudspeakers in specific areas so that 
officials in the command centres could 
listen to them.

When the Sh2 billion project ran into 
controversy, with MPs alleging corruption, 
Mr Kamau put up a spirited defence of it 
in Parliament. “I can tell Hon. Members 
that the CCTVs we are bringing in are hi-

came to be known as the ‘Watermelon 
Axis’, moved a motion in Parliament seek-
ing a constitutional amendment to post-
pone the August 4, 2010 referendum date, 
and only withdrew it after Mr Michuki 
had unequivocally joined the ‘Yes’ group.

So hardline was the group’s stance that 
Mr Kamau withdrew the motion only a 
month to the referendum, after Mr Kibaki 
held a ‘Yes’ rally in Murang’a.

Mr Kamau does not regret his initial 
opposition to the 2010 Constitution. 
“Michuki and I had foreseen the wage 
bill problem with the advent of counties. 

Michuki and I 
had foreseen the 
wage bill problem 
with the advent of 
counties. Now you 
see that we cannot 
manage it. We 
also feared and we 
have been proved 
right that we were 
going to devolve 
corruption to the 
counties
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tech. They will be able to capture some-
body’s face using technology called ‘face-
recognition technique’,” he said. 

“If your face is captured and you walk 
anywhere else within the vicinity of any 
other camera, that particular camera will 
reveal that Hon. Sonko is there, and he 
is the one we need. If, for example, the 
camera reflects on the number plates of 
a vehicle we are looking for, at the end of 
the day we will only need to press a key 
to know where that vehicle is at any one 
given time.”

He is also credited with laying the foun-
dation for the Nairobi transport net-
work currently being implemented by 
Infrastructure Cabinet Secretary James 
Macharia and Nairobi Metropolitan 
Services-Director General Mohamed Badi.

“The transport system that is being 
implemented now was also our brain-
child. We wanted to have cable cars going 
to different major corridors of Nairobi. 
Some of the corridors included the 
Kangemi-Mombasa Road stretch and the 
Donholm-Jogoo Road-Ngong Road line. 
In our estimation, it was going to greatly 
help transportation within Nairobi,” he 
said in an interview for this project.

He explained that there was an elabo-
rate masterplan that would take care of 
transport, water, and the sewerage system. 

“We also had a plan to control develop-
ment. We had not envisioned high-rises 
in places like Kilileshwa, for instance. You 
can imagine if this happened in every 
other area of Nairobi,” he said.

Mr Kamau also lobbied for the inclusion 
of Murang’a County in the jurisdiction of 
the Nairobi Metropolitan area, which con-
sisted of Nairobi, Machakos, Kajiado and 
Kiambu counties. Only Gatanga, which 
borders Thika town, had been included 
in the original metropolitan area.

For this effort, Murang’a received 
funding to set up a dumpsite known as 

Apart from the landfill, the Nairobi 
Metropolitan Services Improvement 
Project (Namsip), which took over from 
the Nairobi Metropolitan Ministry, has 
also been tarmacking connector roads 
in Kenol town. It also oversaw the tar-
macking of a 13km road from Kabati to 
the landfill.

Murang’a County also received firefight-

Mitumbiri Sanitary Landfill to the tune 
of Sh2 billion.

The landfill would, upon completion, 
receive solid waste material from the four 
counties in the metro area, but locals near 
Gikono village are not excited about the 
project. They claim the waste would find 
its way to underground water and pollute 
their water sources.

Minister for Nairobi Metropolitan Development Jamleck Irungu Kamau (second from left) with President Kibaki, Minister for Justice Eugene Wamalwa (right) 
at State House, Nairobi.
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ing vehicles as part of the Namsip project 
thanks to Mr Kamau.

He describes President Kibaki as a prin-
cipled man who keeps his word. “He is the 
kind of person who gives you work and 
supports you to the hilt. But if you make 
a mistake, you will carry your own cross.”

Mr Kamau was born on 10 May 1965 
in Itururu village, Kigumo. He attended 
Githumu High School and Njiri School 
for his O and A levels after which he stud-
ied for his Certified Public Accountants 
(CPA) course. He later enrolled at the 
University of Nairobi for a bachelor of arts 
degree in economics and political science 
before proceeding to the United States 
International University in Africa (USIU-A) 
for a master’s in business administration.

After a brief work stint in Kenya and 
the United States, he went full time into 
business in transport, security, and manu-
facturing.

He joined politics in 2002 and vied for 
the Kigumo MP’s seat but lost. Five years 
later, he was elected through the Party of 
National Unity (PNU).

Nicknamed ‘Kabisa Kabisa’ for his 
campaign slogan of ‘Maendeleo Kabisa’ 
(Development Indeed), Mr Kamau says 
that when he first joined Parliament, 
enthusiasm for education in the con-
stituency was very low because of lack of 
tuition fees for many children.

“I requested my people to allow me 
to spend the money which should have 
gone towards my homecoming party, in 
vogue at the time, to set up the Kigumo 

Education Endowment Fund. We raised 
Sh10 million to start us off at a harambee 
whose chief guest was then Vice-President 
Kalonzo Musyoka. Uhuru Kenyatta and 
many other leaders were there too.”

He said he then resolved that any child 
who did well academically, and was admit-
ted to any school of their choice, would 
attend whether their parents could 
raise fees or not. This, together with the 
Constituency Bursary Fund, which he 
entrusted a respected clergyman, went a 
long way in raising educational standards 
in the constituency.

The Kigumo Education Endowment 
Fund, which mobilised resources to edu-
cate poor but bright children, raised per-
formance standards and saw the electoral 
area taking the lead in matters of educa-
tion in the county.

He is also remembered for his contribu-
tion in the establishment of Kigumo Girls 
High School, a centre of excellence. He 
partnered with the Economic Stimulus 
Fund under the Ministry of Finance to 
build the school from scratch.

For this and other development projects 
such as water and roads, Mr Kamau was 
rewarded with a second term in the 2013 
elections. 

His strong support for the newly formed 
political party of establishment presi-
dential candidate Uhuru Kenyatta, The 
National Alliance (TNA), which won nearly 
all the parliamentary seats in Central 
Kenya, also helped his re-election.

Mr Kamau was a prolific debater, with 

been a reserve of the rich, to ordinary citi-
zens. To dramatise the power ‘revolution’, 
President Kenyatta and Deputy President 
William Ruto were often photographed 
switching on newly connected power in 
the modest homes of ordinary Kenyans.

The bill, which was later approved by 
Parliament, also sought to change the 
process by which power distributors apply 
for licensing. 

The bill reads in part: “Any person that 
wants to distribute electricity must apply 
for a licence to the Energy Regulatory 
Authority (the Authority) provided that 
the person will not require authorisation 
to generate electrical energy for their own 
use of a capacity not exceeding one MW. 
If any person carries out any electric-
ity undertaking without a licence, they 
commit an offence and will be liable upon 
conviction, to a fine not exceeding KES 
1 million or to an imprisonment of not 
more than one (1) year or to both.”

A man of fabulous wealth, Mr Kamau 
also spent considerable time in his second 
term in his 26th-floor office at the Kenyatta 
International Convention Centre in cen-
tral Nairobi puffing his favourite cigarette 
and peering into Murang’a on the horizon, 
scheming how to wrest it from Governor 
Mwangi wa Iria.

He won round one of the contest when 
members of the county assembly voted to 
impeach Mr Wa Iria for alleged gross mis-
conduct and abuse of office. Among other 
reasons, MCAs alleged lack of account-
ability in the use of county resources, 

the Hansard (parliamentary record of 
proceedings) indicating he spoke in the 
National Assembly hundreds of times 
in his 10-year stint as an MP. Most of his 
statements were made in defence of the 
government and while tabling reports 
from his committee. 

Among the notable comments he made 
were remarks in 2016 when an alterca-
tion arose between pro-government MPs 
and Opposition legislators over standing 
orders and proposals to defer House sit-
tings to discuss election laws. 

“We are honourable Members, and the 
country is watching. We should carry 
ourselves with decorum and respect and 
we should never wash our dirty linen in 
public,” the MP counselled.

In the same year, he zealously defended 
the Energy Committee, which he chaired, 
during a motion to discuss a report of the 
mediation committee on its consideration 
of the Energy Bill 2015. 

Among other objectives, the Energy Bill 
sought to end Kenya Power’s more than 
50-year near monopoly in power distribu-
tion and electricity retailing, entrenched 
under the repealed Energy Act No. 6 of 
2006 (the Energy Act). 

The bill outlined that power distribution 
in the energy sector plays a crucial role in 
the government’s efforts to ensure that 
every Kenyan has access to electricity by 
the year 2020. 

Under the bill, the government birthed 
the last mile connectivity programme that 
took electricity, which had for decades 

J A M L E C K  K A M A U
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claiming an “unsustainable debt of Sh2.5 
billion”. That victory was short-lived, as 
senators acquitted the governor after a 
trial, citing insufficient grounds.

Undeterred, Mr Kamau kept up his 
onslaught against the governor in the 
ridges of Murang’a. Ahead of the 2017 elec-
tions, the candidacies of the two political 
heavyweights scared away other potential 

contenders, leaving the duo to face off in 
a bruising campaign.

In a show of might, Mr Kamau in 
December 2016 hosted then National 
Assembly Majority Leader Aden Duale and 
other leaders from across the country in a 
rally at the Mumbi grounds in Murang’a 
town where Mr Wa Iria’s record as gover-
nor was roundly criticised.

his failure to capture the Murang’a gover-
norship though he had been endorsed by 
State House operatives and ran a spirited 
and well-oiled campaign. 

Analysts also believe that his appear-
ances with a fleet of police vehicles also 
worked against his political agenda, with 
the electorate seeing him as an unap-
proachable leader that they could not 
have accessed if he had clinched the 
governor’s seat. 

In the end, Mr Kamau lost the Jubilee 
primaries by a narrow margin, a loss he 
challenged at the Political Parties Disputes 
Tribunal, believing he had been rigged 
out. But he later withdrew the complaint 
partly because he was close to President 
Kenyatta, who had pleaded with runners-
up to support the party’s candidates, with 
the promise of State appointments.

In 2018, Mr Kamau was appointed 
chairperson of the Tana and Athi Rivers 
Development Authority (Tarda). He also 
spends time overseeing his businesses, 
which include a flour-milling plant in 
Thika, from where he can easily access 
Thika Greens Hotel, where he likes to golf. 

Jamleck Irungu Kamau helped establish 
the foundations of the defunct Nairobi 
Metropolitan Ministry, and had the 
dreams of its pioneer ministers been 
anchored in law and carried through, 
the pace of the ongoing regeneration 
of the inner city and the development 
of the transport network under Nairobi 
Metropolitan Services would have been 
faster. 

But his use of the government machin-
ery, owing to his connections to top State 
House honchos, seemed to have worked 
against him. 

His critics accused him of misusing 
his political influence to get his way and 
believing political brokers instead of cre-
ating links directly with the grassroots. 
These were some of the reasons cited for 

J A M L E C K  K A M A U
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KHALIF
A H M E D

With his distinct strip of white along the top of his often long 
afro hair and a thick black goatee, Ahmed Mohammed Khalif, 
the lanky legislator for Wajir West, stood out in a crowd.
And he was indeed an iconoclast, becoming the only Member 
of Parliament (MP) to be elected on Mwai Kibaki’s National 
Rainbow Coalition (NARC) in the whole of North Eastern, a 
region that voted nearly to a man for Uhuru Kenyatta’s Kenya 
African National Union (KANU).

Kibaki’s 
Shortest-serving 

Minister
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In appointing Khalif Minister for 
Labour and Manpower Development 
in 2003, Kibaki had brought to his 
government one of the most iconic 

leaders of the Second Liberation move-
ment from northern Kenya — a region not 
associated at the time with mainstream 
opposition politics.

The pride of Wajir, he became the first 
Cabinet minister from the county and 
only the second from the North Eastern 
region after Hussein Maalim Mohammed 
from neighbouring Garissa County.

A journalist who had worked with the 
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) 
before joining politics, Khalif came from 
a long line of leaders, most of them of a 
stubborn streak. 

His father was one of the first African 
inspectors of police in Kenya and later a 
chief while his eldest brother, Abdirashid 
Khalif, had been to the Lancaster inde-
pendence talks, as a special representative 
of the Northern Frontier District (NFD).

And while the talks, held in February 
1962, were largely a duel that pitted KANU 
against the Kenya African Democratic 
Union (KADU) on a new constitutional 
framework, Abdirashid took the confer-
ence by surprise when he said he was for 
neither of the two dominant parties.

He argued that NFD should secede and 
be united with the Republic of Somalia 
because the region had always been iso-
lated and marginalised. Laws passed 
between 1902 and 1934 restricted move-
ment of persons entering or leaving the 

six districts of Isiolo, Garissa, Mandera, 
Marsabit, Moyale and Wajir.

While an ensuing referendum on the 
matter won when five out of the six dis-
tricts (80% of the population) voted to 
secede, the British administration did 
not approve the results.

This led to what was termed the Shifta 
War, a secessionist conflict in which 
ethnic Somalis from NFD sought to secede 
from Kenya and join Somalia.

Khalif’s other brother, Abdisitar Khalif, 
whose mantle he took in the family lead-
ership, had been an MP since independ-
ence — on and off — becoming a major 
thorn in the side of Mzee Jomo Kenyatta.

Having aligned himself with Jaramogi 
Oginga Odinga in his ideological turf war 
with Mzee Kenyatta, Abdisitar fled to 
Somalia following the crackdown on the 
Kenya People’s Union (KPU) of which he 
was a leading light.

Prevailed upon to return to Kenya and 
join KANU to contest during the 1969 
General Election after Mzee Kenyatta 
forgave him, Abdisitar agreed. He won 
the election and was appointed Assistant 
Minister for Finance. But he quickly fell 
back to his rebellious ways, forgetting 
the principle of collective responsibil-
ity by which ministers are traditionally 
expected to abide. He told the country 
that as an Assistant Minister for Finance 
he knew the President’s salary and he felt 
that it was too much, given the country’s 
poverty level.

For his audacious remarks, he was 

A H M E D  K H A L I F

of his brother who had been expelled 
from KANU.

Khalif was re-elected in 1983 and was 
soon embroiled in the heated politics fol-
lowing the Wagalla Massacre. One of the 
lowest moments in independent Kenya’s 
history, the carnage started when on 10 
February 1984, members of the Degodia 
clan of the Somali were gathered by secu-
rity forces, held at the Wajir Airstrip and 
hordes of them killed under the guise of 
a security operation to weed out bandits.

Khalif, a member of the Degodia clan 
and the local MP, became the face of the 
outcry, telling Parliament the following 
week that more than 1,000 people starved 
to death following the inhuman condi-
tions under which they were held at the 
airstrip. 

He was again the face of the resistance 
against the so-called Red Cards, special 
identification documents which Kenyan 
Somalis were required to carry to distin-
guish them from those of Ethiopia and 
Somalia. Khalif opposed it as unconsti-
tutional and hired lawyer Mohammed 
Ibrahim, now Supreme Court Judge. He 
won the case and became a hero among 
his constituents and the Somali com-
munity.

As expected, he joined other opposition 
stalwarts ahead of the first multiparty 
elections in 1992. But feeling threatened 
by the onslaught from the likes of Kenneth 
Matiba, Oginga and Kibaki, President Moi 
pleaded with Degodia elders to prevail 
upon Khalif to return to KANU.

moved from the Finance docket to the less 
influential Housing and Social Services 
docket. But he continued to rabble-rouse, 
rubbing the Attorney General (AG) Charles 
Njonjo the wrong way. The AG warned him 
to stop his attacks on the government or 
face arrest.

Soon Abdisitar was arrested in Mombasa 
and jailed for one year, thereby losing his 
seat. He rejoined Jaramogi on his release, 
but could not run for the elections under 
a proscribed party.

It was to this chequered heritage that 
Ahmed Khalif arrived on the political 
scene in 1979, aged 29, having been pre-
vailed upon by elders to step into the place 

A journalist 
who had worked 
with the British 
Broadcasting 
Corporation
(BBC) before 
joining politics, 
Khalif came from 
a long line of 
leaders, mostof 
them of a stubborn 
streak
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Hassan Ndzovu in his 2014 book, 
Muslims in Kenyan Politics, also sug-
gests another reason for Khalif’s failure 
to join the Forum for the Restoration of 
Democracy (FORD) despite his push for 
the re-introduction of political pluralism. 
He argues that when FORD leaders sought 
to recruit Khalif as its representative for 
the North Eastern Province, he declined 
the offer because he did not want to 
embarrass his colleagues in the Supreme 
Council of Kenya Muslims (Supkem) who 
had positions in the Moi government.

Thus Khalif, the erstwhile harsh govern-
ment critic, ran on a KANU ticket in 1992 
and was appointed Assistant Minister for 
Finance on winning the election. In 1997 
he was defeated by Weliye Adan Keynan 
of Safina but would bounce back in 2002.

Ahead of the historic elections Khalif 
had, from 2000, become an active member 
of the Ufungamano Initiative that was 
pushing for the constitutional reforms 
amid strong resistance from the Moi 
government.

He rode on this campaign and on memo-
ries of his defence of the community 
during the Wagalla Massacre and subse-
quent clamour for Somalis to carry special 
identity cards to win the seat despite 
running on as a NARC candidate, a new 
and fringe party (at least in his region).

After his win, Khalif was appointed 
Minister, the only one from the North 
Eastern Province. This ultimate admis-
sion to the centre of government after 
decades of struggle in the peripheries 

were cut short when he died in a plane 
crash that also killed two pilots in Busia 
on 24 January 2003.

Three other ministers — Martha Karua, 
Raphael Tuju and Jebii Kilimo — were 
injured when their chartered aircraft hit 
power lines and crashed into a residential 
estate shortly after take-off.

Other ministers and senior officials 
who had been on the plane from Nairobi 
had decided to spend the night in Busia 
rather than take the return flight on the 
ill-fated aircraft.

Officials said the 24-seater Gulfstream 
failed to gain sufficient height because the 
airstrip had a short runway, forcing it to 

hit two houses and a power line.
The officials were visiting Busia — the 

home of then Home Affairs Minister 
Moody Awori — as part of the celebrations 
for the NARC election victory.

Khalif died shortly after reaching hos-
pital, having been minister for barely 
20 days, becoming the shortest-serving 
minister, not just in the Kibaki Cabinet, 
but perhaps in Kenya’s history.

Khalif’s Assistant Minister was Peter 
Odoyo, then MP for Nyakach in Nyanza 
region and a former economist at the 
United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) 
and the US Agency for International 
Development (USAID).

Khalif’s death dampened the mood 
of great optimism that was reigning in 
Kenya since NARC’s victory, three weeks 
earlier, which had swept away KANU, the 
independence party responsible for years 
of economic stagnation and political 
oppression.

The death also came at a fragile time 
for the Kibaki government whose leader 
was frail following a car accident ahead of 
the elections. His Vice President, Kijana 
Wamalwa, had also just returned from 
London where he had been hospitalised 
for an illness that would later that year 
take his life.

In 2009 the High Court sitting in Nairobi 
declined to compensate Khalif’s family 
on grounds that they were time-barred 
in seeking compensation for his death. 
During the case, Khalif’s son, Mohammed, 
and wife Fatuma Garore, had sued Africa 
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Commuter Services and MIA International 
Ltd for allegedly causing the death of the 
minister through negligence.

The Busia incident cut short the career 
of a Cabinet minister who was the senior-
most politician from Wajir at a time when 
those from the Ogaden clan in Garissa 
dominated the politics of the region.

In the ensuing by-election, Khalif 
was succeeded by his 23-year-old son 
Mohammed Khalif who became Assistant 
Minister.

Born in 1950 in Wajir, Khalif — one of the 
few trained journalists to have come from 
North Eastern Province — attended Wajir 
Government School for his primary edu-
cation. He later went to Wajir Secondary 
and Nairobi High schools before joining 
the University of Nairobi for a Journalism 
course.

He thereafter had a career in the civil 
service as an information officer before 
joining BBC from where he joined politics.

Perhaps his training and practice as a 
journalist shaped his politics, sharpen-
ing him as a crusader against oppression. 
Khalif was always in the forefront of 
defending Muslims, especially against 
Garissa politicians whom he believed 
were misleading Moi on the state of secu-
rity in the region. The so-called Somali 
Probe Committee had called for a much 
wider screening of Somalis in which the 
Immigration Department held little sway.

Believing this ‘Red Card’ policy to be the 
Kenyan version of the Jim Crow laws that 
enforced racial segregation in the south-

ern United States, Khalif wrote a letter 
to Moi stating that that some politicians 
from North Eastern had for a long time 
called for screening of the people of the 
region in order to harass other members 
of the community on account of tribal, 
political and business considerations.

Khalif maintained that the culprits in 
the matter of poaching and banditry were 
members of the business community 
mainly based in Nairobi and especially 
those engaged in the transport industry.

For this, some Kenyan Somali MPs 
attacked Khalif, accusing him and other 
protesters of sympathising with aliens. He 
was soon hounded out of Supkem and was 
threatened with expulsion from KANU.

Yet unlike his brother who had fought 
for the secession of the NFD the veteran 
politician was eager to demonstrate that 
Muslims were as Kenyan as anyone else.

For instance, following the 1998 bomb-
ing of the US embassies in Nairobi and 
Dar es Salaam, Khalif led the region and 
Muslims in condemning the terrorist act.

“We believe that no Kenyan Muslim was 
involved is such a dastardly act. We know 
that there is political tension in the coun-
try and Muslims have been oppressed for 
decades. But that does not justify killing, 
maiming and destruction of property,” 
Khalif said in an interview.

That statement set the mood for other 
Muslims to come out and be seen as part 
of the concerned citizens at a time when 
the anti-Muslim sentiments were on the 
rise because to the actions of Osama Bin 

Laden, the founder of the pan-Islamic 
militant organisation al-Qaeda.

Despite his disagreements with other 
Muslim leaders, the physical fitness 
enthusiast was to his last days dedicated 
to Supkem of which he was once Secretary 
General. 

We will never know how Khalif, the 
former journalist, would have performed 
in his docket that requires hard-nosed 
managers to deal with unending demands 
from trade unionists, but in retrospect it 
appears a plateful awaited him.

While he was in the office for only three 
weeks, Khalif had taken over the ministry 
at a time when there were calls for reforms 
of archaic labour laws.

Moi had kept a tight leash on the labour 
movements with trade union officials rou-
tinely arrested for agitating for workers’ 
rights and it fell on the Kibaki government 
that swept to power on a reform agenda, 
to change things for the better.

It was also a time when the International 
Labour Organisation (ILO) had launched 
a programme to eradicate child labour in 
the world, especially in the agriculture, 
construction, cross-border trade, domes-
tic service, fishing, hotel and tourism, as 
well as quarrying and mining sectors.

Kenya had participated in an ILO 
regional programme that sought to with-
draw, rehabilitate, and prevent children 
from engaging in hazardous work in the 
commercial agriculture sector in East 
Africa.

Kenya was with other African countries 

A H M E D  K H A L I F

in the campaign for adoption of uniform 
labour laws within the New Partnership 
for African Development (Nepad) to 
enable them to collectively tackle seri-
ous problems facing the continent such 
as runaway unemployment, poverty as 
well as HIV/AIDS.

All this fell on Khalif’s successor Newton 
Kulundu, the MP for Lurambi, who served 
as Labour Minister from 2003 to 2007.

A conversation with the late Minister’s 
constituents, as well as other leaders who 
knew Khalif, revealed a man of moral cour-
age who was dedicated to the expansion 
of Kenya’s democratic space.

“He was a towering figure, both phys-
ically and metaphorically, pristine in 
behaviour and values,” said journalist 
and socio-political commentator Hassan 
Diriye, from the neighbouring Wajir South 
Constituency.

Diriye described Khalif as a cut above 
his contemporaries; a principled man at 
a time leaders from the region kowtowed 
to the powers that be to get favours.

Be that as it may, there is no knowing 
which side Khalif would have taken in the 
upheaval that soon engulfed the NARC 
government after some members of the 
Cabinet alleged they had been short-
changed in the sharing of government 
positions.

But one thing is for sure: in appoint-
ing the 53-year-old Ahmed Khalif to the 
Cabinet, President Kibaki had picked a 
principled man and a reformist leader who 
came to his court highly recommended.
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WAMALWA
K I J A N A 

Michael Christopher Kijana Wamalwa was known as a 
charismatic leader and unapologetic anglophile whose 
love for the good life – classical music, Saville Row suits 
and sports cars – tended to eclipse the keen intellect that 
attracted him to President Mwai Kibaki. Some critics 
derided his liking for the age-old television cartoon series, 
Tom & Jerry, as though life consists only of serious matters. 
It is, however, his oratorical skill and generosity that many 
Kenyans remember him for.

The Master 
Orator 
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Wamalwa, the son a former 
senator, was the eighth 
Vice President of the 
Republic of Kenya and 

the first of three vice presidents who 
served in Kibaki’s two-term presidency. 
His ascent to the vice presidency was 
occasioned by the historic victory of 
the National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) 
in the 2002 General Election. His cha-
risma transcended tribal boundaries and 
ethnic chauvinism, and in him many saw 
Kibaki’s automatic successor.

Wamalwa was born on 25 November 
1944 in Sosio, a village near Kimilili in pre-
sent-day Bungoma County. At birth, he 
was named Michael Christopher Simiyu. 
He was the son of William Wamalwa, an 
influential politician of his time, and 
Mama Esther Nekesa. 

He attended St Joseph’s Primary School 
in western Kenya before transitioning 
to Chewoyet High School in Rift Valley 
Province. In 1962, he joined Strathmore 
School where he scored straight A’s in 
history, English and economics besides 
being the best debater and school head 
boy. It was at Strathmore School that he 
won a national essay writing competi-
tion and represented Kenya at a United 
Nations students’ forum.

In 1965, Wamalwa was awarded a 
Commonwealth scholarship that enabled 
him to join King’s College, Cambridge 
University, to study law. He graduated 
with a Bachelor of Law degree in 1968. 
Wamalwa wound up his King’s College 

sojourn by studying for an intercollegi-
ate Diploma in Comparative Religions, 
earning himself the prestigious title of 
Associate of King’s College.

He proceeded to the London School of 
Economics and in 1970 was called to the 
bar at Lincoln’s Inn. He returned to Kenya 
to join the University of Nairobi’s Faculty 
of Law as a lecturer. During this time he 
also ran his family’s farming business in 
Kitale Town. He was also the director of 
the Kenya-Japan Association as well as 
the general manager of the Kenya Stone 
Mining Company.

Wamalwa made his political debut in 
the 1974 parliamentary elections, run-
ning for the Kitale West Constituency 
(present-day Saboti Constituency) seat. 
But he was just 30 and his age worked 
against him – his detractors dismissed 
him as a neophyte who could not effec-
tively represent his constituents, and he 
lost to Wafula Wabuge.  

He walked out of his first electioneering 
season with a new name, Kijana (youth), 
given by the people. In 1979 he was back 
in the running, with the blessings of 
veteran politician Masinde Muliro whose 
protégé he was, and clinched the seat. He 
would be re-elected two more times, in 
1992 and 1997.

When the clamour for multi-party 
politics gained momentum in the early 
1990s, Wamalwa threw his lot with the 
FORD-Kenya faction of the Forum for 
the Restoration of Democracy (FORD) 
party. In the 1992 General Election, he 

of Kenya (NAK), which had been founded 
in July 2000. The party worked with 13 
smaller parties and would later grow 
to include Raila’s Liberal Democratic 
Party (LDP) and some disgruntled Kenya 
African National Union (KANU) party 
stalwarts. This prompted the transfor-
mation of NAK into NARC, which rode 
on the strength of a strong and broad 
Opposition alliance to a landslide vic-
tory that brought KANU’s 40-year rule 
to an end.

In the NARC power structure, Wamalwa 
became Kibaki’s running mate and, as 
expected, was appointed Vice President 
when the 22-member Cabinet was named. 
Curiously, President Kibaki did not assign 
Wamalwa a ministerial docket.

Wamalwa’s appointment elicited mixed 
reactions among his supporters.  Many 
were happy because the President had 
honoured a pre-election pact and named 
their man VP. But there were others who 
had misgivings about the ‘incomplete’ 

ran for the Saboti parliamentary seat and 
won. He was also elected vice chairman 
of FORD-Kenya.

Following the death of Opposition 
politician Jaramogi Oginga Odinga on 
20 January 1994, Wamalwa took over 
the chairmanship of FORD-Kenya. This 
was met with opposition from some 
quarters, not least Odinga’s son, Raila 
Odinga, which would morph into a 
protracted tussle. It was not until 1995 
that Wamalwa sealed his chairman-
ship during the chaotic party polls held 
at the Thika Municipal Stadium. Soon 
after these elections, Raila walked out of 
FORD-Kenya and took over the National 
Development Party (NDP).

In 1997, Wamalwa vied for the presi-
dency and emerged fourth after Daniel 
arap Moi, Kibaki and Raila. In the run-up 
to the 2002 General Election, he teamed 
up with other Opposition luminaries, 
Charity Ngilu and Kibaki, under the 
umbrella of the National Alliance Party 

Wamalwa’s appointment elicited mixed 
reactions among his supporters. Many 
were happy because the President 
had honoured a pre-election pact and 
named their manVP. But there were 
others who had misgivings about 
the ‘incomplete’ portfolio without 
theMinistry of HomeAffairs
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portfolio – without the Ministry of Home 
Affairs that had hitherto come with the 
vice presidency, these naysayers con-
sidered Wamalwa nothing more than a 
ceremonial VP.

Wamalwa handled the dissent in his 
camp with characteristic self-assured-
ness and equanimity, assuring his sup-
porters that there was nothing amiss and 
insisting that the President meant well 
and that they should trust him. Not long 
afterwards, Kibaki named Wamalwa the 
Minister for National Reconstruction. 
The VP was tasked with overseeing the 
revival of projects that had collapsed 
under the KANU regime, including the 
Nyayo Tea Zones, Nyayo Bus Corporation 
and development of a reconstruction 
policy.

According to some legislators allied to 
Wamalwa, this was a featherweight port-
folio. But contrary to their expectations, 
he never showed any dissatisfaction with 
his new role or even a hint of disaffection 
with the President. Unknown to many, 
Wamalwa had a special place in Kibaki’s 
inner circle as a trusted adviser. And it 
was this relationship that informed the 
President’s keenness to keep his VP’s 
hands free.

Wamalwa’s vice presidency was short-
lived. In the dying hours of the 2002 
election campaigns, Kibaki was involved 
in a road accident and consequently 
flown to London for medical treatment. 
It was while visiting Kibaki in hospital 
that Wamalwa was also taken ill. In early 

Kibaki, Wamalwa Kijana and Charity Ngilu at the ceremony to install Archbishop Benjamin Nzimbi as the head of the Anglican Church at Nairobi’s All Saints 
Cathedral
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2003, he was hospitalised in London 
again. When he recovered, he returned 
to Kenya to marry his longtime partner, 
Yvonne Nambia, in a memorable wed-
ding that bore pronounced marks of his 
Anglophile persuasions – he not only 
submitted his proposal to the bride in 
Shakespearean parlance but also arrived 
in church in a vintage Ford and dressed 
in a morning coat. 

On 1 June 2003, Wamalwa travelled 
to Geneva, Switzerland, to represent 
Kenya at the International Labour 
Organization’s 91st session. He led a 
delegation of government officials, trade 
unionists and employers to the meeting. 
After staying three weeks in Geneva, he 
flew to London for a medical checkup 
accompanied by his wife and daughter. 
Unfortunately, Wamalwa died in London 
on the morning of 23 August 2003.

Wamalwa’s was not the first death to 
plague the NARC government in its first 
year in office. Apart from being the first 
sitting Vice President to die in the history 
of independent Kenya, he was the third 
Cabinet Minister and fifth NARC MP to 
die within the first eight months of the 
coalition’s reign.

The first was Ahmed Khalif, NARC’s 
first Minister for Labour, who died in a 
January 2003 plane crash in which sev-
eral other ministers suffered injuries. 
He was followed by Naivasha MP Paul 
Kihara, who passed on in a South African 
hospital in February of the same year. In 
April, Yatta MP James Mutiso drowned in 

Kibaki (right) and Wamalwa consult during the launch of the National Alliance Party of Kenya economic blueprint in Nairobi.

raging floods and in June 2003, Geoffrey 
Parpai, a Minister in the Office of the 
President, who started ailing soon after 
he was sworn in, also died.

Within the Cabinet, Wamalwa was con-
sidered a gentleman; a good competitor 
who kept the game clean. Almost all his 
colleagues captured this quality in their 
tributes to the fallen Vice President. 

Due to the special working relationship 
they enjoyed, Kibaki suffered a huge loss 
in Wamalwa’s death. Wamalwa’s succes-
sor, Moody Awori, captured this well in 
his memoirs, Riding on a Tiger, revealing 
how overcome with grief Kibaki was on 

losing his deputy.
In his book, Awori recalls how Wamalwa 

was hospitalised in London just six 
months after assuming office. He gives 
vivid recollections of how the President 
relied on his ministers and other mem-
bers of his government who made stopo-
vers in London en route to other desti-
nations for briefs on Wamalwa’s health. 
When Awori made a trip to London in 
August 2003, the President also asked 
him to check on the Vice President.

When Wamalwa’s body arrived at the 
Jomo Kenyatta International Airport, 
there was a huge crowd led by President 

Kibaki. The sombre atmosphere was 
overpowering as the President declared 
that Wamalwa would be accorded a State 
funeral – the second in the history of 
independent Kenya after that of founding 
President Jomo Kenyatta in 1978.

Wamalwa’s body lay in State at 
Parliament Buildings for public view-
ing as the country went into mourning. 
And in a public manifestation of his 
personal grief, President Kibaki let tears 
for his fallen friend flow freely during 
the burial in Kitale.

Kibaki’s opinion of Wamalwa was crys-
tallised in a 2016 memorial article titled 
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There was hardly any subject that he 
couldn’t convey to ordinary people to 
bring them on board. It was an asset that 
did not escape the President’s praise 
in his recollection. Kibaki noted that 
eloquence was not just about mesmer-
ising the masses; it was an instrument 
for building consensus and amassing 
political capital for the benefit of the 
teams he worked with.

But Wamalwa could also be pointed, 
pithy and perhaps even brutal when 
he directed his wit at his opponents. At 
FORD-Kenya, his long-running dispute 
with Raila led him to say: “Raila is not 
my peer intellectually by any descrip-
tion. I don’t think he has any leadership 
capabilities because he is a very dicta-
torial fellow. Whenever he talks in NEC 
meetings, he always says, ‘We must do 
this’ and people answer back, ‘You can’t 
force us to do this.’”

That Wamalwa was the gentleman of 
Kenyan politics is not in doubt. Maybe 
the working chemistry between him 
and Kibaki can be attributed to this 
– the two politicians were generally 

Wamalwa was not merely a politician, he 
was a political leader (Saturday Nation, 20 
August 2016), in which he wrote candidly 
about his departed deputy. 

The President talked about Wamalwa’s 
personal attributes such as wit, charm 
and authenticity. He also acknowledged 
Wamalwa’s critical role in the formation 
of NARC and his contribution to its vic-
tory. In the President’s view, Wamalwa 
was a man whose politics and leader-
ship were distinguished by unequivocal 
convictions and causes. He was a leader 
with a national outlook – his worldview 
resisted tribal or ethnic limitations.

It was a rare and fascinating glimpse 
into the character of the Vice President 
from a person imminently qualified to 
talk about him. As a constant and calm 
voice of reason during the agitation for 
political pluralism in the 1980s and 1990s, 
Wamalwa shunned the confrontational 
style that some of his peers and contem-
poraries found attractive, Kibaki noted, 
while hailing Wamalwa’s ability to work 
with other leaders towards the realisation 
of a progressive agenda.

Wamalwa’s mastery of government 
operations made him an asset to NARC. 
He had a particularly good understand-
ing of the working dynamics between 
the Executive, the Legislature and the 
Judiciary. Kibaki often relied on Wamalwa 
to smooth the rough edges that are the 
hallmark of this relationship.

As noted earlier, Kenyans knew 
Wamalwa most for his gift of the gab. 

non-confrontational in their politics. 
Either by design or default, Wamalwa 
consistently cut the image of a reliable 
and trustworthy deputy. Some believe 
had he lived, this might have averted 
some of the political misfortunes that 
stalked Kibaki’s presidency, such as the 
2005 referendum on the Constitution of 
Kenya that split the NARC government 
into ‘banana’ and ‘orange’ factions, and 
the 2007-2008 post-election violence 
that enveloped the country. In fact, given 
his affability and charisma, many like to 
think Wamalwa would eventually have 
succeeded Kibaki. 

Because of the well-established cul-
ture in Kenya of politicians using public 
office for personal gain, it was generally 
expected that Wamalwa was no different. 
But when he died, many were shocked. 
Put on a scale against other Kenyan VPs, 
he emerges as the ‘poorest.’ Compared 
to an average contemporary Kenyan 
politician, Wamalwa had puny assets. 
Those who knew him attributed this to 
his generosity. Stories abound of how 
on many occasions he would walk into 

a social place with money in his wallet 
and walk out without a penny. He was also 
known to bail out those in need of school 
fees or food among other necessities.

Wamalwa was still living in a rented 
house at the time of his appointment as 
Vice President in 2002, perhaps another 
indicator that in a setting where politi-
cians are known to live large, he was a 
different kettle of fish. Given this dis-
position, would he not have been a great 
asset in helping the NARC government 
slay the dragon of corruption? This is 
certainly not an idle thought.

When Wamalwa passed on, Kibaki 
appointed Moody Awori as the Vice 
President and Musikari Kombo took over 
the FORD-Kenya chairmanship. There is, 
however, one gap he left that is yet to be 
filled – the long-sought dream of endur-
ing unity among the Luhya community. 

Under Wamalwa’s stewardship, the 
Luhyas bought into the NARC vision. In 
addition to his sociable personality that 
endeared him to the people, the Luhyas 
considered him a homegrown politician 
who fitted well in the league of legendary 
Luhya politicians who had gone before 
him, such as Masinde Muliro and Moses 
Mudavadi. 

Ultimately, the young man they had 
initially rejected as being too immature 
– the kijana – in their view progres-
sively grew into a political giant; one 
whose promising career as Vice President 
turned out to be poignantly brief.

Within the Cabinet, Wamalwa was 
considered a gentleman; a good 
competitor who kept the game clean. 
Almost all his colleagues captured this
quality in their tributest to the fallen 
Vice President
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KONES
K I P K A L Y A

Kipkalya Kiprono Kones was part of President Mwai Kibaki’s 
Cabinet for just 57 days before his death in a plane crash on 
10 June 2008, aged 56. Given such a brief stint, it is difficult 
to put a finger on any agenda he might have had that would 
have contributed to the legacy of Kenya’s third President. 
However, a review of the Hansard (Parliament’s record of 
proceedings) of June 11, a day after his death, presents a peek 
into this politician who went about everything he laid his 
hands on with zeal and aplomb.

Jovial yet 
Fearless Fighter
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Kones, a veteran politician 
who represented Bomet 
Constituency from 1988 to 
2008 with only one hiatus – 

from 2002 to 2007 (and even then he was 
a nominated MP) – found his way into the 
Cabinet through the power-sharing pact 
that saw Kibaki and Raila Odinga form the 
Government of National Unity. The pact 
was the result of protracted negotiations 
to quell violent unrest in the country 
after the disputed 2007 General Election. 
President Kibaki announced a coalition 
government comprising 40 ministers and 
57 assistant ministers on 14 April 2008.

Kones was handed the influential 
Ministry of Roads and Public Works. 
This was familiar territory – he had once 
headed the Public Works and Housing 
docket under Kibaki’s predecessor, 
President Daniel arap Moi.

While eulogising the fallen Minister, 
Odinga, who was Prime Minister in the 
coalition government, said he had had 
an opportunity to work with Kones very 
closely and found him dependable.

“In recent times, before the dissolution 
of the Eighth Parliament, he had served 
briefly as my Assistant Minister in the 
then Ministry of Roads, Public Works 
and Housing. We worked very closely 
because he had been a Minister before in 
that ministry and he knew a lot of things. 
Together, we were able to carry out sev-
eral reforms in the ministry,” Odinga said 
without going into detail.

He said after Kones was appointed 

Minister for Roads, he went to the PM’s 
office with his staff and explained his plans 
and vision for the ministry.

“He explained what he intended to do 
for this country. So the printed estimates 
that have just been laid on the table of 
the House include those for the Ministry 
of Roads. The estimates of the Ministry 
of Roads basically bear the thumbprint 
of Mr Kones,” explained Odinga while 
seconding a motion of adjournment to 
mourn Kones and Lorna Laboso, the MP 
for Sotik Constituency and an Assistant 
Minister in the Ministry of Home Affairs, 
who died in the same crash.

One of Kones’ last official acts was 
to accompany President Kibaki to the 
Tokyo International Conference on 
African Development (TICAD IV) held 
in Yokohama, Japan, between 28 and 30 
May 2008. At the event, Kibaki put up a 
spirited campaign for Kenya’s tourism 
sector, calling for direct flights between 
the two countries, according to press 
reports at the time.

Shortly after the Japan tour, Kones would 
also represent the President, with Odinga, 
at the World Economic Forum in South 
Africa where he made “a very positive 
contribution, leading to the Kenyan del-
egation being hailed as the most organised 
and prepared at that conference”, recalled 
the former PM.

Jovial, yet strikingly fearless and war-
like at the same time, Kones easily made 
friends from both sides of the political 
divide. And this was evident in the differ-

ent politicians that eulogised him.
For instance, describing his contribu-

tions in the House as being of the highest 
quality, Beth Mugo, then Dagoretti MP 
and Minister for Public Health, recalled 
a time when she invited Kones to her 
home, where he immediately struck up a 
friendship with her husband. Kones and 
Mugo, a staunch Kibaki supporter, were 
in opposing political camps that duelled 
bitterly in the 2007 election and in the 
months before the signing of the National 
Accord that restored peace in the country.

Sally Kosgei, the Minister for Higher 
Education and one-time Head of Civil 
Service in President Moi’s government, 
described Kones as a brilliant communi-
cator with an infectious smile. 

“You would go to him because you 
thought the world was coming down, 
but his first response would be to laugh 
and you would realise that all was not lost.”

Having schooled only up to Form Six in 
a region that produced the likes of Prof 
Jonathan Ng’eno and Dr Taita Towett – 

Cabinet ministers in years gone by – Kones 
was not considered well-educated in his 
larger Bomet-Kericho backyard, but his 
eloquence and mobilisation skills were 
widely acknowledged. This, combined 
with his courage, is what endeared him 
to Moi, who kept him on as Minister for 
nearly 15 years.

Kones attended Tenwek High School 
from Form One to Form Four and then 
Cardinal Otunga High School for his A’ 
levels after which he was employed as a 
supervisor at James Finlay Tea Company 
in Kericho District (now Kericho County). 
It was here – where the beautiful green 
expanse of tea stretches as far as the eye 
can see – that the young Kones fell in love 
with politics, riding on his oratorical skills 
and a knack for speaking his mind.

His attempt to become the Bomet MP 
in 1983 was, however, thwarted by the 
incumbent, Isaac Salat, then a power-
ful Assistant Minister in the Office of 
the President. Salat, a personal friend of 
Moi’s, was the father of the KANU (Kenya 

Kones was one of the 21 politicians and 
famous personalities named in a Kenya 
National Human Rights  Commission 
report for allegedly planning and 
financing the 2007-2008 post election 
violence

K I P K A LYA  KO N E S
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Agriculture upon his election as MP.
Ahead of Kenya’s return to pluralism 

in 1991, Kones teamed up with KANU 
stalwarts William ole Ntimama, Nicholas 
Biwott and Henry Kosgey to try and mobi-

African National Union) party’s Secretary 
General, Nick Salat.

The elder Salat’s death in 1988 yanked 
the door wide open for Kones, who 
was appointed Assistant Minister for 

lise Rift Valley residents to resist the 
idea. He would employ figures of speech 
to shape the course of events in the Rift 
Valley region so effectively that after 
the 1992 polls, during which he was re-

Kipkalya Kones takes the oath of office.

elected as Bomet MP, Moi appointed him 
a Minister in the Office of the President.

In the 1997 elections, he was again re-
elected and this time, appointed to head 
the Public Works and Housing docket, 
before being moved to Research, Science 
and Technology. Towards the 2002 General 
Election, however, his loyalty to KANU 
came under close scrutiny and he was 
moved to the less influential Ministry of 
Vocational Training.

Kones finally fell out with Moi altogether 
and briefly joined the Muungano wa 
Mageuzi movement, led by lawyer and 
fellow politician James Orengo, that was 
pushing for a regime change in the coun-
try. Kones’ sojourn in the Orengo camp 
was short-lived because shortly before 
the 2002 General Election, he shifted his 
support to FORD-People, which was led 
by Simeon Nyachae, a former Head of 
Civil Service and Cabinet Minister who 
had also fallen out with Moi.

Nyachae, who had earlier parted ways 
with the National Rainbow Coalition 
(NARC) after Odinga endorsed Kibaki as 
the coalition’s presidential flag bearer, 
picked Kones as his running mate and 
the two put up a spirited fight for the 
presidency, flying around in helicopters 
during the campaigns, which was a novelty 
at the time.

But they were no match for NARC’s 
Kibaki, Charity Ngilu and Kijana Wamalwa 
on the one hand, and a group of disgrun-
tled ministers, led by Odinga, that had fled 
KANU on the other.
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That year, Kones lost his parliamentary 
seat to Nick Salat but was nominated as 
an MP by the FORD-People party, which 
he also chaired. On 30 June 2004, Kibaki 
appointed Kones Assistant Minister for 
Public Works as he sought to beef up his 
support in Parliament following a rebel-
lion from a number of ministers led by 
Odinga, who alleged an unfulfilled power-
sharing pact.

This was the first time Kones was work-
ing with Kibaki albeit from a distance 
since he wasn’t a Cabinet member. At the 
time the full Minister from the Kipsigis 
community was Chepalungu MP John 
Koech, who was Kones’ nemesis in the 
jostling for the region’s numero uno posi-
tion in politics. Koech had come into the 
Government of National Unity at the same 
time as Kones. 

In 2005, after the government-backed 
referendum to change the Constitution 
of Kenya failed and Kibaki purged his 
government of ‘rebels’, Kones refused an 
attempt to reappoint him to his old job 
as Assistant Minister, reckoning that the 
‘ground’ was hostile. He would later move 
to associate with Odinga, who had led 
the ‘No’ side of the referendum that was 
symbolised by an orange and that became 
the Orange Democratic Movement (ODM) 
party on which Kones rode to Parliament 
and into the Cabinet after the formation 
of the coalition government.

Lawyer Gitobu Imanyara, then the MP 
for Imenti Central Constituency in Meru 
District, remembered Kones as a fighter 

to stop them. The MP laughed loudly but 
stood his ground and said: “We are not 
moving. Go and tell Mr Moi that we are 
here to raise funds for a needy child.”

By invoking the needs of a poor child, he 
struck a chord even with the law-enforcing 

who represented far more than his con-
stituency or “even the larger Kericho 
(Kipsigis) region”. Imanyara recalled a time 
when he accompanied Kones to a fund-
raiser in his constituency and agents of 
the provincial administration attempted 

agents, who let him be. Appealing to the 
emotions was a tactic Kones had per-
fected over the years to pull even oppo-
nents over to his side. As a Minister of 
State in the Office of the President in the 
1990s, his motorcade was once pelted with 

Kones is congratulated by President Kibaki after  taking the oath of office
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stones as he tried to get to a rally in Sotik 
through the neighbouring Chepalungu 
Constituency. He believed the hooligans 
that hurled stones at him had been hired 
by Chepalungu MP Isaac Ruto, a contender 
for supremacy in the region.

“If a whole Minister in the Office of the 
President can be stoned in broad daylight, 
then what is the security of these ordinary 
people here? Indeed, what’s the security 
of these old women?” Kones emotion-
ally asked the crowd at Ndanai in Sotik 
Constituency. The next day the Daily 
Nation ran the story on page one with the 
headline: ‘Kones weeps’.

Throughout his political career, Kones 
was known for making populist remarks 
delivered with dramatic flair for effect. 
One of his campaigns of infamy was 
his opposition to a government drive to 
entrench family planning in communi-
ties. He wanted the so-called small ethnic 
communities to get more, not fewer, 
children so they could catch up with the 
larger communities in the number of 
votes – for the political gain of patrons 
such as himself.

This was, however, couched in the clever, 
more polite explanation that more people 
in the region would equal a bigger share 
of the national cake.  

In his opposition he found good com-
pany in Ntimama from neighbouring 
Narok District. For their war-mongering, 
they were both mentioned adversely in 
commissions of inquiry that were formed 
following deadly tribal clashes in the Rift 

Valley region. 
Kones was one of the 21 politicians and 

famous personalities named in a Kenya 
National Human Rights Commission 
report for allegedly planning and financ-
ing the 2007-2008 post-election violence 
that led to the deaths of more than 1,000 
people and displacement of more than 
500,000 others.

He had earlier been implicated in a report 
by a Parliamentary Select Committee 
chaired by Changamwe MP Kennedy 
Kiliku on ethnic clashes that rocked parts 
of the former Rift Valley and Western 
provinces. The Judicial Commission of 
Inquiry into Tribal Clashes (1991/1992) 
headed by Justice Akilano Akiwumi also 
fingered him as one of the perpetrators.

His intransigence also came to the fore 
when he opposed the eviction of thou-
sands of settlers from the Mau Forest, 
telling them to stay put because they had 
purchased the parcels of land on which 
they lived.

“You don’t have anywhere to go to. From 
here, you will go to heaven. Back to your 
Maker, God,” he said ahead of the evictions 
by the NARC government in July 2005.

He rode on these populist antics to 
reclaim his Bomet seat from Salat in 2007.

Kones’ wife, Beatrice Cherono, who 
became MP in the by-election following 
his death, credited her husband with 
building schools and other infrastructure 
besides helping many needy people gain 
access to education.

Generous to a fault, Kones was a sociable 

person able to mingle with people from 
all walks of life – buying them food and 
drinks, and stopping only when he ran out 
of money. Whether out of this generosity, 
poor financial planning, political persecu-
tion or a combination of all these factors, 
the Minister fell on hard times at some 
point in the 1990s – to the point that he 
could hardly pay his own children’s school 
fees among other financial obligations.

In an interview in 2018, Kones’ widow 
reminisced about these hard times and 
alleged political persecution, saying the 
taxman was unleashed on the politician 
with fictitious arrears after he became a 
harsh government critic.

“We had children to educate and rent 
to pay in Nairobi among other commit-
ments, yet we had no money. Our friends 
and relatives assisted us,” she told the 
interviewer.

Like Ntimama, his political friend from 
across the Maasai Mara game reserve, 
Kones was a voracious reader. His admir-
ers said it was by reading that he was able 
to polish his oratorical skills, delivering 
choice epithets against critics and praise 
for his political idols when it suited him. 
Among the books he read regularly was 
The Prince by Nicolo Machiavelli from 
which he skimmed political cunning for 
which he was well-known in Bomet.

Ruto, his friend-turned-foe-turned-
friend again in the political gymnastics of 
the Moi era, described him as a happy-go-
lucky fellow who never kept grudges for 
long. And he should know – in clinching 

the Chepalungu seat in 1997, Ruto stood on 
Kones’ shoulders. The latter was happy to 
help cut down to size Koech, a formidable 
competitor in the political supremacy 
wars of the Kipsigis community.

Once in Parliament, however, Moi began 
pitting Ruto against Kones; after helping 
Ruto beat Koech, his Vocational Training 
ministerial job was taken away from him 
and handed to the same Ruto. 

After going their separate ways in the 
2002 elections – Kones running on the 
FORD-People ticket and losing but get-
ting nominated, and Ruto barking up the 
NARC horse and losing to KANU’s Koech, 
the two politicians made up, both fighting 
for their political survival via ODM in the 
2007 election and triumphing. For Kones, 
that victory was short-lived as death came 
calling less than three months later. 

Eulogising Kones, Kibaki said he had 
lost a hard-working public servant. 

“Kenya has lost leaders of immense 
potential at their prime age and with a 
promising future,” the President said of 
Kones and Laboso.

In the final analysis, while Kones’ politi-
cal skills and work ethic were widely 
acknowledged, his suspected involvement 
in the organisation and funding of ethnic 
strife in the restive Rift Valley was a blot 
on his otherwise sterling career. It would 
appear that in naming him Minister, 
Kibaki was only following the diktat of 
the National Accord that gave Odinga, his 
main challenger in the 2007 election, a say 
in the Cabinet’s composition. 
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MAITHA 
K A R I S A 

Every once in a while we encounter a person with a 
personality so bold and spirited they’re impossible to ignore. 
People will love them or hate them, but never fail to notice 
them. And when they rise to leadership they become a force 
to be reckoned with. Emmanuel Karisa Maitha was just such 
a leader. 

The Coastal 
Hurricane
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From humble beginnings in his 
native Mombasa County where 
he was born in 1954, Karisa  
rose from a dedicated Clinical 

Officer to a leader of note and a Cabinet 
Minister, packing a full life and career 
into the 50 years that turned out to be 
his lifespan. 

Historically, leaders who are larger 
than life have earned themselves a vari-
ety of nicknames, while conversely, no 
one bothers nicknaming a colourless 
fellow who blends into the background. 
In Kenya politician’s nicknames like 
‘Baba’ ‘Hustler’ and ‘Baba Yao’ are quickly 
identified with their owners. Around 
the world, nicknames of leaders who 
have stood out in either a positive or 
negative way are also quite common�
Mahatma Gandhi was commonly called 
‘Bapu’ (Papa); Margaret Thatcher was ‘The 
Iron Lady,’ as is Kenya’s Martha Karua, 
and Zimbabwe’s president Emmerson 
Mnangagwa is known as ‘The Crocodile.’

Maitha earned himself both a nick-
name�’The Hurricane,’ and a title�
’Mugogo’. But to understand the rel-
evance of either, we must go back to the 
beginning of his career.

Man of the people
They say true leadership is action, not 

position. Maitha started his career as a 
Clinical Officer. To qualify as a Clinical 
Officer one must complete a four or 
five-year professional diploma or degree 
programme accredited by the Clinical 

Officers Council, which enables the 
officer to provide medical services within 
the full scope of family and emergency 
medicine or within their narrower area 
of specialisation. They may practice in a 
public or private medical institution, or 
independently as a private practitioner. 
It was in this position that Maitha began 
to distinguish himself, by serving the 
underprivileged, even when they could 
not afford to pay. His service of the vul-
nerable endeared him to the people. 
As a Clinical Officer, Maitha’s ability to 
prioritize the health of his patients over 
financial gain was a hint at his heart for 
helping the less fortunate in the com-
munity, a theme that would be repeated 
throughout his life.  

Maitha’s political career began in 1979 
as a Councilor of Mwakirunge Ward in 
Kisauni Constituency, a position he main-
tained until 1992 when he was elected 
Member of Parliament for Kisauni. As 
a politician, just as he had been as a 
healthcare professional, he remained an 
advocate for the dispossessed.

Maitha lobbied for the legalization of 
mnazi, upon which many coastal palm 
tapers and traders depend for a liveli-
hood. Mnazi, a traditional palm wine 
brewed at the coast, is made from the 
sap extracted from palm fruits. It is not 
a simple task. The tapper must climb 
the tall tree carrying with him a knife 
and a gourd, make an incision between 
the kernels which are deep inside the 
palm fruit, and tie the gourd in place to 

to the most disenfranchised in Kenyan 
society�the street families. He was 
responsible for the establishment of 
the Street Families Rehabilitation Trust 
Fund (SFRTF) when he was Minister 
for Local Government in 2003 after he 
started a project to help street children. 
He established the SFRTF to address the 
concerns of all homeless, destitute and 
vulnerable people in urban areas.

It is Maitha’s heart for the people and 
his fearless drive to solve their issues 
that earned him the title of ‘Mugogo wa 
Pwani,’ the Coast kingpin. 

A Kingpin and a Hurricane
If you’ve ever been bowling or watched 

the game, you’re familiar with the 
arrangement of bowling pins that stand 
at the end of the bowling lanes in a trian-
gle formation. The point of the triangle, 
the single pin in the front row, faces the 
bowler. Behind it is a row with two pins 
then a third row with three pins and 
a fourth row with four pins�ten pins 
altogether. The kingpin is the fifth pin, 
the one in the very centre.  In a vehicle, 
the kingpin is also the large bolt that was 
used to connect wheels to a vehicle’s axle 

collect the sap. After a couple of days he 
will return to collect his fresh palm juice, 
which is then fermented to make mnazi.

Mnazi is more than just a source of 
income however. It has been touted as a 
healthy drink, taken in moderation, due 
to its iron and Vitamin B content. But 
more than that, it has age-old traditional 
value and holds a special place in celebra-
tions and ceremonies such as weddings 
and funerals in the coastal region. In 2015, 
the Kilifi County Assembly unanimously 
passed a Bill that legalizes Mnazi, com-
pleting the job that Maitha started more 
than a decade ago when he championed 
the rights of Mombasa and Kilifi mnazi 
tapers and sellers.

Then there was his penchant for the 
youth. Himself a family man and the 
father of many children, he took every 
opportunity to help young people, even 
taking the details of their academic 
qualifications at the end of his political 
rallies to help them get job opportuni-
ties. It was therefore not surprising that 
college and university students came 
to his home by the busload to pay their 
respects at his funeral.

Nationally, Maitha’s concern extended 

It is Maitha’s heart for the people and 
his fearless drive to solve their issues 
that earned him the title of ‘Mugogo wa 
Pwani,’ the Coast kingpin.
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in the past. 
A person referred to as the kingpin 

is the one at the centre of things, the 
one in charge, the one who holds it all 

together. So for Maitha to earn the title 
of Kingpin of the Coast was no small 
feat.  He had obviously earned the trust 
of the people right from the start. Only 

to fill�Cabinet Minister Ronald Ngala, 
one of the country’s foremost national-
ists after whom Ronald Ngala Street in 
downtown Nairobi is named. 

But while at the coast he was Mugogo, 
as Minister for Local Government he 
quickly earned the nickname ‘Hurricane 
Maitha.’

The speciality of a hurricane is its sped. 
A Category 1 hurricane, the lowest cat-
egory, has winds moving at 74 mph (119 
km/h). Below this it is merely a tropical 
storm. A Category 5 hurricane has wind 
speed exceeding 156 mph (256 km/h), 
which literally blow the roofs of almost 
any building.  Hurricane Maitha’s cat-
egory may never have been specified by 
those who nicknamed him thus, but a 
hurricane of any category is nonetheless 
nothing to be trifled with, and neither 
was Maitha. He was appointed Minister 
for Local Government in Kibaki’s cabi-
net in 2003, a job he did with great zeal, 
sometimes with the result of causing 
quite a stir�hence the nickname. Like 
a hurricane, he came unbidden and left 
behind him a trail of dismissed senior 
officials before he was transferred to the 
Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife. 

The Likoni Massacre
It was August 1997, and Kenya’s general 

elections were due to be held in a few 
months, at the end of December; the 
second general elections since the intro-
duction of multiparty politics. Something 
was stirring at the coast, specifically at 

one person had held that title, conferred 
by the costal people on a leader who, in 
their estimation, has earned it. The first 
Kingpin had been a man with big shoes 

Local Government Minister Karisa Maitha shares a word with President Kibaki.
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Likoni, the site of the southern terminus 
of the Likoni Ferry, which carries both 
road and pedestrian traffic across the 
Kilindini Harbour, between the Likoni 
mainland side and Mombasa Island. The 
travel activity aside, Likoni is normally 
a quiet resort area. 

But on the night of August 13th, unprec-
edented violence broke out. About 100 
raiders armed with guns and bows, 
arrows and machetes attacked Likoni 
Police Station, as well as a police post at 
the ferry. They killed at least six police 
officers, stole guns and set the police 
station and nearby offices and homes on 
fire. Then they turned on civilians, kill-
ing and maiming those they identified 
as non-locals and burning down kiosks 
and buildings. Their dirty handiwork 
was done in the cover of night, and once 
the security forces began to arrive in the 
morning, the raiders retreated into the 
nearby Kaya Bombo forest and Similani 
caves, where some of them remained for 
months and continued to launch attacks. 

Testimony from various parties to the 
Akiwumi Commission of Inquiry later 
revealed that the attacks were politically 
instigated in a bid by some KANU politi-
cians to retain their political dominance 
at the coast in the face of competition 
from other political parties by getting 
rid of non-locals whose votes might be 
against them. It was against this back-
ground that Karisa Maitha was running 
for election as Member of Parliament 
for Kisauni, having served as a Councilor 

for three terms. He was himself impli-
cated and investigated, but denied 
any involvement. Following the Likoni 
clashes, Maitha decamped from KANU, 
joined Mwai Kibaki’s DP party, and won 
the elections. His victory marked the 
beginning of an opening up of the coast 
to multiparty politics.

Cabinet Appointment
The DP presidential candidate, Mwai 

Kibaki, lost to KANU and the sitting 
president, Daniel Arap Moi, in 1997. But 
Kibaki’s time would come in 2002, and 
when it did, Maitha was his point man at 
the coast. This time round, DP had affili-
ated with several other parties to form 
the NARC coalition. It was on this ticket 
that Kibaki was elected as President and 
it was on the same ticket that Maitha was 
re-elected as Member of Parliament for 
Kisauni.

And in early 2003 when Kibaki 
announced his first cabinet, Maitha was 
on it as Minister for Local Government, 
forming a team with Assistant Minister 
Shaaban Ali Isaack. During his brief time 
at the helm of Local Government, some of 
Maitha’s  passion for helping the under-
privileged bore fruit. The Ministry’s 
immediately embarked on a programme 
to rehabilitate street families, which also 
involved training in vocational insti-
tutions for some. Under Maitha, the 
Ministry also began the resettlement 
of hawkers from the streets of Nairobi’s 
CBD, which over time culminated in 

cabinet, but the two men shared a deeper 
connection. Describing him as “a friend 
and a comrade,” Kibaki traveled to the 
coast for Maitha’s burial. Newspaper 
reports said that the evening before the 
funeral, he viewed his friend’s body, 
condoled with the family, then viewed 
the body a second time�a final farewell. 

Rather appropriately, Maitha was laid to 
rest at his home in Mtwapa at the foot of 
a Kapok tree, in a spot which he himself 
had chosen. Kapok trees, also known 
as cotton seed trees, are gigantic. They 
easily grow up to 70m in height and their 
trunks about 3m in breadth. This is not 
a tree to plant in a small backyard. The 
fruits of a Kapok tree produce a silky 
cotton fibre used for stuffing pillows or 
mattresses or to make yarn. Amazingly, 
a single kapok tree can produce between 
500 and 4,000 fruits at one time, with 
each fruit containing 200 seeds. 

How fitting then, that Maitha, a man 
with a larger-than-life personality, who 
had impacted so many lives, would be 
buried there. The seeds of his life’s work 
are many, and some continue to bear 
fruit, such as the protection of mnazi 
palm wine tapers and vendors, and the of 
course the careers of many young people 
that he impacted. Then of course there’s 
the Karisa Maitha Grounds and stadium 
in Kilifi, and the title of ‘Mugogo’ that 
has yet to find a new owner close to two 
decades later. 

their resettlement in markets on the 
outskirts such as Ngara  and Muthurwa. 
But as we have seen, this appointment 
was short-lived.

Still, Kibaki’s faith in Maitha per-
sisted, and he was appointed Minister 
for Tourism & Wildlife, teaming up with 
Assistant Minister Fred Gumo, who would 
later become a Minister for Regional 
Development Authorities. The Ministry 
was brand new, carved from the Ministry 
of Tourism and Information. Tourism is 
Kenya’s second largest foreign exchange 
earner, and the country’s spectacular 
wildlife plays a large role in this, so this 
was an important portfolio. Besides, the 
coastal beaches and historical and herit-
age sites such as the Vasco Da Gama Pillar, 
ruin of Gedi and the Fort Jesus are major 
tourist attractions. Certainly this was an 
important and high profile portfolio, and 
Maitha, in typical form took it on with 
enthusiasm, even promising to take on 
a more genteel manner in his politics 
so as not to scare away tourists. Indeed 
he died on the job on August 26th 2004, 
while on an official visit to Germany to 
market Kenya as a top tourism destina-
tion. Just a few days before his death, he 
had remarked on the growing popularity 
of Kenya as a tourist destination, noting 
that the number of tourists who had 
visited the country in the first half of 
2004 had already surpassed the previous 
year’s arrivals during the same period.

Maitha had been one of 20 people who 
formed the team that was Kibaki’s first 

K A R I S A  M A I T H A
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KIRWA
K I P R U T O

Kipruto Rono arap Kirwa does not shy away from saying 
he was the best-performing Minister in President Mwai 
Kibaki’s Cabinet from 2003 to 2007. And while this high self-
assessment may contain a tinge of exaggeration, it is not 
altogether without cause.

Minister who 
Transformed 
Agriculture 
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Appointed to the critical 
Agriculture docket when the 
farming sector was at its lowest 
ebb – and in the dispensation 

of a President who gave his ministers a 
free hand to apply themselves – Kirwa 
soon gave farmers a reason to go back to 
the soil. Agriculture was the backbone of 
the country’s economy and gave about 80 
per cent of Kenya’s population their liveli-
hood, so this was a major achievement for 
Kirwa, who was joining the Cabinet for 
the first time. 

But it was not his first stint in the minis-
try, having been Assistant Minister under 
President Daniel arap Moi from 1998 to 
2002. He was also prepared profession-
ally, with a background in agricultural 
engineering.

Also of significance was that Kirwa was 
one of the few MPs from the Kalenjin 
community to be elected on a National 
Rainbow Coalition (NARC) party ticket in 
the 2002 General Election that saw Moi and 
the Kenya African National Union (KANU) 
party ousted after decades in power. He 
had also proved himself as a principled 
person who did not tolerate injustice or 
poor governance.

Under Kibaki, Kenya had adopted a 
strategy to revitalise agriculture, which 
accounted for 26 per cent of the gross 
domestic product and contributed to 80 
per cent of employment and 57 per cent 
of the national income – both directly 
and indirectly. This critical ministry has 
often gone to those who enjoy the com-

plete trust of the President of the day, and 
Kirwa put this trust to good use, reviving 
faith in farming that had been lost in the 
1980s and 1990s. 

He took office when maize farmers had 
little market, which saw them dispose 
of their produce at throwaway prices. 
To reverse the trend, he banned maize 
imports and it wasn’t long before the 
farmers were expanding acreage under the 
staple crop as they serviced loans from the 
Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC), 
which previously were the preserve of a 
handful of KANU elite. The loans were 
now available to farmers within a very 
short time of application.

All the parastatals under the Ministry 
of Agriculture at the time were revamped 
on Kirwa’s watch. One of these was the 
Kenya Seed Company, a public entity that 
had been established to produce certified 
maize seeds but which had fallen into 
private hands in the dying days of the 
KANU regime.

The Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate 
Services was also strengthened to ensure 
that all imported seeds met quality 
standards, as was the Kenya Agriculture 
Research Institute (KARI), since renamed 
Kenya Agriculture and Livestock Research 
Organisation (KALRO), which was also 
funded by the exchequer to execute its 
mandate. 

For this, the ministry was often rated the 
best in performance evaluation, some-
thing Kirwa remains proud of to this day. 
Indeed, Ezra Njau, a breeder at KALRO, 

credited the former Minister with seed 
development and revamping the ailing 
agricultural institutions.

“We managed to produce seeds against 
certain pests and fungi, which boosted 
production. Some long-term research, 
started in his time, such as that aimed at 
combating stem rust (a virulent wheat dis-
ease) is still ongoing,” Njau said, attributing 
Kirwa’s success to his working with experts.

And according to Lorna Tetu, a large-
scale wheat and barley farmer in Narok 
County as well as a civic leader, Kirwa 
was responsible for fair appointments to 
the ministry’s parastatal boards, which 
she said were previously the preserve of 
certain ethnic communities.

“He ensured that the boards reflected 
the face of Kenya. We reaped benefits from 
tilling our land. When he left, we were left 

at the mercy of importers,” she said. 
Tetu also said AFC loans for farmers 

whose crops were damaged by the vagar-
ies of weather were either rescheduled or 
the interests were waived at the Minister’s 
behest.

“We still remember the good days of the 
Kibaki administration when agriculture 
was a worthy undertaking. Kirwa cultivated 
a close working relationship with Kibaki 
that bettered the lives of farmers, who work 
under difficult conditions to produce food 
for the country,” Tetu said.

So expansive was Kirwa’s docket that 
it was one of only three ministries to be 
allocated two assistant ministers. The 
other two were Education, Science and 
Technology headed by George Saitoti, who 
was also Vice President in the Moi era, and 
Public Service under Geoffrey Parpai. Kirwa 
was deputised by Wycliffe Osundwa and 
Joseph Munyao. The Permanent Secretary 
in the ministry was Godfrey Mate.

Ever since he entered Parliament in 
1990, when he contested the Cherangany 
Constituency by-election and won, Kirwa, 
despite being in KANU, was never comfort-
able with Moi’s style of leadership and was 
a constant thorn in the former President’s 
side. Representing a cosmopolitan con-
stituency populated by the Kalenjin, Luhya 
and Kikuyu communities, the soft-spoken, 
sober-minded politician was comfortable 
making friends with politicians opposed 
to the Moi regime. Moi once angrily nick-
named him ‘Makokha’ for his close asso-
ciation with the Bukusu sub-tribe of the 

Kirwa was one 
of the few MPs 
from the Kalenjin 
community to 
be elected on a 
NationalRainbow 
Coalition (NARC) 
party ticket in 
the 2002 General 
Election
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Luhya, which opposed KANU. 
In the late 1990s, the former teacher 

joined hands with youthful KANU mem-
bers such as Cyrus Jirongo, John Sambu 
and William Ruto to foment rebellion 
within the party. The “Four Sisters” as 
they were referred to were itching to grab 
a piece of the KANU behemoth that was 
dominated by conservative old guards 
such as Nicholas Biwott, George Saitoti and 
Joseph Kamotho. Jirongo, then the MP for 
Lugari in present-day Kakamega County, 
was Kirwa’s schoolmate at Mang’u High 
School and had been instrumental in the 
re-election of KANU as the ruling party 
in 1992 through the Youth for KANU ‘92 
movement whose money-dishing tactics 
felled the shilling and drove up inflation.

By 2000, Kirwa had decamped from 
KANU to the Opposition, becoming an 
important cog in the wheel that was the 
National Alliance Party of Kenya (NAK). 
He worked closely with Kibaki behind the 
scenes to shape NAK into a formidable 
coalition that brought together Kibaki’s 
Democratic Party (DP), Ford-Kenya led 
by Kijana Wamalwa and Charity Ngilu’s 
National Party of Kenya. They would be 
joined by KANU rebels and the Liberal 
Democratic Party (LDP) to form NARC. 
Kirwa, Chris Murungaru and former MP 
for Mwala, Mutua Katuku, were the driv-
ing force behind NAK while the principals 
– Kibaki, Wamalwa and Ngilu – were the 
public face. 

Despite his recognised success in the 
agriculture sector, it was not all smooth Agriculture Minister Kipruto Kirwa (left) launches the Freedom from Hunger Walk with Brookside Managing Director Muhoho Kenyatta.
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Cereals and Produce Board to purchase 
two million bags of maize locally and in the 
Common Market for Eastern and Southern 
Africa (COMESA) to boost the country’s 
strategic reserves. But at the time, the 
country did not have sufficient finances 
and Kibaki had appealed for USD 76 mil-
lion to fund emergency relief operations 
to help those affected by crop failure due 
to inadequate rainfall.

In May 2007, Kirwa had a rough time in 

sailing for Kirwa. Soon after taking over, 
the Minister faced a major challenge when 
about 3.3 million people faced starvation 
because of drought and poor harvests. In 
addition, more than 150,000 camels, 16 
million goats and six million cows were at 
risk of death as harsh weather conditions 
ravaged many parts of Kenya’s arid and 
semi-arid (ASAL) areas.

Kirwa announced that the government 
would disburse money to the National 

Parliament when he was asked to explain 
the flouting of the 2005 Notice No. 44 that 
required potatoes packaged for wholesale 
should be put in 110-kilogramme bags. 
Kirwa explained, amid disbelief on the 
floor of the House, that his ministry had 
no specific financial allocation for the 
implementation of Notice No. 44.

But his biggest nightmare was yet to 
come. Ahead of the 2007 General Election, 
cheap sugar imports, which he had earlier 
managed to stop, were dumped in the 
country and markets were saturated, deal-
ing a big blow to local sugarcane farmers.

Although Kenya was a committed 
member of COMESA, which allowed cer-
tain quotas of imports to make up for 
shortfalls, sugarcane farmers in the west-
ern belt complained that the imports were 
being used to line the pockets of certain 
powerful people at a time when Kibaki 
was about to seek a second term in office.

Kirwa was born in September 1959 and 
studied at Kapsabet and Mang’u high 
schools before joining the Kenya Technical 
Teachers’ College for a diploma in agri-
cultural engineering. He later joined the 
Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture 
& Technology for a degree in agricultural 
engineering. From 1986 to 1988, he was a 
teacher and headmaster at Tilol Secondary 
School in present-day Uasin Gishu County.

The former Minister also holds a Master 
of Science in Applied Management 
and Leadership from the Management 
University of Africa, and a Master of 
Arts in International Studies from the 

University of Nairobi. Known for his flu-
ency in Kiswahili because of his long stay in 
Tanzania, where a majority of his clan still 
resides, he is currently studying for a PhD 
in International Studies at the University 
of Nairobi.

His entry into Parliament in 1990 came 
through a by-election when John Kirwa 
Rotich, who had won the seat in 1988, 
had his election nullified in court after 
the long-time holder of the seat, Masinde 
Muliro, lodged an election petition.

In Parliament, Kirwa had a knack for 
speaking his mind on matters affecting 
his constituency, which he represented 
for nearly two decades. He championed 
the rights of his people, whose main eco-
nomic mainstay was agriculture, to access 
better markets for their produce. He also 
opposed the dumping of cheap imported 
grains, which depressed prices especially 
during harvest season.

In 1997, Kirwa sensationally claimed that 
army personnel from the Pokot commu-
nity were leaving the service with arms to 
take part in activities aimed at destabilising 
the North Rift region, especially Kitale, 
an Opposition zone. Cattle rustling, he 
charged, could have been the entry point 
of the destabilisation plans that would 
have seen people being displaced ahead 
of the General Election that was held in 
December that year.

It was after the 1997 elections that Kirwa 
teamed up with Jirongo, Ruto, Wamalwa, 
Fred Amayo, and then Kwanza MP George 
Kapten, to form a fall-back party, the United 

Kirwa with Dr Joseph Ochieng a breeder from Kenya Agricultural Research Institute (KARI) during 
the introduction of a new variety of maize at Kilimo House, Nairobi
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Democratic Movement, were they to be 
kicked out of KANU. While the group had 
been dismissed as inconsequential hot-
heads, it appears that Moi took seriously 
their potential to divide the ruling party. 
In September 2000, government opera-
tives attempted to disrupt a fundraising 
meeting in Bomet presided over by Kirwa 
and his soul mates Sambu, Jirongo and 
Kipkalya Kones.

Kirwa retained his Cherangany seat in 
three polls despite his stance, but as the 
2002 elections approached he went head-
long into Opposition politics, culminat-
ing in the euphoric 2002 NARC victory in 
which he won the seat on a FORD-Kenya/
NARC ticket. He was vanquished in 2007 
by Joshua Kutuny, who vied on an Orange 
Democratic Movement party ticket. Still, 
those who know him say he lasted as long 
as he did because he eschewed the practice 
of using his position to enrich himself.

President’s confidence in his first Minister 
for Agriculture.

In 2013, he contested the Trans Nzoia 
Senate seat on a New FORD-Kenya ticket 
and lost to FORD-Kenya’s Henry ole 
Ndiema. In January 2017, Kirwa moved 

Even after his loss in 2007, Kibaki 
appointed him the Inter-Governmental 
Authority on Development (IGAD) Special 
Envoy to Somalia Peace and National 
Reconciliation where he served between 
2008 and 2012, demonstrating the 

to Musalia Mudavadi’s Amani National 
Congress and became the party’s deputy 
leader. In that year’s election, he emerged 
third in his second bid for the Trans Nzoia 
Senate seat that was won by Jubilee’s 
Michael Mbito.

In Parliament, 
Kirwa had a knack 
for speaking his 
mind on matters 
affecting his 
constituency, 
which he 
represented for 
nearly two decades
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K I P R U T O  K I R WA

Kirwa, Kibaki and First Lady 
Lucy tour the Kenya Seed stand 
led by the Managing Director 
Hosea Sitienei at the Eldoret 
Agricultural Society of Kenya 
Show
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MURUNGI
K I R A I T U

Kiraitu Murungi was President Mwai Kibaki’s first Minister 
for Justice and Constitutional Affairs. He served in this 
capacity from 2003 to 2005 after which he became Minister 
for Energy. Prior to his appointment to the Cabinet, Murungi 
had already earned a name for himself in the Mount Kenya 
political arena as a shrewd politician-cum-grassroots 
mobiliser. As a matter of fact, he has not lost an election 
since his 1992 debut into elective politics. He is currently the 
Governor of Meru County. 

Kibaki’s Judicial 
Surgeon 
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Murungi’s biggest sell-
ing point as Minister for 
Justice and Constitutional 
Affairs was most certainly 

his illustrious legal career and specialisa-
tion in constitutional law. In addition, he 
was a man of the people who had endeared 
himself to the masses through his legal 
practice and initiation of a number of 
pro-people development projects.

A key pillar of the National Rainbow 
Coalition (NARC) campaign platform was 
delivering a new Constitution within 100 
days of coming into office. This meant 
that whoever became Kibaki’s law min-
ister already had his or her work cut out. 
Further, the President was inheriting a 
Judiciary reeling under the weight of cor-
ruption – the phrase “why hire a lawyer 
when you can buy a judge?” had become 
widely used in reference to how low the 
Judiciary’s reputation had sunk.

To complete the sorry state of affairs, 
the Kenya Police was routinely perched at 
the top of the Kenya Corruption Index and 
the Kenya Prisons system was notorious 
for dehumanising its staff and inmates. In 
its most fundamental sense, the contract 
between the State and its citizens guar-
antees fair, just and expedient treatment 
before the law in exchange for obeying that 
law. But when NARC assumed the reins of 
government in 2003, that contract was in 
tatters and many people had resorted to 
self-help means in pursuit of their rights. 
This was an untenable situation that the 
President had to quickly arrest to avert a 

slide into total anarchy.
And so in his wisdom, Kibaki turned to 

Murungi to help him deliver the NARC 
promise on justice for all. Few could fault 
the choice of one of Meru District’s most 
prominent sons; certainly for many, he 
had earned his stripes. He had been a star 
member of the famous group of activists 
and politicians known as the Young Turks 
who had driven the Kenya African National 
Union (KANU) party to loosen its hold on 
Kenya’s politics through the repealing of 
Section 2A of the old Constitution that had 
for years bound Kenya as a one-party State.  

Murungi had also long been involved in 
various grassroots development initiatives 
in the country before entering Parliament 
in 1992. He used his stint as a legislator to 
build on this work. In 1994, he founded the 
Centre for Governance and Development 
and in 1995 he founded the Coffee and Tea 
Parliamentary Association, which played 
a key role in introducing major reforms in 
those sectors for the benefit of farmers.

As South Imenti MP, he formed the South 
Imenti Development Association, the 
South Imenti People’s Bank, South Imenti 
Women Development Association, South 
Imenti Youth Development Programme 
and the South Imenti Education Fund. 
These were grassroots initiatives com-
mitted to empowering the people and 
turning around the economic fortunes of 
the constituents.

The critical role Murungi would play in 
Kibaki’s campaign for the 2005 proposed 
Constitution and 2007 re-election went 

to show how right the President had been 
to appoint him to his Cabinet. And like 
others in the new government, he hit the 
ground running. In no time he had spear-
headed sector-wide reforms through the 
Governance, Justice, Law and Order Sector 
programme. 

Murungi was instrumental in carrying 
out radical surgery in the Judiciary. There 
was no escaping the public clamour for 
this. The high-profile process involved 
identifying and purging corrupt judges 
and magistrates; by the time it ended, 
more than 80 magistrates and 23 judges 
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had been struck off the bench on account 
of corruption-related accusations. Next, 
he oversaw the re-establishment of the 
Kenya Anti-Corruption Authority.

But the elephant in the room remained 
the Constitution. It was Kenya’s perennial 
problem, the one at the centre of every 
political and administrative conflict. After 
100 years of colonial rule and nearly 40 
years of a stifling one-party regime, the 
people had had enough. The country’s 
entire political architecture had to be 
redrawn and renegotiated. As the man 
tasked with keeping NARC’s promise, 
Murungi convened the Bomas (of Kenya) 
Constitutional Conference, where the tor-
tuous journey to Kenya’s 2010 Constitution 

won the Best Law Student Prize and the 
Law Society of Kenya Prize for the overall 
best law student in the class of 1978.

Between 1978 and 1980, Murungi taught 
at the Kenya School of Law. In 1979 he took 
the Commonwealth Legal Drafting Course 
and between 1980 and 1982, he studied 
for a Master of Laws at the University of 
Nairobi. He attained his second Master of 
Laws degree from Harvard Law School in 
1991. He was in Harvard thanks to his exile 
for opposing KANU. 

With constitutional law, human rights 
law and democracy forming his profes-
sional foundation, he co-founded Kamau 
Kuria, Kiraitu & Ringera Advocates in 
Nairobi in 1980. In the course of the decade 
he represented a number of KANU’s politi-
cal prisoners, among them Wanyiri Kihoro 
and Raila Odinga. It was the litigation of 
Kihoro’s case that, aside from leading to 
Kuria’s detention, pushed both Murungi 
and Kuria into exile in various Western 
countries. Kihoro immortalised the memo-
ries of his case in his book, Never Say Die: 
The Chronicle of a Political Prisoner.

When he returned from exile, Murungi 
joined the struggle for the restoration of 
political pluralism in 1990 as one of Kenya’s 
‘Young Turks’, a team of young profession-
als, mostly lawyers, political scientists and 
university lecturers, who in the late 1980s 
and early 1990s pushed for Kenya’s ‘second 
liberation.’

Notable members of this group included 
Anyang’ Nyong’o, Odinga, Mukhisa 
Kituyi, James Orengo, Paul Muite, Gitobu 

Kiraitu Murungi with Lesotho Deputy Prime Minister Mothetjoa Metsing who paid him a courtesy call.

began.
Murungi was born on 1 January 1952 

in Kionyo Village in the then Abogeta 
Division of Meru District. His parents, 
Daniel M’Mwarania and Anjelika Kiajia, 
raised him in a colonial concentration 
camp, an experience that doubtless shaped 
his political philosophy in his later years. 
He attended Kairiene and Kionyo primary 
schools before joining Chuka High School 
where he bagged the 1971 Best Student 
award. 

Murungi transitioned to Alliance High 
School for his A’ levels in 1973 and joined 
the University of Nairobi’s Faculty of Law, 
graduating in 1977 with an upper class 
honours degree. He was top of his class and 
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Imanyara, Kijana Wamalwa and Murungi 
himself. In December 1991, President 
Daniel arap Moi yielded to pressure and 
repealed Section 2A of the Constitution, 
thereby making Kenya a multi-party 
democracy. With this development, 
Murungi joined the newly-formed Forum 
for the Restoration of Democracy (FORD). 

In the 1992 multi-party elections, he 
was elected MP for South Imenti on a 
FORD-Kenya ticket. In the political rea-
lignments that were occasioned by FORD-
Kenya chairman Jaramogi Oginga Odinga’s 
demise in 1994, he decamped to Kibaki’s 
Democratic Party (DP). In the 1997 General 
Election, he retained his parliamentary 
seat on a DP ticket. As an Opposition MP 
between 1992 and 2002, he served as the 
shadow Attorney General and a member of 
the Anti-Corruption Parliamentary Select 
Committee.  

In 1997, Murungi was the chairman of the 
Inter-Parties Parliamentary Group (IPPG) 
Committee on Constitutional, Legal and 
Administrative reforms. The IPPG liber-
ated Kenya from decades of draconian 
and oppressive colonial laws such as the 
Chiefs Authority Act, sedition and deten-
tion without trial.

Unfortunately, tensions arose between 
the victorious NARC partners – the 
National Alliance Party of Kenya (NAK) 
and the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) – 
immediately after the elections. The fallout 
between the parties’ principals, Kibaki 
and Odinga, turned the new Constitution 
promise into an extreme obstacle that 
stalked Kibaki’s administration well into Kiraitu Murungi shows Kibaki a solar lamp during the opening ceremony of the 2nd National Energy Conference at KICC Nairobi in October 2011.
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its second term. 
The Kibaki-Raila political feud played 

out at the Bomas National Constitutional 
Conference. Delegates assumed pos-
tures that resonated with the interests 
of either faction. While the LDP faction 
of NARC supported the draft compiled 
by the Constitution of Kenya Review 
Commission, during plenary meetings 
their NAK counterparts were unhappy with 
many of the provisions, especially those 
that drastically reduced the powers of the 
Executive. They contested the creation of 
the Office of the Prime Minister, abolition 
of provincial administration, devolution 
of power to the regions and establishment 
of an Upper House of Parliament.

After debating for months, the 629 del-
egates failed to reach a consensus. They 
then decided to subject the draft docu-
ment to a popular vote. The MPs allied to 
Odinga carried the day and this resulted in 
a protest walk-out by the Kibaki’s allies, led 
by the then Vice President Moody Awori. 
Appalled by the turn of events, Murungi 
warned that the government would with-
draw its support for the Constitution 
review process altogether.

A Consensus Building Committee 
chaired by Bishop Philip Sulumeti was 
formed to look at the chapters on the 
Executive and devolution of power. 
The committee recommended a pow-
erful President who was Head of State 
and Government, Head of the Cabinet, 
Commander-in-Chief of the Armed Forces 
and Chairman of the National Security 

Council, but a non-executive and weaker 
Prime Minister.

When the committee’s proposals were 
subjected to a vote, they were rejected by 
75 per cent of the delegates. The major-
ity voted to transfer powers to the Prime 
Minister. In 2010, Kenya eventually voted 
in favour of a new Constitution and subse-
quently promulgated it. The role Murungi 
played in laying ground for this monu-
mental aspect of Kibaki’s legacy cannot 
be understated.

But there was yet another headache he 
had to contend with – the question of what 
Kibaki’s government would do with all 
those who had previously been involved 
in economic and political crimes. During 
campaigns, NARC had assured the elector-
ate that there would be no sacred cows in 
their war against economic crimes. This 
resonated well with Kenyans’ perceptions 
of a new beginning and many waited to see 
how NARC would wriggle itself out of the 
pre-election promise. 

But a few months into Kibaki’s first term, 
and contrary to expectations, Murungi 
declared that the NARC government did 
not intend to prosecute Moi due to the 
respect accorded to the position of the 
former President. He however clarified 
that the NARC government would con-
tinue pointing out the mistakes Moi’s 
administration made in the course of his 
24-year rule.

To appease those who were disap-
pointed by NARC’s decision, Murungi 
had an alternative plan. He informed the 

nation that the government would estab-
lish a South Africa-like Truth, Justice and 
Reconciliation Commission (TJRC) whose 
mandate would be to act as a platform for 
national healing from the atrocities com-
mitted by KANU.

Murungi instituted an 18-member task 
force, chaired by Prof. Makau Mutua, 
to interrogate Kenyans’ approval of the 
establishment of the TJRC. In its report, 
the task force said 90 per cent of Kenyans 
who submitted their views wanted Kibaki’s 
administration to establish an effective 
TJRC. The task force recommended that 
the TJRC look into all the historical abuses 
and crimes that had been committed in 

Kenya since independence.
Upon receipt of the task force report, 

Murungi assured the nation of the govern-
ment’s commitment to implementing the 
recommendations. He agreed that Kenyans 
deserved to know where the nation had 
gone wrong, what atrocities were commit-
ted, who committed them and why they 
were committed. The TJRC would help the 
NARC government uncover what had been 
ailing the country since independence. In 
the end, the commission produced a report 
that is yet to be debated by the public. 

On 15 November 2006, Kibaki appointed 
Murungi Minister for Energy. He radically 
transformed the energy sector, pioneering 
the Rural Electrification Programme that 
connected most urban centres, secondary 
schools, health centres and other public 
facilities to the national grid. During his 
tenure, electricity connectivity in rural 
areas grew from 6 per cent to 30 per cent 
and the number of customers countrywide 
grew from 800,000 to over two million. 

The Rural Electrification Programme 
was domiciled at the Rural Electrification 
Authority. Hailed at inception as a highly 
ambitious project, it aimed at connecting a 
million new customers to the national grid 
within five years. Speaking at the launch 
of the programme, the Minister conceded 
that it was indeed ambitious and noted that 
it had previously taken Kenya a century 
(1887-1997) to have a million people con-
nected to the national grid. He, however, 
affirmed the government’s commitment to 
the cause and assured resources through 

During his tenure 
as Minister for 
Energy, electricity 
connectivity in
rural areas grew 
from 6percent 
to 30percent 
and the number 
of customers 
countrywide grew 
from 800,000 to 
overtwo million
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public-private partnerships. Today, the 
Rural Electrification Programme is a suc-
cess story for which Kibaki and Murungi 
have a special place in history.

It was also during Murungi’s time at 
the helm of the Energy docket that Kenya 
accelerated fossil fuel exploration, leading 
to the discovery of coal, oil and gas for the 
first time in Kenya. But his tenure was not 
devoid of headaches. There were occasions, 
for example, when unprecedented fuel 
shortages rocked the country. Such was 
the case in 2011; the situation got so dire 
that Kibaki had to wade into the crisis and 
rally his Cabinet to assure the nation that 
the government was still on top of things.

The fuel shortage caused traffic snarl-
ups as queues outside petrol stations spilt 
onto the roads. Meanwhile, profiteers in 
the local petrol industry took advantage 
of the crisis and horded fuel. Besides, they 
blatantly refused to sell more than KES 500 
worth of fuel to any one motorist.

At the time, Murungi conceded that 
the energy sector was in a mess and con-
vened a stakeholders’ meeting to chart a 
way out, as many people attributed the 
problems bedevilling the sector to strict 
government-imposed oil industry regula-
tions and profiteering by oil companies.

The Ministry of Energy had introduced 
regulations prohibiting the importation of 
oil outside the ministry-coordinated Open 
Tender Supply system (OTS). Under this 
arrangement, all the oil imported into the 
country, including any that was headed 
for neighbouring Uganda and Rwanda, 

had to come into the country by one ship, 
imported by one player and shared by the 
rest according to market share. 

Since private importation had been pro-
hibited, all players had to patiently wait for 
supplies from the next OTS tender, even 
when their customers were in need of 
more supplies. Access to the only pipeline 
was regulated by a committee under the 
oversight of the ministry. At the time, truck 
loading facilities were available to only five 
players in Nairobi. This made the transfer 
of oil products from Kenya Pipeline depots 
to petrol stations painfully difficult and 
slow. These were some of the factors that 
caused fuel shortages during Murungi’s 
time at the ministry, where he served up 
to the end of Kibaki’s second term.

Thanks to his near-miraculous career 
in elective politics, the former Minister is 
hailed on the Mount Kenya political scene 
as the ‘King of Meru’, a title he inherited 
from Jackson Angaine who, like him, had 
dominated Meru politics. As a hero of the 
upper eastern region, Murungi had been 
Kibaki’s confidant since their DP days. He 
therefore enjoyed unrestricted access to 
the seat of power and the President’s ear.

At the end of Kibaki’s two-term pres-
idency, the lives of Kibaki’s men took 
various turns. Some went into retirement 
with him. Others lost elections and con-
sequently sank into political oblivion. 
Then there are others who reinvented 
themselves and transitioned into Uhuru 
Kenyatta’s regime. Murungi is among this 
last group.

K I R A I T U  M U R U N G I
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KARUA
M A R T H A

When President Mwai Kibaki constituted the first National 
Rainbow Coalition (NARC) Cabinet, he made two very 
transformative moves. First, he downscaled the Cabinet 
slots from the previous government’s 28 to 21. Secondly, 
he included a record six women in his government – three 
Cabinet ministers and three assistant ministers. This was a 
significant increase from the number in the previous regime.

The Iron Lady 
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Kibaki named Charity Kaluki 
Ngilu the Minister for Health, 
Martha Wangari Karua as 
Minister for Water Resources 

Management and Development, and 
Linah Jebii Kilimo as Minister of State 
in the Office of the Vice President. 
Also appointed were environmentalist 
Wangari Maathai as Assistant Minister 
for Environment, Natural Resources 
and Wildlife, Beth Mugo as Assistant 
Minister for Tourism and Information, 
and Betty Tett, the Assistant Minister 
for Local Government. 

Karua quickly became known as ‘Iron 
Lady’ due to her unflinching and unwa-
vering defence of Kibaki’s administra-
tion, and when the going got really 
tough, she was referred to as “the only 
man in Kibaki’s Cabinet”.

In naming Karua and other women to 
his Cabinet, the new President sought 
to expand the space for participation of 
women in leadership and governance at 
national level. Secondly, he knew Karua 
well, having collaborated with her politi-
cally since the early days of his breaka-
way from the Kenya African National 
Union (KANU) to form the Democratic 
Party (DP). A notable voice in the 1990s 
agitation for political pluralism, Karua 
had been elected to Parliament in the 
1992 General Election on a DP ticket. 
She was also the party’s legal affairs 
secretary between 1992 and 1997. Later, 
she became part of the team that formed 
NARC, the coalition that would sweep 

KANU out of power in 2002.
As Minister for Water Resources 

Management and Development, a posi-
tion she held between 2003 and 2005, 
Karua is credited with the implemen-
tation of the Water Act 2002. It was 
reforms like this one that triggered 
the revival of many irrigation projects 
across the country.

Equally significant was her role in 
bringing Egypt to the negotiation table 
for talks on the waters of the River Nile, 
kick-starting the informal diplomatic 
process that eventually became the Nile 
Basin Initiative. Her efforts paid off in 
2010, when seven upstream states signed 
a new agreement on the use of the 
Nile waters. To register their disagree-
ment with the downstream countries, 
the seven states signed the agreement 
without Sudan and Egypt.

The bone of contention was the 
56-year-old treaty that was negotiated 
between the downstream countries and 
the British colonialists in the 1950s. The 
treaty granted Egypt exclusive rights 
over the Nile. For instance, Egypt had 
the power to veto any projects initiated 
by upstream states that could divert the 
Nile waters.

Karua’s interest in the Nile waters 
was premised on the irony of Kenya 
experiencing water distress despite 
being one of the upstream states that 
fed the Nile. Kenya has four rivers that 
empty their waters into Lake Victoria, 
the source of the White Nile, which 

Mutula Kilonzo. The Orange Democratic 
Movement (ODM) side, which was PNU’s 
main opponent in the elections, was led 
by party leader Raila Odinga and repre-
sented by Musalia Mudavadi, William 
Ruto, James Orengo and Sally Kosgei.

The negotiations, which came to be 
known as the Serena Talks, created 
space for Karua to secure a place in 
Kenya’s history books. In his memoir, 
My Life, My Purpose, former Tanzania 
President Benjamin Mkapa remembers 
Karua and Ruto as the strongest hard-
liners during the Kibaki-Raila peace 
negotiations. According to Mkapa’s 
account, locking Karua and Ruto out 
of the mediation team helped to secure 
a power-sharing deal between Kibaki 
and Raila. 

In the end, when the two sides reached 
a power-sharing agreement through a 
coalition government, Karua retained 
her Justice, Constitutional Affairs and 
National Cohesion portfolio.

On 15 November 2008, Karua was 
unanimously endorsed as the chair-

comprises the headwaters and primary 
tributary of the river. 

Karua was uncomfortable that this 
fact notwithstanding, Kenya could nei-
ther build dams to power its regional 
economies nor build water reservoirs 
to help control floods in such places 
as Budalang’i Constituency in Busia 
District. 

In 2005, Karua was named Minister 
for Justice, Constitutional Affairs and 
National Cohesion, replacing Kiraitu 
Murungi. In her new portfolio, she over-
saw key legislations that put Kenya on 
the path to strengthening electoral and 
national reconciliation processes, and 
a constitutional review. It was during 
this time that Kenya put in place a 
clear framework and timeline that in 
the long run yielded the Constitution 
of Kenya 2010.

In the peace talks that followed the 
2007-2008 post-election violence, 
Karua represented Kibaki’s Party of 
National Unity (PNU) team alongside 
Moses Wetang’ula, Sam Ongeri and 

Karua quickly became known as 
‘IronLady’ due to her unflinching 
and unwavering defence of Kibaki’s 
administration, and when the going got 
really tough, she was referred to as ’the 
only man in Kibaki’s Cabinet’
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person of NARC-Kenya. Soon after-
wards, she declared that she would 
gun for the presidency in the next 
General Election.

In a move that took many by 
surprise, Karua resigned from her 
Cabinet position on 6 April 2009, 
citing frustrations in discharg-
ing her duties. At the time of her 
resignation, President Kibaki was 
in Zambia attending a Heads of 
State and Government summit of 
the Common Market for Eastern 
and Southern African countries 
(COMESA). About a month before 
this, he had read the riot act to 
members of his Cabinet thought 
to be rocking the ship from within. 
In his stern message, the President 
asked any such minister to either 
quit or risk getting the sack. Odinga, 
who had become Prime Minister 
in the coalition government, and 
Kibaki were reportedly reading from 
the same page on this matter – 
collective responsibility and unity 
of purpose were important in the 
implementation of the coalition 
government’s manifesto.

Political analysts saw Karua as one 
of the ministers targeted by Kibaki’s 
message. At the time, she had taken 
vocal and independent stances on 
a number of issues. She had, for 
example, criticised Chief Justice 
Evan Gicheru whom she accused of 
blocking reforms in the Judiciary. It 

was against this backdrop that the 
Law Society of Kenya (LSK) wrote 
a letter to Kibaki asking him to 
form a tribunal to initiate Gicheru’s 
removal; this was construed as an 
act of ill-will. There was a strong 
feeling within the Cabinet then that 
LSK was acting at Karua’s behest. In 
his response to the LSK letter, Kibaki 
expressed confidence in Gicheru 
and declined the request to have 
him removed.

A week prior to her resignation, 
five judges had been sworn in 
reportedly without her knowledge. 
This did not sit well with Karua since 
legal matters were domiciled in the 
Ministry of Justice, Constitutional 
Affairs and National Cohesion.

When she announced her resig-
nation, Karua said she could not 
remain in office any longer because 
she felt her hands “were tied”. She 
declined to elaborate and summed 
up her brief speech by seeking the 
understanding of her constituents, 
members of her party, family and 
friends.

A parade of top-level government 
and party leaders reportedly tried to 
convince her to rethink her decision, 
among them Vice President Kalonzo 
Musyoka and Cabinet colleague 
Beth Mugo, the Minister for Public 
Health. Even her own party, NARC-
Kenya, was said to have convened 
an early morning meeting in a bid 
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Kirinyaga County fell flat on its face 
when she lost to Anne Waiguru. She 
contested the results in court but lost 
the petition.

During a television talk show in 2019, 
Karua reminisced about her time in gov-
ernment, recalling the spirited and val-
iant fight she put up for Kibaki following 
the disputed 2007 presidential election 
results. She argued that by mounting a 
historical defence for Kibaki’s election 
victory, she was defending her vote, 
and equated her defence of Kibaki with 
Orengo’s defence of Odinga during the 
Serena Talks.

Courtesy of her ability to speak her 
mind freely – which some see as audac-
ity – Karua made many political enemies 
across the PNU-ODM divide, including 
Odinga’s deputy, Uhuru Kenyatta, and 
Cabinet colleagues Kiraitu Murungi 
and George Saitoti, who came out and 
publicly criticised her. 

The feud between Karua and Kenyatta 
is believed to have stemmed from 
Kibaki’s appointment of the latter as 
Deputy Prime Minister – there are 
those who felt that her retention as 
the Minister for Justice, Constitutional 
Affairs and National Cohesion in the 
coalition government was not com-
mensurate with the energy and time 
she had invested in defending Kibaki’s 
victory in the 2007 election. 

In other quarters, she has been accused 
of changing her revolutionary tune once 
she was appointed to the Cabinet. In 

M A R T H A  K A R UA

to have her rescind her decision. But no 
amount of persuasion could make her 
change her mind. She was replaced by 
Mutula Kilonzo.

Karua’s resignation could not have 
come at a worse time for the coali-
tion partners, who were grappling with 
rising political animosity. At the time, 
Odinga’s ODM and Kibaki’s PNU were 
trading accusations over reforms – ODM 
accused PNU of sabotaging reforms 
while PNU, in response, said ODM was 
only obsessed with amassing power.

Many political analysts viewed Karua’s 
decision to leave the government as 
a misstep that would cost her dearly. 
Her support in her native Gichugu 
and the wider Kirinyaga District was 
to a large extent premised on her high 
position beside the President, who was 
immensely popular in the area. Breaking 
ranks with him dissipated that support. 
What is without doubt is that PNU lost 
a formidable foot soldier in its battles 
with ODM. 

Come 2013, Karua made good her 
promise to run for the presidency 
on a NARC-Kenya ticket. The 2010 
Constitution barred presidential con-
tenders from running for parliamentary 
seats, so Karua gave up her Gichugu seat 
and braved the possibility of sliding into 
political oblivion in the event that she 
lost the election. She ended up sixth 
with just 43,881 votes.

In 2017, Karua’s attempt to make 
a political comeback as governor of 
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an article titled Succession Void in Mt. 
Kenya published in The Star newspaper 
of 2 September 2020, the writer painted 
her as a one-time thorn in the flesh of 
President Daniel arap Moi’s administra-
tion who changed tune once she was 
ensconced in the NARC government. 

Karua was born on 22 September 1957 
in Kirinyaga District of Central Province. 
She is the second of eight children and 
was raised in Kimunye Village in Gichugu 
Constituency. She attended Kabare Girls 
Boarding School before joining Kiburia 
Girls Secondary School. She moved 
to Ngiriambu Girls Secondary School 
before eventually settling at Karoti Girls 
Secondary School where she wrote her 
East African School Certificate examina-
tions. Karua then went to Nairobi Girls 
for her A’ levels after which she joined 
the University of Nairobi for her law 
degree between 1977 and 1980.

From 1980 to 1981 she was at the 
Kenya School of Law for her statutory 
post-graduate law course and made 
her career debut in the Judiciary as a 
District Magistrate. At the time of her 
exit in 1987, she had risen to the level of 
Senior Resident Magistrate. 

Through her law firm, Karua & Co. 
Advocates, she took up many pro bono 
cases that involved human rights activ-
ists. Notable among these cases was the 
treason trial of Koigi wa Wamwere. In 
addition, she contributed immensely to 
the development and growth of family 
law, more so with respect to family 
property.

In the 1990s, Karua threw her lot in 
with Opposition political movements 
in their agitation for the re-introduction 
of multi-party democracy in Kenya. In 
the run-up to the 1992 General Election, 
she joined Kenneth Matiba’s FORD-Asili 
party but lost in the primaries to wealthy 
and influential former Head of Public 
Service, Geoffrey Kariithi. She was in 
luck though, as DP offered her a ticket 
and she went on to clinch the Gichugu 
parliamentary seat. 

Over the years Karua has won several 
awards in recognition of her work in 
Parliament and the High Court of Kenya, 
especially on matters to do with protect-
ing and advancing women’s rights. She 
has also been a constant and audible 
voice in the call for expansion of the 
democratic space.
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MOHAMUD 
M O H A M E D  A B D I 

Teacher 
who took on 
Muthaura
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In the race for the parliamentary 
seat, Mohamud vied on a Kenya 
African National Union (KANU) 
party ticket and beat opponents 

from six Opposition parties – FORD-Asili, 
Safina, Kenya Social Congress, Social 
Democratic Party, Democratic Party and 
National Development Party.

Mohamud became the sixth MP for 
Wajir East, with KANU winning three 
out of the four parliamentary seats in 
the entire Wajir District (present-day 
Wajir County). Wajir North was won by 
Abdillahi Ibrahim Ali and Wajir South by 
Mohamed Abdi Affey. In Wajir West, the 
seat was taken by Safina’s Adan Keynan.

Following the win, President Daniel 
arap Moi appointed Mohamud as an 
Assistant Minister in the Ministry of 
Trade and Industry. He would later 
move to the Ministry of Transport and 
Communications in the same capacity.

In the 2002 General Election, when 
KANU was swept out of power by the 
National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) 
and Mwai Kibaki became President, 
Mohamud was among several leaders 

from pastoralist communities who man-
aged to retain their seats. KANU, how-
ever, won only 64 seats in Parliament 
compared to NARC’s 125.

In the ensuing period, during which 
NARC experienced wrangles between 
members of the National Alliance 
Party of Kenya (NAK) and the Liberal 
Democratic Party, President Kibaki 
formed a Government of National Unity, 
which included MPs from Ford-People 
and KANU. In the expanded structure, 
Mohamud was appointed Minister for 
Regional Development Authorities, 
becoming the first chief of the newly-
created ministry. His Assistant Minister 
was veteran Kisumu politician Peter 
Odoyo, the current Chief Administrative 
Secretary in the Department of Defence. 

The Ministry of Regional Development 
Authorities was established under 
Presidential Circular No. 3/2003 on 
the organisation of government, with 
a mandate to provide policy guidance, 
enhance capacity building and sup-
port regional development authorities. 
By that time there were six regional 

M O H A M E D  A B D I  M O H A M U D 

which for decades had served as a mili-
tary base, and spearheaded massive 
reforms at the Ewaso Nyiro Authority 
to revitalise the institution’s manage-
ment structure and delivery of services 
in northern Kenya.

Mohamud has also been credited with 
securing a KES 700 million grant for the 
expansion of Wajir District Hospital, 
negotiating for the construction of the 
Garissa-Modogashe road and sourcing 
funds amounting to KES 500 million 
for water projects in arid and semi-arid 
regions.

“I have worked for all of Wajir through-

Before he ventured into politics in 1997, Mohamed Abdi 
Mohamud was a school teacher. When he was elected MP 
for Wajir East, there were only three secondary schools in 
the constituency. The 68-year-old former Cabinet Minister 
is credited with establishing more secondary schools in the 
region through the assistance of the Dutch government.

development authorities that had oper-
ated under different Acts of Parliament 
since the 1970s. They were Kerio Valley 
Development Authority, Ewaso Nyiro 
North Development Authority, Ewaso 
Nyiro South Development Authority, 
Tana and Athi Rivers Development 
Authority, Coast Development Authority 
and Lake Basin Development Authority.

The regional development authorities 
were established in the 1970s on the basis 
of river basins, catchments and coastal 
resources in the country, with the aim 
that they could help rationalise equitable 
and balanced sustainable regional and 
national development in the country. 
However, they had remained ineffective 
for decades, and it was now Mohamud’s 
job to make a change. 

This was no easy task as he was handed 
a new ministry with no funding and 
no policies in place. Still, he helped to 
develop a policy and pushed the Cabinet 
to approve more funding for regional 
development authorities.

He also initiated efforts to revive the 
multi-billion shilling Tana Delta Rice 
scheme and, in March 2007, launched the 
KES 3 billion Kimira-Oluch small-holder 
irrigation scheme in Rachuonyo and 
Homa Bay districts – 22 years after the 
idea was first mooted. The scheme was 
expected to improve farming in the area 
and create thousands of jobs. To date, 
however, it is yet to be fully completed.

He also led negotiations that saw the 
commercialisation of Wajir Airport, 

He has been 
credited with 
securing a KES 
700 million grant 
for the expansion 
of Wajir District 
Hospital and 
sourcing funds 
amounting to KES 
500 million for 
water projects in 
arid and semi-arid 
regions
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out my life,” he said in a 2007 interview.
His tenure as a Cabinet Minister will be 

remembered for the successful launch of 
various projects. Unfortunately, some of 
these are yet to be completed, or failed 
to kick off altogether.

Towards the tail end of his term as 
Minister, he conceded to the less-than-
expected performance of his docket and 
attributed it to lack of a ministerial policy.

“To discharge our functions, it has been 
very difficult in the sense that there is 
currently no regional development policy 
to provide a framework and direction for 
effective supervision of the authorities,” 
the Minister said in March 2007 during 
a national stakeholders’ workshop in 
Nairobi on the drafting of the Regional 
Development Policy.

He added that the ministry had been 
relying on policies from other sectors 
to draw up strategies, and in most cases 
they had not been very effective.

In November 2007, Mohamud was 
involved in a dispute with Francis 
Muthaura, who at the time was Head of 
the Civil Service, over the appointment 
of parastatal chiefs.

In a stunning departure from the norm, 
the Minister called a press conference 
during which he accused Muthaura of 
usurping his powers, breaking the law 
concerning the establishment of State 
corporations and contravening a circular 
he (Muthaura) wrote on the procedures 
to be followed in appointing heads of 
public organs.

Mohamud said the appointments were 
made despite the three parastatals that 
fell under his ministry having conducted 
interviews and forwarded the names of 
potential appointees to him. The unilat-
eral decision, purportedly on the instruc-
tions of the Head of State, Mohamud said, 
had undermined him and affected the 
operations of the institutions.

Interestingly, Mohamud did not defend 
his parliamentary seat in the 2007 General 
Election, preferring to serve as the Party 
of National Unity (PNU) elections coordi-
nator in northern Kenya. The PNU was a 
coalition of political parties under which 

Kibaki successfully ran for a second 
presidential term.

The Wajir East seat was eventually won 
by Mohamed Elmi, who is currently the 
Chief Administrative Secretary in the 
Ministry of Environment and Forestry.

After leaving Cabinet, Mohamud served 
as Kenya’s ambassador to Saudi Arabia. 
In 2013, following the 2010 promulga-
tion of the Constitution of Kenya that 
established a devolved system of gov-
ernment, he made an unsuccessful run 
for the governorship of Wajir County. He 
would win on his second attempt in 2017, 
running on a Jubilee Party ticket after 

a negotiated democracy among clans 
where the Fai Sultanate, a respected clan 
system among the Somalis, picked him 
to vie for the seat.

Mohamud comes from the vote-rich 
Fai clan of the Degodia who inhabit Wajir 
East and Tarbaj constituencies.

Mohamud has a bachelor’s degree in 
business administration and a master’s 
in diplomacy and international relations 
from Kampala International University. 
His long career in public service strad-
dles education, public administration 
and diplomacy.
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KUTI 
M O H A M M E D  A B D I

The Beatified 
Nabob

President Mwai Kibaki’s wife, Lucy Kibaki, was known as 
a person of influence who would not hesitate to call out 
individuals she believed were driving the country the wrong 
way. She was also said to have some measure of influence 
concerning government appointments, which is how 
Mohammed Abdi Kuti, a medical doctor and first-time MP 
from one of the remotest parts of Kenya, became part of the 
Cabinet. 
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It all started with a request from a 
group of village women and a local 
Muslim preacher.

“Months after her husband’s elec-
tion as the President of Kenya, Mama 
Lucy Kibaki visited a group of women in 
Isiolo for a meeting. I was invited to the 
meeting despite being in the Opposition 
party, KANU (the Kenya African National 
Union),” recalled Kuti, who is now the 
governor of Isiolo County.

It was about eight months after the 
2002 General Election in which KANU, 
the party that had been in power for 
almost 40 years, suffered an overwhelm-
ing defeat at the hands of the National 
Rainbow Coalition (NARC).

Kuti, then a 36-year-old doctor who 
had made a name for himself by caring 
for the sick in a region where the ratio of 
doctors to the general public is the lowest 
in the country, was elected to represent 
Isiolo North Constituency.

“The women, under the patronage of a 
local preacher known as Sheikh Ahmed 
Sett, told Mama Lucy they were hand-
ing me over to her so she could assist 
me to join her husband’s government,” 
he recalled.

It sounded like a joke, especially con-
sidering that Kuti was an Opposition MP. 
In addition, there was his age – wasn’t 
he a bit too young for such a weighty 
appointment? But just two weeks later, 
President Kibaki appointed Kuti as 
Assistant Minister for Health.

He has been credited with being one 

of the people who played a big role in 
initiating several reforms in the first 
years of the Kibaki presidency. These 
included putting systems in place to 
fight corruption – such as the Kenya Anti-
Corruption Authority (now known as the 
Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission) 
and the Kenya National Human Rights 
Commission – and setting up an efficient 
monitoring unit to boost performance 
in government offices.

The government’s defeat in the 
November 2005 referendum on chang-
ing the Constitution of Kenya turned out 
to be a blessing in disguise for Kuti. The 
referendum happened at a time when the 
country was deeply divided on the merits 
of the draft Constitution and the process 
by which it had been put together. 

Led by Raila Odinga and Kalonzo 
Musyoka, the Liberal Democratic Party, 
most KANU leaders, Christian clergy, the 
Kenya National Union of Teachers and 
seven Cabinet ministers drove the ‘No’ 
campaign against the draft document. 
On the other hand, the President, and 
the rest of the Cabinet and government 
campaigned in favour of the changes to 
the Constitution.

The ‘No’ campaign was symbolised by 
the orange fruit while the ‘Yes’ side used 
the banana as its symbol. Kuti was one 
of the vocal leaders of ‘Team Banana’, 
which ended up being decisively out-
voted by the Orange side. He recalled 
the way Odinga made fun of him in 
Kiswahili during the campaigns: “Kuti na 

“The National  Youth  Policy  is  aimed  
at  ensuring  that  youths  play  their role, 
alongside adults, in the development 
of the country. The goal of the youth 
policy is to promote their participa-
tion in community and civic affairs, 
and to ensure that youth programmes 
are youth-centred. The policy proposes 
guidelines and strategies that can be used 
to facilitate participation of the youth in 
national development,” Kuti wrote in his 
foreword for the Kenya National Youth 
Policy 2006.

The policy spelled out employment 
creation, health, education and training, 
sports and recreation, the environment, 
arts and culture, the media and participa-
tion, and empowerment as the strategic 
areas that needed to be addressed so that 
Kenya’s young people could effectively 
play their role in nation building. 

Among the issues the policy addressed 
was the definition of youth – a seemingly 
small but highly divisive matter that 
had remained undefined since inde-
pendence. Whereas most international 
organisations place youths between 15 
and 24 years of age, the Kenya National 
Youth Policy put them in the 15 to 30 
bracket. It also classified youths into 
priority target groups to easier tackle 
challenges unique to each group. The 
priority groups are youths with disability, 
street youths, youths infected with HIV 
and Aids, female youths, unemployed 
youths and out-of-school youths.

The policy also gave rise to the National 

mpira… anaenda kufunga… anakanyanga 
maganda ya ndizi… anaanguka! (Kuti has 
the ball… he is about to score a goal… he 
steps on a banana peel and falls!).” 

Although Kibaki accepted the results 
stoically, the defeat signalled widespread 
restructuring of Kenya’s political system, 
including the dropping from Cabinet of 
all the Orange leaders.

An analysis of the referendum polls 
established that the majority of youths 
had voted against the draft. 

“When President Kibaki realised that 
most youths had voted against the gov-
ernment, he decided to form a ministry 
dedicated to them. Subsequently, I was 
appointed Minister for Youth Affairs,” 
Kuti said.

The newly-crafted ministry drafted 
several wide-reaching youth empower-
ment policies and initiatives. The pro-
grammes included the National Youth 
Enterprise Fund, Chora Bizna, National 
Youth Policy and National Youth Council. 
There were also policies to strengthen 
the copyright protection of works by 
local musicians, and a National Youth 
Employment Summit (YES) Kenya 2006, 
which brought together almost 2,000 
people in a week-long event attended 
by the President and senior government 
officials.

“President Kibaki was very passionate 
about youth empowerment. We held 
meetings with him three times a week 
while coming up with the youth policy 
and the youth fund,” said Kuti.
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Youth Council, a State body established 
to coordinate youth activities and organi-
sations.

On 8 December 2006, Kuti gazetted 
the Youth Enterprise Development Fund 
with a strategic focus on enterprise 
development as a key strategy aimed at 
increasing opportunities for, and par-
ticipation by Kenyan youths in nation 
building. The Fund was launched by 
Kibaki on 1 February 2007 with a KES 1 
billion seed capital.

By June 2019, the Fund had cumula-
tively disbursed loans amounting to 
KES 12.8 billion to more than one million 
youths across the country since 2013.

“When we created the Fund, financial 
institutions were charging as much as 26 
per cent in interest rates. We capped the 
rates for the Fund at 8 per cent, which was 
the lowest in the market,” Kuti recalled.

To lessen the influence of politics on 
the Fund, it was distributed through 
financial intermediaries.

“Politicians wanted to be in charge of 
distributing the funds but we fought 
every effort to have them run the kitty,” 
he said, adding that the ministry was also 
able to employ youth officers in every 
district to coordinate youth affairs and 
distribute the funds.

In April 2007 the Ministry of Youth 
Affairs and Sports in partnership with 
Enablis Entrepreneurial Network East 
Africa launched the National Business 
Plan Competition dubbed ‘Chora Bizna, 
Enablis LaunchPad’.

The competition was designed to “stim-
ulate and celebrate entrepreneurship, 
provide inspiration and support young 
individual entrepreneurs in setting up 
businesses”. It generally aimed at turn-
ing great ideas into thriving sustainable 
businesses and targeted 11 million youths 
from across the country. The competi-
tion was also supported by the Kenya 
Pipeline Company, Lenovo and Kenya 
Commercial Bank.

Kuti said the involvement of young 
people in the running of government 
affairs contributed to a number of them 
supporting Kibaki’s 2007 re-election bid.

“Here was a President whose govern-
ment youths had voted against in the 
2005 referendum and who within two 
years had created a strategy to reach out 
to them. It worked wonders in the 2007 
General Election.” 

The former Minister is convinced 
Kibaki won the disputed election. “I 
know there are people who hold a con-
trary opinion about what happened in 
2007 but I believe Kibaki won,” he said.

He was among ministers the President 
dispatched to various African countries 
to seek support when widespread vio-
lence erupted following the presidential 
vote results. He remembers being given 
a confidential letter to deliver person-
ally to President Ismaïl Omar Guelleh 
of Djibuoti. He travelled by private jet 
from Nairobi to Djibouti in January 2008.

“I met the President, who also gave 
me a letter with instructions to deliver 

it personally to President Kibaki. It was 
the kind of message you guard with your 
life,” he recalled.

But a few days after returning to 
Nairobi, and before he could have a 
sit-down with Kibaki, the President 
announced a new half Cabinet. He was 
left out of the list.

“I kept that letter for about three 
months and gave it to Kibaki after he 
re-appointed me to the Cabinet, this time 
moving me to the Ministry of Livestock 
Development,” he said.

His new duties mainly involved taking 
care of the interests of pastoralist com-
munities, who largely made a living 
from livestock. His Assistant Minister 
was Aden Duale, the immediate former 
Leader of Majority in the National 
Assembly, while Ken Lusaka was his 
Permanent Secretary. Lusaka would later 
become Speaker of the Senate.

Kuti’s tenure at the ministry faced 
one hurdle after another. It coincided 
with the severe drought of 2008-2009 in 
which thousands of animals died and a 
severe goat disease known as PPR wiped 
out large herds. It was the first time the 
disease had struck in Kenya.

Following the drought, the government 
came up with a noble programme to 
save farmers the agony of losing more 
livestock. But it ended up being a huge 
PR disaster.

The intention behind the ambitious 
programme was to cushion livestock 
farmers from the ravages of drought by 

M O H A M E D  A B D I  M O H A M U D 
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buying their animals, slaughtering them 
at the point of purchase and distributing 
the meat as relief food to local residents.

The programme was launched by 
Kibaki and Odinga, who by then was 
the Prime Minister, at a high-profile 
event in Loiyangalani in present-day 
Marsabit County on 18 August 2009. As 
part of the plan, Kenya Meat Commission 
(KMC) personnel would be stationed in 
the affected areas to purchase livestock 
at KES 8,000 per live animal. Kibaki’s 
government planned to pay KES 1 billion 
to offset the farmers.

But the programme was suspended 
barely two months later, after being 
hijacked by middlemen who were exploit-
ing the farmers by buying their animals 
for as little as KES 500 and selling the 
same for KES 8,000 to KMC.

Besides the middlemen, there were 
logistical problems in moving the badly 
emaciated animals from the far-flung 
arid and semi-arid districts to the KMC 
holding yard in Nairobi. The animals 
were meant to be transported by truck 
to KMC where they would be held, fed 
and slaughtered. The meat would then be 
sold to recoup the money paid to farmers. 
But many of the trucks transporting the 
cows had insufficient water and food on 
board, and many of the cows died before 
they reached the city. 

“When photos circulated of animals 
dropping dead at KMC, all hell broke 
loose. Seeing hundreds of animals die 
became a very big issue... We had to do a 

former Northern Frontier District of 
Kenya attempted to secede from Kenya 
to join Somalia.

“My father died while we were in exile 
in Somalia. When we returned to Kenya, I 
could not go to school for two years until 
Catholic missionaries in Isiolo came to 
my aid,” he said.

He attended St Kizito Primary School 
in Isiolo and did his O’ levels at Isiolo 
Boys High School before joining Kangaru 
School for his A’ levels. In 1985, he was 
ranked the best recruit in the National 
Youth Service (NYS) pre-university pro-
gramme, receiving a cane of honour (he 
still has it) during the passing-out parade 
from the chief guest, former President 
Daniel arap Moi.

In 1990, he graduated from the 
University of Nairobi with a bachelor’s 
degree in medicine and surgery. One 
of his favourite lecturers was Prof Sam 
Ongeri, who he later served with in the 
Cabinet. Kuti worked at the Isiolo District 
Hospital from 1992 to 1997 before starting 
his own hospital, Waso Medical Services. 
In 2002, when he first ventured into poli-
tics, he was elected MP for Isiolo North on 
a KANU ticket. He successfully defended 
his seat in 2007, and went on to win the 
Isiolo County Senate seat in 2013, under 
the devolved system of government.

In 2017, he vied for the Isiolo governor-
ship as an independent candidate and 
floored five other contenders, becoming 
one of only two governors in the country 
to be elected as independents.

lot of explaining to the Kenyan people,” 
he said.

It was estimated that 600 animals died 
upon arrival at the KMC holding ground.

Despite the setbacks, Kuti cited the 
establishment of abattoirs for meat 
exports in Wajir, Isiolo and Baringo dis-
tricts among his successes.

“We also contributed greatly to the 
successful ‘one family, one cow’ policy in 
Rwanda through provision of the first 100 
heifers used in the project,” he recalled.

In the two terms he served in Kibaki’s 
Cabinet, the upgrading of the Isiolo-
Moyale road to bitumen standards was 
one of his proudest moments.

“It used to take us two days to get from 
Isiolo to Moyale. We now take about six 
hours. Before the road was done, locals 
used to say that after leaving Isiolo to the 
north, you had left Kenya. The beginning 
and end of Kenya used to be Isiolo,” said 
Kuti.

The road upgrade was among projects 
contained in Vision 2030, the economic 
blueprint that was at the heart of Kibaki’s 
development agenda. Kuti also cited 
the Lamu Port-South Sudan-Ethiopia 
Transport (LAPSSET) Corridor project as 
another initiative that will greatly change 
the face of northern Kenya.

Like many people from that part of 
the country, Kuti had a challenging 
upbringing. When he was still young, 
his family was forced to go into exile 
following the Shifta War, a secessionist 
conflict in which ethnic Somalis in the 
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AWORI
M O O D Y

Before his appointment to President Mwai Kibaki’s Cabinet, 
Moody Awori was unflatteringly referred to as the permanent 
Assistant Minister in political circles. This was well founded 
in fact because in previous administrations, he had served in 
that position in various dockets, among them the Office of 
the President, Foreign Affairs and Tourism and Wildlife. 

The Easy 
Uncle 
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His inability to clinch a Cabinet 
position was puzzling 
because in the opinion of fair 
and knowledgeable people, 

he had the competence, experience and 
disposition to run a government ministry 
to any president’s satisfaction. 

All that ended in 2003. President Kibaki 
named him to the Home Affairs portfolio 
and Awori hit the ground running. This 
patriarch of a wealthy and well educated 
family, the son of a pioneer Christian 
missionary and one of the most like-
able public figures in the country soon 
acquired an adorable nickname: Uncle 
Moody. Nobody seems to know who first 
called him that as a public figure but the 
nickname gained wide usage, even to this 
day when he has retired from elective 
public office. 

But Awori will be remembered for much 
more than being an affable uncle to 
people who are not even his blood rela-
tives. He may also have ridden the tiger of 
Kenya’s politics, as he calls it in his mem-
oirs, so successfully that he reached the 
station of Vice President of the Republic. 

Still, any objective evaluation of his 
long career will find that his main legacy 
is that of being the public face of gov-
ernment policy that changed a national 
attitude and culture — a very difficult 
thing to do as any sociologist can attest. 
The National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) 
Administration made Kenya’s prisoners 
human beings in the minds of their com-
patriots and Awori was the enthusiastic 

champion of that policy implementation. 
Before NARC, attitudes towards prison-

ers hadn’t changed since colonial times. 
The refrain that prison ‘is not a five 
star hotel’ and that even petty offenders 
should be ‘locked up and the keys thrown 
away’ had resulted in widespread abuse 
of human rights since it was deemed 
that prisoners forfeited such rights upon 
conviction. Moreover, the absence of 
any reintegration strategies practically 
ensured that their sentences followed 
them into the free world upon their 
release. 

Whereas many accolades have with 
justification been heaped on the Kibaki 
government for revitalising the economy 
and making the country almost self-suf-
ficient in budget support, prison reform 
was a policy with singular social impact, 
especially amongst the nation’s ordinary 
wananchi (citizens).

On a personal level, Awori’s intellectual 
grounding, devotion to the public good, 
his cultured mien and devout Catholicism 
were always going to find a safe home 
in the Cabinet of a President who could 
accurately be described as possessing 
those same qualities. And it didn’t do any 
harm that they were both old boys of the 
same school, Mang’u, and alumni of the 
same university, Makerere. 

In his remarkably candid autobiography, 
Riding on a Tiger, he writes about his 
shared political fate with the President 
in the previous administration where 
the pre-eminence of sycophantic party 

historical journey. It is not that his lengthy 
stay as an assistant minister had nothing 
to do with his intellectual ability. In fact, 
it had everything to do with it.

“I shortly discovered that top KANU 
officials…did not tolerate the likes of us 
from the private sector who exhibited 
some independence in our thinking,” 
he writes of his rude awakening after 
winning the Funyula Parliamentary 
seat in 1983. “Sycophancy was the safe 
route. Intellectuals like Mwai Kibaki, 
who ironically was the party’s national 
Vice President and Dr Robert Ouko, the 
Kisumu branch boss, were viewed with 
suspicion.” 

Fortunes changed when the Kenya 
African National Union (KANU) lost power 
in 2002. The new President was comfort-
able in his own skin and Awori could take 
his place in the sun. He had freedom of 
thought and action and the only limit 
to his success was himself. Although 
he was acknowledged to have acquitted 
himself particularly well in the Home 
Affairs docket particularly in charge of 
the Prisons Department, his baptism of 
fire would come after his appointment as 
the country’s 9th Vice President.

Michael Kijana Wamalwa, President 
Kibaki’s first Vice President, took office in 
a state of poor health. Almost as soon as 
he was sworn in, he would be away from 
public view, constantly needing medical 
attention. This caused public angst. Not 
only was he a popular politician but the 
President was particularly fond of him. 

hacks consigned thoughtful leaders to 
the periphery. Years of potential growth 
were lost as politics as an end in itself 
became the order of the day. So bad had 
this situation become that the clearest 
possible public statement that it could no 
longer be business as usual was the cen-
trepiece of the new President’s speech on 
his inauguration day. The public needed 
that assurance, and it made Kenyans 
instantly the world’s most optimistic 
people at that time.

It is to his credit that in his book, Awori 
does not whitewash truths that the people 
of Kenya needed to know as part of their 

Many of us will 
never see the 
attainment of 
Vision 2030.  
Nevertheless, 
we must do 
everything we can 
to ensure future 
generations see its 
fulfilment through 
our honest 
endeavours.”
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M O O DY  AW O R I

In fact, Awori writes that in all the time 
that he had watched Kibaki closely, he had 
known him as an emotionally contained 
man. But in the days after Vice President 
Wamalwa died, he saw the President shed 
tears of pain and he knew that he had 
lost as close a collaborator and friend as 
could be.

Despite coming from the Liberal 
Democratic Party (LDP) wing of the NARC 
alliance, President Kibaki chose Awori to 
replace Wamalwa, to the approval of much 
of the country and chagrin of the late Vice 
President’s Forum for the Restoration of 
Democracy-Kenya (FORD-Kenya) party. 
Relationships between presidents and 
their deputies sometimes tend to become 
quite testy, not least because of fears at 
the top that the man below is scheming 
to overshadow his boss. 

But the partnership between Kibaki and 
Awori proved seamless in every way and 
Awori probably had the smoothest tenure 
of any Vice President in Kenya’s history. It 
helped that he harboured no Presidential 
ambitions of his own and was thus able 
to concentrate on the task at hand. More 
importantly, his boss wasn’t a suspicious, 
much less paranoid, man who fretted that 
his job was under threat.

Awori was born to a pioneer convert to 
the Christian faith, Canon Jeremiah Awori 
of the Anglican Church in 1928. Canon 
Awori believed in the value of education 
almost to fanaticism and Uncle Moody, as 
he would become, became a great ben-
eficiary of the vision of this far-sighted 

parent. His large family became one of 
early Kenya’s best educated — and most 
influential. 

The Vice President’s story can never 
be separated from that of his distin-
guished siblings who have contributed to 
Kenya’s larger story in their own signifi-

cant way. His older brother, W.W.W. Awori, 
was a member of Kenya’s Legislative 
Council in the 1950s and his younger 
brother Aggrey is a former Presidential 
candidate in neighbouring Uganda. 
Another older brother, Nelson Awori, 
led the team that performed sub-Saharan 

Africa’s first kidney transplant at the 
Kenyatta National Hospital in Nairobi. 
His sister, Mary Okello, founded Nairobi’s 
fabled Makini Schools. Another brother, 
Hannington Awori was a pioneer civil 
engineer and corporate leader in Kenya. 

Awori is the founding chairman of the 

M O O DY  AW O R I
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posed that the Summit be expanded to 
16 people with each side nominating an 
equal number. However, the Summit 
soon realised that upon the removal of 
KANU from power, NARC’s mission had 
to quickly change from that of seeking 
power to one of implementing its vision. 
That meant that Summit members had 
to focus on their new duties as assigned 
to them by the President. As President 
Kibaki himself said after its last formal 
meeting on 31 December 2002: “Narc’s tri-
umph is a journey to the promised land.”

Awori’s performance as NARC Summit 
chairman was almost faultless. That organ 
brought vigorously competitive people 
together, people who were themselves 
seeking the highest office in the land. His 
capacity to moderate their deliberations 
and steer them through the tumultuous 
campaign against KANU’s 40-year rule 
was commendable. And he did it with 
his characteristic easy going yet serious 
manner. His ability to effortlessly project 
the traits of seriousness and affability 
at the same time earned him his well-
deserved sobriquet: Uncle Moody. 

All Kenya’s vice presidents since 
independence y brought into the office 
their own personalities which often-
times clashed with that of their bosses. 
It appears that only President Kibaki 
was able to select as his Vice President 
a person he could work with without 
rancour and that says something about 
his acumen at human resources. Of the 
three vice-presidents who worked under 

Association of the Physically Disabled of 
Kenya (APDK) and was involved in social 
support work for children long before 
he ventured into politics. In fact, so well 
established is his devotion to social work 
over many years that the Southern New 
Hampshire University in the United States 
awarded him an honorary doctorate in 
recognition of this. He was honoured for 
dedicated service to the disadvantaged 
in society, particularly the disabled and 
the poor. 

It is this work that introduced him to 
Kenyans as a man with a heart for charity 
and it was his perennial battles with Julia 
Ojiambo, a close family friend but politi-
cal rival in Funyula, that made him the 
Awori family’s face in national politics. 

Like all politicians of his time, he 
started his politics in KANU where he 
was deeply uncomfortable because of 
the company he found himself in. But he 
bided his time. When the time was right, 
he decamped from the party and joined 
forces with like-minded associates who 
formed LDP which teamed up with the 
Alliance Party of Kenya to form NARC. 
Because of his even-handedness, wisdom 
and long experience, he was appointed 
chairman of the NARC Summit, the organ 
that shepherded the alliance’s affairs until 
victory was secured in December 2002. 
Initially it had eight members: President 
Kibaki, Wamalwa, Charity Ngilu, Kipruto 
Kirwa, Raila Odinga, George Saitoti, 
Kalonzo Musyoka and Awori himself. 
Later, a NARC retreat in Nanyuki pro-
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this dream. Many people, including schol-
ars, have written about this chapter of 
the Kibaki Presidency story. But none 
better than Awori. Perhaps because of 
the benefit of his 90 years of life, perhaps 
because of his grounding in religious 
belief and his unshakeable faith in the 
achievement of high possibilities, he 
wrote a passage of the NARC’s Vision 2030 
that bears repeating at some length. In it 
he is critical of debilitating weaknesses 
in the Kenyan character but he does not 
lose sight of the distant prize.

“Human nature does not like change. 
Yet to succeed, we must change our poor 
management of time and our habit of 
doing things at the eleventh hour. On a 
daily basis, we send for kerosene for our 
lamps when it gets dark. Registration 
of voters is always announced months 
earlier and the deadline for registration 
included in the announcement but we 
wait until the last few days to rush for 
registration and plead for extension. 

“When the Election Day comes, we wait 
until the last hours before we show up to 
vote. We must respect deadlines. We have 
a long journey to attain Vision 2030. Like 
the biblical Moses who was charged with 
the responsibility of leading the Israelites 
on a long journey from Egypt to Canaan, 
he never betrayed the trust bestowed on 
him by his God. He met many obstacles 
including rebellion from some hot heads 
who found the going tough. He never 
deviated from his goal. In his innermost 
heart, he must have known that he may 

through our honest endeavours.”
Awori is the wise old man who plants a 

tree knowing full well that he will never 
reap its fruits. But he plants it anyway. 
This is what Vision 2030 is all about. There 
is a big lesson here in what Kenya could 
have been and what it could yet become 
if this attitude gained currency among 
the successor generation of leaders. It is 
not about the self. It is about the nation. 
In Awori, President Kibaki could hardly 
ask for a better champion of his vision 
for Kenya. 

him, one was lost to death (Wamalwa), the 
other to electoral defeat (Awori) and the 
last served out his constitutional term 
(Musyoka). That is a perfect record.

Some vice presidents seemed to have 
difficulty understanding their roles as the 
President’s principal deputy, leading to 
an acrimonious parting of ways. Others 
showed no stomach for the hard work 
and just faded away. Yet others elicited 
fear in their bosses who spent a lot of 
energy trying to keep them in place. 
Awori was none of these. He was com-
fortable in his own skin and went about 
his business with gusto. But he had one 
supreme piece of good luck: his boss was 
not afraid of him. 

Governments since independence have 
come up with development blueprints 
large and small. There have been ses-
sional papers and many commission 
reports. But few have had the impact of 
the NARC Government’s Vision 2030. For 
the first time Kenyans felt the tangibility 
of a theoretical proposition. They saw it 
in free primary education and cheaper 
and more easily available power. They 
saw roads where none existed before and 
upgrades of old ones to world standards. 
Everywhere in the country people felt the 
impact of the idea. 

In NARC’s raucous political rallies, 
where Awori’s cowboy hat was a perma-
nent fixture, people sang “yote yaweze-
kana bila Moi” (everything is possible 
without Moi). To their amazement and 
satisfaction, they saw the unfolding of 

M O O DY  AW O R I

never get there himself. He, therefore, 
groomed Joshua. He did not seek the 
glory of standing on the land of Canaan 
and proclaiming to his people, ‘See, I 
have brought you home to Canaan’. He 
was guided solely by the interest of his 
people. When his time came, he went to 
his Maker happy that another will indeed 
get his people to Canaan.

“Many of us will never see the attain-
ment of Vision 2030. Nevertheless, we 
must do everything we can to ensure 
future generations see its fulfilment 
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DZORO
M O R R I S  M W A C H O N D O

Prior to his appointment as Minister for Tourism and Wildlife 
in 2005, Morris Mwachondo Dzoro was the Assistant Minister 
for Public Service. His rise to the helm of the Tourism and 
Wildlife docket came through rather tragic circumstances as 
his predecessor, Emmanuel Karisa Maitha, had died suddenly 
on 27 August 2004.

Paradigm Shifts 
Tourism Chief
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Maitha was not your commonplace 
politician. Popularly known as ‘The 
Hurricane’, the burly, aggressive yet gre-
garious personality was President Mwai 
Kibaki’s highly reliable ally who helped 
him repulse the influence of political 
adversaries in the Coast region. When he 
died, Kibaki picked Dzoro to replace him. 
At the time, Dzoro was also the Member 
of Parliament for Kaloleni Constituency 
in Coast Province, winning the seat from 
the Kenya African National Union (KANU) 
party’s Mathias Benedict Keah in the 2002 
General Election. Before then he had 
worked for World Vision-Kenya in various 
capacities besides working as a part-time 
lecturer at the University of Nairobi and 
Daystar University.

Political pundits agree that Kibaki’s 
choice was largely influenced by Dzoro’s 
ethnic Mijikenda roots – it was intended 
to demonstrate that the President had 
not abandoned the region after Maitha’s 
death. At the same time, this act of inclu-
sion ensured that the Mijikenda retained 
their slot in the Cabinet.

Tourism was a critical sector in Kibaki’s 
economic revival plan and it fell on the 
Minister to align his operations at the 
ministry to the vision of the Kibaki admin-
istration. To help him realise this were 
Raphael Muriungi, the Assistant Minister 
for Tourism, and Kalembe Ndile, who was 
the Assistant Minister for Wildlife.

The main highlight of Dzoro’s efforts 
was his initiation of the wildlife conser-
vation and management policy review. 

In a speech he gave on 3 March 2006, he 
clarified the factors that necessitated the 
review, saying he was convinced it would 
help scale down cases of human-wildlife 
conflicts in wildlife conservation areas. 
In particular, the policy review aimed to 
solve contentions that arose out of the 
need for compensation for deaths, injuries 
or destruction of property communities 
suffered due to wildlife invasion.

The speech revealed Dzoro’s keenness 
to strike a balance between human rights 
and protection of wildlife. Rather than 
merely mitigating human-wildlife con-
flict, his approach focused on the root 
causes of this problem. 

For whatever reason, the wildlife con-
servation and management policy review 
process did not go the full distance during 
Dzoro’s tenure. Its product – the Wildlife 
Conservation and Management Act 2013 
– came into force in January 2014, many 
years after he had exited the ministry. 
Nonetheless, it is thanks to this law that 
Kenya can take pride in improved protec-
tion, conservation, and sustainable use 
and management of wildlife resources.

country, including Aberdare National Park, 
one of Kenya’s major forest conservation 
sites. Others were Lake Nakuru, Amboseli 
and Tsavo East and West national parks.

Perhaps it was this sustained market-
ing campaign that resulted in the Kenya 
Wildlife Service hitting their KES 1.9 bil-
lion target three months ahead of time 
in 2007.

Dzoro was a strong supporter of a com-
plete shift in the approach to tourism 
marketing. He wanted African countries 
to pool resources and efforts to promote 
the continent as a single tourist destina-
tion. His proposal was that Africa should 
institute the African Travel Association, an 
outfit that would supplement traditional 
marketing approaches. 

In a bid to professionalise the tourism 
sector, the Minister formed the Hotels 
and Restaurants Authority Board whose 
mandate was to inspect and help stand-
ardise hotels, lodges and other tourist 
facilities in East African countries. The 
Board was also meant to ensure there was 
enough qualified personnel to oversee 
daily operations in the industry.

Keen to position Kenya as the prime 
tourist destination in the region, Dzoro 
also insisted on the development of the 
sector in a way that allowed the sus-
tainability and utilisation of natural 
and cultural resources. During his last 
days in the ministry, Dzoro oversaw the 
return to Kenya from the United States of 
America of artefacts that had been stolen 
two decades previously. The artefacts, 

In addition, the Act has helped contain 
the loss of wildlife that had shot up alarm-
ingly despite robust conservation efforts. 
Dzoro had attributed this escalation to a 
mixture of policy, institutional and market 
failures. The new law also changed the 
way wildlife resources are managed by 
separating regulation and management 
functions from research. As such, it laid 
ground for community-based wildlife 
management while also rooting for equi-
table sharing of any benefits accrued from 
wildlife resources by Kenyans.

Moreover, the law advocated for the 
use of an ecosystem approach in wildlife 
management and sustainable utilisation 
of natural resources, and encouraged 
wildlife conservation and management 
as a form of land use on public, com-
munity and private land. It also granted 
individuals the right to practise wildlife 
conservation and prescribed stiffer penal-
ties for poachers.

During his tenure, Dzoro also ran vibrant 
marketing campaigns to promote Kenya 
as a tourist destination. Part of his strategy 
was the branding of key tourist sites in the 

Popularly known as ‘The Hurricane’, 
the burly, aggressive yet gregarious 
personality was President Mwai 
Kibaki’s highly reliable ally who helped 
him repulse the influence of political 
adversaries in the Coast region
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Wildlife conservation groups went to 
court to have the agreement overturned, 
citing Thailand’s reputation for cruelty 
towards wild animals. Coincidentally, a 
year before the deal was signed, more 
than 100 tigers had died in Thailand, 
reportedly in the privately-owned Sri-
Racha tiger zoo. It was alleged that the 
animals died after they were fed chickens 
contaminated with bird flu, and there 
were fears that any animals exported 

among them unique woodcarvings that 
were highly coveted on the international 
African art market, were returned to 
Chalani Village in Kilifi District in June 
2007.

Dzoro’s stint at the helm of the Ministry 
of Tourism and Wildlife had its fair 
share of ups and downs. One of these 
was a power tussle between him and his 
Assistant Minister, Ndile, who accused 
him of high-handedness and complained 
that Dzoro took him for granted and 
treated him like a shadow. He said he 
often learnt of ministry policy decisions 
from the press.

In a move that elicited surprise and 
criticism, Dzoro supported the down-
grading of Amboseli National Park to 
a game reserve. As soon as President 
Kibaki assented to the proposal, Dzoro 
issued a special Kenya Gazette notice that 
put Amboseli National Reserve under 
the management of Ol Kejuado County 
Council. 

The Minister’s failure to facilitate public 
participation on such a move was frowned 
upon and cited as a breach of the law. 
In fact, political analysts read political 
mischief, saying the move was a ploy to 
lure the Maasai community into voting a 
certain way during the 2005 referendum 
to change the Constitution of Kenya. In 
his response to these allegations, Dzoro 
invoked the Wildlife Conservation and 
Management Act and denied playing 
politics. Whatever the case, the local com-
munities, through their leaders, lauded 

his move. 
Another incident that brought Dzoro 

under stinging criticism was the Kenya-
Thailand deal that almost saw Kenya 
export wild animals to Thailand. On 9 
November 2005, Dzoro and Yungyut 
Tiyapairat, Thailand’s Minister for Natural 
Resources and Environment at the time, 
signed a deal to transfer 300 wild animals 
from Kenya to Thailand. President Kibaki 
and Thailand’s Prime Minister, Thanksin 

Shinawatra, witnessed this signing away 
of white rhinos, lions, leopards, warthogs 
and cheetahs. Thailand would keep the 
animals at its Chiang Mai Night Zoo.

Protests broke out immediately after 
the deal was signed. So volatile was the 
situation that the Thai Prime Minister 
reportedly had to be smuggled out of 
Village Market, the upmarket shopping 
mall in Nairobi that was the venue of the 
signing ceremony. 

National Cohesion and Integration Commissioner Morris Dzoro at an inter-religious forum on healing and reconciliation in Isiolo town.
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from Kenya could also become infected. 
The protestors also argued that elephant 
handlers in Thailand used unnecessarily 
cruel techniques that could not be used 
on fiercer African elephants.

International wildlife conservation 
groups joined in, imploring Kibaki to 
revoke the agreement while pointing out 
that the deal would dent Kenya’s image 
as an animal-friendly tourist destination. 
Still others threatened Kenya with sanc-
tions. Pan-African Sanctuaries Alliance, for 
example, said it would reconsider plans 
to hold its 2005 workshop in Kenya if the 
government went ahead with the animal 
export deal. In a letter to the Ministry 
of Tourism and Wildlife and the Kenya 
Wildlife Service, Pan-African Sanctuaries 
Alliance faulted Kenya’s understanding of 
the wildlife situation in Kenya, East Africa 
and Africa at large. It reminded Kenya of 
the ripple consequences of decisions on 
wildlife, pointing out that such decisions 
could have negative impacts not only on 
tourism but also commerce and trade.

In a counter argument, the ministry 
explained to citizens that the purpose 
of the deal was to strengthen diplomatic 
ties between the two countries. Further, 
the ministry downplayed the agreement, 
saying it was mostly aimed at helping 
Kenya get rid of some of its over-popu-
lated animal species without necessarily 
killing them.

Thailand on the other hand insisted 
that the animals were not purchases 
but a means through which to conduct 

mutually beneficial research and to pre-
vent the killing of Kenya’s excess wildlife 
populations. 

In the end, however, the animal export 
agreement was overturned by a Kenyan 
court.

As Minister, Dzoro refused to let inter-
national travel advisories against Kenya 
bother him. In June 2005, for instance, 
there were fears that a military aid row 
between Kenya and the US would hurt 
Kenya’s tourism sector. Dzoro came out 
to reassure the country that America’s 

M O R R I S  D Z O R O

suspension of KES 760 million in military 
aid was inconsequential to the tourism 
sector.

He argued that it was not right for the US 
to bulldoze Kenya into signing a bilateral 
treaty that would cushion US soldiers from 
charges stemming from any international 
war crimes they might commit. He attrib-
uted the hike in Kenya’s tourism profits 
to American tourists’ defiance of their 
government’s travel advisories against 
Kenya. Moreover, there were growing 
contacts between Kenya and Far Eastern 

tourist markets such as China, South 
Korea and Japan.  

In the 2007 General Election, Dzoro 
lost his Kaloleni parliamentary seat to 
Kazungu Kambi in a wave that saw poli-
tician Raila Odinga’s Orange Democratic 
Movement party stamp its influence in 
the Coast region.

Born on 5 December 1950, Dzoro 
attended Pangani Primary School between 
1959 and 1965. In 1989, he graduated 
from Messiah College in the US with a 
Bachelor of Arts degree in Community 
Development. He also has a Master of Arts 
in Theology and Development Studies 
from Leeds University in the UK as well 
as a certificate in leadership from Haggai 
Institute in Singapore and a diploma in 
communication from Daystar University 
(Kenya).

In the years since he lost the election, 
Dzoro served as a commissioner with 
the National Cohesion and Integration 
Commission. Due to his knowledge and 
experience in leadership, peace build-
ing, conflict resolution and inter-sector 
partnerships, he enjoyed a pronounced 
presence in the commission. 

He has remained a notable figure in 
Coast region politics and apart from 
opposing calls for secession of the Coast 
region, he has been vocal and categorical 
in urging Kenyans to shun post-election 
violence as expressed in an opinion article 
titled Never again should Kenyans fight, 
published in The Standard newspaper on 
31 January 2017.

Dzoro with NCIC chairman Francis Ole Kaparo (right) and commissioner Belinda Akoth Ochiel
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MURUNGARU
C H R I S T O P H E R 

N D A R A T H I 

With Christopher Ndarathi Murungaru being picked as the 
Minister for Internal Security, State House operatives may 
have envisaged that the tall and burly pharmacist was just 
what a recuperating President Mwai Kibaki needed to keep 
him safe from would-be troublemakers.

The Man from 
Kieni
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After all, the Member of 
Parliament for Kieni had 
checked all the boxes. He was 
the Secretary General of the 

Democratic Party (DP), the President’s 
political vehicle. He was the only legis-
lator to have been re-elected from the 
President’s home region of Nyeri District 
(since renamed Nyeri County). He had 
been part of the elite group that crafted 
the original alliance (National Alliance 
Party of Kenya, NAK) that brought together 
Kibaki, Charity Ngilu and Kijana Wamalwa 
together to form the core of the party 
that eventually rode to power in 2002. In 
addition to all this, Murungaru had a solid 
degree from the University of Nairobi and 
the physique of a security chief to boot.

Just four years earlier, Murungaru was a 
little-known pharmaceuticals merchant 
and an ordinary dairy farmer in Nyeri, 
worrying about hay, semen and the price 
of milk. Then Munene Kairu, the long-
serving MP for Kieni Constituency and 
Kibaki’s associate of many years, died. And 
the farmer-cum-pharmacist became the 
new MP following a by-election in 1998.

Following his re-election in 2002 and 
Kibaki’s ascension to power, Murungaru 
occupied one of the most influential 
offices in the land. In the words of William 
Shakespeare, greatness had been thrust 
upon him. And this wasn’t hard to see from 
the way he conducted himself, dismiss-
ing real and imagined opponents of his 
boss in a manner that suggested he was 
totally oblivious to the circumspection 

and nuance required of someone in his 
position.

At the time, Kibaki was not in his best 
physical form, having been involved in a 
car accident just a few weeks before the 
2002 General Election. The new Minister 
for Internal Security may have seen his 
role as including the President’s personal 
protection. But then he crossed the line, 
or so his critics thought.

After graduating from university in 1978, 
Murungaru would dabble in low-key poli-
tics. On the return of multiparty politics 
following the repeal of Section 2A of the 
Constitution of Kenya in 1991, he became 
an activist for DP in Nyeri before clinching 
the Kieni seat following Kairu’s demise.

Come 2002, Murungaru and his close 
friend, Kipruto arap Kirwa, MP for 
Cherangany, were key behind-the-scenes 
players in DP, Ngilu’s National Party of 
Kenya (NPK) and Wamalwa’s Forum for the 
Restoration of Democracy-Kenya (Ford-
Kenya), which came together to form NAK. 
The other strategists were Musikari Kombo 
and Mutua Katuku.

This group made up the key NAK negoti-
ators during talks for the merger with Raila 
Odinga’s Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) 
to form the National Rainbow Coalition 
(NARC), the party that handed Kibaki presi-
dential victory. No wonder Murungaru 
was a clear choice for the Cabinet, being 
appointed to head one of the most influen-
tial ministries — Provincial Administration 
and National Security. 

It was still in the early days of the new 

Presidency that critics of the regime 
started to claim that key Kibaki associ-
ates, later named ‘Mount Kenya Mafia’, 
were in charge. The critics charged that 
besides Murungaru, fellow ministers 
Kiraitu Murungi and David Mwiraria, 
State House Comptroller Matere Keriri, 
Joe Wanjui (Chancellor of the University 
of Nairobi) and Matu Wamae, a Kibaki 
confidant and MP for Mathira, were the 
coterie that all but ruled at that time. 

In his biography, Riding on a Tiger, 
former Vice President Moody Awori wrote 
how the ‘Mount Kenya Mafia’ hijacked the 
NARC dream.

“The people who had campaigned the 
hardest for NARC, and sacrificed the most, 
soon found that they could no longer 
even secure an appointment to see the 
President,” read the 2017 publication.

Whether the cabal came to control the 
government by design or they simply took 
advantage of the President’s ill health to 
pursue their personal interests remains 
inconclusive nearly two decades later.

Being in charge of the police, military, 

Following his re election in 2002 
and Kibaki’s ascension to power, 
Murungaru occupied one of the most 
influential offices in the land. In 
the words of William Shakespeare, 
greatness had been thrust upon him

intelligence service and the general secu-
rity of the country, Murungaru’s rise to 
power was as sharp as his fall a mere three 
years later owing to a multi-billion shilling 
scandal.

The Kibaki government had in 2003 
commissioned a company to print pass-
ports with improved security features and 
build a modern forensic laboratory for the 
police. The items were never delivered 
even though an estimated USD 250 million 
had been paid out. To be fair, 13 of the 18 
contracts were made during the tenure 
of President Daniel arap Moi, Kibaki’s 
predecessor. It is still ironic that the Kibaki 
government that had sought to change this 
legacy went ahead to sign five questionable 
contracts upon coming to power.

Anglo Leasing was a series of security-
related scandals involving 18 security 
contracts, totalling USD 770 million (KES 55 
billion) in which the government entered 
finance lease and suppliers’ credit agree-
ments to pay for forensic facilities, secu-
rity equipment and support services for 
Kenya Prisons, the Police Air Wing, Kenya 
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Police Service, the Directorate of Criminal 
Investigations, the Administration Police, 
the National Security Intelligence Service 
(NSIS), and the National Counter-Terrorism 
Centre.

The names of Murungaru, Energy 
Minister Murungi, Finance Minister 
Mwiraria, Head of Civil Service Francis 
Muthaura and Awori came up as suspected 
players in the scam.

Uhuru Kenyatta, then chair of the Public 
Accounts Committee, described the scam 
as “an organised, systematic and fraudu-
lent scheme designed to fleece the gov-
ernment through the so-called special 
purpose finance vehicles for purported 
security contracts”.

While Murungaru was later transferred 
to the Ministry of Transport, in the public 
opinion and the donors’ view he was a blot 
on the record of the Kibaki government 
that had been elected on the promise to 
end the Moi regime’s almost two-and-
a-half decades of kleptocracy. Indeed, 
the new government had made strides 
on many fronts, the most visible being 
infrastructural development.

The UK government in July 2005 barred 
Murungaru from visiting the country and 
cancelled his visa. A year earlier, British 
High Commissioner Sir Edward Clay had 
accused the Kibaki government of arro-
gance and greed.

“They can hardly expect us not to care 
when their gluttony causes them to vomit 
all over our shoes,” said Sir Clay in his 
famous quote.
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Murungaru, however, did not take it lying 
down. He took the British Government 
to court challenging the cancellation of 
his visa. In court he lined up an impres-
sive array of legal counsel. In Kenya he 
was represented by Senior Counsel Paul 
Muite, while British lawyers Rabinder 
Singh, a Queen’s Counsel of Matrix 
Chambers, London, Richard Stein and 
Tessa Hetherington represented him in 
London. 

But pressure mounted unabated, with 
the US withholding USD 2.5 million in 
aid to the country’s anti-corruption war. 
In October 2005 Murungaru was barred 
from travelling to the US as well. 

The World Bank followed suit, stopping 
the payment of about USD 266.5 million 
that was earmarked for education, the 
fight against HIV and AIDS, and banking 
reforms, charging that the country failed 
the accountability test. 

Mwiraria – a long-time associate of 
Kibaki’s whose friendship goes back to 
their days in Makereke University, Uganda 
– resigned two weeks after news of the 
scandal broke out, though a number of 
Kenyans saw him as a scapegoat to cover 
for the real beneficiaries of the scam.

Murungi capitulated too, but not so 
Murungaru, who stayed put despite 
mounting public and donor pressure for 
the President to deal with the misuse of 
public funds.

Murungaru attracted the most attention, 
with critics saying he was the personifica-
tion of what went wrong with the Kibaki 

government despite the third President 
having radically transformed the economy 
and governance structures after the previ-
ous regime. 

It appears that Kibaki was in a dilemma 
as to how to deal with Murungaru, who had 
been his close associate and a grassroots 
mobiliser in Nyeri. He was also a leading 
campaigner for the 2005 Draft Constitution 
that the government pushed in a referen-
dum unsuccessfully.

The opportunity presented itself in 
November 2005 after the ‘No’ side victory in 
the referendum on the Constitution, when 
the President disbanded the entire Cabinet 
and left out Murungaru on reconstituting 
it in December 2005.

Wikileaks, the confidential cables 
released by the US Embassy in Nairobi, 
celebrated the Minister’s sacking: “The 
only apparent good news in Kibaki’s 
announcement is the exclusion from the 
new cabinet of former Transport Minister 
Chris Murungaru,” said the cables sent to 
Washington on 8 December 2005.

In January 2006, Murungaru returned to 
the limelight when John Githongo, who 
had been Kibaki’s Ethics and Governance 
Permanent Secretary and had fled to 
exile in London – released a dossier 
that implicated Kibaki’s associate in the 
Anglo Leasing scandal. Githongo named 
Murungaru, Murungi, Mwiraria, Muthaura 
and Awori as the key players in the USD 
600 million Anglo-Leasing scam.

Murungaru sued Githongo for defam-
ing him and won. Githongo, however, 

C H R I S T O P H E R  N D A R A T H I  M U R U N G A R U

KACC’s notice to Murungaru did not follow 
the laid down law. This subsequently led 
to the High Court quashing KACC’s case 
against him. The court gave a window that 
was still free to investigate Murungaru but 
in a legal manner.

Born in Nyeri on 19 August 1954, 
Murungaru attended Munyu Primary 
School and later Nyeri High School from 
1968 to 1974 where he did both his O’ and 
A’ levels. He later joined the University 
of Nairobi where he graduated with a 
Bachelor of Science Degree in Pharmacy 
in 1978.

After his meteoric rise in politics, 
representing Kieni for nine years and 
becoming a Cabinet Minister, Murungaru 
lost the Kieni seat in 2007 to Nemesyus 
Warugongo, a little-known candidate, 
during the Party of National Unity (PNU) 
nominations. 

Remaining true to Nyeri voters’ tradi-
tional high turnover rate of their MPs, 
the county in that election sent away all 
their incumbents except Kibaki who was 
defending his presidential seat. 

Apart from Murungaru, Kabando wa 
Kabando ousted Cabinet Minister Mutahi 
Kagwe in Mukuruweini, Ephraim Maina 
defeated Nderitu Gachagua in Mathira, 
while Francis Nyamo beat Nobel Laureate 
Wangari Mathai in Tetu. Former activist 
Esther Murugi won the Nyeri Town seat, 
replacing P.G. Muriithi.

Defeated, Murungaru went back to Nyeri. 
He would later lament in court that damn-
ing allegations ruined his political and 

appealed; the matter is still in court.
Three weeks after Githongo’s dossier 

was released, President Kibaki allowed 
the Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission 
(KACC) chief Aaron Ringera to request 
Murungaru to declare and account for his 
wealth. But the Minister moved to court to 
prevent KACC from investigating, saying 
fulfilling the commission’s request would 
amount to self-incrimination.

In February 2006, KACC arraigned 
Murungaru in a Nairobi court charging 
him with failing to declare and account 
for his wealth. The basis of the suit was 
that the Minister had grown rich all of 
a sudden. He denied refusing to declare 
his wealth, and was released on a bond of 
KES 200,000.

The case was dismissed in December 
2006, when the High Court ruled that 

I can only 
conclude that the 
sole reason for 
being dropped 
from Cabinet in 
2005 was because 
of the extreme 
pressure placed on 
President Kibaki.”
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comer,” Murungaru told Justice David 
Onyancha.

Murungaru claimed that Githongo insti-
gated falsehoods, rumours and gossip to 
be published about his role in the Anglo-
Leasing scandal in local and international 
media as well as in a book titled It’s Our 
Turn to Eat, by British journalist Michela 
Wrong which starred the anti-graft boss.

“I can only conclude that the sole reason 
for being dropped from Cabinet in 2005 
was because of the extreme pressure 
placed on President Kibaki,” Murungaru 
later said while testifying in his defama-
tion case against Githongo.

But Githongo defended himself saying 
that senior government officials knew the 
players and those involved in the Anglo-
Leasing scandal, and that investigations 
revealed that Murungaru and others were 
behind the scam since his name was men-
tioned again and again.

In December 2016, Githongo told a judge 
in the defamation case that Dr Murungaru 
filed against him — and later won — that 
the former Minister was a primary chal-
lenge in the fight against corruption during 
the Kibaki regime.

In May 2019, Justice Joseph Sergon, 
who had taken over the case from Justice 
Onyancha, ordered Githongo to pay 
Murungaru KES 27 million for defama-
tion in the case that took 13 years. 

Githongo appealed the decision.
The ruling was met with outrage from 

the civil society fraternity. George Kegoro, 
the Executive Director of the Kenya Human 

Rights Commission said: “This case was 
about isolating John and exposing him 
financially. It was to embarrass and ruin 
him and to silence him.”

Samuel Kimeu, the Executive Director of 
Transparency International-Kenya, asked: 
“How is it that a perceived injury to one 
person trumps public interest?”

In 2013, the former Minister who had 
been shunned by DP, the party he nur-
tured and chaperoned to power under 
NAK and NARC in 2002, and unable to join 
Kenyatta’s The National Alliance (TNA), 
attempted to win the Nyeri Senate seat 
on the Democratic Labour Party of Kenya 
ticket to no avail.

Away from politics, Murungaru is a cel-
ebrated breeder, running one of the big-
gest farms in central Kenya. His 22-acre 
Amboni Farm in Mweiga, outside Nyeri 
Town, produces 1,200 litres of milk a day 
from 60 cows.

Established in 1986 before Murungaru 
entered politics, the farm also supplies 
semen to local research stations such as 
Kabete and to farms in countries as far 
away as Zambia, Malawi, the US, Canada 
and New Zealand. 

“Animal breeding has been my passion 
through most of my working life. This is 
something I started long before I went 
into politics. It is something I can’t let even 
politics interfere with. This is my other 
life,” Murungaru told an interviewer. 

He now leads a laid-back life, shuttling 
between Nairobi and Nyeri.  

private life, leading to his being dropped 
from the Cabinet and losing the Kieni 
parliamentary seat.

“The contents of the report had a dev-

astating effect on my political career. A 
man who had been elected twice in Kieni 
Constituency in a landslide win lost his 
re-election in 2007 to a little-known new-

C H R I S T O P H E R  N D A R A T H I  M U R U N G A R U
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AKARANGA
M O S E S

Appointed Minister for Public Service in 2006, this banker-
turned-priest, Reverend Moses Akaranga, is remembered for 
initiating performance contracting and the Rapid Results 
Initiative (RRI) in the civil service. He also oversaw the review 
of salaries and pensions for the entire public service sector.

Prelate with 
Reformist 

Acumen
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Appointed Minister for Public 
Service in 2006, this banker-
turned-priest, Reverend 
Moses Akaranga, is remem-

bered for initiating performance con-
tracting and the Rapid Results Initiative 
(RRI) in the civil service. He also oversaw 
the review of salaries and pensions for 
the entire public service sector.

On his appointment, Akaranga’s first 
task was to reach out and gain trust 
among the leadership of the civil serv-
ant unions, which had greatly deterio-
rated under his predecessor, William ole 
Ntimama, who the unions regarded as 
being least concerned about their wel-
fare. This is perhaps understandable 
given that Ntimama was a dyed-in-the 
wool politician and more at home in 
public rallies than in corporate board-
rooms. On the other hand, Akaranga was 
a career business administrator – not 
to mention his background as General 
Administrator with the Pentecostal 
Assemblies of God – attuned to nego-
tiations that readily accommodated 
give-and-take agreements. Time spent 
in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as 
Assistant Secretary, Deputy Secretary and 
acting Permanent Secretary no doubt also 
enhanced his diplomacy skills.

With bachelor’s and master’s degrees 
in business administration from the 
United States International University 
and a PhD in strategic management 
from the University of Nairobi to boot, 
Akaranga’s modus operandi of construc-

tive engagement rather than threats 
shifted the management of the civil 
service from industrial court brawls and 
street protests to the negotiating table. 
These new channels of communication 
brought about a comprehensive salary 
review that cut across the board – from 
the lowest to the highest cadres of the 
civil service. 

Previously, the complaint had been that 
government was only keen on the welfare 
of senior and a few middle-ranking civil 
servants at the expense of the majority 
in the lower job groups. The result was 
felt as little motivation particularly at 
the bottom, which in turn led to low 
productivity. Sometimes the disaffection 
gave way to outright sabotage besides 
leading to a talent drain as workers left 
government service for the private sector.

To address the problem, the ministry 
came up with a bottom-to-top rather than 
top-to-bottom pay increment package. 
The lowest ranks – job groups A and 
B – would get a 20 per cent raise while 
groups C and D would receive 19 per cent. 
Groups G, H and J received a 14 per cent 
increment as groups K and L got a 12 per 
cent boost. Groups M and N would have 
up to 10 per cent pay increase, while the 
highest ranks, P and above, would have 
their perks improved by eight to 10 per 
cent. The new package also came with 
mass upward mobility opportunities, 
creation of more job groups and better 
defined, fair, and transparent criteria for 
promotions.

through death or retirement. Even those 
who were sacked or who resigned were 
not replaced. The consequence was a 
serious staff imbalance, stagnation and 
a succession crisis. 

Akaranga hired 100 human resource 
experts to evaluate and report on correct 
staffing levels, positions to be filled, and 
qualifications and experience needed. 
On the basis of this report, the gov-
ernment was guided on new recruit-
ments, deployments and transitions. The 
Directorate of Personnel Management 
would also be reformed in order to handle 
recruitment, career guidance and evalu-
ation. Government employees were also 
encouraged and enabled to go back to 
school for more knowledge and skills to 
enhance career advancement.

For the first time since independence, 
an unprecedented number of civil serv-
ants going back to the classroom was 
recorded during Kibaki’s presidency. 
Most remarkable were the numbers from 
the disciplined forces. It helped a lot that 
the paradigm shift coincided with the 
introduction of the Module 2 (popularly 
known as the parallel degree) programme 
that allowed mature students to enroll 
for degree courses. All of a sudden, there 
was an influx of students from the armed 
forces, police, prisons, wildlife and forest 
services eager to get degrees!

The government not only encouraged 
civil servants to apply for study leave but 
also rewarded those who attained higher 
educational qualifications with promo-

Under Akaranga, the minimum pen-
sion payable to civil servants was raised 
by 400 per cent – from KES 500 to KES 
2,000 – and the pension scheme was 
made mandatory for all government 
workers. Transport and other allowances 
for civil servants would also be raised by 
between 10 and 30 per cent.  

The 1953-born Minister’s next move 
was to address the issue of adequate staff-
ing for the public sector. For 15 years there 
had been a freeze on the recruitment of 
civil servants following the 1991 stop-
page of foreign budgetary support. The 
embargo on recruitment had resulted 
in a serious staff shortage as no replace-
ments were made for workers who had 
left the service due to natural attrition – 

Akaranga’s 
modus operandi 
of constructive 
engagement 
rather than 
threats shifted the 
management of the 
civil service from 
industrial court 
brawls and street 
protests to the 
negotiating table
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M O S E S  A K A R A N G A

tions and higher emoluments.
Today it may sound laughable, but 

up to the late 1990s, the government 
did not allow the use of computers in 
government offices except for select 
services such as the payroll and security. 
In fact, former Head of Civil Service 
Philip Mbithi, who was once a university 
vice chancellor, went on record stating 
that allowing computers in government 
offices would cause information leaks 
and sabotage!

As a result, by the dawn of the 21st 
century public offices in Kenya looked 
more like museums or dumping grounds 
for old manual typewriters, broken telex 
machines and bulky, cumbersome tel-
ephone heads.

This antiquated thinking was discarded 
during Kibaki’s presidency and under 
Akaranga’s watch. It helped greatly that 
the latter had previously been a senior 
manager in corporate Kenya and had 
even overseen a technology modernisa-
tion drive at the Barclays Bank of Kenya, 
where he had worked.

But it was not for nothing that Kibaki’s 
government undertook to improve the 
welfare of its workers. With these career 
boosters came the demand for better 
services and more value for taxpayers. 
In came performance contracts for the 
civil service. This was a time when gov-
ernment employees, especially in the 
lower cadres, were notorious for under-
performing – it was common knowl-
edge that many of them reported to 

time. We will also put quotas on mini-
mum number of tourists to expect, and 
demand ethical behaviour, and ask for 
proof of how you have improved Kenya’s 
image at your stations of posting.”

Other notable reforms during 
Akaranga’s tenure were records man-
agement and de-politicising the public 
service. During previous regimes, the 

their offices in the morning, hung their 
sweaters or suit jackets on the backs of 
their chairs and disappeared to attend to 
private matters, which included business 
enterprises. They would return at the end 
of the working day to pick their jackets 
and clock out before heading home.

The performance contracts came with 
clearly articulated achievement targets 
as well as guidelines for checks and 
verifications that set tasks had been 
accomplished. Notably, the new policy 
would include everyone, from the high-
est ranked to the lowest cadre. 

During the launch of the policy, the 
Minister said, “Everywhere I go, Kenyans 
are demanding quality services and value 
for their money. President Mwai Kibaki 
has also clearly stated that under his 
watch, Kenya has to be a working nation; 
no longer business as usual where civil 
servants idle around but collect salaries 
and allowances for no work done. So here 
at the ministry we will demand visible 
and tangible results. Short of that we will 
just have to part ways with those who 
can’t, or refuse to deliver.”

On one occasion while addressing 
heads of Kenyan missions abroad at an 
annual seminar at the Kenya Institute of 
Administration (since renamed Kenya 
School of Government), Akaranga 
declared: “Henceforth it won’t be busi-
ness as usual. We will no longer tolerate 
situations where Kenyans abroad cannot 
be issued with national identity cards 
or have their passports renewed in real 

line between politics and public service 
had been completely blurred, with civil 
servants running errands for operatives 
in the ruling Kenya African National 
Union (KANU) party.

Chiefs and their assistants would be 
deployed on KANU recruitment drives 
or to organise party rallies or, worst of 
all, to forcibly collect funds for KANU 
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politicians. This ended when Kibaki took 
over as President.

Also halted was the (mis)use of gov-
ernment vehicles for personal errands. 
In the KANU era, it was common to 
see GK (Government of Kenya) vehicles 
parked outside bars after working hours 
or transporting wedding parties on the 
weekends. A directive was issued and 
enforced that government vehicles must 
have work tickets with the name of the 
specific officer assigned the vehicle and 
the purpose of the assignment. At the 
end of office hours, the vehicles would 
either be parked at the work station or 
the nearest police station in the case 
of assignments away from the officer’s 
work station.

Akaranga also oversaw measures to 
streamline and upgrade the records 
management systems for the public 
service sector. Whereas previously gov-
ernment files would be dumped haphaz-
ardly in dusty disused rooms – a factor 
that encouraged corruption as clerks 
demanded bribes to search for ‘lost’ 
files, the Kenya National Archives and 
Documentation Centre was elevated to a 
fully-fledged department and mandated 
to work out systems for proper storage 
of all government records besides the 
archiving of historical material. In a 
World Bank-funded project, the National 
Archives also would train and deploy 
record managers in all government 
departments. This included purchasing 
modern storage equipment and shifting 

from manual to digital archiving.
Informed by his strong religious beliefs 

– as Minister he led prayers during 
Cabinet meetings – Akaranga in con-
junction with the Ministry of Education 
initiated a project in which learners in 
primary school all the way up to tertiary 
level would be taught values that empha-
sised sacrifice, ethical behaviour and 
service to one’s country and mankind 
as a whole.

As part of the programme, deliber-
ate efforts would also be made to rein-
troduce the sense of pride in working 
for the government that characterised 
the early years of independence but 
which had been greatly eroded to a point 
where working in government was now 
regarded as a last resort.

Akaranga’s tenure also saw the gov-
ernment encouraging an organised 
export of Kenyan labour to other coun-
tries. Previously, this was left to indi-
vidual effort. The programme saw many 
Kenyans, especially in the teaching and 
medical sectors, get jobs in Botswana, 
Namibia and Rwanda.

For his able stewardship of reforms in 
the Kenyan public service, Akaranga was 
the 2007 recipient of the coveted United 
Nations Public Service Award. It helped 
greatly that he had two professionals 
of great repute and efficiency to assist 
him – his Permanent Secretary, Titus 
Ndambuki, and Titus Gatere who was 
head of the Public Service Commission. 
His Assistant Minister was Boniface 

backtracking from a rebellion in KANU 
after Moi named Uhuru Kenyatta as his 
successor, bypassing a long line of more 
experienced hopefuls.

With the coming of devolution in 2013, 
Akaranga was elected the first governor 
of Vihiga County. In his victory speech, 
he acknowledged the monumental task 
ahead given Vihiga is one of the counties 
with the highest poverty rates in the 
country at 77.6 per cent.

He pledged to turn the situation around 
by prioritising agriculture, perhaps moti-
vated by his time as Assistant Minister for 
Agriculture from 2003 to 2005. Ironically, 
Vihiga is one of the counties with the 
best soils, climate and rainfall levels 
throughout the year. He also promised 
to market Vihiga as a tourist destination 
given its scenic features, which include 
the Shamakhokho rocks, Maragoli and 
Ebusyekwe hills, Mungoma caves, and 
Kibiri Forest where the famous Tiriki 
circumcision rites take place. 

But perhaps his most novel project 
was the establishment of the Vihiga 
County Community Empowerment Fund 
(VICOCEF), a revolving loan facility for 
marginalised women, youths and small 
traders. The core aim was to set up cot-
tage industries through the provision 
of interest-free and security-free loans.

But even with all that, voters in Vihiga 
did not seem to think their governor 
had done enough and opted to vote for 
Wilberforce Otichilo in the 2017 General 
Election.

Mghanga, also a career civil servant 
who had been a Permanent Secretary in 
President Daniel arap Moi’s government.

Aside from his sterling career in gov-
ernment, Akaranga was also a politician. 
His debut in politics in 2002 was some-
thing of a David and Goliath achieve-
ment. He made history as the first person 
– and a newcomer at that – to defeat a 
sitting Vice President in an election. 
He beat, hands down, the large-profile 
Musalia Mudavadi in the race for the 
Sabatia Constituency seat. Mudavadi had 
been appointed VP in the sunset years 
of the Moi presidency as a reward for 

Hence forth it 
won’t be business 
as usual. We will 
nolonger tolerate 
situations where 
Kenyans abroad 
cannot be issued 
with national 
identity cards 
or have their 
passports renewed 
in realtime.” 

M O S E S  A K A R A N G A
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WETANGULA
M O S E S

Moses Masika Wetangula joined President Mwai Kibaki’s 
Cabinet in 2008 as Minister for Foreign Affairs. Deputising him 
at the ministry were Richard Onyonka as Assistant Minister and 
Mwangi Thuita as Permanent Secretary. Before he became a 
Minister, replacing Raphael Tuju, he was the Assistant Minister 
for five years – from June 2003 to January 2008.

Diplomat who 
flew from the 
Cuckoo’s nest
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“Weta” as he is popularly referred to, is a 
lawyer, politician and diplomat all rolled 
into one. But it was law that served as 
his public profile springboard. He burst 
into the national limelight as a tenacious 
young lawyer in 1982, the year a group 
of non-commissioned officers from the 
Kenya Air Force attempted to overthrow 
President Daniel arap Moi’s government.

Ever since he defended Senior Private 
Hezekiah Ochuka and Private Pancras 
Oteyo in the court martial that ensued 
at the Langata 7th Kenya Rifles Barracks, 
Wetangula has remained a key figure in 
Kenya’s frenetic national discourse. 

The newly-minted law graduate had 
served as a magistrate for only one year 
before quitting to venture into private 
practice when the government assigned 
him the task of defending the suspected 
coup plotters. Being a rookie did not 
intimidate him. Unfazed by the turbu-
lence from the political climate of the 
time, Wetangula took the job, seizing the 
moment and meticulously leading the 
defence of the two soldiers, in the process 
etching his name in the corridors of jus-
tice as a determined and unafraid lawyer.

Although he could not save them from 
the hangman’s noose, the experience 
bolstered his credentials and added some 
sheen to his legal star. He would later 
find his way into the citadels of power as 
President Moi retained him as a personal 
lawyer.

As a politician, Wetangula carved a 
niche as a master of survival with a rare 

gift of accurately forecasting the political 
weather and adjusting accordingly; this 
is what helped him remain relevant in 
elective politics. 

President Moi initiated Wetangula’s 
entry into politics in January 1992, when 
he nominated him to Parliament. As a 
nominated MP for the ruling party of the 
day, the Kenya African National Union 
(KANU), he rapidly navigated his way 
around the political labyrinth and, aided 
by his sharp legal mind, worked his way 
to become Deputy Speaker of the eighth 
Parliament. Five years later he proved his 
political gamesmanship when he chipped 
in as a key negotiator for KANU in the 
Inter-Parties Parliamentary Group (IPPG), 
an influential coalition of political parties 
that helped to ease simmering political 
tensions in the country by undertaking 
minimal constitutional reforms. 

In 2002, after a five-year political hiatus, 
Wetangula jumped into elective politics, 
this time not as part of KANU but as a 
member of the Opposition FORD-Kenya 
party. His was a case of first-time lucky 
as he won the Sirisia parliamentary seat. 

This was the year when a combined 
Opposition under the National Rainbow 
Coalition (NARC) defeated KANU and 
broke the party’s 40-year hold on power. 
NARC’s flag-bearer, Mwai Kibaki became 
the third President of Kenya and a new 
evolutionary stage began. As change was 
taking place, Wetangula was again deeply 
involved and in the process he landed 
an appointment as Assistant Minister 

counsel, Mutula Kilonzo, he represented 
the government in the internationally 
brokered mediations towards a power-
sharing deal with the Opposition. Former 
United Nations Secretary General, Kofi 
Annan, led the Panel of Eminent African 
Personalities convened under the auspices 
of the African Union (AU) which included 
former Tanzanian President Benjamin 
Mkapa and former South African First 
Lady Graca Machel alongside Tanzania’s 
President Jakaya Kikwete to mediate the 
rift.

At the time, the BBC described 
Wetangula as a strategic ally in the Kibaki 
administration. “Mr. Wetangula is a key 
Cabinet figure and helped to form the 
coalition in 2008 that ended the post-poll 
violence,” the BBC said.

The new Minister wasted no time in 
bringing order to the diplomatic corps 
posted in Nairobi and who had made the 
terrain slippery for the Party of National 
Unity (PNU) government by openly sym-
pathising with the Opposition. Wetangula 
directed his attention at the senior-most 
diplomat in the country, the British High 
Commissioner to Kenya, Adam Wood, 
who had openly queried the legitimacy 
of the government and expressed his 
displeasure with the electoral process. 

“Our elections don’t need a stamp of 
authority from the House of Commons,” 
Wetangula warned. After this, a former 
British High Commissioner to Kenya, 
Sir Edward Clay, found himself declared 
persona non grata in Kenya. This move 

in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. This 
would end up being training ground in 
international relations for the lawyer and 
politician as destiny prepared him to dive 
into the deep end of diplomacy when he 
became Minister in 2008.

Wetangula took up the Foreign Affairs 
docket at a crucial time, when the coun-
try’s national fabric and image on the 
international stage were in tatters as 
the Opposition contested the results of 
the 2007 presidential election. A devas-
tating spiral of post-election violence 
had ensued soon after the results were 
announced. It was a delicate time; an 
ugly moment that was not helped by the 
pressure coming from the West’s envoys 
to put out the fires.

The arduous task of redeeming the 
country’s image fell on Wetangula as 
the Minister. Together with Martha 
Karua, who was the Minister for Justice, 
Constitutional Affairs and National 
Cohesion, and her successor and State 

President 
Moi initiated 
Wetangula’s entry 
into politics in 
January1992, when 
he nominated him 
to Parliament
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sent a clear message to foreign diplomats 
to adhere to diplomatic etiquette. It did 
not stop there – Wetangula went on the 
offensive again, asking the AU panel – led 
by Professor Oluyemi Adeniji, a repre-
sentative of the Annan-led mediation 

said. “Now that we have the coalition gov-
ernment and key components on the way, 
I think Adeniji and his team should leave.”

A year later, in April 2009, he scored 
another diplomatic milestone when 
together with Somalia’s Minister for 

team left behind to shepherd a smooth 
coalition government operation – to pack 
up and leave. 

“The crucial part was bringing the two 
sides together and ensuring that a coali-
tion government was in place.” Wetangula 

National Planning and International 
Cooperation, Abdirahman Abdishakur 
Warsame, he signed a memorandum of 
understanding (MoU) on the fractious 
Kenyan-Somalia maritime boundary. The 
MoU between the Government of Kenya 
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and the Transitional Federal Government 
of Somalia granted Kenya a no-objection 
to its submission on the outer limits of 
the continental shelf beyond 200 nautical 
miles to the Commission on Limits of the 
Continental Shelf of the United Nations. 
The 62,000-square-mile triangle in the 
Indian Ocean attached to the Lamu archi-
pelago has been a touchy issue irritating 
both Kenya and Somalia and stoking 
international interest. In 2014, Somalia 
sued Kenya at the International Court 
of Justice over the maritime border. The 
case is ongoing.

In September 2010, Wetangula secured a 
diplomatic victory by lobbying the United 
Arab Emirates to rescind a decision requir-
ing all Kenyans visiting or transiting the 
Emirati to have university degrees. It 
was also the year he earned his place in 
the pantheon of global diplomacy – the 
Council on Foreign Relations (CfR) hosted 
him on what was billed as ‘A Conversation 
with Moses Wetangula.’ Veteran diplo-
mat and former US Secretary of State, 
Madeleine Albright, presided over the 
conversation.

“He has provided a very capable voice 
for Kenya on the international stage,” 
Albright said of Wetangula at the event. 
This was a rare honour and a testament 
that Wetangula was a diplomat to watch.

A month after being feted in the US 
with such a glowing recommendation, 
Wetangula returned home to draw out 
a comprehensive strategy and plans for 
“shuttle diplomacy” to galvanise interna-

tional support under Article 51 of the UN 
Charter for ‘Operation Linda Nchi’ (defend 
the nation). This military incursion by 
the Kenya Defence Forces (KDF) into 
southern Somalia was aimed at contain-
ing the rise of Al-Shabaab extremists who 
had posed significant threats to Kenya’s 
security. It also aimed to help the African 
Union Mission to Somalia (AMISOM) to 
stabilise Somalia. 

A fortnight later, Wetangula’s lowest 
moment and the dimming of his star 
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs came 
visiting. Wetangula and his Permanent 
Secretary stepped aside to make room for 
investigations in what the media referred 
to as the “Tokyo Embassy Scandal”. The 
outrage unearthed by a parliamentary 
audit report recommended Wetangula’s 
removal until thorough investigations 
were completed to establish the true 
nature of the allegations. The scandal 
involved USD 14 million and senior min-
istry officials who allegedly misappropri-
ated funds in the purchase of property 
for the Kenyan mission in Tokyo, Japan. 
Several other pricey real estate assets 
where Kenyan missions abroad were dom-
iciled, notably Egypt, Nigeria, Belgium 
and Pakistan, featured prominently in 
the parliamentary report. 

True to form, Wetangula fought back, 
terming the media frenzy a smear cam-
paign backed by his political detractors. 
“I have made a personal decision to step 
aside as Minister for Foreign Affairs to give 
room and pleasure to those who have been 
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haunting and tormenting me, and to give 
room for the investigation,” he said. “I can 
assure you I will be back to the Cabinet 
once the investigations are completed 
because I know I am innocent.”

The late Professor George Saitoti, who 
was by then the Minister for Internal 
Security and Provincial Administration, 
was assigned the Foreign Affairs docket 
in an acting capacity.

In August 2011, Wetangula returned to 
the Old Treasury Building, home of the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, after he was 
vindicated of all allegations. It was just as 
he had predicted; however, he had little 
time to celebrate as a full in-tray awaited 
his attention. 

At the time, Kenya was chairing the 
AU’s Peace and Security Council. This put 
Wetangula at the apex of the continent’s 
peacekeeping operations as frontline 
armistice leader in Africa’s conflict hot-
spots, security briefings, defence negotia-
tions and pacific champion.  

He had a hectic schedule. On Monday, 
9 January 2012, he was in Addis Ababa 
chairing the 307th meeting of the AU 
Peace and Security Council, which was 
framing an AU-UN strategic partnership 
on the maintenance of international peace 
and security. On Wednesday, he was in 
New York to brief the UN Security Council 
(UNSC) on the situation in Somalia and 
negotiate the strategic partnership to 
foster a closer working AU-UN relation-
ship and collaboration in security matters. 
On Thursday morning, 12 January 2012, 

a communique released from AU head-
quarters at the time. “The team worked 
closely with the Kenyan Permanent 
Representative to the African Union, Her 
Excellency Dr. Monica Juma. Chairperson 
Jean Ping had telephone conversations 
with the leader of the new military junta 
in Mali, Captain Amadou Sanogo, who 
promised to ensure the security and safe 
evacuation of the officials.”

A few days later Wetangula was safely 
evacuated. A Cabinet reshuffle soon after 
his arrival back home saw him moved to 
the Ministry of Trade, where he remained 
until 2013 when President Kibaki retired. 

Wetangula was born on 13 September 
1956 and attended Nalondo Primary 
School, Busakala Secondary School, 
Teremi Secondary School and Friends 
School Kamusinga before joining the 
University of Nairobi to study law. The 
former Minister’s time in the diplomatic 
field remains a memorable rendezvous 
full of thrills and spills. To this day he 
remains eternally grateful that he was 
entrusted with one of the most sensi-
tive dockets in the entire Cabinet. “Mwai 
Kibaki not only appointed me Minister but 
also monitored my work at Foreign Affairs 
closely,” he told The Standard newspaper 
in 2016 while reflecting on his time as 
Kenya’s senior-most diplomat.

He is today the Senator for Bungoma 
County, having first contested the seat 
in 2013 and again in 2017. 

he stood again before the most powerful 
arm of the six UN bodies. 

“The quest for peace and security is a 
pressing challenge in Africa today. Over 
the past two decades, the continent has 
witnessed a number of crises and vio-
lent conflicts, with huge negative conse-
quences for the African people, as well as 
our aspiration to a peaceful and prosper-
ous continent,” Wetangula remarked as 
he addressed the meeting of the UNSC in 
New York. “We are therefore faced with 
the tasks of resolving protracted conflicts, 
such as those in Darfur and Somalia, and 
of facilitating reconstruction and devel-
opment in countries that have emerged 
from conflicts, such as Burundi, Sierra 
Leone, Côte d’Ivoire and, more recently, 
Libya, Tunisia and Egypt — societies that 
have undergone radical transformation. 
The need to prevent conflicts and de-
escalate fragile situations calls for proac-
tive engagement.”

Requesting more support for the conti-
nent was no walk in the park. Wetangula 
and the AU team at the UN headquarters 
soon found out the tough road that lay 
ahead when the key Permanent Member 
of the UNSC, the US through its ambas-
sador to the UN, Susan Rice, rose to speak. 

“Let us be candid. The periodic African 
Union-Security Council consultations 
have not, thus far, been altogether pro-
ductive or satisfactory. If they cannot 
be improved, they risk being jettisoned 
by one side or the other as not useful or 
worse. To make the United Nations-AU 

relationship more effective, we must do 
more than consider formalising African 
Union-Security Council meetings.” Rice 
noted. “The meetings must prove their 
worth. The meetings must have set agen-
das and concrete priorities that lead to tan-
gible improvements, not only in how we 
work together but in how our work helps 
people in Africa and around the world.”

Two months later, after successfully 
getting Africa in the UNSC’s good books 
by setting the concerted framework and 
cooperative pathway for the AU-UN part-
nership, Wetangula found himself in a sit-
uation he is unlikely to forget. On 20 March 
2012, he, alongside Zimbabwe’s Foreign 
Minister Simbarashe Mumbengegwi and 
the Tunisian Secretary of State for Arab 
and African Affairs, Abdallah Triki, were 
stranded in the Malian capital of Bamako. 
On the second day of their trip, a coup 
d’état orchestrated by the Malian military 
unfolded as they were busy chairing the 
314th Meeting of the African Union Peace 
and Security Council on the situation in 
the Sahel Region. 

As soon as it was established that 
Wetangula and other senior diplomats 
were trapped in Mali, the AU swung into 
action, pulling out all the stops to get 
them out safely.

“Once informed of the plight of 
these officials, the chairperson of the 
Commission, Dr Jean Ping, set up a Crisis 
Management Team that worked around 
the clock over the weekend to secure the 
safe evacuation of the diplomats…,” read 

M O S E S  W E TA N G U L A
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SIRMA
M U S A

Just like Kipkalya Kones, Musa Cherutich Sirma was another 
old wine in new wineskin, a carryover from a bygone era 
whose inclusion in the Kibaki Cabinet was courtesy of his 
closeness to Prime Minister Raila Odinga, the President’s 
partner in the Grand Coalition Government formed after the 
disputed 2007 elections.

A Come-
lately Raila 

Ally 
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Unlike Mr Kones, however, who 
was appointed right at the 
inception of the restive coali-
tion in early 2008, Mr Sirma 

joined the Kibaki administration only 
in 2011 after the tectonic shift within the 
Odinga side of the government saw his 
erstwhile allies led by William Ruto, the 
ambitious MP for Eldoret North, purged 
for disloyalty.

In appointing Mr Sirma to his Cabinet, 
President Kibaki had brought to his gov-
ernment a hardline defender of the old 
order he dislodged in the euphoric 2002 
election that ended Kanu’s 40-year-grip 
of the country. In fact, long before the 
Constitution was changed in 2010 to 
introduce devolved governments under 
the command of a county chief, Mr Sirma, 
the pioneer Eldama Ravine MP, had been 
nicknamed Governor of the Rift Valley for 
his brinkmanship. 

The combative and ebullient politician 
had earned the moniker after he teamed 
up with 16 other legislators from the 
Kalenjin-dominated constituencies to 
‘encourage’ sections of the community 
feeling lost after Kanu was beaten in the 
election.

With Daniel arap Moi retiring after 24 
years in power and his preferred successor 
Uhuru Kenyatta defeated, the commu-
nity that had voted overwhelmingly for 
the Kanu candidate found itself smack 
in the opposition and in dire need of a 
guide in the uncharted waters outside 
government. 

The country was reeling under a new 
political dispensation following the 
resounding defeat that the National 
Rainbow Coalition (Narc) had handed 
the independence party at the ballot in 
December 2002. President Mwai Kibaki of 
the Democratic Party (DP) and his coali-
tion partners, Michael Kijana Wamalwa 
of Ford Kenya, Raila Odinga of LDP, and 
Charity Ngilu of the National Party of 
Kenya, had taken office with gusto promis-
ing to teach the retired President and his 
Kanu hawks a lesson or two in matters 
governance. 

In their boisterous assumption of office, 
some senior Narc officials had betrayed 
a sense of arrogance and vindictiveness 
against members of the outgoing regime. 

It fell on Mr Sirma and his ilk to ‘defend’ 
the community, as he put it in an inter-
view last year. 

“I was branded the Rift Valley governor 
after the 2002 elections because I was 
in the forefront speaking for the people 
from the region who had been sacked in 
numbers by the Narc government. I spoke 
for all and everyone knew I was their 
defender,” he told a television interviewer.

As it turns out, Mr Sirma was not only a 
defender of other people’s interests. After 
college, he was employed as a forester, a 
position now known as ecosystem con-
servator in the Kenya Forest Service (KFS), 
in the environment ministry, working in 
his hometown, Eldama Ravine, and in 
Nakuru in a senior capacity.

It was while in this position between the 

District Forest Officer. At the time of the 
seizure, Mr Sirma was the Eldama Ravine 
MP and an assistant minister.

Throughout his 10 years as elected 
MP, he dodged questions about his han-
dling of the Constituency Development 
Fund (CDF), which he had mandated his 
younger brother to oversee.

His political nemesis claimed he 
favoured areas where he drew huge politi-
cal support and people close to him, 
including relatives.

“He used CDF, bursaries and other funds 
as a bait. Those opposed to his style and 
leadership were denied access,” says an 
Eldama Ravine town businessman, who 
declined to be named because of his close 
association with the former legislator.

It was while in his second term as MP 
for Eldama Ravine constituency in 2003 
that Mr Sirma and other senior legislators, 
among them Henry Kosgei of Tinderet 
and William Ruto of Eldoret North, criss-
crossed the Kalenjin Rift Valley to reassure 

late 1980s and mid-1990s that he owned a 
sawmill in the Mumberes area of Eldama 
Ravine, a clear conflict of interest for the 
man charged with preventing trees from 
being cut down. Besides, he was accused 
by critics of using his position and influ-
ence with relatives and friends in high 
places in the Moi administration to get a 
licence to run the then lucrative business.

Mr Sirma, now the director of the bet-
ting company Mozzart, is related to the 
Moi’s through his mother.

Most of the more than 100 sawmills 
were in the Maji Mazuri, Solian, Poror and 
Mumberes areas around Eldama Ravine.

It was at this time that forests in the 
country were being decimated by saw 
millers and loggers, leading its forest 
cover to drop below the internationally 
recommended 10 percent.

In the early 2000s, a consignment of 
sandalwood believed to belong to the 
politician, was seized in Nakuru by forest 
officials led by Edward Charana, then 

I was branded the Rift Valley governor 
after the 2002 elections because I was 
in the forefront speaking for the people 
from the region who had been sacked 
in numbers by the Narc government. I 
spoke for all and everyone knew I was 
their defender,”
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a people who felt orphaned by Moi’s exit. 
The team of 17 included first-term MPs 
such as Baringo Central’s Gideon Moi and 
Nick Salat of Bomet. 

Mr Sirma, as well as the latter two, have 
since fallen out with Deputy President 
William Ruto and are now on opposite 
sides of what is playing out to be a tough 
Uhuru Kenyatta succession battle. 

Eldama Ravine and Mogotio constitu-
encies were established after the former 
Baringo South Constituency was hived 
from Baringo district in 1995 to create 
Koibatek district. Mr Sirma, then the 
District Forest Officer, threw his hut in the 
ring for the new constituency and won on 
a Kanu ticket in the 1997 General Election. 

His entry and victory in the race was 
widely believed to have been influenced 
by powerful forces in the Baringo, among 
them Hosea Kiplagat, the long-serving 
Kanu executive Chairman in the district 
and an aide of President Moi.    

A holder of a Bachelor of Science degree 
in environmental science from Mount 
Kenya University, Sirma was born on 
July 17, 1961 and comes from the Lembus 
sub-tribe of the Tugen group. He went 
to Baringo High School and Njoro Boys 
High School for his O Level and A Level 
education, respectively. He later joined 
Egerton College (now Egerton University) 
for a diploma course in forestry where he 
graduated with a distinction.

Mr Sirma’s appointment as minister 
for East African Cooperation in the dying 
days of the Government of National Unity 

under President Mwai Kibaki and Prime 
Minister Raila Odinga did not surprise 
many. Already a nominated MP in Odinga’s 
ODM party, he was an avowed loyalist 
of the PM, who under the terms of the 
National Accord adopted following the 
2007/2008 post-election violence had a 
say in Cabinet composition.  

Moreover, even after nearly all the Rift 
Valley legislators who supported Odinga 
in 2007 had left his camp and were bitterly 
opposing him at every opportunity, Mr 
Sirma was one of the few MPs who stuck 
with him. Others were Henry Kosgey, Sally 
Kosgey, Magerer Lang’at and Franklin Bett. 

Mr Odinga seized the moment of a 
mini-Cabinet reshuffle in August 2011 to 

and wearing it, in a figurative reference 
to the ministerial flag. 

Nonetheless, Mr Sirma, who was 
deputised by Peter Munya and whose 
Permanent Secretary was John Ambuka, a 
career administrator, took his ministerial 
assignments at the Cooperative House-
based offices on Haile Selasie Avenue in 
good stead despite facing strong opposi-
tion from Mr Ruto’s allies who saw him 
as a traitor.

In May 2012, Mr Sirma got the rare 
opportunity to present the East African 
Community’s budget speech as the chair-
person of the Council of Ministers of the 
East African Community.

In the speech, whose theme was 
‘Implementation of the Common 
Market and laying the foundation for the 
Monetary Union’, Mr Sirma, who served 
for only 18 months, implored the five EAC 
states to deal decisively with the non-
tariff barriers he identified as the biggest 
impediment to successful trading within 
the bloc.

“A major challenge is the removal of 
Non-Tariff Barriers (NTBs) or restrictions 
other than customs duties or tariffs and 
other specific market requirements that 
make importation or exportation of prod-
ucts difficult and costly within the region 
namely weighbridges, police roadblocks, 
non-recognition of the EAC certificates 
of origin, lack of mutual recognition of 
quality marks, re-testing of products, 
delays by statutory boards in releasing the 
results of analysis of samples and delays 

purge ministers who were deemed loyal 
to William Ruto, who had emerged as the 
leader of the restive Rift Valley after Moi’s 
exit from State House. 

By then, the political relationship 
between Mr Odinga and Mr Ruto, an 
important ally in the 2007 election cam-
paigns, had soured beyond repair. Mr 
Sirma was thus appointed minister for 
East African Cooperation and Regional 
Development replacing Prof Hellen 
Sambili (a Kanu MP from neighbouring 
Mogotio thought to be a Ruto sympa-
thiser). 

Mr Sirma’s critics from Ravine and 
Mogotio chided the appointment as akin 
to a man snatching a cloth from a woman 
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in issuance of import licences among 
others,” he said.

Even though the period was character-
ised by suspicion among partner states, 
they managed to widen and deepen 
cooperation in the economic and social 
spheres.

Owing to the importance of the Mara 
River in the tourism sector for Kenya 
and Tanzania, the two countries started 
a sensitisation on the need to conserve its 
catchment areas in the Mau forest com-
plex, a role that Mr Sirma took with gusto.

The forest – the largest in East Africa – 
had for two decades up to 2009 been under 
severe pressure from encroachment, 
with water in the major river declining 
to unprecedented levels.

Conserving the Mau was a familiar, yet 
controversial role for the politician who 
had earlier opposed the eviction of set-
tlers from the forest.

“Tanzania was worried about the future 
of tourism in the Serengeti National Park. 
Mara River, which is the lifeline of both 
Serengeti and Masai Mara Game Reserve, 
was almost drying up. That is why Sirma 
and his Tanzanian counterpart set aside 
a day that is still known as The Mara Day 
to sensitise on the need to conserve the 
catchment areas. Subsequent meetings 
pushed the government to end settle-
ments in Mau,” says Julius Munge, Mr 
Sirma’s former personal assistant who 
now works for the Baringo County gov-
ernment.

Our attempts to speak to the former 

minister for this book were unsuccessful, 
but some of his associates confided in us 
that he was not close to President Kibaki 
and could only meet with the Head of 
State in functions concerning his min-
istry, during Cabinet meetings and when 
accompanied by Mr Odinga.

“Kibaki was forced by circumstances 
into picking ministers, some of whom 
he didn’t really know nor like, because 
of the accord which saw the formation 
of the coalition government. Sirma is 
one such minister,” said Joseph Kokoyo, 
a constituent of Eldama Ravine.

The President’s inner circle viewed the 
minister with suspicion, especially, having 
campaigned for Mr Odinga against Mr 
Kibaki in the controversial 2007 elections.

So tense were the negotiations at 
Kilaguni Lodge, where the Grand Coalition 
Cabinet was crafted, that insiders of 
the two leaders say Mr Sirma’s name 
was rejected alongside that of Zakayo 
Cheruiyot, a former powerful internal 
security permanent secretary in the Moi 
administration who had won the Kuresoi 
constituency seat in Nakuru and counted 
himself first among equals in the Cabinet 
composition.  

“Kibaki’s handlers were bitter. When 
he was declared the winner, violence in 
areas inhabited by the Kalenjin in the 
former Rift Valley province erupted. The 
President’s supporters bore the brunt,” 
says a relative of Mr Sirma’s who was con-
versant with the intrigues surrounding the 
formation of the coalition government.

would later turn against him. He contends 
that the declaration played a significant 
role in the DP’s political career and that 
all his subsequent achievements can be 
traced to it.

Granted, the former minister is a con-
siderable grassroots mobiliser with an 
aggressive personality. He is good at craft-
ing political networks and people who 
have worked with him say he can hold 
various campaign meetings deep into 
the night and be up early the next day to 
get updates and plot others.

However, his often-stated weakness 
is a tendency to promote cronyism and 
fight petty wars with villagers and junior 
government officers. He can be unduly 
vindictive with anyone who dares to cross 
him. A case in point is when he disagreed 
with government officers in the district, 
disputes that often resulted in their trans-
fers or dismissal from the line ministries.

Nevertheless, former President Moi had 
a soft spot for Mr Sirma and he tasked 
him with keeping the opposition out of 
Baringo and also expanding the Tugen’s 
interests in Nakuru.

After ditching Kanu in 2007, he together 
with other politicians from the Rift Valley, 
joined ODM. It is for this steadfast support 
even when the tide had changed for Mr 
Odinga in the Rift Valley that Mr Sirma 
found himself working for Mr Kibaki, 
the man he had so bitterly opposed from 
2002 to 2007.

As it turns out, the Kibaki Cabinet was 
the pinnacle of Mr Sirma’s political career. 
In 2013 he tried to regain his old constitu-
ency seat on an ODM ticket but failed to 
stem the Ruto-led United Republican 
Party (URP) wave that was sweeping 
through the Rift Valley. 

By the 2017 elections, Mr Sirma, whose 
surname means he who jumped over fire, 
had mended fences with Mr Ruto and vied 
on the dominant Jubilee Party ticket, but 
lost in the primaries. Then he contested 
the seat as an independent candidate 
using the symbol of a buffalo, his clan’s 
totem. He lost, again. 

Not content with the results, he charged 
like a buffalo to the courts in Kabarnet 
town and filed a petition to overturn 
the outcome, citing irregularities in the 
polls. After losing the petition and sub-
sequent appeals, Mr Sirma took a low 
profile until July 2019, when he surfaced at 
Baringo Senator Gideon Moi’s residence in 
Mogotio and declared that he had ditched 
DP Ruto and was joining Kanu to support 
the former President’s youngest son.

Ironically, it was Mr Sirma who hosted 
a big rally in 2006 that installed Mr Ruto 
as a Kalenjin spokesman and blessed 
him through the famous Eldama Ravine 
Declaration to seek the highest office in 
the land through ODM.

He has since regretted leading the 
Eldama Ravine Declaration that cata-
pulted Mr Ruto to be the numero uno of 
the Rift Valley, saying he did not know 
that he was building up someone who 

M U S A  S I R M A
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MUNYAO
J O S E P H

Of all those who served in President Mwai Kibaki cabinets, 
Joseph Munyao is perhaps the one with whom he had the 
longest personal friendship and shared history in public 
service and politics. They first met as young men in 1962. 
Kibaki, aged 31, had returned home from his job as a lecturer 
at Makerere University in Uganda to be the first chief 
executive officer of the Kenya African National Union (KANU) 
party. Munyao was 21 and had just completed his O’ levels at 
Machakos High School after which he worked as a clerk with 
Standard Chartered Bank.

A Trusted 
Ally 
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Despite their different back-
grounds, they hit it off 
instantly and would go on 
to become life-long friends. 

Kibaki encouraged his friend to enhance 
his skills by enrolling for part-time classes 
in accounts after which he helped him 
get a job as an accounts clerk in the Office 
of the President. To give him exposure 
abroad, Kibaki also secured his friend a 
posting to London as the financial attaché 
at the Kenyan embassy. When the diplo-
matic posting lapsed, he convinced his 
friend to dabble in politics by contesting 
the Mbooni parliamentary seat in 1974. 
He won.

At one time Munyao was even an 
Assistant Minister in Kibaki’s office 
when he was Vice President. But their 
friendship would cost Munyao his seat 
in the infamous 1988 mlolongo (queue) 
voting method after Kibaki fell out with 
President Daniel arap Moi. Munyao was 
part of the collateral damage.

The two would reunite politically with 
the return to multi-party politics at the 
end of 1991. They formed the Democratic 
Party (DP) the following year and Munyao 
recaptured his Mbooni seat on a DP ticket. 
When John Keen, who was the DP secre-
tary general, defected to KANU in 1995, 
Munyao was easily Kibaki’s choice of 
replacement. He kept the party flag flying 
as Kibaki was not known to have the 
stomach for routine politics. Indeed, 
the joke was often that Kibaki needed to 
be constantly reminded where the party 

offices were located!
Munyao first assignment as the party 

secretary general was to bring back to the 
DP fold Charity Ngilu, who although had 
been among the party founders in 1992, 
had bolted in the countdown to the 1997 
General Election when she contested – 
and made a good showing – on a Social 
Democratic Party ticket. With Ngilu back 
in DP’s orbit, it wasn’t too difficult to con-
vince FORD-Kenya’s Kijana Wamalwa to 
come on board, hence the formation of the 
National Alliance Party of Kenya (NAK), 
which would later be joined by a renegade 
KANU faction that had coalesced as the 
Rainbow coalition. The two came together 
to form the National Rainbow Coalition 
(NARC) that broke KANU’s 39-year hold 
on power. Munyao was Kibaki’s right-
hand man in the negotiations that led to 
the creation of NARC through which the 
latter won the presidency. 

In the NARC administration, Munyao 
was first appointed Assistant Minister for 
Agriculture but given a full ministerial 
slot six months later in the first of Kibaki’s 
Cabinet reshuffles. He became Minister 
for Livestock and Fisheries; it was a new 
docket that had been hived from the larger 
Ministry of Agriculture.

To illustrate how important agriculture 
was on Kibaki’s agenda is a meeting he 
held with a core team – immediately 
after taking over as President – to explain 
exactly what he wanted done in the sector 
he rightfully described as the engine of 
Kenya’s economy. Present at the meet-

so, Kenya’s agriculture sector had been 
completely run down by “fellows with 
no brains to see logic” and who did not 
realise that killing agriculture amounted 
to indirectly killing the country’s popula-
tion, more than 80 per cent of who derived 
their livelihoods from the sector.

Kibaki told the team assembled that he 
had full faith in their ability to help him 
restore agriculture to the glory of the 
1970s, when Kenya was a thriving economy 
with a double-digit growth rate.

Then followed a discussion on the insti-
tutions and facilities he wanted revived. 
The first was the facility once known as 
the Guaranteed Minimum Return (GMR), 
a State-provided financial tool to cush-
ion Kenyan farmers against unforeseen 
calamities like weather changes, price 
fluctuations and any other circumstances 
that could lead to losses they could not 
recover from. 

Under the scheme, farmers would be 
assured of a certain minimum pay for their 
produce whatever the circumstances. It 
is a facility provided by progressive gov-
ernments all over the world as a means 
to ensure farming remains a worthwhile 
and profitable enterprise. 

While admitting that the GMR could not 
be revived in the form it existed before, 
the President believed some form of 
minimum return could still be worked 
out even in the prevailing free market 
economy.

Next, Kibaki wanted the Agricultural 
Finance Corporation (AFC) reactivated. 

ing held at State House Nairobi, and a 
follow-up one at Sagana State Lodge, were 
Minister for Agriculture Kipruto Kirwa 
and his assistant, Munyao. Others were 
Minister for Cooperatives Njeru Ndwiga, 
Minister for Finance David Mwiraria, 
and Francis Muthaura, head of the Civil 
Service. Two other people Kibaki would 
soon thereafter appoint to chair agri-
culture-related State corporations were 
also invited. They were Matu Wamae and 
Reuben Chesire.

The fact that Munyao was the only 
Assistant Minister invited to these meet-
ings is a statement in itself.  

In an interview for this book, Munyao 
recalled what transpired at the two meet-
ings. The President began my expressing 
regret that in the previous decade or 
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It was the institution that guaranteed 
GMR and was also tailor-made to offer 
purpose-built financial packages for the 
Kenyan farmer. It facilitated the farmer 
through loans either in cash or kind (the 
latter in the form of farming inputs such 

Agricultural Development Corporation 
(ADC). Established through an Act of 
Parliament in 1965, ADC was primarily 
meant to ensure the Kenyan farmer had 
high-quality seeds (hybrid bulls in the 
case of livestock farmers) to make farm-

as seeds and fertilisers).
As an indication that he meant business, 

in the first financial year of his admin-
istration (2003/2004), KES 1 billion was 
earmarked as seed money to revive AFC. 

Next on Kibaki’s radar was the 

ing not just an occupation for subsistence 
and survival but a going business concern 
and economic pillar. The institution had 
extensive parcels of land all over the 
country where seeds were produced and 
tested before distribution to farmers. It 
also served as training ground for farmers.

Sadly, ADC was systematically killed over 
the years, first by massive theft of land via 
illegal allocations, then by raids on its cof-
fers. It was on Munyao’s watch that ADC 
was revived. His first task as Minister was 
to secure title deeds for the corporation’s 
remaining 19 farms from the original 37. 
Among those retrieved and secured were 
the 100,000-hectare Galana-Kulalu in the 
Tana Delta, now earmarked for a major 
irrigation project by the Jubilee govern-
ment under President Uhuru Kenyatta.

Others are Mutara Ranch in Laikipia 
County, famous as a breeding centre for 
the rare Boran studs, Lanet Farm known 
for award-winning Holstein and Friesian 
breeds, the Molo Potato Centre, Japata 
Farm on the slopes of Mount Elgon known 
for Doper sheep breeds, and Katuke and 
Sabwani farms, home of Ayrshire and 
Jerseys cattle breeds respectively.

Another of Munyao’s accomplishments 
was the establishment of the Kenya Dairy 
Development Project, a partnership 
between ADC and the US Agency for 
International Development. The pro-
ject was aimed at capacity building for 
increased production and profits in the 
dairy value chain through modern breed-
ing techniques, real-time provision of 
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veterinary services and feeds manage-
ment. The project also had a business 
component through market information 
and policy advocacy. Related to this was 
the reactivation of the Kenya Agricultural 
Research Institute vaccines production 
centre in Kabete. It was during Munyao’s 
tenure that foot and mouth disease in 
Kenya became a thing of the past. 

Kibaki was also keen on reviving the 
National Irrigation Board (NIB). Aware 
that rain-fed agriculture was only prac-
tical in less than a third of Kenya’s land 
mass, NIB was created to open up as many 
swathes of land as possible to agriculture 
through irrigation. The Board also had the 
mandate to come up with creative water 

conservancy ideas.
The Kenya Farmers Association (KFA) 

was a public-cum-private institution with 
a mandate to purchase and store grains 
produced in the country besides making 
available requisite farm implements for 
farmers. It became such an economic 
giant that farmers equated it with the gov-
ernment, even going so far as to refer to 
it as “serikali ndogo” (small government). 
And with good reason – KFA was there for 
farmers any time, advancing payments on 
what they expected to harvest and paying 
full amounts owed on delivery.

Chesire became the executive chair-
man of KFA, which was why Kibaki had 
included him in the two meetings.

J O S E P H  M U N YA O

had been neglected in the same style as 
the other institutions. 

He also wanted the reactivation of the 
Cotton Lint & Marketing Board, reason-
ing that the once-vibrant cotton farm-
ing sector would not only put money in 
the pockets of the Kenyan farmer but 
also create hundreds of jobs via revival 
of the once-thriving local firms – Rift 
Valley Textiles (RIVATEX), Kisumu Cotton 
Mills (KICOMI) and Mount Kenya Textiles 
(MOUNTEX).

Munyao revealed that his greatest regret 
was that bad politics in NARC could not 
and did not allow him to implement the 
great vision Kibaki had to put Kenya’s 
agriculture sector back on track.

Munyao revealed
that his greatest
regret was that 
bad politics in 
NARC could not 
and did not allow 
him to implement 
the great vision 
Kibaki had
to put Kenya’s
agriculture sector
back on track

The Kenya Cooperative Creameries 
(KCC) was another institution that added 
value to the agriculture sector. The giant 
cooperative not only purchased milk 
from farmers at a premium price, and in 
real time, but also facilitated agriculture 
extension services to enable the farmers 
to maximise production. It also opened 
buying centres and built coolants all over 
the country to ensure no milk went to 
waste. Further, it partnered with the Kenya 
Railways Corporation to ensure there were 
no transport hitches in the value chain.

The revival of KCC was the reason 
Wamae had been invited to the two meet-
ings.

Kibaki also believed streamlining the 
operations of the Kenya Tea Development 
Authority and the Kenya Coffee Planters 
Union was the way to go. According to 
Munyao, the President had no problem 
with tea and coffee farmers engaging 
in direct sale of their produce, but he 
thought trading as cooperatives would 
be more rewarding for them on the basis 
of economies of scale and capacity for 
value addition.

The President was also keen to return 
to pyrethrum farming, reminding his 
audience at the two meetings that after 
failing with an experiment with artificial 
(synthetic) pesticides, the world would 
soon return to natural products. He said 
Kenya had a great advantage because 
the country grew the best crop in the 
world and had retained patents for its 
products. He talked about resurrecting 
the Pyrethrum Board of Kenya, which 
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MUDAVADI
M U S A L I A

Wycliffe Musalia Mudavadi was part of Kenya’s first power-
sharing government, which was unveiled in April 2008 and 
headed by President Mwai Kibaki. He was appointed Deputy 
Prime Minister and Minister for Local Government, making 
him the most powerful Opposition leader in Parliament and 
the second-highest ranking official in government after his 
party leader, Prime Minister Raila Odinga. 

Dynamo with 
Nonchalant 

Mien 
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For the second time in less than 
10 years, Mudavadi was finding 
himself in a high-profile govern-
ment position that he had not 

been elected to. In 2002, Kibaki’s prede-
cessor, President Daniel arap Moi, had sur-
prisingly appointed him Vice President. 
And years earlier, at the tender age of 29 
years, he had been picked to replace his 
father as MP for Sabatia Constituency 
before being appointed to the Cabinet. By 
the time he became Deputy PM, the per-
ception was that this was a man cloaked 
in luck, who did not have to work for 
leadership as it always seemed to find 
him wherever he was. 

Mudavadi’s appointment was one of the 
outcomes of the power-sharing pact that 
created the coalition government estab-
lished following the violent aftermath 
of the disputed 2007 General Election. 
The unwieldy coalition government was 
a necessary crisis management innova-
tion if the political stalemate that hit the 
country in early 2008 was going to be 
unlocked. Power sharing was seen as the 
logical means to ending a vicious power 
struggle that had precipitated political 
turbulence following claims by Kenya’s 
two main political parties at the time – 
the Party of National Unity (PNU) and the 
Orange Democratic Party (ODM) – that 
each had won the presidential election. 

Although certainly the most violent, 
this turbulence was not an isolated case 
as the country had experienced violence 
in nearly all elections since the re-intro-

duction of multiparty democracy in the 
early 1990s. In the years preceding the 
2007 election, there had been a steady 
increase of tensions between different 
political parties in the country. By 2002, 
Kenyans were raring for a change from 
Moi’s administration under the Kenya 
African National Union (KANU) party, 
which had set the country on a largely 
downward trajectory for decades. To 
remove Moi and KANU from power, the 
Opposition parties came together to form 
the National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) 
and fronted Kibaki as the preferred presi-
dential candidate. 

The anti-Moi wave was so strong that 
even his closest allies were having second 
thoughts. One such ally was Mudavadi, 
who crossed over to the Opposition in a 
short-lived act of political adventurism – 
almost as soon as he had defected, he had 
a change of heart and returned to KANU. 
Just ahead of the General Election, Moi 
appointed Mudavadi Kenya’s seventh 
Vice President. When Moi named Uhuru 
Kenyatta as his successor, bypassing a 
long line of more experienced hopefuls, 
several KANU loyalists protested by ditch-
ing the party.

Perhaps sensing the disappointment, 
Moi made sure Mudavadi was Kenyatta’s 
running mate in the 2002 elections. But 
the Kenyatta-Mudavadi ticket lost and 
Mudavadi’s stint as VP came to an abrupt 
end. He had served for only 90 days. In 
addition, he lost his Sabatia parliamentary 
seat to Rev. Moses Akaranga, a political 

The trend of early presidential results 
put Odinga and his running mate, 
Mudavadi, in the lead, raising expec-
tations among ODM supporters that 
the party was well-placed to win. But a 
delay in announcing the official results 
changed those expectations to tension 
and before long, there were pockets of 
unrest countrywide. By the time the 
Electoral Commission of Kenya declared 
Kibaki the winner, a deadly crisis was 
unfolding. Meanwhile, ODM supporters 
led by Odinga, who was the Leader of 
Opposition, disputed the results. 

The unrest sparked into violence that 
left at least 1,300 people dead, thou-
sands of others displaced and property 
of unknown value destroyed. It was one 
of the lowest moments the country had 
lived through since the Mau Mau strug-
gle for independence. It took a team of 
eminent African personalities led by 
United Nations Secretary General Kofi 
Annan to broker peace negotiations to 
end the chaos. Mudavadi was part of the 
four-member ODM team that, together 
with a team from Kibaki’s PNU, played 
a key role in the mediation process that 

greenhorn. That aside, NARC’s resound-
ing win against KANU, which had been 
in power for 39 years, also ended Moi’s 
24-year rule. 

But there was trouble ahead for the 
coalition that had carried the day. Member 
parties of NARC had signed a memoran-
dum of understanding that became the 
object of dissention when the commit-
ments agreed on were not honoured. 
The coalition partners – the National 
Alliance Party of Kenya and the Liberal 
Democratic Party – finally broke up in 
2005. In an attempt to make a comeback to 
the political scene, an isolated Mudavadi 
aligned himself with Odinga, who had 
formed ODM after he led a majority ‘No’ 
side that rejected a government-backed 
referendum to change the Constitution 
in 2005. This was the beginning of an 
Odinga-Mudavadi political alliance. 

The December 2007 elections marked 
Kenya’s tenth since independence and 
fourth since the re-adoption of multi-
partism in 1991. They were also the most 
disputed elections in Kenya, with claims 
of widespread irregularities, including 
sale of voter identification cards. 

Moi made sure Mudavadi was 
Kenyatta’s running mate in the 2002 
elections. But the Kenyatta Mudavadi 
ticket lost and Mudavadi’s stint as VP 
came to an abrupt end
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culminated in the signing of a National 
Accord, as the return-to-peace formula 
was called.

The new government ascended to power 
with a basket of promises, key among 
them the ratification of a new Constitution 
to replace the independence one that had 
numerous flaws. Other promises included 
a much-needed revival of the economy, 
streamlining of government, eliminating 
corruption and reforming the Judiciary. 

Mudavadi was at the forefront in push-
ing for judicial reforms. He admitted that 
the State was struggling to set up systems 
for the reforms as desired by Kenyans 
in various spheres of society. On 5 April 

2009, at a meeting in Geneva, Switzerland, 
on reforming the Judiciary, he openly 
acknowledged the slow efforts being 
made. “The Kenya National Dialogue 
and Reconciliation team promised a new 
Constitution within a year of the forma-
tion of the coalition government. The 
government is in its second year and 
struggling to set up review structures,” 
he said.

These sentiments were backed by 
Martha Karua, the Minister for Justice 
and Constitutional Affairs, who claimed 
to have been frustrated in her efforts to 
bring about changes that would set the 
Judiciary on the right path. She ended up 
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resigning on 6 April 2009.
Mudavadi’s mandate at the Ministry of 

Local Government was partly to oversee a 
system of county and municipal councils. 
The ministry was beset by challenges, 
chief among them the fact that the local 
authorities were not providing efficient 
services due to lethargy and corruption as 
well as lack of adequate capacity and legal 
empowerment. Local government institu-
tions were also experiencing difficulties 
in sustaining themselves financially. 

For example, in December 2008, workers 
at the Kisumu Municipal Council downed 
their tools and vowed not to go back to 
work until their salary arrears dating back 

to 2002 and amounting to KES 165 million 
had been paid. Meanwhile, at the Nairobi 
City Council, extra councillors had been 
appointed. Mudavadi was set on doing 
away with them and announced his inten-
tions. “The law requires that a maximum 
of one-third of the elected councillors 
should be nominated. We have cases 
where more than the stipulated one-third 
were nominated,” he said before releasing 
a Kenya Gazette notice in 2009 in which 
he sent 65 councillors home. And he was 
just getting started.

He then presented a report to the 
Cabinet calling for the merger of 67 local 
authorities in Nyanza, which elicited a 

Kibaki is received by the Deputy Prime Minister Musalia Mudavadi during Madaraka Day Celebrations 
at the Nyayo National Stadium.

Kibaki andMudavadi 
arrive for the launch of 
National Economic and 
Social Council at the 
Kenyatta International 
Conference Centre in 
May 2010
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only trustees, he said. 
As chairman of the Task Force on 

Devolved Government (TFDG) set up in 
2011, Mudavadi was at the centre of the 
transition from councils to county gov-
ernments, and can be credited with estab-
lishing the foundation for what Kenyans 
currently enjoy today as devolution. A key 
achievement was setting up guidelines for 
the transition and overseeing the initial 
steps of that transition. Among others 
measures, the TFGD proposed laws that 
stipulated the powers and functions of 
county governments and qualifications 
for Members of the County Assembly.

Mudavadi is one of the longest-serving 
Members of Parliament for Sabatia, from 
1989 to 2002 and from 2008 to 2013. He had 
an easy ride to Parliament following the 
death of his father, Moses Mudavadi, in 
1989. The young Musalia was plucked from 
his job as a land economist to replace his 
father. Upon winning the by-election, he 
was immediately appointed Minister for 
Supplies and Marketing. In this position, 
he revealed his neo-liberal bent by argu-
ing that Kenya should be a market-driven 
economy. He went on to influence the 
Cabinet to scrap restrictions on the move-
ment of grains and cereals, and opened 
up other aspects of hitherto restricted 
trade as part of the implementation of 
the World Bank-sponsored Structural 
Adjustment Programmes. 

In 1993, he was appointed Minister for 
Finance to replace Prof. George Saitoti, 
only to get caught up in the Goldenberg 

strong reaction from the local authori-
ties in the province. But he was deter-
mined to clean up local authorities despite 
the resistance. In October 2009, during 
the release of the Sub-National Doing 
Business in Kenya report 2010, he warned 
local authorities that they risked perish-
ing if they failed to reform. “We must 
bite the bullet and fold some of the local 
authorities that have failed to meet their 
obligations. It is a politically explosive 
issue and even as you resist there is no 
option. Some surgery will have to come 
through the boundaries review commis-
sion because local authorities also fall 
there,” he said.

Despite what seemed like an eternity, 
the new Constitution was finally prom-
ulgated on 27 August 2010. Following 
this, a two-tier system of government 
was introduced in Kenya comprising the 
national government and county gov-
ernments. This gave Kenyans an oppor-
tunity to establish more participatory 
governance. In a move aimed at protect-
ing local council assets and inculcating 
a culture of transparency and account-
ability, Mudavadi stopped the sale of 
local authorities’ assets ahead of their 
transformation into county governments. 
During a launch of the new strategic plan 
for the Local Authorities Provident Fund, 
he warned that any government officer 
found disposing of property belonging 
to local authorities would face the full 
force of the law. The assets belonged to 
Kenyans and government officials were 

M U S A L I A  M U D AVA D I
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scandal in which the government lost 
more than KES 80 billion through a 
fraudulent export compensation scheme 
involving fake gold. Although the scheme 
had started before he joined the National 
Treasury, Mudavadi found himself being 
accused of culpability in the scandal.

He was only able to shake off the 
Goldenberg stink when his name was 
cleared by a Commission of Inquiry into 
the scandal chaired by Justice Samuel 
Bosire. Agreeing that Mudavadi was a 
whistleblower, the commission concluded 
that the scandal was stopped during his 
tenure as Minister for Finance after he 
almost single-handedly opposed pay-
ments worth KES 2.1 billion. 

As Minister for Finance, Mudavadi 
had to deal with the funding of the 
1997 General Election, which drained 
the national economy, depleted foreign 
exchange and caused high inflation. 
International aid reduced to a trickle as 
donor states and multilateral agencies 
exerted pressure on the Moi regime to 
open up politics and relinquish power. He 
also served as Minister for Transport and 
Communication between 1999 and 2002.

In March 2010 his name would feature in 
yet another scandal when the Kenya Anti-
Corruption Commission (KACC) started 
investigating him over fraud involving 
KES 283 million and cemetery land in 
Nairobi. The investigators said they 
wanted to know if Mudavadi was party 
to the fraud in which the City Council 
of Nairobi lost money after buying land 

valued at only KES 24 million. Mudavadi 
protested his innocence again, saying 
KACC should have given him a chance 
to be heard. Ten years down the line, the 
matter has never been resolved. 

Mudavadi was born on 21 September 
1960 in Sabatia, Vihiga District (now Vihiga 
County). Between 1980 and 1984, he stud-
ied land economics at the University 
of Nairobi where he also played rugby 
for the university team, Mean Machine. 
Thereafter he worked for the National 
Housing Corporation from 1984 to 1985 

after which he joined the private sector 
just before his debut into politics in 1989. 

For someone who has made tremendous 
contributions in government, Mudavadi 
does a poor job of tooting his own horn. 
Neither has he received much recogni-
tion or appreciation, at least not pub-
licly. Indeed, he has been taunted for his 
reserved, laid-back, non-confrontational 
demeanour, which is interpreted as lack-
ing the spine to make tough political 
decisions. Some analysts have blamed 
his religious background for this – he 

was raised as a staunch Quaker, whose 
adherents are known for pacificism, blunt 
honesty and plain dressing. The image of 
an amiable, hands-off, non-controversial 
leader however appears to have worked 
well for him and may be responsible for 
the numerous positions he has held in 
government.

In 2013, he contested the presidency 
as flag bearer of the United Democratic 
Party and came third. He is the current 
party leader of Amani National Congress, 
which he founded in 2015.

Kibaki with Mudavadi at a public rally in Webuye
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KILONZO 
M U T U L A

The July 2012 debate on how long (or short) school uniform 
skirts should be aptly brought out Mutula Kilonzo’s bold 
and witty personality both as a politician and minister. As 
Minister for Education between March 2012 and February 
2013, Kilonzo stood in defence of schoolgirls demanding to 
be allowed to wear miniskirts.

An Astute 
Overseer 
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“I am in total agreement with them. 
Why do you dress a schoolgirl like a nun? 
These girls do not want to be nuns; they 
want to be modern like Mutula!” he was 
quoted saying, and even went against the 
wishes of school heads and provisions 
of the Education Act without blinking. 
In fact, he vowed to push for a repeal of 
the Act, which he said had been in force 
since 1968, to ensure flexibility so as to 
provide “smart” uniforms for school girls 
– long enough to appease conservatives 
and short enough to please the students.

Kilonzo served in three ministries 
during President Mwai Kibaki’s second 
term, namely Nairobi Metropolitan 
Development (April 2008 to May 
2009), Justice, National Cohesion and 
Constitutional Affairs (May 2009 to 
March 2012) and Education (March 2012 
to February 2013). He was a member 
of the Orange Democratic Movement-
Kenya, which had entered into a post-
election coalition deal with Kibaki’s Party 
of National Unity.

The Ministry of Nairobi Metropolitan 
Development was seen as low-key and 
created more to appease political interests 
than to improve service delivery as most 
of its mandates were already covered by 
the Ministry of Local Government. His 
Assistant Minister was Elizabeth Ongoro, 
the MP for Kasarani Constituency, while 
Philip Sika was the Permanent Secretary. 

Nairobi’s urban growth was based 
on a 1973 strategy until 2008, when the 
ministry under Kilonzo developed the 

Nairobi Metro 2030: A World Class African 
Metropolis, which was a five-year master 
plan aimed at transforming the Nairobi 
metropolitan area into a “world class” 
hub offering sustainable wealth creation 
and high quality of life by the year 2030.

The plan was to upgrade Nairobi’s 
status to that of cities such as Cairo, 
Kuala Lumpur, Johannesburg and Lagos. 
It proposed the creation of the Nairobi 
Metropolitan Region, consolidating 
12 local authorities and establishing a 

Jomo Kenyatta International Airport), 
and crime prevention. This would in turn 
spur development of industrial parks and 
facilities within the city, investing heav-
ily in building modern infrastructure to 
improve access to electricity, water and 
sanitation utilities.

The transport master plan would effec-
tively improve infrastructure and land 
use planning. Among the focus areas 
was an urban mass transit strategy that 
centred around high-occupancy buses 
and modernisation of the existing com-
muter rail network. 

Kilonzo even oversaw the prepa-
ration of a bill to make the ministry 
legally independent from that of Local 
Government. Instead of amending the 
Local Government Act, he opted for a 
totally new act that gave the Minister 
powers over 13 councils, including Nairobi 
City Council. Had it gone through, coun-
cillors and mayors would have been given 
new names and portfolios.

Being a newer ministry meant that 
Kilonzo achieved little in the one year he 
was Minister. Then and even later, it was 
a ministry long on ambition but short on 
delivery. The closest it came to achiev-
ing one of its goals was November 2012, 
when the Syokimau-Nairobi commuter 
train was launched by the Ministry of 
Transport.

Kilonzo was born to Wilson Kilonzo 
Musembi and Rhoda Koki Kilonzo on 2 
July  1948. After high school he attended 
the University of Dar es Salaam to study 

Nairobi Metropolitan Authority. The 
proposed metropolis would cover areas 
within a 40-kilometre radius of Nairobi, 
including the municipal councils of Thika, 
Machakos, Mavoko, Kiambu, Ruiru, Karuri, 
Tala/Kangundo, Kikuyu and Ol Kejuado.

Central to the plan was the develop-
ment of regional and global service hubs 
for business, trade and finance, develop-
ment of Nairobi’s tourism sector through 
investments in hotel and transport facili-
ties (including a massive upgrade of the 
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M U T U L A  K I L O N Z O

for a law degree, and was the first student 
in the East African region to graduate 
with first class honours. He was not afraid 
of blowing his own trumpet. “I am one 
of the best lawyers this region has ever 
produced. I was the first East African to 
score a first class law degree. I was the 
best student at the Kenya School of Law… 
I am as good as you can get, and I charge 
as much,” he once said when challenged 
to account for his wealth.

It is easy to understand why he was 
retained by Kibaki’s predecessor, 
President Daniel arap Moi, as a private 
lawyer, and why he litigated many high-
profile cases. In 2013 he was among a bat-
tery of lawyers assembled by the National 
Super Alliance to lead its presidential 
election petition. The petitioners won.

At the Ministry of Education, which he 
took over from Prof. Sam Ongeri, Kilonzo 
was known for cracking jokes and smiling 
even when situations called for a more 
serious demeanour. But he was also a 
workhorse – those who worked with him 
at Jogoo House, the Ministry of Education 
headquarters, say he was always focused 
on bringing change to the education 
sector. During his one-year tenure, he 
reportedly never took a trip abroad, choos-
ing instead to delegate the trips because, 
he always said, he wanted his bills passed 
in Parliament first.

In his short stint at the ministry, Kilonzo 
brought about changes that transformed 
education in Kenya and will have a long-
term impact for generations to come. 

yers look like witchdoctors,” was how he 
expressed his support for change.

Never one to shy away from speaking 
his mind, Kilonzo once described the 
current Constitution as “NGO-driven” 
that would be a nightmare to imple-
ment. His argument was that it was not 
easy to achieve affirmative action and 
gender balance using the Constitution. 
His ‘prophecy’ has come to pass as the 
two-thirds gender rule has proved to 
be a major nuisance, especially in the 
public service. Nonetheless, when he was 
appointed Minister for Justice, Cohesion 
and Constitutional Affairs in May 2009, 
replacing Martha Karua, he made an 
about-turn and took up the role of mid-
wifing the Constitution. His Assistant 
Minister was William Kipkorir and Amina 
Mohammed was the Permanent Secretary.

From a critic of the new Constitution, 
Kilonzo morphed into one of its fiercest 
supporters. The new Constitution was 
presented to the Attorney General on 7 
April 2010, officially published on 6 May 
2010, and subjected to a referendum on 4 
August of the same year. It was approved 
by 67 per cent of Kenyan voters and prom-
ulgated on 27 August 2010.

At the Ministry of Justice and 
Constitutional Affairs, just like at Jogoo 
House, his plate was full. There was the 
unfinished business of the National 
Accord, which had established the post 
of Prime Minister, and Agenda Four to 
address historical injustices, including 
establishment of the Truth, Justice and 

For instance, the Basic Education Act 
that requires all parents to ensure their 
children are enrolled in school was passed 
under his watch, working with Patrick 
Olweny as Assistant Minister and Prof. 
Karega Mutahi as Permanent Secretary.

The law sets out stiff penalties for par-
ents and guardians who fail to enrol their 
children in school. It also outlaws child 
labour and spells out necessary interven-
tions. The legislation enhanced enrolment 
in schools, building on the gains of free 
primary and secondary school education 
introduced during President Kibaki’s first 
term in office.

Mutula also oversaw enactment of the 
Kenya National Examinations Council 
Bill that changed the way examinations 
were administered. The law prescribes 
tough measures to prevent cheating in 
examinations, with specific provisions 
for students, teachers and even parents.

A sneaky clause in the Bill also outlaws 
teachers’ strikes during national examina-
tions. Under the Kenya National Union of 
Teachers, they often called for strikes just 
before exams as a way of arm-twisting the 
State into honouring their demands. The 
Teachers Service Commission (TSC) Act 
was also passed under Kilonzo’s watch. In 
June 2012, Parliament passed the Teachers 
Service Commission Bill 2012 which, 
among other things, required teachers 
to register afresh with TSC.

The new law also gave the commission 
powers to ensure that those in the teach-
ing profession complied with the teaching 

standards prescribed by the Act, which 
in turn made TSC somehow independ-
ent, with minimal interference from the 
Ministry of Education concerning the 
hiring and promotion of teachers. 

The law sets clear criteria for the recruit-
ment of TSC members, including a uni-
versity  degree in education, to elimi-
nate canvassing for certain people to be 
appointed. The Minister said the TSC Act 
would bring radical reforms that would 
enable students to get high-quality edu-
cation. He also implemented the ban on 
weekend and holiday tuition in primary 
and secondary schools during school 
holidays.

Other barely acknowledged achieve-
ments were the development of Sessional 
Paper No. 14 of 2012 on reforming edu-
cation and training sectors in Kenya, 
and the Kenya Institute of Curriculum 
Development Bill.

Mutula Kilonzo Jr, Kilonzo’s son, 
described his father as “goal-driven and 
unbelievably ambitious”. So ambitious 
that as a little boy, the elder Kilonzo 
walked around the village where he grew 
up with his shirt unbuttoned to show just 
how tough he was. 

When it came to his sense of humour, 
Kilonzo never missed a chance to poke 
fun at serious issues. For instance, when 
judges, magistrates and lawyers launched 
a quest for a new official dress code, 
Kilonzo said the colonial-era wigs and 
gowns had overstayed their usefulness. 
“Gowns and horse-hair (wigs) made law-
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Reconciliation Commission and the emo-
tive issue of Kenya withdrawing from the 
International Criminal Court.

An intelligent, articulate and seasoned 
lawyer, Kilonzo was one of the eight pan-
ellists who crafted the National Accord 
and was aware of the pending business 
of Agenda 4. Initially, he was among the 
strong proponents of a local tribunal to 
try post-election violence suspects, which 
was shot down. He argued it was the best 
way for Kenya, noting that “this country 
has got what it takes to address an issue 
such as the eruption of post-election vio-
lence through good legislative policies”.

While President Kibaki and Prime 
Minister Odinga were still dithering over 
forming a local tribunal, Kilonzo, in spite 
of being a Cabinet Minister, shocked many 
by publicly calling on the two leaders to 
resign. His argument was that the govern-
ment would use the clauses in the Rome 
Statute to challenge the jurisdiction of 
the court and admissibility of the cases. 

“What I was taught in criminal law is 
that in a country that respects the rule of 
law, it is far better for 100 guilty persons 
to be acquitted by a court of law than one 
innocent person to find his way to jail 
through irregularity,” he said at the time.

Critics often argued that while Kilonzo 
had the right credentials to head the 
Justice and Constitutional Affairs portfo-
lio, his past, which included being Moi’s 
legal adviser, robbed him of the moral 
ground to deliver reforms in a democracy. 
For years, he had defended a regime that 

placed obstacles in every path of a new 
Constitution until that regime – under the 
Kenya African National Union party – was 
removed by the ballot in 2002.

If Moi’s actions reflected the counsel he 
was getting from those around him, then 
Kilonzo cannot escape blame for some of 
the darkest moments in Kenya’s political 

history, which included detention of Moi’s 
opponents and the former President’s 
stubborn stance on multipartism and 
later, constitutional reforms. 

All in all, Kilonzo proved to be an inde-
pendent mind that was ready to stretch 
the rules and stick his neck out during 
his time in Kibaki’s Cabinet. In 2013 he 

M U T U L A  K I L O N Z O

became the first Senator for Makueni 
County but not for long. He died on 27 
April of the same year at his Maanzoni 
farm in Machakos County – where he kept 
four lions, two cheetahs and rare eagles. 
His son, who had followed him into the 
law profession, succeeded him as the 
Makueni Senator.

Kibaki receives the peace torch from school pupils, Sarah Nasieku from Narok School and Victor Ogeto from Starehe Boys Centre at State House, Nairobi. 
Looking on is Minister for Education Mutula Kilonzo and Permanent Secretary Prof George Godia.
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KOMBO
M U S I K A R I  N A Z I

Musikari Nazi Kombo was a Form Six student at Nyeri High 
School in 1966 when his class invited newly-appointed 
Minister for Commerce and Industry, Mwai Kibaki, to give 
a lecture at the school. The topic was the much-acclaimed 
blueprint on Kenya economic growth, the Sessional Paper No. 
10 of 1965.

Minister Kibaki 
Inspired in High 

School 
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Delivering the lecture, Kibaki was 
at his oratorical best, giving 
facts and figures without the 
aid of written notes. He was 

spellbinding and left his listeners awed by 
his mastery of the subject and brilliance of 
his delivery. There and then, young Kombo 
resolved to emulate Kibaki by studying 
economics at the university, and maybe one 
day get appointed to the Cabinet. Kombo’s 
high school dream was fulfilled 37 years 
later, in November 2004, when President 
Kibaki appointed him Minister, first in the 
Ministry of Regional Development and 
then Local Government. 

The number one credential in Kombo’s 
curriculum vitae when he joined the 
Cabinet was his attitude towards cor-
ruption, which fitted well with President 
Kibaki’s agenda – one of his campaign 
pledges had been to combat corruption 
gone wild during the previous regime’s 
39-year grip on power.

Elected to Parliament on a FORD-Kenya 
party ticket in 1992, Kombo had established 
himself as an almost one-man crusader 
against corruption. With mounting local 
and international pressure to rein in graft, 
the previous government, under the Kenya 
African National Union (KANU) party, 
had in the mid-1990s established a State-
controlled agency purportedly to fight 
corruption. It was headed by John Harun 
Mwau, a presidential appointee and busi-
ness ally of State House mandarins. 

Kombo was the first to denounce KANU’s 
move as mere window-dressing and argued 

in Parliament that only an independ-
ent and constitutionally protected outfit 
could be trusted to fight corruption in the 
country.  Questions were also raised about 
Mwau’s personal integrity. To save face, the 
KANU government made a quick about-
turn and came up with the Prevention of 
Corruption Act. Once again Kombo led the 
opposition to the proposed Act, which was 
widely perceived as yet another half-baked 
measure by KANU intended to hoodwink 
international development partners into 
believing that something was being done 
to tackle corruption in the country. 

Kombo and like-minded colleagues in the 
Opposition came up with radical amend-
ments to the government bill, resulting in 
the formation of the Kenya Anti-Corruption 
Authority, which would later mutate into 
the Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission. 
Today it is known as the Ethics and Anti-
Corruption Commission.

But Kombo wasn’t yet done with the 
lords of corruption. As chairman of the 
Parliamentary Public Accounts Committee, 
he oversaw the extraction from the reports 
of the Auditor General of all cases of stolen 
public funds and compiled them into one 
report that was famously referred to as 
the Kombo List of Shame. With lengthy 
appendices and annexes on who had stolen 
what, the report reads like an encyclopedia 
on graft in Kenya!

Kombo would further champion the 
fight against corruption in the political 
arena. He is credited with advocacy that 
caused enactment of the Political Parties 

M U S I K A R I  KO M B O

viability and national cohesion.
Kombo remembered Kibaki cautioning 

the Cabinet during a conference that it 
would be ill-advised to split the country 
into small units that were economically 
unviable just to serve the parochial inter-
ests of the political elite. For instance, he 
wondered why Murang’a, Nyeri, Kirinyaga, 
Embu, Meru and Tharaka Niithi should be 
independent units when they had common 
and shared economies and it would make 
better sense to constitute them as one 
regional bloc that would benefit from 
economies of scale! And why not the same 
for Kisumu, Siaya, Homa Bay and Migori, 
or Mombasa, Kwale, Kilifi and Taita Taveta; 
Tana River, Garissa, Wajir and Mandera?

Kombo said it was the philosophy of viable 
economic blocs that made Kibaki create the 
Ministry of Regional Development imme-
diately he assumed office, and the Ministry 
of Nairobi Metropolitan Development in 
his second term. Kibaki’s desire was to 
see the old regional development institu-
tions that had been abandoned and looted 
during the previous regime restored. 
These included the Tana and Athi Rivers 
Development Authority, the Lake Basin 
Development Authority and the Kerio 
Valley Development Authority. He also 
wanted two more created to cater for the 
upper-eastern and north-eastern regions.

Instead, politics and ethnicity prevailed 
and Kenya ended up with 47 devolved units 
– the result was counties that existed at the 
mercy of the national government; some 
could not even sustain themselves. This 

Act 2011, which provided a framework for 
the registration, regulation and funding of 
political parties. He is also acclaimed for his 
contribution to the formulation of policy 
and charters on anti-corruption elsewhere 
in Africa and the Caribbean when he served 
on the board of the African Caribbean and 
Pacific Group of States-European Union 
(ACP-EU) bloc. 

During an interview for this book, Kombo 
disclosed another aspect of Kibaki’s devel-
opment agenda which, unfortunately, 
never saw the light of day. According to 
the former Minister, the President did not 
support the creation of 47 counties under 
devolution based on ethnic and political 
considerations. Instead, he wanted just 10 
to 15 regional blocs anchored on economic 

The number 
one credential 
in Kombo’s 
curriculum vitae 
when he joined the 
Cabinet was his 
attitude towards 
corruption, which 
fitted well with 
President Kibaki’s 
agenda
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was in great contrast to the county coun-
cils of old, such as Murang’a, Narok and 
Kirinyaga which at one time had surplus 
money to lend to the National Treasury! 

“When I was Minister for Local 
Government, about two-thirds of the 
county and municipal councils met their 
targets on revenue collection,” he recalled. 
Regrettably, with devolution hardly a third 
of the counties were able to meet their 
targets. He also regretted that the absence 
of an economic model for the counties 
resulted in some having to return funds 

Away from development matters, Kombo 
and Kibaki had good political chemistry 
that became a significant unifying factor 
in those politically turbulent times. The 
FORD-Kenya party, whose leader was Kijana 
Wamalwa, had formed a pre-election coali-
tion with Kibaki’s Democratic Party in the 
countdown to the 2002 General Election. 
Together with Charity Ngilu, they came up 
with the National Alliance Party of Kenya, 
which was later joined by a group of KANU 
renegades to form the National Rainbow 
Coalition (NARC) that won the election, 
with Kibaki as the presidential flag bearer. 
Wamalwa was appointed Vice President 
but he died in office eight months into the 
NARC administration. Kombo replaced 
him as the new FORD-Kenya leader.

However, soon after Kombo took over the 
party reins, a rebellion emerged in NARC, 
with Raila Odinga from the KANU side and 
Ngilu pulling in different directions. FORD-
Kenya aligned itself with DP in what was 
left of the original NARC even through the 
2005 government-backed referendum on 
the Constitution and all the way to the hotly 
contested and disastrous 2007 elections.

This alignment would cost Kombo 
greatly – he lost his Webuye parliamentary 
seat in 2007 and this development even-
tually led to a split in his party, giving rise 
to the New FORD-Kenya, which has since 
become moribund. He was nominated to 
Parliament in 2008. 

Kombo attributed his 2007 electoral loss 
to what he called the “curse” of western 
Kenya politics. He said over the years, the 

to the National Treasury because of low 
absorption in development projects.

On the economy of western Kenya, 
Kombo recalled the President asking 
several times why the region, despite 
having some of the best soils and climate 
for sugarcane production, still had the 
lowest yields and most expensively pro-
duced sugar in the entire COMESA region. 
Neither did he understand why Mauritian 
investors in Kwale County could harvest 
120 tonnes of sugarcane per hectare while 
western Kenya was harvesting only half 

that amount. He wanted the problems in 
the sugarcane sector addressed compre-
hensively – from ownership and manage-
ment of the industry to poor cultivation 
methods and wastage in production.

Also close to Kibaki’s heart, recalled 
Kombo, was the Bungoma-based Pan-
African Paper mill, a great regional suc-
cess story inaugurated when Kibaki was 
Minister for Finance but which had been 
left to die. The mill was resuscitated during 
his presidency only for it to once again be 
left to rot.

Kibaki with ministers Charity Ngilu, Musikari Kombo, Prof Kivutha Kibwana, John Munyes, Noah Wekesa and assistant ministers Moses Wetangula
and Ceciley Mbarire after they were sworn in at State House, Nairobi
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‘destroy one another’ type of politics in 
the region had made it impossible for the 
electorate to vote as one bloc. According 
to him, this goes back to 1992, when the 
region scattered its votes among President 
Daniel arap Moi’s KANU, Kenneth Matiba’s 
FORD-Asili and Jaramogi Oginga Odinga’s 
FORD-Kenya. The reason for this, he said, 
was that each of the region’s kingpins in 
that election – Elijah Mwangale, Martin 
Shikuku and Kijana – had been promised 
the vice presidency should their respective 

– NARC. Subsequently, the region got two 
vice presidents in a row – first Wamalwa 
then Moody Awori, and three Cabinet 
appointments in Mukhisa Kituyi, Newton 
Kulundu and Kombo.

But in 2007, the old ‘I’ll destroy you’ 
mentality crept back in. He said the feel-
ing within FORD-Kenya then was that 
the vice presidency should be snatched 
from Awori. With this, two rival factions 
emerged within the party, one leaning 
towards Kombo and the other towards his 

parties win the parliamentary seats in the 
election. Eventually none of them got the 
position because as a bloc vote, western 
Kenya was too thinly spread to bargain 
after KANU won the election. In any case, 
Mwangale, the KANU point man, had lost 
his parliamentary seat. 

Come 1997, Shikuku and Wamalwa were 
on the presidential ballot, effectively 
putting the region’s bloc vote to “waste”. 
Kombo said the saving grace came in 2002 
when the region’s vote was in one basket 

M U S I K A R I  KO M B O

Cabinet colleague, Kituyi. In the ensuing 
supremacy war, both politicians lost their 
seats, as did Awori. The vice presidency 
had effectively slipped away from western 
Kenya!

A second problem in the region was that 
it did not register voter numbers that corre-
sponded with the huge population. In 2017, 
western Kenya, with the second largest 
population of 6.82 million, registered only 
1.93 million voters or 28.5 per cent of the 
total population. A third peculiarity was low 
voter turn-out. Kombo gave the example of 
the 2013 General Election, when the region 
had a presidential candidate in the person 
of Musalia Mudavadi and was expected to 
come out to vote in large numbers. But 
the four counties in the region – Vihiga, 
Kakamega, Bungoma and Busia – had a 
voter turn-out ranging between 60 per 
cent and 75 per cent. 

Compare that with the Mount Kenya 
region where 11 counties in the winning 
presidential candidate’s backyard had a 
voter turn-out of 85 per cent and above, 
or runner-up Raila Odinga’s strongholds 
in Luo Nyanza where more than 80 per 
cent of the voters showed up on D-Day. 
Of surprise was the fact that Odinga even 
floored Mudavadi in Vihiga!

The former Minister, who quietly retired 
from active politics and is the currently 
chairman of the Water Trustees Board, 
concluded that the only way his home 
region could ever hope to bargain for a 
share of the national cake was through 
unity of purpose.

Musikari Kombo drinks water at the Sugutek Women Water Project’s Kiosk at Kipsigak in Nandi County during a tour in August 2015
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KAGWE
M U T A H I

Mutahi Kagwe joined President Mwai Kibaki’s Cabinet as 
Minister for Information, Communications and Technology 
in 2005, replacing Raphael Tuju who moved to head the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. His Permanent Secretary was 
Bitange Ndemo, who replaced James Rege. 

Initiator of 
Kenya’s Digital 

Take-off 
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The 2005 date of Kagwe’s inclu-
sion in the Cabinet is signifi-
cant. It marked the final split 
of the coalition – National 

Rainbow Coalition (NARC) – that had 
won Kibaki the presidency three years 
before. The split was caused by the consti-
tutional referendum of that year as several 
NARC affiliate parties felt short-changed 
by Kibaki’s first Cabinet in which they 
expected more slots.

The disaffection of missing out on the 
so-called prime Cabinet positions festered 
all the way into the referendum cam-
paigns, with key coalition affiliates such as 
the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) taking 
opposite sides in the plebiscite. President 
Kibaki led the ‘Yes’ side (symbolised by a 
banana) in the referendum while Raila 
Odinga, then the Minister for Roads and 
a member of LDP, led the ‘No’ side that 
was symbolised by an orange. 

The ‘No’ side emerged victorious by 
rejecting the proposed new Constitution 
Kibaki had championed. To ward off the 
incessant squabbling and disenfranchise-
ment in his Cabinet, he dismissed all 
seven ministers who had voted against 
the proposed document. At the time, 
Kagwe was the Member of Parliament 
for Mukurwe-ini Constituency in Nyeri 
District (present-day Nyeri County). 

Kagwe’s rise to the Cabinet is best cap-
tured by the Bible verse in Ecclesiastes 9:11: 
“The race is not to the swift, nor the battle 
for the strong, nor does food come to the 
wise or wealth to the brilliant or favour to 

the learned, but time and chance happen 
to them all.”

Veteran politicians with more leader-
ship acumen and gravitas than Kagwe had 
rebelled. In response, Kibaki fired these 
seasoned politicians, which was shocking 
because the majority of them had come to 
be largely viewed as indispensable. This 
was Kagwe’s “time and chance” as Kibaki 
sought loyalists to carry on his economic 
revival agenda. Loyalty overrode political 
experience. Kagwe took the job.

Born in 1958 and raised in Mukurwe-ini 
in Nyeri, Kagwe attended Kihate Primary 
School between 1965 and 1971 before join-
ing Kagumo High School for his O’ and A’ 
levels between 1972 and 1977. He joined 
the University of Nairobi in 1978 and 
graduated with a Bachelor of Commerce 
degree in 1981. In 1992 he graduated from 
the United States International University 
with a Master of Business Administration 
degree.

Kagwe joined the Standard Group’s 
advertising division in 1987 and rose to 
become the commercial director. He 
left in 1994 and opened an independent 
media house (publishing The East African 
Chronicle and Business Chronicle), a 
regional consumer research consultancy 
named Research International-East Africa, 
an advertising agency and a public rela-
tions firm, Tel-Em Public Relations (EA) 
Limited. He was well versed and grounded 
in mass media communications, con-
sumer products research and image 
making. To this end, he developed his own 
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niche and thrived as a media maven with 
‘gold card’ membership in the Marketing 
Society of Kenya and Kenya Institute of 
Management. In 2002, he plunged into 
politics, running on a NARC ticket.

In Parliament, Kagwe cosied his way to 
the influential post of chairman of the 
Parliamentary Committee on Finance, 
Trade, Tourism and Planning. Meanwhile, 
his background in marketing, consumer 
research and communications were 
turned into veritable assets at the minis-
try as at that time Kibaki was embracing 
newer forms and platforms of commu-
nications as envisaged under the United 
Nations World Summit for Information 
Society (WSIS) framework. Kenya could 
no longer afford to remain behind and 
isolated as the world incorporated newer 
forms of ICTs. Global pressure and targets 
streaming in from WSIS were piled on 
Kagwe and his team to fulfill and over-
come. 

The core of WSIS was premised on the 
info-knowledge society through informa-
tion and communication technologies 
such as radio, television, newspapers, 
the Internet and telephony (cellular, 
fixed, satellite) among others. The seeds 
of WSIS were planted back in 1998 at 
the International Telecommunications 
Union (ITU) Plenipotentiary Conference 
in Minneapolis, USA, where Tunisia under 
Resolution 73 proposed the holding of a 
WSIS and placed it on the UN’s top agenda. 

The first summit was held in Geneva 
in 2003, just as NARC was settling into 

power. It brought together over 50 heads 
of governments and dozens of ministers 
from 175 countries. That President Kibaki 
prioritised this meeting was not in doubt. 
Still recuperating from injuries sustained 
in a road accident just before the 2002 
elections, he had dispatched his Vice 
President, Moody Awori, as head of the 
Kenyan delegation. 

“We are going through a historic trans-
formation in the way we live, work, com-
municate and do business. We must do 
so not passively, but as makers of our own 
destiny,” said Kofi Annan, the UN Secretary 
General at the time. “Technology has pro-
duced the information age. Now it is up to 
all of us to build an information society.”

remained the only major land mass in 
the world that lacked fibre-optic con-
nectivity. To address this, in 2003 the 
African leaders and telecom operators 
had launched the East African Submarine 
System (EASSy) and sought to finance the 
undersea fibre-optic cable from Durban to 
Djibouti. The estimated budget was USD 
200 million and start date was primed for 
2006, with a projection that by mid-2007, 
the cable would be operational. Both 
the African Union’s New Partnership for 
Africa’s Development (NEPAD) and the 
World Bank backed EASSy.  

However, the role of governments in 
the project, ownership structure and 
access became battlegrounds that delayed 
the project. The South African investors, 
who preferred a closed access yet expen-
sive system with exorbitant fees, found 
themselves at odds with Kenya which was 
keen to provide faster, affordable, reliable 
and cheaper connectivity services to its 
broader populace.  

Kagwe was obligated to move fast to 
secure affordable infrastructure and 
capacity building in readiness for the 
information and knowledge economy. 
Pooling in public-private partnerships, 
wealth creation and employment gen-
eration were the critical policy areas the 
Minister and his team had to deal with. 

PS Ndemo had this to say about those 
defining moments. “Kagwe was a well-
known media personality, and he repre-
sented Mukurwe-ini Constituency that 
neighbours Othaya, President Kibaki’s 

The tough task of turning Kenya into 
an info-knowledge society fell on Kagwe. 
In April 2004, the President initiated 
an ambitious and all-encompassing 
e-government strategy, setting up the 
Directorate of e-Government in the Office 
of the President. However, while on paper 
the telecommunications sector was lib-
eralised, it was different in reality. The 
international gateway was still a monopoly 
that made both domestic and interna-
tional communications expensive. All 
this was by design – vested interests that 
benefited from the monopolism stifled 
competition, dissuaded innovation and 
suppressed investments. 

In addition, the eastern coast of Africa 

Kagwe with Prof Anyang’ Nyong’o
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constituency in Nyeri. He is sharp minded 
and a great listener. His first meeting 
with me was brief and succinct on the 
rules of engagement. We agreed to be 
brutally honest with each other consid-
ering the fact that relations between the 
two offices can be obstructive to devel-
opment and unnecessarily wasteful. He 
said, ‘My role is to give you political sup-
port while you run things at the ministry.’ 
The President, a charismatic, affable and 
confident person also offered support 
and told us, ‘Mambo ya Information and 
Communication Technologies ni yenu 
sasa. Sisi ni wazee. (Everything to do with 
ICTs is for you to deal with; we are now 
old), referring to himself and Francis 
Muthaura, the Head of Public Service and 
Secretary to the Cabinet. Muthaura was a 
career civil servant, congenial, with a quiet 
demeanour, who also gave us support to 
change things.”

At first, he had to get adequate and 
accommodative policies and legal frame-
work to facilitate the burgeoning ICTs. 
Secondly, he had to ensure availability 
of affordable alternatives. Third, he had 
to find a way of getting a cheaper fibre-
optic cable.

Two painful decisions were made. Kagwe 
and Ndemo laid down a new ICT strategy 
in which they outlined a roadmap on the 
privatisation of Telkom Kenya. This way 
the government could free the sector 
from this State corporation’s monopoly 
on international gateway licences for 
mobile phone operators. It also called for 

EASSy movers to accelerate and accom-
modate other stakeholders.

Five months after signing the TEAMS 
partnership, Kagwe was at it again. On 6 
March 2007, Safaricom, Kenya’s largest 
mobile phone network operator, launched 
M-Pesa, a mobile money transactions 
platform. This stands out as perhaps 
one of the greatest innovation successes 
of the seven-page strategy Kagwe and 
Ndemo were spearheading. M-Pesa revo-
lutionised banking and money transfers 
and is today modestly ranked as “Africa’s 
leading mobile money service, with over 
42 million active customers and almost 
400,000 active agents operating across 
seven countries”. The reality is that it is 
a global brand nurtured by the boldness 
of the Kenya government.

In October 2007, Alcatel-Lucent was 
awarded a USD 79 million contract to lay 
the TEAMS undersea cable from Fujairah 
to Mombasa. The cable began being laid 
in January 2008 and landed in Mombasa 
in June 2009. In the same year, the African 
Silicon Savannah Konza Technocity, occu-
pying a 5,000-acre property south-east of 
Nairobi, was launched. 

By the time these milestones were being 
achieved, Kagwe had left the government 
after he lost his parliamentary seat to 
Kabando wa Kabando in the 2007 General 
Election. The successful trajectory he had 
initiated at the ministry continued long 
after he had left. 

He took a sabbatical from politics and 
re-emerged in 2013, when he won the 

the establishment of broadband wireless 
services, issuance of additional national 
licences and expansion of domestic fibre-
optic networks through private sector 
involvement. The core of the plan was 
to launch Kenya as the continental ICT 
hub. The second decision involved leav-
ing the expensive EASSy Consortium for 
an affordable ‘northern loop’ alternative.  

Fibre-optic connectivity was Kagwe’s 
highest priority as it was much cheaper 
and faster than satellite options. Given the 
expectations and pressure from Kibaki, 
Kenya’s entire ICT strategy was hinged on 
it. In leaked diplomatic cables attributed 
to Robert Bellamy, the US ambassador to 
Kenya at the time, there was immense 
political will devoted to helping Kenya 
realise the quest to become an ICT hub. 

“Fibre-optic connectivity may sound 
too technical for some but the economic 
future of Kenya and her neighbours 
depends on it. If it doesn’t get it soon 
Kenya’s new ICT strategy may be dead on 
arrival,” read the leaked cables. “It is an 
ambitious strategy indeed. But it differs 
from other grandiose Kenyan government 
strategies of the past in that there is actu-
ally leadership in place working feverishly 
and against great odds to make it a reality.”

In November 2006, Kenya and the United 
Arab Emirates collaborated to establish 
The East African Marine Systems (TEAMS) 
fibre-optic cable. This was a major score 
by Kagwe as he had found a smart way of 
achieving the country’s core ICT objec-
tives as well as a polite way of nudging the 

M U TA H I  K A G W E 

Nyeri County Senate seat. And just as 
he had managed when he first joined 
Parliament in 2002, he became chairman 
of the Senate Committee on Information 
and Technology while also serving on the 
Finance and Budget as well as the Liaison 
committees. In 2017, Kagwe contested 
the Nyeri governorship but lost to Dr. 
Gakuru Wahome. Two years later, he was 
appointed to the board of the Energy and 
Petroleum Regulatory Authority. 

In early 2020, President Uhuru Kenyatta 
appointed Kagwe the Cabinet Secretary 
for Health and he instantly became the 
government’s voice on matters concern-
ing the COVID-19 pandemic.

Looking back, Ndemo acknowledged 
much of the success in the ICT ministry 
to the pragmatism accorded by President 
Kibaki and inventiveness of Kagwe, who 
correctly interpreted the President’s 
agenda. 

“The success of the Kenyan ICT land-
scape was a series of accidental interven-
tions starting with my appointment and 
that of Minister Mutahi Kagwe.” Ndemo 
said. “Kagwe happened to come from 
Kibaki’s Nyeri County and had unfet-
tered access to the President. He was also 
smart, committed to seeing change, and 
the President respected his decisions. 
The President was a pragmatist, never 
prescriptive when delegating authority, 
a quality that gave the team leeway to 
properly change things.”
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KITUYI
M U K H I S A

Just like the young David felled Goliath with just five stones, 
to the disbelief of onlookers, so was a modern-day ‘David’ 
from Kimilili determined to fell a giant of his own; not with 
five stones, but with tsibili tsibili, the two-finger multiparty 
salute. 

Master of the 
Hunt
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His name was Mukhisa Kituyi. 
Born and bred in western 
Kenya’s Bungoma District 
� now Bungoma County � 

he had studied at Makerere University 
in Uganda and in Norway, and worked 
in organisations such as the Christian 
Michelsen Institute in Norway and the 
Norwegian Agency for International 
Development (NORAD). But politics was 
in his blood and it was just a matter of 
time before he threw in his bid. 

As the Executive Director of the Forum 
for the Restoration of Democracy (FORD), 
he was at the very helm of the vehicle that 
re-introduced multipartism in Kenya. 
When the party split into two (FORD-
Kenya under Jaramogi Oginga Odinga 
and Kenneth Matiba’s FORD-Asili) in 1992, 
Kituyi aligned himself with Odinga and 
later that year won the Kimilili seat from 
Elijah Mwangale, a veteran who had been 
the constituency’s Member of Parliament 
(MP) for 23 years and had held four Cabinet 
portfolios: Labour, Tourism and Wildlife, 
Foreign Affairs and Agriculture. 

Kituyi was still several years shy of his 
40th birthday when he felled Mwangale. 
It was no wonder he earned the moniker 
wakifumbusia, a Lubukusu reference to 
a hunting dog that flushes prey from its 
hideout, making way for the kill. He would 
bring development to Kimilili by flush-
ing out the unfortunate culture of giving 
handouts to the needy and replacing it 
with development projects, he promised 
during his campaign. And so he began the 

first of his three consecutive terms as MP 
for Kimilili Constituency.

A political career spanning 15 years, 
and a successful one at that, is nothing 
to sniff at. And Kituyi’s was remarkable, 
at one point serving as Opposition Chief 
Whip. But it wasn’t until his third term 
as MP that he and President Mwai Kibaki 
finally coincided in government. By this 
time Kituyi had joined Kibaki’s National 
Rainbow Coalition-Kenya (NARC-Kenya) 
party, and had once more been elected to 
represent Kimilili.

What was it that Kibaki saw in Kituyi? 
Perhaps the wakifumbusia spirit in one 
recognised it in the other, for the President 
had made serious development promises 
that he would keep with the help of a 
like-minded Cabinet that would include 
fellow intellectuals such as Kituyi. Indeed, 
together with fellow liberationists, Kibaki 
had himself just felled his own giant, 
President Daniel arap Moi, whose reign 
had lasted all of 24 years. There was some-
thing of a commonality then, between 
him and his newly appointed Minister for 
Trade and Industry, a tenacity and deter-
mination that was not easily quenched.

They say a politician is born, not made. 
The politics running in Kituyi’s veins went 
way back. Admitted to the University of 
Nairobi to study political science and 
international relations, he had been part 
of a student leadership that was expelled 
from the university in 1979, at a time when 
political science was studied cautiously 
but not practised by its students. Just 

of time, a president who had exemplary 
plans for Kenya would recognise in Kituyi 
a gem worthy of a position in an exemplary 
Cabinet. A president whose alma mater 
was Makerere as well, having graduated 
with a BA in Economics in 1955 before 
proceeding for further studies at the 
London School of Economics. Kibaki will 
be remembered as the President whose 
ideas about education involved liberating 
the minds of learners so that they may 
contribute to the resolution of Africa’s 
perpetual poverty. 

In 2002 when President Kibaki was 
elected, the long fought for freedom 
finally came to Kenya’s public universities. 
The President ceased to be the chancellor 
of all public universities, thus liberating 
not only the institutions, but the minds 
of the students as well. When Kituyi 
had dared to dream of this day 23 years 
earlier, it is unlikely that he could have 
dared dream he would be in the Cabinet 
of the very government that would start 
the country on this journey. 

M U K H I S A  K I T U Y I 

a year before, Prof Ngugi wa Thiong’o, 
who chaired the literature department 
at the University, had been detained 
for his play, Ngaahika Ndeenda. Events 
unfolded. Student’s rioted in protest. 
The government responded by banning 
the Student’s Organisation of Nairobi 
University (SONU). The passports of lec-
turers viewed as radicals, such as Mukaru 
Ng’ang’a, Micere Mugo, Anyang’ Nyong’o 
and Okoth Ogendo were seized. The intol-
erance towards and clampdown on per-
sons deemed as ‘dissidents’ was, thus far, 
unprecedented.

Kituyi found himself out of school. His 
early fight for democracy was already 
requiring tenacity of him, a tenacity that 
saw him start over when, thanks to the stu-
dent union he was admitted to Makerere 
University for the same course a year 
later. He completed the course, not just 
successfully, but with honours. 

This was a young man who had clearly 
set his sights on exemplary performance, 
and it was no wonder that in the fullness 

Kituyi was still several years shy 
of his 40 th birthday when he felled 
Mwangale. It was no wonder he earned 
the moniker waki fumbusia, a
Lubukusu reference to a
hunting dog that flushes prey from its 
hide out, making way for the kill
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“As we move deeper into the 21st Century, 
our universities must join the leaders of 
their nations in the search for answers to 
Africa’s persistent challenges of pov-
erty and disease in the midst of plenty,” 
Kibaki would later say in his remarks at 
Makerere University’s 90th birthday cel-
ebrations in 2012.

But we are getting ahead of ourselves. 
Kituyi was still a young man; he still had 
a long way to go when, alongside his 
comrades, Otieno Kajwang’ and Rumba 
Kinuthia, he was thrown out of university. 
Not only did he graduate with honours, he 
obtained master’s and doctoral degrees 
from Norway’s University of Bergen, but 
he would retain the zeal for democracy 
he had demonstrated as a student at the 
University of Nairobi. And he would be 
counted among the ‘Young Turks’ when 
the second liberation movement began. 

A luta continua, as they say. The struggle 
continued. 

Kituyi, who once hid Raila Odinga in 
his house to save him from arrest by the 
Moi regime would come to know, along 
with other liberationists, the smell of tear 
gas and the rankness of a police cell. But 
there’s no stopping an idea whose time 
has come. And multipartism would and 
did come.

It was 2002. Kibaki was President and 
Kituyi was Minister for Trade and Industry. 
But the economy Kibaki had inherited 
was on its knees. In his first speech as 
President, Kibaki made his intentions 
clear. “The economy, which you all know 

has been under-performing since the 
last decade, is going to be my priority,” 
he said, emphasising the new govern-
ment’s resolve to put in place policies 
geared towards economic reconstruction, 
employment creation and rehabilitation 
of collapsed infrastructure. At the time, 
the economy was in dire straits. Trade and 
industry would certainly be key to raising 
it from the ashes. And Kituyi was just the 
man to help achieve this. 

Kituyi’s single term as Minister for Trade 
and Industry was an active one. His ini-
tial team in 2003 comprised of Assistant 
Minister Petkay Miriti and Permanent 
Secretary (PS) Margaret Chemengich. 
Assistant Minister for Trade, Abdirahman 
Ali Hassan, joined the team in the 2005 
reshuffle, while Miriti continued as 

Assistant Minister for industry and PS 
David Nalo took over from Chemengich. 
Together they took trade and industry to 
a new level, making a major contribution 
to the growth of the economy. 

Kituyi’s role and emphasis on trade 
diplomacy in the region, the continent 
and beyond showed results. 

For example, during the first half of 2003, 
under the African Growth and Opportunity 
Act (AGOA) trade scheme, Kenya’s exports 
to the United States, mostly clothing and 
textiles, were nearly double what they 
had been the previous year. AGOA pro-
vided hundreds of thousands of jobs for 
Kenyans, both directly and indirectly in 
manufacturing industries. This growth 
was possible because Kenya was quick 
to identify apparel as a promising sector. 

In just three years Kenyan exports to the 
United States increased sevenfold, from 
US$ 40 million to US$ 280 million. It was 
also under AGOA that Kenya learned to 
compete with trading powers such as 
China and India. 

Certainly, trade and industry stood to 
benefit from a government that under-
stood the importance of infrastructure. 
Industry, trade and infrastructure are 
inseparable, as Kituyi pointed out several 
times over the years. It may not take an 
economist to figure out that roads affect 
trade, but a top-notch economist like 
Kibaki understood the extent to which 
Kenya’s failing infrastructure affected 
the growth of industry and trade. In his 
2005 presentation, Building on AGOA: 
Improving Africa’s Trade Capacity,’ at the 
Woodrow Wilson International Center for 
Scholars (WWICS), Kituyi emphasised 
the need to improve infrastructure. He 
illustrated this with an example of the 
difficulty faced by cotton trade between 
Kenya and Tanzania. 

“North-western Tanzania is the main 
cotton-producing area of East Africa. The 
region is about 220 miles from the border 
with Kenya. Yet in order to reach Kenya, 
the cotton must first be transferred by rail 
to Dar es Salaam on the coast (a distance of 
about 625 miles), and then shipped by sea 
to Mombasa (another 190 miles). Finally, 
the cotton is again loaded onto railroad 
carts to make the last 310 mile leg of the 
journey to Nairobi. Small wonder, then, 
that the transportation cost of a container 
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from northern Tanzania is about twice 
as expensive as the cost of shipping the 
same container of cotton from India to 
Mombasa,” he said.

Unfortunately, or so it may have seemed 
at the time, Kituyi lost his Parliamentary 
seat in the 2007 elections, at a time 
when being an MP was a prerequisite to 
a Cabinet appointment. But it was really 
just a bend in the road to his destiny. Like 
a plant that has grown too big for its pot 
and must be transplanted into a garden 
where it can spread its roots and flourish, 
Kiyuyi was headed to a wider arena. 

It was yet another a luta continua 
moment, but in a different medium away 
from politics  a fight for the long overdue 
development of a region and continent. 
Kituyi was destined to play a major role 
in the growth of African trade through 
the formation of a formidable trade bloc.

For the next four years he served on a 
Team of Experts to advise the East African 
Community on challenges and oppor-
tunities for advancing the East African 
federation, and during the final year he 
was a consultant for the African Union 
Commission, helping develop the struc-
ture for a pan-African free trade area. In 
2012 he was a fellow of the Africa Growth 
Initiative of the Brookings Institution, 
Washington, DC, a non-profit organisation 
that conducts research in search of inno-
vative ways of solving societal problems, 
when he was appointed as the seventh 
Secretary General of the United Nations 
Conference on Trade and Development 

They are such a drain on the recurrent 
expense of government, between them 
and servicing existing debt, we virtu-
ally have no money for development 
investment.” 

Kituyi speaks with the astute common 
sense that brings to mind Kibaki’s 
‘Working Nation’, when politics was 
pushed to the back seat and the devel-
opment agenda took the wheel. 

“Politics is a bastard. Politics does 
not respect rationality all the time. If 
we were rational economic beings, we 
would say ‘let us cut down the number 
of counties.’ But political pressure out 

there is against reducing the number 
of counties,” Kituyi said.

“Why are you asking me to run for a 
public office because I’m clever, when 
you are in the same breath telling me 
that clever people don’t get elected?” 
he quipped in response to a question 
on Kenyan’s voting behaviour. “Unless 
there’s a shift of gears, it’s an exercise 
in futility,” he concluded. 

Kituyi continues to carry himself with 
the self-assured confidence of a develop-
ment warrior ready to fight for his cause  
economic development for a country, a 
region and a continent.

M U K H I S A  K I T U Y I 

(UNCTAD) beginning in September 2013. 
At the completion of his four-year term 
he was re-appointed for a second term 
that ends in 2021. 

After Kituyi’s second term at UNCTAD 
ends, will he rejoin the national political 
arena? His sharp mind and experience in 
development would most assuredly be 
an asset. He has not been silent on mat-
ters of Kenyan governance, remarking 
for example during an interview on Jeff 
Koinange Live that, “We have created for 
ourselves a behemoth called ‘political 
bureaucracy’ with thousands of MCAs, 
nearly 400 MPs, senators, and so on. 
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MWAKWERE
C H I R A U  A L I 

A political player par excellence, Chirau Ali Mwakwere was 
one of the most colourful and humorous personalities in 
President Mwai Kibaki’s administration. The politician from 
Kwale County in the coastal region was known to tickle 
his listeners, including the President, to the point of tears 
through his dramatic oratory. 

The 
Magniloquent 

‘Shark’ 
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Beyond his moving power of 
speech, analysts point to 
Mwakwere’s rich education, 
long career in public service 

and willingness to confront government 
critics as important political assets that 
attracted him to Kibaki – to the extent that 
he was given key ministries to head, such 
as Foreign Affairs, Trade and Transport.

Yet his route to Kibaki’s inner sanctum 
was a circuitous one. As a member of the 
Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) whose 
leading lights – Raila Odinga, George 
Saitoti, Kalonzo Musyoka and Joseph 
Kamotho – had left the KANU party in 
protest over former President Daniel arap 
Moi’s choice of Uhuru Kenyatta as his 
preferred successor, Mwakwere wasn’t 
among the obvious considerations for 
the Cabinet.

The LDP had many heavyweights who 
had joined hands with the National 
Alliance of Kenya (NAK) to form the 
National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) that 
swept KANU out of power, and only a 
chosen few would make it to the Cabinet. 
On being elected MP for Matuga on his 
first attempt in 2002, Mwakwere was 
appointed Assistant Minister for Foreign 
Affairs in Kibaki’s first Cabinet, deputis-
ing Musyoka.

But after just six months, ‘Zipapa’ (mean-
ing big shark in the coastal Digo language) 
– as he is known in political circles – 
was appointed Minister for Labour and 
Human Resource Development. It was an 
opportunity for him to prove his mettle as 

he juggled demands from the trade unions 
without over-committing government 
resources. This was a delicate balancing 
act that always put him at odds with trade 
union leaders in the country. 

He was behind the development of 
many of the current labour laws, which 
he believed even Francis Atwoli, Secretary 
General of the Central Organisation of 
Trade Unions, would acknowledge him 
for. Atwoli is known for having called 
for Mwakwere’s sacking on several occa-
sions, accusing the Minister of sleeping 
on the job.

In June 2004, there were twists and 
turns within the ruling party that pushed 
Mwakwere into the inner circle. Following 
much bickering among some of the 
LDP heavyweights about alleged short-
changing in the sharing of government 
positions, Musyoka was pushed to the 
less influential Ministry of Environment, 
leaving Mwakwere to head the Foreign 
Affairs docket. Zipapa, the big shark, was 
at home in the already charted waters of 
diplomacy where he had swum before as 
an ambassador and thrived.

In an interview, he talked about his 
tenure at Foreign Affairs, proudly counting 
the release of three Kenyan truck drivers 
who had been held hostage in Iraq among 
his biggest achievements. “We were the 
only country in Africa to manage the feat,” 
he claimed.

Mwakwere’s time as Minister for Foreign 
Affairs was probably the height of his polit-
ical career. He represented the President 

at many high-level international events 
such as the funeral service of Palestinian 
President Yasser Arafat in November 2004 
in Cairo, Egypt, and the funeral of Pope 
Paul II in Rome in April 2005. Earlier in 
March 2005, he had the challenging task 
of recalling 70 diplomats from embassies 
abroad owing to the government’s cash-
flow problems. He said the move saved the 
country USD 4.1 million, which was used 
to cover unpaid rent and salaries. At the 
time Kenya’s missions owed an estimated 
Ksh. 600 million.

But his biggest test was yet to come. In 
April 2008, Kibaki appointed Mwakwere 
Minister for Transport, replacing the 
no-nonsense John Michuki, who had 
introduced strict rules to tame the public 
service vehicle sector, especially the noto-
rious matatus. 

Many expected him to maintain the 
zeal Michuki had; instead matatu opera-
tors slid back into the familiar chaos that 
was characterised by careless driving and 
uncivil behaviour. As the chaos increased 
after the collapse of the safety regula-
tions famously known as the “Michuki 

Rules”, Mwakwere dismissed the rising 
complaints, saying he was a Minister, not 
a traffic policeman, driver or conductor. 

“If there is madness on the roads, I am 
not to blame,” he blurted out. He was 
at pains to explain that his critics were 
judging him on the basis of the so-called 
Michuki rules, whose implementation lay 
with other ministries. 

“My predecessors, John Michuki and 
Chris Murungaru, put emphasis on 
transport regulations and privatisation 
of parastatals respectively, which was 
really a great job. But I have put stress on 
development of infrastructure, which my 
detractors have chosen to turn a blind eye 
to,” he told an interviewer at the height of 
the criticism of his track record.

He cited the development of the 
Mombasa port, the laying of a founda-
tion for the Lamu port, the upgrading of 
Kisumu Airport to international status 
and revival of railway transport as some 
of his successes.

Away from ministerial duties, it was clear 
to keen observers that the former head-
master of Dr Krapf Memorial Secondary 

Away from ministerial duties, it was 
clear to keen observers that the former 
headmaster of DrKrapf Memorial 
Secondary School and DrAggrey High 
School was an assett o President Kibaki 
in other ways
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School and Dr Aggrey High School was an 
asset to President Kibaki in other ways. As 
a masterful orator, his salvos, often fired 
in Kiswahili, were as piercing as they were 
handy in defending the government which 
at the time was under constant criticism 
from Odinga and his group.

After a brief lull following the signing of 

the National Accord that handed Odinga 
the premiership and half of the Cabinet as 
part of the deal that quelled the post-elec-
tion violence of 2007, the grumbling hit a 
crescendo, with the Orange Democratic 
Movement (ODM) party complaining of 
getting the short end of the stick at every 
turn.

This is where Mwakwere came in – 
with Kibaki’s allies relying on the then 
Matuga MP to fend off the criticism. At the 
height of the protocol wars pitting Prime 
Minister Odinga against Vice President 
Musyoka concerning who should be the 
Official Leader of Government Business 
in the coalition government, Mwakwere 

never forgot which side of his bread was 
buttered. 

“If all the PM wanted was a toilet, then 
he could as well have one built for him 
in every constituency he visited in the 
country,” the then Minister for Trade said 
in a blistering address that was aired by all 
the local television networks. Asked at the 
time why he spewed such choice vitriol 
at his age mate (both he and Odinga were 
born in 1945), Mwakwere boasted that he 
had better leadership qualities and longer 
experience in government than the PM. 

“I am better presidential material than 
Raila. Cumulatively, I have served one 
year longer than him in government,” 
the father of two sons and a daughter 
responded before going on to enumerate 
his qualifications: He had worked as the 
KANU Deputy National Executive Officer 
for three years, earned his first degree 
in politics under the tutelage of Kenya’s 
second President, Daniel arap Moi, then as 
the High Commissioner to Zimbabwe for 
seven years, had President Robert Mugabe 
confer on him a master’s degree in politics 
before finally earning his doctorate degree 
under President Kibaki.

During his long stint in Harare, 
Mwakwere is understood to have charmed 
Mugabe, and the President had liked him 
back. The two would converse in Kiswahili 
and Shona, which are related languages, 
according to diplomats familiar with the 
camaraderie they shared.

Mwakwere’s jocularity was known to 
evoke outbursts of laughter from Kibaki 
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while on the campaign trail, the great 
dancer of sengenya, a popular Digo tra-
ditional dance, was a crowd puller whose 
speeches were spiced with local proverbs.

“Young people call me Zipapa, a huge 
shark, while old men call me Mwinza 
Mukulu, the great hunter, hence my slogan 
Zipapa lamkani kutzacha kamata adui 
kamata (huge shark, arise it is dawn; get 
hold of the enemy, get hold), he said during 
an interview for this book.

Despite coming from Golini in Kwale, 
a remote part of the country, Mwakwere 
was one of the most educated members of 
Kibaki’s Cabinet, boasting a long and col-
ourful curriculum vitae. Born in 1945, he 
attended Kwale Primary and Intermediate 
School from 1952 to 1959 before joining 
Shimo La Tewa High School from 1960 to 
1963. Between 1964 and 1966 he studied 
education at Kenyatta College (which later 
became Kenyatta University).

After a teaching stint, the restless 
‘hunter’ joined the University of Reading 
in the United Kingdom for a diploma in 
science, graduating in 1974 before pro-
ceeding to the University of Birmingham 
from 1974 to 1976 and graduating with a 
degree in education. From 1982 to 1986 
he pursued a master’s degree in interna-
tional transport and maritime studies at 
the University of Wales (Cardiff).

 Other courses he studied included 
Master Trainer Programme from the 
University of Connecticut in the United 
States of America; Maritime Trainer’s 
Course from Singapore Polytechnic 

and Educational Management and 
Administration at Moray House College 
in Edinburgh, Scotland.

In 1987, Mwakwere became a member 
of the Chartered Institute of Transport, 
United Kingdom. From 1978 to 1979 he 
was the Political Secretary at the Kenyan 
Embassy in Saudi Arabia before coming 
back home to be the pioneer principal of 

1998. His posting came with accreditation 
to Mozambique, Swaziland and Lesotho.

From 1996 to 1997 Mwakwere was Kenya’s 
special envoy to the Great Lakes Region 
before becoming Kenya’s ambassador to 
the United Arab Emirates based in Abu 
Dhabi and accredited to Qatar, from 1998 
to 2000.

On retiring from government service, 

Bandari College in Mombasa, where he 
worked for 10 years until 1989.

It was after Bandari that he joined 
politics, becoming the Deputy National 
Executive Officer at the KANU National 
Secretariat from 1989 to June 1991. He 
then went into self-employment until 
June 1992, when he was appointed Kenya’s 
High Commissioner to Zimbabwe until 

C H I R A U  A L I  M WA K W E R E

Kibaki flanked by Mwakwere and Uchumi chief executive officer Jonathan Ciano rings a bell to start the Uchumi Supermarkets bond offer at the Nairobi 
Stock Exchange.
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Mwakwere took a job with a multinational 
corporation based in the Middle East as 
a director of business development for 
Africa. 

It was with such a rich background in 
public and private service that Mwakwere 
tried his luck in politics – less than three 
months to the 2002 General Election – 
and won the Matuga Constituency seat. 
In 2007, he retained his seat on a Party 
of National Unity (PNU) ticket after his 
Shirikisho Party joined the outfit that 
Kibaki had formed to counter Odinga’s 

ODM. 
Earlier, Mwakwere had led a group of 

Coast region politicians in declaring that 
Shirikisho Party would field a presidential 
candidate to advance the region’s quest 
for a federal system of government.

In 2010, a court nullified Mwakwere’s 
election, citing irregularities. He success-
fully defended his seat in the ensuing by-
election and was appointed Minister for 
Trade. But barely a day after his appoint-
ment, he found himself in more prob-
lems with the National Cohesion and 

Integration Commission, which accused 
him of engaging in hate speech during 
his campaigns.

“I am not aware of any hate speech by 
me. What I did was to respond to hate 
speeches,” he fired back at a press con-
ference.

Mwakwere also headed the Ministry 
of Environment and Natural Resources 
where he once again came under criticism 
for failing to maintain the standards set 
by Michuki.  

In the run-up to the 2013 elections, he 

joined William Ruto’s United Republican 
Party and unsuccessfully contested the 
Kwale senatorial seat, losing to ODM’s 
Boy Juma Boy. 

After another stint as ambassador – this 
time to Tanzania – Mwakwere went back 
to politics. In 2016, as heat for the 2017 
General Election started gathering, he 
defected to ODM to contest the governor-
ship against the incumbent, Salim Mvurya. 
The former Minister’s demand for a direct 
nomination from ODM was met with 
resistance from other aspirants within 
the party. Some of those opposed to his 
return to the Odinga fold were unhappy 
with his previous criticism of the party 
leader during his time in the Cabinet. 
Cornered, he jumped to Musyoka’s Wiper 
Democratic Movement-Kenya party just 
days after defecting to ODM. But it was 
too little too late and he failed to unseat 
Mvurya.

Pundits attribute his failure to clinch 
the Kwale governorship to the percep-
tion among voters that he was a spoiler 
for coastal unity. They also claimed that 
despite holding influential ministries, his 
development record did not go beyond 
Matuga, claims the Wiper chairman 
denied fervently.

In the final analysis, the saxophone and 
golf-playing 75-year-old – whose oratory 
and eagerness to take on government 
critics with little prodding helped the 
President navigate his two terms at the 
helm – wished to be remembered as a 
patriotic, honest and corruption-free man.

Mwakwere with a trade official from China.
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Kibaki with the UNEP Executive Director Achim Steiner, his deputy Amina Mohamed (left), Foreign Affairs Minister Sam Ongeri and Mwakwere.
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BALALA
N A J I B 

If ever the Mwai Kibaki administration that swept to power in 
2003 needed a face to symbolise a new beginning, then Najib 
Balala, the former Mayor of Mombasa, fit the bill perfectly.
In picking the Member of Parliament (MP) for Mvita, 
Mombasa’s inner city, President Kibaki chose a performer 
and an early bloomer who had held senior elective positions 
in the country by the time he was joining Cabinet at 35.

Mr Charm 
with an Edge
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Having just defeated Sharif 
Nassir, the Mombasa politi-
cian and defender-in-chief of 
the ancien régime that had 

just been swept aside after ruling the 
country for 40 years, the young politician 
was named Minister for Gender, Sports, 
Culture and Social Services.

Balala was — alongside Ochillo Ayacko 
(Rongo MP) and Raphael Tuju (Rarieda 
MP) — the youngest member of the 
Cabinet which was full of veterans 
many of whom, though advanced in 
age, had spent a long time on the back-
bench during the KANU (Kenya African 
National Union) era.

This deliberate attempt by the new 
government to infuse youth and drive 
and start with a clean slate attracted 
international acclaim.

Writing for the Woodrow Wilson 
International Center for Scholars in 
September 2003, high-ranking US dip-
lomat Johnnie Carson commented on 
Kibaki’s takeover, pointing out that 
Kenya’s very successful Parliamentary 
and Presidential elections of December 
2002 had opened the door for a new gov-
ernment and a new era in the country.

In his paper ‘From Moi to Kibaki: An 
Assessment of the Kenyan Transition., 
Carson, then Senior Vice-President, 
National Defense University, Washington, 
DC, said that Kibaki brought in a number 
of young, well educated, first-time min-
isters “who are likely to move ahead 
rapidly in the years to come”.

He then named Balala, Tuju, and 
Mukisa Kituyi as young and promising.

Balala considers the spearheading, 
from January 2003 to June 2004, of the 
Gender Commission Bill that helped 
mainstream women’s issues in the coun-
try, one of his most important contribu-
tions while in this docket.

Later, he was moved to the Ministry of 
National Heritage where he served from 
June to November 2005. His most impor-
tant contribution from his time at this 
position was, he considers, the develop-
ment of what became the Antiquities 
and Monuments Act, 2006.

He prides himself for securing the 
country’s cultural and archaeological 
resources which had largely been in the 
hands of a family of palaeontologists that 
had helped found it in the early 1900s.

Before this, the National Museums of 
Kenya (NMK) that was formally founded 
in 1910 — and whose role is to collect, 
preserve, study, document and present 
Kenya’s past and present cultural and 
natural heritage — was largely controlled 
by the Louis Leakey family.

The Act gave the government con-
trol over the rich national heritage and 
opened the door for the European Union 
to finance the framework of the National 
Museums of Kenya Support Programme 
(NMKSP) that changed the face of NMK 
as not only the custodian of national 
heritage, but an interactive ground for 
events and social gatherings.

The Act, for the first time, consolidated 

the laws relating to national museums 
and heritage to provide for the estab-
lishment, control, management and 
development of national museums and 
the identification, protection, conserva-
tion and transmission of the cultural and 
natural heritage of Kenya.

The rehabilitation changed the face 
of NMK from a backwater repository 
where mostly schoolchildren used to 
go and learn about the country’s his-
tory and material culture, to a modern 
and outward-looking institution that 
responds to a broader array of visitors’ 
needs while providing quality services 
and products.

Balala’s first stint in the Kibaki Cabinet, 
however, was soon cut short when he 
joined a group of rebels in the National 
Rainbow Coalition (NARC) government 
led by Raila Odinga that was opposed 
to the draft Constitution. The govern-
ment fronted the document and all 
the ministers who campaigned against 
it were sacked following its defeat. 
They included Balala, Odinga, Kalonzo 
Musyoka and Anyang Nyong’o.

The campaign against the draft 
Constitution attracted so much fol-
lowing under the Orange symbol that 
it turned into a political party — the 
Orange Democratic Movement (ODM). 
Balala was the first to publicly announce 
that ODM was going to become a politi-
cal party at a rally in Kisumu in 2005. 

The MP later put up a brief, but spir-
ited campaign for the ODM Presidential 
ticket running on the slogan Nina jibu 
(I have the solution), a play on his first 
name, Najib.

His opponents for the ODM party 
ticket were the current ODM leader, 
Odinga, former Vice President Musalia 
Mudavadi, Eldoret North MP (now 
Deputy President) William Ruto and 
former Cabinet Minister Joseph Nyagah. 

While he later stood down in favour 
of Odinga, he mounted colourful 
campaigns with expensive billboards 
and flyers that dotted various parts of 
Nairobi. 

While all along Balala had been a cel-
ebrated Mombasa leader, he had sprung 
to the national limelight in 2002 when 

Balala considers the spearheading, 
from January 2003 to June 2004 of the 
GenderCommission Bill that helped 
mainstream women’s issues in the 
country, one of his most important 
contributions while in this docket
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he joined KANU rebels in opposing 
President Daniel arap Moi’s attempt to 
influence the choice of his successor. 

These rebels formed the Liberal 
Democratic Party (LDP) which would 
later join Kibaki’s National Alliance of 
Kenya which had brought together the 
Democratic Party (DP), Charity Ngilu’s 
Social Democratic Party (SDP) and Kijana 
Wamalwa’s Forum for the Restoration 
of Democracy-Kenya (FORD-Kenya). 
All these hitherto disparate political 
outfits joined forces under NARC that 
defeated KANU and brought President 
Kibaki to power.

It was under NARC that Balala con-
tested the Mvita seat against the coast 
KANU supremo Nassir. Balala won by a 
landslide in the first attempt. 

His major advantage was that he had 
been elected Mayor of Mombasa in 1998 
against a strong wind of Nassir’s influ-
ence, and had learnt how to win favour 
with Mombasa residents. 

As the Mayor of Mombasa, Kenya’s 
second largest city, between 1998 and 
1999 Balala initiated programmes to 
market the coastal city as a leading 
tourist destination. He started regular 
clean-up programmes and embarked on 
fighting the cartels that held Mombasa 
hostage. 

While his modernisation programmes 
picked up, the deep-rooted cartels finally 
won as they soon bundled him out of 
Mombasa’s City Hall. 

A Kenyan of Arab descent, Balala had 

between President Kibaki and the ODM 
leader who became Prime Minister.

Balala was appointed the Minister for 
Tourism and was credited with reviving 
the sector that had been brought to its 
knees by the post-poll violence. 

True to his word, he had a sterling career 
in the docket. As Minister in charge of 
Tourism from 2008 to 2012, Balala was 

emerged among the leading lights of 
the young generation of politicians 
that fought to take over the country’s 
leadership from the older generation 
that thrived in manipulating ethnic 
differences.

Yet despite these grand ideals, Balala 
did not escape accusations of ethnic 
profiling. After successfully defending 
the Mvita seat on an ODM ticket in 2007, 
he found himself in the spotlight for 
hate speech accusations. 

In the heat of unrest that followed the 
contested election, Balala gave a press 
conference in which he suggested that 
areas that supported ODM — includ-
ing Coast Province — could secede. He 
said Central and Eastern provinces that 
overwhelmingly voted for the Party of 
National Unity (PNU) would be isolated 
and the party’s sympathisers expelled 
from the coast. 

So unsavoury were the remarks that 
when the International Criminal Court 
(ICC) prosecutors were searching for the 
perpetrators of the 2007–2008 post-elec-
tion violence, many observers believed 
that Balala would be among the suspects. 
He, however, escaped the net unscathed.

Balala was part of the top decision-
making body in ODM — the Pentagon 
— a vehicle on which he rode to Kibaki’s 
inner sanctum — again.

The other members were Odinga, 
Mudavadi, Ruto, Ngilu and Nyagah. 
They were all appointed to key ministe-
rial positions in 2008 following the truce 

elected Chairman of the United Nations 
World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) 
Commission for Africa (2011). In 2009 
he had been voted the Best Tourism 
Minister in Africa by Africa Investor 
(AI), a lobby.

Along the way, the restless Balala fell 
out of favour with Odinga and gravitated 
towards Kibaki during the push and pull 
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that characterised the Government of 
National Unity. He constantly chastised 
ODM for “lacking democracy and manip-
ulating the party’s grassroots elections”.

Under the terms of the National Accord 

that brought together President Kibaki 
and Odinga, his challenger in the 2007 
election, the Prime Minister had a say on 
who would serve in the Cabinet amongst 
members of his party.

And so in March 2012 Balala was sacked 
from his Cabinet job.

Odinga would later explain that he had 
no option but to let Balala go for fail-
ing to toe the party line, an accusation 

which the MP denied, insisting that he 
had lost his Cabinet post for standing by 
the truth that the party had no internal 
democracy. 

In May 2012 Balala quit ODM and ini-
tially associated himself with the United 
Democratic Forum (UDF) party that had 
been formed by Mudavadi who had also 
quit ODM. At that time, he also hinted 
that he was ready to work with Ruto and 
Uhuru Kenyatta — who was then the 
chairman of KANU.

But in September 2012, Balala launched 
his own party, the Republican Congress 
Party of Kenya, on which he planned to 
contest the Mombasa Senate seat.

On realising that his political support 
had gone down with the emergence of 
new players and the continued strong 
presence of ODM at the coast, however, 
Balala joined hands with Kenyatta’s The 
National Alliance (TNA), Ruto’s United 
Republican Party (URP) and Ngilu’s NARC 
to form a loose working relationship.

He was, however, prevailed upon to 
abandon elective politics and support 
the Kenyatta-Ruto ticket in the 2013 
elections. In return, he was promised 
the post of Cabinet Secretary (Minister).

True to promise, President Kenyatta 
appointed Balala Minister for Mining 
in May 2013. This was a new territory for 
the politician and he said as much in an 
interview. He is credited with delivering 
the Mining Bill in 2014. The Bill provided 
the first institutional framework review 
of Kenya’s mining sector since 1940.

Balala welcomes Kibaki to Mombasa for a visit.
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Balala was moved to Tourism in 2015 
and reappointed to Tourism and Wildlife 
after the 2017 General Election. He over-
saw 

the drafting and launch of both the 
National Tourism Blueprint (NTB) 2030 
and National Wildlife Strategy (NWS) 
2030. He is keen to improve and modern-
ise Kenya’s wildlife conservation sector, 
which he says is important because it is 
responsible for 70 per cent of the tour-
ism earnings.

Born in September 1967, Balala 
attended Serani Boys Primary School in 
Mombasa, before moving to Kakamega 
High School in western Kenya where 
he did both his O’ and A’ levels. He later 
attended the United States International 
University (USIU) where he did a Bachelor 
of Arts Degree in International Relations. 
He later moved to the University of 
Toronto in Canada where he studied 
International Urban Management, and 
later Business Administration at the 
John F. Kennedy School of Government 
at Harvard.

After college in the early 1990s, Balala 
worked in the tourism industry before 
he joined the family business that dealt 
in tea and coffee trade. 

While in the private sector, Balala 
held many key positions. They include 
Secretary of the Swahili Cultural Centre 
from 1993–1996 and the Chairman of the 
Mombasa and Coast Tourist Association 
between 1996 and 1999. He also served 
as the Vice Chairman of the Kenya 

Tourism Board (KTB), and Chairman of 
the Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
(Mombasa Chapter) from 2000 to 2003.

At 30 years old, he became the young-
est Mayor of Mombasa ever. He was also 
elected Chairman of the Association of 
Local Government Authorities of Kenya 
(ALGAK).

While his heart was always in tourism, 
Balala was forced to join national politics 

when he lost the mayoral position.
Today, true to Carson’s assessment, 

nearly two decades on, Balala and Tuju 
are Cabinet ministers in an adminis-
tration that succeeded Kibaki’s while 
Kituyi is Secretary General of the United 
Nations Conference on Trade and 
Development (UNCTAD).

That Balala is still a Cabinet Minister 
and in charge of a docket he first served 

in nearly 20 years ago points to his politi-
cal acumen that has enabled him to keep 
his ambition alive even as he humbles 
himself to serve under others.

His longevity is also testament to the 
wisdom of the man who first gave the 
first-term MP a Cabinet position, which 
he has mostly retained for 18 years.

Balala and Kibaki arrive at the Leisure Lodge Beach Resort for a workshop.
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Kibaki arrives at Whitesands hotel, Mombasa to open the First African Tea Convention accompanied by Agriculture Minister Sally Kosgey and Balala.
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NDWIGA
P E T E R  N J E R U 

Peter Njeru Ndwiga, the Minister for Cooperative 
Development and Marketing in the first of President Mwai 
Kibaki’s two terms, was one of the most loyal and non-
controversial ministers. The Member of Parliament for 
Manyatta Constituency was also the only Cabinet Minister at 
the time from the then Embu and Mbeere districts.

Minister who 
Smelled the 

Coffee 
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The political collaboration 
between Kibaki and Ndwiga 
that culminated in his appoint-
ment to the Cabinet started 

in 1991, in the formative days of the 
Democratic Party (DP), which Kibaki 
founded and led. Ndwiga was very com-
mitted to Kibaki’s cause and did a lot of 
heavy lifting to rally the four constituen-
cies in his region – Siakago and Gachoka 
in Mbeere, and Manyatta and Runyenjes 
in Embu – to support Kibaki when he 
ran for President in 1992. 

Ndwiga was one of the legislators who 
rode to Parliament on a DP ticket in 
the same year, being elected as the MP 
for Runyenjes Constituency. He easily 
retained his seat in 1997 via the same 
party. 

When DP joined with other Opposition 
parties to form the National Rainbow 
Coalition (NARC) in preparation for the 
2002 General Election, Ndwiga moved 
with Kibaki. It was after he had won his 
seat, by a very comfortable margin on a 
NARC ticket, that Kibaki appointed him 
to the Cabinet.

One of Ndwiga’s achievements during 
his time at the helm of the Ministry 
of Cooperative Development and 
Marketing was to have Kenyan coffee 
listed as one of the country’s exports 
to the United States of America. This 
was facilitated by the African Growth 
Opportunity Agreement (AGOA).

The inclusion of Kenyan coffee as an 
export to the US was a complete depar-

ture from the trade arrangement that 
had been in place before. In the new 
agreement, Kenyan coffee would be fully 
processed, packaged and sold to the US 
under a Kenyan brand name.

Before then, local coffee was auctioned 
at the Nairobi Coffee Exchange in its 
raw form. Buyers would then process 
and resell it under their brand names 
at higher prices.

With the AGOA agreement in place 
and in liaison with the Kenya Planters 
Cooperative Union (KPCU), Ndwiga’s 
ministry moved to acquire modern 
coffee roasting and packaging machines. 
He marshalled players in the industry to 
move swiftly and exploit the new market.

In negotiating for direct sales of 
Kenyan coffee to the US market, his 
mission was to weed out middlemen 
who exploited local farmers. This would 
enable the farmers to accrue maximum 
returns from their produce. The effect 
was deep and far-reaching. Again, the 
change from the former way of doing 
things was being felt immediately under 
the new NARC administration.

Towards the end of his tenure as 
Minister, Ndwiga would make another 
revolutionary move to rid the coffee 
industry of middlemen. In conjunction 
with the sector’s regulator, the Coffee 
Board of Kenya, he released a gazette 
notice that completely changed opera-
tions in the coffee market.

The new regulations restricted each 
player in the market to one licence 

for a particular market function. This 
policy shift was informed by farmers’ 
complaints that some merchants had 
ventured into coffee milling, marketing 
and even trading at the Nairobi Coffee 
Exchange. They argued that this practice 
gave the merchants overriding influence 
over such critical business aspects as 
pricing.

In Ndwiga’s view, presenting dealers as 
marketers was a monopolistic mistake 
that accounted for low coffee producer 
prices. 

Still on matters coffee, Ndwiga will be 
remembered for his efforts to enforce 
the Cooperative Act, pushing for the 
amalgamation of cooperative societies. 

Convinced that in the absence of strong 
cooperatives farming would not be lucra-
tive even if the government improved 
marketing, the Kibaki administration 
moved to have farmers’ cooperative soci-
eties merged so as to streamline them 
and boost farmers’ bargaining power.

In its analysis of the coffee sector, 
the government concluded that lack of 

strong cooperatives was the major cause 
of crises in the sector. At the time NARC 
ascended to power, most of the coffee 
cooperative societies were deeply in 
debt. They had accumulated huge loans 
in the previous 15 years and most of the 
loans were non-performing. This sig-
nificantly hurt their capacity to execute 
their responsibility of marketing their 
members’ farm produce.

Most farmers in Nyeri and Murang’a 
districts warmed up to the merger idea 
but a few planted hurdles in Ndwiga’s 
path. For example, 15 coffee growers’ 
societies that had, in 1996, broken away 
from the giant Mathira Farmers Society, 
refused to endorse the merger plan.

They came up with a raft of conditions 
that they wanted Ndwiga to meet before 
they could agree to embrace the policy. 
To begin with, the farmers demanded 
an assurance from the Minister that he 
would flush out middlemen from the 
coffee marketing chain.

The farmers also insisted that Ndwiga 
had to consult them directly on the 

One of Ndwiga’s achievements during 
his time at the helm of the Ministry 
of Cooperative Development and 
Marketing was to have Kenyan coffe 
elisted as one of the country’s exports to 
the United States of America
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merger plans. They did not want him 
to assume that the decisions made by 
the cooperative society officials bound 
everyone. Lastly, they demanded that he 
should formally write to them outlining 
the benefits that would come from such 
a merger.

Stakeholders with long experience 
in the agriculture sector attributed the 
farmers’ reluctance concerning the 
merger to mistrust. Farmers in the Mt 
Kenya region had had a difficult relation-
ship with the previous regime, which 
they accused of sabotaging their econ-
omy as a form of political punishment.

Ndwiga’s position was clear – he 
wanted farmers to engage both local and 
external markets through their coopera-
tives. This was also President Kibaki’s 
position and Ndwiga’s task was to win 
the farmers’ buy in. 

He went about the task with his char-
acteristic commitment; nevertheless, 
the President decided that the farmers 
needed to hear the plan from his own 
lips. During his 2004 Easter holiday visit 
to Nyeri, Kibaki made it clear that he 
supported Ndwiga’s stand. Expressing 
his awareness of the problems bedevil-
ling the coffee sector, he also assured 
the people that his Minister would get 
the farmers better prices abroad. He 
urged them to discuss their problems 
with Ndwiga and to trust his intentions. 

While no dissenting voices emerged 
from Kibaki’s Cabinet on the cooperative 
society merger policy, the new marketing Ndwiga with Cooperative Bank of Kenya manag- ing director Gideon Muriuki.
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balkanise the industry and give Kenyan 
coffee a bad name in the global market.

In a petition to Kirwa on the matter, 
KPCU members asked him to recon-
sider his position. The union argued 
that second window marketing would 
not have proper quality regulations 
and checks. Further, it practically rep-
resented the collapse of the coffee 
cooperative society sector – such a col-
lapse would take down with it farmers’ 
bargaining power. Finally, the union 
members said, the model would inhibit 
farmers’ access to credit facilities as no 
financial institution would deal with 

model did split the Cabinet. So divergent 
were the views that the matter eventually 
moved to Parliament.

In the debate on how to mitigate farm-
ers’ suffering as a result of poor prices, 
one question stuck out like a sore thumb. 
Was it better to allow the farmers a free 
hand to sell their coffee at their farms 
to whoever they wished (a model also 
known as the second window) or insist 
that they market it through their coop-
eratives to a centralised international 
auction system?

Ndwiga and Kipruto arap Kirwa, his 
Agriculture counterpart, held directly 
opposing views on this matter. Ndwiga 
supported a centralised auction system 

supplied through cooperatives while 
Kirwa argued in favour of a second 
window sales model, reasoning that it 
would restore the coffee industry’s lost 
glory because farmers would enjoy the 
liberty of selling their coffee directly to 
the highest bidder without having to foot 
heavy marketing and distribution costs.

Obviously, if it was adopted, the second 
window model would have undone all of 
Ndwiga’s efforts to clean up the coopera-
tive movement in Kenya. In a counter-
argument, he and his supporters argued 
that the second window model would 
encourage theft – one could steal the 
coffee at night and sell it to someone else 
the same night, and that person would 
in turn sell it the next day.

Ndwiga also held the view that second 
window marketing would escalate the 
coffee industry crisis. He argued that 
contrary to popular belief, low coffee 
prices would persist even after reduction 
of the initial speculative prices. He was 
convinced that the auction marketing 
system was the way to go since it guar-
anteed a year-long market for coffee and 
would as such help product standardi-
sation and allow the establishment of 
future markets.

He also feared that the second window 
model – or farm-gate as they called it 
– would compromise produce quality, 

Njeru Ndwiga at the launch of the Co-operative Link Card from Co-operative Bank of Kenya.

Kibaki with MPs Kiraitu Murungi (left) Joseph Munyao and Ndwiga outside old Parliament Buildings.
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farmers who sold their produce without 
a recognised and creditworthy agent.

During his time at the ministry, Ndwiga 
also oversaw the writing off of debts so 
as to salvage cash-strapped cooperative 
societies. A good case in point is the 
Nyamira tea farmers. On 8 February 
2005, while addressing a public rally in 
Nyamira District, Kibaki directed Ndwiga 
to waive all the loans owed by tea farmers 
in addition to ensuring the revival of all 
local cooperative societies, such as the 
Kenya Cooperative Creameries (KCC). 

On assuming office, the Kibaki admin-
istration had generated an Economic 
Recovery Strategy for Wealth and 
Employment Creation (ERS). Later, in 
2004, the government adopted a Strategy 
for Revitalisation of Agriculture (SRA).  
That was Kibaki’s way of implementing 
the principles of the ERS within the 
agriculture sector, and was the policy 
paperwork on which the revival of KCC 
was pinned. 

In August 2003, the Minister facilitated 
the injection of KES 600 million into 
KCC to cushion dairy farmers from low 
milk prices during the high milk supply 
season. The KCC revival was no doubt 
one of the success stories of Kibaki’s 
administration.

In 2007, Ndwiga contested the 
Manyatta parliamentary seat with all 
the advantages of incumbency. By that 
time he had maintained his grip on the 
seat for 15 years – no mean feat.

Many took it for granted that such 

a long-standing supporter of Kibaki, 
whose association with the President 
predated the multiparty era, would sail 
through the election. On the ground, 
producer prices for milk had gone up 
under his watch and he had also man-
aged his Constituency Development 
Fund (CDF) prudently, manifested in 
the many schools and health clinics he 
built in the constituency. Ndwiga even 
published a constituency newsletter in 
which he accounted for the CDF.

But in an unexpected turn of events, 

he was floored in the elections by 
Emilio Kathuri, a businessman. The 
loss saw him exit Kibaki’s Cabinet and 
the Cooperatives docket was handed 
to Joseph Nyagah in the 2008 grand 
coalition government that had Kibaki 
as President and Raila Odinga as Prime 
Minister.

Asked in a 2008 interview to help 
demystify Kibaki, Ndwiga described the 
President as an independent-minded 
leader. According to him, Kibaki had no 
particular people whispering in his ears. 

Instead, he sought advice from time to 
time from people he felt could be useful 
in a given circumstance.

Ndwiga was born on 4 January 1954 in 
Manyatta and attended Kibugu Primary 
School before moving to Kamama 
Secondary School and then Siakago 
High School. He attended Cooperative 
University College for a diploma in busi-
ness administration in 2014.

He had an illustrious professional 
career before going into elective politics 
in 1992. From 1975 to 1976, he worked for 
Coca-Cola as an assistant accountant. 
In 1977, he joined American Insurance 
Company as a sales representative and 
was promoted to unit manager in 1979. 
In 1984 he became the company’s agency 
manager in charge of the Mt. Kenya 
region.

Kibaki did not forget his loyal friend 
and collaborator of many years. On 
10 April 2012, he appointed Ndwiga 
Chairman of the Export Promotion 
Council for a term of three years.

In 2014, President Uhuru Kenyatta 
appointed him Chairman of Tanathi 
Water Services Board, and in 2017, 
Ndwiga made a political comeback when 
he was elected Senator for Embu County. 
Today he chairs the Senate Agriculture 
Committee and interestingly, ‘coffee 
talk’ is never far from his lips – under his 
chairmanship, discussions on a drastic 
overhaul of the coffee marketing sector 
to pave the way for modernisation have 
gained currency.

N A J I B  B A L A L A
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NYACHAE
S I M E O N 

Simeon Nyachae was an untiring go-getter. Over the years 
good fortune ushered him into the realms of power and 
fame. His journey in the public and political life saw him 
serve the Kenyatta, Moi and Kibaki governments. 
No doubt a child of privilege — the son of colonial chief Musa 
Nyandusi — he served with dedication, much as his critics 
harbour contradicting views. 

The sure-
footed 

bureaucrat
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The presence of Nyachae, the 
Forum for the Restoration of 
Democracy-People (FORD-
People) leader and supremo 

of Gusii politics in the Kibaki Cabinet, 
was a very unlikely political develop-
ment. But as he later revealed, it was an 
act of grace that not only saved Kibaki’s 
government from collapse but also his 
Presidency. That would be odd for a 
politician who had protested Kibaki’s 
choice as the Opposition Presidential 
candidate and even left the Rainbow 
Alliance in a huff to contest against him 
in a campaign in which he spewed choice 
epithets against Kibaki. 

A bit of background will suffice. 
Nyachae was one of the most power-
ful figures during the administration 
of President Daniel arap Moi. Having 
served as Provincial Commissioner (PC) 
in Central Kenya and Rift Valley where 
he established himself as a no-nonsense 
power hawk, he was tapped into the high 
echelons of the Kenya African National 
Union (KANU) government’s public ser-
vice. During his days as a provincial 
administrator Nyachae distinguished 
himself as a brave and principled man.

He was tasked to read founding 
President Jomo Kenyatta’s speech 
during the burial of firebrand Nyandarua 
politician J.M. Kariuki whose contro-
versial murder was blamed on the 
Kenyatta regime. The former Member 
of Parliament’s (MP) death remains 
unresolved to date. Following his death, 

Nyandarua residents composed a song 
dubbed Maai ni Maruru (the waters are 
bitter) to express their anger. Nyachae 
who was the Rift Valley PC swiftly banned 
the dirge because of its underlying politi-
cal overtones. No Cabinet ministers, 
even those who would have ordinarily 
represented the President, were will-
ing to read the President’s speech at 
the MP’s funeral. Notably, Kibaki was 
the only Parliamentarian who attended 
the funeral ‘as a friend’ during which he 
condemned the assassination.

Amidst the tension, Nyachae not only 
read Mzee’s speech but also condemned 
the killing. Some of his statements dis-
pleased members of the Kenyatta admin-
istration who murmured that the PC 
had crossed the line. Nevertheless, the 
act thrust him further into the public 
limelight. 

When Kenyatta died in 1978, Moi 
retained Nyachae and appointed him 
to senior positions in the Public Service. 

He rose through the ranks to become 
the Permanent Secretary (PS) in charge 
of National Development Coordination 
and eventually Chief Secretary, making 
him one of the most influential indi-
viduals in that position since independ-
ence. During that time, the position 
was a potent mix between politics and 
bureaucracy with the line in between 
blurred. There was a feeling by Moi 
and members of his inner circle that 
Nyachae was becoming too powerful and 
that his powers had to be tamed. Never 

before had a public servant become so 
larger than life, frequently exploiting 
State bureaucracy to reprimand even 
Cabinet ministers. So influential was 
Nyachae that he was christened the 
‘prime minister’.

Moi diluted the position to Head of 
Civil Service and Secretary to the Cabinet 
by the time Nyachae was retiring in 1987 
after attaining the age of 55 years. After 
he retired, Nyachae concentrated on 
his businesses. He has vast interests in 
horticulture, banking, real estate, insur-
ance, milling and confectionary.

Nyachae’s relationship with Moi, how-
ever, deteriorated during his retirement. 
This was largely due to his strong per-
sonality and a narrative by individu-
als around Moi that he (Nychae) was 
working with forces keen to remove his 
former boss from power. His businesses 
were sabotaged and his attempts to vie 
in the 1988 mlolongo elections were 
thwarted when his name was ‘found 
missing’ from the KANU party list.

In his book, Walking in the Corridors of 
Service, Nyachae revealed that his major 
reason for joining politics was to protect 
his business interests. He singles out a 
case in which the KANU regime accused 

him of intending to use his wealth to 
destabilise the Moi government. There 
was a feeling within the KANU power 
circle that he was an arrogant enemy 
whose unbridled ambitions had to be 
nipped in the bud.

Facing what appeared to be a for-
midable opposition, Moi persuaded 
him to run for the Nyaribari Chache 
Parliamentary seat which he won deci-
sively during the 1992 polls. Moi then 
appointed him to the Agriculture docket 
and later to Finance. 

But in 1998, Nyachae landed in trouble 
after he stated publicly that the govern-
ment was bankrupt. Subsequently, Moi 
transferred him to the Industrialisation 
Ministry, which he considered a demo-
tion. He resigned in a huff.  

For some time, donors had put pres-
sure on Moi to open the country’s demo-
cratic space by withdrawing funds. The 
economy was in tatters even as Moi 
continued to put on a brave face. Then 
Nyachae did the unthinkable. He con-
vened a conference of public officials 
in Mombasa during which he revealed 
one of the biggest secrets of the Moi 
administration: he made the infamous 
declaration that the country’s economy 

In his book, ’Walking in the Corridors 
of Service’, Nyachae revealed that his 
major reason for joining politics was to 
protect his business interests
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was “in the intensive care unit due cor-
ruption”. The effect of the declaration 
was palpable anger from Moi. Nyachae’s 
statement had not only buttressed the 
Opposition argument that Moi had run 
down the economy but emboldened 
donors against the President. There was 
a persuasion in the Moi power circle 
that Nyachae was keen to embarrass the 
President. He was an ‘enemy within’. It 
is a fact that the Nyachae was not keen 
to advance the values and democratic 
principles advocated by the Second 

government as a personal affront to his 
authority

After falling out with Moi, Nyachae 
quit KANU to join FORD-People which 
he used as a platform to test his politi-
cal stamina and advance his ambitions. 
This would put him in direct confronta-
tion with Moi, and accidentally, Kibaki. 
There has been this argument that had 
it not been the controversy under which 
Kibaki was declared the joint parties’ 
Presidential candidate for the 2002 elec-
tions, effectively diminishing Nyachae’s 

Liberation stalwarts of the time. In any 
case, he had been a foremost persecu-
tor of voices demanding for the kind 
of freedoms that were being pursued 
by the democratic and constitutional 
reformists of the period while he served 
as provincial administrator. 

Nyachae was a man keen to use his 
privileged background, solid connec-
tions in the provincial administration 
and wealth to assert himself.

Moi took Nyachae’s declaration in 
Mombasa on corruption in the KANU 

State House ambitions, there were never 
fundamental political and ideological 
differences between the two political 
heavyweights. That is why their story 
remains that of comrades put asunder 
and brought together by a common dom-
inator — the political ambitions of Raila 
Odinga. At the same time ass Nyachae 
quit KANU, Odinga had led a massive 
walkout of influential stalwarts from 
KANU following a disagreement with 
Moi occasioned by the choice of Uhuru 
Kenyatta, then a political greenhorn, 
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as his preferred successor. Odinga and 
his group which comprised former Vice 
President George Saitoti and Cabinet 
ministers Kalonzo Musyoka, William ole 
Ntimama, Deputy Speaker Joab Omino, 
Moody Awori, David Musila among 
others founded the Liberal Democratic 
Movement (LDP) with which they waged 
war against Moi.

Nyachae had signed a political agree-
ment with the LDP and a rally had been 
planned at Uhuru Park to make the 
announcement. Then Odinga made a 
declaration that would radically change 
Nyachae’s political fortunes and create 
animosity between the two politicians 
that was they have never been able to 
reconcile. 

Musila in his memoir, Seasons of Hope, 
recounts that day. According to Musila, 
Nyachae was extremely upset with KANU 
and he wanted to work with the LDP to 
teach KANU a lesson. Kibaki, the then 
Opposition chief, FORD-Kenya leader 
Kijana Wamalwa and Charity Ngilu of 
the Social Democratic Party (SDP) were 
working together under the National 
Alliance of Kenya (NAK). And there 
was a strong push by Kenyans for the 
Opposition to unite as they, stood a real 
chance of removing Moi from power. As 
an emissary of NAK, says Musila, Ngilu 
had reached out to the LDP indicating 
that they were ready to join what was 
then mooted as the Rainbow Alliance.

“The morning of September 22, 2002 
dawned bright and beautiful and we 

through secret ballot by delegates. And, 
as Nyachae would himself reveal, the 
Odinga declaration caught him by sur-
prise.

Initially, he said that the announce-
ment didn’t give him sleepless nights.

“However, when the remark was 
repeated a number of times on radio, I 
rang Omino but he was not clear what 
Mr Odinga meant. I didn’t pursue the 
matter further,” the former minister 
wrote in his autobiography.

According to Nyachae, a group of lead-
ers had met at Awori’s Nairobi house to 
discuss a presidential candidate and 
he would later learn, they had come up 
with a structure of government in which 
he had been assigned the position of 
deputy prime minister. He rejected the 
offer and mounted a lone State House 
bid on a FORD-People ticket. His party 
came out with 14 MPs in a poll which 
Kibaki won by landslide, ending 24 years 
of KANU rule. Nyachae emerged third, 
with 700,000 votes and 14 MPs, mainly 
from his home area.

But the Nyachae reveals that he 
resolved to run fully aware that FORD-
People stood no chance of winning the 
Presidency.

“We felt strongly that we had to go 
ahead as a matter of principle despite 
the signs that we were unlikely to win,” 
he wrote.

But, threatened with exit from power 
by a group of politicians led by Odinga 
who had threatened to move a motion 

met at Nairobi Serena Hotel at 10:00am. 
Simeon Nyachae joined us that morning 
to enjoin his party in our agreement to 
work together as the Rainbow Coalition,” 
wrote Musila.

In attendance were, Odinga, Saitoti, 
Kalonzo, Nyachae, Awori, Nyachae and 
Ntimama. And an hour to departure to 
Uhuru Park, Kibaki who was unexpected, 
made a surprise appearance. Anyang 
Nyong’o reveals that Ngilu persuaded 
Kibaki to to join the LDP luminaries 
following a warning that the revolution 
was fast evolving and that the train was 
almost leaving the station.

According to Musila, the elders 
retreated to discuss Kibaki’s request to 
join the coalition ahead of the Uhuru 
Park rally.

“We left the room, having welcomed 
Mwai Kibaki on board. Nevertheless, we 
were emphatic that we continue meeting 
to deliberate on our single presidential 
candidate,” narrated the former Assistant 
Minister. 

Many Kenyans would remember the 
sea of humanity at the Uhuru Park on 
that day. The crowd had made it a clear 
that it wanted a single presidential can-
didate. When Odinga spoke he said 
Kibaki tosha (Kibaki suffices), recalled 
Musila. The crowd approved and Kibaki 
became the Opposition Presidential 
candidate.

Nyachae was angry. He felt betrayed 
by Odinga. Nyachae had proposed that 
the Opposition candidate be chosen 

of no confidence against him over differ-
ences arising from the 2002 pre-election 
power pact with LDP, Kibaki reached 
out to Nyachae to come to his rescue. 
It should be emphasised that Nyachae 
found his way into the Kibaki govern-
ment as a member of the Government 
of National Unity in 2004 to reinforce a 
vulnerable Presidency. Kibaki had been 
informed that even his Cabinet ministers 
were keen to vote against him.

“If the vote carried the day, it would 
mean the President either resigns or 
dissolves Parliament, a move that was 
likely to plunge the country into chaos,” 
he recalled in his autobiography.

“So the President suggested a govern-
ment of a national unity involving oppo-
sition politicians to avoid an impending 
catastrophe,” said the former minister.

The other who came alongside him 
were Opposition MPs Njenga Karume 
and Kipkalya Kones, then a FORD-People 
nominated MP.

Nyachae was appointed Energy 
Minister before being moved to Roads 
and Public Works in 2006. He remained 
a major cog in the Kibaki administration 
in the face of formidable opposition 
by members of ODM leaders who were 
waging war against the government after 
they we sacked from government after 
the defeat of the Wako Draft in the 2005 
referendum. 

Nyachae chaired the Parliamentary 
Select Committee on the Constitution 
which is blamed for altering the Bomas 

S I M E O N  N YA C H A E
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Draft during a retreat in Kilifi, triggering 
strong opposition by a section of politi-
cians and members of the civil society.

The Bomas Draft had recommended 
a parliamentary system of government 
led by the President who was to appoint 
a Prime Minister. The premier would be 
a leader of the largest political party in 
the National Assembly. The PM would 
also coordinate government activities 
and appoint Cabinet ministers in con-
sultation with Cabinet ministers. 

The tough talking Nyachae also chaired 
the government team that campaigned 
for the failed Wako Draft during the 2005 

referendum with Odinga pulling in the 
opposite direction. Odinga marshalled 
together a strong team of Kibaki Cabinet 
ministers who teamed up with KANU to 
defeat the document at the referendum, 
leaving Kibaki with egg on his face. 
Kibaki sacked the Odinga group from 
Cabinet en masse, sowing the seed that 
became ODM.

Nyachae, again, stuck with Kibaki 
during the 2007 polls. According to the 
former Nyaribari Chache MP, he wanted 
to retire from politics but Kibaki and a 
group of elders in government led by 
Vice President Awori and Karume who 

was the Defence Minister prevailed upon 
him to stay ahead of the 2007 General 
Election. 

Kibaki was facing a formidable oppo-
sition from ODM which had settled 
on Raila as its Presidential candidate. 
Meanwhile, Raila was surrounded by 
politicians who had been sacked from 
the Kibaki Cabinet after the 2005 ref-
erendum.

Nyachae recalls that when the 
President was rallying his troops to 
launch his re-election campaign, word 
went round that he was preparing to 
retire from politics due to ill-health. 

Nyachae’s plan, he said, caused panic 
in Kibaki’s inner circle. There was fear 
that the move would weaken Kibaki who 
was facing formidable opposition that 
threatened to sweep him out of power.

According to the seasoned provin-
cial administrator, the President took a 
personal initiative and called Awori and 
Karume for an ‘elders cup of tea’, at which 
they underlined the consequences of his 
possible retirement and implored him 
to stay until after the election.

Nyachae stuck with Kibaki and cam-
paigned for him in the larger Gusii, but 
he was ‘retired’ from olitics when he lost 
the Nyaribari Chache seat in the 2007 
polls. But in an interview with a local 
newspaper Nyachae described his defeat 
as “an act of God” to help him retire from 
politics and he advised his age mates to 
follow suit:

“Don’t wait until death beckons on you. 
There is time and season for everything.”

Nyachae died in Nairobi Hospital on 
February 1, 2021 at the age of 88, remain-
ing a formidable politician and business-
man right up to the end.

Eulogising him, President Uhuru 
Kenyatta said: “Throughout his many 
years of service to the nation, right from 
his time in the provincial administration 
through to his transition into business 
and politics, Mzee Nyachae exhibited 
exemplary zeal to succeed and as he 
exits from this world, he leaves behind 
a rich legacy of success.”

Energy Minister Simeon Nyachae addresses journalists after the signing of a credit agreement for the energy sector
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NYONG’O
P E T E R  A N Y A N G

Peter Anyang Nyong’o pitched tent in Mwai Kibaki’s office 
at Parliament Building on the morning of the day in 2002 
that the then Opposition leader was declared the National 
Rainbow Coalition (NARC) Presidential candidate. Kibaki, 
the Opposition leader, teamed up with the Forum for the 
Restoration of Democracy-Kenya (FORD-Kenya) boss Kijana 
Wamalwa and Charity Ngilu under the National Alliance of 
Kenya (NAK).

Economic 
Recovery 
Strategist
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Nyong’o had fallen out with Raila 
Odinga and refused to join his 
National Development Party 
(NDP) that swept nearly all 

the Parliamentary seats in Luo Nyanza. 
The two were part of a group of Young 
Turks who worked with elders such as 
Jaramogi Oginga, Masinde Muliro and 
Ahmed Bamahriz to found the FORD party. 
The others in the group were Mukhisa 
Kituyi, Paul Muite and Gitobu Imanyara.

After the original FORD broke up ahead 
of the 1992 elections, the political scientist 
found a natural and ideological home in 
Jaramogi’s FORD-Kenya and was elected 
as the Member of Parliament (MP) for 
Kisumu Rural.

But the fallout in FORD-Kenya pitting 
Odinga and Wamalwa — who had become 
the party chairman after Jaramogi’s death 
in 1993 — against each other forced 
Nyong’o to team up with ideologues in 
the league of Apollo Njonjo to found the 
Social Democratic Party (SDP) in 1996. 
Nyong’o and Njonjo had taught together 
at the University of Nairobi.

The quarrels in FORD-Kenya started 
immediately after the death of Jaramogi 
and an attempt by Odinga to take over the 
party that was unsuccessful.

The SDP, as Thandika Mkandawire the 
respected Malawian economist and public 
intellectual would probably argue, was 
meant to assemble progressive intelligent-
sia to mobilise democratic social forces 
to struggle intellectually and politically 
— to develop national democratic and 

developmental states.
According to Nyong’o, who had estab-

lished himself in the Kenyan public space 
as a radical progressive scholar, the party 
was meant to articulate the interests of 
the Kenya working class peasants away 
from the suffocation of populist, sectar-
ian and even tribal interests that have 
characterised political movements in 
Kenya since independence. He argues that 
SDP was purely an ideological party that 
“would eschew tribalism as an organizing 
principle for political party formation in 
Kenya”. They then approached Charity 
Ngilu to be the Presidential candidate 
but she emerged fourth in the 1997 con-
test won by Daniel arap Moi, followed by 
Kibaki and Odinga.

“In hindsight the mistake we made was 
to enter the presidential election in the 
first place,” he wrote in The Star newspa-
per in 2019.

“Although our candidate, Charity Ngilu 
was a marketable candidate, the choice 
of a President in Kenya is, however, more 
influenced by tribe or a coalition of tribes 
more than any other factor.”

“Ngilu therefore became more of a 
Mkamba candidate than an SDP candidate 
in the political psyche of the ordinary 
Kenyans. In a parliamentary democracy 
with proportional representation, we 
would have done much better,” he avers.

And true, for not supporting Odinga, a 
son of Nyanza, who was running for State 
House and supporting a rival Presidential 
candidate, voters in Kisumu Rural 

Kibaki found an invaluable ‘errand man 
and comrade’ between himelf and LDP 
as the Opposition searched for a single 
Presidential candidate under intense 
pressure from Kenyans who wanted KANU 
kicked out of power.

Odinga had inspired a mass exodus of 
politicians from the KANU government 
and founded LDP while Kibaki was lead-
ing the umbrella opposition NAK party. 
Simeon Nyachae had also fallen out with 
President Moi, joining FORD-People. 
FORD-People and the LDP signed a politi-
cal alliance and were set to announce the 
deal at a rally in Nairobi’s Uhuru Park. 
Teams from the two parties were meeting 
at Serena Hotel, just adjacent to the rally 
venue and Nyong’o had been tasked to 
persuade Kibaki to attend. The general 
feeling was an Odinga-led revolution 
was fast unfolding with Kibaki still out 
of reach. 

Wamalwa, his old friend, had proposed 
Nyong’o as the chairman of the NAK 
negotiating team with the LDP. It helped 
that Omino, another Nyong’o friend, was 
the LDP chairman. 

“We were aware that major political dif-
ferences were unfolding and we felt that 
the NAK leaders were being left behind. 
We wanted Kibaki to go to Serena where 
the other leaders were meeting but he was 
very reluctant. He simply didn’t want to 
go,” recalls Nyong’o.

“I called Ngilu but Kibaki insisted 
that we could not go to Serena without 
Wamalwa who could not be found on 

Constituency punished him by kicking 
him out Parliament.

But Nyong’o got a lifeline when SDP 
nominated him to Parliament, an easy 
decision because he was the chairman of 
the party’s politburo. This background is 
significant because it helps explain why 
the nominated MP was in Kibaki’s corner 
while other Luo politicians formed part 
of the March 2002 Kenya African National 
Union (KANU)-NDP merger and eventu-
ally moved to the Liberal Democratic 
Party (LDP) after Odinga fell out with 
Moi. Having working with many of the 
politicians in LDP which was chaired 
by then Kisumu Town MP, Joab Omino, 

Although our 
candidate, 
Charity Ngilu 
was a marketable 
candidate, 
the choice of a 
President in Kenya 
is, however, more 
influenced by tribe 
or a coalition of 
tribes more than 
any other factor”
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phone. We managed to find Wamalwa 
through Musikari Kombo. It then took a 
rant by Ngilu for Kibaki to agree to meet 
the LDP leaders at Serena.”

That is how the Democratic Party 
(DP) chairman ended up being declared 
the Opposition Presidential candidate 
at Uhuru Park and went ahead to win 
the historic 2002 Presidential election. 
Nyong’o would thereafter be appointed 
the Minister in charge of Planning and 
National Development.

The economy was battered due to plun-
der and corruption by the Moi regime. 
The new Minister had the onerous task 
of helping the newly elected President 
to steer the new government’s economic 
recovery strategy and he thinks he did a 
good job.

“The agitation for election of the NARC 
government revolved around expansion 
of democracy and we had to make it 
the centerpiece of our manifesto. Our 
idea was that people had to benefit from 
democracy. That what was contained in 
our manifesto which I drafted with former 
Mathira MP Matu Wamae. We thought 
that people must write their own history. 
It was supposed to be a balance between 
democracy and people empowerment,” 
he recalls.

When he was appointed to the ministry, 
Nyong’o says he was astounded to learn 
that there was no document to guide 
planning. There was a document from the 
World Bank on poverty reduction which 
civil servants led by Permanent Secretary 

it into a policy and an action plan,” he says.
Nyong’o then assembled at a team of 

technocrats, consisting of Harry Mule, a 
former PS who had worked under inde-
pendence Planning Minister Tom Mboya 
and Kibaki. Others were economist David 
Ndii and Caleb Upon who was Nyongo’s 

(PS) Joseph Kinyua wanted implemented.
“I said we can’t implement a World Bank 

document as policy. The civil servants 
were baffled. Once elected, we had the 
challenge and responsibility of turning the 
promises in the document on which we 
had been elected into reality by changing 

research assistant at the Africa Academy 
of Sciences. They helped craft the 
Economic Recovery Strategy for Wealth 
and Employment Creation (ERS) which 
was launched in June 2003 by Kibaki. 
Nyong’o also credits his PS, David Nalo, 
for helping steer the recovery process at 
the ministry. The strategy revolved around 
three main pillars. 

First, sound micro-economic manage-
ment of the economy which entailed 
keeping the currency stable, reducing 
inflation to single digits and maintain-
ing a prudent debt profile by reducing 
domestic borrowing.

The other was rehabilitation and 
improvement of physical infrastructure 
including roads, harbours, ports, railway 
and ICT through public private sector 
investments.

There was also a keenness to revitalise 
the agriculture, livestock, fishing and 
environment sectors and to entrench 
democracy and good governance. They 
also developed a special programme for 
the arid and semi-arid areas. 

One of the key planks for the success of 
the ERS was the involvement of the private 
sector. Nyong’o called a meeting of actors 
in the sector in Mombasa and explained 
his vision for economic recovery. That is 
how the Kenya Private Sector Alliance was 
born with industrialist Manu Chandaria 
as the founding chairman. 

“My ministry mobilised the nation as 
well as development partners and rallied 
them behind the economic strategy which 
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eventually proved to be to be a major suc-
cess of the Kibaki presidency,” he writes in 
a Leap Into the Future, a Vision for Kenya’s 
Social Political Transformation.

“I had very good ideas on how we could 
reach double digit growth within the 
fifth year of our government but this 
required very bold steps; heavy invest-
ment in public works, a radical reform 
in the civil service and drastic cuts in 
public consumption. We also needed to 
take democratic governance seriously 
and not use the language of democratic 
governance as rhetoric,” he writes.

The recovery strategy was a huge suc-
cess. He says the government stopped 
borrowing from banks by floating treasury 
bills and bonds whose interest rates were 
not very attractive. Banks and mortgage 
houses became awash with cash. 

The real estate sector grew by leaps and 
bounds. According to Nyong’o, there was 
an unprecedented bonanza in the growth 
of the housing sector in Kenya. 

But a major point must be made here. 
There was economic recovery, but he 
argues that the desired economic growth 
and employment creation was disrupted 
by corruption driven by the power elite 
around Kibaki. The major one was the 
Anglo-Leasing scandal that was unearthed 
by then Ethics and Governance PS John 
Githongo in which Kenya lost billions of 
shillings to fictitious tendering of security 
contracts. The net effect of the scam was 
that it ended donor confidence in the 
NARC government and created divisions 

Cabinet for only three years. He was among 
the group of Cabinet ministers sacked by 
Kibaki after the 2005 Constitutional refer-
endum. He became the secretary-general 
of the Orange Democratic Movement 
(ODM) that almost removed Kibaki 
from power in the highly disputed 2007 
Presidential election that resulted in 
bloodshed. 

ODM felt strongly that it had won the 

in Cabinet ahead of an equally polarising 
referendum on a proposed Constitution. 
Nyong’o thinks that corruption, poor 
governance and lack of trust emanating 
from the ignored pre-election agreement 
with LDP greatly hampered the recovery 
effort. He reckons that had there not been 
fissures in the coalition perhaps Kenya 
would have leapt into the future sooner.

Nyong’o served in the first Kibaki 

election. The dispute that ensued would 
be mediated by former United Nations 
Secretary General, Kofi Annan. It resulted 
in a power sharing agreement between 
Odinga and Kibaki. Nyong’o would return 
to the Cabinet — for the second time — 
in the Government of National Unity, 
this time as the Minister for Medical 
Services. But the circumstances leading 
to the election and ensuing violence had 

Prof Anyang’ Nyong’o, Kibaki and His Highness the Aga Khan tour the Heart and Cancer Centre at the Aga Khan University Hospital, Nairobi after its 
launch.
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strained relationships between the ODM 
group and the Kibaki side. The coalition 
government was like a forced marriage 
with Kibaki and Odinga picking members 
for a shared Cabinet.

“I asked Raila to consider me for another 
ministry. I knew that if I went to Planning 
I will be forced to work closely with the 
President in the poisonous environment 
that had been brought about by the elec-
tion outcome,” he recalls.

As ODM secretary general, Nyong’o has 
always denied fuelling the 2008 protests 
by his persistent calls for mass action 
saying he did not incite any violent action. 

A cancer survivor, Nyong’o says he thrust 
his energies and focus in reforms in the 
health sector. He cites access to compre-
hensive medical insurance for inpatients 
as one of his major successes.

It would be remembered that the 
Government of National Unity had the 
onerous task of implementing the Agenda 
Four issues that had been identified by 
the Annan-led Serena Team, including 
enactment of the 2010 Constitution that 
gave birth to devolution and new legisla-
tive units, notably the Senate and County 
assemblies.

A strong champion of devolution in 
2013, Nyong’o vied for the Kisumu Senate 
seat and won ending up as the chair of 
the Public Accounts and Investments 
Committee. In 2017 he was elected 
Governor of Kisumu County. The son of 
Canon Hesbon Nyong’o, a poet, the prolific 
writer gives lectures at universities while 

studies at Uganda’s Makerere University, 
where he was awarded a 1st class honours 
degree in political science. He served as 
the Student Guild president between 
1969 and 1970. He thereafter proceeded 
to pursue graduate and postgraduate 
studies at the University of Chicago in the 
US, obtaining master’s and PhD degrees 
in political science.

Nyong’o then returned home and landed 
a teaching job the University of Nairobi, 
where he was a professor of political sci-
ence and a visiting professor in universi-
ties in Mexico and Addis Ababa until 1987, 
before taking up the position of head 
of programs at the African Academy of 
Sciences. 

While undergoing cancer treatment in 
the US in 2013, Nyong’o was a Brundtland 
Senior Leadership Fellow at the Harvard 
T.H. Chan School of Public Health. He 
taught a course in the Department of 

serving as governor. 
Professor Nyong’o, a political scientist, 

has made a strong pitch that portends a 
radical departure from the current status 
quo — a parliamentary system of govern-
ment.

He argues that the presidential system 
is ‘an ugly beast’ which Kenyans should 
abandon. The Governor proposes a 
Parliamentary system, saying it would 
improve Kenya’s political stability as elec-
tions under this model are not a cut-throat 
affair.

According to Nyong’o, the Presidential 
system promotes tribal political think-
ing that thrives on ethnic sentiments, 
fear-mongering rhetoric and a daredevil 
determination to remain in power at all 
costs.

He argues that there has not been a 
single Presidential election in Kenya’s 
history where most Kenyans have come 
out without being politically, morally or 
physically injured, except in 2002.

He cited the 2007 presidential poll which 
he says “will go down in history as the 
worst in terms of mismanagement, loss of 
life and near-total breakdown in the ability 
of the government to rule legitimately.”

“Some of us who have been involved in 
the democratic struggle for close to four 
decades strongly feel that Kenya cannot 
go on like this into the future. As I have 
argued, only insects and animals keep on 
doing the same thing every day.”

Born in Ratta, Kisumu, in October 1945, 
Nyong’o completed his undergraduate 

Global Health and Population titled 
‘Leadership Development in Global Health 
and Policy-Making in Kenya: The Case of 
Four Parastatals’.

Away from the public eye, Nyong’o is a 
dedicated family man, deeply committed 
to his friends, beholden to Christian teach-
ings, cultured and humble. It was surpris-
ing to learn that Woud Nyong’o, as his 
friends call him, wrote some of Anglican 
Bishop Henry Okullu’s much-quoted 
sermons, speeches for Jaramogi and 
the acclaimed speech by Vice President 
Wamalwa in 2003 at a retreat for MPs 
in Nanyuki following squabbles in the 
Rainbow Alliance. The speech was cob-
bled together in Wamalwa’s house and 
he promised to read it word for word. The 
VP, celebrated for his Queen’s English and 
who would die months later, delivered 
the speech with admirable precision and 
intonation — word for word.

Prof Anyang’ Nyong’o with His Highness the Aga Khan and Kibaki at the official opening of the Aga 
Khan University Hospital’s Heart and Cancer Centre.
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Prof Nyong’o with His Highness the Aga Khan, Deputy Prime Minister Uhuru Kenyatta (left) and Kibaki arrive for the official opening of the Aga Khan University Hospital Heart and Cancer Centre, Nairobi.
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SHABAN
D R .  N A O M I  N A M S I 

There is something steely about Naomi Namsi Shaban’s 
demeanour. It is as if underneath her trademark colourful 
head wraps lies an impenetrable steel helmet made to 
deflect missiles directed at her in her decades long career in 
politics. This was not just a character attributed to her, but to 
the Mwai Kibaki Presidency and to most of those who served 
in his Cabinet.

From Gloom 
to Glory
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Since her formative years, Shaban 
has thrived on going against the 
grain in a hugely patriarchal soci-
ety. She even, in her own words, 

stood firm against curses and threats from 
male elders to follow what she deeply 
believes to be an ordained path of ser-
vice and leadership. But, like many paths 
that criss-cross the political landscape in 
Kenya, hers too has been characterised 
by loyalty, betrayal and everything in 
between, including the seemingly inevi-
table association of Kenyan politicians 
with graft at one point or another of their 
careers.

When all is said and done, however, 
Shaban still stands firm. Swayed by the 
tumultuous winds of bare-knuckle poli-
tics, bent by a constant barrage of pressure 
from coveters of the political throne she 
has occupied since 2002 when she was 
first elected Member of Parliament (MP), 
but never broken. On several occasions 
though, in her journey to being elected 
MP for Taveta, she came close to snapping.

Shaban was born in 1963. Through 
her formative schooling years at Mahoo 
Primary School in Taveta, she was always 
the shy girl in class who kept away from 
volunteering answers whenever a teacher 
asked a question. Her timidity, though, 
was not a sign of aloofness. Whenever 
she was compelled to respond, she always 
gave the right answer. With time though, 
her timidity faded, but her unmistakably 
thoughtful nature remained with her 
throughout her secondary education in 

Butere Girls High School and later at the 
University if Nairobi. 

When she walked the university hall-
ways, there were only two sides to exist-
ence. You were either pro-State of pro-
opposition. Pro-opposition simply meant 
you were anti-State. Nowhere were these 
lines of alienation more pronounced 
than at institutions of higher learning. 
The University of Nairobi was a key bat-
tleground and breeding ground for these 
opposing ideologies.

Decades earlier, the man who would 
appoint her to Cabinet, President Kibaki, 
was in the same space at Makerere 
University. Organising, plotting, schem-
ing for victory in a different kind of war 
— the battle for self-rule.

Shaban though, according to those who 
knew her then, somehow managed to sit 
on an invisible fence which separated 
the two sides. In some conversations 
she appeared pro-change, in others, she 
had her feet firmly set on defending the 
status quo, never burning bridges and 
mastering the art of pleasing both sides. 
Decades later, this skill would serve her 
well, ensuring she survived government 
purges and waves of political euphoria 
that soon characterised the country every 
election year.

The years of study did not prepare her 
for her next phase of life. She’d become 
quite successful as a government dentist, 
posted to various parts of the country 
and to Kenya’s largest referral hospital 
Kenyatta Hospital.

abandoned his seat and fled the country 
leaving behind accusations of harass-
ment and intimidation from the Kenya 
African National Union (KANU) govern-
ment. Twice, Criticos had been elected 
on a KANU ticket. As this happened, the 
people of Taveta turned their attention to 
the young woman who had been turning 
up for harambees (fundraisers) and paying 
school fees for the destitute for years. 
“Could she step in,” perhaps they thought.

Soon, they approached Shaban in 
Nairobi, asking her to take up the chal-
lenge of being the area MP.

“The women in my constituency urged 
me to vie for a political seat. For a while I 
was not convinced, but after consulting 
my family members, I eventually agreed,” 
Shaban told an interviewer for a collection 
of essays on Women legislators published 
by the Association of Media Women in 
Kenya.

It wasn’t all rosy though.
“I received threats from elders who 

Like many who came before her, and 
many more who came after her, she soon 
set aside her call to civil service for a life 
of private practice. But this did not last. 
Soon, she began to feel the nudge that 
prompts a certain cadre of civil servants 
to serve as such. No matter how much she 
tried to ignore it, she couldn’t shed it let 
alone wish it away. There was something 
about serving the people that seemed like 
an addiction to her.

In 2001 when the country was deep in 
the throes of campaigns something hap-
pened that would squarely set the tone 
for the rest of her life.

For close to 10 years, the politics of 
Taveta had been defined by Basil Criticos, 
a rancher of Greek origin who dominated 
the Taveta political space through connec-
tions, money and a close association to 
power. He had represented the constitu-
ency as MP since the 1992 General Election 
and was almost completing his second 
term when, in an inexplicable huff, he 

The women in my constituency urged 
met o vie for a political seat. Fora 
while I was not convinced, but after 
consulting my family members, I 
eventually agreed... I received threats 
from elders who opposed a woman 
being incharge of the constituency.”

D R .  N A O M I  S H A B A N
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Kibaki accompanied by First Lady Mrs. Lucy Kibaki cuts a tape to mark the inauguration of Njoro Kubwa water project in Mbogoni as area MP Dr. Naomi Shaban looks on.
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opposed a woman being in charge of the 
constituency.” She refused to back down. 
Hoping to frighten her into backing out, 
they pelted her mother and grandmother 
with stones. 

“They took my three-year-old son and 
threatened to throw him into a pit latrine,” 
she said. 

Although the people wanted her, she 
was still miles away from winning her 
first election.

First, she couldn’t secure a nomina-
tion ticket for her preferred party, KANU, 
after elders had convinced its top party 
leadership that a woman would not win 
an elective position in her community. 
Luckily though, she was nominated to vie 
for the seat on a Forum for the Restoration 
of Democracy-Kenya (Ford-Kenya) ticket.

But her baptism of fire birthed some-
thing else: a spontaneous reaction from 
women leaders who had gone through 
the same hurdles that she was now facing 
and most importantly, surmounted them.

Beth Mugo, whose family has inter-
ests in gemstone mining and owns huge 
tracts of land in the constituency funded 
her hurriedly assembled agents. Martha 
Karua threw her weight behind Shaban, 
abandoning her own candidate because 
Karua felt she identified more with Shaban 
than with her own party’s candidate.

Other pioneers came through for her has 
well. Long-time Maendeleo ya Wanawake 
chairperson sent her lesos to distribute to 
women. Pheobe Asiyo wrote a cheque that 
went a long way to building her brand.

scrubs for African attire and changed 
her messaging to become more people 
centred. Most importantly, she learnt to 
ignore side shows such as engaging male 
competitors on whether a woman could 
effectively represent the people and run 
a home at the same time.

For the next year and a half, she embed-
ded herself in the community that had 
come out to seek her that day in 2001. 
When elections were called in 2002, amid 
euphoria for political change, Shaban 
stuck by her guns.

In the previous election, the people had 
asked her to vie for the seat on a KANU 
ticket. She remained loyal to them and 
sure enough secured the KANU ticket 
for the election. The trend at the time 
was to ditch KANU for the National 
Rainbow Alliance that was sure to win 
the Presidency.

This time she won with a huge majority 
and was one of the few legislators coun-
trywide to survive the National Rainbow 
Coalition (NARC) euphoria that eventually 
ended Daniel Arap Moi’s 24-year-reign as 
President. Shaban had announced her 
arrival and domination for a seat that 
she has successfully retained over four 
elections.

No mean feat for a girl from Taveta 
whose education was a constant headache 
for a mother who gave her all to see the 
daughter achieve the education that she 
missed out on herself.

In numerous interviews with various 
media, Naomi has talked about the strug-

By the time Taveta residents woke up 
to vote, Shaban, at least in her mind, was 
clearly headed for victory. It is the people 
who had come for her. Everywhere she 
went, she was assured of votes. A day 
after the elections though, she got her 
second lesson in politics. There are no 
guarantees. She lost the by-elections to 
Jackson Mwalulu. Coming a distant third. 

The defeat in 2001 taught her one endur-
ing lesson — that politics, like everything 
else she had done in life by then, needed 
preparation. So, she went to class.

First, was to leverage her unique posi-
tion as one of the few women engaged in 
active politics back in the day. She needed 
to brand herself. She shed the dental 

gles she faced growing up light-years 
from privilege. Taveta, the place she calls 
home, is a paradox. It hosts some of the 
wealthiest landowners, some of the most 
exclusive safari destinations and is home 
to the country’s most important precious 
stone mines, including the world famous 
tsavorite.

Yet, amid this abundant wealth live some 
of the country’s poorest populations; 
poverty that transcend generations. When 
her father died when she was just a young 
girl, her family moved back to Taveta from 
Mombasa to live with her grandparents. 

The family reunion though did not last 
long and soon her mother had to move 
to Nairobi to look for a job, eventually 
landing a menial job at a printing press. 
For Shaban, there could only be one sure 
way out of the life she was afraid of being 
trapped in — education — and she pur-
sued it relentlessly.

On 13 April 2008, just four months after 
she had successfully defended her seat 
as MP for the second time, Shaban’s life 
seemed to have gone full circle. That day, 
after months of push and pull that had 
emanated from a bitter fallout over the 
Presidential election results of 2007 that 
resulted in spontaneous violence across 
the country, Shaban was named as one of 
the 40 Cabinet ministers that were to serve 
in Kibaki’s government. Her Assistant 
Minister was Mohamed Muhamud Ali.

In just five years in politics, she had 
moved from a novice, to MP to minister 
as one of the four appointees from KANU, 

D R .  N A O M I  S H A B A N
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which had shelved its presidential ambi-
tions the previous year in favour of a 
Kibaki Presidency.

Shaban would serve in the newly cre-
ated Ministry of Special Programmes 
whose first duty was to deal with the 
human suffering of internally displaced 
persons, victims of the violence of the 
previous year.

After two years in this position, she 
was moved to the Ministry of Gender 

death of Campbell Bridges, the gemstone 
minor. She, alongside the then Education 
Assistant Minister Calist Mwatela and 
former Central Bank Deputy Governor 
Jacinta Mwatela were named in court as 
accomplices by the geologist’s son, Bruce 
Bridges.

This, though, was not all. Shaban had 
earlier found herself in a far stickier situ-
ation, this time involving billions of shil-
lings, in what was to become an infamous 
maize scandal. 

The series of events leading up to the 
now infamous maize scam began in late 
2008. At the time, the country was expe-
riencing a severe maize shortage due to 
low yields and destruction of close to 3.5 
million bags of maize during the post-
election violence that also significantly 
reduced the area under production. 

The crisis was worsened by the high 
prices of farm inputs including fertilisers 
and fuel. The country’s Strategic Grain 
Reserve was 1.6 million bags, well below 
the required 4 million bags, which placed 
the country in a precarious position. The 
maize shortage resulted in an increase 
in the prices of maize flour and related 
products, which shot up from KES 48 for 
a 2-kilogram packet of flour to as high as 
KES 130. 

Under pressure from public protests, in 
October 2008, the government responded 
with measures that included directing 
the National Cereals and Produce Board 
(NCPB) to import some 3 million bags of 
maize to ease the shortage. The govern-

and Children Affairs, again as minister. 
Her public life and her years as MP had 
before this reappointment been defined 
by fighting gender biases within her com-
munity and championing the importance 
of education for children. This proved a 
natural fit, and she served in this capacity 
until the end of Kibaki’s Presidency.

Shaban’s years in public light were not 
entirely scandal free.

On 11 August 2009, the brutal murder of 

a British miner was linked to her. It was 
alleged that Shaban’s uncle was part of 
a group of men who killed the miner at 
a disputed mine. In the course of the 
trial, Shaban was accused of providing 
bail for the accused and interfering with 
ongoing investigations into the case.

In 2014 Shaban appeared in court 
and defended her involvement in 
the case and has since distanced her 
name from any involvement over the 

Dr Naomi Shabaan takes her oath of office.
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ment also directed NCPB to sell maize 
only to millers at a subsidised price.

Under the scheme, selected millers with 
substantial milling capacity were allowed 
exclusive access to subsidised maize allo-
cations from NCPB. In return, the selected 
millers were to sell flour to consumers at a 
reduced price jointly set with the govern-
ment. Under these measures, hundreds 
of metric tonnes of maize were imported 
into the country and allocated to millers. 

Contrary to intended policy expecta-
tions, allocations were made to companies 
and individuals, who in some instances 
were not millers. Some had no milling 
licenses, premises or capacity. These indi-
viduals and companies subsequently sold 
the maize off to genuine millers and in the 
process made exorbitant profits. 

“There were some reports of at least one 
hundred thousand bags diverted in this 
way. This negatively affected the desired 
outcome of reducing prices,” rights Lobby 
Africog wrote at the time.

Consequently, allegations of impro-
priety, corruption and mismanagement 
implicating several personalities and 
government departments were made in 
Parliament and across the media. These 
allegations exposed underlying institu-
tional and governance weaknesses not 
only in the maize sector and agriculture 
policy, but also in government disaster 
preparedness and the country’s overall 
food security.

At the time, the country’s disaster pre-
paredness fell under Shaban’s Ministry of 

had taken her to Parliament in 2013 and 
returned to it.

“Someone was determined to get rid of 
me,” she said after the elections.

She stuck to her guns, that if party mat-
ters were not put right then she would 
quit.

“My mum always told me you started 
with Uhuru Kenyatta and you should end 
with him,” she told NTV in an interview.

The people who first took her to 
Parliament, put her back into the house 
for the fourth time. But her journey has 
also been characterised by the dark misog-
yny that sometimes surrounds female 
leaders. As a single mother she has been 
called names, some bearable others not 
flattering.

Through the years though, she has taken 
all these challenges head on and put her 
doubters in their place. Her journey has 
not been without personal tolls. 

“I cried one time when my son, who was 
in class two, told me he wanted to go to 
boarding school because I wasn’t spend-
ing enough time with him,” she reflected 
in another interview.

The steely determination that was 
hidden somewhere inside her at a young 
age is now part of her armour. She wears 
it proudly, and as an active politician, she 
wears it loudly too. The shy little girl is no 
more. Instead, in this space sits a go-getter 
whose initial step of faith has made her 
serve her people for an entire generation.

Special Programmes. On 25 February  2009, 
she became one of the dozens of govern-
ment officials that were questioned by the 
Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission (now 
Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission) 
over their involvement or knowledge of 
the scandal.

“Let us not make up stories of what we 
do not like or think. Let us look for solu-
tions into these hunger problems because 
there is no scandal,” she said at the time, 
dismissing any notions that there was a 
scandal within her ministry.

“According to me it is too much of poli-
tics because procedure was followed. We 
need to now look for solutions.” 

In 2012, she once again vied for the 
Parliamentary seat that she had occupied 
for 10 years.

While many of those who served as 
Cabinet ministers went for the more 
illustrious position of Governor, Shaban 
contested the MP seat. This she won on a 
The National Alliance (TNA) party ticket, 
which was part of the Jubilee coalition of 
parties that included her former party 
leader and would-be president Uhuru 
Kenyatta and his Deputy William Ruto, 
both of whom she had been with in KANU 
at different stages of their careers and 
served with in government in various 
capacities.

After the third consecutive five-year 
term, the lessons she had learnt early in 
her career started replaying in her mind 
again, the biggest of them being the loyalty 
test. In 48 hours, she quit the party that 
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KULUNDU
D R .  N E W T O N

Newton Wanjala Kulundu, the medic-turned-politician, was 
easy to underestimate. 
The Member of Parliament (MP) for Lurambi, a constituency 
carved out of the then larger Kakamega District (now 
Kakamega County) at independence, had a somewhat laboured 
manner of speech that underlined humble beginnings and 
rural schooling. It wouldn’t be a misnomer to claim that 
Kulundu lacked the eloquence associated with those who 
choose politics as a career. 

The 
Determined 
Bricklayer
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Kulundu, the politician, could 
also be combative and undip-
lomatic. But those who inter-
acted closely with him assert 

that that the politician was remarkably dif-
ferent from Kulundu, the Kibaki minister. 
The man in the board room was calm and 
collected. He exhibited admirable intellect, 
a keen ear and flair for managerial skill and 
ability that enabled him to build consensus 
and enforce an overriding thread of the 
Kibaki Presidency — reform and progress.

His, sometimes, combative nature is 
understandable. Kulundu hailed from the 
Abanyala community, a small but fiercely 
proud Luhya sub-tribe spread across 
Kakamega and Busia counties. Barring 
the Bukusu and Tiriki communities, the 
Banyala have one of the most intricate 
circumcision ceremonies among the Luhya 
and they place a big premium on a rite of 
passage that transforms young men into 
warriors. 

After years of experience in public ser-
vice and the private sector, Kulundu rose 
to Parliament on the shoulders of giants. 
Lurambi Constituency’s pioneer and two-
term MP, Jonathan Welangai Masinde of the 
Kenya African Democratic Union (KADU), 
is remembered as one of the most eloquent 
politicians to emerge from western Kenya, 
as was the highly regarded trade unionist, 
Wasike Ndombi, who became MP in 1979. 

Ndombi earned admiration and respect 
for his principled stand on national issues, 
challenging the government in Parliament 
and consistently defending the rights of 

workers. Indeed, his name is often men-
tioned alongside the ‘Seven bearded sisters’ 
— a group of anti-establishment MPs who 
kept government on its toes in the late 
1970s and 1980s. And that is high praise. 

It is from this background that Kulundu 
stepped on to the national stage in 1997, the 
echo of his illustrious forebears, perhaps, 
ringing in his ears. 

Born in 1948 in a small village in 
Kakamega, Kulundu went to Navakholo 
Primary School before proceeding to 
Namirama Intermediate School. He sat his 
Ordinary and Advanced level examinations 
at Government African School Kakamega 
and Kenyatta College before enrolling at 
the University of Nairobi for a bachelor’s 
degree in Medicine. He capped his aca-
demic studies with a master’s degree in 
public health in California, United States.

Thereafter, he worked for the Ministry of 
Health, East Africa Industries and Brooke 
Bond Kenya before taking up politics. 

Contesting on a Forum for the Restoration 
of Democracy-Kenya (FORD-Kenya) ticket 
in 1997, he defeated Javan Ommani of the 
Kenya African National Union (KANU) and 
joined Parliament, where he chaired the 
Parliamentary Health Committee. Five 
years later, he was re-elected under the 
banner of the National Rainbow Coalition 
(NARC) and was appointed Minister for 
Environment and Wildlife in January 2003. 

The environment sector was, to say the 
least, in shambles. Years of illegal log-
ging, charcoal burning and encroachment 
had decimated the indigenous forests 

Kulundu’s Assistant Minister was the 
Tetu MP, world acclaimed environmental 
and political activist, founder of the Green 
Belt Movement and, later, Nobel Laureate, 
Wangari Muta Maathai. 

A towering figure in academia, the wom-
en’s empowerment movement, forest con-
servation and politics, Maathai was an 
author and woman of many firsts whose 
personal force, influence and intellectual 
reach transcended Kenyan and African 
boundaries. 

Maathai, Kenya’s and Africa’s first woman 
Nobel Peace Laureate, was also the first 
woman in East and Central Africa to earn 
a doctorate degree, and to chair of the 
Department of Veterinary Anatomy and 
to become an associate professor in 1976 
and 1977 respectively.

While Wangari is better known locally for 
her work as a political and environmental 
activist, what made her a powerful and 
endearing global figure was her ability 
to link environmental conservation to 
good governance, democracy, peace and 
improved lives for women and, by exten-
sion, the community at large.

Her legacy as an intellectual who thought 
globally and acted locally is not only 
reflected in her work as a political activist 
during Kenya’s ‘second liberation’, her fight 
to save Uhuru Park and Karura Forest, both 
in Nairobi, or her Green Belt Movement 
whose mission remains alive. Her greatness 
is seen in the 38 per cent forest cover in her 
native Nyeri County and the conversation 
of the once parched Makuyu–Embu stretch 

that guard the water towers of the Mau 
Forest Complex, the Aberdare Range, Mt 
Kenya, and Cherengani Hills and Mt Elgon. 
So entrenched was the lawlessness that 
crooked individuals had turned chunks 
of the Aberdares and Mt Kenya forests 
into marijuana plantations. Water levels in 
major rivers, hydro-electric dams and the 
water reservoirs that serve Nairobi were 
at an all-time low. Power cuts and water 
rationing were the order of the day. 

In Nairobi, an American investor was 
waving a government permit to build a 
massive hotel in the fragile Karura Forest. 
From one forest to the other, it was a tale 
of excisions, illegal exploitation and woe. 

Contesting on a 
Forum for the 
Restoration of 
Democracy-
Kenya (FORD-
Kenya) ticket in 
1997, he defeated 
Javan Ommani of 
KANU and joined 
Parliament” 
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of the Nairobi–Nyeri highway into a lush, 
inviting landscape covered with fruit trees; 
both fruits of the agroforestry campaign 
she tirelessly championed as Environment 
and Wildlife Assistant Minister.

As minister and assistant, theirs was an 
uneasy ideological relationship. One was 
a scientist who was passionate about trees 
and forest conservation and was not only 
more knowledgeable on the Ministry’s 
mandate, but an authority of global repute 
on matters environment. A resolute and 
firm campaigner for a strict forest protec-
tionist regime that excluded any form of 
human activity, Maathai was opposed to 
the ‘shamba system’ where communities 
cultivate crops in government forests — 
a policy shift that was obviously at odds 
with Kulundu’s innate political instincts 
because kicking farmers out of forests 
would disenfranchise voters.

Nonetheless, together they fired and 
suspended forest officers deemed corrupt, 
toured the besieged forests, spearheaded 
the destruction of marijuana plantations 
in Mt Kenya Forest, banned the ‘shamba 
system’ and laid the ground for the estab-
lishment of the Kenya Forest Service Act 
of 2005. 

Hailed as one of the most stringent wild-
life laws in the world, the Act made it dif-
ficult to for ministers to excise government 
forests for development projects as had 
been the norm in the past. It also set up the 
Kenya Forest Service, a better resourced 
State parastatal to take over management 
of governments from the struggling, and 
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relatively short stints, their rein is signifi-
cant in two ways. 

First, the two set into motion the 
repeal of the Wildlife Conservation and 
Management Act (Cap 376 of 1976) which 
was deemed out of date and incapable of 
dealing with present and future wildlife 
conservation and management challenges. 
The repeal, though urgent and overdue, 
had been hampered by incessant bick-
ering and vicious conservation politics 
mostly centred around whether sport 
hunting, banned in 1978, should be allowed 
to resume in Kenya. 

This, the two men did, by inviting 300 
wildlife conservation stakeholders, includ-
ing community leaders, scientists and 
conservation experts drawn from govern-
ment, academia and the non-governmental 
organisation (NGO) community to a three-
day national conference in Mombasa. It 
was the first such indaba in Kenya’s history 
and notably, National Assembly Speaker 
Francis Ole Kaparo attended not as a leader 
of a legislative arm of government, but a 
senior Maasai elder. 

And so a journey that began with bitter 
ideological rivals facing off across the table 
culminated in 2014 with the enactment 
into law of the Wildlife Conservation and 
Management Act of 2013. This act provides, 
inter alia, stronger participation of com-
munities in conservation and reinforces 
the role of science and research. 

Their second achievement is no less 
remarkable. Since its formation, KWS 
had been heavily dependent on foreign 

some said, corrupt Forest Department. 
The wildlife sub-sector was no different. 

While Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) was 
regarded as one of the best established 
and most efficient wildlife management 
institutions in Africa, the reality was that 
the organisation was listless and broke. 

The belief that KWS could generate 
sufficient revenue internally and from 
donors had backfired. Tourism had turned 
out to be an unpredictable enterprise that 
was dependent on numerous variables — 
like political stability and the vagaries of 
extreme climate and weather. KWS was also 
hampered by ideological wars fronted by 
powerful and deeply entrenched external 
forces. And, following the exit of the force-
ful Richard Leakey and David Western, 
the organisation had become a limping, 
if wounded giant, and the vultures of the 
conservation world were now hovering 
above in the sky. 

As Minister, Kulundu set up a new board 
and tapped Evans Mukolwe to take over 
the reins as KWS director. 

It was a curious choice. Mukolwe, head-
hunted from the World Meteorological 
Organization in Geneva, Switzerland, was a 
former Director at the Kenya Meteorological 
Department with no grounding in wildlife 
management or conservation science. 
But his appointment was a pointer to the 
strategic employment of highly skilled and 
experienced technocrats from the private 
sector and international organisations to 
buttress the public service. 

Although Kulundu and Mukolwe served 

Labour Minister Dr Newton 
Kulundu and US Ambassador 
to Kenya Michael Ranneberger 
at a workshop on human traf-
ficking. The two clashed after 
Dr Kulundu claimed that the 
US and the UK were top desti-
nations of humans trafficked 
from Africa.

Dr Kulundu with Universities Academic Staff Union Secretary-General Muga K’Olale (centre) and 
Education Assistant Minister Kilemi Mwiria at a press conference.
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donors, which meant government officers 
often worked under suffocating Caucasian 
excesses, with the foreign NGOs, experts 
and consultants calling the shots. Kulundu 
and his new director quickly convinced the 
Presidency that the lofty ‘self-sustenance’ 
dreams of KWS were not viable and that 
as an essential public service institution, 
the organisation deserved full government 
budget support. Until then, the govern-
ment had mainly supported management 
of roads and training of rangers. 

One case that stands out is the historic 
translocation of 400 elephants from the 
Shimba Hills ecosystem to the Tsavos in 
2005. Previously, all animal translocations 
were funded by foreign donors with their 
experts tagging along. This operation, the 
biggest ever in the world, was fully funded 
by the government at over KES 300 million 
and executed with military precision by 
the KWS Animal Capture Unit without the 
assistance of a single foreign expert. This 
not only strengthened President Kibaki’s 
philosophy of financial independence, 
but imbued an amazing sense of pride 
and self-belief within the cadres of KWS. 

It is also worth noting that this historic 
translocation coincided with another first 
— the recruitment and training of 1,000 
game rangers. This was thus far the largest 
cohort of game ranger recruits in Kenya’s 
history, again fully funded by government. 

By the time this translocation was going 
on, however, both men who had planned 
it had long moved on — Mukolwe sacked 
on allegations of corruption (the court later 

dismissed the charges and awarded him 
damages) and Kulundu on transfer to the 
Ministry of Labour and Human Resource 
Development.

In the background of these spectacular 
achievements, however, lay the hand of 
formidable Permanent Secretary, Peter 
Gakunu. A holder of an MBA and a Master’s 
degree in Economics from the Catholic 
University of Louvain in Belgium and a 
Bachelor of Science degree in Economics 
and Statistics from Makerere University, 
Gakunu left the International Monetary 
(IMF) to serve as Economic Secretary and 
Director of Planning at the Ministry of 
Finance and Planning under President 
Moi’s ‘Dream Team’. Later, he joined 
President Kibaki’s government as PS in 
the Ministry of Environment and as Senior 
Advisor in the Cabinet Office in charge of 
economic reforms. 

An international public servant of the 
first order, Gakunu, is an expert in formu-
lation and coordination of government 
policy, planning and monitoring; and col-
laboration with bilateral and multilateral 
institutions; among others. These cre-
dentials no doubt placed him in the driv-
ing seat behind Kulundu’s and Maathai’s 
achievements at the Ministry.

At Labour, Kulundu had two assistant 
ministers — David Sudi, the KANU MP 
for Marwakwet West and Sammy Leshore, 
Samburu East MP and the first person of 
disability to serve in the Cabinet. His PS 
was Nancy Kirui.

Kenya’s labour industry has a history of 

unrests. Once more, his ability to engineer 
reform came to the fore. 

In eulogising Kulundu after his death, 
President Kibaki described him as a poli-
tician and Cabinet minister who distin-
guished himself as a man of courage and 
whose contribution to the country he was 
proud of. 

The Secretary General of the Central 
Organization of Trade Unions (COTU), 
Francis Atwoli, spoke of a man, “who never 
failed to make changes especially in the 
labour industry as long as they suited the 
workers” and had “among other things 
transformed the Tom Mboya Labour 
College in Kisumu to a vibrant institution 
that helps trade unionists”. 

But it is Saboti MP Eugene Wamalwa 
who, perhaps, best summed up the man 
when he said Kulundu was, “one person 

who would take a stand and prepare to face 
the consequences of his decision”.

It had come to pass that while the political 
ground in his constituency shifted towards 
the Orange Democratic Movement (ODM) 
towards the end of his second term as MP, 
Kulundu stood firm behind his party and 
chose to seek re-election as a candidate 
of Kibaki’s Party of National Unity (PNU) 
in 2007. It was a rare show of spine and 
principle for a Kenyan politician, and the 
consequence of that decision was a loss at 
the ballot to ODM’s one-term candidate, 
Atanas Manyala Keya. 

Kulundu died three years later in 2010. 
Sadly, when Kulundu’s name pops 

up today, Kenyans rarely remember his 
achievements as Cabinet minister, but 
his acerbic public spat with former KWS 
Director and Head of Public Service Leakey 
— who he accused of being “arrogant” and 
“trying to control the KWS from outside 
the Civil Service”. This and his altercation 
with US Ambassador, Michael Ranneberger.

Ranneberger bristled famously and 
refused to shake his hand when Kulundu 
accused the United States and the United 
Kingdom, in his presence no less, of nee-
dling developing countries about human 
rights abuses when they were in fact “the 
greatest violators of human rights”. 

Diplomatic, Kulundu certainly was not. 
But he spoke his mind, stood firm in his 
convictions. And most of the time, he got 
the job done.

In eulogising 
Kulundu after his 
death, President 
Kibaki described 
him as a politician 
and Cabinet 
minister who 
distinguished 
himself as a man 
of courage
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KARUME
N J E N G A

Njenga Karume and Mwai Kibaki were the best of friends. 
But how Karume, a Standard 4 primary school dropout, could 
hobnob with an economist, who had not only lectured at the 
prestigious Makerere University but also passed all his exams 
with a distinction at both Makerere and at the London School 
of Economics, was the mark of this friendship.

The Faithful 
Confidant 
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In June 2004, at a time when Kibaki 
was facing rebellion within his 
own government, he reached 
out to Karume, who was then a 

member of the ruling party, the Kenya 
African National Union (KANU), to 
join the National Rainbow Coalition 
(NARC) Cabinet under the Government 
of National Unity. They had met in 
State House Nairobi after Karume was 
summoned by Head of Civil Service 
and Secretary to the Cabinet, Francis 
Muthaura, from Mombasa. “I was quite 
surprised,” he would later say. “All along, 
speculation had been that Kibaki would 
appoint Paul Muite in order to include a 
Kiambu Member of Parliament (MP) in 
his Cabinet.”

But Karume had been selected to join an 
expanded Cabinet that included FORD-
People’s (Forum for the Restoration of 
Democracy-People) Simeon Nyachae 
and KANU’s John Koech and William ole 
Ntimama in a bid to create a regional 
balance, to cater for regions that had not 
voted for NARC during the December 2002 
General Election.

Karume was appointed to head the 
newly created Ministry of State in charge 
of Special Programmes. At the time, Kenya 
was facing severe drought and Karume’s 
task was to work with humanitarian agen-
cies and liaise with other government 
departments to get food and water to the 
affected communities. An estimated 3.3 
million people were facing starvation in 
26 districts across the country and the 

country was seeking US$ 33 million in 
donor aid.

“I did not just sit in my office and wait for 
reports from my officers. I took an active 
role, and liaised with relevant ministries 
and humanitarian organisations as much 
as possible in order to ensure that people 
did not die of hunger,” he wrote later in 
his autobiography, Beyond Expectations.

It was during Karume’s tenure that 
Kenya joined six other countries in sign-
ing a United States government-spon-
sored Memorandum of Association for 
joint regional disaster management. Also, 
the Regional Disaster Management Centre 
with its headquarters in Kileleshwa, 
Nairobi, was opened.

Born in 1929 in Elmentaita in the Rift 
Valley, where his family had settled after 
emigrating from Kiambu, the young 
Karume dropped out of school early and 
was lucky to join Jean’s School Kabete, 
later Kenya Institute of Administration 
(now the Kenya School of Government), 
where he was a awarded a certificate in 
business studies. As such, he entered 
the business arena at an early age selling 
charcoal, timber, and hides and skins 
before venturing into liquor sales.

While it was in this beer business that 
Karume would make a mark as an entre-
preneur having started to operate bars 
during the colonial period, it was his 
leadership of the quasi-political Gikuyu 
Embu Meru Association (GEMA) that 
would catapult him into the inner circle of 
the President Jomo Kenyatta-era politics.

N J E N G A  K A R U M E

gave him immense power. That is the 
reason why he became a central figure 
during the 1977 Change-the-Constitution 
movement in which some politicians 
wanted to block Daniel arap Moi’s auto-
matic ascension to the Presidency in case 
of Kenyatta’s death. 

Opposition to Moi had begun in 
September 1976 when two huge rallies 
were held in Nakuru on 26 September and 
in Limuru on 3 October 1976. These were 
attended by among others, Cabinet min-
isters from GEMA who were demanding 
the removal of the provision for the Vice 
President’s automatic succession. Among 
the ministers were Jackson Angaine, James 
Gichuru, Paul Ngei and Taita Towett plus 
Njoroge Mungai, Karume and several 
Gusii MPs.

But Moi had Njonjo and Kibaki by his 
side and on 6 October, Njonjo issued a 
statement from Nakuru warning politi-
cians, “it is a criminal offence for any 
person to compass, imagine, devise or 

GEMA had been formed in 1971 ini-
tially as a welfare organisation; Karume 
later become the face of the organisa-
tion. But GEMA was detested by some 
of President Jomo Kenyatta’s advisers, 
including Attorney General (AG) Charles 
Njonjo. Its interim officials were Gikonyo 
Kiano (Chiarman), Lucas Kamau (Secretary 
General), Kibaki (Treasurer) and Waruru 
Kanja (Organising Secretary). Karume 
was elected the chairman with Kihika 
Kimani as the Organising Secretary in 
1973. Kibaki did not defend his seat and 
Jacob M’mwongo was elected in his place.

Karume would later claim that Kibaki’s 
decision to leave Nairobi, where he was 
Member of Parliament (MP) for Donholm 
to vie for the Othaya seat, was a result of 
pressure from GEMA. 

It was this earlier dalliance with Kibaki 
that would shape their political relation-
ship. 

While Karume had not gone for elective 
politics, his position as GEMA chairman 

I didnot just sit in my office and wait 
for reports from my officers. I took an 
active role, and liaised with relevant 
ministries and humanitarian
organisations as much as possible in 
order to ensure that people did not die 
of hunger.”
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ued unabated. And it extended to Kibaki, 
causing the emergence of political group-
ings within the ruling party that eventually 
led to Njonjo’s downfall.

Njonjo was branded a traitor after Moi 
claimed that foreign powers were groom-
ing an unnamed person to take over the 
government.

Coming shortly after the abortive 1982 
coup attempt led by the Kenya Air Force 
(KAF), which also helped Moi to con-
solidate his power base further, the fall of 
Njonjo led to the reorganisation of Moi’s 
inner circle. The President also called for 
early elections in 1983 in which almost 
all of Njonjo allies were removed from 
Parliament and government.

With Njonjo out, the President set about 
taming Kibaki and his allies, including 
Karume. Although he had won a seat in the 
1983 General Election, the queue voting 
system for KANU positions in Kiambaa 
Constituency in 1988 turned into a national 
fiasco. Karume had been elected unop-
posed at the Cianda sub-branch, but the 
results showed he was by someone who 
was not even a candidate for the position. 

A similar stunt was tried in Kibaki’s 
Othaya Consitituency, where Kibaki 
stopped the DC as he was announcing the 
results to inform him that the candidate 
he had named as a winner was deceased. 
“Even rigging requires some intelligence,” 
Kibaki told the DC.

After the 1988 General Election, Kibaki 
was dropped as Vice President and the 
position was given to Josephat Karanja. 

intend the death or deposition of the 
President.” 

It was the AG, according to Karume, 
who convinced him to stop supporting 
the Change-the-Constitution movement 
“since it was in bad taste”. 

On 11 October 1976, the Cabinet met in 
Nakuru and endorsed Njonjo’s statement 
as law.

A year later and as Moi took the oath of 
office, he knew that the only politically 
vibrant group he had to deal with was 
GEMA. By then, Karume was a nominated 
MP. Although there were other smaller 
welfare groupings, such as the Luo Union 
and the Abaluhya Union, they confined 
themselves to welfare activities and were 
not as politically pronounced as GEMA.

Karume claims that, as chairman of 
GEMA, Moi called him to his Kabarnet 
Gardens home to ask his opinion on a 
suitable candidate for Vice President.

“Your Excellency, it is your prerogative, 
but I think Mwai Kibaki is best,” Karume 
replied.

After the 1979 General Election, Moi 
picked Kibaki as his Vice President and 
soon, after a leaders’ conference at the 
Kenya Institute of Administration in July 
1980, the government decided to abolish 
all tribal unions in the country, in the 
interests of ‘peace, love and unity’. GEMA 
was proscribed, leaving Karume with no 
regional political platform.

But the cold war between Karume and 
Njonjo, over his earlier opposition to Moi 
and for his position within GEMA, contin-

N J E N G A  K A R U M E
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Kibaki was appointed as Minister for 
Health. 

Moi was then under pressure to return 
the country to a multiparty system and 
bold politicians led by Oginga Odinga, 
Kenneth Matiba, Charles Rubia and George 
Anyona started pushing for the repeal of 
Section 2A of the Constitution, which 

made KANU the only party allowed in 
the country. 

While most of these leaders coalesced 
around FORD, which was agitating for 
change, the grouping started to disinte-
grate due to power struggles. 

According to Karume, he then 
approached Kibaki and John Keen and 

mooted the idea of starting a politi-
cal party. This is how the idea to form 
Democratic Party of Kenya (DP) was born. 
Kibaki was slated to be the chairman and 
Keen the Secretary General. Karume then 
approached Eliud Mwamunga, a former 
Cabinet Minister, to give it a national 
outlook. 

On 31 December 1991, Kibaki formally 
announced that he had left KANU for a 
new party much to the surprise of FORD 
supporters. But with the split of FORD into 
Odinga’s FORD-Kenya and Matiba’s FORD-
Asili, there was a sudden Matiba wave that 
spread across Murang’a and Kiambu and 
all the DP candidates were defeated at the 

Karume with President Kibaki and Prime Minister Raila Odinga during the burial of Karume’s eldest son, Joseph Karume Njenga who was killed in a road accident in 2010.
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polls. Moi had accused DP of being GEMA 
in disguise, with KANU leaders suggesting 
that Karume was the real DP leader. The 
party was seen as conservative and elitist.

Karume lost his Kiambaa seat to a new-
comer, Kamau Icharia. For the first time 
since 1974, when Karume was nominated 
by President Kenyatta into Parliament, he 
was now out and he decided to concentrate 
his business enterprises.

After losing two elections on a DP ticket 
in 1992 and 1997, Karume decided to aban-
don the party as Moi prepared to exit 
from power. Already, Moi had identified 
the young Uhuru Kenyatta as his succes-
sor while the Opposition had now joined 
hands and endorsed Kibaki as their can-
didate.

While the press regarded his depar-
ture to KANU as a betrayal of his friend, 
Karume’s relationship with Kibaki did not 
wither, as such and he would later become 

an important cog in Kibaki’s survival.
As Kibaki faced rebellion within NARC, 

he turned to KANU members in Kiambu 
for support. He called a leaders’ meeting 
at the Kiambu Institute of Science and 
Technology at which the leaders explained 
that they had no ill-will by supporting 
KANU. 

Later, President Kibaki appointed 
Karume Minister for Special Programmes 
and after a few months transferred him 
to the Ministry of Defence.

During his tenure Karume renegotiated 
the training of British troops in Kenya. By 
that time, the relations between the British 
troops and the Samburu community had 

been damaged by media reports alleging 
rape and injuries caused by unexploded 
munitions left over from decades of exer-
cises in Samburu and Laikipia.

As a Cabinet Minister, Karume had 
become one of the trusted allies of 
President Kibaki, cementing a friend-
ship that has started many years before. 

As a Cabinet 
Minister, Karume 
had become one 
of the trusted 
allies of President 
Kibaki, cementing 
a friendship that 
has started many 
years before

N J E N G A  K A R U M E

Karume is congratulated by President Mwai Kibaki after his swearing in at State House Nairobi
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OBWOCHA
H E N R Y

Known by his supporters in Nyamira county as ‘Egesora 
Nyabirore’ (the fiery bespectacled dragonfly), Henry 
Onyancha Obwocha was one of the ministers in the Mwai 
Kibaki administration whose demeanour and mannerisms 
closely mirrored those of the third President.

The 
Bespectacled 
‘Dragonfly’
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Having both been educated in 
the UK – Mr Obwocha with a 
master’s degree in econom-
ics from Oxford, and Mr 

Kibaki with a master’s degree also in 
economics from the London School of 
Economics – Mr Obwocha had come into 
the President’s court under the wings of 
Simeon Nyachae’s Ford People.

The party, together with KANU, had 
been roped in after the Raila Odinga-led 
Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) wing of 
the National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) 
was ejected and Government of National 
Unity formed following incessant squab-
bles over a pre-election Memorandum of 
Understanding and a referendum on the 
Constitution that the government lost.

Besides Mr Obwocha, others who joined 
the government at this time were Mr 
Nyachae (Agriculture), John Koech (East 
African Community), Njenga Karume 
(Defence) and Mutua Katuku (Water 
Resources).

Mr Obwocha, Mr Kibaki’s minister of 
Planning and National Development from 
2006 to 2008, the man with a professo-
rial look, was a reputed early riser, with 
5am often finding him in his office at the 
Treasury Building on Nairobi’s Harambee 
Avenue.

In Plato’s The Republic, the best form of 
government is that in which philosophers 
rule. He believed that these philosopher 
kings – leaders who possessed both a love 
of wisdom and intelligence as well as a 
willingness to live a simple life – were 

best suited for a just society. In Mr Kibaki’s 
book, these, too, were the people who 
should run the key Planning and National 
Development ministry. 

And so it was that even before Mr 
Obwocha came to the scene, Kibaki’s 
first Planning minister right from 2003 to 
2005 (when he was sacked alongside fellow 
LDP rebels) was Prof Anyang Nyong’o, 
another cool and collected intellectual 
who had earned a PhD in political science 
from the University of Chicago. Wycliffe 
Oparanya, who, though not bookish in 
mien—his education up to master’s level 
notwithstanding—seemed to command 
a reflective and serene personality, suc-
ceeded Mr Obwocha. 

While Mr Obwocha earned his ministe-
rial position courtesy of the falling-out 
among leaders of NARC following the 
2005 referendum that forced Mr Kibaki to 
look for allies in KANU and Ford People, 
he is reputed to have gelled well with the 
President and his lieutenants – and only 
lost his Cabinet position after he failed 
in his re-election bid in 2007.

The MP for West Mugirango from 1992 
to 2007 counted negotiations with the 
Kenyan community abroad in the push for 
dual citizenship that was later included 
in the 2010 Constitution as one of his 
proudest achievements.

Many Kenyans abroad had for years 
clamoured to enjoy the economic pros-
perity of their adopted homelands while 
retaining the warmth of their motherland. 
They had also indicated they would invest 

H E N R Y  O B W O C H A

A member of the National Economic 
and Social Council (NESC) that drafted 
Kenya’s Vision 2030 development blue-
print launched by President Mwai Kibaki 
on 30 October 2006, it fell on Mr Obwocha 
to drive the Head of State’s pet project 
that sought to transform Kenya into an 
economic powerhouse in the region. 

Mr Obwocha’s first task on assuming 
office was to drive the initial implementa-
tion process that identified the means of 
eradicating poverty, hunger, widespread 
unemployment, and the diffusion of cur-
able mortal diseases such as malaria and 
waterborne diseases. 

But the MP, then in his third term, was 
not new to economic planning. Prior to 
his elevation, Mr Obwocha, an accountant 
by training, had had a stint as Assistant 
Minister for Finance. 

Regarded as one of the high perform-
ers in the Cabinet, Mr Obwocha in 2006 
doubled up as the Minister for Energy, 
making him one of the few ministers in 

more if they had dual citizenship.  
In May 2007, Mr Obwocha launched a 

new national atlas that was aimed at estab-
lishing the links between poverty and the 
environment. Known as ‘Nature’s Benefits 
in Kenya’, the atlas established a correla-
tion between natural resources such as 
water sources, wood supply and wildlife 
populations to information including 
human habitation, economic activities 
and household expenditure.

According to Mr Obwocha, the atlas, 
which was developed by the Kenyan gov-
ernment jointly with the private global 
bodies International Livestock Research 
Institute and World Resources Institute, 
helped in formulating government policy. 

During the launch Nobel Laureate 
Wangari Maathai praised the atlas, saying 
that if properly implemented it would 
help break the “cycle of unenlightened 
decision-making that is not accountable 
to the people most affected by economic 
or environmental changes.” 

Mr Obwocha, who died aged 69, had 
lived with a donated kidney for 18 years 
and managed to keep the transplant so 
close to his chest that even his closest 
friends and relatives were shocked to 
learn of the secret when it was disclosed 
during his burial
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the Kibaki government to run two full 
ministries concurrently. Kiraitu Murungi, 
the substantive energy minister, had 
resigned under a cloud of corruption 
allegations. 

Mr Obwocha, in August 2007, faced a 
major test in Parliament when nominated 
MP Julia Ojiambo moved a motion to 
introduce the Arid and Semi-Arid Land 
(ASAL) Development Bill, which sought to 
guarantee the channelling of investment 
capital into ASALs to increase Kenya’s 
land productivity by involving residents 
of ASALs in Kenya’s wealth creation.

The minister was hard-pressed to 
explain what the government had done 
for the ASALs, which cover 80 per cent of 
Kenya’s total land surface and support 20 
per cent of the human population in addi-
tion to over 80 per cent of the country’s 
livestock production and 65 per cent of 
the country’s wildlife. 

He explained: “The Government rec-
ognises the potential of ASALs as high-
lighted in the Economic Recovery Strategy 
(ERS) and development for North Eastern 
Province, that is, Isiolo, Marsabit and 
Moyale, as a first step. This programme 
has been expanded to other areas with a 
view to opening up these areas and fully 
exploiting the untapped potential in the 
ASALs.”

Mr Obwocha calmed the agitated 
Parliament when he explained that the 
key development initiatives targeted 
human resource development, produc-
tion, marketing, drought and food secu-

rity, proper land tenure, natural resource 
management, infrastructure development 
and security. 

“The aim here is to improve the liveli-
hoods and build human development 
capacity as well as that of the community 
to improve their incomes,” he said.

H E N R Y  O B W O C H A

Speaking in tenor, the highest male 
voice, Mr Obwocha was also game at 
fending off criticism from the Opposition 
benches. In Parliament in April 2007, 
Kenneth Marende, the then MP for 
Emuhaya constituency, asked Mr Obwocha 
what the government was doing to reduce 

poverty levels. “Surely, this Government 
must wake up and substantively address 
the plight of Kenyans,” Mr Marende said. 

Mr Obwocha had a ready sharp rejoin-
der: “When this Government took power, 
it was awake. It cannot, therefore, wake 
up again! We are saying that in the new 

Planning Minister Henry Obwocha with Finance Minister Amos Kimunya (centre) and Assistant Finance Minister Peter Kenneth (left) before Kimunya pre-
sented the 2006/2007 national budget in Parliament.
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Budget, these [poverty-alleviation] pro-
grammes are going to be there.” 

The following month, in May, he was 
at the forefront of explaining the gov-
ernment’s position after a dispute arose 
within NARC over the nomination of 
members of the East African Legislative 
Assembly. The LDP side was complain-
ing that the NAK side had unilaterally 
nominated members of EALA without 
consulting their partners who were enti-
tled to their share.

“This is an internal matter, particularly 
in political parties. These are issues that 
are resolved within either the political 
parties or in our own case, within our 
own country. If there is an issue, it can be 
sorted out by our own High Court. I am 
sure that is why these rules were proposed 
here,” he told Parliament, adding, tactfully, 
that the country needed permanent rules 
for the nominations of EALA members 
so that such disputes would not arise in 
the future.

Born in 1949, Mr Obwocha attended 
Kianungu PAG Primary School in Nyamira 
from 1957 to 1964 before proceeding to 
Kisii High School from 1965 to 1968 for 
his O Levels. He completed his A levels 
at the same school in 1970. 

Mr Obwocha joined the University of 
Nairobi in 1971 where he studied com-
merce for his bachelor’s degree before 
proceeding to Oxford University in the 
United Kingdom for a master’s in eco-
nomics and management. He also became 
a fellow of the Institute of Certified 

Onyancha won the seat despite trends 
on the ground showing Mr Obwocha was 
more popular. 

But with the reintroduction of multi-
party politics, Mr Obwocha joined the 
opposition Ford Kenya ahead of the 
elections in 1992 and easily won against 
KANU’s Mr Onyancha. One of the lieu-
tenants of the then Ford Kenya leader 
Jaramogi Oginga Odinga, Mr Obwocha 
worked closely with the group that was 
known as the “Young Turks”. The group 
included Raila Odinga, James Orengo, 
Gitobu Imanyara, Paul Muite, Kiraitu 
Murungi, Anyang’ Nyong’o, and Dr 
Mukhisa Kituyi.

An eloquent speaker and fiery critic 
of the KANU regime, Mr Obwocha was 
good on the podium as he knew how to 
work up crowds. On joining Parliament, 
he became one of the most outspoken 
debaters who kept the government side 
on its toes. 

In 1997, he retained his seat on a Ford 
Kenya ticket, but come 2002, he switched 
over to Mr Nyachae’s Ford People, the 
party that was dominant in the Kisii 
region, and won. In 2007, however, 
James Ondicho Gesami of the Orange 
Democratic Movement (ODM), which 
had made inroads in Gusiiland, beat 
Mr Obwacha. Mr Obwocha’s defeat also 
marked the waterloo of Mr Nyachae, the 
regional supremo who was also defeated 
on his Nyaribari Chache turf. 

Even after Mr Obwocha lost his seat and 
failed in his subsequent attempt to clinch 

Public Accountants of Kenya as well as 
a member of the Institute of Certified 
Public Secretaries of Kenya.

From 1974 to 1992, Mr Obwocha worked 
with the Pyrethrum Board of Kenya in 
various positions in the accounts depart-
ment, rising to chief accountant. In the 
meantime, in 1988, he founded Obwocha 
& Associates, an auditing firm that he ran 
until his death in 2018.

A founder member of KCA University 
(formerly Kenya College of Accountancy), 
Mr Obwocha collapsed in his Nairobi 
home after returning from the funeral of 
a relative in Nyamira. He was pronounced 
dead on arrival at Nairobi Hospital. 

Mr Obwocha, who died aged 69, had 
lived with a donated kidney for 18 years 
and managed to keep the transplant so 
close to his chest that even his closest 
friends and relatives were shocked to 
learn of the secret when it was disclosed 
during his burial. 

Mr Obwocha burst onto the political 
scene in the late 1980s during the agitation 
for multiparty democracy and the height 
of the crackdown on so-called “dissidents” 
by agents of President Daniel arap Moi’s 
government.

He contested the West Mugirango par-
liamentary seat in 1988 against incum-
bent David Onyancha Anasi. But that 
year, President Moi had introduced the 
queue-voting system that sought to weed 
out dissidents within KANU during the 
single-party rule. KANU bigwigs did not 
trust Mr Obwocha, a firebrand yet Mr 

the Nyamira senatorial seat in 2013, the 
Ford People national chairman remained 
active politically, aligning himself to the 
government of the day. 

For this reason, in April 2015, having 
returned to private practice, he was 
appointed chairman of the Privatisation 
Commission of Kenya by President Uhuru 
Kenyatta. 

He was tasked with turning loss-mak-
ing government corporations — which 
included banks and sugar companies — 
into profitable entities, but died without 
achieving much, because several county 
governments had sued to stop the priva-
tisation of some of the institutions that 
are based in their territories.

Speaking of Mr Obwocha’s simple life as 
opposed to the ostentatious lifestyles of 
many government ministers, former Vice 
President Kalonzo Musyoka said follow-
ing the politician’s death: “As a Minister 
for Planning he could have planned not 
to live in one acre which we actually saw 
in Karen; he could have planned to live 
in thousands of acres. Instead, he chose 
to plan Vision 2030 and therefore stood 
out as an icon of integrity.” 

Interviews with Nyamira residents and 
the region’s political analysts also painted 
Mr Obwocha as a courageous man who 
loved politics and the common man.

An early bloomer, Mr Obwocha cam-
paigned for various West Mugirango 
politicians, including Matthew Ondeyo 
Nyaribari and David Onyancha, while 
still working as an accountant for the 
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state-funded Pyrethrum Board of Kenya, 
in what later turned out to be understudy 
endeavours.

As an MP, Mr Obwocha distinguished 
himself as a crusader for human rights 
and champion of development projects 
at the grassroots. 

By 1992, no single inch of tarmac existed 
in West Mugirango and this would be his 
pet project in pressing the KANU govern-

stituency. The MP, who had a deceptively 
self-effacing mien, told the then dreaded 
Moi to his face that he could only defect 
once the Kisii-Chemosit road was fully 
tarmacked. 

Timothy Bosire, the ODM national treas-
urer, remembers Mr Obwocha as a popu-
list who blended well with common folk.

“Obwocha’s name was big. To date, you 
will hear it being mentioned in politi-

cal debates across Nyamira County even 
though he is long dead. He knew how to 
get to his people’s hearts, his eloquence 
coming in as a great advantage to him,” says 
Mr Bosire, a former MP for neighbouring 
Kitutu Masaba.   

Mr Bosire, however, thinks Mr Obwocha 
scored dismally on the development 
front. “There is no development project 
worth mentioning attached to his name 
in Nyamira,” he claims.

Be that as it may, the philosopher king, 
who was often found enjoying a mug of 
porridge with friends at Nairobi’s Kahawa 
restaurant on Kaunda Street after he lost 
his seat, may well have been curved out for 
planning and activism – in the mould of 
other outspoken politicians such as George 
Anyona and Martin Shikuku, and not so 
much for the development bit. 

For on the planning and national devel-
opment front he scored highly, earning 
the moniker of the “five-star performer” 
and helping President Kibaki oversee an 
epoch with one of the highest economic 
growths in Kenya’s history. 

A study of Mr Kibaki’s choices for his 
Cabinets reveals a pattern. There were 
ministers he appointed because he thought 
they could help him achieve his vision for 
Kenya. Others came into his court by virtue 
of power-sharing dynamics or real politik. 
Henry Obwocha is one of those he most 
likely would have appointed if he had a 
clean slate to write on, because of the poli-
tician’s excellent work ethic and articulate 
defence of government programmes.

ment to help tarmac the Kisii-Chemosit 
road, which was in the hearts of residents 
as it passed through the heartland of the 
constituency.

At one time, during the infamous cross-
party defections, Mr Obwocha publicly 
turned down a request by President Moi 
that he defect from Ford Kenya to KANU. 

This was during a fundraiser for Sironga 
Girls High School in Mr Obwocha’s con-

H E N R Y  O B W O C H A

Privatisation Commission Chairman Henry Obwocha announces plans by the Government to sell National Bank of Kenya in April 2018. The Central Bank of 
Kenya gave KCB approval to buy National Bank in 2019.
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AYACKO
O C H I L O 

When it comes to loyalty, few men exemplify it as much as 
Ochilo George Mbogo Ayacko, whose decision to stick with 
his political mentor, Raila Odinga, saw him demoted from 
a powerful ministry to a less influential one, and then fired 
from President Mwai Kibaki’s Cabinet one short year later.

Loyal 
Lieutenant 
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The soft-spoken but fierce 
political operator was part of 
Kibaki’s Cabinet during its most 
wobbly period – when ministers 

exchanged harsh words on numerous 
occasions and almost succeeded in divid-
ing the country in two.

“It was the worst environment to work 
in. Our divisions disappointed Kenyans, 
who had put a lot of faith in us,” Ayacko 
recalled with regret and bitterness about 
the happenings of his time in the Cabinet 
– from 2003 to 2005 when he was sum-
marily dismissed.

“Kibaki was a wonderful President. He 
truly wanted to make this country great. 
He gave ministers the latitude to execute 
their mandate. All he wanted was for us to 
demonstrate how what we did impacted 
the livelihoods of the common man. Then 
issues started showing up,” he said.

Ayacko blamed the infighting among 
Cabinet members, the broken memoran-
dum of understanding that dealt a blow 
to the National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) 
that had won Kibaki the presidency in 
2002 and the emotive 2005 referendum 
on changing the Constitution of Kenya as 
the main factors that compromised the 
gains of the revolution that had ended the 
previous regime’s grip on Kenya.

“As Opposition leaders, we had chased 
KANU (the Kenya African National Union 
party) out of power with high hopes 
of changing the country. When NARC 
became unstable, it was very painful for 
those of us who had come together to 

change Kenya,” he said.
Ayacko’s political career is entangled 

with that of his political mentor, Odinga 
– his national politics story started 
with Odinga’s rise. After breaking away 
from FORD-Kenya and leaving it with 
a faction led by Kijana Wamalwa in the 
1990s, Odinga reactivated the National 
Development Party (NDP). Within a few 
months, he had established NDP and its 
tractor symbol (“Tinga”) as a new politi-
cal force that would become the most 
dominant party in Luo Nyanza from 1997 
to around 2002.

In the 1997 General Election, Ayacko, 
then a political novice and a fresh law 
graduate from the University of Nairobi, 
was among the new faces in NDP. He 
also became the diminutive figure that 
felled a giant when he defeated the flam-
boyant, eloquent and wealthy KANU-
nominated Minister, Dalmas Otieno, in 
Rongo Constituency.

That election also saw an end to the 
era of a few KANU bigwigs in the region. 
They included Otieno, Wilson Ndolo Ayah 
and Lazarus Ombayi Amayo. Whereas 
Otieno lost to Ayacko, the veteran Ayah 
lost his Kisumu Rural seat to another 
newcomer, Ochoro Ayoki. After his win, 
Ayacko became one of Odinga’s most 
trusted lieutenants in the region.

In 1998, he was among the NDP MPs who 
voted against a no-confidence motion that 
had been moved against the government 
of Kibaki’s predecessor, President Daniel 
arap Moi. They argued that supporting 

O C H I L O  AYA C KO

former Ol Kalou MP Muriuki Karue 
to come up with the Constituency 
Development Fund and was the chairman 
of the powerful Parliamentary Investment 
Committee for two years.

In the 2002 General Election, he was 
re-elected to Parliament on a NARC 
ticket and thereafter appointed Minister 
for Energy. His Assistant Minister was 
Mwangi Kiunjuri and the Permanent 
Secretary was Patrick Wanyoike.

His short tenure in the Energy docket – 
from 2003 to 2004 – brought widespread 
reforms to the sector, some of which led 
to international donors and the World 
Bank restoring their support through 
the Energy Sector Recovery Project after 
several years of an imposed freeze on sup-
port that had been occasioned by reports 
of corruption during the previous regime.

Ayacko was also credited with strength-
ening the operations of the Kenya 
Electricity Generating Company PLC 
(KenGen) after its unbundling from 

the motion would have jeopardised their 
party’s chances of ascending to power 
peacefully. The other NDP MPs were 
Otieno Kajwang, Owino Acholla, Tom 
Onyango, Odhiambo Omamba and Shem 
Ochuodho.

The motion had been sponsored by 
James Orengo, who was then in the Social 
Democratic Party.

Following this, Ayacko was picked to be 
part of a select team comprising Kibaki 
(then the Leader of Opposition), Odinga, 
Mukhisa Kituyi, Oloo Aringo, Jimmy 
Angwenyi and Norman Nyaga that was 
tasked with conducting parliamentary 
reforms. The team’s objective was to 
fight for the autonomy of Parliament so 
it would stop appearing as if it was an 
appendage of State House.

It was this team that helped to establish 
the Parliamentary Service Commission 
and introduced the provision of offices 
for all MPs.

Ayacko also worked with a team under 

Kibaki was a wonderful President. 
He truly wanted to make this country 
great. He gave ministers the latitude to 
execute their mandate. All he wanted 
was for us to demonstrate how what 
we did impacted the livelihoods of the 
common man.”
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Kenya Power Company, and setting the 
steps for the establishment of the Rural 
Electrification Authority, created to speed 
up implementation of the rural electrifi-
cation programme.

He also spearheaded the phasing out of 
leaded petrol with an initial deadline of 
December 2005.

The former Minister said President 
Kibaki was interested in three things in 

the energy sector.
“First, he insisted that we work to ensure 

that the cost of electricity tariffs was not 
raised. Second, he pushed to ensure that 
the cost of petroleum products, including 
fuel, did not go up and (third), he worked 
hard to ensure an increase in connectivity 
of electricity in rural areas.”

He said Kibaki also insisted that the 
cost of electricity generation should not 

be passed on to consumers.
The Kibaki government would also 

come up with the Energy Regulatory 
Commission, whose mandate it was to 
regulate the petroleum, electricity and 
renewable energy sectors away from 
political interference.

Despite orchestrating several reforms 
in the ministry, Ayacko did not last long 
as the wrangles in NARC increased. On 30 

June 2004, President Kibaki executed his 
first major government reshuffle in which 
he added 18 newcomers to his Cabinet, 
including MPs from FORD-People and 
KANU, which were Opposition parties.

Although he did not fire any ministers 
from the increasingly intransigent Liberal 
Democratic Party (one of the parties under 
NARC), he transferred a number of them 
to less influential departments. 

FORD-People leader Simeon Nyachae 
was appointed the new Minister for 
Energy and Ayacko was transferred to the 
Ministry of Sports, Gender and Culture, 
where he would last only one year before 
being fired from the Cabinet.

In his new docket, Ayacko introduced 
the Sports Policy that culminated in the 
Sports Act, and the Gender Policy and Act 
that came into law and led to the establish-
ment of the Gender Commission. He also 
initiated the establishment of the National 
Sports Stadia Management Board and 
was involved in the successful bid to have 
the 2011 World Athletics Championships 
held in Kenya.

The 2005 referendum debacle ended his 
Cabinet career after Kibaki sacked all the 
ministers who opposed the government-
backed draft Constitution. Ayacko was 
among the seven ministers who drove the 
‘No’ campaign that was led by Odinga and 
Kalonzo Musyoka. The others were Najib 
Balala, William ole Ntimama, Anyang’ 
Nyong’o and Linah Kilimo.

The government faced such an embar-
rassing defeat that on 23 November 2005, 

Total Kenya chairman Momar Nguer (left), 
Energy Minister Ochillo Ayacko (centre) 
and the oil firms managing director Lamine 
Kane cut a cake to mark the launch of 
Total’s new corporate identity.
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Kibaki dissolved the entire Cabinet 
midway through its term, the first time 
in Kenya’s history such a thing was hap-
pening.

In the 2007 General Election, Ayacko 
contested the Rongo parliamentary 
seat against Otieno Anyango and his old 
rival, Dalmas Otieno, in a hotly-contested 
election marred by violent confronta-
tions. Anyango’s head of security, Oricho 
Nyandere, was killed by supporters allied 
to Ayacko, which saw him lose the elec-
tion to Dalmas, who won some sympathy 
from the electorate.

After the election, the Kenya South 
Sudan Liaison Office seconded Ayacko to 
South Sudan as a legal adviser to President 
Salva Kiir on legislative and constitutional 
matters. No long afterwards, Kibaki and 
his new partner in government, Prime 
Minister Raila Odinga, appointed him 
Executive Chairman and CEO of the Kenya 
Nuclear Electricity Board where he served 
until 2013. During that period he was also 
appointed a director at the Lake Basin 
Development Authority.

He would also be appointed as a com-
missioner with the African Commission 
on Nuclear Energy based in Addis Ababa, 
Ethiopia, and was later on elected to chair 
the commission.

Ayacko made a return to politics in 2017, 
vying for the Migori governorship against 
Okoth Obado. He lost the race and chal-
lenged the outcome in the High Court of 
Kenya. He lost and moved to the Court of 
Appeal, where his petition was dismissed.

In 2018, he was listed among nomi-
nees for an ambassadorial position but 
he declined as he was keen to continue 
pursuing his political ambitions. After 
the death of Migori Senator Ben Oluoch, 
Ayacko contested the position in the by-
election and won.

The Senator traces his entry into poli-
tics to his days as a law student at the 
University of Nairobi. He was among the 
student leaders who from 1990 pushed for 
the return of the Student Organisation of 
Nairobi University (SONU), which culmi-
nated in the revival of the giant students’ 
union in 1992.

“I remember fighting for the revival of 
SONU with the likes of Ruaraka MP T.J. 
Kajwang. Before that, all the SONU lead-
ers had been expelled and a number of 
them detained. After SONU was revived, 
we handed it over to the likes of former 
Mukurweini MP Kabando wa Kabando,” 
he recalled.

Born on 10 September 1968, Ayacko stud-
ied at several primary schools in Migori 
District (present-day Migori County) 
before joining Homa Bay Secondary 
School for his O’ levels. After doing his A’ 
levels at Alliance High School, he joined 
the University of Nairobi to study law. 
He also has a Masters in Law from the 
University of Nairobi, a Masters in Nuclear 
Law from the University of Montpellier 
in France and a PhD in Leadership and 
Change Management from the United 
States International University-Africa.

O C H I L O  AYA C KO

Ayacko hands over the Kenyan flag to mem-
bers of the national golf team who were 
travelling to Kampala for the East Africa 
Challenge Cup.
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OJODE
O R W A

In Kenya, Cabinet positions cannot be said to carry equal 
weight – or that they are one and the same. Each portfolio 
has its own influence and clout, and this perhaps explains 
why appointments to certain Cabinet positions have been a 
scramble. Of note are ministries of finance, internal security, 
health, energy and power and education which traditionally 
are held by the president’s men, as it were. 

Ardent 
defender of 

Sirkal
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Implicitly, getting one of these plum 
positions is a seal of confidence by 
the government. Often, the President 
must balance between competence 

and loyalty. And it’s against this backdrop 
that the relationship between Joshua Orwa 
Ojode and Mwai Kibaki may can be viewed. 
By the time he perished in an aircrash on 
June 10, 2012, Ojode (then 53 years old) was 
President Mwai Kibaki’s assistant minister 
for provincial administration and internal 
security. 

His boss, Cabinet Minister George 
Saitoti, had before this new role, served 
as Kenya’s vice president for 13 years. The 
then Samburu West MP Simon Lesirma 
was also an assistant minister in the same 
this Ministry while the permanent secre-
tary was Francis Kimemia.

It was Kibaki’s belief that the duo (Ojode 
and Saitoti) was the most competent to 
handle this sensitive docket, that is in 
charge of securing the entire breadth of the 
country. This portfolio is the equivalent of 
Homeland security, in other jurisdictions. 
Some of the organs within this Ministry 
include the National Police Service and 
the National Intelligence Service (NIS).

Ojode, popularly known as Sirkal – cor-
ruption of the word serikali (Swahili for 
government), owing to his strong, unre-
lenting support for the Grand Coalition 
Government headed by President Kibaki 
and Prime Minister Raila Odinga – was a 
workaholic. At one time he told Parliament, 
while responding to questions placed to 
him as assistant minister, that he never 

was a “busy bee or busybody at any time”.  
Sirkal was not only active in the min-

istries he served; he was very alive as a 
backbencher. When occasion demanded, 
he tabled motions and questions; one 
such was an attempt similar to riding on 
a lion – he tried to persuade fellow MPs to 
establish a Select Committee to probe the 
Anglo Leasing scandal in which Kenya lost 
billions of shillings in fictitious supplies. 
“The mandate of the committee would 
be to investigate the origin of the Anglo 
Leasing company, identify the persons 
involved and trace the public funds looted 
through it”. 

Sometime in September 2002, barely 
three months to the General Election, a 
leading daily newspaper carried a report 
with the headline, ‘Kanu warned of anar-
chy’. This story surprised political pun-
dits because it was coming from a fresh 
member of the ruling party and a new-
comer.  The warning shot on the likely 
disintegration of the oldest ruling political 
outfit was fired by an apparently hitherto 
harmless Ndhiwa MP Joshua Orwa Ojode.

This was vintage Ojode – never shying 
from controversy as long as he was 
speaking out his mind. In this particular 
case, Ojode predicted the  demise of the 
Independence political party following 
President Moi’s move to bypass presiden-
tial hopefuls including longest-serving 
Vice President George Saitoti for the then 
greenhorn Uhuru Kenyatta as the party’s 
flag bearer the December 2002 elections. 
“Ojode asked KANU officials in the Uhuru-

O R WA  O J O D E

ment critics in and outside the legislature 
impressed Ojode’s friends and foes in equal 
measure.  This explains the confidence 
President Kibaki had in him.

Indeed, few political leaders were equal 
to the task assigned by the authority, 
records show but Ojode was an excep-
tion – hence the nick name Sirkal.  He 
was   a performer and delivered assign-
ments within the timelines, according 
to legislative  records on questions and  
motions  directed  at  the  ministries of 
Interior, Foreign, Education  and Lands  
respectively where  he  served diligently 
in a junior capacity.  

Ojode’s role in coalition politics in Kenya 
is markedly But it is noteworthy that to 
note Ojode’s role in coalition politics 
in Kenya. After his election in 1994, the 
new MP started criticizing some issues 
and matters that he felt, were getting in 
between politics and development in his 
native Luoland.  At a funeral in Rongo, 
he advocated for cooperation between 

for-President project to focus beyond the 
elections instead of over-investing in their 
campaigns,” reported the Daily Nation, in 
reference to candidate Uhuru Kenyatta .

Of course a rebellion against Moi was 
building up but Ojode couldn’t keep what 
was then treated as a secret within a fac-
tion of the then ruling coalition of Kanu 
and the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP). 
Not long after, the uprising erupted and 
which led to the formation of National 
Rainbow Coalition (NARC) that eventually 
sent Kanu packing during the December 
2002 General Election.

Ojode entered parliament on a seat 
vacated by Tom Obondo, a defector from 
FORD-Kenya to KANU. At the time, defec-
tions to KANU were fashionable following 
the re-introduction of multi-party politics. 
The then Kanu bought off MPs in a spirited 
bid to weaken the Opposition in the new 
competitive politics.

A chronicle of a few documented state-
ments and responses against govern-

Ojode predicted the demise of the 
Independence political party following 
President Moi’s move to bypass 
presidential hopefuls including longest 
serving Vice PresidentGeorge Saitoti 
for the then greenhorn Uhuru Kenyatta 
as the party’s flag bearer in the 
December 2002 elections
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Opposition and Kanu – which would later 
see a handshake between LDP’s Raila 
Odinga and Kanu’s President Moi.

At first, critics attacked Ojode over this 
proposal which, they felt, was tantamount 
to selling off the Luo community to the 
ruling Kanu. In Luo Nyanza, Kanu was an 
anathema. 

President Mwai Kibaki saw a rare qual-
ity in Ojode and singled out the lanky 
politician out of a coalition of rebels for 
promotion to a full minister in a recon-
stituted cabinet cobbled out  of the 
ashes of a  fallout  between Raila and 
the President (Kibaki)  in  the  National 
Rainbow  Coalition (NARC).  Raila and 
a crew fleet of other ministers and MPs 
opposed a new draft of the constitution 
then fronted by Kibaki.

Kibaki dropped all dissenters and reap-
pointed a new Cabinet; Ojode was among 
the new team despite the fact that he 
had been among the heap that opposed 
the draft in the just concluded ensue-
ing Referendum. In appointing Ojode, 
President Kibaki hoped to bag two impor-
tant political nuggets - loyalty to the party 
boss (Raila) and loyalty to the presidency.  

It is instructive to note that the 2005 
defeat of the government in a Referendum 
for a new constitution incensed Kibaki 
whose survival appeared to have been 
thrown into doubt with a hostile legisla-
ture and divided and potentially hostile 
Cabinet. He moved fast to forestall a crisis. 
He dissolved the Cabinet and prorogued 
parliament to avert the prospect of an 

impeachment owing to a divided Cabinet 
and Parliament. 

Kibaki appointed Orwa Ojode as Minister 
for Environment while dropping his 
regional kingpin, Raila, hitherto Minister 
for Roads, Public Works and Housing. But 
in solidarity with Raila and d other mem-
bers of the LDP brigade, Ojode turned 
down the offer.  “The ministry given to me 
will not assist my community.  It is a mere 
department. Why should I take  a ministry  
which  is  not useful  to my people. Look 
at 11 critical ministries.  All of them have 
gone to one region. Appointing Ojode as 
a minister is hoodwinking Luos that that 
they have a ministry. The president  has 
to  go back  to the  drawing board because  
one area  is  considered  more than others 
tribalism has eaten into his cabinet”, said 
Ojode.  

Some analysts have claimed that Ojode 
was intent on at taking up the job but was 
dissuaded by powerful political players 
within the Luo community. Oburu warned 
Ojode against being selfish by assuming 
the Cabinet seat. 

Years later, in 2008, Ojode was reap-
pointed to the government but as assistant 
to the then George Saitoti, the Minister 
for Internal Security. In hindsight, this 
duo had a working chemistry amongst 
them – they worked and delivered as a 
unit. Again, this attests to Kibaki’s knack to 
cobble a “working” team, a unified system 
that works in tandem.

Ojode, as it were, was among the first-line 
defenders of the Kibaki government. Even 
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when questions were raised about human 
right abuses at the hands of the police, 
he would stand his ground and defend 
his appointing authority. The police have 
never been partisan on the line of duty, 
he once said in response to criticism on 
how police  handle  crowds. Although he 
once admitted that the recruitment of the 
police was flawed and would be revised. 

At the time of his appointment as 
Saitoti’s assistant, the country was suf-
fering the aftermath of the the 2007—2008 
post-election violence (PEV). The govern-
ment was on the high alert to ensure the 
country remained peaceful and united 
in the face of diverse ethnic commu-
nities. Ojode’s Ministry was forced to 
deploy more police officers in Uasin Gishu, 
Nandi, Kericho, Nakuru, Naivasha and 
parts of Nairobi ahead of the ruling on the 
crimes against humanity  suspects at the 
International Criminal Court (ICC) at The  
Hague, Netherlands.  

Kenya has been a victim of bloody terror-
ist attacks by the murderous Al Shabaab 
militia fighting the Somalia government. 
It was Ojode’s and Saitoti’s responsibility 
to reassure Kenyans of their safety against 
the backdrop of this threat. Under Saitoti 
and Ojode’s watch, Kenya embarked on 
disrupting the Al Shabaab through opera-
tion Linda Nchi. 

On October 24, 2011, Kenya deployed 
its troops in Somalia, to counter the Al 
Shabaab militants. It was Ojode who let 
Parliament know about Kenya’s incur-
sion into Somalia, much to the chagrin 

Internal Security Minister.
Dr Murungari Murungaru had been 

mentioned as a person of interest in the 
multi-billion shillings Anglo Leasing scan-
dal in which Kenya lost billions of shillings 
in fraudulent security tenders.

The letter from the Home Office banning 
the minister was emphatic that he  had no 
right  of appeal  against the decision,  which 
had been arrived at on after “most serious 
careful consideration”. The signatory to the 
letter, Mr. Ray Kyle, had personally directed 
that Dr Murungaru be excluded  from the  
United  Kingdom  on the grounds  that  his  
presence  would  not  be  conducive  to the 
public good.  

Thirteen years ago, the country tasted 
the dose of violent civil strife fanned by 
irresponsible utterances by politicians. The 
bloody and fatal post election violence was 
the product of insults and careless talk by 
political leaders. It took the intervention 
of the international community to quell 
the near disintegration of the nation let 
alone the lives lost, property destroyed 
and people displaced.

The result of the inflammatory utter-
ances was the PEV that claimed about 
1500 lives, the displacement of hundreds 
of thousands others and widespread 
destruction of property.  One of those 
who came out to denounce the destruction 
was Ojode, who claimed that Kenya was 
home to hypocrites who preached peace 
in public but hate in their tribal cocoons.

It was a general belief that the 
International Criminal Court based at the 

of some MPs who felt that Parliament 
should have been consulted before the 
deployment. Yet, in hindsight, seeking 
parliamentary approval for the deployment 
would have opened a Pandora’s Box, as 
some MPs – especially those from northern 
Kenya – have been openly opposed to the 
deployment.

Months later, Ojode likened Al-Shabaab 
to a snake with its tail in Somalia and head 
in Eastleigh. 

At the time of Saitoti’s and Ojode’s 
deaths, international news syndicate 
Reuters described Saitoti as “anti-Shabaab 
Minister”. It stated, thus “Saitoti was one 
of the most outspoken government politi-
cians on the threat from Somali militants, 
often visiting scenes of al Shabaab’s attacks 
and vowing to crush the group”. 

Loss of files and records in government 
departments and the judiciary seems to 
be a normal occurrence. In particular, the 
Lands department officials in collusion 
with wealthy and politically-connected 
people are reportedly notorious for facili-
tating the disappearance of files from the 
Ministry of Lands’ offices. The government 
was  not  going to  tolerate  loss or  mis-
placement  of  files in the  Lands  Office, 
the  tough talking  Ojode  warned  and  
promised the sacking and prosecution of 
staff found  culpable. 

Without naming names, Ojode revealed 
that some political leaders colluded with 
the ministry staff to hide files in the Lands 
department. The culprits would not only 
be prosecuted but prosecuted, Ojode 

O R WA  O J O D E

emphasized. In a separate parliamentary 
question, Ojode said that squatters on the 
East African Tanning and Extract Company 
land were resettled by the government 
after the land was sold.

The Kibaki government had been 
accused of all manner of corrupt deals. 
Consequently, some countries slapped a 
ban on individual leaders on account of 
graft.  On the ban of a cabinet minister’s 
entry into Britain on account of  corrup-
tion, Ojode said the action was  against 
an  individual  not the state. Little could 
be done to reverse the decision of a sov-
ereign power as that would couldn’t be 
involved in the UK travel ban of Dr Chris 
Murungaru, who had previously served as 

It was Ojode who 
let Parliament 
know about
Kenya’s incursion 
into Somalia, 
much to the
chagrin of some 
MPs who felt that 
Parliament should
have been 
consulted before 
the deployment
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Hague Netherlands would impose sentences 
that were to deter a recurrence of crimes 
against humanity like those witnessed in the 
post-election violence. The Justice Philip Waki 
Post Election Violence inquiry recommended 
that parliament should establish a tribunal to 
try those  who bore  the greatest responsibility.

Ojode was among the lawmakers who sup-
ported the setting up of a local tribunal to try 
the 2007 post-election violence suspects. He 
said care must be taken to ensure that imple-
mentation of the Justice Philip Waki report 
does not tear the country apart. However, he 
was in agreement that the manner the report 
was handled had the potential to split par-
ties. Different views expressed by the Orange 
Democratic  Movement (ODM) leader  indi-
cated  maturity and  democracy within the  
party, Ojode said. 

President Kibaki and  Prime  Minister, Raila  
lobbied  their  respective  parties  to  imple-
ment  the report  but  the  majority  ignored 
their  pleas preferring  trials of the  suspects  
at International Criminal Court (ICC).  The 
envelope containing  the  names  who bore   
greatest  responsibility  in the 2007 post elec-
tion violence  was   handed  over to the  Chief 
mediator, former  UN  Secretary General, 
Koffi Annan  who passed it on to  the ( ICC)  
at the  Hague, Netherlands. The names of six 
included political figures, civil servants were 
for the first time revealed.  Uhuru Kenyatta and 
William Ruto were among the six who faced 
abortive trials for crimes against humanity.  

Instructively, Ojode, although seen as a pow-
erful assistant minister, was initially reluctant 
taking up the job. According to some political 

analysts, the new assistant minister felt he 
deserved a full Cabinet position. He may have 
been disenchanted with the appointment 
of some politicians (among them Dalmas 
Otieno) who reluctantly joined ODM yet were 
rewarded with full Cabinet positions.

This perhaps explains why, during the last 
days before the aircrash, he appeared to cata-
pult towards Kibaki’s Party of National Unity 
(PNU) rather than his own Orange Democratic 
Movement (ODM), which had appointed him 
to the ministerial position. in the arrangement 
of things in the Grand Coalition Cabinet, 
Kibaki had picked members from his PNU 
while Raila selected from ODM. Ojode was 
an ODM legislator.

As stated earlier in this report, Oode was one 
of the fiercest defenders of the government.

The Ndhiwa parliamentarian was a per-
former like no other predecessor. He met 
his death on the line of duty for his constitu-
ents. Ojode was to host his boss, Saitoti, at 
a fundraising for worship places in Ndhiwa   
constituency. He would die in a helicopter 
accident on his way to Ndhiwa. Saitoti also 
perished in the same crash.

Six people (including two bodyguards and 
two pilots) died in the Police helicopter crash 
that happened in Ngong, on its way to Ndhiwa. 

Condolence messages to the Ojode family 
spoke volumes about the American gradu-
ate in Environmental studies. ‘”Ojode will be 
remembered for his focused approach  while 
undertaking  his duties  with  great zeal  and 
determination  as an assistant minister and 
member of parliament for Ndhiwa”,  President 
Mwai  Kibaki  said  in a message.
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In a full page paid advertisement in a 
national newspaper, the  then Education 
minister Mutula Kilonzo said: “I  was 
touched by the  sudden death  of Saitoti 
and Ojode who were instrumental  in 
the  introduction of  free primary  and 
secondary education programmes in the  
country”.    Both Saitoti and Ojode served 
in the Education ministry. 

Others who sent messages of condolence 
included the then Prime Minister Raila 
Odinga and Kibaki’s predecessor Daniel 
arap Moi.

Raila said, thus “This is a terrible tragedy 
that has struck our country this morning. 
Nobody knows exactly the cause of this 
accident. That is why experts will carry 
out investigations … We will do everything 
possible to ensure we find we find out the 
cause of this accident, but for now it is just 
an accident”. 

At the time of death Ojode was basking 
in unmatched popularity, celebrating 18 
years of un-interrupted parliamentary 
representation of Ndhiwa Constituency. 
This in an area once represented by former 
Permanent Representative  to the  United  
Nations, Odero Jowi and   Vice President in 
the  post-independence  regional  govern-
ment Mathew Otieno Ogingo

Some analysts believe that had he lived, 
he would be among the most powerful 
Luo leaders about. During his last days, 
he had charting his own path outside the 
mainstream politics revolving around 
Raila Odinga.

O R WA  O J O D E
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OBURE
C H R I S T O P H E R  M O G E R E

Commissar
who Ran 
Cowboy

Contractors 
out of Town
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As part of negotiations to quell the nationwide violence that 
broke out after the 2007 General Election, a Government 
of National Unity was formed that had Mwai Kibaki as 
President and Raila Odinga as Prime Minister. Both leaders 
then named a 40-member Cabinet, which is how Christopher 
Mogere Obure was appointed Minister for Public Works.

This was not Obure’s first stint 
in government, having been a 
powerful Minister under former 
President Daniel arap Moi, who 

picked him at the tail end of his regime 
to replace Chris Okemo as Minister for 
Finance following an outcry from inter-
national donors. At the time, the BBC 
reported that the reshuffle was “an attempt 
by President Moi to get a more diplo-
matic minister to front negotiations with 
the World Bank and IMF (International 
Monetary Fund) in a bid to convince them 
to release funds that they had been with-
holding”.

The same reshuffle saw Kenya’s fourth 
President, Uhuru Kenyatta, appointed to 
the Cabinet for the first time. Obure is now 
the Chief Administrative Secretary in the 
Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure, 
appointed by President Kenyatta.

As Minister for Public Works, he is cred-
ited with dealing with cowboy contractors 
and leading the ministry out of the woods 
after years of being in shambles due to cor-
ruption, rogue practitioners, poor capac-
ity, low funding and irregularities. Obure 

championed the formation of the National 
Construction Authority (NCA) through 
sponsoring the National Construction 
Authority Bill 2011, which gave NCA powers 
to sanction and blacklist rogue contractors 
who in the past had cost the government 
billions of shillings in losses.

The Minister also spearheaded the 
enactment of the Quantity Surveyors Act, 
which allowed the creation of a Quantity 
Surveyors Registration Board with powers 
to register high-quality surveyors.

Obure first joined government in 1984, 
as Assistant Minister for Labour under the 
late Robert Ouko. He was first elected to 
Parliament as the representative for the 
former Machoge-Bassi Constituency in 
the snap General Election of 1983. Obure 
had unsuccessfully vied for the seat in 1969, 
when he emerged second after Zephania 
Mogunde Anyieni. He was also placed 
second in the 1979 General Election.

Machoge-Bassi was later split to form 
Bomachoge and Bobasi constituencies 
and in 1988, Obure became the first MP for 
Bobasi, winning unopposed in the infa-
mous mlolongo (queue) voting method in 

reforms to boost various sub-sectors. And 
in a 2001 Cabinet reshuffle, Moi moved 
Obure to Foreign Affairs and International 
Cooperation, where he stayed less than a 
year before another transfer to the Ministry 
of Finance.

“In 2002 we did a lot of adjustments. 
It was a very difficult year,” Obure said 
in a past interview. “There was a lot of 
repositioning in politics and this gave us 
problems. The economy was performing 
very badly due to the political uncertain-
ties, so tax revenue was very low. Donors 
were not providing loans. I don’t know how 
we survived. But as Minister for Finance, 
I had to hold hard to ensure the economy 
did not collapse.”

When Obure was voted out of Parliament 
in 2002, the game of musical chairs con-
tinued with Manoti regaining the seat 
through the Ford-People party. Obure 
stayed out in the political cold until 2007 
when he won back the seat via the Orange 
Democratic Movement party ticket. In 
the 2013 General Election, the first under 
a devolved system of government, Obure 
opted to vie for a seat in the Senate, becom-
ing the first senator of Kisii County.

Despite a colourful public service career, 
his tenure in government was tainted by 
the Anglo Leasing scandal in which shad-
owy companies were set to be paid billions 
of shillings to supply the Government 
of Kenya with technology to print new 
passports as well as supply naval ships 
and forensic laboratories. In March 2015, 
Obure became the most senior govern-

the Kenya African National Union (KANU) 
party primaries, beating Stephen Manoti. 
In the 1992 General Election, he lost to 
Manoti.

In his master’s degree thesis titled Gusii 
Politics in the Era of Multi-Partyism in 
Kenya, 1992-2007, Walter Ongeri writes: “In 
Bobasi, Obure, who had beaten Manoti in 
the first poll, lost the KANU nomination 
in the repeat primaries to Manoti who 
was firmly in the (Simeon) Nyachae team. 
Actually, Obure did not participate in the 
second round of KANU nominations. He 
insisted he had clearly won the nomina-
tions in the first round but was recorded 
as having lost. According to the KANU 
headquarters, the true result was ‘unclear’ 
and (they) ordered new elections, which 
Obure boycotted consequently losing the 
KANU ticket.”

In the 1997 elections, Obure beat 
Manoti and was thereafter appointed 
Assistant Minister for Transport and 
Communications. Following Nyachae’s 
resignation from the Cabinet to protest 
his transfer from the influential Ministry 
of Finance to the less glamorous Industrial 
Development docket, Moi appointed Obure 
Minister for Industrial Development. 

In 2000, he was appointed Minister for 
Industrialisation and shortly after was 
moved to the Ministry of Cooperatives 
in the same capacity. Following a ration-
alisation of ministries that reduced their 
number to 15, he was appointed Minister 
for Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries, 
where he said he undertook several 
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ment official to be charged in court over 
the Anglo Leasing scam.

“This is the first serious prosecution of 
senior politicians accused of corruption 
in modern Kenyan history. One Western 
diplomat calls it ‘a revolution’ in the fight 
against graft,” the Economist reported.

The former Minister would later be 
cleared of the charges.

Aside from politics and public service, 
Obure also had a history with football. 
Perhaps as a testimony to his skills on the 
field, he adopted the sport as his trade-
mark in the game of politics. A popular 
chant during his election campaigns was 
“Mpira!” (meaning ball), which boosted 
his reputation as a man intent on building 
sports skills among youths.

Obure once played as a winger for the 
Bata Bullets, Gor Mahia and even the 
national team, Harambee Stars, albeit very 
briefly. When Gor Mahia was formed in 
1968 as a community club, Obure joined 
as the first non-Luo player, playing in right 
wing in the team’s inaugural season. At 
the time, he was a Bachelor of Commerce 
student at the University of Nairobi.

Other notable players of that era included 
Joe Kadenge, James Sianga, Peter Ouma, 
Nicodemus Arudhi and Fred Siranga.

The former Minister’s name is also 
synonymous with football management. 
The story begins with the Kenya Football 
Association (KFA), the body in charge of 
football in Kenya at the time. In 1973, a 
majority of football clubs playing in the 
top-tier league announced that they were 

tired of KFA, which at the time was riddled 
with corruption and mismanagement.

In response, Kenneth Matiba, a wealthy 
businessman, formed the Kenya Football 
Federation (KFF) with himself as chairman 
and Obure as the secretary general.

Born in September 1943, Obure began 
his education at Kereri Primary School in 
Bobasi before joining Kamagambo SDA 
Secondary School in South Nyanza District.

“I used to walk 12 kilometres to and from 
Kereri Primary School every day for eight 
years. It was tough. The paths were rough 
and most of the time, there was a lot of rain. 
What that environment did to you was 
harden your determination. It emboldens 
you to work hard and succeed,” he said in 
a past interview.

After his secondary school education, 
Obure worked as an untrained teacher at 
Riosiri Primary School in South Mugirango 
Constituency. The government had just 
introduced the Higher Certificate of 
Education, so Obure left his teaching job to 
enroll at Kisii High School for his A’ levels.

“I found excellent facilities and teachers 
who were trained and committed, and 
so I finished forms 5 and 6 in one year 
instead of two. I did this by enrolling for 
the London GCSE (A’ level),” he said. 

He joined the University of Nairobi in 
1965 to study for a Bachelor of Commerce 
degree. At the university, he was elected 
Vice President and Minister for Campus 
Affairs in the student body, with former 
Gem MP Horace Ongili as President.

“At the time, the Cold War was raging 

C H R I S T O P H E R  O B U R E
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invited to visit the USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics) and other countries in Eastern Europe. 
We met many student leaders. It was an inciting 
moment,” Obure said.

At the university, he also studied for a profes-
sional course offered by the Chartered Institute of 
Secretaries and Administrators of the UK, which 
would later prove vital for his career.

“The student population was very small and we 
were in demand by various institutions, includ-
ing government. There were many job offers but 
I chose the East African Bata Shoe Company. I 
was being prepared for a four-year programme 

through which they wanted me to go to the UK, 
but I already had a professional course. They were 
training Kenyans to take over from departing 
expatriates. Hence my six-year waiting period was 
reduced to two years. I was appointed Company 
Secretary in 1970,” he recalled.

He worked at the shoe company until June 1984 
after which he took up an offer at Kenya Breweries 
Ltd (KBL) to work in a similar capacity. After two 
years, he was appointed Group Company Secretary 
with East African Breweries Ltd but still retained 
his KBL job. In 1982, he was appointed a director 
at KBL.
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POGHISIO
S A M U E L  L O S U R O N 

Samuel Losuron Poghisio joined the Cabinet in 2008, during 
President Mwai Kibaki’s second term. He was appointed 
following the National Accord that established a coalition 
government after the disputed presidential election of 2007, 
in which Kibaki had been declared the winner.  

The Tech 
Innovation 
Crusader 
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Poghisio was given the influen-
tial docket of Information and 
Communication, which was 
surprising because this min-

istry is seen as the nerve centre of both 
government and private operations in 
Kenya, literally controlling information 
that Kenyans can access on whatever 
platform they choose. All this was now in 
the hands of a coalition partner. 

The ministry covered key operations 
like the Communications Commission of 
Kenya (now Communications Authority 
of Kenya), which regulates telecommu-
nications and broadcasting among other 
functions. Poghisio’s party leader, Kalonzo 
Musyoka, was Vice President and it was 
a given that he would get some substan-
tive Cabinet positions for his allies, such 
as this one.

Poghisio took over the ministry at a 
critical time in Kenya’s history. Interesting 
– and sophisticated – things were hap-
pening in the country and across the 
globe. So much so that Poghisio was even 
given two assistant ministers to start with, 
George Khaniri and Dhadho Godhana. His 
Permanent Secretary was Bitange Ndemo, 
a veteran of the ICT sector.

Internet connectivity was expanding and 
subscriptions were growing as Kenyans 
learned to access the Internet through 
their mobile phones. At the time, mobile 
telephony penetration was at 47 per cent 
while only 10 per cent of Kenyans had 
access to the Internet, according to the 
Commission’s statistics.

It was also a time when tensions between 
the government and the media were at 
boiling point. The State was out to control 
media operations, especially after the 
post-election violence that had rocked 
the country. Media houses were blamed 
for fanning negative ethnic passions by 
broadcasting live coverage of the bloody 
events that unfolded after the presidential 
election results were announced. One of 
Poghisio’s first assignments was to push 
through a law to ‘tame’ Kenyan media. 

These were extraordinary times as the 
new Minister sought to strike a delicate 
balance between the people’s right to 
information, media freedom, and freedom 
of speech on the one hand, and the politics 
of a coalition comprising the country’s 
three biggest parties on the other. 

In addition, the country was faced with 
numerous security challenges around 
mobile phone usage. Members of the 
public were the target of mobile phone 
crimes as lack of proper registration pro-
cesses made it near impossible to trace 
dodgy transactions and thefts, which in 
turn eroded the credibility of mobile phone 
service providers. The only way to curb 
these vices was to have all mobile phone 
network subscribers officially registered. 
Poghisio took up the matter, arguing that 
it was a matter of both national and busi-
ness interest as it would protect the public 
from the threats posed by terrorism, drug 
trafficking, money laundering, hate mes-
sages and other crimes committed via 
mobile phones. 

who had served as Assistant Minister for 
Higher Education, Science and Technology 
between 2000 and 2002, was charging 
ahead to make sure Kenya became the 
hub of ICTs in the East African region. The 
main hindrance was slow Internet speeds 
which, incidentally, came at a higher cost. 
The solution lay in fibre-optic cables, the 
basic infrastructure for international con-
nection in terms of broadband.

Kenya would deliver this through the 
Indian Ocean, and other countries such 
as Uganda, Rwanda, Burundi, DR Congo, 
South Sudan and Ethiopia would then 
plug in. Poghisio led the government in 
setting up The East African Marine System 
(TEAMS), a 5,000-kilometre fibre-optic 
undersea cable that linked Mombasa on 
the Kenyan coast with Fujairah in the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE). It was built as 
a joint venture between the Government of 
Kenya and Kenyan operators, who hold 85 
per cent shares, and UAE-based operator 
Etisalat, holding 15 per cent. 

Construction began in January 2008 on 
the UAE side and arrived in Mombasa in 
June 2009. Construction was completed in 
August 2009 and went live for commercial 
service on 1 October. This marked a break-
through in fibre-optic technology in Kenya, 
opening up the system to more projects 
such as the Eastern Africa Submarine Cable 
System (EASSy). Suddenly, Internet speeds 
increased for those who could afford the 
new fibre connection.

The 10,000-kilometre EASSy was 
deployed along the east and south coast 

The registration of SIM cards would 
assist law enforcement agencies in tracing 
criminals engaged in such activities as well 
as deal with the issue of stolen handsets. 
At the time, phone theft (by snatchers and 
armed criminals) was a menace. At least 
one out of every 10 mobile phone owner 
had lost their handset. The registration of 
SIM card subscribers was already standard 
global practice; subsequently, all current 
users as well as buyers of new SIM cards 
in Kenya were required to present their ID 
and address details to registered mobile 
phone network dealers by 30 July 2010.

The directive was implemented fully 
only after the government threatened to 
switch off all non-registered lines. 

By his third year at the ministry, Poghisio, 

Internet 
connectivity was
expanding and 
subscriptions 
were growing as 
Kenyans learned 
to access the 
Internet throug 
h their mobile 
phones.”

S A M U E L  P O G H I S I O
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of Africa to service the voice, data, video 
and Internet needs of the region. EASSy 
is one of the highest capacity systems 
serving Africa, linking South Africa with 
Sudan via landing points in Mozambique, 
Madagascar, the Comoros, Tanzania, 
Kenya, Somalia and Djibouti. 

In the same year, SEACOM, a privately 
owned and operated firm, launched 
Africa’s first broadband submarine cable 
system along the continent’s eastern 
and southern coasts. The second Lower 
Indian Ocean Network submarine cable 
(LION2), which provides a direct link from 
Kenya to Madagascar, St. Paul Reunion, 
and Mauritius, went live in April 2012. 
The system also connects to the island of 
Mayotte, a France overseas department. 
The first LION cable gives Kenya alternative 
routes to Asia and South Africa.

These undersea cables are responsi-
ble for the high-speed Internet Kenya 
enjoys today. Now most buildings in major 
towns have fibre connection, growing not 
only Internet usage but also stimulating 
a boom in e-businesses. The growth in 
online shopping companies, websites 
and bloggers as well as an e-government 
system can be attributed to the advent 
of faster Internet connections delivered 
through these cables. In terms of impact 
and achievement, these projects stand 
out in Poghisio’s time at the Ministry of 
Information and Communication.

Building on this foundation, Kenya 
received its fifth undersea fibre-optic cable, 
which landed in Mombasa in March 2020. 

NTV, KTN, Citizen and K24 to compete 
directly for pay-TV consumers with the 
likes of MultiChoice (DStv), the main 
operator at the time.

Poghisio missed the digital broad-
cast switch deadline due to prepared-
ness concerns, as did his successor, Fred 
Matiang’i. The migration finally happened 
in February 2015. The shift to digital broad-
casting, however, came at a cost and vir-
tually turned the country into a pay-TV 
market, with most Kenyans required to 
not only buy set-top boxes or decoders but 

DARE1 delivers data speeds of 36-tera-
bytes, which takes the crown as the fastest 
undersea cable in the country. The cable 
links Djibouti, Mombasa, and Mogadishu 
and Bosaso in Somalia.

Another policy he implemented to boost 
ICT penetration in the county was making 
computers more affordable by zero-rating 
taxes on imported hardware and acces-
sories. Besides, the government initiated 
the Madaraka PC Project to build skills 
and capacity in the assembly of hardware 
components into complete PCs. To create 
demand for the locally assembled PCs, the 
ministry toyed with establishing ‘digital 
villages’, branded Pasha Centres, across 
the country to provide ICT access points 
in the rural areas besides enhancing IT 
skills in the country. 

The plan was to have every constituency 
in the country get a minimum of eight 
workstations, equipped with either PCs 
or monitors hooked to PCs, and grouped 
within a 15-kilometre radius. Each digital 
village would also have a base station 
and was expected to form the basis for 
e-commerce in the country. Unfortunately, 
the project died at the pilot stage due to 
financing and logistical challenges.

In December 2009, Kenya activated 
digital signals that allowed people with 
converter set-top boxes to receive digital 
television, although a full migration to 
digital broadcasting was expected in 2012, 
when the regulator would switch off all 
analogue transmission. The planned shift 
would enable local broadcasters like KBC, 

also pay subscription fees to watch free-to-
air and other channels. This ‘new normal’ 
in the broadcast industry expanded the 
programming menu and also lowered 
entry requirements for entrepreneurs in 
the digital broadcast market.

Poghisio also operationalised the Kenya 
Yearbook Editorial Board (KYEB) in 2009 
by appointing members of the board and 
a CEO. The Board had been established 
in 2007 through a Presidential Order to 
facilitate government communication 
through the Kenya Yearbook, a publica-

Phogisio with the then Kenya Yearbook Editorial Board chairperson Esther Kamweru and chief rxecu-
tive officer Dennis Chebitwey during the launch of the 2011-2012 Kenya Yearbook at the Serena Hotel.
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S A M U E L  P O G H I S I O

 President Kibaki 
receives a gift from 
Poghisio accompanied 
by Head of the Public 
service Francis Kimemia 
(second from right) and 
Public Service Minister 
Dalmas Otieno during a 
farewell lunch- eon for 
Kibaki at State House in 
2013.
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tion that helps Kenyans understand the 
national landscape better by promoting 
government projects and achievements.

In 2008, the government approved the 
creation of Konza Technology City as a 
flagship Kenya Vision 2030 project. Konza 
would be a sustainable, world-class tech-
nology hub and major economic driver for 
Kenya. It was initially conceived to capture 
the growing global Business Processing 
Outsourcing and Information Technology 
Enabled Services (BPO/ITES) sectors in 
Kenya. 

In 2009, President Kibaki broke ground 
in Malili, marking the start of the devel-
opment of Konza Technopolis. A Konza 
Technopolis Development Authority 
(KoTDA) board was appointed as a special 
purpose entity to facilitate the develop-
ment.

Born in 1958, Poghisio attended primary 
and secondary school in Uganda before 
joining Makerere University in 1978 for his 
undergraduate studies in botany and zool-
ogy. In 1989 he went to Wheaton College 
for a master’s in communications before 
joining Lincolin University for another 
master’s, this time in divinity. But he has 
always worked in Kenya, first as a teacher 
at Chewoyet Secondary School and then 
as a lecturer at Daystar University before 
plunging into politics in 1988, when he was 
elected MP for Kacheliba Constituency on 
a Kenya African National Union (KANU) 
party ticket. 

But Poghisio would be expelled from 
the ruling party and lose his seat just four 

months into his election, after he accused 
the government of President Daniel arap 
Moi of discriminating against his ethnic 
community, the Pokot, in resource allo-
cation and distribution of relief food. 
His accomplice, Kapenguria MP Francis 
Lotodo, faced a similar fate.

As a Minister, one of the controversial 
things he will be remembered for is a law 
that sought to muzzle the media in Kenya. 
The Kenya Communications (Amendment) 
Bill 2008, presented by Poghisio, was 
passed by the 10th Parliament of Kenya and 
signed into law by President Kibaki on 2 
January 2009. It was a contentious amend-

ment of the Kenya Communications Act 
of 1998, which authorised the State to raid 
media houses, if necessary, and control the 
distribution of content. It also gave the 
government the right to penalise media 
infractions with heavy fines and prison 
terms, sole discretion in granting broad-
cast licences and control of programming 
content and broadcasts.

Protests by Kenyan journalists had Kibaki 
order a review of the Act to iron out the 
contentious areas. Even then, the law 
sticks out like a sore thumb in the Kibaki 
administration’s legacy.

There was also Poghisio’s decision to 

allow businessman Naushad Merali to 
sell 15 per cent of his shareholding in 
Zain Kenya, which at the time was Kenya’s 
second biggest mobile phone services 
operator, to Zain Group. The sale reduced 
local shareholding in the company to 
below the legal limit.

According to Kenyan law, it is man-
datory to have at least 20 per cent of a 
telecommunications company’s shares 
owned by Kenyans. Merali was the only 
local shareholder in the company but 
Poghisio defended the decision, saying 
it was intended to make the company 
financially stable. However, Zain’s fortunes 
continued to dwindle and months later, in 
2010, Bharti Airtel acquired Zain businesses 
in 15 African countries including Kenya.

Also of interest was the appointment of 
Major-General Hussein Ali as Postmaster 
General. Ali, a military man, had been 
Police Commissioner prior to this new 
posting. The announcement was made by 
President Kibaki rather than the Minister, 
attracting scrutiny from Parliament. The 
appointment was largely perceived to be 
more a means of creating a soft landing for 
Ali, who was facing headwinds in the police 
force, than a serious attempt to bring on 
board enhanced and relevant skills for the 
Postal Corporation of Kenya.

Besides a significant career in govern-
ment, Poghisio’s involvement in politics 
saw him become the Senator for West 
Pokot County in 2017. He is also the current 
Senate Majority Leader.

S A M U E L  P O G H I S I O
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NTIMAMA
W I L L I A M  O L E 

Described by critics as a carryover from a bygone era, William 
Ronkorua ole Ntimama was another unlikely member of the 
Kibaki Cabinet. A self-educated man who used his power of 
the tongue and warlike posturing to sustain himself at the top 
of Maasai land political hierarchy, Ntimama was one of only 
three ex-KANU (Kenya African National Union) ministers who 
Kibaki did not include in his first Cabinet which he formed on 3 
January 2003, as the new leader tried, to chart a new beginning.

The old wine in 
Kibaki’s new 

wineskin
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Others excluded were Joseph Kamotho, 
who had been President Daniel arap 
Moi’s point-man in Central Province, an 
Opposition hotbed since the return of 
multiparty elections in 1991, and Joseph 
Nyagah, the son of independence politi-
cian Jeremiah Nyagah.

This slight — for a man who considered 
himself the king of the Maasai — was too 
much and he never seemed to recover 
from it. 

After a year on the backbench —unfamil-
iar territory for a larger-than-life figure who 
had been Minister for virtually his entire 
Parliamentary career then spanning 15 
years — Ntimama found his way into the 
Cabinet after Kajiado South Member of 

Parliament (MP) and Kibaki’s ally in Maasai 
land, Geoffrey Mepukori Parpai, died. 

Fifteen years as chairman of the power-
ful Narok County Council and another 15 
as MP and Minister had made Ntimama 
larger than life, and his word held sway  in 
many parts of Maasai land.

Unsurprisingly, the Public Service 
Minister was one of the seven ministers 
who campaigned against the proposed 
Constitution in the 2005 referendum that 
split the government down the middle.

Others were Raila Odinga (Public 
Works, Roads and Housing), Kalonzo 
Musyoka (Environment), Anyang’ Nyong’o 
(Planning), Ochillo Ayacko (Sports), Najib 
Balala (National Heritage and Culture) 

spite of, not because of President Kibaki.
Ntimama’s harsh assessment was starkly 

different from that of the other ministers 
interviewed for this book, perhaps a pointer 
to how deeply hurt the ‘King of the Maasai’ 
was by Kibaki’s decision to exclude him 
from the first Cabinet despite his leader-
ship of the National Rainbow Coalition 
(NARC) campaign in his region.

The man with deep infectious laughter 
had reasonable expectation that he would 
be appointed, if only for regional repre-
sentation, seeing as Kajiado already had a 
Minister —George Saitoti, MP for Kajiado 
North and a former Vice President. Instead, 
Kibaki appointed Parpai, also from Kajiado, 
leaving Narok unrepresented.

and Linah Jebii Kilimo (Immigration and 
Registration of Persons).

After the government lost the referen-
dum, Kibaki sacked the entire Cabinet — a 
first in Kenya’s history — and excluded the 
Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) rebels on 
reconstituting it.

But if Ntimama missed the first Kibaki 
Cabinet by design, he found himself in the 
Government of National Unity, the coalition 
government formed in 2008 following a 
truce between the President and Odinga, 
his challenger in the 2007 General Election.

It would appear, however, that Ntimama 
never forgave Kibaki for the 2003 snub, 
saying in an interview in 2013 that  the 
coalition government achieved a lot, in 
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Still, Ntimama considered the Kenya 
Heroes Bill 2012, which provided for the 
recognition of Kenyan heroes as one of the 
most important achievements during his 
time in the Kibaki Cabinet. 

The Bill sought to establish criteria for the 
identification, selection and honouring of 
national heroes; to provide for the catego-
ries of heroes; and to provide for the estab-
lishment of the National Heroes Council 
and the building of National Heroes Acre 
at Uhuru Gardens in Langata in Nairobi.

Ntimama was also proud of the expan-
sion of public libraries during his tenure. 
This was hardly surprising for a man who 
once held the unofficial record of having 
the biggest home library in Kenya.

“When I was the Minister of National 
Heritage we built a big library in Narok 
where I donated all the books. They are 
mostly history and literature books. If you 
go there, you will find them at Ntimama 
corner,” he told an interviewer in 2016.

He traced his outsized love for reading to 
his self-education. “What many Kenyans 
may not know is that I am a self-taught 
man. I never saw the inside of a second-
ary school class. I joined the teaching 
profession after my elementary school 
certificate.”

Born in 1927 in Melili area, Narok, 
Ntimama was raised in a polygamous 
family where his mother was the second 
wife. He attended Ole Sankale Primary 
School in Narok where he did Kenya African 
Primary Education examination (KAPE).

He later joined Kahuhia Teachers 

Training College and was deployed to 
teach Kiswahili and History at his former 
school—then known as Government 
Maasai School. He also taught elsewhere 
in the region even as he studied privately 
for his O’ level examination.

In 1953, he approached Carey Francis of 
Alliance High School to allow him to sit 
for the exam as a private candidate. He 
was allowed only four weeks to prepare, 
according to members of his family, but 
excelled, beating full-time students.

After Alliance High School, he went back 
to teaching and enrolled for a diploma 
course in Law in the UK through corre-
spondence.

“I acquired a diploma in Legal Studies 
from Oxford University, which I studied 
by correspondence. It is this situation as 
a self-taught student which made me a 
voracious reader. Being an independent 
student, you have to be much disciplined. 
I stopped pursuing higher education when 
politics and family came in,” he said in an 
interview for the Daily Nation.

He later became a District Officer, a 
member of the African District Council, 
a member of the Legislative Council and 
chairman of the Narok County Council. 

He ran against Justus Ole Tipis, in 1978 
and 1983, for the Narok North seat, but was 
unsuccessful both times. Still, he contin-
ued his activism. 

For his warlike utterances, Moi detained 
Ntimama in 1983 for 102 days. It took 
Tanzanian Prime Minister Edward Sokoine, 
a fellow Maasai, to get him released by 

trading him with the 1982 coup plot-
ter, Hezekiah Ochuka, who had fled to 
Tanzania.

Even with this cloud of infamy hanging 
over his head, Moi appointed him chair-
man of various parastatals including the 
National Housing Corporation (NHC), 
the Kenya Grain Growers Cooperative 
Union (KGGCU) and the Industrial and 
Commercial Development Corporation 
(ICDC).

In 1988, during the infamous mlolongo 
(queue voting system), Ntimama finally 
defeated Tipis and was promptly appointed 
Supplies and Marketing Minister. This 
marked the beginning of his long journey 
in the Cabinet where his dockets included 
Local Government, Home Affairs, Transport 
and Communications and Office of the 
President in charge of Public Service. 

Ntimama would team up with KANU stal-
warts Kipkalya Kones, Nicholas Biwott and 
Henry Kosgey to rally the Rift Valley region 
against the return of pluralist politics.

They formed a pro-small-communities 
platform — called Kamatusa which stood 
for Kalenjin, Maasai, Turkana and Samburu 
— that advocated for federalism as a coun-
ter to the pro-multiparty agitation.

Despite his detention in 1983, his acerbic 
utterances continued to be a subject of 
investigations into the next decade and 
beyond. For example, the Report of the 
Judicial Commission Appointed to Inquire 
into Tribal Clashes in Kenya, popularly 
known as the Akiwumi Report after its 
chairman, named the politician as one of 

the masterminds of the orgy of killings in 
1992 targeting the Kikuyu in Narok.

Ahead of that year’s General Election, 
about 300 families were evicted from 
Enoosupukia, with authorities claiming 
it was an illegal forest settlement and a 
water catchment area held in trust for the 
Maasai by the local county council. In truth, 
he wanted the residents to leave because 
their ethnicity suggested they would not 
vote for him.

Ntimama was also opposed to campaigns 
to have the Maasai plan their families, 
arguing that power was obtained through 
numerical strength.

“Those who are preaching to us about 
family planning should keep off. Our 
people will continue to give birth until 
they catch up with major tribes,” he would 
tell the media during rallies in Narok as 
the first multiparty election approached.

In January 1995, at the behest of some 
powerful forces in KANU, he teamed up 
with John Keen, another veteran politi-
cian, to give Saitoti a hard time in national 
and Kajiado politics. He was an on-again-
off-again supporter of the VP whom he 
dismissed as a non-Maasai.

In 1996 the relationship between 
Ntimama and Moi started deteriorating, 
ostensibly after he was blamed for taking 
sides in a boundary dispute between his 
populous Purko and the Keekonyokie 
sections in Narok. Around this time, Moi 
dressed him down during a meeting at 
Ntulele.

After that incident, his access to Moi was 
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curtailed, a development that was a bless-
ing to Julius Sunkuli, the Kilgoris MP and 
an Assistant Minister in the Office of the 
President. Sunkuli was later transferred to 
the Internal Security Ministry as a Minister.

Ahead of the 1997 General Election, when 
his relationship with Moi was at an all-
time low, he survived stiff competition 
from Jackson Mwanik during the KANU 
nominations.

As a KANU zone, Narok was among the 
electoral areas where one was assured of 
victory after winning the party nomina-
tions. But even after re-election, whenever 
Moi visited Narok, he would ask residents 
to work with Mwanik even in the presence 
of Ntimama, clearly illustrating how their 
once solid friendship had crumbled beyond 
redemption. Pundits from the region opine 
that Ntimama had become too powerful to 
be tamed — even by Moi. 

Then came the proverbial straw that 
broke the camel’s back. After Moi chose 
Uhuru Kenyatta as his preferred succes-
sor in 2002, Ntimama openly rebelled and 
threw his support behind Kibaki who was 
the NARC flag bearer.

The Minister, who had wanted Saitoti, 
his foe-turned-friend to succeed Moi, 
resigned and galvanised the Maasai votes 
for NARC. He won in that election and 
again in 2007 on an Orange Democratic 
Movement (ODM) party ticket. 

Ntimama lost the seat which he had held 
for 25 years to lawyer Moitalel Kenta in 
2013. Ntimama would tell an interviewer 
that he regretted running in that election 

as it had broken his hitherto unbroken 
winning streak.

Explaining her father’s philosophy, Lydia 
Masikonte, also a politician, says Ntimama 
could be both fearless and fiercely loyal 
because one needed both to achieve one’s 
goals. For Ntimama these goals were Maasai 
land rights and the conservation of Mau 
Forest, the biggest water tower in the 
country — two causes on which he rode 
to remain at the top for a very long time.

One of the biggest newsmakers of the 
last 40 years, Ntimama was a darling of 
the press, not just for always making pro-
vocative statements that often made to 
page one, but also for never complaining 
of being misquoted.

Away from politics and farming, Ntimama 
liked watching football and wrestling 
besides visiting morans (traditional war-
riors) in manyattas (cultural villages). He 
encouraged moranism and differed with 
those who campaigned against saying it as 
an outdated cultural practice which stood 
in the way of education and development 
in the region. 

It was with this baggage, therefore, that 
Ntimama arrived in the ninth Parliament, 
having won the 2002 election on the reform-
ist NARC ticket, presenting President 
Kibaki with the dilemma of what to do 
with him. 

Ntimama was the most senior Maa leader 
in NARC. However, he was too tainted to 
be accommodated in a government that 
laid claim to a new beginning. 

for votes.
It was during the Kibaki Administration 

that the destruction of this forest, and 
others such as Embobut in Marakwet, was 
reversed. 

The Minister applied pressure for those 
living in the forest to be evicted, arguing 
that 90 per cent of them were from “adjoin-
ing districts and have crossed boundaries, 
valleys and rivers to settle there illegally”.

Towards the end of his life in September 
2016 aged 88, the Ntimama of old had 
mellowed and put on a more conciliatory 
aura. He, for example, took Maasai leaders 
to State House and promised to campaign 
for President Kenyatta ahead of the 2017 
elections when Odinga, his bosom buddy 
and erstwhile political patron, was running. 

Clearly, the metamorphosis of the man 
with indefatigable courage had come full 
circle. From an affirmed KANU stalwart, 
he became a rebel within and without 
government and in his last days he had 
returned to the fold. 

So, while at the onset Kibaki had intended 
to form a  government from a clean slate, 
political realities soon forced him to back 
down. In the end, part of his Cabinet 
became a perfect case of old wine in a 
new wineskin. 

Even though he had moved from KANU 
to NARC, which won the 2002 General 
Election, perhaps no member of the Kibaki 
Cabinet had as much baggage as Ntimama, 
the ebullient and eloquent defender of the 
old order.

Most of Kibaki’s associates believed that 
Ntimama — the warmonger — was not 
compatible with Kibaki, the gentleman 
of Kenyan politics. 

It was with this in mind that Kibaki opted 
to appoint a little known, low-key politi-
cian from Kajiado South, a constituency 
that had stuck with him even during the 
heady KANU days. 

Following the death of Parpai and the 
incessant grumbling from the LDP wing 
who complained that they had been 
short-changed in the sharing of Cabinet 
positions, Kibaki bowed to pressure and 
appointed Ntimama Minister for Public 
Service in 2004.

His stay in the Cabinet was, however, 
short-lived as he was kicked out with others 
in the Odinga group the next year as Kibaki 
purged the government of rebels.

After the 2007 General Election and 
the Government of National Unity that 
followed, Ntimama was again appointed 
Minister of State for National Heritage and 
Culture, courtesy of being in ODM. The 
post suited him as a self-styled defender 
of the cultural values of indigenous com-
munities.

A chronicle of Ntimama’s contribution 
to President Kibaki’s legacy would, how-
ever, be incomplete if his biographer were 
to stick to his job description at the two 
ministries he served. Perhaps his more 
enduring role was to offer political back-
ing for the conservation of Mau Forest, 
the country’s largest water tower which 
the KANU government kept dishing out 
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RUTO 
W I L L I A M  S A M O E I 

William Samoei Ruto’s entry into Mwai Kibaki’s Cabinet 
is one more instance proving that politics in Kenya is 
a spectacle of continuous experiments with various 
combinations and permutations of strange bedfellows. 
Indeed, as strange bedfellows go, none could be stranger, at 
first blush, than Kibaki and Ruto.

Strange 
Bedfellows
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In his first term, Kibaki presided over 
a formidable coalition of heavy-
weights with whom he had swept 
into power with a commanding 

mandate. The coalition itself included a 
huge bough that had splintered from the 
Kenya African National Union (KANU), 
the ruling party that was subsequently 
handed a humiliating election defeat. 
This Cabinet therefore boasted a collec-
tion of newly-minted progressives who 
had, until recently, been KANU bigwigs.

The remnants of KANU’s Parliamentary 
leadership found themselves in unfamiliar 
territory and did their best to serve as the 
Official Opposition, with William Ruto 
taking on an increasingly visible role along-
side Uhuru Kenyatta. Kenyatta had the 
unenviable role of holding a well-regarded 
veteran from his backyard to account while 
leading the much-reviled KANU.

Predictably, matters got off to a feisty 
start, when the Official Opposition faced 
off with the government side over the 
plight of landless people in Mochongoi, 
Nakuru County. KANU leaders held dem-
onstrations to protest eviction and tasted 
the bizarre experience of being force-
fully dispersed by armed policemen, who 
lobbed teargas canisters at them. Not long 
afterwards, Ruto would be hauled before 
Nairobi Chief Magistrate, Uniter Kidulla, to 
face charges related to KANU’s unconven-
tional fundraising scheme that involved 
privatising public land and selling it to a 
well-endowed parastatal to produce money 
for its ill-fated campaign. These experi-

ences and hostility from several National 
Rainbow Coalition (NARC) ministers hard-
ened Ruto as an intrepid oppositionist. 

Conflict soon arose within NARC over a 
memorandum of understanding on power 
sharing that was agreed upon before the 
elections. While Raila Odinga and his 
team insisted that it be upheld, Kibaki’s 
side was happy to deny its existence. To 
counter the denial Odinga began a dalli-
ance with KANU, whom he had been only 
too eager to jilt in the run up to the election, 
to deny Kibaki the ability to deliver a new 
Constitution. 

At this point, Kenyatta was heavily con-
flicted and had begun to drift NARC-wards 
even as Odinga’s Liberal Democratic Party 
(LDP) drifted KANU-wards. Ruto was left 
leading the charge for the Opposition, and 
was only too glad for the reinforcement 
arising from Odinga’s grievances. The gov-
ernment Draft Constitution was defeated 
at the referendum, leading to a parting of 
ways between Kibaki and Odinga. 

Kibaki summarily ejected Odinga and 
his allies from government and formed 
a broad-based government of national 
unity. KANU embraced the NARC outcasts 
and similarly formed an opposition of 
national unity, which was christened the 
Orange Democratic Movement (ODM) 
after the designated symbol of the ‘no’ 
side in the referendum. The next two years 
were a political contest waged between 
Kibaki’s Party of National Unity (PNU), 
which Kenyatta’s KANU joined, and ODM. 
Odinga won the ODM nomination to con-

W I L L I A M  R U T O

the fear of what happened to FORD.
Nomination to contest the Presidency 

is usually a key tipping point for many 
parties. ODM managed presidential ambi-
tions by allowing each luminary to lobby 
delegates through nationwide campaigns 
in the run up to a nomination exercise. It 
also managed to secure commitments that 
each candidate would support the winner. 
Despite murmurs about serious irregulari-
ties, Odinga secured the first place finish, 
followed by Musalia Mudavadi. Ruto was 
third. He publicly committed to cam-
paign hard for Odinga. Najib Balala and 
Joe Nyagah made similar commitments; 
this is how the ODM Pentagon was born.

The rivalry between ODM and PNU 
escalated during and after the elections 
in 2007, leading to civil unrest and wide-
spread breakdown in law and order. Violent 
clashes between various communities led 
to over 1,000 deaths. Tens of thousands 
were injured and nearly one million people 
were displaced from their homes. Most of 
these casualties were victims of conflict 
between members of the Kikuyu and 
Kalenjin tribes living in various parts of 
the Rift Valley..

The US led the international community 
in coercing reluctant political foes to make 
peace and share political power. Ruto was 
nominated to represent the ODM during 
the negotiations alongside Sally Kosgey, 
Mudavadi and James Orengo. Ruto quickly 
distinguished himself as an astute negotia-
tor, and formidable articulator of claims. 
Ultimately, PNU and ODM agreed to form 

test the Presidency against Kibaki and Ruto 
came into his own as a legitimate political 
heavyweight with presidential potential.

Ruto’s path into ODM perhaps set the 
tone for his political performance for the 
ensuing decade. He had witnessed what 
goes into national presidential politics 
from close quarters and he felt that he 
was ready to mount his inaugural bid for 
national political leadership. The ODM 
needed a plan to ensure the interests of 
its members were taken into account so 
that they party wouldn’t collapse before 
the 2007 General Election. The Forum for 
the Restoration of Democracy (FORD), 
the original giant of insurgent politics, 
had all the potential to run KANU out of 
State House and out of Nairobi, but was 
hobbled by fractious pursuit of undisci-
plined ambitions, leading to its division 
which ensured that none of the FORD 
splinter units could ever make a credible 
stab for power. NARC itself was a mélange 
of strange bedfellows, united only be the 
need to overthrow KANU and inspired by 

Ruto’s path into 
ODM perhaps 
set the tone for 
his political 
performance for 
the ensuing decade
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a Government of National Unity.
These are the circumstances under 

which Ruto ended up in Cabinet, serv-
ing in the challenging and highly visible 
Agriculture portfolio. He found himself 
challenged to serve and please Kibaki.

Ruto hit the ground running, taking 
advantage of the decisional and opera-
tional leeway Kibaki accorded his ministers 
to register a succession of visible quick 
wins which endeared him to Kenyans and 
to the President. One of his first field tours 

was the last person expected to step into 
the fray. The embers of a near-genocide 
had hardly cooled in the Rift Valley and 
emotions still ran high.

Yet go he did, and his tour was success-
ful. He managed to pacify the growers, 
buying time for dispute resolution to be 
undertaken. More importantly, his plea 
for a chance to serve them as their serv-
ant on behalf of Kibaki and his clarity in 
addressing their issues elicited respect in 
Central Province. This intervention was 

the keynote of Ruto’s ministerial legacy 
in Agriculture.

In his approach to policy implementa-
tion, Ruto preferred to pursue combina-
tions of interventions aimed at quickly 
achieving and sustaining specific pro-
grammes and policy goals. It was his stated 
aim to lead the agriculture sector to sur-
plus production within his tenure. More 
emphatically, he vowed repeatedly that no 
Kenyans would face the indignity of famine 
and starvation while he was Minister. This 
explicitness naturally framed the challenge 
for his ministry and underscores both the 
urgency and standard of delivery. He also 
pursued pragmatic collaborations with his 
Cabinet colleagues to create the necessary 
institutional environment for the achieve-
ment of ambitious policy targets. 

The entire agriculture sector required 
funding to restore and expand farm exten-
sion and mechanisation services, subsidies 
to lower farm input costs, refurbishment 
and revival of irrigation systems and agro-
industrial processing mills. It was his great 
fortune that he had retained productive 
alliance with the Minister for Finance, 
Kenyatta. Ruto therefore turned to his old 
friend to secure necessary concessions and 
provisions to ensure that his programmes 
took off. He also enlisted Kenyatta’s good 
offices to secure audience with Kibaki in 
order to sign off on significant decisions 
and, more importantly, to preside over 
critical occasions in his docket.

Seed and fertiliser arrived on time each 
planting season, signifying a tremendous 

as Minister was to Gatundu to address 
disenchanted tea farmers. Owing to a col-
lapse in tea prices and mismanagement of 
tea factories, farmers in the district had 
angrily mobilised and were uprooting tea 
bushes in protest. The risk of a contagion 
effect would have denied Kenya a principal 
catchment of premium leaf. Such angry 
political mobilisation, likewise, could have 
presented serious problems to the govern-
ment on many fronts. Nevertheless, from 
the standpoint of political optics, Ruto 

Agriculture Minister William Ruto visit the Kenya Seed Company’s stand at the Eldoret Agricultural Society of Kenya Show.
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logistical undertaking. Diesel was sub-
sidised to increase farmer margins and 
create incentives for farmers to expand 
area under production. More rice and 
cotton were grown under irrigation. In 
2009 the Minister for Agriculture visited 
a farm in Hola, Tana River County, where 
he drove a tractor evacuating the inaugural 
delivery of maize to the local cereals depot, 
the first harvest in nearly a decade. In terms 
of the politics of delivery, this was by no 
means an insignificant milestone. 

Ruto’s approach to ministerial delivery 
had paid off. Agriculture was the most 
visible and highly acclaimed government 
department. The results spoke for them-
selves. Famously reticent with his compli-
ments, Kibaki made a singular exception 
of Ruto, signifying his approval of his 
performance. Not only did he publicly 
state his delight at working with Ruto, 
he made a point of presiding over the 
ministry’s gala events: the Agricultural 
Society of Kenya’s (ASK) annual shows in 
various regions of the country, including 
the Nairobi International Trade Fair. So 
close did Ruto become with his chief that 
in March 2010 at the Eldoret ASK Show, 
Kibaki invited Ruto to ride with him in the 
Commander-in-Chief’s parade mobile, an 
unprecedented display of approval. Ruto 
had exceeded highly exacting expectations, 
in the unlikeliest of places. This rapport 
caused discomfort in ODM, especially as 
Ruto had a role to play in key activities of 
great interest to the party, including serv-
ing in the Parliamentary Select Committee.

Ministry and the first signals of impending 
political realignment.

Ruto, committed as he was to the politics 
of high performance in service delivery, 
was certainly a target of several of his col-
leagues. In particular, he had a complicated 
relationship with Odinga, his party leader. 
As a result, Ruto’s position in government 
went from that of a potent technocratic 
favourite to one simultaneously embattled 
and besieged.

By late 2009 Ruto’s many enemies were 
sufficiently emboldened by his fraught 
relationship with Odinga to launch a sub-
versive coalition. The maize scandal was 
used as an excuse to call for Ruto’s resigna-
tion and a censure motion in Parliament. 
When the censure motion was finally put 
to vote, it was defeated. 

In moving to swiftly and clinically dis-
patch Ruto from high-level politics and 
rallying a coalition of Ruto’s momentary 
enemies, Odinga had shown his hand. In 
defying his boss and obstinately resisting 
calls to resign, then mobilising a motley 
coalition of Odinga’s rivals and enemies, 
Ruto had also shown his. There would be 
no turning back, and a vicious contest 

was on that both parties would prosecute 
ruthlessly for the next decade, with Ruto 
scoring successive wins against Odinga, 
and inflicting significant damage to a 
once invincible march to power. Ruto 
established his credentials as a resilient 
survivor and scrappy contender in the 
wild terrain of Kenya’s politics.

Odinga’s next move, was to remove 
Ruto from government, citing powers 
granted to him as Prime Minister by the 
National Accord. This backfired, when 
Kibaki reversed Odinga’s action using his 
exclusive executive mandate.

The only concession for Odinga was the 
transfer of Ruto to Higher Education. In his 
new ministry, Ruto thrived, quickly setting 
in motion reforms that had been hampered 
by lack of political will. By collaborat-
ing with the academic community, he 
transformed the higher education sector, 
eliminating the waiting period for univer-
sity entry, increasing the capitalisation 
of the Higher Education Loans Board to 
enable it expand the eligible categories of 
students and increase the loans available. 
This enabled unprecedented numbers of 
students to enrol for and complete their 

It was now time to contend with embed-
ded and politically influential cartels in 
the food and agriculture sector in order to 
assure farmers of the best prices. By inter-
posing themselves between the farmer and 
the market, these vicious cartels escalated 
input prices on one end and suppressed 
produce prices on the other, choking the 
farmer in a perpetual stranglehold of futile 
labour. Ruto deemed reforms overdue in 
nearly every subsector, and proceeded 
with zeal to implement them. The first 
target was the sugar industry, where the 
sugar regulations were bitterly contested 
through intense litigation and political 
mobilisation.

Less than a year after his appointment, 
Ruto’s approval ratings as Minister were 
high throughout the country. As his stock 
in Kibaki’s court rose, he began to fall out 
of favour with his party leader, Odinga, the 
man he had propelled to within touch-
ing distance of the Presidency. When the 
‘maize scandal’ broke in 2010, Odinga 
emerged as Ruto’s most unrelenting critic, 
demanding that he ‘take political responsi-
bility’ and step aside as Minister. Teaming 
up with Ruto’s political adversaries, Odinga 
rallied his troops to support a censure 
motion introduced in Parliament by FORD-
Kenya’s Boni Khalwale. From a ‘blue-eyed 
boy’ and ‘rising star’ in government, Ruto 
was now a fallen angel, saddled with bad 
publicity and the acidic condemnation of 
his party boss. The fallout from the cam-
paign against him culminated in Ruto’s 
redeployment to the Higher Education 

W I L L I A M  R U T O

The fallout from  the campaign against 
him culminated in Ruto’s redeployment 
to the Higher EducationMinistry and 
the first signals of impending political 
realignment
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higher education and take advantage of 
emerging opportunities. Under his watch, 
the academic institutions intensified col-
laborations with government institutions, 
especially in research and innovation. It 
was at this time also that his engagement 
with what was to become a pet project 
would start. The village polytechnics and 
all technical, vocational and industrial edu-
cation and training institutions attracted 
unprecedented government attention, in 
time completely overhauling the sector. 
Both as alternative paths to higher educa-
tion and as training ground for artisans, 
craftsmen and technicians, the profile of 

try following the post-election crisis. The 
National Accord and Reconciliation Act in 
its Agenda Four mandated the effective 
resolution of ‘long-standing constitutional, 
legal and institutional reforms’ including 
the passage of a new Constitution. Ruto 
was destined to play a significant role as 
a member of the Parliamentary Select 
Committee on Constitutional Reform 
where he put his superior negotiating skills 
to good use. He distinguished himself as 
a relentless pragmatist, able to do a deal 
with his sworn enemies.

After intense bargaining at the 
Parliamentary Select Committee, the docu-

ment was transmitted to the Committee 
of experts, who produced the Harmonised 
Draft for approval by the National Assembly 
as the Referendum Bill. When the refer-
endum was launched, Ruto spearheaded 
a coalition of mainly conservative interest 
groups who had sought changes to the 
draft in vain, to oppose the passage of the 
proposed Constitution. Ultimately, it was 
a lost cause, as on 4 August 2010, a total of 
68.55% of voters approved the document. 
Ruto’s effort garnered 2,795,059 votes, 
representing 31.45%. In this lost cause, 
Ruto emerged as a towering politician, 
his mobilisation credentials now properly 
established.

Two months later, President Kibaki 
announced that after consultations with 
Prime Minister Odinga, he had decided 
to suspend Ruto as Higher Education 
Minister after he lost a constitutional peti-
tion seeking to bar the magistrate’s court 
from trying him for fraud connected to 
the 2003 Ngong Forest land case.

Another two months later, Ruto was 
named alongside Cabinet colleagues 
Henry Kosgey, Francis Muthaura and 
Kenyatta, former Commissioner of Police 
Hussein Ali, and journalist Joshua Sang 
as the ‘Ocampo 6’, Kenyans alleged to 
have masterminded the post-election 
violence and thus, arraigned to face trial 
at the International Criminal Court for 
international crimes and crimes against 
humanity. His tour of service as a star turn 
in Kibaki’s Cabinet had come to a less than 
desirable end.

technical and vocational education and 
training (TVET) institutions steadily rose 
to reclaim, then surpass their stature in the 
pre-structural adjustment programme era.

Ruto’s delivery strategy acquired impe-
tus with the advent of the Kenya National 
Vision 2030, a transformative roadmap 
which he quickly embraced. As a long-term 
economic reform blueprint, this roadmap 
enabled Kibaki to align government activ-
ity for efficiency and to exploit strategic 
complementarities across sectors.

The key propositions of Vision 2030 
were affirmed by the socio-political and 
economic implosion that rocked the coun-
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W I L L I A M  R U T O

Kibaki is received by Ruto at the Nakuru showground for the ordination and Installation of Bishop Maurice Muhatia as Bishop of the Catholic Diocese of Nakuru.
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OPARANYA
W Y C L I F F E

With his unmistakable picture of calm and serenity even 
in stormy political meetings, Wycliffe Ambetsa Oparanya 
became President Mwai Kibaki’s alter ego in the tumultuous 
Government of National Unity formed after the disputed 
2007 elections.

Vision 2030 
Champion 
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In the days of performance con-
tracting in government during 
the President’s final term, the now 
64-year-old Governor of Kakamega 

County, was often rated as the best-
performing minister.

He had harnessed his grassroots mobi-
lisation skills in 2002 to beat academic 
Amukowa Anangwe for the Butere seat 
once held by the maverick Martin Shikuku.

A stealthy strategist, he won the first elec-
tion on Kijana Wamalwa’s Forum for the 
Restoration of Democracy-Kenya (Ford-
Kenya) ticket in the National Rainbow 
Coalition, NARC. But Oparanya leaned 
closer to Raila Odinga’s Liberal Democratic 
Party (LDP) even as he remained ideologi-
cally aligned to Kibaki, with whom he has 
much in common.

While the Governor is a commerce grad-
uate and a certified public accountant, he 
enrolled for a PhD in economics at the 
University of Dar es Salaam, but has never 
completed the studies.

Deceptively uncharismatic (his sur-
name in Marama, his local dialect, means 
something very weak), Oparanya wormed 
his way into the hearts of Butere voters 
through football and welfare clubs.

He actively supported, as patron, many 
football teams and women’s welfare 
groups. AFC Leopards (a national foot-
ball team) playing local teams became a 
frequent Christmas/Boxing Day football 
fixture long before he first ran for an elec-
tive office.

Having had a stint in football manage-

ment at AFC Leopards, the national football 
club with origins and popularity in the 
western part of the country, he launched 
a tournament called Oparanya Cup which 
dominated the constituency for many 
years.

He formed groups of 60 youths, 60 
women and 60 mainstream committees 
to campaign for him in every sub-location, 
teams that exist to date, 20 years on.

Unlike the Kenya African National Union 
(KANU) candidate who used the party 
approach, Oparanya worked with organ-
ised groups such as the Kenya National 
Teachers’ Union (KNUT) and the Kenya 
football Federation (KFF) officials, becom-
ing a frequent guest at their functions.

His eventual entry into Butere poli-
tics was therefore expected and long in 
coming, having been an ever-present figure 
in the body politic of the constituency in 
south-west Kakamega.

He was also at the right place at the 
right time, arriving on the scene when the 
ground was fatigued with KANU — and by 
extension with Anangwe, who became the 
Minister for Cooperative Development on 
his first entry to Parliament in the dying 
days of the independence party.

In the 10 years he was Member of 
Parliament (MP) for Butere, Oparanya 
was patron of a unique benevolent scheme 
that attended to the needs of profession-
als during funerals. Word of this welfare-
centred approach spread like wildfire and 
went before him in his campaigns.

As MP, the Constituency Development 

W Y C L I F F E  O PA R A N YA

Fund (CDF) management was lauded for its 
participatory approach that won the hearts 
of the constituents. He was known to get 
grassroots updates from his team daily, 
therefore figuring out beforehand how 
to react to each zone differently. With this 
pulse on the constituency his re-election 
was smooth.

And while he had spent his first term on 
the back bench in a region that produced 
many NARC luminaries such as Kijana 
Wamalwa, Moody Awori, Mukhisa Kituyi, 
Newton Kulundu, Musikari Kombo and 
Andrew Ligale — who all became ministers 
or assistant ministers in 2003 — Oparanya 
was destined for greater things in his 
second term.

His education and profession ranked 
him higher than other MPs from the larger 
western region, making him an easy pick 
for a ministerial post in the Government 
of National Unity.

It helped that he had aligned himself 
with Odinga who became Prime Minister 
in the arrangement. 

His quiet mien also endeared him to the 
President, long acknowledged as the gen-
tleman of Kenya’s politics. This, coupled 
with Oparanya’s solid corporate finance 
background, was a critical factor in getting 
him appointed as Minister for Planning, 
National Development and Vision 2030 
— the beating heart of the President’s 
enduring legacy.

So close was Vision 2030 to the President’s 
heart that he used to call technical experts 
to take ministers through the blueprint 
during Cabinet meetings, according to 
recollections of ministers of that era.

Oparanya considers the adoption of 
Sessional Paper No.10 of 2012 on Kenya 
Vision 2030 which he presented to the 
House on 4 December 2012 — the tail end 
of the Kibaki Administration — as one of 
his most important achievements.

This paper sought to ensure the conti-
nuity of President Kibaki’s development 
legacy even as he left the scene. One of 
the broad goals of the Sessional Paper 
was to accelerate the ongoing infrastruc-

Oparanya considers the adoption 
of Sessional Paper No.10 of 2012 on 
KenyaVision 2030 which he presented 
to the House on 4 December 2012 the 
tailend of the Kibaki Administration 
as one of his most important 
achievements
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assessing capacity-building needs to foster 
policies, standards, and practices that lead 
to political stability, high economic growth, 
sustainable development, and accelerated 
sub-regional and continental economic 
integration.

The AU Assembly later extended the 
mandate of the APRM to include moni-
toring of the implementation of the AU 
Agenda 2063 and the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), 
Agenda 2030.

It was Opranya’s duty to prepare the 
country for peer review at a difficult time 
when Kenya was emerging from the 2007–
2008 post-election violence. The period 
was characterised by volatile politics based 
on suspicion and division.

As a member of the Orange Democratic 
Movement Party (ODM), it was a major 
challenge for the Minister to rally the 
country towards a common agenda since 
there were groups that maintained that the 
government had done well in governance, 
while civil society was up in arms calling 
for the prosecution of the perpetrators of 
the post-election violence.

Oparanya’s confident, yet self-effacing 
demeanour, endeared him to members of 
the Party of National Unity (PNU) side of 
the Coalition, ensuring a smooth running 
of the Ministry that worked closely with 
such other critical dockets as Finance and 
the Office of the President.

As Minister, Oparanya was deputised by 
the Gatanga MP Peter Kenneth, another 
legislator who was celebrated for his pru-

tural development, “focusing on quality, 
aesthetics and functionality of the infra-
structure services developed”. Another 
was to develop infrastructure to support 
identified flagship projects to ensure con-
tribution to economic growth and social 
equity goals.

The paper laid the foundation for con-
tinued infrastructural development under 
the Jubilee Party of Kenya Administration.

As Minister for Planning, National 
Development and Vision 2030, Oparanya 
also presided over the Kenya New 
Partnership for Africa’s Development 

(NEPAD) Secretariat that was coordinat-
ing the country’s position of the African 
Peer Review Mechanism (APRM).

Launched in 2002 by the African Union 
(AU) and established in 2003, the APRM is 
a tool for sharing experiences, reinforcing 
best practices, identifying deficiencies, and 

Planning and National Development Minister Wycliffe Oparanya, Permanent Secretary Edward Sambili (centre) and NEPAD Deputy Chief Executive officer 
Abdirahaman Ismail at a press conference.

W Y C L I F F E  O PA R A N YA
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dent use of CDF cash. Completing the 
top tier at the ministry was Permanent 
Secretary Edward Sambili, the economist 
who had been Deputy Governor of the 
Central Bank of Kenya.

The Ministry of Planning, National 
Development and Vision 2030 and that of 
Finance, were instrumental in the dispersal 
of CDF monies which, before the advent 
of counties, was the first initiative of that 
magnitude to take resources directly to 
the people throughout Kenya.

It targeted all grassroots development 
projects such as putting up new water, 
health and education facilities in all parts 
of the country, including remote areas 
that had been marginalised for decades. 
The initiative went a long way towards 
combating poverty.

The Fund that began with a dispersal of 
KES 1.3 billion in the 2003/2004 financial 
year, had multiplied tenfold to reach KES 
15 billion by the time President Kibaki was 
leaving State House in 2013.

The politician also presided over the 2009 
census, the 6th in independent Kenya. 
.Ahead of the census, the Minister was 
in the spotlight in Parliament when MPs 
representing the pastoralist communities 
demanded to know how the government 
was going to capture data from those who 
had ventured outside their homes and 
across the borders to seek pasture.

Owing to the biting drought at the time, 
many pastoralists had moved to Tanzania, 
Somalia and Ethiopia. Oparanya, however, 
stood his ground and insisted that those 

W Y C L I F F E  O PA R A N YA

President Mwai Kibaki con-
soles Wycliffe Oparanya, 
during the funeral service 
of his father the late Mzee 
Christopher Ambetsa at 
Emabole Primary School, 
Butere.
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outside the country were not going to 
be enumerated because the law did not 
allow it.

“We only enumerate people within Kenya 
borders during the census night. Legally, 
we are not supposed to include any part of 
the population found outside the country 
during the period. We have made Members 
of Parliament to be part of the District 
Census Committee, so that they are able 
to help in publicity and advocacy to ensure 
that they talk to their own constituents to 
make sure they are available during the 
census,” he told a jittery Parliament.

But even as a Minister, Oparanya did not 
shy away from pinpointing the shortcom-
ings in government. In May 2009, donning 
the hat of the MP for Butere, Oparanya told 
Parliament that he found shortcomings 
within the Presidential Speech because 
he did not address the plight of the sug-
arcane industry.

“About six million Kenyans depend on 
sugarcane directly or indirectly, espe-
cially those people who reside in Western 
Kenya. This industry has been there. You 
will remember we had the Ramisi Sugar 
Company from the 1920s. It collapsed,” 
said Oparanya.

He took issue with huge debts that he 
said had saddled farmers for ages. “In 
the last Parliament, we said that the debt 
within the sugar industry was over Ksh20 
billion with interest application being over 
Ksh25 billion by now. We have talked about 
it over and over again,” he fumed.

It was not usual for a member of the 

where he rose from Senior Audit Manager, 
Secretary to the Board, Finance Director 
and finally the Group Financial Controller.

In all he had more than 20 years’ expe-
rience in local and international finance 
management, audit and business con-
sultancy.

In 2014 Oparanya was made a Fellow of the 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants of 
Kenya (FCPA), a prestigious award for his 
contribution to the accounting profession.

As MP for Butere, one of Oparanya’s 
landmark projects was the clearing of 
mud-walled schools in the constituency 
and facilitating scholarships specifically 
into China for his young constituents.

So was the tarmacking of the Ekero — 
Buyangu and Sigalagala — Butere roads, 
the first such infrastructural development 
in the constituency since the country’s 
independence in 1963. For this he remains 
a darling of Butere even after he left to 
serve as a governor for two terms.

Oparanya’s development agenda, which 
started during the Kibaki era, has con-
tinued into the devolution age. Even 
Amukowa Anangwe, his predecessor as 
MP and schoolmate at Butere High, grudg-
ingly acknowledges Oparanya’s political 
acumen.

The Governor has built a stadium and 
a hospital, and has constructed modern 
markets in all the 12 sub-counties and 
at least 14 bridges. He has also launched 
OparanyaCare, a fairly successful medical 
scheme.

Front Bench in Parliament to criticise 
the President’s speech, but Oparanya, the 
shrewd operator, must have worried more 
about his voters in the sugar belt. In 2013 
he left Parliamentary politics to run for 
the governorship of Kakamega County 
which he won comfortably. His calculated 
risk-taking had paid off.

Born in 1956, Oparanya first attended 
Mabole Primary School, then proceeded 
to Butere Boys Secondary School for his 
O’ level education. He did his A’ level 

at Kisii High School, before joining the 
University of Nairobi in 1977. He in 1980 
with a Bachelor of Commerce.

In 1983 he became a Certified Public 
Accountant (CPA-K) before studying for 
an MBA in Finance from the University of 
Nairobi between 1999 and 2002. In 2006 he 
registered for a PhD in economics at the 
University of Dar es Salaam.

Before joining politics in 2002, Oparanya 
worked at Kenya Aerotech Ltd. Earlier, he 
worked at the audit firm Ernst & Young 
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ORENGO 
J A M E S  A G G R E Y

Like old wine, James Aggrey Orengo appears to ripen with 
age. In a way, the prominent lawyer has seen it all before — 
he’s been Member of Parliament (MP) for Ugenya, Senator 
for Siaya County, presidential candidate, arrested and 
incarcerated several times, he’s taken on the mighty and 
powerful in politics and in government, and even headed a 
national political party. But it doesn’t seem like he’ll be done 
any time soon.

The 
indefatigable 

soldier 
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Only he knows his next move. 
But undoubtedly, he’s the 
swashbuckler of current 
Kenyan politics — daring 

and in a hurry to tackle the powerful 
and the mighty, and rarely shying away 
from divisive matters, such as impeach-
ing the President or Cabinet members. 
This has been his fodder for 40 years. 
And this explains why, just days after 
his appointment to the Cabinet in April 
2008, the Daily Nation reported thus: “any 
rumour (Orengo) was to visit a corner of 
the country would see the adrenaline of 
the police rise with scores of them reach-
ing for either a club, a tear gas canister 
or any other riot dispersal gear available 
to them”.

As it were, the Presidency is always the 
ultimate prize for every politician worth 
his salt. For Orengo, December 2002 
was momentous. He ran for President 
of the Republic of Kenya and came a 
distant fourth with polling 0.4 per cent 
of the total vote. Orengo ran on the 
Social Democratic Party (SDP). Ahead of 
him were Kibaki (61.3 per cent), Uhuru 
Kenyatta (30.2 per cent) and Simeon 
Nyachae (5.9 per cent).

The seasoned politician that he is, 
Orengo isn’t timid about reinventing 
himself. His plan in 2002 to weaken 
Raila Odinga’s grip on Luo Nyanza poli-
tics floundered. But now Orengo is the 
Orange Democratic Movement (ODM) 
leader’s hatchet man. That apart, as 
Senate Minority Leader, Orengo is cur-

rently arguably the most powerful elected 
Opposition legislator in the country, 
much to the chagrin of his critics who 
had predicted the end of his political 
career following his failed presidential 
bid. 

First elected to Parliament in 1980, and 
despite his proactive approach to poli-
tics and governance, Orengo has mostly 
been in the Opposition. The only time 
he has been in government was during 
the Government of National Unity, a 
coalition government, where he served 
as Minister for Lands and Settlement, 
for five years. As documented elsewhere 
in this profile, he had mixed success in 
this very sensitive ministry. The Daily 
Nation, on 24 April 2008, aptly captured 
his rise, in an article titled ‘Orengo’s long 
and windy route to the Cabinet’. 

Orengo’s Parliamentary tenure has 
not been without its fair share of drama. 
Just after President Daniel arap Moi 
succeeded Jomo Kenyatta, a group of 
MPs emerged that kept the new govern-
ment on its toes by challenging almost 
all repressive policies. It was a group of 
young MPs, energetic, outspoken and 
combative. The MPs were Orengo, Abuya 
Abuya, Onyango Midika, Mwashengu 
wa Mwachofi, Lawrence Sifuna, Chibule 
wa Tsuma, Koigi Wamwere. Their close 
allies included Chelagat Mutai, Wasike 
Ndombi and George Anyona.

The group emerged and become pow-
erful enough to counter Moi’s attempt 
to consolidate power after taking over 

at the University of Nairobi. 
After he completing his studies, Orengo 

worked at the Ministry of Lands and 
Settlement as an Assistant Secretary. 

Orengo was first elected to Parliament 
in 1980. But before long, he got into 
trouble with President Daniel arap Moi’s 
government and was forced to flee to 
Tanzania. He was later extradited back 
to Kenya in June 1983 alongside the 1982 
coup plotter Hezekiah Ochuka. Orengo 
lost his seat in January 1983 after he fled 
the country, accused of, among other 
crimes, forgery, issuing false cheques 
and stealing client’s money. 

Luckily, with the onset of multiparty 
politics in Kenya, he was re-elected in 
1992 and retained his seat in the sub-
sequent election. Years in the political 
cold didn’t suppress Orengo’s hatred 
for the Kenya African National Union 
(KANU) and Moi. His proposal to impeach 
President Moi in 1998 failed to marshal 
enough support in Parliament. But it 
drew a sharp reaction from KANU lead-
ership. Nominated MP George Ndotto 
said Orengo was treading on dangerous 
grounds. “Had the vote of no-confidence 
passed, the whole government including 
Parliament would have stood dissolved,” 
Orengo would later recall in an article in 
the Daily Nation.

Earlier, in March 1996, Orengo had 
claimed that Moi wouldn’t have been in 
power then if the Constitution had been 
changed. “When an old bull is praised 
all the time, it becomes unconscious to 

from Kenyatta. Currently, some of the 
members of this group remain politically 
active while others have since retired or 
died. Abuya’s attempt to relaunch his for-
tunes in Nairobi’s Kibera during the 2019 
by-elections failed. Midika has retired, 
as have 78-year-old Tsuma, Wamwere, 
Mwachofi, and 74-year-old Sifuna. George 
Anyona passed away in 2003. 

Orengo was born in February 1950. 
His father, Orengo senior, went to 
school with Kenya’s first Vice President, 
Jaramogi Oginga Odinga, at Maseno 
School. Orengo senior was also a friend 
of Argwings Kodhek (a member of the 
Colonial Legislative Council). Orengo 
schooled in various primary schools in 
Nairobi, Kiganjo and Ugenya, and later 
at Ambira and Alliance high schools for 
his O’ and A’ levels. He then studied law 

For Orengo, 
December 2002 
was momentous. 
He ran for 
President of the 
Republic of Kenya 
and came a distant 
fourth polling 
0.4percent of the 
total vote

J A M E S  A G G R E Y  O R E N G O 
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its age … President Moi asked for a job, 
and if he cannot do it, he should take a 
break … He has been at the helm for far 
too long and needs to take a rest,” he told 
Parliament. The following year, Orengo 
presented a motion seeking Parliament 
to declare a vote of no confidence in the 
government. He attempted the same in 
1998. 

Apart from a plan to oust President 
Moi, Orengo also always put pressure 
on Vice President George Saitoti and 
Cabinet ministers to resign. At one time 
he claimed in Parliament that Cabinet 
ministers in the KANU government had 
“made the government part of their eco-
nomic enterprise for self-enrichment”, 
the Daily Nation reported.

When Oginga Odinga — at the time 
leader of the Forum for the Restoration 
of Democracy-Kenya (FORD-Kenya) party 
— and Moi had agreed to ‘cooperate’, 
Orengo appeared to oppose the liaison. 
He maintained the same position when 
Odinga’s son, Raila, would later come to 
an understanding with Moi. While Raila 
decamped to the National Development 
Party (NDP), Orengo remained in FORD-
Kenya, and this change of status was 
evident in frequent skirmishes between 
the two parties.

Raila’s decision to tango with KANU 
appeared to suggest that he, the NDP 
leader, had abandoned his Luo ethnic 
community known for its decades-long 
opposition to KANU. Eventually, when 
Raila disagreed with Moi and decided 

to throw his weight behind Kibaki as 
his preferred Presidential flag-bearer, 
Orengo seized the opportunity to run 
for President, expecting to benefit from 
a disillusioned community. However, his 
dismal performance in the Presidential 
race run jolted him.

But it is instructive to note that the 
fight for the Luo turf between Orengo and 
Raila had started much earlier, indeed 
way back before 1996 when seven of the 
community’s MPs ‘anointed’ the former 
as the Luo spokesman and Achieng 
Oneko as the Chief Adviser. “We are fed 
up with talk that the Luo have no leader. 
And we declare here today for all to hear 
that Orengo is our political spokesman 
after he beat Raila Odinga at an election 
attended by all MPs from the commu-
nity,” said the then Kasipul Kabondo MP 
Otieno K’Opiyo, as reported in the Daily 
Nation of 23 September that year.

In May 1996, Orengo, then Vice 
Chairman of FORD-Kenya, tabled 
a motion in Parliament calling for a 
national convention to discuss the 
Constitution ahead of the 1997 General 
Election. This motion, which was fero-
ciously opposed by the KANU leadership, 
was seconded by Democratic Party (DP) 
chairman Kibaki, who called on KANU 
MPs to “stop the pretence and be honest 
with themselves on the need for consti-
tutional reform”. According to the DP 
leader, some laws, including the Public 
Order Act, the Chiefs Authority Act, the 
Vagrancy Act, and the Preservation of 

Ugenya MP James Orengo with President Kibaki when the Head of State launched the construction of 
the Matibabu Women and Children Hospital in the constituency.
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Public Security Act were repressive as 
they were not in agreement with the 
spirit of democracy, reported the Daily 
Nation.

Yet, it is instructive to note that with 
all his fiery attacks on fellow politicians, 
Orengo always avoided antagonising 
Kibaki — the person who allowed him 
to work as a Cabinet Minister. Perhaps 
this explains why, during the back and 
forth negotiations between the then 
Opposition leader Raila Odinga and 
Kibaki while cobbling together the 
Government of National Unity, Kibaki 
agreed that Orengo should take up the 
Ministry of Lands and Settlement.

Apart from the respect between the two, 
Kibaki was aware of Orengo’s resourceful-
ness, not only in the Opposition but also 
in government. Having worked in the 
Lands office before joining politics and 
being a lawyer who is able to discern the 
legal imbroglio in land matters, Orengo 
was first among equals in the list of pos-
sible holders of this Cabinet portfolio.

In June 2003, just six months into 
his rule, President Kibaki appointed 
a commission to look into the thorny 
issue of land grabbing in Kenya. It ulti-
mately came to be known as the Ndung’u 
Commission, as its chairman was Paul 
Ndiritu Ndung’u. Its eventual report 
detailed the widespread abuse of public 
and State land at the hands of well-con-
nected individuals and top government 
officials. Interestingly, among the culprits 
the report mentioned was Moi, the man 

Kibaki succeeded as President.
Orengo took up the Lands docket with 

palpable vim. Just days after his appoint-
ment, he put land grabbers on notice, 
promising to implement the Ndung’u 
Report to the letter and to repossess 
grabbed land. “If I go to Limuru and 
Nyeri, people are concentrated in con-
gested land whereas stretches of land 
in the same regions belong to a few rich 
landowners,” he said, pledging to right 
historical injustices, reported the Daily 
Nation.

Indeed, he embarked on the task with 
exuberance. In 2009 he cancelled all 
leaseholds granted in 1909, declaring that 
the pieces had reverted to the govern-
ment. The cancellation affected leases 
in Kirinyaga Road, buildings on Tom 
Mboya and Kimathi streets, Parklands, 
and plots in Mombasa Old Town and 
tea estates. President Kibaki had to step 
in after public outcry. “Those who have 
leaseholds or letters of allotment that 
have expired should renew them in the 
normal way and there should be no 
reason for panic. Processing of these 
documents should always be expedited 
by relevant government authorities,” 
Kibaki said during the 2009 Madaraka 
Day celebrations.

Orengo’s exuberance caused substan-
tial concern within the sector. People 
thought he was ruffling feathers too much 
and too fast. But others thought he was 
up to the job. “Mr Orengo, you know the 
law but you also have expressed that you 

shall use political will to achieve justice 
in the shortest time possible. You have 
many supporters on this and Mombasa 
residents have in the past shown that 
they will support the government to get 
back what is theirs,” journalist Njuguna 
Mutonya wrote in a commentary in the 
Daily Nation in May 2008, the month 
after Orengo’s appointment.

But was he aware that the Ministry of 
Lands and Settlement is a hot potato, in 
a manner of speaking?

In 2009 he found himself embroiled in 
controversy occasioned by his Ministry’s 
decision to purchase land for the reset-
tlement of the 2007–2008 post-election 
violence (PEV) victims. It emerged that 
some of the land pieces earmarked for 
this had been irregularly acquired and 
should have been repossessed by the 
government, as recommended by the 
Ndung’u Commission. Yet, despite his 
earlier promise to go after landgrabbers, 
Orengo would argue that the government 
lacked a mechanism to reclaim grabbed 
land. Instead, he opted to purchase the 
land pieces.

Boni Khalwale, the then the chairper-
son of the Parliamentary Public Accounts 
Committee (PAC) said: “As Parliament 
and as PAC, we will be reluctant to allow 
public funds to go towards purchasing 
land belonging to the public. Orengo 
should tell Kenyans whose interests he 
is protecting if they are not the interests 
of the public,” according to a report in 
the Daily Nation.

Two months into the job, Orengo raised 
the official land search fees from KES 
100 to KES 3,000. This sparked uproar, 
forcing him to review the increase. “Due 
to the public outcry, and in view of the 
current economic hardships affecting 
the majority of Kenyans, especially in the 
rural areas where most land is registered 
under the Registered Land Act (RLA), 
the ministry is considering revising 
the newly gazetted fees,” Orengo told 
Parliament in June 2008.

He unearthed a scheme where fraud-
sters had infiltrated government reg-
istries and were issuing out fake titles. 
“They are so daring and arrogant,” Orengo 
stated in a December 2008 article in the 
Daily Nation.

The National Land Policy was drafted 
during Orengo’s tenure but surveyors 
accused him of delaying the production 
of a Sessional Paper on the policy. The 
policy has had far-reaching effects on 
the land ownership pattern in Kenya, in 
terms of land rights and dispute resolu-
tion, among other issues. The Institute of 
Surveyors of Kenya in July 2009 described 
the policy as “the only gift that Kenya has 
received since independence”, said the 
Daily Nation.

He also issued titles to group ranches 
hit by controversy, especially those in 
Kwale. 

In August 2009 Orengo announced 
that the government would not allow 
the converting of leasehold title deeds 
to freehold titles. This is because the 

J A M E S  A G G R E Y  O R E N G O 
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government spent huge sums buying 
back land from individuals with freehold 
titles when it sought to expand public 
utilities such as roads. “Everywhere, eve-
ryone wants their land to be converted 
into freehold. We will not give people 
freehold land because it means they hold 
it for eternity and we cannot get it back,” 
he told Parliament.

During his time as Lands Minister, 
Orengo memorably nullified the alloca-
tion of 30,000 acres of land in Lamu and 
Tana River counties to a foreign investor.

As Minister he strongly supported 
dialogue in the resolution of the squatter 
resettlement issue in the Mau Forest. He 
saw politics and not necessarily conser-
vation in attempts by some Rift Valley 
leaders to block the eviction of squatters 
in the key Mau water catchment area. An 
article in the Daily Nation reported the 
Minister as saying: “MPs from this region 
should not employ populist politics over 
the Mau issue … They should, instead, let 
this matter be resolved professionally.”

Orengo was a member of the team 
hastily put together to work with retired 
UN Secretary General Kofi Annan to 
return peace to Kenya following the 
extensive violence over the December 
2007 Presidential election results that 
claimed about 1,500 lives. The team, aptly 
called the ‘Serena Team’ for the venue of 
its meeting, Serena Hotel in Nairobi, sat 
for 39 days before coming up with the 
roadmap to peace and recovery.

In 2009 Orengo, Mutula Kilonzo and 

tribunal within a stipulated time, Annan 
forwarded the suspects’ names to the 
ICC Prosecutor, Luis Moreno Ocampo.

Orengo supported the move. “His 
action is completely justified because 
one year down the line, we do not have a 
system to implement recommendations 
of the Waki Commission,” Mr Orengo 
told the Sunday Nation.

Still, Orengo soldiers on. Forty years 
since he was first elected to Parliament, 
it’s everybody’s guess where his eyes are 
now set. Almost 70 years ago, General 
Douglas MacArthur coined the catch-
phrase ‘Soldiers Don’t Die’; Orengo’s 
politics is still alive — and isn’t fading 
away any soon. He is truly an indefati-
gable soldier. 

Attorney General Amos Wako were at the 
centre of finding ways to prosecute the 
masterminds of the PEV in Kenya rather 
than at the International Criminal Court 
(ICC) in The Hague. The option was either 
a division of the High Court, a special tri-
bunal — Truth, Justice and Reconciliation 
Commission — or ICC. When the gov-
ernment failed to establish a special 
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KAJWANG’
O T I E N O

Among the individuals who served in President Mwai 
Kibaki’s Cabinet, a few stood out from the rest. They had their 
own way of making their presence felt wherever they went 
and whatever they did.

The 
‘Mapambano’ 
slapstick Star
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One such charismatic Minister 
was the towering Gerald 
Otieno Kajwang.

Kajwang’s trademark 
hearty laughter and sense of humour 
made him irresistible even among his 
political foes, who named him a ‘politi-
cal comedian’; many did not take him 
seriously because of the way he clowned 
in public.

When he died in November 2014 the 
political class united to mourn the elo-
quent debater, patriot and nationalist 
who turned political gatherings into 
mass songfests and a man who com-
manded a presence whenever he walked 
into a room or on to a political podium.

“He was a good dancer, a very jolly guy 
and outgoing. You could not hate him 
even when you wanted to,” his former 
Cabinet colleague, now Isiolo Governor 
Mohamed Kuti, recalls.

Another Cabinet colleague, current 
Kisumu Governor Prof Anyang Nyong’o, 
wrote in The Standard newspaper, “I 
write today to mourn Senator Gerald 
Otieno Kajwang’ of Homa Bay. Otieno 
Nyakwar Nyakwamba. Otieno DeLoks, 
as I used to call him, meaning ‘Okil 
Kamaloka’, which in Dho-Luo simply 
means ‘the lawyer who can turn eve-
rything around, so even a lie becomes 
the truth’.” Prof Nyong’o added that the 
late Kajwang had “mastered his own art 
of debate and delivery” with a “knack 
of wittingly laughing at his own argu-
ments, with a quiet chuckle and facial 

expression that no doubt conveyed the 
seriousness of what he was saying.”

President Kibaki eulogised him thus: 
“The late Kajwang, be it in Cabinet or 
public rallies, expressed his views with 
notable flair and exuberance. Indeed, 
one did not need to necessarily agree 
with him every time but few, if any, 
would fail to notice, let alone ignore, 
his trademark charm and charisma.” 

Throughout his personal and political 
career, Kajwang lived a controversial life 
from his youth to his death. He entered 
active politics in the early 1990s and in 
1997 was elected to Parliament to repre-
sent the people of Mbita Constituency 
on a National Development Party (NDP) 
ticket. He retained the seat in 2002 on 
a National Rainbow Coalition (NARC) 
ticket and again in 2007, under the 
Orange Democratic Movement (ODM) 
party.

In 2013 Kajwang’ vied for and won the 
Homa Bay County senatorial seat.

“Except for the period in Kibaki’s 
second term when he held a Cabinet 
position, Kajwang’ was always the van-
guard of Opposition ranks both in and 
out of Parliament, playing his role with 
copious enthusiasm until his death. 
He was an ebullient debater; and an 
argumentatively stubborn backbencher 
in the August House. His stint in the 
Senate was short and undramatic,” 
Joe Khamisi, a former Member of 
Parliament (MP) and author of The 
Politics of Betrayal: Diary of A Kenyan 

are hesitant to eat in public places either 
for fear of embarrassment or poison-
ing, Kajwang mingled and ate with the 
masses generous helpings of ugali and 
fish or matumbo (tripe) in places like 
Burma Market in Nairobi. He never left 
a funeral without eating.

Born into a political family, he was the 
first born of 12 children: three girls and 
nine boys. Three of his brothers followed 
in his political footsteps — Homa Bay 
Senator Moses Kajwang, Ruaraka MP 
T.J. Kajwang and Kaptembwa Ward MCA 
Peter Kajwang, were all elected in the 
2017 General Election.

His father, the late David Ajwang’ 
Nyakwamba, was a teacher while his 
late mother, Dorcas Akumu Ajwang’, is 
remembered as one of the first female 
African primary school teachers in the 
1940s.

Kajwang joined Waondo Primary 
School in 1964 and sat for the Certificate 
of Primary Education (CPE) examination 
seven years later. Friends remember 
him as a playful and notorious pupil 
who arrived in school late leading to 
frequent punishment. After the CPE 
exams, he joined Mbita High School for 
O’ Levels, where he caused even more 
trouble. “He was sent away for leading a 
strike against badly cooked food. Since 
his father was the deputy headmaster 
at Mbita High School, he managed to 
secure him a place in Form Two at the 
school,” his former schoolmate, Ochieng 
Oreng, said in an interview with the 

Legislator, wrote about Kajwang.
In April 2008, Kajwang was appointed 

Immigration and Registration of Persons 
Minister in the Government of National 
Unity formed by Kibaki and Raila Odinga 
following the disputed 2007 General 
Election, which resulted in post-election 
violence.

Before his appointment as Minister, 
Kajwang had proved his worth in the 
divisive politics of the time, moving a 
vote of no confidence against the Vice 
President George Saitoti and proving 
himself as Odinga’s trusted lieutenant. 

Kajwang, who was among Odinga’s 
advisers and confidants, never even 
once went against the wishes of the 
ODM leader.

“Yes, he was a political irritant to the 
ruling elite but he was also a patriot, a 
democrat and a principled and consist-
ent leader, one of few politicians whose 
support for party leader, Raila Odinga, 
remained intact to the end,” Mr Khamisi 
wrote about him.

Unlike many polished politicians who 

He was a good 
dancer, a very jolly 
guy and outgoing. 
You could not hate 
him even when you 
wanted to
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Daily Nation.
He was a member of the school choir 

and performed well in his O’ Level 
examinations emerging as the best can-
didate. Kajwang proceeded to Homa Bay 
High School for A’ Levels, from where 
he was expelled after leading a strike 
following an altercation with the school 
librarian. He would later secure a slot at 
the prestigious Maseno School where he 
completed his A’ levels. In 1977, he was 
admitted to the University of Nairobi 
to study Law, setting the stage for his 
activism and political career. 

After being elected as the Secretary 
General of the Nairobi University 
Students Organisation (NUSO) in 1979, 
Kajwang led the first demonstrations 
against newly elected President Daniel 
arap Moi, resulting in his expulsion from 
the university. He was expelled alongside 
Rumba Kinuthia and Mukhisa Kituyi.

He later competed his studies at 
Makerere University in Uganda through 
the help of progressive lecturers from 
the University of Nairobi. Upon gradu-
ation from Makerere, Kajwang joined 
the Kenya School of Law and graduated 
with a Diploma in Law after which he 
was admitted to the bar as an advocate 
in 1984.

He remained a rebel.
In 1990, Kajwang led a riot by law-

yers, protesting the arrest of lawyers 
Mohamed Ibrahim and John Khaminwa 
who had presented politicians accused 
of plotting to overthrow the govern-

ment. The riots resulted in the closure 
of courts for two days.

His legal career suffered a setback on 
11 August 1999 when the Law Society 
(LSK) Disciplinary Committee banned 
him from practising as an advocate 
for allegedly stealing from a client. He 
was subsequently struck off the Roll of 
Advocates for professional misconduct.

“I felt like I was being persecuted 
for my opinions on certain issues. It is 
very painful to work so hard to qualify 
for a profession only to be denied the 
opportunity to practise. I am still very 
bitter with the decision to bar me,” he 
defended himself in an undated inter-
view.

Kajwang practised as a lawyer for 
several years and served as the legal 
adviser for both the original Forum for 
the Restoration of Democracy (FORD) 
party, and one of its offshoots FORD-
Kenya, and the National Development 
Party (NDP), a party led by former politi-
cal detainee, Odinga.

Kajwang joined NDP from FORD-
Kenya where he was the legal secretary. 
This was after Odinga left FORD-Kenya 
to Kijana Wamalwa and his faction fol-
lowing endless disputes over its control. 
It was through NDC that Kajwang joined 
the Odinga political dynasty. In the 1997 
General Election, Kajwang was elected 
on a NDP ticket becoming one of the 
21 MPs to be elected from this party; 
Luo Nyanza voted overwhelmingly for 
Odinga and the NDP in that election. 

case. Not ready to give up, Kajwang went 
to the High Court to challenge Wako’s 
move but did not succeed. 

Through that case, the prosecution 
brought into question the law that gave 
the AG absolute discretion over cases. 
This would later form part of the basis 
for the constitutional reforms, which 
saw a new Constitution promulgated in 
2010 without such an exploitative clause.

Before the 2002 General Election, few 
politicians had had the nerve or the flair 
to jump on to the stage in unrestrained 
song and dance. Then came Kajwang, 
apart from making others smile, lit the 
fire of rebellion with grace and robust 
humour. He became more famous with 
the use of the song ‘Mapambano’ during 
political events. Kajwang first used the 
mapambano slogan at the beginning of 
the Orange “No” campaign against the 
proposed Constitution during a rally in 
Makadara Constituency.

“In our efforts to stop the enactment 
of the proposed new Constitution, we 

Only James Orengo in Ugenya and Joe 
Donde in Gem Constituency were re-
elected on a different party ticket in Luo 
Nyanza in the 1997 General Election.

Soon after his win, Kajwang proposed 
a vote of no confidence against Vice 
President Saitoti over corruption in 
relation to the Goldenberg scandal. This 
was a political scandal in the 1990s where 
the Government of Kenya had subsi-
dised exports of gold beyond standard 
arrangements. The government had 
paid 35 per cent more (in Kenya shil-
lings) than the country’s foreign cur-
rency earnings for the deal. When the 
motion did not go far, Kajwang filed a 
private application before a magistrate 
on behalf of Odinga seeking to have 
Saitoti prosecuted in relation to his 
alleged involvement in the Goldenberg 
issue. He obtained leave to institute 
criminal proceedings against the Vice 
President. However, Attorney General 
(AG) Amos Wako invoked Section 26 of 
the Constitution and terminated the 

In 1990, Kajwang led a riot bylawyers, 
protesting the arrest of lawyers 
Mohamed Ibrahim and John Khaminwa 
who had presented politicians 
accused of plotting to overthrow the 
government. The riots resulted in the 
closure of courts for two days
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ties with President Moi as personal 
lawyer, Kajwang was a dissident who 
had rubbed the government of the day 
the wrong way before he was expelled 
from the University of Nairobi. These 
different political inclinations always 
came up in the debate. When it came to 
hitting out at the ‘system-man’ Mutula, 
Kajwang minced no words:

“We can’t sit here and listen to narra-
tives perpetuated by guys who formed 
the first row of the government’s choir. 

grammes in the country, Crossfire, a 
weekend radio show that aired from 
the early 2000s.

Other than Kajwang, the other sea-
soned debaters on the show included 
the current UNCTAD (United Nations 
Conference on Trade and Development) 
boss Kituyi, political analyst Tony 
Gachoka and lawyer Mutula Kilonzo.

Both Mutula and Kajwang were law-
yers with opinions about the govern-
ment. Whereas Mutula enjoyed close 

O T I E N O  K A J WA N G ’

had to engage our opponents in the 
battlefield. I set out to harness public 
imagination and crystallise the cam-
paign in a slogan,” Kajwang told the 
Daily Nation in a June 2008 interview.

He explained that mapambano was 
a religious song about the struggle 
between good and evil and that he used 
to sing it when he was a member of his 
church choir.

He also had a stint as a panellist in 
one of the most listened to radio pro-

Give us another substantial subject for 
discussion”, said Kajwang during one 
of the shows.

In September 2009, Kajwang voted in a 
divisive vote against the appointment of 
Aaron Ringera and his two assistants to 
the Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission.

In the decision, the Cabinet was 
divided, with at least 13 Cabinet min-
isters and assistant ministers voting 
in favour of the resolution by 2 House 
committees to annul the gazette notice 
that appointed Kenya Anti-Corruption 
Commission Chief Ringera and his two 
assistants.

He was also very dismissive of his 
Cabinet colleague William Ruto whom 
he dismissed as leader who had no 
capacity to destroy ODM and stall 
Odinga’s political career.

Following the 2007–2008 post-election 
violence, Kajwang was among the min-
isters who backed a local tribunal to try 
the post-election violence instead of 
going the Hague (International Criminal 
Court) route. He threw his weight behind 
backbenchers in their push for a spe-
cial tribunal weeks after the Cabinet 
decided to give the Truth, Justice and 
Reconciliation Commission (TJRC) a 
shot at trying post-election violence 
suspects.

While serving as Immigration Minister, 
he created a diplomatic issue after 
Sudanese soldiers manning a roadblock 
on the Kenyan side of the border blocked 
him from opening an immigration office 

Immigration Minister Otieno Kajwang and Rwanda’s Minister for Local Authorities Ms Merie Christine Natany in his office.
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at Nadapal border post. The Minister 
was turned back at the roadblock just 
a kilometre from the country’s border 
with South Sudan.

In May 2009, he announced that senior 
civil servants, most of them appointed 
by the first Kibaki Administration, 
seemed unwilling to take orders from 
coalition partner appointees.

“A good partnership can be crystal-
lised in two words: consultation and 
concurrence. In this partnership, there 
is neither of those ingredients. The fact 
is that although the coalition is written 
into the Constitution, PNU [Party of 
National Unity] does not accept there 
is a partnership and their view is that 
this is their government,” Mr Kajwang 

remarked.
Among his successes as Immigration 

Minister was setting the ground for the 
introduction of dual citizenship and 
introducing third-generation identity 
cards.

He was, however, unable to actualise 
centralisation of personal data records 
through a KES 300 million govern-

ment project. The project, known as 
the Integrated Population Registration 
System (IPRS), aimed at bringing 
together information from different 
agencies undertaking population reg-
istration functions in the country.

The centralised registration system 
was supposed to link individual infor-
mation on both citizens and foreigners 
to various population registries. The 
project was also expected to help the 
government broaden its tax base by 
easing the identification of potential tax-
payers. It was meant to be implemented 
over a period of three to four years.

There were also grumblings within 
the ODM party that he did not use his 
position as Immigration Minister to 
sensitise the youth to acquire national 
identity cards that would qualify them 
as voters in the 2013 General Election. 
Also buried under party loyalty were 
claims of bribery in the issuance of 
work permits to foreigners that dogged 
Kajwang’s last days in office.

In November 2014, almost a year after 
winning the Homa Bay County Senator 
seat, Kajwang succumbed to a heart 
attack at the age of 58 years.

He spent his last days as he had always 
lived. He was in Parliament contributing 
to debate in the Senate and later relaxed 
over drinks at the bar as he laughed and 
talked politics with his colleagues.

On that night, he collapsed at one of 
his homes and was pronounced dead 
on arrival at the hospital.
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OTUOMA
P A U L  N Y O N G E S A 

When he recounts President Mwai Kibaki’s leadership style, 
Paul Nyongesa Otuoma paints the picture of an impresario 
of unrivalled brilliance.  The former Funyula Member of 
Parliament (MP) who served in three ministerial dockets in 
Kibaki’s administration is, however, quick to note that the 
President’s well-coordinated government had an unfortunate 
interlude in 2008 after a disputed election that triggered 
violence in parts of the country. 

Vet with 
Passion for 

Blue Economy
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Otuoma attributes this blight 
on Kibaki’s leadership to the 
road accident in 2002 that 
the President was involved 

in and a cabal of politicians who sur-
rounded him as soon as he took over 
power. The 2008 post-election violence, 
explains Otuoma, was a crescendo of 
unmet political expectations from his 
first term in office after Kibaki fired 
Raila Odinga and his team from the 
government. 

The father of four first was elected to 
Parliament as the Funyula MP in 2007 
on an Orange Democratic Movement 
(ODM) ticket and later appointed 
Minister for Fisheries in President 
Kibaki’s and Prime Minister Odinga’s 
Government of National Unity in 2008. 

His re-election in 2013 was challenged 
by John Okello, a voter who filed a peti-
tion seeking to annul Otuoma’s election 
as the Funyula legislator. The court ruled 
that Funyula constituents duly elected 
Otuoma and that the Independent 
Electoral and Boundary Commission 
(IEBC) followed due process when it 
declared him the winner. The petitioner 
had lined up about 20 witnesses to 
support his allegation that Otuoma’s 
election was not free and fair because it 
was tarnished by electoral malpractices 
and irregularities. 

Born on 15 September 1966 in Busia 
Otuoma to Chrispinus Nyongesa 
Otuoma, a civil servant, and Mary 
Nyongesa, Otuoma went to school in 

Khalsa Primary School in Nairobi in 
1974 where he sat for his Certificate of 
Primary Education examinations in 
1980.

He transitioned to Eastleigh High 
School for O’ levels from 1981 to 1984 and 
later joined Nairobi School for A’ -levels, 
finishing in 1986. Otuoma, a keep-fit 
enthusiast who plays rugby for lei-
sure, is an alumnus of the University of 
Nairobi where he attained an undergrad-
uate degree of Bachelor of Veterinary 
Medicine and Masters in Business 
Administration.

Like most university students in mod-
ern-day Kenya, Otuoma didn’t imme-
diately find a job after graduation. He 
worked as a waiter at a popular fast-food 
restaurant in Nairobi at the time. In 
1992 he took a second job at Agromed 
Limited who were then agents for Bayer, 
a multinational pharmaceutical.

His two-year stint would later pave 
the way for him to join the veterinary 
pharmaceutical department of Bayer 
AG as a sales representative. That was 
1994. Otuoma gradually rose through 
the ranks and relocated to South Africa 
in 2000 where he was in charge of busi-
ness development for East and Central 
Africa for Bayer. 

When Kibaki ousted President Daniel 
arap Moi with a resounding victory in 
the 2002 General Election, the wave of 
optimism that had swept across the 
nation would lure Otuoma back to Kenya 
in 2003 to set up a chemicals distribu-

same,” said Otuoma during an interview 
for this article. 

In 2007, when he won the Funyula 
seat for the first time, ODM declared 
its Presidential candidate, Odinga, the 
winner, and called on President Kibaki 
to concede defeat and prepare to hand 
over the instruments of power. The 
ensuing civil strife would lead to post-
election violence that necessitated the 
formation of a coalition government 
between the warring political forces. 
Otuoma later joined the Cabinet as 
Minister for Fisheries Development 
in 2008. 

“At the time we were focused on unit-
ing the country. During the peace nego-
tiations, there were talks on which side 
of the coalition would steer the different 
ministerial dockets. But I was not part of 
those negotiations,” revealed Otuoma. 
The talks would later beget the National 
Accord and Reconciliation Act of 2008 
that temporarily re-established the 
office of Prime Minister, along with the 
creation of two deputy prime minister 
positions.

This would later lead to the power-
sharing agreement between President 
Kibaki and Opposition leader Odinga, 
who became the first Prime Minister 
under the Government of National Unity. 
“There were challenging moments. We 
were coming from a very acrimoni-
ous electioneering period and parties 
that had a dispute were now working 
together,” Otuoma explained. 

tion company called Mwanga Agrovet. 
He has doubled as a Keg distributor 
in Nyanza and the western region for 
Kenya Breweries Limited through his 
Kisumu-based company called Nyando 
Limited.

The veterinary doctor says his resolve 
to join politics and vie for the Funyula 
Parliamentary seat was inspired by the 
need to contribute towards rebuild-
ing the country. “At one point in your 
career progression, you reach a level 
where you are a professional but you 
no longer execute. Instead, you work 
through people to make things happen. 
Whether in the public or private sector, 
the principles of management are the 

When Kibaki 
ousted President 
Daniel arap Moi 
with a resounding 
victory in the 
2002General 
Election, the wave 
of optimism that 
had swept across 
the nation would 
lure Otuoma back 
to Kenya
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Otuoma vividly remembers the first 
meeting they had with Kibaki after the 
formation of the coalition and lauds 
the President’s ability to manage the 
government during a turbulent phase. 
“His ability to bring the two sides of 
the coalition together and make the 
government work despite the political 
challenges is something generations 
need to reflect upon,” Otuoma said.

During his first encounter with the 
President, Otuoma recalls Kibaki’s 
insistence that ministers were to be 
cognizant of the fact they were not 
serving him as the appointing authority, 
but the country. He applauds Kibaki for 
giving him a free hand to run his min-
istry. There were instances, he recalls, 
where ministers would have tussles with 
permanent secretaries working under 
them, but Kibaki never interfered. 

“There were no phone calls from him 
to influence ministerial decisions. There 
is a nugget of wisdom that I picked from 
him that has been my guiding principle 
in politics; that we should not person-
alise our positions, that we only hold 
public offices in service of the people,” 
said Otuoma. In expounding on this 
maxim, he remembers an anecdote 
Kibaki shared about being appointed as 
a Cabinet Minister after having served as 
the Vice President under President Moi. 

At the time, Kibaki’s friends and con-
fidants saw this as a demotion and 
advised him to turn down the minis-
terial appointment. He recounts that 
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the President gave ministers free rein 
over their dockets, they were also no 
incidents of policy makers interfering 
with procurements officers or other 
officials lower in the command chain. 

Though there was a push to have 
both sides of the coalition to appoint 
the respective permanent secretaries 
for the dockets they were responsible 
for, they finally resolved not to meddle 
with civil servants and the structure of 
government. Permanent secretaries and 
accounting officers, Otuoma explained, 
were not appointed based on political 
affiliation, but on merit. 

“Thought it happens in other jurisdic-
tions where political parties in a coali-
tion, based on the key issues in their 
manifestos, appoint civil servants. This 
was not the case in the Kenyan context, 
permanent secretaries were appointed 
by the President,” he revealed. 

Otuoma said the ethos he picked 
from the private sector, where he was 
a leader with little or no supervision, 
guided his style of leadership when he 
joined the public sector. “If you can’t 
measure it, you can’t achieve it,” he 
asserted. He recalled having access to 
Francis Muthaura, the Head of Civil 
Service, who was always at hand to sort 
out any bureaucratic challenges that 
could hinder the implementation of 
government projects.

“Muthaura was very good in coordi-
nating government functions, he was 
accessible and had prompt answers to 

Kibaki intimated that he took the new 
assignment in stride and saw it as an 
opportunity to serve Kenyans in another 
capacity. 

Though operating in an environment 
marred by belligerence and infight-
ing, Otuoma recollects that decisions 
were not made based on affiliation but 
policies whose soundness was evaluated 
critically in the interest of the nation. “I 
liked the idea of performance contracts. 
We were running on programme-based 

budgeting to make sure there were 
resources for proposed projects. One 
of the main challenges that the Kibaki 
administration faced when they took 
power in 2002, was issues of pending 
bills,” he explained 

Otuoma revealed that at the time 
accounting officers such as perma-
nent secretaries and undersecretaries 
would attend ministerial meetings to 
cascade the proposals down to imple-
menting officers. He said that because 

your challenges,” said Otuoma. Kibaki, 
he says, was a very accessible President 
with Cabinet meetings held weekly 
“without fail”. As members of Kibaki’s 
Cabinet, they were always conscious that 
they would have to report the progress 
of any assignments at the next Cabinet 
meeting, he recounted. 

After these meetings, , there was 
always a circular to ministries and 
permanent secretaries on deliverables 
that needed implementation that was 
sent the same afternoon even before 
the ministers got back to their work 
stations, narrated Otuoma. “Ministers 
appointed boards to parastatals under 
their ministries and gazette the appoint-
ments promptly,” he said. 

While at the Ministry of Fisheries 
Development he had a cordial work-
ing relationship with Ntiba Micheni, 
a former Director of the School of 
Biological Sciences at the University of 
Nairobi and they jointly made far-reach-
ing policy changes that helped develop 
aquaculture and the Blue Economy. 
“We had a harmonious working rela-
tionship and worked jointly in devel-
oping the Fisheries Management and 
Development Bill,” he reported. 

Otuoma who first tabled the Bill to 
the Cabinet before sponsoring it in 
Parliament, said Kenya had until then 
relied on precolonial era laws. His suc-
cessor completed the assignment. 
Before formulating the Bill, Otuoma and 
officials under his docket went bench-

President Kibaki, Youth Affairs Minister Paul Otuoma and Permanent Secretary James Waweru during 
the 5th Youth Enterprise Development Fund Anniversary celebrations at the Bomas of Kenya.

D R .  PA U L  O T U O M A
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marking tours in Israel and Indonesia 
to study what the two countries were 
doing in aquaculture. They would later 
visit almost every constituency in Kenya 
setting up fish ponds to demonstrate 
the feasibility of fish farming. 

The Bill, which was later signed into 
law by President Uhuru Kenyatta in 
2016, provides for the conservation, 

management and development of fish-
eries and other aquatic resources to 
enhance the livelihood of communi-
ties that depend on fishing. Besides 
offering guidance on the import and 
export trade of fish and fish products, 
fish quality and safety among other 
provisions, the Act also established the 
Kenya Fisheries Services and the Kenya 

Fisheries Advisory Council.
The roles of the Kenya Fisheries 

Services include ensuring the appro-
priate conservation, development of 
standards on management, sustain-
able use and protection of the coun-
try’s fisheries resources. The Act also 
ensures that Kenya’s marine resources 
are used for the benefit of Kenyans, 

especially coast residents, and protects 
marine resources from exploitation by 
foreigners.

Otuoma is keen to debunk the percep-
tion that Kibaki was hands-off. He said 
his engagement with the third President 
of Kenya points to a leader attuned to 
the workings of his government. “I 
remember taking Prince Edward (Earl 
of Wessex) to President Kibaki’s private 
office at State House. During a private 
conversation, Kibaki said he had to keep 
abreast of decisions made in parliament 
as they at times have adverse effects on 
the operations of the government or are 
not feasible,” Otuoma added.

Though Otuoma appreciates the con-
cept of separation of powers and the 
fact that all arms of government might 
not read from the same script, during 
the interview he cautioned that there 
was need for some level of synergy and 
consultation for methodical imple-
mentation of government policies. He, 
however, pointed out that he had chal-
lenges working with Karega Mutahi who 
served as the Permanent Secretary (PS) 
in the Ministry for Local Government 
between 2010 and 2013. “My leadership 
and interpersonal skills helped me 
tackle the hurdles,” he said. 

One incident that demonstrated 
to Otuoma that the President kept 
tabs on both government operations 
and national politics was when he 
approached the Kibaki as the Minister 
for Sports and Youth Affairs requesting 

D R .  PA U L  O T U O M A

President Mwai Kibaki (centret) with Minister for Youth and Sports Paul Otuoma (left) and the Executive Director of President’s Award Kenya Edwin 
Otieno during the presentation of the President’s Awards at State House in Nairobi, October 5th, 2011. 676 students from various institutions were awards 
with certificates in the programme
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to conduct Kenya Football Federation 
(KFF) elections to end wrangles at the 
sports body. 

Since Otuoma had cited finances as 
a challenge, Kibaki made sure some of 
the funds were available. After the elec-
tions, the same group of football officials 

was back at the helm of KFF. On the day 
of the elections, Kibaki and Otuoma 
were in Australia for a Commonwealth 
meeting. 

When Otuoma approached Kibaki with 
the news, the President informed him 
that he knew of the intricacies of the 

D R .  PA U L  O T U O M A

election. Otuoma would later learn that 
former Kenya African National Union 
(KANU) politicians had vested interests 
in the outcome of the KFF elections and 
Kibaki was privy to that information. 

Despite the political intrigues during 
his tenure at the Sports and Youth Affairs 

Ministry, Otuoma oversaw the formu-
lation of the Sports Bill, now an Act of 
Parliament, that led to the establish-
ment of the Sports Fund. Otuoma says 
he worked closely his James Waweru, 
the PS. 

Before the enactment of the Act, most 
sports bodies were registered as socie-
ties and the government had little or no 
say in their regulation. The Act also led 
to the creation of Sports Kenya which 
is now in charge of sports facilities and 
talent in the country. “As a result of the 
Act, any organisation involved in sports 
in Kenya is registered under the Sports 
Act,” he said. 

While in charge of the Ministry, 
Otuoma also oversaw the ratification 
of the African Youth Charter, the first 
legal framework in favour of youth 
development. The framework was pro-
vided to the continent by the relevant 
stakeholder in youth affairs, to support 
national policies, programmes, and 
actions in favour of youth development.

Otuoma, who currently serves as 
the Chairman of the Privatisation 
Commission, said President Kibaki 
came up with policies and made sure 
they were implemented. He cited this 
as one of the reasons why revenue 
collected more than doubled during 
Kibaki’s administration. “He discour-
aged people from going to State House 
with envelopes, that helped him stem 
endemic corruption that was rife in 
government,” Otuoma explained. 

President Kibaki cuts a cake to celebrate the 5th anniversary of the Youth Enterprise Development Fund at the Bomas of Kenya accompanied by Otuoma 
and Assistant Minister Wavinya Ndeti.
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R A I L A 

Raila Amolo Odinga held two different portfolios in 
President Mwai Kibaki’s Cabinet. First, between 2003 and 
2005, he served as the Minister for Roads, Public Works and 
Housing. He then found himself out of the Cabinet, before 
he returned in 2007, this time as the Prime Minister of the 
Republic of Kenya. There is contextual clarity on the events 
that occasioned his first appointment to Kibaki’s Cabinet, his 
subsequent dismissal in 2005 and his 2007 return.

The Enigma
of Kenya’s 

Politics
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In the political formation before 
the 2002 General Election, Odinga’s 
Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) 
joined National Alliance Party of 

Kenya (NAK), an amalgamation of par-
ties whose luminaries, then, were Kibaki, 
Michael Kijana Wamalwa and Charity 
Kaluki Ngilu. Odinga’s arrival in the NAK 
corner prompted the formation of the 
National Rainbow Coalition (NARC). 
Alongside Ngilu, Kibaki, Wamalwa, Moody 
Awori, Kipruto arap Kirwa, George Saitoti 
and Kalonzo Musyoka, Odinga became a 
member of the NARC Summit — the main 
engine that ran the NARC campaigns. 

By that point, many Kenyans had made it 
clear they were tired of the independence 
party, the Kenya African National Union’s 
(KANU) rule and wanted a change. The 
vexing question was who would lead a 
united opposition.

This was where Odinga’s political genius 
played out. He kept himself ahead of the 
curve.

When it was least expected, he made 
two of the most consequential public 
statements that helped birth Kenya’s 
third — and some say most effective — 
Presidency since independence. 

Both statements were made in 2002. 
The first, “Si ata Mzee Kibaki anatosha?” 
was a question he asked a massive crowd 
at Uhuru Park in Nairobi on 22 September 
2002. 

Odinga’s query, which translates to 
“Doesn’t Mzee Kibaki suffice?” settled 
the debate. From then onwards, the 

Opposition closed ranks around the 
NAK leader and NARC was born. In four 
months, what had seemed impossible 
— the end of KANU’s 40 years in power 
— happened.

But before this new era began, Kenyans 
were to endure a gut-wrenching jolt 
about one month before it started. On 3 
December 2002, the NARC Presidential 
candidate, Kibaki, was returning to Nairobi 
from a campaign rally in Machakos when 
his vehicle rolled several times at the 
Machakos-Mombasa Road junction, about 
50 kilometres from the capital city. Kibaki 
suffered serious injuries and had to be air-
lifted to London for specialised treatment. 

The country held its breath. The 
Opposition fretted about what would 
happen next. There was widespread 
despondency. But not for long because 
Odinga, still himself reeling in shock, went 
public with this statement: “Our captain 
is injured but the game will go on. We 
shall continue with our campaign until 
our captain returns.” 

A fresh burst of energy and belief infused 
the opposition ranks and carried it all the 
way to victory. Although Kibaki had no 
further part in the campaigns, he did 
return. The sight of him in a neck brace 
was heart-breaking but he was soon well 
enough to lead an economic revival not 
seen in Kenya since independence. 

Odinga, a football fanatic and a man 
given to using its metaphors in political 
conversation, had once again made his 
intervention at a critical moment in the 

president. These divisions led the country 
to the 2005 referendum. Kibaki’s faction 
was for the new Constitution. Odinga’s 
camp, however, persuaded Kenyans to 
reject the proposed Constitution.

After losing the referendum, Kibaki 
made a move not witnessed before in 
the history of independent Kenya. He 
fired his entire Cabinet. He invoked the 
powers given to him by the Constitution 
and fired all ministers and their assistants 
and promised the country a new Cabinet 
in a fortnight. Only two people survived 
Kibaki’s axe — Vice President Awori and 
Attorney General Amos Wako. 

Out with Odinga went William ole 
Ntimama (Public Service), Anyang’ 
Nyong’o (Planning), Kalonzo Musyoka 
(Environment), Najib Balala (National 
Heritage and Culture), Ochillo Ayacko 
(Sports) and Linah Jebii Kilimo 
(Immigration and Registration of Persons). 

Here is the pertinent question of the 
moment. What was Odinga’s contribu-
tion to Kibaki’s Cabinet as the Minister 
for Roads, Public Works and Housing? 

After decades of stagnation and regres-
sion, infrastructural development had 
to become a centrepiece of the Kibaki 
Administration. This means that the 
Cabinet docket of Roads, Public Works 
and Housing needed to be in especially 
capable hands. It wasn’t for nothing that 
Kibaki gave it to Odinga. And he didn’t dis-
appoint. Grabbed land was reclaimed and 
many people found themselves holding 
fake titles. It was during Odinga’s tenure 

nation’s fortunes. 
Few were surprised, therefore, when 

upon unveiling the first NARC Cabinet, 
Kibaki appointed Odinga Minister for 
Roads, Public Works and Housing. Odinga’s 
LDP, however, accused Kibaki of reneging 
on the pre-election Memorandum of 
Understanding the party had entered into 
with Kibaki’s NAK. This pact reportedly 
earmarked the premiership for Odinga. 
The counterargument to LDP’s accusa-
tions was that the then Kenya Constitution 
did not make provision for the position.

The 2003 Constitution review confer-
ence aggravated the relationship between 
the Kibaki and Odinga factions. While 
Odinga’s camp pitched for an autono-
mous premier, Kibaki’s group favoured a 
ceremonial premier and an autonomous 

When it was least 
expected, he made 
two of the most 
consequential 
public statements 
that helped birth 
Kenya’s third 
and some say 
most effective  
Presidency since 
independence
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at Roads that the now famous government 
bulldozer became a common sight in the 
country, bringing down buildings big and 
small that had been built on road reserves. 

It was not until the government started 
implementing its infrastructure develop-
ment programme that residents of places 
such as Kilimani, Lavington, Runda, Red Hill, 
Kasarani, Ngong, Dandora and other places 
around the country realised that land in their 
midst had been earmarked for a network of 
roads. The term by-pass entered the national 
lexicon as Eastern, Northern and Southern 
highways started circumventing the city of 
Nairobi. The jewel in the crown of these new 
infrastructure projects was the Thika super-
highway. It was a whole new travelling experi-
ence for Kenyans. Odinga was the public face 
of this development which comprised a key 
plank of President Kibaki’s Vision 2030 legacy.

The consequence of Odinga’s exit from 
Kibaki’s first Cabinet was complete deteriora-
tion of the relationship between Kibaki’s NAK 
and Odinga’s LDP. This led to the collapse of 
NARC in 2006. Odinga moved on to the Orange 
Democratic Movement (ODM). Afterwards, 
in preparation for the 2007 Presidential elec-
tions, Kibaki formed his own coalition, the 
Party of National Unity (PNU).

On 27 December 2007, after months of fierce 
and divisive political campaigns, Kenyans 
went to the polls to elect a new Parliament 
and President. The frontrunners in the 
Presidential race were Kibaki of PNU, then 
aged 76, and Odinga of ODM, then aged 62. 

The ODM party won most of the 
Parliamentary seats but Kibaki beat Odinga in 
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tions. Later, in 2005 and 2006, the pilot 
programme was expanded to include 
PSs and major municipalities. The Kibaki 
Administration’s successful implementa-
tion of the pilot programmes won Kenya 
global recognition. In 2007, Kenya won 
the United Nations Public Service award 
for its performance-based contracting 
system in the public sector.

Keen to avoid the mistakes that had 
plagued efforts to introduce performance 
contracting in the 1990s, Odinga adopted a 
different approach. He appointed Richard 
Ndubai, the PS for public sector reform 
and performance contracting into the 
picture. He tasked him to sell the perfor-
mance contracting concept to the Cabinet 
and to develop mutually agreeable, failsafe 
and credible appraisal criteria. 

Both Odinga and Kibaki demonstrated 
their commitment to performance con-
tracting. Besides rolling it out in 2003, 
Kibaki showed his support for perfor-
mance contracting by transferring the 
line department to the Prime Minister’s 
office. Odinga leveraged Kibaki’s goodwill 
and lobbied the staff at his office to readily 
accept performance contracting.

With Kibaki and Odinga’s support, 
Ndubai expanded performance con-
tracting across the entire government 
structure. So as to encourage ministries 
to own performance contracting, minis-
tries were involved in the annual setting 
of performance targets. Towards the end 
of each year, every ministry developed a 
strategic plan. It was from the objectives 

the presidential poll. Odinga immediately 
contested the election results. Protests 
ensued in Odinga’s support bases. The 
protests degenerated into horrific acts 
of violence. More than 1,000 Kenyans 
consequently lost their lives. Over 350,000 
others were displaced.

Concerned that the violence in Kenya 
could morph into a civil war, the interna-
tional community put Kibaki and Odinga 
under pressure to call a truce. Under the 
auspices of a group of African leaders 
led by former United Nations Secretary 
General Kofi Anan, the Kibaki and Odinga 
factions negotiated for 41 days. Eventually, 
on 28 February 2008, the two sides of the 
political divide struck a deal. Under the 
peace deal, Kibaki retained the Presidency 
while Odinga became the Prime Minister, 
a newly created position. 

The agreement, known as the National 
Accord and Reconciliation Act, clearly 
spelt out the Kibaki-Odinga power rela-
tions. The President remained the Head 
of State while the Prime Minister had 
powers to coordinate and supervise the 
execution of government functions and 
affairs, including those of ministries. 
Further, the National Accord stipulated 
that: “the composition of the coalition 
government shall at all times reflect the 
relative parliamentary strengths of the 
respective parties and shall at all times 
take into account the principle of port-
folio balance”.

The cooperation between the newly 
created office of the Prime Minister and 

the Cabinet Secretariat was critical. The 
Cabinet Secretariat was the unit that then 
managed the Cabinet agenda and ensured 
that ministers had the policy documents 
they needed. Odinga appointed Mohamed 
Isahakia, his former campaign manager, 
as Permanent Secretary (PS) in charge of 
his office. Isahakia who has a doctorate 
from Oregon Health Sciences University 
in Portland, Oregon, was to work closely 
with Caroli Omondi, a lawyer, and the 
chief of staff at the Prime Minister’s office. 
The two were to collaborate in ensuring 
that the Prime Minister’s office delivered 
in its supervisory role. Kibaki retained 
Francis Muthaura, one of his closest allies 
and advisers to serve as the Head of Civil 
Service and Secretary to the Cabinet.

Odinga and Kibaki faced a number of 
challenges in setting up the Government 
of National Unity, as the coalition govern-
ment was officially called. To begin with, 
the ambiguity of the National Accord on 
the size of the Cabinet caused confusion. 
The Accord left such decisions to the dis-
cretion of the coalition partners. Besides, 
Kibaki and Odinga had the challenge of 
creating and staffing new executive offices.

A bloated Cabinet was the other chal-
lenge that the Kibaki-Odinga coalition 
government had to contend with. There 
were valid fears that a large Cabinet would 
impede supervision and coordination.

The fact that PNU and ODM had prem-
ised their campaigns upon different mani-
festos did not help matters. Kibaki and 
Odinga therefore formed a task force 

co-chaired by Nyong’o and Saitoti and 
charged it with the task of integrating the 
PNU and ODM manifestos. The intention 
of this initiative was to develop a common 
coherent script from which the coalition 
Cabinet would read. The harmonisation of 
the two manifestos took a very short time.

Once ministry portfolios had been 
filled, the Kibaki-Odinga Government of 
National Unity got to work.

So, what were Odinga’s contributions 
to the Kibaki legacy during his stint as 
Prime Minister?

Despite the development of a common 
manifesto and improvement of inter-
ministerial coordination, fears that intra-
ministry infighting and deadlocks would 
jeopardise implementation of govern-
ment programmes lingered. To minimise 
such developments, Odinga introduced 
performance as a strategy to cultivate a 
sense of competition in the Cabinet.

Performance contracting entailed the 
creation of a clear set of performance 
targets for each ministry. The strategy 
rode on systematic collection of data on 
ministries’ performance and rewarding 
good performance.

According to Odinga, by the time the 
coalition government commenced its 
term in 2008, the Kibaki Administration 
had already had experience with perfor-
mance contracting but it had not yet been 
institutionalised.

Earlier in 2003, Kibaki’s government 
had launched a performance contract-
ing pilot programme in 16 state corpora-

R A I L A  O D I N G A
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Addressing an electrified crowd at the 
Kenyatta International Convention Centre 
soon after receiving the provisional results 
of the referendum, Kibaki hailed the adop-
tion of the new Constitution as a win for 
Kenya. Besides, he said it was a win for 
all those who had fought long and hard 
for a new constitutional dispensation 
that reflects the country’s hopes and 
aspirations.

On 27 August 2010, Kenyans witnessed 
the promulgation of the 2010 Constitution. 
The new Constitution heralded a new 
dawn. It brought open and inclusive 
governance, whose face is devolution. 
Thanks to devolved governments, Kenya 
has narrowed the gap between rich and 
poor regions.

When Kibaki’s second term in office 
ended, Odinga took a third shot at the 
Presidency. But contrary to the expecta-
tions of many, he lost the elections to 
Jubilee Party’s Uhuru Kenyatta and Ruto. 

Election loss has become a recurring 
theme of Odinga’s political existence. 

outlined in the strategic plans that minis-
try performance targets emanated. There 
was, however, a standard performance 
contracting template. It had about six 
performance criteria under which specific 
performance indicators were listed.

Performance contracting provided the 
coalition government a mechanism to 
encourage members of the coalition’s 
Cabinet and the entire civil service to 
remain focused on service delivery. 
It mobilised people to work towards 
common goals.

In 2009, Kibaki directed Odinga to move 
in and reclaim Mau Forest. This decision 
was informed by concerns expressed by 
experts that the Mau Complex had then 
lost 107 hectares of its trees over the last 
two decades. Experts attributed this wor-
rying development to illegal settlement, 
logging and charcoal burning that went 
on in the forest right under the watch of 
corrupt officials.

Experts warned that the ripple effect of 
the Mau Forest degradation would affect 
tourism, water supply to cities and indus-
tries, agriculture, energy generation and 
consequently damage East Africa’s largest 
economy. Even though Odinga’s interven-
tion in the Mau Forest had Kibaki’s bless-
ings and the support of the Cabinet, it set 
him against his political allies.

William Ruto, Odinga’s right-hand man 
at the time, opposed the eviction of people 
from the Mau Forest. Odinga, however, 
refused to budge. He insisted that all 
the forest land that KANU had illegally 

R A I L A  O D I N G A

allocated had to be reclaimed by the 
government. 

Odinga anchored his resolve to restore 
the Mau Forest Complex on the conviction 
that by so doing, he would secure the live-
lihoods and economies of all the people 
who directly or indirectly depended on 
the Mau Forest ecosystem.

Since the Mau Forest Complex recla-
mation had received the Cabinet’s nod, 
Odinga advocated for an inter-ministerial 
approach in its reclamation process. The 
Ministry of Forestry was to spearhead the 
eviction process.

There is no doubt that the greatest 
milestone of the Kibaki-Odinga coalition 
is its delivery of the new Constitution. 
In 2010 Kibaki and Odinga rallied the 
country to vote in favour of the proposed 
new Constitution. The new Constitution 
significantly checked Presidential powers, 
addressed corruption, political patronage, 
land grabbing and tribalism, among other 
problems that Kenya had been grappling 
with since independence.

Odinga anchored his resolve to restore 
the Mau Forest Complex on the 
conviction that byso doing, he would 
secure the livelihoods and economies of 
all the people who directly
or indirectly depended on the Mau 
Forest ecosystem

Few people in Kenya, even those who do 
not like him, believe he is not qualified 
to be President. 

“I also don’t believe there is anything 
impossible in this world. I believe that 
things are possible. But I also want to 
say that it must not necessarily be Raila; 
like now, I am not even saying that I am 
going to run again because that is too 
far-fetched now. I am always willing to 
support somebody else. The last time we 
went for a nomination and if I had lost I 
would have supported somebody else. I 
came up with Kibaki Tosha and people 
thought that I had committed political 
suicide. Many told me that Luos could 
not vote for Kikuyus, but I said, ‘I’ll show 
you.’ And I convinced them.

Apart from President Kibaki himself and 
probably the other presidents before him, 
only Odinga consistently galvanises the 
nation’s heaviest intellectual artillery into 
the most heated debates about Kenya’s 
destiny. He shapes the nation’s political 
agenda while not occupying State House.

Odinga remains the political sultan of 
the street with powerful friends in high 
places in Kenya and abroad. His support-
ers won’t allow him to go quietly and he 
is their willing hostage. Even before he 
has made his announcement, there is 
widespread belief that he will again be 
one of the big draws in the 2022 race. He 
made a big mark as a member of the Kibaki 
Cabinet. Who knows, he may finally get a 
chance to form his own.
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TUJU
R A P H A E L

If a poll were taken among Kenyans about what President 
Mwai Kibaki’s greatest legacy is, what would come out on top? 
Free primary education? Road infrastructure development? 
Economic growth? Maybe all of them as one inseparable 
package. But think again: There is a critical mass of the 
Kenyan population that believes Kibaki’s greatest legacy is 
freedom of expression, the antithesis of 40 years of repressive 
rule under the Kenya African National Union (KANU) party. 
Without it, everything else was impossible, hence the campaign 
catchphrase ‘everything is possible without Moi’.

The Ace in 
Political 

Messaging
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The core mission of the Kibaki 
administration was to foster 
a national renewal through 
winning the war against graft 

and engineering economic reconstruc-
tion through investment in social ser-
vices and infrastructure. This was not all. 
Restoration of Kenya’s image in the global 
community was not any less an endeavour 
for Kibaki’s government. To achieve this 
end, the new National Rainbow Coalition 
(NARC) government had to embrace a shift 
in paradigm in so far as the relationship 
between the seat of power and the fourth 
estate was concerned.

There was no better manifestation of 
Kibaki’s interest in giving the media a free 
hand to operate than to put one of their 
own at the Ministry of Information and 
Tourism. Kibaki’s choice for this portfolio 
was Raphael Tuju.

In the first Kibaki administration 
Cabinet, Tuju was appointed Minister 
for Information and Tourism. His assistant 
at the ministry was Beth Mugo. Tuju, a 
renowned journalist, was no doubt a good 
fit for the ministry. An alumnus of the 
University of Leicester, United Kingdom, 
Tuju had in the late 1980s and early 1990s 
worked as a part-time television news 
anchor. Besides, he had produced and 
directed several documentaries, television 
and radio commercials for international 
agencies, private sector bodies and public 
institutions. And he had been a columnist 
for local newspapers, particularly the East 
African Standard.

Tuju’s professional background gave 
him first-hand experience of how critical 
media freedom was in a democratic and 
progressive society. It therefore did not 
come as a surprise that while he was at 
the helm of the Ministry of Information 
and Tourism, the Kibaki administration 
nurtured greater freedom of expression. 
State House kept its hands off media con-
tent and tolerated criticism. Further, the 
voice of the civil society got way louder 
than it had been before.

In a bid to have Kenya retain her position 
as the regional centre for international 
news, Tuju made total liberalisation of the 
airwaves a priority of his Ministry. Under 
the KANU regime, privately-owned radio 
stations were only allowed to broadcast in 
limited spaces. The State-owned Kenya 
Broadcasting Corporation (KBC) enjoyed 
unlimited airwaves access.

Even though the KANU government 
had partially liberalised the airwaves in 
1996, rapid expansion of the broadcast-
ing sector started in 2003. In line with the 
NARC vision, Tuju oversaw the allocation 
of numerous frequencies to private inves-
tors. This resulted in the birth of more 
than 50 privately-owned radio stations 
in Kibaki’s first term.

It was during Tuju’s time at the Ministry 
of Information and Tourism that ver-
nacular radio stations began popping up 
in large numbers. Privately-owned ver-
nacular radio stations such as Kameme 
FM, which broadcasts in Gĩkũyũ, Kass FM, 
which broadcasts in Kalenjin, and Ramogi 

the number of newspapers in the country 
had shot up to eight. Nation Media Group 
launched the Business Daily whose beat 
was finance and economic affairs. Patrick 
Quarcoo’s The Star newspaper also came 
into existence around the same time.

Aware of what potent tools media out-
lets are in the construction of a people’s 
popular culture, Tuju insisted that the 
local media creates room for local content. 
On 8 August 2003, Tuju announced that 
beginning 1 January 2004, local television 
stations would be required to broadcast 
a minimum of 20 per cent local content. 
For radio stations, he set the ratio at 30 per 
cent. Tuju’s directive was not successfully 
executed then. It, however, brought the 
subject of suitability of media content to 
the national discourse table.

As the Minister for Information and 
Tourism, Tuju took Kenya’s image redemp-
tion campaign to the global arena. Fed up 
of what in media parlance is called bad 
press, Tuju attempted to take Kenya’s 
broadcasting voice to the United Kingdom. 
His intention was to reverse the 50-year 
one-way broadcasting regime that Kenya 
and Britain had maintained. In November 
2003, Tuju and Wachira Waruru, then the 
head of the KBC, visited London to apply 
for an FM radio station licence to enable 
KBC to be heard in the UK.

The FM station, in Tuju’s view, would 
offer an alternative voice to that of the 
British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). 
Tuju argued that unlike the BBC, the 
Kenya-owned FM radio station would give 

FM, which broadcasts in Dholuo, among 
others came into existence.

Under Tuju’s leadership, the television 
sector also grew. New players such Sayare 
TV (2004) and K24 (2007) arrived on the 
scene. In addition to other privately-
owned television stations such as the 
Kenya Television Network (KTN), started 
in 1990, and Nation TV (NTV), started in 
1999, the new players in the television 
sector offered Kenyans a range of sources 
of information in Kiswahili, Kenya’s lingua 
franca, English and other indigenous 
languages to choose from.

Print media, too, did well thanks to 
the media freedom occasioned by the 
change of guard. The two leading dailies, 
the Daily Nation and the East African 
Standard maintained their dominance 
of the Kenyan market. But by the end of 
the first term of the Kibaki Presidency, 

It was during 
Tuju’s time at 
theMinistry of 
Information and 
Tourism that 
vernacular radio
stations began 
popping up in 
large numbers

R A P H A E L  T U J U
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Kenya unbiased media coverage. The bid 
failed. It turned out that British broadcast-
ing laws only allowed European companies 
to run radio stations in Britain. Besides, at 
the time all the licences for the London 
FM spectrum were booked up to 2010. Even 
though the law has since changed and non-
nationals can now apply for licences and 
run FM stations in the UK, the challenge 
of limited FM spectrum persists.

Tuju’s fight against the bad press Kenya 
was getting in the wake of Al-Qaeda ter-
rorist attacks was boosted by the fact that 
it enjoyed the support of Kenyans. As a 
result, Kenya’s tourism industry, the third 
largest foreign exchange earner in the 
country, had lost US$ 125 million since the 

1998 US Embassy bomb attack in Nairobi. 
Immediately after the attack, European 
and American authorities released travel 
advisories to their citizenry citing Kenya 
as an unsafe destination. The situation had 
been aggravated by the ban of UK flights 
to Nairobi and Mombasa by the British 
government in May 2003. The ban was 
anchored on the fear of terrorist attacks 
on western targets.

After his bid to establish an FM station 
in the UK flopped, Tuju changed tack. He 
made a series of appearances on interna-
tional radio and television stations. Tuju 
gave one message at each of the talk shows. 
He informed the world that even though 
Nairobi was concerned about the terror-

ism threat, it had taken all the necessary 
precautions. He emphasised that Kenya 
was not any more vulnerable to terrorist 
attacks than other tourist destinations.

Tuju’s crusade paid off. The UK lifted the 
Nairobi and Mombasa flight ban.

In March 2004, Spain suffered a terrorist 
attack where 200 people lost their lives. 
Another 1,400 others suffered injuries. 
Western governments reacted differently 
to the terrorist attack in Spain. The British 
and American governments cautioned 
tourists to be vigilant. They did not impose 
travel bans.

This elicited a reaction from Tuju. He 
read double standards in Western coun-
tries’ reaction to the Spain terrorist attacks 
and questioned why Kenya was treated 
differently after suffering a similar fate. 

During the Commonwealth Ministers’ 
conference in Malaysia that was con-
vened after the attacks, Tuju aired Kenya’s 
concerns. He told the global community 
that Kenya found it ironical that the very 
countries that had issued travel advisories 
against Kenya were encouraging their citi-
zens to visit Spain in a show of solidarity.

Tuju’s resolve to turn around Kenya’s 
tourism fortunes was not any more pro-
nounced abroad than it was at home. 
His intervention soon after his appoint-
ment to the Information and Tourism 
docket to have the Kenyatta International 
Convention Centre (KICC) taken from the 
KANU party leadership goes to show this.

The banner headline of the Daily Nation 
on 18 March 2003 — Tuju’s fight to repos-

R A P H A E L  T U J U
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sess KICC from claws of KANU bigwigs 
— memorably captures the way things 
had changed after only three months of 
NARC. The unthinkable was happening. 
Tuju walked into KICC and dramatically 
repossessed it over the spirited objections 
of party hacks. He cited an Executive Order 
by the President and pointed out that the 
building belonged to the government and 
not the ousted ruling party. It so happened 
that Kibaki was the Minister for Finance 
when the building was constructed in 
the 1960s.

The repossession of KICC was largely 
interpreted, at that time, as a pointer to 
the Kibaki administration’s commitment 
to deliver back to Kenyans what the Moi 
regime had over the years plundered or 
forcefully allocated to the ruling party or 
politically correct individuals.

Later in 2005, Kibaki’s government 
appointed Philip Kisia as KICC’s Managing 
Director. His first task was to give the 
historical building a badly needed facelift 
and then transform it into a proper inter-
national conference centre. 

But why was KICC critical to the Kibaki 
administration? The NARC government 
envisioned a KICC that would position 
Nairobi as the centre for conference tour-
ism in the region. This mission has since 
grown into an established fact and the 
days when the building served as meeting 
place for planning weddings and funerals 
are long gone. 

Tuju served Kibaki’s administration as 
the Information and Tourism Minister 

R A P H A E L  T U J U

Kibaki and Tuju at 
State House Nairobi
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until 2005. His later stint in the Cabinet 
had much to do with the convulsions that 
engulfed NARC in the lead up to the 2005 
referendum.

Within months of clinching power, 
cracks emerged in the coalition. These 
cracks assumed the form of a Kibaki-
Raila Odinga power-sharing tussle. Odinga 
claimed that his party and Kibaki’s had 
signed a pre-election Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) that spelt out how 
they would share power after winning 
elections. The MoU supposedly stipulated 
a 50-50 power sharing formula between 
Kibaki’s and Odinga’s parties. 

Kibaki never disowned the existence of 
the MoU. His position, however, was that 
the MoU was limited to Cabinet slots. He 
disagreed with Odinga’s demand that the 
MoU extended to the civil service. Odinga 
and his supporters, wanted the MoU to 
overlap to government jobs, diplomatic 
appointments, State corporations and 
security services.

The Kibaki-Odinga feud caused divisions 
in Kibaki’s first Cabinet. It was in this sce-
nario that Tuju, Moody Awori and George 
Saitoti switched allegiance to Kibaki.

The gap between Odinga’s camp and 
Kibaki’s was further widened by their 
divergent stances on constitutional 
reforms. Odinga’s faction used the 2005 
proposed Constitution referendum 
to get even with Kibaki. They rallied 
their supporters to reject the proposed 
Constitution. Odinga and his supporters 
wanted an autonomous premier with a 

Party. Political analysts considered Tuju’s 
party an outfit whose aim was to eat into 
Odinga’s support base and consequently 
reduce Odinga’s camp’s chances of win-
ning the referendum.

Tuju served as the Minister for Foreign 
Affairs until the end of the first term of 
the Kibaki Presidency. 

Interestingly, Tuju, who served as the 
Member of Parliament for Rarieda between 
2003 and 2007, got into NARC thanks 
to his affiliation with Odinga’s Liberal 
Democratic Party (LDP). This explains 
why his fallout with Odinga resulted in 
him losing the Rarieda Parliamentary seat. 
The political animosity between him and 
Odinga worked to his disadvantage since 
the electorate considered it a betrayal to 
their community kingpin.

In spite of his loss at the 2007 polls, 
Tuju did not slide into a political oblivion. 
In a demonstration of the high regard 
which President Kibaki had for him, 
Tuju was appointed as Special Envoy 
and Presidential adviser in the govern-
ment. Tuju worked alongside Kivutha 
Kibwana. Whereas Kibwana advised Kibaki 
on Constitutional affairs, Tuju advised him 
on Media and Management of diversity or 
Ethnic Relations. 

Tuju served Kibaki as one of his advisers 
until 2011 when he resigned to focus on 
his 2013 Presidential bid. Afterwards, he 
formed Party of Action (POA), the political 
vehicle through which he purposed to run 
for the Presidency.

Those who were familiar with inner 

ceremonial president while Kibaki and 
his supporters wanted the opposite of 
this arrangement. The government lost 
the referendum.

A day after the government lost the 
plebiscite something historical happened. 
Kibaki fired his Cabinet save for Vice 
President Awori and Attorney General 
Amos Wako. In his terse message to 
Kenyans, Kibaki clarified that the referen-
dum results had prompted him to reshuffle 
his ministers and assistant ministers for 
harmony and efficient service delivery to 
the people.

In the new Cabinet that he announced a 
fortnight later, he excluded Odinga (Roads, 
Public Works and Housing), Kalonzo 
Musyoka (Environment), Ochilo Ayacko 
(Gender and Sports), Linah Jebii Kilimo 
(Home Affairs and Registration of Persons), 
Anyang’ Nyong’o (Planning and National 
Development), Najib Balala (National 
Heritage and Culture) and William ole 
Ntimama (Office of the President — Public 
Service).

In the new Cabinet Kibaki appointed 
Tuju Minister for Foreign Affairs. From a 
purely bureaucratic point of view, Tuju’s 
brief was to advance the government’s 
foreign policy. But from a political angle, 
Kibaki’s elevation of Tuju to the Foreign 
Affairs docket was a strategic move. 
Empowering Tuju was one of Kibaki’s 
ways preparing for the 2007 political duel 
with Odinga.

In the run up to the 2005 referendum 
Tuju formed the People’s Progressive 

workings of Kibaki’s two-term Presidency 
place Tuju right inside Kibaki’s think tank. 
In the Kibaki administration, he played in 
the same league as Mukhisa Kituyi, and 
Kibwana. This is the team that helped 
shape the policy of the decade-long Kibaki 
reign.

In 2017, Tuju became Jubilee Party’s 
Secretary General, securing his place in the 
list of names of nine trusted appointees 
President Uhuru Kenyatta inherited from 
Kibaki’s administration.

But as the twists and turns of politics 
go, Tuju has reconciled with Odinga, the 
man with whom they could not see eye to 
eye in the Kibaki Cabinet. 

Tuju was born on 30 March 1959. He 
went to Majiwa Primary School from 
where he joined Starehe Boys’ Centre. 
Tuju holds a Master of Arts degree in 
Communication from the University 
of Leicester, United Kingdom. Before 
joining politics, Tuju worked as a con-
sultant in design and implementation 
of public communication programmes. 
Among other organisations and agencies 
he consulted for were the World Health 
Organization (WHO), the United States 
Agency for International Development 
(USAID), the World Bank, the Department 
of International Development (DFID) 
and the United Nations Development 
Programme (UNDP). Between 1992 and 
2001, Tuju was the Founder and Director, 
Ace Communications.

R A P H A E L  T U J U
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KOSGEI
D R .  S A L L Y

It clearly emerged in her highly acclaimed eulogy at Moi’s funeral 
in February 2020, that Sally Kosgei has great insights into not just 
the workings, the controversies, the power play, and the failings of 
Kenya’s past presidential regimes but also the geopolitical realities 
they have had to weather.  Besides, she knows a load about key 
scions of politics and business in Kenya, some now holding top 
government positions and many who were her mentees since her 
memorable days as the Kenya’s High Commissioner to the United 
Kingdom in the 1990s. 

The Bold 
Woman of

Many Firsts
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Kosgei also has interesting 
snippets of American poli-
tics, having studied with high 
profile Americans, such as 

Condoleezza Rice, former US Secretary 
of State, at Stanford, and being bosom 
friends with Jendayi Frazier and a pha-
lanx of other American heavy hitters in 
the academia and the foreign service, 
which in America, is often the same 
crowd. 

Unfortunately, Kenyans will have to 
wait for a while before they can access 
these interesting tidbits, for Dr. Kosgey’s 
book is not about to come out. Her mus-
ings about arcane aspects of quality 
combines with her bureaucratic ori-
entation and lingering vestiges of the 
Official Secrets Acts that Kenyan civil 
servants take upon joining the service 
to conspire against the local publication 
of her tell-all book. Just to underscore 
her reticence to let it all hang out, she 
also politely declined an interview for 
this profile.

From a distance, Kosgei strikes one as 
reserved but one soon realizes that it is a 
façade fit for the consummate diplomat. 
When she is not on her guard, she comes 
out as a great conversationalist, made 
more so by her intelligence and first-
hand knowledge of major issues and 
events in Kenya and around the world. 

No wonder she is reputed to be one 
of the most influential and powerful 
leaders in post-independence Kenya. 
This reputation was stamped when she 

was selected in early 2008 to be part 
of the four-member negotiation team 
from the Orange Democratic Movement 
(ODM) that was tasked with holding 
talks with their Party of National Unity 
(PNU) counterparts, in efforts to quell 
the post-election violence experienced 
in the Rift Valley, Nyanza and Nairobi 
after the vigorously disputed elections 
of 2007. To have been selected by ODM 
to join this strategic team while she was 
clearly not a radicalized insider speaks 
to her unique possession of much-
needed skills, moderation, toughness 
and firmness. But it is also most likely 
that she was chosen because of her vast 
knowledge of government.  

During the mediation talks, she played 
a critical role in leading discussions 
between the two opposing factions, 
using her acumen in diplomacy, and by 
activating her international networks 
to drive the talks. Pitied against her 
and her ODM team of James Orengo, 
William Ruto and Musalia Mudavadi 
were PNU’s Martha Karua, Sam Ongeri, 
Moses Wetangula and Mutula Kilonzo. 
While everyone in both teams was 
accomplished in their fields and in 
politics, and was capable of an extended 
exegesis of arcane points of constitu-
tional law and politics, none could wag 
a finger at her credentials as a highly 
trained Africanist, a highly experienced 
diplomat, and a top civil servant - having 
been Head of Public Service – and as a 
politician in her own right. 

S A L LY  KO S G E I

Her credentials were such that she 
looked like she was on the wrong side of 
the table, her lengthy curriculum vitae 
qualifying her as a member of the Panel 
of Eminent African Personalities that 
was brokering the peace. The dynamics 
of the negotiating teams were such that 
everyone could huff and puff, and there 
was a lot of this as it emerges from Kofi 
Annan’s book, Interventions: A life in 
War and Peace and Ben Mkapa’s book: 
My Life, My Purpose, but everyone knew 
whose contribution was tempered by a 
360 degrees perspective and it was in 
most cases Kosgei’s. 

“Adversaries or not, we had a collec-
tive responsibility, which propelled us 
to upgrade our thinking to appreciate 
that we were not adversaries, we held 
divergent views, which needed to be 
narrowed to achieve peace. Our views of 
the way forward nearly converged, but 
not quite, that was left to the two prin-
cipals to agree and sign,” Dr Kosgei is 
quoted as having said by the East African 

Standard of November 23, 2008, in an 
article titled: “How we achieved peace.”

After the signing of the National 
Accord, Kibaki appointed her the 
Minister for Higher Education, Science 
and Technology (MoEST) in the coali-
tion government that was formed after 
the negotiations where she served for 
two years before being transferred to 
the Ministry of Agriculture in the same 
capacity. Her stint in the cabinet was 
characterized by much silence and it 
often appeared as though she had lost 
her previous oomph. 

Nevertheless, she went on to repre-
sent her party, ODM, in the drafting of 
the Harmonized Draft Constitution of 
2010 that was later ratified and prom-
ulgated in August 2010. This was yet 
another cap in her feather. The country 
had waited for two decades for a new 
constitution, and what was delivered 
is often described as the one of the 
post progressive constitutions in the 
world. Later, Kosgei was instrumental 
in the push for the deferment of the 
two Kenyan ICC cases back to Kenya 
in a bid to spare the then presidential 
candidate Mr. Uhuru Kenyatta and his 
running mate Mr. William Ruto from 
potential foreign incarceration. 

Dr. Sally Jepngetich Kosgei was born 
in Aldai constituency in Nandi District 
to a family of farmers. In an interview 
for the 10th Parliament Book, Kosgei 
said her parents encouraged her to take 
the lead in everything she got involved 

From a distance, 
Kosgei strikes one 
as reserved but one 
soon realizes that 
it is a façade fit for 
the consummate 
diplomat
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in, thus laying the foundation for her 
career in long-running leadership. In her 
eulogy to Moi, Kosgei revealed that she 
owed her academic success to the late 
former president, who she says made 
her promise to pursue her education 
up to the PhD level. She went to the 
University of Dar es Salaam in Tanzania, 
then to Stanford where she studied 
for an MA and PhD in Diplomacy and 
African Studies. 

as the head of the public service in the 
Kibaki government.

When she decided to run for political 
office in 2007, she unsurprisingly got 
mentorship from the former president, 
who was at that time already five years 
into retirement. In an unexpected twist, 
Kosgei surprised many when she joined 
ODM, supporting Raila Odinga, the man 
who had broken ranks with Moi when 
the president needed him most during 
the 2002 transition. She told off those 
who questioned her wisdom, saying 
that she needed not follow the crowds 
as long as she was committed to serving 
her electorate. Apparently, her inde-
pendent streak, coupled with her vast 
experience and knowledge, impressed 
Raila Odinga so much that she became 
one of his most trusted advisers. She 
captured the Aldai Constituency seat 
in Nandi and represented it between 
2008 and 2013, capping her profile as 
a trailblazer and a great example for 
women empowerment, having held not 
only political and diplomatic positions 
that would traditionally be reserved 
for men, but also by being elected in a 
rural seat deep in Kalenjin land where 
patriarchy is palpable. 

Having immediately joined the cabi-
net after her election as a member of 
parliament, we will never know how she 
would have fared as a backbencher. In 
her role as a Cabinet Minister, however, 
she attended parliament regularly in her 
conservative, Margaret Thatcher suits 

Upon returning to Kenya, she worked 
for five years as a junior civil servant 
before Moi kick-started her diplomatic 
career by appointing her to head Kenyan 
missions in different countries before 
promoting her to head the Foreign 
Affairs Ministry back home. She is the 
person Moi entrusted to head the public 
service as his stranglehold on national 
politics neared its end in 2002. The 
position of Head of Public Service was 

an extremely powerful position at that 
time, more powerful than the vice-
presidency. That she did not use this 
position to stonewall the transition to 
the new government of Mwai Kibaki 
is an ample statement of her patriot-
ism. Despite the taunts, catcalls and 
stone throwing witnessed when Moi 
publicly handed over power to Kibaki 
at Uhuru Park, she was courageous and 
magnanimous enough to serve briefly 
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and handbag (those were the days when 
ministers were picked from the house) 
and perfunctorily answered ministerial 
questions posed by various parliamen-
tarians. Like most people who move 
from the inner sanctums of govern-
ment to join politics, it was clear that 
overt politics was not her cup of tea. 
She detested the limelight, the verbal 
parlays and the obnoxious turnarounds. 

Nevertheless, she remained a strong 
defender of women and their abilities. 
She has often retaliated that people 
should never doubt the capacity of 
women to perform their duties with 
excellence in whichever position they 
may be placed. She detests any hints 
of having played the gender card in 
her career advancement, insisting on 
her achievements being recognized 
on merit and exclusive of her gender. 
She was once quoted by The Standard 
newspaper as having said, “I have fought 
for my space not as a woman but as any 
other person. I am not an affirmative 
action person. I don’t operate in the 
women’s corner.” In an address to stu-
dents of Alliance Girls High School, her 
Alma mater, in 1991, she said that women 
do not need to shout or be aggressive 
to be heard, and that humility not only 
attracts respect but is also key to suc-
cess. This could explain her soft but firm 
demeanor while navigating politics and 
public office.

Dr. Kosgei has had a long running 
career in diplomacy, having been 

appointed the first secretary, Kenya High 
Commission in Zimbabwe in 1984, after 
working briefly for the UN HABITAT 
as well as the OAU. Between 1986 and 
1992, she was appointed the Kenya High 
Commissioner in London, joining 150 
other ambassadors, who were all men. 
She was later promoted to the position 
of Permanent Secretary in the ministry 
of Foreign affairs, working first under 
Kalonzo Musyoka and then under Dr. 
Bonaya Godana. 

After this appointment, she was moved 
to the Office of the President, where she 
acted as a president’s advisor in foreign 
affairs, drawing from her experience 
both as a high commissioner and as a 
PS. This goes to show that a big part of 
her early career was driven in no small 
part by Mzee Moi, to whom she dem-
onstrated unwavering loyalty. It is no 
wonder then that she is alleged to have 
shed tears when the former president 
boarded a helicopter to fly out of state 
house for the last time after handing 
over the presidency to H.E. Mwai Kibaki. 

Her rich career portfolio include 
appointments to: the Organization 
of African Unity (OAU), Kenyan High 
commissions in Zimbabwe and UK, 
Permanent Secretary of Foreign Affairs, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Permanent 
Secretary in the Office of the President 
and Head of the Public Service, Ministry 
of Agriculture, Ministry of Higher 
Education, Science and Technology, 
among others. At MoEST, formed by 

merging the Ministry of Science and 
Technology with the Department of 
Higher Education, formerly under the 
ministry of Education, she served along-
side PS Prof. Crispus Kiamba. 

The most urgent mandate of the 
newly formed ministry was to develop 
a national policy on biotechnology - 
which outlined the role of biotechnology 

in poverty reduction, enhancing food 
security and environmental conserva-
tion. It was during her tenure at MoEST 
many colleges were upgraded into fully 
fledged universities. One of President 
Mwai Kibaki’s campaign promises was 
to make higher education accessible 
to the hundreds of thousands of stu-
dents who qualified for university but 
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were not admitted due to a shortage of 
slots. His government embarked on a 
mission to upgrade middle-level col-
leges into universities. The process was 
undoubtedly rushed, a fact that Kosgei 
herself warned could affect the quality 
of education offered. 

For example, the government 
upgraded Kenya Polytechnic, Kisii, 

Pwani, Chuka, Mombasa Polytechnic and 
Kimathi Institute, all in just two months. 
During the same period, four university 
campuses, Kitui, Kabianga, Taita Taveta 
and Kenya Science were upgraded to be 
under Kenyatta University, Egerton, Moi, 
Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture 
and Technology (JKUAT) and University 
of Nairobi (UoN), respectively. In 2008, 

Narok Teachers Training College, 
the South Eastern Meru University 
College of Science and Technology 
were upgraded into constituent col-
leges of Moi, UoN, and JKUAT, while 
Bondo Teachers’ College was placed 
under Maseno University. No doubt this 
increased access to higher education. 

However, Dr. Kosgei was not blind 

to the fact that diploma and certifi-
cate institutions were also important, 
and called for the systematic process 
of developing higher education from 
certificate level to degree level without 
undermining higher education. Her 
speeches at the time shows she tried 
to champion courses that created links 
between the education sector and the 
job market, and was keen on tertiary 
institutions deepening the scope of 
their curricula to match the demands 
of the job market in efforts to increase 
the employability of students graduat-
ing from these institutions. 

In 2013, Kosgei was moved to the 
Ministry of Agriculture where she served 
with PS Romano Kiome. When criticism 
arose that she was appointed to the 
position as a reward for her loyalty to 
the then Prime Minister Raila Odinga, 
she quieted the dissenting voices by 
pointing out that she was as qualified 
as any man to handle the mandate. She 
further reminded her detractors that it 
was she who had reduced the number of 
parastatals under the ministry from 49 
to 29 during her stint as the head of civil 
service during President Moi’s regime. 

One of the biggest challenges she 
faced while steering the ministry was 
the drought experienced in the country 
in 2010 and part of 2011, which caused 
severe food shortages to approximately 
4 million Kenyans residing in arid and 
semi-arid regions. She was however able 
to coordinate relief food distribution 

Agriculture Minister Sally Kosgei and Assistant Minister Kareke Mbiuki join Chuka dancers at Chogoria Girls High School shortly after opening an AFC 
branch in Chogoria town.
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from the Kenyan government, the World 
Food Program among other partners, to 
rescue the populations most at risk of 
starvation. To stave off a similar occur-
rence, the minister mobilized programs 
which saw farmers in these regions 
supplied with drought resistant maize 
seeds, while securing huge donations 
for the construction of water harvesting 
structures. She was a strong believer in 
the combination of short term (relief), 
medium term (recovery) and long term 
(resilience) measures as a surefire way 
to assure sustainable livelihoods for the 
population in arid and semi-arid areas. 

During her time at the ministry of 
agriculture, Kosgei decried the decline 
of agriculture as a subject both in pri-
mary and secondary schools around 
the country, saying that agricultural 
product had funded her whole educa-
tion journey. She went ahead to launch 
a competition dubbed ‘Steers Mkulima 
Junior Competition’ that involved giving 
castrated bulls to high school students 
from five schools around Nairobi to 
compete on whose bull would be the fat-
test after a given amount of time. In the 
same period, the Ministry of Agriculture 
in conjunction with the Agricultural 
Development Corporation set out to 
train high school students from the 
same schools in the latest technolo-
gies in Agriculture, in a program called 
‘Mkulima Junior Mentorship Program’. 
These programs were aimed at present-
ing agriculture as a viable source of 

income to students who were found to 
have low regard for the field. 

Kosgei has never been one to stand for 
injustices, which is why in 2010 when 
cartels and unscrupulous individuals 
were pushing the government to declare 
hunger a national disaster so that they 
could benefit from duty free imports of 
maize, she was among those who pub-
licly called them out. She was adamant 
in her stand that until all government 
silos were emptied, there should be no 
imports of cheap maize allowed. She 
knew that cartels were not shy of buying 
all the maize from farmers and hoard-
ing it to drive up prices at the expense 
of the common citizens.  She was also 
strongly opposed to the importation of 
GMO maize.  

Kosgei was justifiably proud of her 
achievements at the MoA, particularly 
ensuring farmers were paid their dues 

on time. She also implemented a new 
tea bill aimed at improving the quality 
of tea in the country and in the process 
improving income drawn from the cash 
crop by grass root farmers. 

Her public careers can be summed up 
in a single phrase: A woman of “firsts.” 
She was among the first Kenyan women 
to earn a PhD. Kosgei was also the first 
woman to hold the powerful position 
of head of public service and secretary 
to the cabinet. Additionally, she was 
also the first woman to be appointed 
Kenya High Commissioner to the United 
Kingdom, a position in which she is said 
to have ‘aggressively pushed Kenya’s 
agenda.’ Kosgei was the first woman to 
vie for the Aldai parliamentary seat in 
the heart of Kalenjin land, one of the 
most patriarchal communities in Kenya. 
Likewise, she was the second woman in 
post-independence Kenya to be a per-

manent secretary after Margret Githinji. 
In 2004, Dr. Kosgey was questioned by 

Anti-corruption police over the 7 billion 
Anglo-leasing and Financial Scandal. 
The police wanted to find out whether 
she played any role in the issuance of 
the contract. However, she emerged 
unscathed from the investigations. It is 
noteworthy that she was questioned in 
her capacity as the serving secretary to 
the cabinet when the corruption scandal 
occurred. 

In 2009, Dr. Kosgey was accused of 
orchestrating the sale of a property 
worth Ksh. 174 million belonging to 
the Kenya Railways Corporation. The 
accusation was that in the duration 
that she served as the Head of Civil 
Service in President Moi’s government, 
she had forced the board of trustees 
of the National Social Security Fund 
(NSSF) to undertake the purchase of 
the Parkland’s property at an exorbitant 
price. She was similarly able to defend 
herself against the allegations. 

Her name also came up in connection 
with the Paradise Papers leak regarding 
the purchase of a $ 1 million apartment 
in London. Upon being interviewed 
by journalists from the International 
Consortium of Investigative Journalists 
(ICIJ), her response was that she had 
acquired the property legal means. 

S A L LY  KO S G E I

Kosgei has never been one
to stand for injustices, which is why in 
2010 when cartels and unscrupulous 
individuals were pushing the 
government to declare hunger a 
national disaster so that they could 
benefit from dutyfree imports of maize, 
she was among those who publicly 
called them out
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ONGERI
S A M

In formal circles he is know as Professor Samson Kegengo 
Ongeri, EGH, M.P., but he has always gone by the less formal 
‘Sam.’ Most know him simply as Sam Ongeri and might be 
surprised to hear that ‘Sam’ in his case is short for Samson, 
rather than the more common ‘Samuel.’  It is refreshing 
that the oldest Senator in the country goes by ‘Sam’ but not 
terribly surprising. His gait and appearance belie his age, 
nor does his voice give it away. Ongeri was well into his 79th 
year when he ran for Senate; an age when many of his age-
mates counterparts are well into retirement. His persistence 
throughout his career has led him to this point. His is an 
fascinating story.

The Persistent 
Doyen 
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Ongeri was born and raised in 
Kisii, the land of hills, ridges 
and valleys where rich vol-
canic soils beget ensure boun-

tiful crops of tea and coffee. It is the land 
and where maize, beans, potatoes, and of 
course, the green—the bananas plantains 
that are a staple food of the region—grow 
aplenty, painting the county the land a 
picturesque green. 

Ongeri’s His early education was in his 
home area, at Gesusu Primary School 
during pre-independence Kenya, at the 
very height of Kenya’s fight for self-rule. 
And even though he ventured far from 
home in the quest for further education, 
then to work, Kisii and its affairs must have 
been engraved in his heart, for it was here 
he returned to begin a political career. 
Nyaribari Masaba, the constituency he 
has represented in Parliament for a total 
of three terms, and Kisii, the county he 
now represents in the Senate are his very 
roots and home backyard. 

It was medicine that caught his interest 
after he completed his secondary school 
at Bugema Missionary College in Uganda 
(now Bugema University), so he was soon 
bound for India, where he qualified as 
a medical doctor, then as a surgeon at 
the University of Bombay. He would fur-
ther his medical education in London, 
Scotland and Kenya. Looking back, but 
his career was destined to be as varied as 
it would be and colourful one. ‘Professor’ 
was to be a big part of his identity when 
he became a lecturer at the School of 

Medicine at the University of Nairobi in 
1973. He stayed there for 15 years. 

Ongeri’s life may have seemed at the 
time to revolve around medicine. He was 
teaching medicine, and had married a 
fellow medical professional, Elizabeth 
Ongeri, who had a successful nursing 
career. Incidentally, the medical profes-
sional couple have two daughters in the 
medical field, one a dentist and the other 
a researcher. Besides, the family boasts a 
top notch topnotch Wall Street banker 
and an engineer. Ongeri’s, no doubt, is 
a successful and diversely gifted family.   

And speaking of diversity, even in his 
day as a medical professor, Ongeri con-
currently wore another hat so unrelated 
that it testifies to his complexity. For ten 
years, beginning in 1974, he was Chairman 
of Athletics Kenya, the governing body 
for athletics in the country. In 1987, the 
All Africa Games were held in Kenya, 
at the Moi International Sports Centre 
in Kasarani, a memorable event for the 
country both as a host and in the stellar 
performance of its sport men and women. 
Ongeri was on the organizing committee 
for the historic event. 

The following year, 1988, Ongeri 
launched his political career, running 
successfully for parliament on a KANU 
ticket. Kenya was still a single party state 
at the time, but his loyalty to KANU was 
real, remaining strong for close to two 
decades. Nyaribari Masaba was a new 
Constituency in 1988, so Ongeri had the 
distinction of being its first ever Member 

S A M  O N G E R I

Manduku worked as an intern under 
Ongeri at Kenyatta National Hospital. 
Their wives trod a similar path. Manduku’s 
fiancee, Florence Moraa, who was a nurse, 
worked as an intern under Ongeri’s wife, 
Elizabeth. The couples, became close 
friends, and the Ongeri’s were invited to 
be masters of ceremony at the Manduku’s 
wedding in December that same year. 
They would later became political rivals, 
but always remained friends. "We enjoyed 
flooring each other and we knew it was 
never personal," Ongeri said.  

The year Ongeri joined the Kibaki 
Cabinet was no ordinary year. 

It was 2008, a year different from any 
Kenya had ever seen or is likely to ever 
see again. It was a year of rebuilding after 

of Parliament. Interestingly, although this 
was the first of three wins for Ongeri as 
MP for Nyaribari Masaba, he never won a 
consecutive election, hence never served 
more than four consecutive years. Like a 
game of knots and crosses played with his 
friend and political rival Hezron Manduku, 
who also happened to be a medical doctor, 
they alternately alternatively lost to each 
other. Manduku won in 1992, Ongeri in 
1997, and Manduku again in 2002 on a 
FORD-People ticket, losing once more 
to Ongeri in 2007, who remained a KANU 
man to that point. 

As Ongeri revealed when he eulogized 
Manduku, who passed away in 2019, 
the two men went way back and were 
good friends, having met in 1969 when 
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the post-election violence that had rocked 
the country. The coalition government 
was in place and the Cabinet was finally 
named. Ongeri, who had been an educa-
tor for many years, was named Minister 
for Education, forming a team with 
Assistant Ministers Prof. Patrick Ayiecho 
Olweny and Andrew Calist Mwatela and 
Permanent Secretary Prof. Karega Mutahi. 

Education was an important Ministry 
for the Kibaki government, which had 
initiated the Free Primary Education 
programme in January 2003, one of the 
new government’s first and most impor-
tant programmes after it was elected 
in December 2002. For the first time in 
Kenya’s history, the gross primary school 
enrollment topped 80 per cent, and has 
continued to climb over the years. 

These were heady times for education 
in Kenya, not just for children but for 
adults as well who had previously missed 
out in their youth and now took advan-
tage of the opportunity for free educa-
tion. It was during this time that a the 
most world famous student in the world, 
Kimani Maruge, donned his uniform 
at the age of 84 in 2004 to join the first 
grade at Kapkenduiywo Primary School 
in Eldoret, alongside two of his grandchil-
dren. Maruge of course earned himself 
a place in the Guiness Book of World 
Records, a trip to New York to address 
the United Nations on the importance 
of free primary education, and a movie 
based on his story. 

It was in this environment, dangling 

was Minister for Health at the time. Now 
in 2007, Ongeri’s party, KANU, was allied 
to Kibaki’s PNU Coalition on whose ticket 
Kibaki ran for re-election in 2007.

Schools re-opened after the post elec-
tion violence and learning gradually 
resumed, but the after-effects of the vio-
lence that had rocked the country rever-
berated in the minds and collective psyche 
of school children and were played out 
on a different battleground - schools. It 

between hope and despair that Ongeri 
came to the helm of the Education 
Ministry. 

Ongeri was not a new face to Kibaki. 
Indeed the two had served together on 
the Moi Cabinet from 1988 to 1992 during 
Kibaki’s final term as a Cabinet Minister, 
which happened to be Ongeri’s maiden 
term in parliament. Ongeri served as 
Minister for Technical Training and 
Applied Technology, when and Kibaki 

was a tough year for education. Violent 
strikes. Buildings razed to the ground. 
Destruction and death. Within the month 
of June alone, close to 300 violent school 
strikes were reported. The Ministry of 
Education, with Ongeri at its helm, bat-
tled to bring the situation under control. 
It developed manuals on safety and peace 
in education for use in schools as part of 
the curriculum. 

The Ministry banned the use of mobile 

Kibaki and Prof Ongeri (right) arrive for a regional conference on e-Learning in 2010 at the Kenya Institute of Edcation (KIE) in Nairobi.
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phones in schools by students and ordered 
the removal of music systems and DVDs 
from school buses. It was a tough initia-
tion for Ongeri during a difficult time in 
the country’s history, but hard times don’t 
last forever do come to an end. The 2008 
school unrest eventually settled down. 

Ongeri was Education Minister when 
Kenya’s Constitution 2010 was passed. 
The new Constitution which, among 
other revolutionary measures, introduced 

S A M  O N G E R I

had been cancelled for irregularities. 
When the Kenya National Examinations 
Council instituted a two-year two year 
wait to re-take the exam on secondary 
school students caught cheating, Ongeri 
revoked the ban, saying that the ban was 
irregularly done and ordering the coun-
cil to find other disciplinary methods to 
handle the matter. This meant the stu-
dents could register and retake the exam 
the following year. 

Beyond Kenya, Ongeri made his mark 
on the continent when he chaired the 
Conference of Ministers of Education of 
the African Union (COMEDAF) during 
his tenure as Kenya’s Education Minister. 
It was during this period that the Pan 
African University was launched, in 
2011, comprising of five host universities 
spread throughout the continent, includ-
ing a campus hosted at Jomo Kenyatta 
University of Agriculture and Technology 
in Kenya. The Pan African University 
is the brainchild of the Heads of State 
and Government of the African Union, 
aimed at revitalizing higher education 
and research in Africa.

The Samson of legend was an epic figure, 
the strongest man that ever lived; one who 
is said to have torn down the doors and 
posts of a city gate bare handed before 
breakfast and carried them to the top of 
a hill. But that Samson also had his share 
of struggles and disgraces. And so too his 
modern day namesake, Samson Ongeri. 

In 2009, Ongeri found himself in the 
hot seat when a mega scandal over a 

devolution of government to the coun-
ties, had a marked impact on education 
as well. Education was, for the first time, 
guaranteed as a right in the Bill of Rights. 

As Minister for Education, Ongeri was 
concerned about, not just universal pri-
mary education, but also the quality of 
education. He raised concerns about the 
adulteration of both English and Kiswahili 
with sheng, resulting in a poor grasp of the 
two languages by students. He put a stop 

to a practice that had plagued children for 
decades, instilling terror and shame in 
those who were its victims. Academically 
weak children had traditionally been held 
back for a year while their classmates pro-
ceeded to the next grade in the new year. 
Ongeri issued a directive to headteachers 
to stop the practice, as studies showed it 
was not beneficial.    

Ongeri also took a practical view to 
handling students whose exams results 

Ongeri with Kibaki, Vice President Kalonzo Musyoka and Equity Bank Chief Executive Officer Dr James Mwangi when the Head of State presented a schol-
arship to Noadiah Jepkirui of Nandi County from the Equity Group Foundation’s ‘Wings to Fly’ 2012 programme.
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large sum of money slotted for free pri-
mary school education and subsidized 
secondary education broke. The theft of 
money meant for children’s education 
shocked the nation. Donors withheld 
cash. Education ministry officials were 
suspended. The Kenya Anti-Corruption 
Commission began its investigation of the 
scandal. And Ongeri was under pressure 
to step down, the scandal having broken 
while he was Minister. 

Civil rights activists, led by renowned 
activist Okoiti Omtata of the Kenyans for 
Justice and Development Foundation, 
demanded that the president fire Ongeri. 
They emphasized the seriousness of their 
demand by sneaking into Jogoo House 
one night with a chain and padlock, and 
locking his office. Ongeri did not resign.

Twice, and publicly, Prime Minister Raila 
Odinga, whose office was responsible 
for supervising all Ministers, called for 
Ongeri to step aside for the duration of the 
investigations. Asserting his innocence, 
he stayed put, saying he had personally 
done no wrong but rather had initiated 
action against the responsible officials 
once the matter came to his attention. 

His calls unheeded, Odinga, suspended 
Ongeri, alongside Agriculture Minister 
William Ruto whose Ministry was also 
embroiled in a corruption scandal, for 
three months to pave the way for inves-
tigations. President Kibaki overruled the 
suspension of the two ministers for lack 
of consultation. 

At the close of investigations, several 

Obure, who he defeated in the subsequent 
elections in 2017. Ongeri donned his dip-
lomat’s hat again in 2013 when President 
Uhuru Kenyatta appointed him Kenya’s 
Ambassador to UN-HABITAT before 
making his political comeback in 2017. 

Elected Senator at the age of 79, Ongeri 
is not shy about his participation in public 
service at a senior age. His International 
Youth Day message to Kenyan youth on 
August 12, 2020 went viral, both for its 
delivery in sheng and for its content. 

“Niaje Mavijanaa? Muko rada?” (Loosely 
in slang: What’s up dudes? Are you woke?), 
he greeted the Kenyan youth, in their own 
popular lingo. 

He was seeking to dispel inter-genera-
tional tension or as he said, “tension baina 
ya ma-boys na ma-budaa” by reassuring 
the youth that senior citizens such as him-
self and young people can work together 
to achieve great development goals, as 
both have valuable qualities. Essentially 
he was proposing a blend of wisdom 
and power, of projection and actions, to 
achieve development goals. 

Ongeri’s message was a reaction to 
the protests of young people who have 
expressed objections to his continued 
service in government positions in the 
wake of burgeoning youth unemployment 
in the country. Just two months prior, 
Ongeri had been elected Chairman of the 
powerful Senate County Public Accounts 
and Investment Committee, which over-
sights the expenditure of funds given to 
counties under the Division of Revenue 
and other conditional grants. 

Delivering his message in sheng would 
hopefully be a stepping stone towards 
closing the gap. 

Ironically, recall that back in 2011, as 
Education Minister, Ongeri decried the 
use of sheng by politicians to endear 
themselves to youth, hence adulterating 
both Kiswahili and sheng. With the pas-
sage of time he appears to have mellowed 
on this stance.

During his run for Senate, opponents 
had also raised the issue of his age, insist-
ing he was overdue for retirement, but 
Ongeri was quick to respond, asserting 
his competence to serve. “I am as fit as a 
fiddle, ready to serve the Omogusii as the 
Kisii Senator,” he asserted.  

In 2022, at the completion of his term as 
Senator, Ongeri will be 84 years old. Will 
he continue in public service or will he 
retire to other pursuits? If he persists in 
political competition, it will be up to his 
younger political opponents to figure out 
the secret to this Samson’s gargantuan 
persistence. 

officials were arrested and charged for 
their roles in the corruption scandal. 

Ongeri was appointed Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, in a reshuffle in March 
2012, a position he served in for one year, 
until the conclusion of Kibaki’s term in 
March 2013. In this Ministry he headed 
the team of Assistant Minister Richard 
Onyonka and Permanent Secretary Thuita 
Mwangi. Mutula Kilonzo who had been 
Justice Minister was appointed to fill the 
position left by Ongeri as Minister for 
Education.    

Foreign Affairs was not a far reach for 
the former diplomat. Ongeri had served 
as Kenya’s Permanent Representative 
to the United Nations Environmental 
Programme (UNEP) in Nairobi for a four-
year stint from 1993 to 1997. This was an 
appointment during the Moi era following 
a loss in the Nyaribari Masaba elections. 

Ongeri had stayed put through the scan-
dals, survived the reshuffle, but come 
2013, he ran for Senate and proved true 
to his win-one-lose-one pattern. He was 
defeated in his first bid for Senate by Chris 

Ongeri is not shy a bout his 
participation in public service at a 
seniorage. His International Youth Day 
message to Kenyan youth on August 12, 
2020 went viral, both for its delivery in 
sheng’ and for its content

S A M  O N G E R I
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SAMBILI
H E L L E N

On 29 December 2007 the Daily Nation carried an article 
titled ‘Elections propel more women to the Tenth parliament’. 
This page-lead focused on the Rift Valley region where six 
women had unseated seasoned politicians in the General 
Elections two days earlier. Among the victors was hitherto 
Egerton University lecturer Hellen Jepkemoi Sambili who had 
dethroned Joseph Korir as the Member of Parliament (MP) 
for Mogotio Constituency, Baringo County.

The quiet 
Pioneer
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She joined 15 other women elected 
to Parliament in the December 
2007 elections, after she swept 
aside five male candidates 

and made it on a ticket of an almost 
inconsequential political party, the 
United Democratic Movement (UDM). 
Instructively, since its establishment 
before the 1997 General Election, Mogotio 
Constituency has been dominated by 
the independence political party — the 
Kenya African National Union (KANU) 
— and was therefore considered a KANU 
zone.

Yet this feat by Sambili could appear 
offhand, if looked at casually and not 
placed in perspective. One, she had 
only months earlier decamped to the 
UDM after narrowly losing in the Orange 
Democratic Movement (ODM) party 
nominations. Two — and perhaps more 
important — she rode to victory in an 
election considered the most violent 
in Kenya’s history. An estimated 1,500 
people died and hundreds of thousands 
were displaced from their homes in the 
violent aftermath of the disputed elec-
tions.

Women and children bore the brunt 
of the violence. And this explains why 
Sambili’s win could be regarded as 
epochal in a sense — she defied the 
violence and electoral bribery, and hum-
bled Kenya’s patriarchal custom to win, 
becoming the first Tugen (a subset of 
the Kalenjin ethnic community) woman 
elected to the National Assembly Sambili 

was the sole UDM legislator in the Tenth 
Parliament (2008–2013).

This achievement, as it were, marked 
Sambili’s tumultuous journey in politics, 
nay government. But more importantly, 
as will be seen later in this profile, it also 
underlined President Mwai Kibaki’s 
humility, resilience and inherent ability 
to navigate egos in the coalition Cabinet 
of the Government of National Unity. 

To be able to lead such a government 
comprising the Opposition and the ruling 
party, one needed to be resilient, humble 
and compassionate, yet firm. From dec-
ades in government and in politics, 
Kibaki had ably developed the requisite 
father-figure image that came in handy 
in managing a jumbled Cabinet during 
his tenure as Kenya’s third president.

To succeed in this situation, Kibaki 
had to plan carefully and, above all, be 
surrounded by competency.

Indeed, as a protégé of the first 
President, Jomo Kenyatta (1963–1978), 
Kibaki was conscious of the fact that 
people are appointed to key public posi-
tions on merit, character, competence 
and on the strength of their potential to 
achieve. Yet again, he knew that you have 
to empower the less privileged to also 
become part of the greater bureaucratic 
ecosystem. This is the only way you can 
reap maximum benefit from people.

Sambili’s standing in society came 
in handy as Kibaki — and his coalition 
partner, Prime Minister Raila Odinga — 
weighed Cabinet appointment options. 

Esther Murugi Mathenge (Gender and 
Children’s Affairs) and Beth Mugo (Public 
Health and Sanitation).

A greenhorn, both in politics and politi-
cal administration, Sambili found the 
going a bit tough when she was in charge 
of the Sports and Youth Affairs docket. 
As discussed later in this article, her 
successes in this position were pep-
pered with controversies and slipups, 
forcing President Kibaki to step in to 
restore order at one point. In August 
2010 the President moved Sambili to the 
East African Community (EAC) Affairs 
portfolio. This new development put 
her on a new tangent, for it was seen as 
a promotion.

Not long after, she assumed another 
responsibility in an acting capacity — 
that of Higher Education, Science and 
Technology — following the suspension 
of William Ruto from the Cabinet over 
corruption allegations. It was a case of 
the ‘rise and rise’ of Sambili, the first 
Tugen woman to be an MP and a Cabinet 
Minister. 

The fact that she held two substantive 
Cabinet positions at the same time was 
evidence of the trust the President and 
his coalition partner had in her, and of her 
capability as a leader. The two leaders had 
the option to choose from 40 ministers 
and 52 assistant ministers but instead 
settled on Sambili. However, there’s a 
subplot to her intriguing story. Sambili 
is a political dribbler adept at changing 
or transforming her playing style to suit 

Before joining politics, Sambili (born in 
1959) was an education scholar at Egerton 
University, one of Kenya’s public univer-
sities. She had taught in high schools 
(including Moi High School, in Kabarak), 
where she shaped careers and the minds 
of the youth, and prepared them for the 
future.

It is against this background that she 
was, in 2008, appointed the Minister 
for Sports and Youth Affairs in the 
Government of National Unity Cabinet, 
joining 12 other women chosen as either 
full ministers or assistant ministers. 
Others included Charity Ngilu (Water 
and Irrigation), Sally Kosgei (Higher 
Education, Science and Technology), 
Martha Karua (Justice, National Cohesion 
and Constitutional Affairs), Naomi 
Shaban (State, Special Programmes), 

Sambili’s standing 
in society came 
in handy as 
Kibaki and his 
coalition partner, 
Prime Minister 
Raila Odinga 
weighed Cabinet 
appointment 
options

H E L L E N  S A M B I L I
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a particular game, even scenting trouble 
or good tidings from afar. She has a knack 
for positioning herself for convenience 
and for the impossible. 

Once in Parliament following the 
December 2007 elections, she appeared 
to go lukewarm on her political party and 
instead appeared to align herself with 
ODM. This political move catapulted 
her to the Cabinet that drew members 
from the Odinga-led ODM and President 
Kibaki’s Party of National Unity (PNU). 
And that wasn’t all. Despite owing her 
political career to Daniel arap Moi’s 
family — she considered Moi a mentor 
— Sambili switched her allegiance to 
Ruto who then wasn’t on good terms with 
the retired Head of State. She also later 
dumped Odinga, who had facilitated her 
appointment to the Cabinet.

And in 2016 KANU, the party that spon-
sored her re-election, threatened to 
kick her out following her dalliance 
with the ruling Jubilee Alliance. “We 
all know she has a rich history of party 
hopping and we were not surprised by 
her latest move to join Jubilee,” said the 
Mogotio Branch Secretary, Mr Ezekiel 
Cheruiyot, according to an article in the 
Daily Nation. Instructively, Sambili had 
ditched UDM, the party that sponsored 
her to Parliament in 2007 and moved to 
KANU, the vehicle she used to retain her 
Mogotio Parliamentary seat.

Indeed, Sambili’s tenure as Sports and 
Youth Affairs Minister was very colourful 
— and tumultuous — in equal measure. 
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She often met and welcomed heroic ath-
letes on their return home at the Jomo 
Kenyatta International Airport (JKIA). 
She was at the airport in March 2010 to 
welcome back the national cross-country 
team that had swept all the medals at the 
World Cross Country Championships in 
Bydgoszcz, Poland.

“We are extremely happy to have these 
kinds of results and this is a great day for 
Kenya,” remarked Sambili, according to a 
report in the Daily Nation. “There’s need 
to revise (upwards) the bonuses these 
athletes are getting.”

The Minister, in conjunction with the 
United Nations Children’s Fund (Unicef) 
and a group of local artistes, released the 
video for the song Umoja, that encour-
ages the youth to foster peace and 
understanding in the country through 
dialogue.. 

During her tenure, Sambili proposed 
the official age definition of youth be 
raised from 30 to 35 years. In March 
2010 she organised a summit on youth 
empowerment that was opened by 
President Kibaki. 

However, she didn’t have good work-
ing relationships with her juniors at the 
Ministry of Sports and Youth Affairs. 
At one time in July 2009, a disagree-
ment with her two assistant ministers 
(Kabando wa Kabando and Wavinya 
Ndeti) had to be referred to President 
Kibaki for arbitration. She also had a 
tense relationship with her Permanent 
Secretary (PS), Kinuthia Murugu.

Apart from this, Sambili’s decisions 
and appointments were continuously 
challenged. In May 2009 the Sports Stadia 
Management Board countered her deci-
sion to appoint Benjamin Sogomo as its 
chief officer. 

These divisions and lack of coordina-
tion angered Kibaki. By November 2009, 
he was fed up and said as much. “If we 
are to move forward as a united country, 
the government position should be seen 
as superior and overriding individual 
views and party positions,” the Daily 
Nation reported Kibaki as saying. Odinga, 
pressed down by dissent at the hands of 
Ruto, and Sambili’s failure to cultivate a 
cordial working relation with her juniors, 
also weighed in, thus: “We are yet to see 
a seamless working relationship among 
ministers, assistants and permanent 
secretaries … In a number of ministries, 
ministers still refuse to delegate duties to 
their assistants and (permanent secretar-
ies) still refuse to refer to their ministers”.

The reprimand by the two followed a 
closed-door session between the assis-
tant ministers and President and Prime 
Minister in which Sambili’s conduct was 
“discussed at length”, the Daily Nation 
reported.

At times, Sambili let her political incli-
nation get in the way of work, best evi-
dent in her refusal to have the Nyayo 
National Stadium renamed to Coca Cola 
National Stadium when this soft drinks’ 
company proposed to funding the sta-
dium in exchange renaming rights.

Instructively, Odinga and Kibaki 
appointed her to this position, fully 
recognising that she is a scholar. No 
wonder, she strived hard to help stream-
line this sector. “Under the current law, 
no institution should offer any educa-
tion and training services without prior 
inspection and registration. In addition, 
no person should purport to be manag-
ing an education or training institution 
without approval in writing by the min-
ister responsible for the sub-sector of 
education and training,” the Daily Nation 
reported her as saying in November 2010.

She moved to streamline the higher 
education sector by closing what she 
perceived as bogus colleges. She closed 
400 middle-level colleges.

As stated earlier in this profile, Sambili 
has a knack for scenting fortunes. She 
probably was the first government official 
to recognise the role China could play in 
Kenya’s economic development. That was 
as early as 2010, when she served as the 
Minister for East African Community. For 
example, in January 2011 she appealed 
to the Chinese to assist the region in 
infrastructural development. “Possible 

A major contribution of university 
educaion to national development 
is through conducting research and 
ensuring utilisation of research 
findings

Although the deal fell through, Kibaki 
supported Sambili and ordered that the 
word ‘Nyayo’ be retained. Despite the 
President’s public spat with Moi, in par-
ticular during his days as Vice President, 
Kibaki always respected the elderly Moi 
and never antagonised or humiliated the 
old man. And this is to do with his loyalty 
to friends and foes, and to his principles 
and philosophy.

Some analysts believe Sambili’s mis-
steps at the Ministry of Sports and Youth 
Affairs arose from the fact that she lacked 
prior experience in political adminis-
tration, and that she wasn’t savvy as a 
politician. This may explain the absence 
of such controversies in her later min-
isterial positions.

During her tenure as acting Minister 
for Higher Education, Science and 
Technology, Sambili stressed the role 
of research in economic development. “A 
major contribution of university educa-
tion to national development is through 
conducting research and ensuring utili-
sation of research findings,” she said in 
February 2011, as reported in the Daily 
Nation.

H E L L E N  S A M B I L I
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areas of partnership include develop-
ment of renewable power generation 
projects such as geothermal and wind 
plants and cross-border electrification 
power interconnection,” she said when 
she hosted a visiting Chinese delega-
tion in her office, and reported in a story 
published by Capital Business.

Sambili and her PS David Nalo pushed 
for respective national budgets of EAC 
member countries to be read concur-

ance with the Bills of Rights”.
Despite her sterling performance at 

the EAC Affairs Ministry, Sambili found 
herself in the political crossfire between 
arch-rivals Odinga and William, and 
as they say, when elephants fight, it’s 
the grass that suffers. That’s how she 
was edged out of the Cabinet in August 
2011, alongside Ruto. Her position was 
taken up by Musa Sirma. Media analysts 
claimed she had failed the loyalty test.

In 2013 the Sunday Nation branded her 
“the iron lady of Kalenjin politics”, after 
she defied the United Republican Party 
(URP) wave and retained her seat on a 
KANU ticket after dumping UDM. “In 
a region where women have generally 
shied away from competitive politics, 
Sambili has remained an example and 
a role model for aspiring young women 
politicians,” the Sunday Nation said.

rently, on the same day. Captial Business 
reported these sentiments. “This is an 
issue that we have to deal with squarely 
because the Constitution is very ambi-
tious with very good provisions but in 
certain sections, we have a challenge,” the 
PS said. And according to Sambili, “the 
(Kenyan) budget should be implemented 
within the framework of EAC and secure 
the spirit of the Constitution which is to 
deliver services to the people in accord-

H E L L E N  S A M B I L I
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SHAKOMBO
S U L E I M A N

Suleiman Rashid Shakombo was a totally unknown entity 
in Likoni before he entered the political arena in 1997. He left 
the Provincial Administration and, backed by an unfamiliar 
party, unseated Khalif Salim Mwavumo who was from the 
more familiar Forum for the Restoration of Democracy-Kenya 
(FORD-Kenya) party that five years earlier in 1992 had defeated 
the candidate from the seemingly invincible independence 
party, the Kenya African National Union (KANU).

President’s 
Coast 

Pointman
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Shakombo became the first and 
only person in the country 
from the previously unheard of 
Shirikisho Party of Kenya (SPK) 

to ever win a Parliamentary seat. Here 
emerged a savvy operator in local and 
national politics, pundits thought with 
discerning eyes.

Shakombo confirmed the perception 
when, shortly before the 2002 General 
Election, he strategically and publicly 
defected to the ruling party KANU with-
out notifying SPK, only months to the 
polling day, triggering a crisis within the 
fledgling party. The matter ended up on 
the desk of Chief Justice Bernard Chunga 
for direction on whether a Constitutional 
court should resolve the puzzle that had 
deprived the party of its sole voice in 
Parliament.

But the Chief Justice who at the time 
entirely owed his appointment to the 
Executive was in a dilemma-as Shakombo 
had shrewdly defected at State House 
where he was President Daniel arap Moi’s 
guest, and was welcomed into KANU by 
the Head of State himself. Similar cases 
had hit a cul-de-sac before and there was 
nothing that Chunga could do. His hands, 
as the saying goes, were tied.

Left without an option, SPK replaced 
Shakombo as Chairman with the fiery 
and combative Mashengu wa Mwachofi. 
The party hoped the upcoming General 
Election would produce other Members 
of Parliament (MPs). A mirage? No new 
MP has been forthcoming from the party 

for more than a decade later.
KANU’s calculations were wanting; the 

party did not know who it was dealing 
with. Come election time Shakombo 
changed course, walking to Mwai Kibaki’s 
National Rainbow Coalition, NARC, that 
seemed poised to cause a political tsu-
nami countrywide, leaving no doubt 
that it was destined to take over power 
from KANU. 

Shakombo was familiar with power 
from his days in the Provincial 
Administration where he rose to the rank 
of District Commissioner and Deputy 
Secretary. He was reaching out to power 
when he shifted to KANU, but soon 
realised that the party’s grip on State 
House was being loosened by the surging 
NARC tsunami. He was an astute reader 
of the political barometer and, come 27 
December, he comfortably retained his 
seat, on a powerful party ticket.

Not one to rest on his laurels, Shakombo 
worked hard to catch the President’s 
eye, seizing every opportunity, includ-
ing availing himself at the airport in 
Mombasa and remaining visible through-
out Kibaki’s tours of the coast whenever 
the President visited. 

He was adept at playing his cards right 
to realise his dream. Perhaps nothing 
illustrates that trait better than his deci-
sion in the wake of Karisa Maitha’s death 
in 2004. He joined hands with MP for 
Changamwe Ramathan Seif Kajembe 
to protest when a Mombasa court tried 
to stop the nomination of Ali Hassan 

S U L E I M A N  S H A KO M B O

three years before his dream came 
true. Towards the end of 2005 he was 
appointed Minister of State for National 
Heritage and Culture in the Office of the 
Vice President. That done, it did not take 
long before he cut a prominent figure in 
the politics of the coastal region, quickly 
becoming a force to reckon with in the 
post-Maitha era even with the more 
experienced Transport Minister Chirau 
Ali Mwakwere also on the scene. 

Shakombo impressed President Kibaki 
as a performer at the constituency level. 
Though the launch of construction work 
at the bypass to the Mombasa South 
Coast, also known as the Dongo Kundu 
project, was the primary reason for the 
President’s presence, he did not hesi-
tate to praise Shakombo who was pre-
sent, lauding him and his Constituency 
Development Fund (CDF) team for 
making good use of the kitty, particu-
larly in the building of girls’ schools. He 

Joho by NARC to contest the Kisauni 
Parliamentary seat after a voter chal-
lenged its validity. Maitha was the MP 
for Kisauni.

The duo (Shakombo and Kajembe) led 
a NARC team from the coast that lodged 
a successful appeal to the Electoral 
Commission of Kenya (ECK) to give 
direction on the issue. ECK, then led by 
Samuel Kivuitu, went to court to ask for a 
review of the decision with both the par-
ties present. Said ECK Deputy Chairman 
Gabriel Mukele who was tasked to see the 
matter through: “We have instructed our 
lawyer to file an application before the 
same judge for a review”, reported the 
Daily Nation on 7 December 2007. He 
added that with the by-election only nine 
days away, he hoped the review would 
take place as soon as possible. Joho got 
the green light to contest and won the 
by-election.

Shakombo waited patiently for 

Not one to rest on his laurels, 
Shakombo worked hard to catch 
the President’s eye, seizing every 
opportunity, including availing 
himself at the airport in Mombasa 
and remaining visible through out 
Kibaki’s tour of the coast whenever the 
President visited
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singled out Mtongwe Girls Secondary 
School whose official opening ceremony 
he performed alongside the launch on 5 
November 2007.

On 6 November 2007 the Daily Nation 
quoted President Kibaki as saying the 
government would support the school 
by ensuring physical facilities such as 
laboratories, dormitories and classrooms 
were built. “At the moment, the province 
is faced with a shortage of secondary 
schools, hence CDF should be used to 
create room for more enrolment of Form 
One students,” Kibaki stated.

From his speech, it was clear that Kibaki 
had found in Shakombo a dependable ally 
who came close to what he had lost in 

was acquired by Illinois State University 
between December 2001 and January 
2002 and handed over to the Illinois 
State Museum.

Shakombo promised to have it returned 
to its owners, the Kalume Mwakiru family 
from Chalani Village of Kilifi District (now 
Kilifi County). He said the government 
would not relent in its campaign to push 
foreign museums to repatriate valued 
cultural items stolen from Kenya.

He told the gathering that a Bill on the 
protection of national heritage was await-
ing the President’s assent to become law. 
He also revealed that the government 
would set up a KES 58 million memorial 
centre for Nandi freedom hero Koitalel 
Samoei, the supreme chief of the Nandi 
people who led resistance against British 
rule and was assassinated by the coloni-
alists in 1905.

A practising Muslim, Shakombo 
defended the government against alle-
gations that it was against Muslims when 
it tabled the Terrorism Bill in Parliament 
in 2007. He said in Mombasa during a 
fundraiser for members of the Darul 
Hikmah and Mrkaz Da’wash that the 
Bill was already in force in Uganda and 
Tanzania. He accused leaders making 
such claims of spreading hatred among 
Muslims through their reckless utter-
ances and using Islam to gain political 
mileage.

A defender of the Kibaki regime to 
the hilt, Shakombo took on Opposition 
Leader Raila Odinga when in October 

the late Karisa Maitha who was a trusted, 
loyal, committed and reliable supporter 
at the Coast. The President seemed more 
comfortable with Shakombo than with 
Mwakwere the MP for Matuga, the only 
other Minister from the coast, a diplomat 
of long standing who first served in the 
Foreign Affairs docket when Kibaki took 
over, before being moved to Transport.

Shakombo seized the moment to praise 
the government for settling more than 
2,000 residents on 5 local settlement 
schemes and initiating a local electrifi-
cation project that had greatly benefited 
residents.

It was during his tenure as Minister of 
State for National Heritage and Culture 

(2016 to 2017) that a historical artifact 
removed from Kenya years before and 
exhibited in a United States museum 
was returned. Remarked Mr Shakombo 
during a ceremony at the United States 
International University (USIU) to mark 
the return of the artifact in September 
2006: “Today is a day of victory for Kenya 
as we unveil and celebrate part of our 
heritage that had been stolen and has 
now been returned. It is the first time 
such an object has been brought back 
to Kenya.”

He explained that the wooden effigy 
was known among the coastal Mijikenda 
communities as kigango, erected in 
honour of important deceased elders. It 
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expertise,” the Daily Nation quoted the 
President saying to cheers from the 
workers.

Shakombo was respected and trusted 
by his colleagues at the coast, a fact dem-
onstrated by their gesture in February 
2003 to elect him chairman of the Coast 
Parliamentary Group to petition the gov-
ernment to revive collapsed industries 
in the region, among them the Ramisi 
Sugar Factory, Kilifi Cashew Nut Factory 
and Tiwi Bixa factory.

He was among the coastal leaders who 
strongly agitated for the replacement of 
former Kenya Ports Authority Managing 
Director Brown Ondego, a professional 
from upcountry by someone from the 
region, culminating in the appoint-
ment of Abdulla Hemed Mwaruwa on 
14 January 2006. This followed several 
petitions to President Kibaki by coast 
leaders demanding that the Mombasa 
based parastatal be led by one of their 
own. 

With equal vigour, Shakombo, in 
tandem, with Ananiah Mwaboza, then 
an assistant minister, vigorously cam-
paigned to have a coastal professional 
replace Juma Lugogo, the founding 
Managing Director of Coast Development 
Authority (CDA) who died in 2005 after 
13 years at the helm since the parastatal 
was formed in 1992. Their campaign was 
rewarded when Lugogo, who hailed from 
Nyali, was replaced Nesbert Mangale, 
also from the Coast.

Even as an ordinary member of the 

S U L E I M A N  S H A KO M B O

2006, he (Odinga) criticised the President 
for issuing title deeds, saying doing so 
was tantamount to reducing the status 
of the Presidency. The Minister rose on a 
point of order and praised the President 
for touring Coast Province and issuing 
title deeds to residents. He dismissed 
as cheap Odinga’s assertion that the 
President should not do the work of 
clerical officers.

“Is the member in order to imply that 
Coast people are not respectable enough 
to be given title deeds by the President?” 

Shakombo was quoted in an article pub-
lished by the Daily Nation on 6 October  
2006.

He agitated for the honour of national 
heroes, resulting in the erection of stat-
ues such as those of Tom Mboya and 
Dedan Kimathi in Nairobi. He also advo-
cated for the construction of a cultural 
and educational centre in memory of 
Koitalel arap Samoei in Nandi and was 
passionate about the protection of the 
Miji Kenda Kaya forests as a national 
heritage. 

That Shakombo had the President’s ear 
was never in doubt. During a function to 
lay the foundation for the expansion of 
National Museum of Kenya headquarters 
in Nairobi in March 2006 attended by the 
President, he complained that the insti-
tution was facing brain drain due to poor 
salaries. Kibaki responded by announcing 
that salaries would be harmonised with 
those of other research institutions to 
ensure skilled staff were retained. 

“I can assure you we shall do everything 
to keep you. Please do stay, we need your 

Shakombo with busts of Kenya’s founding President Jomo Kenyatta and second President Moi at the National Museum of Kenya. 
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Coast Parliamentary Group that he once 
chaired, Shakombo was the one entrusted 
by Muslim leaders in 2007 to deliver 
a memorandum to President Kibaki 
requesting the government to issue 
the proposed Islamic University with 
an interim certificate. He promised to 
deliver the memorandum with the words: 
“We all know that Muslims are lagging 
behind in education in Kenya and that 
we need to work hard to address this 
problem,” he said, according to the Daily 
Nation.

Notably, Shakombo was among the 
leaders who in 2007 teamed up to cham-
pion the establishment of a university at 
the coast. The team comprising leading 
scholars from the region was tasked to 
agree on the name, location and infra-
structure of the varsity that adopted 
the name Pwani and today sits in Kilifi 
County.

Shakombo was an important cog in 
President Kibaki’s campaigns at the 
coast in 2007. “We should elect President 
Kibaki a second time because he has an 
outstanding performance record,” he 
was quoted by the Daily Nation on 30 
September 2007 during a campaign rally 
in Magarini Constituency addressed 
by President Kibaki, John Michuki, 
Mwakwere and Morris Dzoro among 
other leaders.

He always ran in the fast lane when it 
came to coast politics as evidenced by 
his open support for Sharif Ali Shekue 
to take over as mayor of Mombasa in 

life by political rivals. “This confirms 
that these people were after my life. Why 
would a gangster shoot at a GK vehi-
cle known in Likoni to belong to me?”, 
quoted the Daily Nation. He vowed that 
the incident would not cow him.

Shakombo said Miji Kenda Kaya for-
ests regarded as holy grounds “will be 
protected better and made tourist attrac-
tions where visitors will have to pay to 
enter. Proceeds will benefit the local 
communities”, according to the Daily 
Nation on 22 November 2006.

He keenly pursued the return to the 
State of grabbed lands at the coast and 
other places. Mama Ngina grounds in 
Mombasa that today have been refur-
bished into an attractive popular sea-
front and Ras Kitau in Lamu stand out 
among salvaged public plots, courtesy of 
Shakombo’s effort through the Heritage 
Bill whose implementation he fast 
tracked. “We have given our notices, and 
we expect that the people involved will 
surrender them before the Government 
resorts to legal action because no devel-
opment will be allowed to take place on 
the plots,” he warned, reported the Daily 
Nation.

Shakombo was among close Kibaki 
allies who lost their Parliamentary seats 
during the contested 2007 elections 
that erupted into unprecedented post-
election violence when Raila Odinga’s 
Orange Democratic Movement (ODM) 
party refused to accept President Kibaki’s 
victory.

After two years in limbo, President 
Kibaki appointed Shakombo as Chairman 
of Kenya Petroleum Refineries Limited 
in 2009, a post to which he was reap-
pointed for a year by President Uhuru 
Kenyatta in 2015. 

Born on 10 February 1940 in then Kwale 
District (now Kwale County), Shakombo 
attended primary school in his native 
Kwale between 1949 and 1955 and sec-
ondary school between 1956 and 1959 
after which he joined the Kenya Ports 
Authority as a Cadet Supervisor between 
1960 and 1961, before landing a job with 
the Ministry of State for Provincial 
Administration and Internal Security 
as a District Assistant at independence 
in 1963.

After serving for a decade, one year 
as a cadet supervisor (1960-61) and 
nine as a District Assistant (1963-1972), 
Shakombo was promoted to the post 
of District Officer (DO) in 1973. Five 
years later in 1978, he was promoted to 
District Commissioner (DC), serving in 
that capacity in many parts of the coun-
try until 1981 when he was elevated to 
the position of Under Secretary in the 
Ministry of Culture and Social Services.

He left government service to venture 
into politics and was MP for Likoni for 
10 years from 1997 to 2007, two of them 
(2006 to 2007) as a Cabinet Minister. He 
lost his Likoni seat to Mwalimu Masoud 
Mwahima of ODM in the 2007 General 
Election.

2006. “I have decided to support Mr 
Shekue because he is working with us 
as the Government.” He spoke at Mweza 
Primary School in his constituency fol-
lowing the launch of a KES 21 million 
rural electrification project.

His closeness to the President and the 
government of the day seemed to earn 
Shakombo enemies. In March 2007 gun 
shots were fired at his car shortly after he 
was dropped at his Mtongwe residence in 
Mombasa. His guards shot dead a suspect 
in the ensuing gun battle that left his 
driver wounded. Shakombo was quoted 
saying the attack was an attempt on his 

In March 2007 
gunshots were 
fired at his car 
shortly after he 
was dropped at 
his Mtongwe 
residence in 
Mombasa His 
guards shot dead 
a suspect in the 
ensuing gun  
battlethat left his 
driver wounded

S U L E I M A N  S H A KO M B O
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S U L E I M A N  S H A KO M B O

President Kibaki and Shakombo are entertained by Miji Kenda dancers at Moi International Airport Mombasa.
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SHITANDA
S O I T A

Peter Soita Shitanda epitomized what it meant to be a 
Cabinet Minister in President Mwai Kibaki’s government. 
Like his boss, he was nearly obsessive with his work and 
knew the ins and outs, the hits and misses and most 
importantly, the buttons to constantly keep under the 
pressure of his thumb. And, like the President who appointed 
him, when he pressed these buttons, the lives of the people 
he was appointed to serve would inevitably be affected 
positively and almost always changed forever.

Public-spirited 
Servant 
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One of the most definitive lega-
cies attributed to the Kibaki 
administration was the coun-
try’s development of infra-

structure projects that had been pushed 
aside for decades, and as the Minister 
for Housing, Soita Shitanda was in the 
middle of all this change and today, legacy 
housing projects baby sat and delivered 
by the Kibaki administration sit proudly 
to point to a legacy worth immortalizing.

Shitanda was not always a bricks and 
mortar guy. Perhaps, if fate had its way, 
he would be the numbers guy and chose 
a path in life that would lead him away 
from the rough and tumble of politics and 
into the clean cut, tie wearing life of audit 
and finance where everything is defined 
by strict codes that have to make sense 
on an excel sheet.

But by the time he died aged just 57, 
Shitanda’s path in life was everything but 
linear. His journey had taken him through 
the rough and tumble of politics and 
through the power that comes with being 
a trusted lieutenant of the head of state.

Born in 1959, Shitanda attended Tande 
Primary School before joining Malava 
High School for his secondary education 
where he struggled to lose his playful side 
that more often than was advisable came 
out of his years in high school.

But underneath this playful demeanor 
was a steel frame. And teachers soon real-
ized that the young boy had a demeanor 
around him that would almost coax the 
best out of those around him. So the 

teachers, led by his headmaster then 
decided to officially place responsibility 
on his shoulders. The school adminis-
tration made Shitanda a house prefect. 
From there on, he remained diligent and 
hardworking, qualities that defined most 
of his years in public service.

Unlike many of his peer, his early years 
did not have the undertones of a career 
in politics. He, like many young men at 
the time was looking to make a success 
out of whatever life threw at him. After 
his secondary education, he left Malava 
for the Kenya Polytechnic where he spent 
a year on bookkeeping courses. After 
that, captivated by the world of numbers, 
Shitanda joined the Strathmore University 
for his CPA 1.

With the accounting bug having bitten 
and latched on to him, Shitanda furthered 
his education. The next destination of his 
journey was the United States of America 
where for three years he pursued his 
Business Administration degree over three 
years - between 1993 and 1996.

But, as he pursued his education, 
Shitanda had already had a taste of gov-
ernment, and the sort of influence that 
a government job had. While he was in 
Strathmore, Shitanda worked as a trainee 
at Office of the Attorney General.

After a year with the AG, he moved 
on across the street from Sheria House 
to the Ministry of Finance, interacting 
with the moneymen as an employee of 
the accounts department. The transient 
nature of government jobs had him 

S O I TA  S H I TA N D A

too long. And therefore electorate was 
demanding nothing short of sweeping 
change. New political parties had been 
founded. Shitanda read the mood. 

In fact, the late eighties were character-
ized by a clamping down on dissenting 
political voices. Leading opposition fig-
ures were arrested and detained, often 
with no charges. Pro-change voices and 
people who expressed views from that 
contradicted those of the government that 
Shitanda worked for became marked men.

The 90s saw renewed energies on the 
political front. New parties were formed 
and for the first time in decades, Kenya 
held its first multiparty elections in 1992 
in which the incumbent Daniel Arap 
Moi won. But already, a certain group of 
the elite in politics, business and even in 
government had got a sneak peek at what 
the future held. 

And towards the end of 1997, Shitanda 
left his position at the Investment 
Promotion Centre. He dipped his toe into 
the then shark infested waters of politics 
and liked the feel. The water wasn’t too 
cold after all!. Neither was it too hot. It was 
just right and although he didn’t know it 
at the time, he became one of the sharks 
dominating those waters by represent-
ing Malava Constituency as Member of 
Parliament for the next 15 years. And 
when push came to shove he behaved 
like any other modern day politician - he 
acted in his best interest and looked out 
for himself.

Shitanda’s retaining of the Housing 

move from the ministry of finance to 
the Investment Promotion centre.

By this time though, as a successful 
young man from Malava, delegations 
had already been sent to him. There was a 
feeling that there was need for new blood 
to take over the mantle of politics in the 
region. Elders reached out to a son of the 
soil who had left the nest and found suc-
cess away from home.

At the national level too, the politics of 
the day was quickly changing. There was 
a clamour for new faces. The electorate 
wanted new blood with new ideas. There 
was a general feeling that the political 
system that had remained static for far 
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docket was no fluke. After years wading 
through Kenyan politics, Shitanda grew 
into a shrewd operative who knew the 
country’s political landscape as well as 
he did his constituency.

Shitanda was appointed as an Assistant 
Minister in the Office of the President 
after the 2002 watershed elections that 
saw Kibaki win the presidency in a land-
slide victory backed by some of the finest 
politicians the country has ever produced. 

At the time, which was characterized by 
good vibes only from not just the political 
class, but by the entire country, Shitanda 
took up his appointment with zeal.

These good vibes though, only lasted 
three years. In 2005, Shitanda found him-
self in the middle of a journey that defined 
his relationship with the president for the 
next seven years. And although this jour-
ney began in mutiny, it ended in loyalty. 
Loyalty to himself and to the man who 

had brought him into the enchanting 
embrace of the Cabinet.

On December 9th 2005, President Kibaki 
made sweeping changes to his govern-
ment, which at the time was going through 
a fractious time and was split right in the 
middle following a highly divisive refer-
endum on the constitution.

By the time the referendum was done, 
the Kibaki administration was split into 
two factions - those who supported calls 

for a new constitution and those who 
were opposed to it. The president was 
opposed to the constitution as was while 
a huge part of his government supported 
the constitution.

So when the public overwhelmingly 
voted for the constitution, his adminis-
tration found itself in an existential crisis. 
How was he to move forward with cabinet 
ministers who openly opposed his views 
on the constitution?

The solution was simple, reshuffle his 
cabinet to get rid of those who openly 
went against him.

On that ninth day of December, that 
was exactly what he did. The backlash 
though, made things significantly worse. 
At the time, Shitanda was a key member 
of Ford Kenya, a critical player in the 
Rainbow Coalition that had catapulted 
Kibaki to the presidency. After the reshuf-
fle was announced, Ford Kenya chairman, 
Musikari Kombo led his party in a mass 
walkout from the Cabinet. He pulled 
out of government with five assistant 
ministers: Soita Shitanda, Noah Wekesa, 
Moses Wetang'ula, David Were and party 
secretary-general John Munyes.

Dozens of others from different politi-
cal parties declined their appointments. 
Amidst this confusion though, a state-
ment from the Presidential Press Service 
insisted that the swearing in would take 
place.

An erstwhile Kibaki supporter and then 
Kangema MP John Michuki, called a Press 
conference declaring 24 hours in politics 
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took notes on how the formidable opposi-
tion was beaten twice by an incumbent 
who seemed to be on the ropes and ready 
to throw in the towel.

So Shitanda, and a few other leaders 
from Western Kenya hatched a plan that 
would pay back to the faith that Kibaki 
had showed them. And there could only 
be one solution. A second walkout. This 
time, not from government, but from the 
party that had taken Shitanda and many 
others to parliament.

For Shitanda, it was time to sever ties 
with a party that had stood with him since 
he first won the Malava Parliamentary 
seat in 1997. Sometime in 2007, Shitanda 
registered a party that would break the 
dominance of Ford Kenya in Western 
Kenya barely months into the General 
Elections.

Like many other splinter groups that 
had come before them, with his mother 
party one of the two splinter groups of the 
original FORD, Shitanda never looked too 
far for another vessel that would define 
his next step in politics.

Shitanda registered New Ford Kenya, 
becoming its de facto leader as the country 
went into the elections. In the chaotic polls 
that followed, his party only managed two 
elected seats, one for himself as Malava 
MP for what would be his last stint at the 
legislature and the other being the elec-
tion of Bonny Khalwale as Ikolomani MP.

This was to come with the reward of 
holding on to his housing ministry docket 
for the rest of Kibaki’s presidency.

S O I TA  S H I TA N D A

Shitanda’s task was simple. Odinga’s 
coalition was in talks to bring on board 
Western Kenya’s most dominant party 
Ford Kenya as a partner in its quest for 
State House. If this happened, the odds 
would stack up more for the Kibaki re-
election team. 

Kibaki himself was a good student of 
history. Prior to his election as president 
in 2002, he had been on the losing side at 
least twice before. He took lessons from 
the losses to heart, and more importantly, 

Housing Minister Soita Shitanda rings a bell to 
launch Shelter Afrique’s KSh 2.5 billion bond at 
the Nairobi Securities Exchange.

was a long time. This proved to be true.
After a night of horse-trading, Shitanda, 

and other ford Kenya legislators were back 
in government, taking up their appoint-
ments with fervor. True to Michuki’s 
words, 24- hours proved to be a long time 
in politics, with this came the years long 
relationship between Kibaki and Shitanda.

2007 was one of the most hotly contested 
general elections the country had ever 
seen, second only perhaps to the 1992 
first multi-party elections. As the election 

date drew closer, it was clear that the polls 
would be too close to call between the 
incumbent President Mwai Kibaki and 
his erstwhile opponent Raila Odinga, who 
had managed to coalesce an impressive 
coalition of leaders around him.

To beat Odinga, Kibaki had to bank on a 
few loyal voices for that final push to retain 
a second term. One of those he turned to 
was Shitanda, whom he had appointed to 
his cabinet in 2005 following a midterm 
cabinet reshuffle.
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Away from the national limelight, the 
15 years he spent as MP are termed as 
some of the best years for Malava by his 
constituents. To date, even a casual look 
at his long defunct social media accounts 
show a man who is greatly missed by the 
people he served.

He was known to pay school fees for 
those in need and was famed for nur-
turing talent across the region with his 
famous Soita Cup, a must attend football 
tournament organized by Shitanda, a near 
fanatical football fan. 

Through his cabinet appointment, 
Shitanda ceased to belong to the people of 
Malava and belonged more to the country. 
But even these new responsibilities didn’t 
keep him away from the village that bred 
and nurtured him.

To his death, he remained true to his 
roots, and was loyal to a fault. Also loyal 
to both his ideals and his relations. For 
instance, he kept the same driver for 
decades. His former constituents say he 
would not pass a familiar face on the road. 
Instead, he would instruct his driver to 
park the car by the roadside and spend a 
few minutes talking to both familiar and 
unfamiliar faces.

This loyalty and his personal touch 
with the people and of course his move 
to slit the Western Kenya voting block 
are perhaps the things that endeared him 
most to President Kibaki, who upon ree-
lection, reappointed him to the ministry 
of Housing.

And together, the two went on to deliver 

some of the best conceptualized projects 
meant to address chronic housing short-
ages not just among civil servants but 
among the country’s urban populations.

While home, a hotel along the Malava 
- Kakamega Highway that he had built 
became his happy place. It is here that, 
even years after leaving his cabinet post, 
that he would meet people over hot meals 
and loud chatter.

On October 12th 2012 the two launched 
one of the flagship housing projects in the 
Ngara Civil Servants Housing Estate at 
only 5 per cent interest on loans advanced 
to the government workers.

Shitanda too had his fair share of dirt 
during his stint in government, after 
allegations of corruption and impropriety 
over fraudulent allocation of houses in 
other government projects such as the 
National Housing Scheme after it emerged 
that his wife was one of the beneficiaries 
of the housing schemes over her acquisi-

tion of a unit in Kakamega Town.
Her assistant Minister, Bishop Margeret 

Wanjiru was allocated a house in a Nairobi 
upmarket estate. At the time, civil society 
groups claimed a conflict of interest with 
these two.

“When I leave Nairobi I will need a house 
to stay in in Kakamega. Do you want me 
to live in a slum when I leave Nairobi,” 
Shitanda said at the time, insisting that 
there was no foul play in dealings within 
his Ministry.

His Permanent Secretary Tirop Kosgey, 
was not mentioned in any allegations of 
impropriety. 

Earlier though, as minister he sacked 
several high ranking officials from the 
National Housing Corporation for allocat-
ing themselves housing units, but never 
once did he conceptualize the possibil-
ity of taking political responsibility for 
the mess that had become the national 
housing project.

The last years of the Kibaki government 
were characterized by a feverish rush to 
wrap up projects for the people. But as 
Kibaki’s second term came to an end, 
Shitanda, like many others who served the 
country’s third president, found them-
selves trying to rediscover their lives 
before cabinet.

Towards the end of 2012, Shitanda too 
found himself in this space. The times, 
just like they had done in 1997 when he 
ventured out into politics, were chang-
ing. Fast. A new political dispensation 
had come into play and former political 

heavy weights such as himself woke up to 
finding themselves between a rock and a 
hard place. 

The gap between being Member of 
Parliament, a position he had served for 
15 years and a cabinet minister were too 
far apart, with two positions in the middle. 
Could he consider stepping down three 
positions, past the newly created post of 
governor, past the Senate position and 
settle for MP?

For an ambitious man, this was too 
much of a sacrifice to make. His time with 
Malava was done. It was time to serve the 
people of Kakamega County, so he took a 
stab at the Kakamega Gubernatorial posi-
tion, losing to Wycliffe Oparanya.

The final two years of his ministerial job 
were punctuated with bouts of illness that 
resulted in a Kidney transplant in India. He 
was however never to fully recover from 
this and the vagaries of diabetes that had 
slowly been chipping away at him.

And on 24th May 2016, Shitanda passed 
away at Nairobi Hospital bringing an end 
to an illustrious career for a man who 
shared an obsession for service with the 
president he served.

At the time of his death, Shitanda was the 
Chairman of the Board of the Agricultural 
Development Corporation (ADC). For close 
to two decades, Shitanda was pressing all 
the right buttons in his political journey 
that started all those years ago with his 
appointment as House Captain at Malava 
High School.

When I leave 
Nairobi I will need 
a house to stay in 
in Kakamega. Do 
you want me to live 
in a slum when I 
leave Nairobi?”

S O I TA  S H I TA N D A
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S O I TA  S H I TA N D A

Vice President Kalonzo Musyoka with President Kibaki and  Housing Minister Soita Shitanda at the opening ceremony of the 30th Annual General Meeting of Shelter Afrique at KICC.
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KENYATTA
U H U R U  M U I G A I

When he was born to Ngina Muhoho and Mzee Jomo 
Kenyatta in the dying days of the colonial administration 
in October 1961, it was Mwai Kibaki, then the Kenya African 
National Union (Kanu) Executive Officer, who suggested that 
he be named ‘Uhuru’. That was in commemoration of the 
imminent dawn of uhuru or independence and the hope that 
freedom portended for the Kenyan people. 

The 
Apprentice 
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But when he named him Uhuru 
in 1961, Kibaki would never have 
guessed that in years to come, 
political karma would first set 

him and the toddler he held in his arms 
apart, before drawing them close in dif-
ferent and profound ways, or that the 
younger man would follow in his very 
footsteps in ways more than one. 

For Uhuru Kenyatta was ‘the apprentice’. 
Spending his formative years with his 
father at airports and public functions, 
shaking hands with Cabinet ministers, 
security chiefs and senior government 
officials, and meeting foreign heads of 
State and ambassadors, young Kenyatta 
unconsciously observed the nuances and 
protocols of politics and government. 
Something rubbed off.

After his father died in 1978, Kenyatta 
remained in the shadows. Barring his 
annual appearances at Parliament 
Buildings in commemoration of his 
father’s death beside President Daniel 
arap Moi and members of the Kenyatta 
family, he fell off the radar, working briefly 
as a bank teller after graduating from 
university before founding Wilham Kenya 
Limited, through which he sourced and 
exported agricultural produce. 

Kenyatta would emerge, albeit fleetingly, 
20 years later, through a press statement 
that ruffled feathers and hit national 
headlines. 

President Moi was under siege at the 
time, his decade-long hold on power 
severely threatened by a restless nation 

and a group of battle-hardened politicians 
led by former Vice President Jaramogi 
Oginga Odinga who were demanding a 
return to multiparty democracy. Foreign 
ambassadors were batting in their corner. 
Foreign aid taps had all but dried up and 
the air was pregnant with political tension, 
impending change and the numbing fear 
of the unknown.

It is in this political powder keg that the 
press statement signed by Kenyatta and 
the sons of independence era politicians 
and Cabinet ministers, Tom Mboya and 
Argwings Kodhek landed. Time has come, 
they said, for the old order to give way to 
the new; for old leaders to pass the mantle 
to the young — for a rebirth of KANU and 
the nation.

The statement sent shockwaves across 
the country. It was deemed a direct attack 
against the person of President Moi, which 
was extremely brave considering Moi’s 
larger than life persona, the close, his-
torical ties between the Moi and Kenyatta 
families and the excesses of the repres-
sive KANU regime. The ruling party high 
command was livid, and its spokesmen 
lashed out at the young men saying they 
had been born with silver spoons in their 
mouths and were therefore out of touch 
with reality. 

In the cloud of the vicious attacks that 
followed, Kenyatta strategically and qui-
etly retreated. Nonetheless, Kenyans had 
taken note, and the question was not if, 
but when he would run for political office. 

More shocking was when the powerful 

U H U R U  M U I G A I  K E N YA T TA

tion in a situation where propaganda held 
sway and reinforced a false narrative of 
eventual victor Moses Mwihia, an ‘under-
dog from a peasant family’, being unfairly 
overrun by the scion of a moneyed and 
powerful political dynasty. 

A little perspective is in order. The 
ruling party was not popular in cen-
tral Kenya. The Gikuyu community had 
long borne the brunt of the authoritar-
ian KANU regime and was firmly in the 
Opposition with Mwihia running on a 
Social Democratic Party (SDP) ticket asso-
ciated with Anyang Nyong’o and Charity 
Ngilu. It didn’t help that Gatundu had 
been split into Gatundu north and south 
constituencies, creating the perception 
that it was Moi’s plan to offer his protégé 
Kenyatta a ‘safe seat’ on a silver platter. 
That notwithstanding, Kenyatta was the 
frontrunner by a mile. Until the tables 
suddenly and dramatically turned. 

Pretending to be kidnapped and 
harmed, just three days before the elec-
tion, 

Mwihia, an Opposition candidate, used 
this false information to gain sympathy 

Kenyatta family issued a statement saying 
they would support former Vice President 
and Finance Minister Mwai Kibaki, who 
had resigned as Health Minister in 
December 1991 to found the Democratic 
Party (DP) and to challenge Moi in the 1992 
multiparty General Election. The die was 
cast, it seemed; the ties between the Moi 
and Kenyatta families were irretrievably 
severed. 

Kenyatta, surprisingly, did not run 
for the position of Gatundu Member of 
Parliament (MP) as was widely expected. 
And then Moi routed a divided opposition; 
Kenyatta fell off the radar once again. 

But all indications were that fences had 
been mended when Kenyatta emerged 
in 1997 to run for the Gatundu South 
seat on a KANU ticket — not Kibaki’s 
DP as many had expected. In a political 
landscape where sons inheriting their 
father’s political seats was commonplace, 
his candidature, which was backed by the 
political name, might and the war chest 
of the Kenyatta family, seemed like a fait 
accompli. 

It was not to be. Kenyatta lost the elec-

In the cloud of the vicious attacks 
that followed, Kenyatta strategically 
and quietly retreated. Nonetheless, 
Kenyanshad takennote, andthe 
question was not if, but when he would 
run for political office
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votes. It was a bitter and devastating loss 
for Kenyatta; a loss that would be difficult 
to surmount, pundits ruled. 

Once again, Kenyatta retreated until 
1999 when seemingly out of the blue, 
Moi, the self-styled professor of politics, 
appointed him Chairman of the Kenya 
Tourism Board. Kenyatta was a youthful 
38, and looked the part. 

Predictably, there was mumbling within 
Opposition quarters that he didn’t merit 
the appointment; that he lacked the 
experience to chair such a strategic and 
critical national parastatal. Never mind 
that Kenyatta was relatively familiar with 
matters tourism on account of his family’s 
expansive investments in the tourism and 
hospitality sector. 

Those who understood President Moi’s 
Machiavellian chessboard, however, sus-
pected something bigger: the professor 
of politics was reinventing ‘Candidate 
Uhuru’”. To paraphrase Jaramogi Odinga 
in his book Not Yet Uhuru, Moi, the giraffe 
with a long neck that sees far, was testing 
the waters and preparing to insert the 
unknown and unheralded striker into the 
rough and tumble of the Kenyan political 
game. To what end, only time, and Moi, 
himself knew. 

From then, it was game on. In 2001, Mark 
Too, ‘resigned’ as a nominated MP, his slot 
was taken up by Kenyatta who was quickly 
appointed Local Government Minister 
by President Moi. Superintending over 
Nairobi City Council and all municipali-
ties, Local Government was a powerful 

perch whose tentacles spread into every 
nook and cranny of the country. It was the 
perfect launching pad into the national 
political arena. 

The following year, Moi, who was retir-
ing as President, announced that Kenyatta 
was his chosen successor and would be 
KANU’s flag bearer in the 2002 Presidential 
election. In so doing, he not only caused 
a furore that split his party into ‘old’ and 
‘New KANU’, but placed Kenyatta in the 
crosshairs of his ‘father’, Kibaki — the 
Opposition candidate who had named 
him as a baby and whose children were 
Kenyatta’s friends.

It was a mismatch. Here was political 
greenhorn backed only by Moi’s fanatic 
Rift Valley following in a party that had 
lost favour taking on one of Kenya’s most 
consummate, astute and experienced 
politicians — an erudite policy wonk 
and cunning political fox at the helm of a 
massive national wave that wanted KANU 
dead and buried. 

Not surprisingly, when the last ballot 
was counted, Kibaki was president. It 
was a 70 per cent rout that nonetheless 
thrust Kenyatta, now MP for Gatundu 
South, into Kibaki’s former front bench 
seat in Parliament as Official Leader of 
Opposition. 

It was not yet Uhuru, but ‘the apprentice’ 
was back. 

The Opposition benches were unfa-
miliar turf for KANU and its new, young 
leader. Long associated with kleptocracy 
and incompetence, it now fell upon the 
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maligned independence party to call 
out the excesses of government, a role 
that Kenyatta took up with gusto. This 
role, however, placed him once more on 
opposite ends of the table with Kibaki, 
each time he challenged the government 
as Opposition chief.

As time went by, his position as KANU 
chairman became tenuous. He had 
beaten powerful Moi era Cabinet Minister 
Nicholas Biwott to the post in 2005. 
However, as the 2007 poll approached, 
remnants of ‘old KANU’ politicians, still 
smarting from being stood over by Moi in 
in 2002, wanted him replaced. They were 
dying to present a Presidential candidate, 
but Kenyatta had strategically calculated 
to sit it out knowing that to run against 
Kibaki — who now enjoyed the advantage 
of incumbency — for the second time 
would be committing political suicide. 
It was virtually impossible to garner the 
crucial Gikuyu vote, and foolhardy to 
challenge the combined might of two 
of the senior most Kenyan politicians of 
the time: President Kibaki and Orange 
Democratic Movement (ODM-Kenya) 
party leader, Raila Odinga. 

In any case, the ground had long shifted. 
Rift Valley, the bedrock of KANU, was now 
in the hands of Odinga and William Ruto 
after they were fired from the Cabinet for 
teaming up with KANU and Kenyatta to 
vote ‘No’ during the 2005 Constitutional 
referendum, which the government lost. 
With Rift Valley gone, Kenyatta knew, 
KANU had little hope of winning the 

election. 
‘The apprentice’ had clearly learnt cru-

cial lessons from his 1992 debacle. 
But ‘old KANU’ wanted its way, and in 

2006, Kenyatta was replaced as party chair-
man by Biwott. It took a court ruling the 
following year to reinstate him. 

Now firmly back in the saddle, and to 
the chagrin of KANU diehards, Kenyatta 
announced that the party would be 
supporting President Kibaki’s Party of 
National Unity (PNU) in the 2007 General 
Election. 

For the first time in 15 years, Kibaki and 
Kenyatta would be sitting at the same 
table and pulling in the same direction. 

The 2007 election results were bitterly 
contested and on 17 April 2008, a coali-
tion government, the Government of 
National Unity, was formed with Kenyatta, 
the former Official Leader of Opposition, 
sworn in as Deputy Prime Minister and 
Minister for Trade, with James Omingo 
Magara as his deputy. In January 2009, 
he was appointed Finance Minister to 
replace Amos Kimunya. 

At the Treasury, where Kibaki, the 
University of London-trained economist 
had served long stints as Finance Minister, 
Kenyatta became ‘the apprentice’ once 
more. 

The post-election violence that followed 
the disputed poll had literally flattened the 
economy and obliterated the gains made 
during Kibaki’s first term of office. The 
spiral needed to be urgently stemmed and 
measures put in place to spur economic 

U H U R U  M U I G A I  K E N YA T TA
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growth. 
Kenyatta’s two budgets as Finance 

Minister were, at near a trillion, not only 
the biggest in Kenya’s history but a reflec-
tion of Kibaki’s economic philosophy. He 
poured billions of shillings into sectors 
that would shift the gears of economic 
development and give the common 
mwananchi (citizen) a leg up and the 
opportunity to create wealth and access 
markets. The budgets reflect a singular 
focus on revamping agriculture, water 
and irrigation and investing in education, 
infrastructure development, reducing 
the cost of power and expanding access 
to affordable energy supply for Kenyans. 

Yet in spite of flirting with an unprec-
edented trillion-shilling mark, the budg-
ets still reflected Kibaki’s famed frugality 
and a disdain for foreign loans to breach 
deficits. 

The 2010 budget, for example, outlined 
the need to maintain a stable macro-
economic environment and create an 
enabling environment for business; devel-
oping key infrastructure facilities and 
public works countrywide to stimulate 
growth, create employment and reduce 
poverty; promoting equitable regional and 
social development for stability; investing 
in environment and food security; and 
strengthening governance to improve 
public service delivery.

And by cutting excise duty on cosmet-
ics and beauty products by half to 5 per 
cent because “…beautiful women are the 
face of a healthy society,” ‘The apprentice’ 

not only aptly captured Kibaki’s wit, but 
profound sense of detail as well.

An 18 February 2011 Reuters profile 
of Kenyatta the Finance Minister sums 
his tenure thus: “Kenyatta has overseen 
unprecedented spending on infrastruc-
ture. In his budget speech for the fiscal 
year ending in June, the finance minister 
allocated 182 billion shillings, or 18 per 
cent of the government’s spending plan, 
for road, railway and energy projects.”

“He has tried to implement some meas-

ure of austerity at the Treasury with lim-
ited success. He suggested that ministers 
and high ranking officials downgrade to 
vehicles with lower engine capacities and 
mooted the idea that parliamentarians 
should pay tax (in his 2009/2010 Budget 
Speech)…” Reuters reported.

MPs and Cabinet ministers rejected the 
austerity measures, but right there, once 
more, lay Kibaki’s famed frugality. 

But all the while, the International 
Criminal Court (ICC) Chief Prosecutor 

Luis Moreno Ocampo and the dark cloud 
of the 2007–2008 post-election violence 
hung ominously over Kenyatta’s head. 

In December 2010, he was named along-
side suspended Education Minister 
Ruto, Industrialisation Minister Henry 
Kosgey, Secretary to the Cabinet Francis 
Kirimi Muthaura, former police chief 
Mohammed Hussein Ali and radio jour-
nalist Joshua Arap Sang by the ICC as a 
suspect for instigating the 2007–2008 
post-election violence in which about 
1,500 Kenyans died and 350,000 were 
displaced.

As a result, Kenyatta resigned from his 
position as Finance Minister, but retained 
the portfolio of Deputy Prime Minister. 

Faced with the possibility of living 
out the rest of his years in the menac-
ing shackles of an international prison, 
Kenyatta’s life and political career seemed 
done and dusted. 

But far from cowering with fear, 
Kenyatta and Ruto joined The National 
Alliance (TNA) — a political party run by 
a band of youthful Kenyans — and set 
sail for a seemingly perilous journey and 
improbable destination. 

To the shock of Kenyans, when that boat 
docked at the 2013 General Election, it had 
out-sailed Prime Minister, Opposition 
Leader and perceived frontrunner Odinga 
and ODM. Uhuru Kenyatta became the 
fourth President of the Republic of Kenya.

It was no longer not yet Uhuru. ‘The 
apprentice’ had come of age.
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HAJI
Y U S U F

Mohammed Yusuf Haji sports the classic door-knocker beard. It 
is a style he adopted after he left the provincial administration 
in 1997, when he was nominated to Parliament by former 
President Daniel arap Moi. He has mellowed with age too, in a 
departure from times past – in June 1988, for instance, he earned 
international censure from human rights organisations when as 
a Provincial Commissioner he had a man jailed for refusing to 
give him a lift. Haji’s official car had broken down and he flagged 
down a Peter Makau, an electrician who responded, “Go and 
find a Government of Kenya vehicle. My car is not a government 
vehicle.”

Master of the 
Balancing 
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Within hours, the PC 
had reported the 
matter to the Officer 
Commanding Police 

Division Eldoret and the electrician was 
arrested. He was jailed for three months 
the very next day by a magistrate who 
said he had behaved “in a very unsocial 
manner… government officials deserve 
respect. The accused lacked respect… 
(and a) deterrent sentence should be 
meted out as a lesson to those with such 
mind and unbecoming behaviour.”

Having joined the provincial adminis-
tration in 1960, Haji had a colourful career 
as an administrator, legislator and then 
President Mwai Kibaki’s Minister for 
Defence. His entry into the Cabinet in 
2008 followed the 2007 General Election 
in which he won the Ijara parliamentary 
seat on a Kenya African National Union 
(KANU) party ticket. At the time, KANU 
was one of the parties supporting Kibaki’s 
presidential candidacy on a Party of 
National Unity (PNU) ticket. 

But the elections ended in chaos after 
the Orange Democratic Movement 
(ODM) led by Raila Odinga rejected the 
results, sparking violence in Nairobi, 
parts of Rift Valley and Nyanza provinces. 
The violence left about 1,400 people dead 
and 500,000 others displaced, prompting 
the international community to step in. 
Following mediation efforts, Kibaki and 
Odinga signed a power-sharing deal that 
resulted in a coalition government with 
Odinga as Prime Minister. The agreement 

also stated that they would share out 
Cabinet positions among their support-
ers. It was this arrangement that brought 
Haji into the Cabinet on Kibaki’s side of 
the coalition. 

Soon after his Cabinet appointment, 
the Kenyan military faced an emerg-
ing Al-Shabaab militia in neighbour-
ing Somalia. The militias had in 2008 
strengthened relations with Al-Qaeda 
insurgents and were also carrying out 
soft-target attacks in Somalia. Their grow-
ing profile and notoriety posed a regional 
dilemma as various nations tried to 
strengthen Somalia’s internationally rec-
ognised Transitional Federal Government 
(TFG), which had been formed in Nairobi. 
The TFG had violently lost control of 
the country’s capital Mogadishu to the 
Islamic courts in 2006. In response, 
President Kibaki had expressed his gov-
ernment’s commitment to work closely 
with Inter-Governmental Authority for 
Development (IGAD) member states, 
the African Union and the TFG towards 
sustainable peace in Somalia. 

Born in Garissa on 23 December 1940 
to an Ogaden Darod family, Haji was best 
known for his stellar performance as an 
administrator, having served in various 
parts of the country under presidents 
Jomo Kenyatta, Moi, Kibaki and Uhuru 
Kenyatta – the latter two as a politician.

Unlike other administrators with uni-
versity qualifications, Haji had only a 
secondary school certificate before he 
joined the government and sat for the 

Mr. J.P. Bondo in 1969, when the President 
of Somalia, Mr. (Abdirashid) Sharmarke, 
was shot. I went to the office of the DC 
in Winam, which was the headquarters, 
to brief him. When I entered his office, 
the greeting was: ‘Oh, pole Bwana Haji, 
for the death of your President.’ I was 
shocked. I asked him, ‘Which President?’ 
He said: ‘The President of Somalia.’”

Haji’s meteoric rise began in 1981, when 
he was promoted to become the Siaya 
District Commissioner. By then the dis-
trict was a hotbed of Opposition politics, 
with Jaramogi Oginga Odinga control-
ling Nyanza politics from there. This 
was Haji’s second stint in Siaya, having 

1970 Administrative Officers Course at the 
Kenya Institute of Administration. Then 
stationed in Maseno, Kisumu District, he 
was forced to re-sit five of the six courses 
after which he was appointed a District 
Officer. Later on, he did a short course 
at the University of Birmingham in the 
United Kingdom.

As a young administrator at a time 
when Kenya was going through the Shifta 
war, Haji always found himself on the 
receiving end of senior administrators. 
He would later tell Parliament of this 
experience. “I remember as a young 
District Officer in Kisumu, I was the DO 
Boma. The District Commissioner was 
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served there in 1970 as a District Officer. 
His return to Siaya came three weeks 
after Odinga’s bid to enter Parliament 
as the Bondo MP had fallen flat after he 
allegedly described President Kenyatta as 
a land grabber. Although Odinga denied 
making such a remark, he was denied a 
chance to vie for the Bondo seat.

With left-wing politics taking shape and 
with district commissioners enjoying 
unfettered power, Haji had been thrown 
into stormy territory. But after only one 
year, he was moved to Kiambu District 
at a time when Moi was concerned about 
the emergence of underground groups 
such as Mwakenya. Kiambu was also the 
political base for Charles Njonjo, who in 
June 1980 had been appointed Minister 
for Home and Constitutional Affairs and 
whose influence within the body politic 
was widely known and feared.  More so, 
Moi had started a crackdown on radical 
MPs who included Koigi wa Wamwere, 
James Orengo, Abuya, Onyango Midika, 
Chibule wa Tsuma, Lawrence Sifuna and 
Mashengu wa Mwachofi. 

Haji did not stay long in Kiambu; he 
was promoted in July 1982 to Senior 
District Commissioner in the Office of the 
President with the likes of Stanley Thuo 
and Anthony Oyier. But this appoint-
ment was cut short by the abortive 1982 
coup, and Haji was appointed Provincial 
Commissioner for Western Province as 
Moi reorganised the provincial admin-
istration and security department.

The attempted coup also brought the 

Somali community closer to the Moi pres-
idency as the insurgence was crushed by 
General Mahmoud Mohammed. Shortly 
after, Mohammed’s younger brother, 
Hussein Maalim Mohammed, was 
appointed Minister of State in the Office 
of the President. He was the first Kenyan 
of Somali descent to be appointed to the 
Cabinet.

With such networks, and years of build-
ing trust, Haji had by 1992 risen to become 
the Rift Valley Provincial Commissioner 

– a coveted position within the public 
administration. He was the first PC from 
the Kenyan-Somali community. 

The reintroduction of multi-party poli-
tics in 1991 had ignited ethnic tensions 
in the Rift Valley and clashes between 
the Kikuyu and the Kalenjin communi-
ties had been witnessed in various parts. 
Haji found himself accused of doing 
little to stop the clashes. In Nairobi, 
Head of Civil Service Philip Mbithi 
blamed the Opposition for the skir-

mishes. Amid this criticism, Haji was 
sent to Western Province and replaced 
by Zachary Ogongo. But after a four-
year stint in Kakamega District, he was 
moved back to Nakuru District to run 
the politically-sensitive province after 
Ogongo was accused of insulting Catholic 
Bishop Ndingi Mwana a’Nzeki who had 
raised various concerns on security and 
further flare-ups of ethnic tension in the 
province. 

In 1997, Haji finally retired from the 

President Kibaki and Minister for Defence Yusuf Haji attend the Passing-Out Parade for military recruits at the Training School in Eldoret.
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civil service and became Moi’s campaign 
coordinator in North-Eastern Province. 
After Moi’s victory against Kibaki in the 
1997 General Election, he was nominated 
to Parliament by KANU and appointed 
Assistant Minister in the Office of the 
President.

In Parliament, Haji became a fervent 
defender of the Moi regime and often 
clashed with members of the Opposition. 
For instance, when James Orengo moved 
a motion of no confidence in the govern-
ment in October 1998, Haji dismissed it 
as “out of place” and described Orengo 
as an “infidel”.

“The mover of the motion and those 

who support it are people who are short-
sighted, and no wonder the mover is 
wearing glasses because he is also short-
sighted… President Moi has provided 
solid, sober and pragmatic leadership 
to this country. Only somebody who is 
day-dreaming (would) dream of remov-
ing KANU from power.”

So powerful was Haji that he even 
influenced the creation of Ijara District, 
carved out of the larger Garissa, and it 
became one of the smallest districts in 
Kenya. Interestingly, the district had only 
one constituency. 

But he was still a respectable figure and 
in June 1998, he was part of a committee 

Kenyatta as his successor, Haji opted to 
stay on and fight for the Ijara seat on a 
KANU ticket.

And when his boss, William ole 
Ntimama, resigned as Minister of State in 
the Office of the President, Moi appointed 
Haji, then Ntimama’s Assistant Minister, 
to take over.

Haji would then campaign for Uhuru 
Kenyatta in North-Eastern Province and 
even managed to lock Kibaki’s National 
Rainbow Alliance (NARC) out. KANU cap-
tured 10 of the 11 parliamentary seats and 
won 62 per cent of the votes cast. Haji also 
won Ijara by 4,177 votes against NARC’s 
Nur Ahmed Sul who got 1,573 votes. 

Y U S U F  H A J I

of legislators from the parliaments of 
Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania established 
to prepare for the formation of the East 
African Legislative Assembly. The Kenyan 
delegation was represented by Francis 
ole Kaparo, Samuel Poghisio, Haji, Paul 
Kihara, George Ngure and David Musila.

In March 2002, as Moi prepared to 
exit from power, Haji was made the 
KANU National Treasurer, cementing 
his place among the Moi loyalists. But 
when many of his fellow party members 
defected – including heavyweights such 
as George Saitoti, Kalonzo Musyoka, 
Joseph Kamotho and Moody Awori – 
in protest over Moi’s choice of Uhuru 

So powerful was 
Haji that he even 
influenced the 
creation of Ijara 
District, carved 
out of the larger 
Garissa, and 
it became one 
of the smallest 
districts in Kenya. 
Interestingly, the 
district had only 
one constituencyPresident Kibaki,  Defence Minister Yusuf Haji and outgoing Chief of Defence Forces Lt. Gen Jeremiah Kianga and the incoming Chief of Defence Forces Lt. 

Gen J. W. Karangi at State House, Nairobi.
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As the country prepared for the 2007 
elections, Kenyatta declared that he 
would side with President Kibaki, who 
had won the presidency in 2002, and 
that KANU would not field a presidential 
candidate. Haji once again vied for the 
Ijara seat on a KANU ticket. 

In the expanded coalition govern-
ment between President Kibaki and 
Prime Minister Odinga, Haji as Minister 
for Defence worked with Gen (Rtd) 
Joseph Nkaissery and former Provincial 
Commissioner David Musila. Haji’s 
Cabinet position also helped Kibaki con-
solidate his support in North-Eastern 
Province, where Odinga had made 
inroads with his ODM party.

Haji would play a formidable role in 
negotiating peace in Somalia and he 
would later reveal that Kenya was in 
Somalia for a long stay. He said Kenyan 
troops were “pushing Al-Shabaab away 
from our boundary and securing our 
border and we will go as far as we will 
go…”

Some scholars say Haji was the brains 
behind the Somalia invasion and that he 
played a critical role in stabilising the 
war-torn country. He also played a role in 
mediating between the Ogaden National 
Front and the Ethiopian government 
as chairman of the mediation commit-
tee between 2012 and 2018. Later, at the 
request of President Uhuru Kenyatta, he 
mediated between Somalia’s President 
Mohamed Farmajo and Jubaland 
President in Somalia, Ahmed Islam alias 

Ahmed Madobe.
At a time when his age mates were no 

longer seeking elective positions after 
Kibaki’s exit, Haji decided to contest the 
Garissa Senate seat in 2013 on a Jubilee 
ticket – this time with Kenyatta as the 
presidential candidate. After winning 
the seat, he was appointed a member 
of the Senate Defence and National 
Security Committee. Under his watch, 
the committee remained off-camera, 
as a result of which he clashed with the 
Media Council of Kenya for restricting 
the entry of journalists to cover commit-
tee sessions.

As a result of his long career as an 
administrator and as a politician, Haji 
was appointed chairman of the Building 
Bridges Initiative Task Force, which 
was mandated to guide public partici-
pation in the quest for national unity, 
inclusion and consolidation of the 2010 
Constitution. In the push for further 
constitutional changes, he supported 
the introduction of a clause to allow 
Members of Parliament to be appointed 
to the Cabinet. Mohamed Yusuf Haji 
died at the Aga Khan Hospital, Nairobi 
on February 15 2021 aged 80.In his con-
dolence message to the family President 
Uhuru Kenyatta called Haji “a highly 
respected leader and elder whose 
wisdom, deep knowledge of the Kenyan 
society and long experience as a public 
administrator enabled him to serve the 
country in various leadership roles with 
distinction for many years.”

Y U S U F  H A J I
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POSTSCRIPT

Looking at the profiles con-
tained in Kibaki Cabinets 
against the backdrop of 
Kenyatta Cabinets and 
Moi Cabinets, one can 
readily appreciate that 

Kenya is indeed opus in progressu – work 
in progress. In the 57 years that Kenya 
has been independent, our country has 
witnessed both laudable and lamentable 
moments. But move on we must as we 
celebrate our praiseworthy moments and 
learn from the dreadful ones.  

In the course of drafting and editing the 
profiles contained in Kibaki Cabinets, we 
avoided – as much as possible – burying 
our heads in the sand and acknowledged 
the fact that no human being or regime 

is perfect. This outlook, we believe, adds 
credence to the factual accuracy of the 
Kibaki Cabinets. In any case, the missteps 
of the Kibaki era – or indeed of the previ-
ous two presidencies – are not necessarily 
an indictment. 

In fact, every lapse or gaffe that ends up 
affecting any nation in a grippingly sweep-
ing manner should trigger deep introspec-
tion, and better yet, spur efforts towards 
wholesome reparation. As Edmund Burke, 
the 18th century Irish statesman and phi-
losopher aptly put it, “In history, a great 
volume is unrolled for our instruction, 
drawing the materials of future wisdom 
from the past errors and infirmities of 
mankind.”

Therefore, while we celebrate the men 

and women who made up Kibaki’s cabi-
nets, we must not forget that we are 
addressing ourselves to an era whose 
leader is a person of flesh and blood; a 
fallible person like the rest of human-
ity. It would be remiss of us then not to 
acknowledge the triumphs associated 
with the assignees of the Kibaki era, the 
occasional slip-ups or ill-starred acts of 
omission or commission notwithstand-
ing. This requires us to avoid falling victim 
to the jaundice political partisanship may 
instigate in some of us.  

Kenyatta, Moi and Kibaki had their 
days of good tidings and a share of down-
sides as well. Top among Kibaki’s worst 
moments must be the near-apocalyptic 
aftermath of the garrulously contested 

2007 General Election. As aptly captured 
in some of the profiles in this publication, 
the bloodletting, murder, maiming and 
human displacement that occurred then 
almost tore apart the fabric of Kenya’s 
nationhood. 

Thankfully, the Kofi Annan-led media-
tion process that followed put a stop to 
the ensuing political bad blood and culmi-
nated in the formation of the Government 
of National Unity, also referred to dispar-
agingly as “serikali ya nusu mkate” (half-
loaf government) in some quarters. This 
unflattering reference is symptomatic 
of scars from the political dissention 
that morphed into a fireball in 2007. The 
resonances of that regrettable moment 
may have inspired the Building Bridges 
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Initiative many years later. 
Speaking of negative vibes, at the very 

dawn of Kenya’s independence, there was 
a secessionist move that one of the profiles 
in this publication captures agreeably. The 
KANU-KADU party wrangles of the time 
did more harm than good to a fledgling 
State when the populace expected no 
less than the delivery of independence 
hopes and aspirations by its leaders. The 
political assassinations of Pio Gama Pinto, 
Tom Mboya and J.M. Kariuki, to mention 
a few, that followed further dampened the 
hopes of a people now getting increas-
ingly restless. 

Enter the Moi era, and even before the 
second President of Kenya could assert 
his presence and full authority, the 1982 

coup d’etat suddenly threw Kenya into 
political limbo. The coup disrupted the 
nation’s balance in an unforgettable way. 
The clipping of political dissidence that 
followed simmered for the remainder of 
the Moi era. Meanwhile, political restless-
ness during Moi’s last decade in power 
‘enthroned’ some of the individuals fea-
tured in this publication on the so-called 
second liberation movement. Kibaki, 
although not one of the Young Turks by 
then, inevitably became part of the politi-
cal events and change that followed. The 
profiles in this publication are, therefore, 
and aptly so, an account of the cycles of 
ongoing political transmutation whose 
relevance to the makings of modern-day 
Kenya cannot be ignored. 

Kibaki’s Kenya, unlike the Kenya of 
Jomo Kenyatta and Daniel arap Moi, 
afforded politicians, activists and the 
media more freedom of expression. Times 
had changed dramatically in Kenya when 
the 1991 re-introduction of the multiparty 
system loosened the grip on persons 
deemed overly critical of the government 
and its top leaders. That Kibaki hardly 
lashed back when sharp criticism of his 
government was issued seems to have 
sent a signal to those who previously 
thrived on acerbic politicking, impas-
sioned activism or fudged news coverage. 

In a way, Kenyans discovered a form of 
freedom of expression they had never 
known before or after independence. 
The same attitude of giving latitude to 

those charged with the delivery of service 
to the public allowed Cabinet ministers 
to discharge their duties without undue 
pressure from President Kibaki. This, it 
seems, contributed to the levels of creativ-
ity and diligence of the men and women 
profiled in this publication. 

As proclaimed by Martin Luther King Jr., 
“Life’s most persistent and urgent ques-
tion is, what are you doing for others?” In 
retrospect, it is unlikely that Kibaki suffers 
insomnia on account of his contribution 
towards transforming Kenya during his 
time at the helm. Without a doubt, he 
etched his mark in the annals of Kenya’s 
evolving history as various members of 
his cabinets profiled in this publication 
played their roles.
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